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·1· · · · · · · · · · · P R O C E E D I N G S

·2· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Good morning.· Today is

·3· Tuesday January 26, 2016.· It is 9:00.· This is the date

·4· and time set for the formal hearing in the matter of the

·5· application of Carbon/Emery Telecom Incorporated for an

·6· increase in Utah Universal Service Fund Support.· This is

·7· Public Service Commission Docket 15-2302-01.

·8· · · · · · · Let's go ahead and get appearances on the

·9· record.· Carbon/Emery.

10· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Thank you.· My name is Kira

11· Slawson.· I represent Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc. as the

12· attorney.· With me, starting at the far end of counsel

13· table is Brock Johansen, the CEO of Carbon/Emery Telecom

14· Inc.· Next to him, and next to me, is Darren Woolsey, the

15· CFO of Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc.· We also have another

16· witness, Douglas Meredith from JSI.

17· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Then you are also

18· representing URTA, the intervener; is that correct?

19· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· I am, yes.

20· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Thank you.· Is anyone else

21· here from URTA?

22· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· No -- well, Douglas Meredith is

23· the witness for URTA, yes.

24· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Thank you.· And for the

25· Division.
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·1· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· Good morning.· I'm Justin Jetter.

·2· I'm with the Utah Attorney General's office and I represent

·3· the Utah Division of Public Utilities.· With me at counsel

·4· table is William Duncan with the Utah Division of Public

·5· Utilities.· And the Division intends to present two

·6· witnesses today who are seated in the back, Casey Coleman

·7· and Joseph Hellewell.

·8· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Thank you.· And for the

·9· Office.

10· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Robert Moore, Attorney General's

11· office representing the Office of Consumer Services.

12· Seated next to me is our witness Bion Ostrander.· We also

13· have a witness David Brevitz who will be testifying.· And

14· Michele Beck, the director of the Office of Consumer

15· Services, is also present and she may speak to any policy

16· issues that come up during the hearing.

17· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Thank you.· Just as we get

18· started here, a couple of housekeeping matters.· We are

19· scheduled to break from the UUSF hearing this morning at

20· noon to take any comments from any public witnesses who

21· might appear.· I don't know if any will be here or not.· We

22· haven't had any requests to call in, correct?· So we'll see

23· if anybody comes.· If we don't see anybody for the public

24· witness hearing then I think we could just continue with

25· the UUSF hearing.· We do need to be prepared to take public
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·1· comments for a period of about an hour at least, but then

·2· at 1:00 we could take a lunch break.· Does that sound all

·3· right?

·4· · · · · · · Let's talk about witness and exhibit lists just

·5· briefly.· All parties have filed those and the Office did a

·6· little amendment to it yesterday to remove information that

·7· related to testimony that's been withdrawn.· Does any party

·8· have an objection to any other party's witness and exhibit

·9· list today?· Carbon.

10· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· I guess it's not so much as an

11· objection, but I wasn't aware that Ms. Beck was on the

12· witness list for policy issues.

13· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Do you object to her making a

14· statement if she feels it is necessary?

15· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· We would obviously want the

16· opportunity to cross examine on any statements.

17· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· All right.· Thank you.

18· Division, any objection?

19· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· The Division has no objection.

20· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Office.

21· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· That's fine.

22· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· And you speak for URTA as

23· well?

24· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· I do.

25· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Thank you.· So I think it
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·1· would be appropriate, largely the exhibit and witness lists

·2· -- well, the exhibit lists just capture and summarize the

·3· prefiled testimony that's been submitted.· So I believe all

·4· the parties have had a chance to look at all of that.  I

·5· think it would be appropriate for me to just accept it into

·6· the record as filed and as marked and that might save us

·7· some time.· Is that what the parties were expecting, or is

·8· that acceptable?

·9· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· That's acceptable to the Company.

10· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· It's generally acceptable to the

11· Division.· We have some corrections that we would like to

12· make that generally the witnesses will do at the beginning

13· of their testimony.· I'll walk through that with them.

14· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Okay.· Office, does that meet

15· with your expectations?

16· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· That's fine.· I had some exhibits

17· that came up that might not have been on the exhibit list.

18· I guess Ms. Slawson can object to them at that time if she

19· feels.

20· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Sure.

21· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· If she feels they're not

22· appropriate.

23· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· But to the extent that we

24· already have filed exhibits that are on that list, we'll

25· accept them to the record as filed subject to correction
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·1· during testimony and as premarked.· Okay.· I think that

·2· will save us some time.

·3· · · · · · · The next thing I wanted to do for housekeeping

·4· is just note for the record that many of the exhibits do

·5· contain information that the parties have marked as

·6· confidential.· Generally the confidential sections include

·7· financial information and numbers.· I just wanted to make

·8· the parties aware and put on to the record Utah Code

·9· Section 54-3-21(4), which requires this hearing to be open

10· to the public, including all records to be open to the

11· public, except it says that the Commission may withhold

12· from the public any information that it determines needs to

13· be withheld in the best interest of the public.· I can give

14· you that.· Do you want me to read it exactly what it says?

15· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· No, that's fine.

16· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· So I anticipate today that

17· the parties will be discussing concepts and principles and

18· polices and leave the numbers where they are, which is in

19· the confident exhibits.· If you find it necessary to talk

20· about the numbers today and you want me to close the

21· hearing for the purpose of doing that you're going to have

22· to demonstrate that closing the hearing is in the public

23· interest, which is an interesting concept.· I just wanted

24· to make the parties aware of that.

25· · · · · · · Then finally, the Commission issued a notice a
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·1· few days ago on January 21st asking the parties to be

·2· prepared to address threshold questions that are raised in

·3· the statute specifically prohibiting any use of UUSF funds

·4· for support of unregulated activities or any activities

·5· that do not constitute basic telephone service.· Do the

·6· parties have a preference as to how and when to address

·7· these issues?

·8· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· The Company, Carbon/Emery would

·9· prefer that these issues be addressed in post hearing

10· briefing.· I think that affords the opportunity to look at

11· the legal aspects of the statute after all the testimony

12· has been entered so we can apply the legal aspects of the

13· statute to the testimony as in the record.

14· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Are you prepared to address

15· it at all today?

16· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· I am.

17· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Could you address it at least

18· generally at the outset here, the threshold question, so if

19· the statute isn't satisfied then that is perhaps as far as

20· we need to go.· If you could address it at least briefly at

21· the beginning that would be helpful.

22· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Okay.

23· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Division.

24· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I suppose we have a question for

25· the Commission on this.· We have a witness prepared to give
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·1· a statement responding to those questions, but we weren't

·2· certain if you preferred that from counsel or -- it's kind

·3· of to some extent mixed questions of policy that may be

·4· more appropriate, at least from the Division's perspective,

·5· to have one of our policy folks discuss it.· But the

·6· alternative is also I'm prepared to provide you with our

·7· position on it.

·8· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Perhaps you could just

·9· address it briefly upfront.

10· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· Okay.

11· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· And then we'll take your

12· witness whenever you want to bring him or her.

13· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Okay.

14· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Office.

15· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· We'll address it briefly in the

16· beginning.· We also have a condensed written response that

17· we would like to introduce as an exhibit if Ms. Slawson

18· does not object.· Also this is the reason we have Ms. Beck

19· available to talk on policy questions if they arise.

20· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· All right.· Thank you.· So

21· that is all that I wanted to discuss here as we get started

22· in terms of housekeeping.· Do the parties have any other

23· questions that we need to talk about before we go into the

24· meat of this matter?· All right.· It doesn't look like it.

25· Are the parties ready to begin then with opening
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·1· statements?

·2· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Basically I would introduce the

·3· witness and then each witness has prepared a summary of

·4· their testimony, so I didn't prepare any particular opening

·5· statement.

·6· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· All right.· The Division or

·7· the Office, you're fine to left Carbon just go ahead?

·8· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· Yes.· I think our general practice

·9· has not been to offer -- generally we don't have an opening

10· or closing statement unless requested by the Commission.

11· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· All right.· Very good.

12· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· I guess as a preliminary matter

13· in light of what Mr. Jetter just said, we have requested

14· through an e-mail communication with counsel and the with

15· the ALJ that there be closing argument in this matter.· And

16· we suggested that our preference was to have that on a post

17· hearing basis provided in a written form.· But we are

18· prepared if necessary and if time permits to do a closing

19· argument also.

20· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· I think I responded and said

21· we'll see how the hearing goes.

22· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Exactly.

23· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Very good.· All right.· Then

24· under the rule Carbon/Emery, which is the applicant, has

25· the burden of proof.· Begin.· Go ahead.
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·1· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Thank you.· I would like to call

·2· Darren Woolsey -- I'm sorry, I mean Brock Johansen to the

·3· stand.

·4· · · · · · · (The witness is sworn in.)

·5· · · · · · · · · · · ·DIRECT EXAMINATION

·6· BY MS. SLAWSON:

·7· · · · Q.· · Good morning, Mr. Johansen.· Would you please

·8· state your name, employer and business address for the

·9· record?

10· · · · A.· · Yes.· Brock Johansen.· I'm the chief executive

11· officer of Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc.· My business address

12· is 445 East Highway 29, Orangeville, Utah, 84537.

13· · · · Q.· · On behalf of the applicant Carbon/Emery you

14· have participated in this record, correct?

15· · · · A.· · Yes.

16· · · · Q.· · Have you prepared and caused to be filed

17· testimony in this record?

18· · · · A.· · Yes.

19· · · · Q.· · If you were asked those same questions here

20· today that you prepared in written form, would your answers

21· be the same?

22· · · · A.· · Yes.

23· · · · Q.· · Do you have any correction to the testimony

24· that you gave in your prefiled testimony?

25· · · · A.· · Yes, just one.· Through this process the amount
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·1· that Carbon/Emery has requested in UUSF distribution has

·2· changed.· So lines 59 and 141 should be corrected to

·3· reflect the accurate amount of $570,643 which is the amount

·4· of Carbon/Emery's UUSF request.

·5· · · · Q.· · Do you have a summary of your testimony that

·6· you would like to give today?

·7· · · · A.· · Yes.

·8· · · · Q.· · Go ahead.

·9· · · · A.· · I filed direct testimony in support of

10· Carbon/Emery's amended application for an increase in Utah

11· Universal Service Fund distributions.· The purpose of my

12· testimony is to demonstrate that Carbon/Emery is a

13· telephone corporation qualified to transact business and

14· operate as a local exchange carrier providing

15· telecommunications services within the State of Utah under

16· authority issued to Carbon/Emery by the Utah Public Service

17· Commission, which I will refer to as the Commission, and to

18· testify that Carbon/Emery is an eligible telecommunications

19· carrier pursuant to 47 U.S.C. Section 214(e) and is in

20· compliance with Commission orders and rules.

21· · · · · · · I testify that Carbon/Emery conducted a

22· thorough review of its operational expenses and revenues

23· for test year 2014, adjusted for known and measurable

24· changes, and determined that Carbon/Emery has a revenue

25· deficiency, which pursuant to Utah Code Annotated Section
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·1· 54-8b-15 and Utah Administrative Code R746-360 Carbon/Emery

·2· is entitled to receive additional disbursements from the

·3· Utah Universal Service Fund (UUSF).· I testify that the

·4· increase of UUSF support will enable Carbon/Emery to

·5· continue providing affordable service to its customers, and

·6· to engage in construction of capital projects, while

·7· earning a reasonable rate of return as permitted by Utah

·8· Code.

·9· · · · · · · I indicate in my testimony that Carbon/Emery's

10· current rates for basic residential and commercial services

11· are set at the current affordable base rate as determined

12· by the Commission.

13· · · · · · · I identify Darren Woolsey, Carbon/Emery's Chief

14· Financial Officer, and Douglas Meredith of John Staurulakis

15· Inc. as individuals who will be providing additional

16· testimony on behalf of Carbon/Emery.· And I indicate I have

17· reviewed the testimony and exhibits filed on behalf of

18· Carbon/Emery in this case and that the testimony and

19· exhibits filed on behalf of Carbon/Emery accurately reflect

20· the financial and operational situation of the company.

21· · · · · · · I also present testimony that Carbon/Emery has

22· not implemented any significant changes in its accounting

23· procedures.· I describe the collection and write-off

24· policies for bad debt.· And I identify immaterial penalties

25· assessed to the company.· I testify that the company has
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·1· not received any revenue ruling requests, IRS responses or

·2· had any correspondence from the IRS other than periodic

·3· filing of payroll and tax forms.

·4· · · · · · · Finally, I testify that the increase in UUSF

·5· support requested by Carbon/Emery is in the public interest

·6· and is just and reasonable to permit Carbon/Emery to

·7· continue to provide telecommunications services at just and

·8· reasonable rates to its customers.· This concludes the

·9· summary of my testimony.

10· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Mr. Johansen is now available for

11· cross examination questions.

12· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Mr. Jetter, anything?

13· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· No questions from the Division.

14· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Mr. Moore?

15· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· No questions.· Thank you.

16· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Carbon/Emery would now like to

17· call to the stand Darren Woolsey.

18· · · · · · · (The witness is sworn in.)

19· · · · · · · · · · · ·DIRECT EXAMINATION

20· BY MS. SLAWSON:

21· · · · Q.· · Would you please state your name, employer and

22· business address for the record?

23· · · · A.· · Yes.· My name is Darren Woolsey.· I'm employed

24· by Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc. since April of 2006.· The

25· address of our corporation is 445 East Highway 29 in
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·1· Orangeville, Utah, 84537.

·2· · · · Q.· · Did you prepare and cause to be filed direct,

·3· supplemental rebuttal, surrebuttal and sur-surrebuttal

·4· testimony with attending exhibits in this case?

·5· · · · A.· · Yes.

·6· · · · Q.· · Do you have any substantive changes to the

·7· answers that you gave in the questions asked in the

·8· prefiled testimony?

·9· · · · A.· · I have no substantial changes, but there are

10· three small corrections that I would like to make.· At line

11· 746 of my revised rebuttal testimony, which was dated

12· September 4, 2015, there is a reference to aerial cable

13· plant life which is dated at 20 years.· And the correct

14· life for that aerial cable plant should read 10 years.

15· There is no subsequent calculations or additional testimony

16· that rely on that correction.

17· · · · · · · The other two corrections are related to lines

18· 402 in the sur-surrebuttal testimony dated December 18,

19· 2015.· There is a number here which needs to be corrected

20· that was originally marked as confidential.

21· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· It's a number that was originally

22· marked as confidential in the testimony.· He just wants to

23· make a change to that number.· I'm not sure what the best

24· way of making that change is since we want it to remain a

25· confidential number.
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·1· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· If you want to give it to me

·2· in this matter you have to make some sort of explanation as

·3· to why we close the hearing for that purpose.· Otherwise,

·4· you're going to have to provide it outside of this open

·5· meeting.

·6· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· We would argue that the hearing

·7· should be closed for this limited purpose to state the

·8· number so that the confidential record would accurately

·9· reflect the correction that needs to be made.· We think

10· that the number that is being changed is a calculation with

11· regard to depreciation expense, which is a confidential

12· number which should remain confidential in this hearing.

13· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· And why is it in the public

14· interest?

15· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· It's in the public interest

16· because the confidential financial information of the

17· company allows -- if in the hands of competitors it could

18· cause a competitive advantage to the competitors and a

19· competitive disadvantage to Carbon/Emery.

20· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Does the Division agree or

21· disagree?

22· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I think it's generally been our

23· practice to close these hearings when similar issues have

24· come up for the same reasons that we would, I guess, allow

25· the confidentiality of these type of numbers for purpose of
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·1· encouraging the Company to be as forthcoming as possible

·2· with providing at least the Division with as much

·3· information as we request without having extensive

·4· discovery fights over that.

·5· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Mr. Moore.

·6· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· We have no objection to going

·7· confidential.· If it's simply a number that needs to be

·8· corrected there doesn't seem to be any strong public reason

·9· to have that information provided publically.· The public

10· won't gain much in weighing it against the loss of

11· confidential information.

12· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· I'm persuaded by Mr. Jetter's

13· argument that allowing any company to keep its financial

14· information confidential is in the public interest because

15· it fosters open disclosure to the Division and to the

16· Commission, which allows for better decision making in

17· these matters.· So I will grant the request to close the

18· hearing briefly in order to correct the number in Darren

19· Woolsey's sur-surrebuttal testimony at line 402.

20· · · · · · · Ms. Slawson, is there anybody that you want to

21· leave the room?

22· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· No.

23· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Can you pause the stream?

24· Okay.· Go ahead.

25
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24· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Okay.· We are back in the

25· open portion of this hearing.· Go ahead.
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·1· · · · Q.· · (By Ms. Slawson)· Do those two changes that you

·2· have identified confidentially affect the conclusions that

·3· you arrived at in your testimony?

·4· · · · A.· · They do not affect the conclusions we arrived

·5· at in the testimony.

·6· · · · Q.· · Do you have a summary of your testimony that

·7· you would like to give today?

·8· · · · A.· · I do.

·9· · · · Q.· · Go ahead.

10· · · · A.· · Carbon/Emery Telecom filed an amended

11· application for increase in UUSF support on April 2, 2015.

12· Accompanying this filing was my direct testimony which is

13· provided today to introduce the application and the

14· associated exhibits.· The application is based upon a

15· calendar 2014 historical base year and ties directly to the

16· Carbon/Emery 2014 trial balances and annual report

17· submitted to the Public Service Commission of Utah.· This

18· is true with only four adjustments needed.· One of them is

19· a rate base exclusion.· There are two known and measurable

20· adjustments.· Then there is the associated tax adjustments

21· needed for these other changes.· Based upon this

22· information I recommend that the Commission adopt 2014 with

23· the recommended adjustments as a representative test year

24· for the effective period.

25· · · · · · · I testify that Carbon/Emery complies with FCC
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·1· rules guiding the measurement, gathering, and allocation of

·2· the costs necessary to provide regulated telecommunications

·3· services, including the FCC rules contained in Part 32 and

·4· Part 64 as well as Public Service Commission Rule

·5· 746-340-2.

·6· · · · · · · My direct testimony includes a general

·7· description of the process used in the application for

·8· Carbon/Emery's calculation of cost of capital.· My

·9· testimony regarding this calculation describes the process

10· by which costs are assigned to the interstate or intrastate

11· jurisdiction, the imputation of 35 percent debt through use

12· of a hypothetical capital structure, and the calculation of

13· the authorized rate of return and revenue requirement.

14· · · · · · · I also provide additional testimony addressing

15· various concerns identified by the Division and the Office

16· in their prefiled testimony.· Specifically, with the

17· benefit of hindsight and to address concerns raised by the

18· Office and Division with which I do not object, I accept

19· four adjustments to Carbon/Emery's initial UUSF request.

20· · · · · · · These adjustments included a reduction in the

21· original landline loss adjustment proposed by Carbon/Emery

22· to reflect additional actual loss data experienced in 2015.

23· The second item was an increase for nonregulated affiliate

24· revenue projected for the anticipated migration of

25· customers from cable internet to fiber to the home internet
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·1· as our fiber to the home project progresses.· So this is

·2· basically a move of customers from our nonregulated plant

·3· to our regulated plant.· The third item is an increase in

·4· interstate revenue to Carbon/Emery related to interstate

·5· services provided by Carbon/Emery to its affiliate ET&V.

·6· This adjustment was evidenced on the July 2015 cost study,

·7· which was unavailable at the time of our original

·8· application.· And finally, a decrease in rate base for the

·9· exclusion of long-term healthcare obligation liabilities

10· consistent with FCC handling of these same liabilities.

11· · · · · · · The combination of the adjustments result in a

12· decrease in the UUSF request of $246,266.

13· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Can you give me that number

14· again?

15· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· $246,266, which brings our

16· revised UUSF request to $570,643.

17· · · · · · · I would like to briefly summarize key disputed

18· issues that I think are remaining in this proceeding.

19· · · · · · · First of all, depreciation.· Carbon/Emery's

20· method of depreciation and calculated depreciation expense

21· are at issue in this case.· I have testified to the

22· appropriateness of Carbon/Emery's group asset methodology

23· in accordance with the FCC's Uniform System of Accounts,

24· which is contained in Part 32.· Specifically, Part 32

25· Section 32.2000(g)(i) promulgates depreciation expense be
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·1· calculated using a group plan of accounting.· This

·2· methodology has been consistently applied since

·3· Carbon/Emery's beginning in 2001 and is an industry

·4· accepted method of calculating depreciation.· I testify

·5· that Carbon/Emery's test year depreciation expense

·6· contained in its application is representative of the

·7· effective UUSF period.· As support, I testify that

·8· historical depreciation has remained consistent with recent

·9· increases reflecting plant replacement which is anticipated

10· to continue for the next five to seven years.

11· · · · · · · Though the Division acknowledges that there are

12· many different acceptable methods to calculate

13· depreciation, the Division recommends that the Commission

14· use a single asset depreciation method to calculate the

15· appropriate depreciation expense in this case.· I do not

16· agree with the Division's recommendation, nor do I agree

17· with their calculation under that method because the

18· Division's method does not result in a depreciation expense

19· number or a rate base number that is representative of the

20· realized and effective period.

21· · · · · · · The Office does not question the group method

22· of depreciation, but takes exception to the calculation of

23· depreciation expense for certain accounts because of the

24· asset lives of the group.· I testify that the depreciation

25· expense in the application is representative of the
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·1· effective period, and that a switch of depreciation method

·2· is not needed.· Any concerns raised by the Office or the

·3· Division with regard to depreciation expense can be

·4· addressed with adjustments to the remaining asset lives in

·5· certain groups used by Carbon/Emery as prescribed by the

·6· FCC method.

·7· · · · · · · In the alternative, if the Commission decides

·8· to abandon group depreciation, I testify that such action

·9· should be taken on a prospective basis for assets added

10· after the Commission establishes a different methodology.

11· · · · · · · The next outstanding issue that I would like to

12· discuss briefly is the cost of capital used to calculate

13· the required rate of return.· With respect to cost of

14· capital, and capital rate structure, I defer to Douglas

15· Meredith who has provided testimony on this issue.· My

16· testimony on this issue is limited to using the 12.13

17· percent return on equity, which has been used by the

18· Division in recent cases that we have been involved with.

19· · · · · · · My next topic is the exclusion of certain rate

20· base items.· Carbon/Emery's application for additional UUSF

21· includes telephone plant under construction and materials

22· and supplies as rate base items.· These inclusions are

23· allowed by the FCC in rate base at their full value, and I

24· testify that the PSC has historically matched this

25· treatment by recognizing these inclusions at their full
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·1· rate value.· The Office proposes a 50 percent reduction to

·2· both plant under construction and materials and supplies to

·3· which Carbon/Emery remains opposed.

·4· · · · · · · I testify that Carbon/Emery's telephone plant

·5· under construction account represents the actual plant

·6· expenditures with no inclusion of future purchases or known

·7· and measurable adjustments.· These plant expenditures, like

·8· any other properly documented actual plant expenditures,

·9· should be included in both federal and state base rate.

10· · · · · · · With respect to the materials and supplies, the

11· Office argues that the materials and supplies account needs

12· to be normalized because it is higher than historical

13· levels.· I testify that the increase in materials and

14· supplies represents real purchases of materials and

15· supplies, which are inventoried onsite, and that the

16· increased levels are needed for current operations,

17· including current construction projects.· I also testify

18· that the current level of materials and supplies will be

19· needed for at least the next five years.· No normalization

20· adjustment is needed to this account.

21· · · · · · · The next issue I would like to discuss is

22· expense allocations, including the CSR allocator and the

23· accounting and general allocator.· The Office proposes an

24· adjustment to Carbon/Emery's CSR expense allocator between

25· regulated and nonregulated operations, but the Office's
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·1· proposed adjustment is based on faulty assumptions.· CSR

·2· costs are allocated between regulated and nonregulated

·3· companies based first on the direct coding of CSR time to

·4· the regulated or nonregulated companies.· The remaining

·5· time that is not direct coded is allocated using four cost

·6· allocation factors, including the CSR distribution

·7· currently at issue as well as three other allocators

·8· including the dispatch distribution, directory

·9· distribution, and Moab CSR distributions.

10· · · · · · · I testify that when all CSR coding is

11· considered, more CSR labor in 2014 was coded to the

12· nonregulated affiliates of Carbon/Emery Telecom than to the

13· regulated affiliates -- that was 52 percent versus 48

14· percent -- and that the final disposition of CSR labor and

15· associated other department costs are the result of direct

16· coding as well as the use of these four different cost

17· allocators and we feel that allocation is correct.

18· · · · · · · The Office also takes issue with the CSR

19· distribution allocation factor because it was based on a

20· time study from 2010.· I have testified to changes in the

21· CSR department, including the addition diagnostic tools and

22· an advanced internet troubleshooting group.· These changes

23· have greatly reduced the amount of time spent by CSR's

24· related to nonregulated customer service functions that

25· they perform.· And these changes have corresponded with
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·1· increased internet customers from that 2010 date.· So we

·2· feel like the original costs of our time study is still

·3· valid in this case.

·4· · · · · · · With respect to the accounting and general

·5· allocator, I testify that the use of billing records as an

·6· indicator of costs is appropriate and results in a

·7· representative allocation factor.· However, I also testify

·8· that with proper weighting and application, the use of

·9· plant, labor, and billing records could also be considered

10· representative cost drivers.· My testimony includes a

11· recalculation and proper weighting and use of these three

12· identified cost drivers, the billing records, the labor

13· dollars, and the plant costs.· The results of this

14· calculation evidence essentially the same allocation

15· percentages for Carbon/Emery as was determined by using

16· just the billing records.

17· · · · · · · The next item with which we take issue is

18· interest synchronization.· In this issue I testify that

19· interest synchronization in the Carbon/Emery proceeding is

20· inappropriate.· Because Carbon/Emery has no debt, the tax

21· deductions related to interest expense therefore do not

22· exist.· We have no debt.· No amount of debt imputation in a

23· hypothetical capital structure is going to create that tax

24· deduction.· In the absence of any actual interest to

25· synchronize, I maintain that this adjustment is not needed.
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·1· In doing that I want to be clear here, I concede that the

·2· imputation of hypothetical debt on Carbon/Emery will reduce

·3· its taxable income because they're going to get less tax in

·4· that calculation.· So as a result there is less income

·5· taxes to be paid because there is less income made there.

·6· With interest synchronization, however, there is not any

·7· real tax deductions created by that synchronization.· What

·8· this results in is a change in the amount of tax without

·9· having an actual or possibility of an actual interest

10· deduction for tax purposes to offset that.· So we have no

11· possibility to ever recover through the UUSF process that

12· interest synchronization.· That concludes my summary really

13· on that.

14· · · · Q.· · (By Ms. Slawson)· Thank you.· Mr. Woolsey, in

15· Carbon/Emery's application the Company requests that the

16· reasonable costs incurred by Carbon/Emery in the UUSF

17· application be recovered in a one time lump sum

18· distribution to Carbon/Emery from the UUSF.· Do you know

19· what those costs are?

20· · · · A.· · I do not at this time.· The costs are

21· continuing at this point.· I would anticipate that

22· Carbon/Emery could submit a bill for the costs of this

23· proceeding, that we could submit those to the Commission

24· much like an attorney would do for attorney's fees at the

25· conclusion of a trial.
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·1· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Mr. Woolsey is now available for

·2· cross examination.

·3· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Mr. Jetter.

·4· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS EXAMINATION

·5· BY MR. JETTER:

·6· · · · Q.· · Good morning, Mr. Woolsey.· I do have a few

·7· questions.

·8· · · · A.· · Okay.

·9· · · · Q.· · I would like to ask you a few questions this

10· morning related to depreciation and the depreciation method

11· used by Carbon/Emery.· I believe an accurate representation

12· of the testimony both of yours and Mr. Meredith that you

13· would agree that the method of group depreciation proposed

14· by Carbon/Emery does in fact accelerate the depreciation of

15· the assets in many of the listed groups?

16· · · · A.· · Yes.

17· · · · Q.· · I'm looking at Confidential Exhibit 1 that was

18· filed by Carbon/Emery in the application.· I'm going to

19· avoid using the confidential numbers, but if you could take

20· a quick look --

21· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· Could I have just a moment off the

22· record to ask counsel for Carbon/Emery whether ratios

23· between a few of these numbers would be something they

24· consider confidential?

25· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Sure.
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·1· · · · · · · (Off the record.)

·2· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I would actually request -- I

·3· think it's going to be a little bit more convenient for us

·4· to go off the record briefly for this.· I shouldn't say off

·5· the record, but to go into a confidential mode here.

·6· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Go ahead.
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·1

·2

·3
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10· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Would you repeat your

11· question, Mr. Jetter?

12· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· Yes.

13· · · · Q.· · (By Mr. Jetter)· I asked if the ratio of those

14· two values indicate that the requested depreciation annual

15· value results in a specific time period in which the entire

16· proposed rate base currently in service would be fully

17· depreciated?

18· · · · A.· · I agree from that calculation that would be

19· roughly five and a half years if that were a straight up

20· calculation.· There are certain components of that

21· calculation which will extend out into the future,

22· including conduit and buildings.· The expenses that would

23· become fully depreciated are going to be our cable

24· accounts, both aerial and buried cable, as well as our

25· subscriber equipment.· This is actually very appropriate
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·1· and it's a good starting point I think for discussion.

·2· · · · · · · Our subscriber equipment only has an eight year

·3· life.· We are into this equipment six years at this point

·4· from when we purchased the equipment shortly after Brock

·5· and I began our employment back in 2006.· This equipment is

·6· no longer supported by our vender.· It needs to be

·7· replaced.· What we're doing with this replacement is we're

·8· corresponding this replacement with the fiber to the home

·9· upgrade.· So the equipment will be upgraded with fiber to

10· the home type of equipment.

11· · · · · · · Similarly, our buried and aerial cable plant is

12· being significantly overhauled.· Fiber to the home, we're

13· actually doing drops to each of our existing customers, not

14· to all homes that currently have copper to them, but to our

15· existing customers.· This process is anticipated to

16· continue for the next five years, a little bit longer.· We

17· have some outlining areas that we will end up picking up

18· past that point.

19· · · · · · · But this kind of demonstrates the fact that our

20· plant is at the end of its life and it needs to be replaced

21· and we're in the process of doing that.· It's not as if

22· this depreciation is the end of the depreciation, the 10

23· million, is scheduled to be replaced.· We provided data

24· showing that replacement in a methodical and a very

25· measurable approach to a fiber to the home type
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·1· replacement.

·2· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Can you help me understand

·3· what you mean when you say that your existing equipment is

·4· no longer supported by your vender?

·5· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· I may not be the best person to

·6· describe this because I'm an accountant and not the plant

·7· guy.· But it's electronic equipment that has software

·8· capability to it.· And at some point the support for that

·9· equipment is no longer -- the equipment is no longer

10· supported by the company that originally created the

11· equipment so it requires upgrades to the existing equipment

12· or replacement to the existing equipment.· In this case

13· we're moving specifically from the traditional copper based

14· equipment to fiber equipment.

15· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· So it's the software

16· component that is no longer supported?

17· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Right.· It's hardware as well.  I

18· guess it's a combination of hardware, software that works

19· together to allow the copper -- the phone line at the end

20· of the loop to talk back to the switch at the CO or to

21· allow the transmission of IP data back for internet

22· purposes, that kind of thing.· So it's that software,

23· hardware combination that allows that communication to

24· occur.

25· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Thank you.· Mr. Jetter.
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·1· · · · Q.· · (By Mr. Jetter)· Thank you.· I would like to

·2· ask you just a little bit more about that actually.· The

·3· software you're discussing no longer being supported and

·4· the upgrades needed.· Are the upgrades needed necessary for

·5· future service for the telephone service?

·6· · · · A.· · Yes.

·7· · · · Q.· · Are they also necessary for faster internet

·8· service?

·9· · · · A.· · They do both.

10· · · · Q.· · Okay.· Is part of your telephone service

11· provided on essentially an internet type service than a

12· switching done at -- I guess, through an IP type service

13· rather than a traditional switch telephone service?

14· · · · A.· · It is a packet base protocol.· It is digital.

15· But it isn't internet protocol phone, it is traditional

16· phone.

17· · · · Q.· · Are you aware of any other venders that may

18· continue to support the equipment that you have going

19· forward for other companies who are also using that same

20· equipment?

21· · · · A.· · The equipment could be updated, but it would be

22· a cost similar to the fiber to the home equipment that we

23· decided to replace it with.

24· · · · Q.· · I'll ask a little bit more about this.· The

25· equipment that we're discussing is specifically items that
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·1· would be in a central office, such as your -- I guess,

·2· essentially they're computers that do the switching in a

·3· central office; is that right?

·4· · · · A.· · Yes.

·5· · · · Q.· · And that's not the actual cable itself?

·6· · · · A.· · No.

·7· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I would like to, I think, go back

·8· into a confidential hearing for another brief time to

·9· discuss some more numbers.

10· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Okay.
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·1

·2

·3· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Would you recap where we are

·4· and what we're talking about?

·5· · · · Q.· · (By Mr. Jetter)· To recap for those who were

·6· not available to participate in the confidential portion we

·7· just returned from, we're discussing the projected capital

·8· expenditures through 2019.· We're discussing what those

·9· expenditures are for and what type of expected life the

10· capital assets that will be acquired and put into service

11· through those expenditures would have.

12· · · · A.· · I do agree with the capital expenditures that

13· are shown on this sheet.· We do have again the benefit of

14· hindsight.· In 2015 our expenditures are going to come in

15· above $2 million, so $1.8 million is a little bit light on

16· capital expenditures there.· But otherwise this is

17· representative.

18· · · · · · · One thing that we need to be careful -- I

19· indicated about 90 percent of the fiber to the home project

20· would be completed by 2019.· The remaining 10 percent is

21· our outlining areas.· It is costly.· There will still be

22· capital expenditures there to be incurred.

23· · · · · · · Then there is additional events that we can see

24· coming.· Our soft switch will need to be replaced.· We

25· actually -- because those are software based equipment,
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·1· it's much cheaper than the traditional switch, but it does

·2· require updates and replacement on that type of equipment.

·3· Similar to the subscriber switching equipment, a 10 year

·4· life is actually -- 8 to 10 years is probably pretty

·5· representative of what that equipment will do.· So it's

·6· fair to say that this is representative of what our five

·7· year plans are, but it's not the end of capital

·8· expenditures.

·9· · · · Q.· · Thank you.· Most of the dollars that would be

10· capitalized in those years are going to the actual

11· installation of the fiber lines, the fiber drops to the

12· customers, the needs of the customer premise, that type of

13· thing?

14· · · · A.· · That's correct.

15· · · · Q.· · Do you expect that portion of these capital

16· expenditures to last more than eight years?

17· · · · A.· · The actual cabling?

18· · · · Q.· · Yes.

19· · · · A.· · The actual cabling will, yes.

20· · · · Q.· · Do you have any estimate of what you think a

21· typical lifespan of your fiber network, the fiber drops to

22· the home is?

23· · · · A.· · For the aerial plant we have a life of 10

24· years.· For the buried plant we have 20 years.· We're on

25· the front side of this.· So each of these asset lives are
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·1· subject to examination each year.· I would say it would at

·2· least last the prescribed lives that the Commission has

·3· established for these assets.

·4· · · · Q.· · In fact it would be pretty surprising, wouldn't

·5· it, if you are 10 years down the road and you're going to

·6· go out and replace all of your fiber again?

·7· · · · A.· · I would say that's true.

·8· · · · Q.· · And even then, it would be surprising probably

·9· if it was 20 years, wouldn't it?

10· · · · A.· · I would disagree with that statement.· The

11· reason why is there are so many events that occur in the

12· life of the fiber.· What we found -- without working on our

13· fiber to the home project we have averaged $1.8 million in

14· capital expenditures each year, and that's to maintain our

15· existing plant.· We're going to see similar type of

16· expenditures in the future on our fiber plant.· We hope

17· that they're less in some respects, but you always have

18· fiber cuts.· You have issues that are kind of beyond

19· control of management to prevent.· So there is always going

20· to be a portion of the plant that needs to be replaced or

21· upgraded as needed or subject to obsolescence in the case

22· of subscriber equipment and that kind of thing.

23· · · · Q.· · Do you expect your fiber network to be as

24· reliable as your copper network?

25· · · · A.· · More reliable.
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·1· · · · Q.· · How old is the average age of your current

·2· aerial copper?

·3· · · · A.· · I don't have that calculation in front of me,

·4· but I think in the testimony we provided, that detailed

·5· list, and it is significantly aged.

·6· · · · Q.· · Significantly longer than 10 years?

·7· · · · A.· · Yes.

·8· · · · Q.· · And the same with your buried cable?

·9· · · · A.· · Yes.

10· · · · Q.· · And the fiber should be more reliable than that

11· infrastructure you currently have?

12· · · · A.· · Yes.

13· · · · Q.· · You have just testified a few minutes ago that

14· you would expect through 2019 capital expenditures that

15· would build out about 90 percent of this network upgrade?

16· · · · A.· · Correct.

17· · · · Q.· · So if we were to use the depreciation amount

18· you have proposed here, and I'm going to try to avoid the

19· numbers so we don't back into the confidential mode.· You

20· would in fact depreciate practically all of that by, it

21· looks like it would be, a ballpark of 2021.· Would you

22· accept that subject to doing your own calculation?

23· · · · A.· · Which plant are you referring to?

24· · · · Q.· · All of the capital expenditures that you're

25· going to be making in 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019,
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·1· continuing at the depreciation expense that you have

·2· proposed in your application.

·3· · · · A.· · No, I would disagree with that statement.· The

·4· reason why is you excluded your existing asset base in that

·5· assumption.· So maybe to shed some light on this, you have

·6· roughly $2.3 million a year on average that you're adding,

·7· and you're only taking out $2 million a year in

·8· depreciation based upon what I've testified.· So you

·9· actually have a plant increase over that period of time.

10· It won't be gone.· It will actually be greater than it is

11· now.

12· · · · Q.· · I'm concerned that with some of your answers

13· you're getting into confidential information that I'm

14· trying to avoid.

15· · · · A.· · Sorry.

16· · · · Q.· · Ultimately, what you're saying is that the

17· capital expenditures you have planned with the current

18· depreciation estimate you've used have a slightly growing

19· rate base through the end of 2019.· And then that would

20· begin to trail off fairly significantly at that point,

21· would it not?

22· · · · A.· · That is correct.· I do want to point using the

23· table you have referenced here that the majority of the

24· expenditures in this project are subscriber equipment.

25· It's not the aerial cable or the buried cable.· Fiber
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·1· cabling is much cheaper than copper cabling.· And because

·2· we're not doing an entire overlay of the existing plant

·3· we're able to save significant amounts of money in the

·4· cable aspect of that project.

·5· · · · · · · So if you're looking at what it is that we're

·6· spending money on, we have nearly $8 million in -- sorry.

·7· You have a large amount of dollars in subscriber equipment

·8· that has a very short life.· We currently have two-thirds

·9· of that amount roughly on the books in subscriber equipment

10· with that same eight year life.· So the cycling of that

11· equipment is actually very appropriate.· It's matched what

12· we have historically done.· We don't foresee any real

13· change in that account going forward.

14· · · · · · · So the rapid acceleration that is being alluded

15· to, I think, in this question is very appropriate for the

16· types of expenditures that we are projecting in the table

17· that is being referenced.

18· · · · Q.· · The types of subscriber equipment that you're

19· referencing with very short life span, that's directly

20· related to the choice to move to fiber; is that correct?

21· · · · A.· · Correct.· But as I've -- without using specific

22· numbers, it's real similar to the expenditure we incurred

23· to place that equipment in place, the existing copper

24· equipment in place.

25· · · · Q.· · If you will indulge my hypothetical here.
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·1· Hypothetically if your fiber network is rolled out by 2019

·2· and your depreciation remains the same and your capital

·3· expenditures beyond 2019 drop significantly as you're not

·4· rolling out any new product or new network, approximately

·5· -- let's do the math here.· You go about five years beyond

·6· that.· So you're looking at about 2025, 2024.· Is that

·7· where you would expect to see effectively a depreciation

·8· cliff?

·9· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· I'm going to object to the

10· question it calls for a speculation on a hypothetical.

11· It's not based on the facts in evidence in this case.

12· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· I noted your objection.  I

13· think the information is useful and I'm going to ask the

14· witness to go ahead and answer the question.

15· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Can we go confidential again for

16· a minute?

17· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Are you going to talk about

18· actual numbers?

19· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Yes, as presented in the

20· schedule.

21· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Can you avoid talking about

22· actual numbers, especially whether there will be a

23· depreciation cliff in 2024, 2025 due to there being no

24· further expenditures for infrastructure and basically

25· having everything fully depreciated?
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·1· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· I would say no.· The assumption

·2· that there is no additional capital expenditures is a

·3· faulty assumption.

·4· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Why is that?

·5· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· You have to continue to maintain

·6· your telecommunications plant.· Just because an upgrade is

·7· done doesn't mean that there will never be a future need

·8· for plant expenditures.· There is a myriad of aspects to

·9· our plant, including our internal core network that

10· consistently needs upgrades.· We have the switching

11· equipment that will need upgrades.· The plant itself will

12· require additional maintenance and repair over time.· The

13· subscriber equipment we anticipate will last eight years.

14· If we're installing some of this equipment in 2016, it's

15· possible that in 2022 or 2024 this equipment becomes

16· obsolete and needs to be replaced again.· So it's short

17· sided to say that you do one upgrade and that's it.

18· Historically we have averaged an amount slightly less than

19· that projected in our application on average, and that was

20· without a significant plant upgrade.· And that's just to

21· maintain and replace equipment as needed.

22· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· On a copper network?

23· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· On a copper network.

24· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Thank you.· You anticipate

25· the costs will be essentially the same on a fiber network
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·1· beyond --

·2· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· During the build out period it

·3· jumps up.· So for sure we see an increase in the activities

·4· of these accounts.· We've also focussed the dollars on the

·5· replacement rather than the maintenance, so you see a

·6· shifting of dollars to that project.· Once the project is

·7· completed there will be a shift back to normal maintenance

·8· and repair costs that have a life more than a year so we

·9· capitalize it.· So there is an ongoing cost there.· We hope

10· it will be less, but in some respects there is always going

11· to be additional maintenance and repair and upgrades to

12· that equipment to maintain it.

13· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· How much fiber do you have

14· laid currently?

15· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· That question may be better for

16· Brock.

17· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· But there is some?

18· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· There is some, yes.

19· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· How long has it been in

20· place?

21· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Well, depending on the sections

22· we actually started laying fiber to what we call fiber to

23· the node or fiber to the curb three or four years ago.· So

24· some of the capital expenditures that we've incurred up to

25· this point have been part of the future plan to take that
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·1· all the way to the customer homes.· So it's been quite some

·2· time since we really replaced copper.· Unless there is a

·3· direct need it doesn't make sense to do that.· Like trunk

·4· copper is about a sixth of the cost of the -- sorry.· Fiber

·5· is a sixth of the cost of the equivalent copper.· On a

·6· fiber drop it's about half the cost of a copper drop.· So

·7· when that ages it doesn't make sense to replace it with

·8· copper anymore.

·9· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· I guess what I'm struggling

10· to understand is the cost to install the fiber in year one

11· versus the cost to main it in year two.· Are those costs

12· the same?

13· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· No.

14· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· That's what I'm trying to

15· understand as I listen to your testimony and you say that

16· these costs that you're projected to due to build out will

17· basically become costs to maintain the build out in

18· subsequent years and there is no real change in the number.

19· That's what I kind of hear you saying.· Have I heard you

20· incorrectly?

21· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· I've provided testimony that our

22· historical average is --

23· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Meaningful.

24· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· -- meaningful, yes.· And it is

25· increased by about $600,000 during this phrase.  I
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·1· anticipate that we'll probably go back down to that average

·2· prior to this phase.· So our historical capital

·3· expenditures will probably remain consistent for this

·4· period of time.· For the build out it's going to go up by

·5· about $600,000 for each of those years.

·6· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· I'm sorry for jumping in.

·7· Mr. Jetter, please continue.

·8· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Your Honor, if it would be

·9· helpful to the process Mr. Johansen will probably be able

10· to answer some of those questions.

11· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· He seems very eager to say

12· something.· Is that all right, Mr. Jetter?

13· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I'm happy to recall -- I think I

14· would prefer the best information from the best witness to

15· answer this.

16· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· All right.· That's fine.· Go

17· ahead.

18· · · · · · · MR. JOHANSEN:· Do you want me to answer the

19· same question?

20· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· I want you to say what is

21· burning to be said.

22· · · · · · · MR. JOHANSEN:· I don't know the confidential

23· information.· Darren knows that.· The only other person

24· probably in this room that understands this is Bill because

25· we're the plant guys, right.· We're getting things confused
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·1· here from a plant standpoint.· So let me back everybody up.

·2· When Darren says we're going to be 90 percent down, he's

·3· talking customers.· But that's not 90 percent of the

·4· project.· And everybody needs to understand that.

·5· · · · · · · The first phase of the project is East Carbon,

·6· Wellington, Price and Helper.· It's the main customers.

·7· Then we're going into Miller Creek, and Miller Creek is

·8· spread out.· So you're not going to see the capital budget

·9· fall like Mr. Jetter is saying.· Those customers have to be

10· served too.· And that's going to be an increase in cost

11· because those customers are a lot further out.· So we're

12· not going to be serving -- if you know the Price area at

13· all.· Right now we're building -- and we have to separate

14· trunk versus drop.· Drops are most expensive.· They cost us

15· a lot of money.

16· · · · · · · There are a whole bunch of things going on

17· here, and this is for your clarification in your question

18· you asked Darren.· When you go build a network it's not all

19· -- you go out and you put the trunk in and then you have to

20· drop to the customers and then you have the electronics,

21· right.· Different parts of that can go bad.

22· · · · · · · For those of you that have computers, they

23· don't last very long.· Seven, eight years and processors

24· start failing, the hard drives start failing.· That's what

25· is on the end of this.· That's your electronics.· A seven
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·1· year old electronic computer is old.· It's going to get

·2· replaced.· It's not going be supported.· That's what is

·3· hanging on the end of this fiber and it's what is hanging

·4· on the end of the copper.· It's a computer.· And that

·5· computer will end life in about seven or eight years, which

·6· is exactly close to what is prescribed by the Commission

·7· for depreciated life.

·8· · · · · · · Now you talk about the actual going out in the

·9· future.· The Division is trying to say there is a cliff.

10· We get done with these projections that Darren has out

11· there and it is a cliff.· It isn't.· They only go into the

12· hard reach areas.· You have North Coal Creek -- and I would

13· have loved to have had the Division or the Office come down

14· and talk about this.· None of them wanted to do a plant

15· tour.· They didn't come down to inspect --

16· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· I don't want to talk about

17· those things.

18· · · · · · · MR. JOHANSEN:· Okay.· But if they want to talk

19· about this issue and what's going to happen on our build

20· out, we can talk about that.· But the point I think that is

21· important here is it's not going to drop.· We're going to

22· go into North Coal Creek.· That's going to be one customer

23· per half mile.· That's an exaggeration probably.· Then

24· you're going to go into Miller Creek.· Then you're going to

25· go up above West Wood.· Then you're going to go up into --
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·1· there are a bunch of outlining areas.· So this project

·2· doesn't end in year five.

·3· · · · · · · Then after that, Darren said there are a bunch

·4· of other parts of the network.· Our core is getting

·5· dilapidated.· We don't have money to put into the core.

·6· The core is a 10 year core that we updated a few years ago.

·7· It needs to go to a 100 gig core.· It does.· You're hanging

·8· all of this off from your output.· So right now our money

·9· is going towards fiber deployment, we haven't gone back to

10· the router.· So now you're back to the core.· So those have

11· to be upgraded.· Then there is fiber between some of the

12· towns that needs to be upgrade that is old.· It's 10, 15

13· years old now and we're starting to see errors on it.· It's

14· old -- there are actually different types of fiber, and

15· it's an old fiber that we put in back in the day.· So that

16· needs to be replaced.· So we have these lists of projects.

17· They go out a lot further than what the Division is asking

18· right here.· It's not a cliff and we're just going to stop.

19· There is a lot of capital expenditures to keep the network

20· going and we're going to keep making those capital

21· expenditures as long as we have the funding and they're

22· necessary to provide telecommunications services.· They

23· are.· That network is going to get old.· The electronics

24· are going to get old.

25· · · · · · · And then one other thing I think is important
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·1· is -- I think everybody thinks when you put fiber in it's

·2· golden forever, especially on drops.· That's not the case.

·3· Drops are a huge cost.· Aerial drops get caught in the

·4· wind, they blow, they -- if you picture we have our strand

·5· that holds it pretty solid out on the trunk, but on the

·6· fiber drop it's kind of waving there because you don't have

·7· a strand holding it, it's just going from a pole over

·8· there.· Those come, those break, and within about 10 years

·9· you're going to replace them.· These are well established

10· principles that I'm sure somebody took into account when

11· the Commission gave us the lives.· They should have.· But

12· the point is the fiber doesn't just stay there and is good

13· forever.· It doesn't.· That's not how the plant works.

14· · · · · · · And the other point is there is not a cliff

15· where, boom, we're not going to do anymore capital

16· expenditures.· We might have 90 percent of the customers,

17· the last 10 are going to take years.

18· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS EXAMINATION

19· BY MR. JETTER:

20· · · · Q.· · I would like to ask you some followup

21· questions.

22· · · · A.· · Sure.

23· · · · Q.· · Those customers that you're discussing, the

24· sort of the end of the line customers, are you currently

25· serving those customers?
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·1· · · · A.· · We are.

·2· · · · Q.· · And they currently have telephone service?

·3· · · · A.· · They do.· On buried and copper networks it

·4· requires a lot of maintenance because -- especially since

·5· you figure a lot of those are going out.· It's really

·6· interesting on how the plant works.· A lot of buried

·7· copper, and because it's buried you're out in fields where

·8· moisture gets in, the lines get old, more moisture gets in.

·9· Those are our hardest to maintain, but we're trying to do

10· the biggest bang for the buck.· We're cutting the towns

11· first and then we'll go into those areas, but they need to

12· be cut because it's hard to provide telecommunications

13· services when their lines aren't as good of quality, but

14· they're hard to reach.

15· · · · Q.· · When you say telecommunications service you

16· mean internet and telephone?

17· · · · A.· · No, I'm referring to basic telephone service.

18· Even basic telephone service to serve these you've got to

19· think the net plant.· Of course you can put internet across

20· it also, but for this rate increase purpose we're talking

21· basic telephone services.

22· · · · Q.· · And you testified though that you currently are

23· providing that to all of those customers?

24· · · · A.· · All of them?

25· · · · Q.· · The customers that you're intending to replace
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·1· that with funding?

·2· · · · A.· · Yes.· The project is only to replace current

·3· customers.· We're not just going to run lines out to

·4· locations that aren't taking our services if that's what

·5· you mean, Mr. Jetter.

·6· · · · Q.· · I'm just talking about where you're rolling out

·7· your fiber.

·8· · · · A.· · We're going to roll out fiber -- I mean, the

·9· plan will be to everybody if possible to fiber eventually

10· and get rid of those old copper lines that are hard to

11· maintain.

12· · · · Q.· · So the fiber should be cheaper; is that right?

13· · · · A.· · Fiber is cheaper and it's actually -- the FCC

14· said if we're going to replace something put fiber in

15· because it is cheaper.· If I went and ran new copper lines

16· to Miller Creek it's going to cost me a lot more than

17· running fiber to Miller Creek.

18· · · · Q.· · And fiber is a lot cheaper to maintain; is that

19· also correct?

20· · · · A.· · I can't testify to that.· The studies show that

21· it should be, but we're just cutting.· So I don't have a

22· lot of data personally on that.

23· · · · Q.· · But you don't project any reduction in the

24· costs of maintaining it?

25· · · · A.· · Well, those costs -- again, I think we're
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·1· getting a little off topic here in that some of those will

·2· be realized way outside the effective time period of this

·3· rate case if at all.· So you've got to remember this cut is

·4· going to take a couple years.· If all of a sudden our

·5· expenses go down, when the Division is reviewing our costs

·6· then they can pull us back in.· But there is no reason to

·7· say, okay, we'll -- we know that's not going to be until we

·8· get fiber project done, which is years out.· So if at that

·9· point our costs of operation goes down pull us back in.

10· That's the process.· But we don't need to say in five years

11· you're going to have decreased operations, so right now

12· you're going to get penalized.· I mean, pull us back in in

13· five years.· But I can't even project.· They do say that

14· those costs should go down dramatically, but we're not

15· going to realize that for years.· And Mr. Jetter, if the

16· Division -- they review our numbers every year, and if they

17· want to pull us back in, they can do it.

18· · · · Q.· · Are you familiar with an accounting term called

19· the matching principle?

20· · · · A.· · No, I'm not an accountant.

21· · · · Q.· · Maybe this is a question back for Darren.

22· · · · A.· · Do you want to jump back?· Your Honor, do you

23· have any other questions about the plant?

24· · · · Q.· · I do have some more questions about the plant.

25· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Go ahead.· I have one as well
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·1· which is why the 10 gigabyte -- did you say core?· Is that

·2· the term you used, 10 gigabyte --

·3· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Yes, core.· There is --

·4· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· -- is needed?

·5· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Yes.· So there --

·6· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· My question is is it needed

·7· for basic telephone or is it needed for --

·8· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Sure.

·9· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· -- all of the other things?

10· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· No, definitely it is needed for

11· that.· The core -- again, it's an upgrade issue.· So

12· whether you upgrade to a bigger core or not you still have

13· to upgrade those because those routers are still -- and

14· they're expensive.· They're -- I don't know.· I think we

15· just bought one and it was $120,000.· But the core is again

16· a computer, and that core is about six years old now.· My

17· IT guys have put in the capital budget every year, hey, the

18· core is starting to take errors, we're having outages

19· because of this.· And I say, well, the project right now is

20· fiber to the home.· We'll put that behind fiber to the

21· home.· So it's just like other electronics.· You're going

22· to have to maintain it.· These things you don't just put

23· them in and they drive forever.· You don't buy one computer

24· and it lasts for your whole lifetime.· It's not going to do

25· that.
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·1· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· You say it's six years old

·2· currently?

·3· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· I would have to go back and look,

·4· but I think we actually started the core project about the

·5· same time as some -- it might actually be a little older.

·6· Some of them might be -- I would have to go back.· The

·7· router it's kind of -- you don't go in and replace the

·8· whole core.· You'll say okay, I'm going to replace the main

·9· router.· These are the main routers that are connecting the

10· town and creating the core.· So we'll say this year we're

11· going to replace the Price router, this year we're going to

12· replace the Helper router, this year we're going to replace

13· the -- these are $120,000 to $150,000 computers.· It's not

14· cheap.· And so there are things like that.· There is the

15· old DWM equipment.· We can go on and on.· The network isn't

16· just the fiber.· The DWM equipment is the actual -- across

17· the fiber you split it into light weight lengths, and that

18· DWM input is getting old and we're starting to have trouble

19· maintaining it too.· So it's all throughout.· You maintain

20· a network.

21· · · · · · · The point here that I want to make is, one, the

22· project doesn't end when we get 90 percent of the towns

23· done.· We still have to go out and serve the hard to reach

24· areas that are really the hardest for us to serve even with

25· basic telephone services.· Point number two is there are
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·1· other projects.· And point number three is if at any point

·2· they need to pull us back in that's the rule, they can.

·3· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Go ahead.

·4· · · · Q.· · (By Mr. Jetter)· Thank you.· When you're

·5· talking about 10 gigabyte or 100 gigabyte core we're

·6· talking about bits per second; is that correct?

·7· · · · A.· · Yes.· In testifying again to what you asked

·8· Darren a minute ago, basic telephone now is packet based.

·9· So you're putting packets across that and that's all that

10· goes across the core is IP network.

11· · · · Q.· · Of the network that you're using now, and the

12· one you intend to use, do you have an idea about what

13· percentage of the bit rate is being taken up by basic

14· telephone service?

15· · · · A.· · I would not know that number.

16· · · · Q.· · Do you think across your entire network you've

17· ever used 10 gigabytes per second of basic telephone

18· service transfer?

19· · · · A.· · No.· But again, Mr. Jetter, you're -- this is

20· when it gets to be attorneys and lawyers talking about

21· networks that they don't understand.· A 10 gig core does

22· not mean that you need a full 10 gigs because you're going

23· to be using every core.· It's called an MPLS network.

24· Mr. Jetter, you probably don't know what an MPLS network

25· is.· But an MPLS network is put in so you actually create
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·1· the circuit across an IP -- you have one 10 gig core and

·2· you're creating individual circuits between it.· So even

·3· though you might not be maxing out the full 10 gig, you

·4· need the 10 gigs to create the different circuits.· Those

·5· circuits used to run across old copper T1's, those T1's are

·6· now converted on to -- or DS3's or converted on to IP and

·7· they run across that.· So we're not talking full capacity

·8· when you're saying do I need a 10 gig core.· You have to

·9· look at the number of circuits inside that core and what

10· they're carrying and how they're configured.· So it's

11· completely different than to just say -- you can't think of

12· it like a -- a normal resident would say I have 10 meg at

13· my house.· That's not how these networks run.· And it's a

14· complete lack of understanding when people look at them

15· that way.· MPLS 10 gig core is completely different than

16· just a 10 gig pipe.

17· · · · Q.· · Are you expanding the number of circuits in --

18· · · · A.· · Definitely.· Everything single one of these --

19· every one of these nodes that is served by the fiber has to

20· have an IP port back.· It's a separate circuit back.

21· That's how you talk to the switch out to an area where

22· you're going to hang out these fiber OLT.· The ONT is at

23· the house.· The OLT you could have a circuit between the

24· core and each one of those is a different circuit.· So that

25· MPLS, the reason why that technology is developed is
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·1· because as you add more and more of those on you need more

·2· and more circuits.

·3· · · · Q.· · And that's --

·4· · · · A.· · Don't look at it as a total capacity is what

·5· I'm saying.· Don't say, oh, it's 10 gig.· It's a lot more

·6· complex than that.

·7· · · · Q.· · Let me ask you this question.· As you increase

·8· your core capacity does it increase your ability to sell

·9· higher band width internet?

10· · · · A.· · Sure.

11· · · · Q.· · The more internet you want to sell the larger

12· capacity core you're going to need?

13· · · · A.· · Sure.· The internet definitely drives usage.

14· But I'm saying don't look at as simple as that.· You have

15· to remember this includes specials also, specials are

16· circuits across that, special access circuits.

17· · · · Q.· · But ultimately the majority of the computation

18· that is being done in the routing of those packets is

19· primarily on a band width level for the internet services?

20· · · · A.· · It kind of depends on which leg you're on that

21· core.· Some of those would be, some of those will be

22· special circuit.· It just kind of -- again, you can't look

23· at one area.· You can say on the Price router or on -- and

24· I don't have the stats on that immediately.· But you could

25· say okay the Price router, what is the primary going across
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·1· that and then you could look at the whole mountain or you

·2· could look at whatever, it might be special circuits or it

·3· might be customer voice.· It just depends on what it is and

·4· where it's located.

·5· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I think that's the questions I

·6· have about the network upgrade.

·7· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Thank you, Mr. Jetter.

·8· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Mr. Moore.

·9· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I have more questions for

10· Mr. Woolsey.

11· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Go ahead.

12· · · · · · · · · · CROSS EXAMINATION Resumed

13· BY MR. JETTER:

14· · · · Q.· · Are you familiar with the matching principle in

15· accounting?

16· · · · A.· · Yes.

17· · · · Q.· · Would you describe what that means to you

18· generally?

19· · · · A.· · The matching principle generally requires that

20· events that occur within a period are matched to their

21· associated expenses.· So if you have a revenue transaction

22· that occurs, you have a point of sale.· We sell a computer

23· or we sell phone service, you would match that to the

24· associated costs for the same period.· So if there is a

25· cost of goods sold or an inventory transaction, those would
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·1· also be recorded in conjunction with that.

·2· · · · Q.· · Thank you.· So with respect to building out,

·3· for example, a fiber network would the matching principle

·4· generally suggest that the depreciation method chosen would

·5· be one that would spread the cost, if you will, spread the

·6· recognition of those costs through depreciation expense

·7· over effectively as close as you can get the life of that

·8· asset that you're capitalizing?· I suppose being more

·9· specific, the period of time in which that asset that

10· you're capitalizing being used to produce revenue?

11· · · · A.· · That's correct.· That really becomes the

12· question that we're dealing with today.· What is

13· representative, what is the life of the asset.

14· · · · Q.· · It is your testimony though that the

15· depreciation rate that you have chosen is relatively in the

16· ballpark of the annual capitalization of the network on an

17· annual basis is appropriate?

18· · · · A.· · Yes.

19· · · · Q.· · One final followup question.· If hypothetically

20· you had reached a point of zero on your depreciation

21· account head, taking your company's proposed rate plan of

22· service to a value of zero before you had started to

23· install the fiber network, so say you're starting from zero

24· today, would it be appropriate to expense the fiber network

25· costs annually as you go forward?
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·1· · · · A.· · The portion that is related to depreciation

·2· expense for that matching principle, yes.

·3· · · · Q.· · I mean the expense -- the entire costs on an

·4· annual basis?

·5· · · · A.· · No.

·6· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· Thank you.· Those are all the

·7· questions I have, Mr. Woolsey.· Thank you.

·8· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Mr. Moore.

·9· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· Yes, I have a few questions.

10· Before we get on to depreciation I would like you to

11· quickly clear up some confusion I have in the record.· I'm

12· going to pass down to you Carbon/Emery's response to the

13· Division's sixth set of discovery requests.

14· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Mr. Moore, is this identified in

15· your exhibit list?

16· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· It's not in the exhibit list.  I

17· can make it an exhibit if you would like or I can just ask

18· questions of it.

19· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· I'll look through it.

20· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS EXAMINATION

21· BY MR. MOORE:

22· · · · Q.· · I just have a quick question on this.· Could

23· you turn to the second page on request 6.2.· Do you see

24· that?

25· · · · A.· · Yes.
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·1· · · · Q.· · Could you read the question for the record

·2· please beginning, Mr. Woolsey states that a single asset

·3· straight line system?

·4· · · · A.· · Mr. Woolsey states that a single asset straight

·5· line system would be too burdensome for Carbon/Emery to use

·6· and implement.· However, a single asset system is used by

·7· Carbon/Emery for all their nonregulated plant.· Why is it

·8· too burdensome for the regulated sites, but not for the

·9· nonregulated sites?

10· · · · Q.· · Thank you.· Can you switch down to the second

11· paragraph of your response and read the first two

12· sentences?

13· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Your Honor, I'm going to object

14· at this point because there is a portion of the response

15· before that that includes an objection to the question.· So

16· I think that should be part of the record too.

17· · · · Q.· · (By Mr. Moore)· Fine.· Could you read from

18· response to the first paragraph into the record and then go

19· down to the second paragraph and read down until the first

20· three lines, group asset depreciation?

21· · · · A.· · Carbon objects to this data request because the

22· premise of the question mischaracterizes Mr. Woolsey's

23· surrebuttal testimony.· Line 76 to 77 of Mr. Woolsey's

24· surrebuttal testimony did not include the phrase too

25· burdensome, but rather Mr. Woolsey testified that to treat
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·1· these assets as individual units would be administratively

·2· burdensome.· Carbon further objects to this data request as

·3· it implies that Carbon/Emery uses the single asset method

·4· of depreciation in its nonregulated plant.· This is not

·5· accurate.· The nonregulated company does use group asset

·6· depreciation.

·7· · · · Q.· · Can you now turn to page 20 of your revised

·8· confidential rebuttal testimony filed September 4, 2015.

·9· Could you read the question and the first part of the

10· answer starting on line 407 and ending on line 413 with the

11· words straight line depreciation?

12· · · · A.· · So you want me to read from 309 to 313?

13· · · · Q.· · I think it would make more sense if you would

14· read from 407 to 413.

15· · · · A.· · Do you agree that plant can be used as an input

16· for developing cost allocators?

17· · · · · · · Yes.· Carbon/Emery Telecom could consider plant

18· as a possible cost driver to determine the accounting and

19· general allocator.· If plant were to be used, gross plant

20· would be a better indicator than net plant because the

21· regulated entities use group asset depreciation per FCC

22· Part 32, whereas the nonregulated entities use single asset

23· straight line depreciation.

24· · · · Q.· · Is that sentence consistent with Carbon/Emery's

25· response on 6.2?
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·1· · · · A.· · It's a good question.· We've had to define

·2· single asset depreciation for the term used by both the

·3· Division and ourselves, and now we need to probably clarify

·4· it with the Office.· It appears to be in conflict.· The

·5· methodology that we use doesn't take individual assets down

·6· to a minute separation.· A good example may be the

·7· subscriber equipment that we talked about previously and

·8· that Brock discussed briefly.· Part of that subscriber

·9· equipment is individual ONT's.· It's the end piece of that

10· communication network.· We don't capitalize every single

11· individual ONT.· Similarly, on the nonregulated side the

12· equivalent may be set-top boxes.· We wouldn't capitalize

13· individual set-top boxes, but we might capitalize a group

14· of them that were purchased in a year.· So when you use the

15· term single asset, it may refer to a group of similar

16· assets that were purchased in a period.· So the difference

17· between nonregulated and regulated side may be it's more of

18· a difference in the nature of that group than it is

19· strictly single assets.

20· · · · · · · So when we make the comment in this section of

21· the testimony, we're saying single asset, describing that

22· process that our nonregulated end uses.· It doesn't get

23· down to minute single assets, which is where it becomes

24· burdensome and that's what the other testimony refers to.

25· But in this case it refers to a period of time or a group
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·1· of assets.· And they're not -- that group doesn't span

·2· multiple years and constitute a functioning network like it

·3· would on the regulated side.

·4· · · · · · · That may not have clarified it well for you.  I

·5· don't know if I'm answering the question fully the way you

·6· want.

·7· · · · Q.· · Well, as Mr. Johansen said I'm just a lawyer

·8· here and this is accounting.· But it seems to me that you

·9· stated in section 6.2 you use the term group asset

10· depreciation, saying it does use group asset depreciation.

11· And in your testimony you said that they don't use group

12· asset depreciation.· Is this just being uncareful with your

13· terms?

14· · · · A.· · No.· I guess I feel like I've answered the

15· question.· We've done the same thing with the Division in

16· pointing out their use of the term single asset doesn't

17· really result in a true single asset reputation and it's

18· the same clarification for us.· The level that the Division

19· goes down to in defining single asset is really what is in

20· question here, but it's not a true single asset approach.

21· To get to the separation of every single asset is where it

22· becomes burdensome.

23· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· When you used the term single

24· asset separate line depreciation in your prefiled

25· testimony, is it equivalent or fairly equivalent to what
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·1· you've described as vintage group depreciation?

·2· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· It would be vintage, but it would

·3· be to a year level rather than to a two or three year

·4· level.· If you look at depreciation on -- if we can use the

·5· term gray scale -- you could have a very theoretical and

·6· pure single asset straight line method and then you could

·7· get to the group method.· Vintage, depending on how many

·8· years you choose and how you group it, it would be

·9· somewhere within that gray scale.· Vintage is some level of

10· in between, between those two levels.

11· · · · · · · So the difference in definition here is to the

12· level it gets burdensome if it's very detailed minute

13· single assets approach, and it's not even what the Division

14· got to.· It's more of a group of assets in a particular

15· year or -- generally it's a project.· So it might be a

16· three month project where we have -- I don't know what a

17· good example would be.· Say we have a small construction

18· build in one of our small towns and we capitalize that as a

19· project to -- it might have a couple different categories,

20· but it might need so many feet of fiber.· So some of it

21· goes to buried cable and some to subscriber equipment so we

22· capitalize that.· But we don't go down and capitalize every

23· single piece of subscriber equipment, we capitalize it as a

24· group on that project.

25· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Mr. Moore.
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·1· · · · Q.· · (By Mr. Moore)· Just one more question.· Is it

·2· your testimony that what you termed in your written

·3· testimony as single asset straight line depreciation is

·4· equivalent to what you said in your discovery requests, you

·5· described it as a group asset depreciation?· Which one

·6· would be a closer description to what the Division uses in

·7· the single asset depreciation?· Would it be closer to --

·8· I'm sorry.· Let me start over again.

·9· · · · · · · For your nonregulated plant which you say does

10· use group asset depreciation, is that the same group asset

11· depreciation that you use in your general depreciation

12· adjustment?

13· · · · A.· · If I understand the question you're asking, the

14· regulated -- I'm sorry.· The nonregulated methodology that

15· we're using would be similar to what the Division is

16· proposing as single asset.

17· · · · Q.· · All right.

18· · · · A.· · So it's not --

19· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· And why do you not use the

20· same method for regulated?

21· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· This goes back to industry

22· practice and what has typically been prescribed by the FCC

23· and what is common in the industry.· We view certain assets

24· in the network as a unit, as an operating network, and the

25· components of that network don't operate separately from
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·1· the other units of that network.· So it operates as a

·2· telephone network or as a buried cable plant network.· So

·3· we view it as one asset rather than pieces, a whole bunch

·4· of pieces.· This really kind of bears itself out.

·5· · · · · · · There is copper and fixes that we may have done

·6· in the last five years that will end up being replaced with

·7· the fiber project that we're doing now.· They may not last

·8· the 20 year life that would be assigned to it.· So when you

·9· look at it as an operating network, if that operating

10· network becomes obsolete or it's replaced that entire asset

11· becomes obsolete and replaced.

12· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· I think I understand that.

13· You're going to have to forgive me because like many in the

14· room I'm an attorney and not an accountant.· But you're

15· using the same network for both regulated and nonregulated

16· activities, correct?

17· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· We do cost separations to prevent

18· that from happening.· The plant is used for -- so go back

19· to maybe Justin's question.· It's not just internet and

20· phone.· It's not that simple.· The network carries a lot of

21· data.· And basic local service isn't our largest revenue

22· source on the regulated side.· We have special access.· We

23· have data circuits.· They are not internet circuits, they

24· are large circuits for Utah Division Network or for cell

25· phone providers.· We have special access and switch access
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·1· transport where we provide a transport path for data and

·2· phone calls coming out of Moab, and yet that isn't revenue

·3· or those aren't customers directly in our area.· So the

·4· regulated plant provides service in a lot of different

·5· capacities.· That's why the core is required.· I guess

·6· maybe -- did I misunderstand what you're saying?

·7· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· I'm going to speak just very

·8· simply.· I apologize if I'm oversimplifying.· But when you

·9· talk about, for example, a machine that might have some

10· older components and some newer components but it has to be

11· depreciated as a whole, my question is aren't you using

12· that machine for both regulated and unregulated activities,

13· and if you are then why do you depreciate it in one way for

14· your regulated activities, but depreciate it in another way

15· for your nonregulated activities?

16· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· It would only be capitalized on

17· one set of books.· So it would be either a regulated asset

18· or a nonregulated asset.· We don't split that asset in the

19· capitalization process.· Then we have --

20· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· But in your testimony one of

21· your primary objections is that the Division's recommended

22· method of depreciation doesn't account for that split.

23· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Maybe I'm not following the

24· question.· I'm sorry.

25· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Go ahead.
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·1· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· One of the things that you need

·2· to be aware of too is our regulated plant has a much --

·3· there is a different capitalization threshold.· There are

·4· items that we would normally expense on the nonregulated

·5· side of our business that we may capitalize on the

·6· regulated side of the business.· That's dictated by the

·7· FCC, and there are certain capitalization rules that we

·8· follow there.· To the extent that we don't have the

·9· oversight in our nonregulated entities we may expense items

10· that don't need to be tracked to that individual level and

11· that minute level as well.· So there is a difference in our

12· capitalization process and I testified to that as well.

13· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Mr. Moore.

14· · · · Q.· · (By Mr. Moore)· Moving to your -- we're going

15· in this direction anyway -- to your cost separation

16· procedure through your CAM.· Can you explain to the judge

17· what a CAM is?

18· · · · A.· · It's a cost allocation manual.· It provides the

19· basis for the allocation of shared costs.

20· · · · Q.· · In your CAM you use only one -- in your

21· accounting and general -- can you describe what your

22· accounting and general driver is in your CAM?

23· · · · A.· · It's originally based upon billing records.

24· · · · Q.· · That's applied to the CEO, board of directors,

25· public relations and marketing?
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·1· · · · A.· · Correct.

·2· · · · Q.· · And that led to dividing up the costs of 74

·3· percent to the regulated operations and 26 percent to the

·4· nonregulated operations?

·5· · · · A.· · The results of that allocation -- yes, that's

·6· true, but only the costs that are subject to that

·7· allocation.· So it's a little bit misleading to say that

·8· all the costs are allocated that way when you are only

·9· dealing with the costs that are subject to that allocation.

10· · · · Q.· · The costs that are subject to allocation are

11· your cost pools of the CEO, the board of directors, the

12· public relations and marketing; isn't that correct?

13· · · · A.· · Correct.

14· · · · Q.· · And the OCS has proposed a change allocation to

15· a 50/50 for the CEO and the board of directors and a 75

16· percent regulated and 75 nonregulated for public relations

17· and marketing, is that correct?

18· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· I think you said 75 and 75.

19· Did you mean 75 and 25?

20· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· It was 25 regulated -- it was 75 --

21· we changed it to 25 percent regulated and 75 percent

22· nonregulated.

23· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Right.

24· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· It's a good question.· Why I want

25· to separate or make a distinction on the costs subject to
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·1· the allocation, payroll and marketing may be a good one to

·2· just to highlight one of the examples.· This is true also

·3· in the CSR area, which we'll discuss I'm sure here in a

·4· minute.

·5· · · · · · · We have certain areas of our serving area that

·6· are only nonregulated in nature.· So we have all of our

·7· Moab area, it's a CLEC, it's nonregulated.· The first step

·8· in the allocation process is if there is cost directly

·9· related to nonregulated operations we separate those out

10· and code them directly to nonregulated entities.· This is

11· true whether it's CSR or marketing and public relations or

12· whatever the allocator may be.· So there are different

13· levels of allocation that occur prior to what I would call

14· the leftover costs that are allocated.

15· · · · · · · When you look at any of these allocators you

16· have to look at what the end result is.· Did we allocate

17· enough cost to the nonreg side or not.· If we pulled out

18· certain sections of it and direct coded it, it's a little

19· bit misleading to look only at what is left in the

20· allocation and say we didn't do our job I guess.· So you

21· need to say okay what was the final results of all the

22· costs and is it reasonable.· And I think sometimes we get

23· so focussed on one allocator that we forget the allocation

24· process.· We throw out the whole process instead of looking

25· at what the process resulted in rather than just what that
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·1· one allocator did.

·2· · · · Q.· · Did you direct code any expenses for the CEO

·3· cost pool?

·4· · · · A.· · I would have to check.· I'm not sure.· I think

·5· I could probably produce that number for you given 15

·6· minutes or so if you want to take a -- the majority of the

·7· board and the CEO are allocated.

·8· · · · Q.· · Are allocated through --

·9· · · · A.· · But I don't know that for sure how much is

10· direct coded.

11· · · · Q.· · But the majority of the amount?

12· · · · A.· · Yes, the majority.

13· · · · Q.· · Is that true of public relations and marketing?

14· · · · A.· · I wouldn't dare guess the exact number, but

15· probably 70 percent is subject to allocation.· We do have

16· our Moab operation that are direct coded.· So I'm not sure

17· exactly what that percentage would be.

18· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· The answer is some of

19· marketing is direct coded, but not all; is that right?

20· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· That's correct.

21· · · · Q.· · (By Mr. Moore)· I'm a little confused.· Your

22· allocation of 74 percent regulated and 26 percent

23· nonregulated, that's done after direct coding?

24· · · · A.· · Correct.

25· · · · Q.· · This direct coding, your CAM, you relied on a
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·1· single cost driver of a number of billing records; is that

·2· correct?

·3· · · · A.· · In the original application, yes.· I've also

·4· provided testimony to an examination of three different

·5· cost drivers.

·6· · · · Q.· · That includes direct billing records?

·7· · · · A.· · Yes.

·8· · · · Q.· · But that's not part of your CAM.· That's

·9· something you just did after you read our testimony?

10· · · · A.· · My CAM calculation, no.· But the use of the

11· three resulted in essentially the same percentages that we

12· arrived at with using the billing records.

13· · · · Q.· · Are you familiar with Mr. Ostrander's testimony

14· that 35 years experience he's never seen a single cost

15· driver of a number of billing records used for corporate

16· overhead in a CAM?

17· · · · A.· · I read the testimony.

18· · · · Q.· · Do you acknowledge -- isn't it true that no one

19· from Carbon was able to provide an example of a UUSF case

20· where a regulatory commission issued an order using a

21· single cost driver of billing records in their CAM?

22· · · · A.· · I don't think we were asked to do so.

23· · · · Q.· · Well --

24· · · · A.· · Rephrase the question.

25· · · · Q.· · Let me restate the question.· Sitting here
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·1· today you can't point to a UUSF case where a regulatory

·2· commission has issued an order using the single asset

·3· driver of billing records in their CAM.· Can you?

·4· · · · A.· · No, but the question is still vague to me.· So

·5· you're saying am I aware of any other case where there is a

·6· single point CAM allocation -- actually I think it would be

·7· fairly common.· I can't cite cases, but the CAM -- there

·8· may be an allocation that is based upon direct labor hours,

·9· and that's a single point of allocation, or it may be it's

10· based upon -- I can't imagine that other companies don't

11· identify their drivers and make some sort of allocation and

12· that could be a single point driver.

13· · · · Q.· · Yes, but that's not a billing record, the

14· driver that you used, is it?

15· · · · A.· · The one I used was billing records, yes.

16· · · · Q.· · Right.· The example you just gave me you were

17· not using billing records in that example?

18· · · · A.· · No, I agree.

19· · · · Q.· · Isn't it true that data from the billing

20· records on the cost -- the data you receive from your

21· billing records is arrived from data from 2011, and not the

22· test year 2014?

23· · · · A.· · That's correct.

24· · · · Q.· · Are you aware that FCC Part 64 Section 46.903

25· of the FCC cost allocation procedures requires the
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·1· allocation be current and updated annually on a consistent

·2· basis?

·3· · · · A.· · I am familiar with that section.· And maybe a

·4· point and important distinction needs to be made here.· We

·5· are actually exempt from the requirements of the CAM by

·6· that section.· So to the extent we have a CAM it's in --

·7· actually it goes further than what is required in that

·8· section for our size of company.· The fact we don't have a

·9· glossy manual or an index or cover page is not relevant to

10· the process which we have undertaken here.

11· · · · Q.· · So your testimony here is that your CAM is

12· exempt from Part 64 Section 54.903 of the cost allocation

13· procedures?

14· · · · A.· · I'm not saying that we don't use a similar

15· methodology or that we don't follow the affiliate

16· transaction rules described in that and the allocation

17· process described in that section.· We do follow those.

18· I'm just saying the mechanics of the actual CAM are not a

19· requirement that we're -- we're not required to file that.

20· We do follow affiliate transaction rules.

21· · · · Q.· · Would you agree there has been significant

22· changes that have occurred in Carbon's operations since

23· 2011?

24· · · · A.· · With Carbon's operations directly?

25· · · · Q.· · Yes.· Including nonregulated, DSL, fiber
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·1· operations and increased revenues and expenses and plant

·2· assets?

·3· · · · A.· · Yes, there are changes every year.· Some of

·4· those changes are offsetting.· We've seen continued

·5· decreases we've demonstrated in our landlines, but we've

·6· maintained steady or actually increased in some instances

·7· in our special access, which has offset some of those

·8· losses?· So there is give and take in those.· And our

·9· billing records are somewhat reflective of those changes.

10· · · · Q.· · But you do not use the test year 2014 billing

11· records?

12· · · · A.· · No.· We do testify the allocation is

13· representative.

14· · · · Q.· · You think it's representative.· All right.

15· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· I have some questions that may go

16· into some numbers related to the distinction between the

17· changes that occurred between 2011 and 2014.· Would anybody

18· object if I took about five questions?

19· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· About numbers, dealing with

20· the confidential numbers?

21· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· Yes.

22· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· That's fine.· We'll stop the

23· streaming.· Go ahead.

24

25
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16· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Go ahead.

17· · · · Q.· · (By Mr. Moore)· Those changes are not going to

18· be reflected in your billing records, the number of billing

19· records that constituted your allocation driver; is that

20· correct?

21· · · · A.· · That would be correct.

22· · · · Q.· · In the billing records you have two types of

23· billing records, general billing records and CAB records,

24· which has a 25 percent gross; is that correct?

25· · · · A.· · That's correct.
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·1· · · · Q.· · Could you explain what is meant by CAB records?

·2· · · · A.· · It's carrier access billing records.· We had to

·3· weight those a little bit differently and there is a reason

·4· why.· If we included each line item of the accounts billing

·5· it would overweight the CAB section significantly and

·6· result in too much cost being allocated to the CAB side of

·7· the house.· So when you look at a CAB records in detail it

·8· includes both terminating and originating special -- or

·9· switch access records and these records are in the

10· millions.

11· · · · · · · So instead what we have done is we went back to

12· a summary bill for purposes of weighting the CAB records.

13· But because of the significant amount of time spent in CAB

14· related issues we weighted those records by 25 percent.

15· · · · · · · So what we did is look at them and said what

16· percentage of time do we spend in the tariff and rate

17· making process for our special access, how much time do we

18· spend working with interconnection agreements with long

19· distance or cellular phone service providers, how much time

20· do we spend looking at the regulated issues related to

21· CAB's and special access which is your 499 reporting with

22· the FCC and there is a great deal of compliance there.

23· · · · · · · To make sure CAB's gets a fair share of costs

24· we had to weight that a little bit more heavily.· That was

25· a judgment call.· Again, this is our cost allocation.· We
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·1· try to do the best we can to determine what drives our

·2· costs.· And if we see a deficiency or a significant

·3· overstatement in the driver that we're using, we'll try to

·4· adjust that to be more reflective of what we feel is the

·5· appropriate level of cost allocation.

·6· · · · · · · One thing with respect to CAB is we also have a

·7· CAB allocator specifically to address time spent that I

·8· would say was more direct coded to CAB.· So this is one of

·9· the administrative functions.· This would be myself and

10· Brock, the CEO time, the board time.· That's to deal with

11· these additional issues related to special access and to

12· our carrier access billing system.

13· · · · Q.· · My understanding when you talk about the CAB

14· billing section, you're talking about billing from other

15· carriers using your plant, your equipment?· If someone is

16· calling from Paris to Carbon there would be a CAB bill in

17· regards to that?

18· · · · A.· · Yes.· To clarify, it's not us billing for other

19· carriers.· We don't do billing and collection for other

20· carriers.· I think we stopped that 15 years ago.· But it's

21· the billing to the carrier to access our network.· So if

22· AT&T carries that call from Paris to Price, Utah there is a

23· portion of our network that AT&T had to use to access our

24· customer.· So we would bill AT&T for the use of our network

25· for that small portion that we have within that call
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·1· stream.

·2· · · · Q.· · That's the basic concept of CAB?

·3· · · · A.· · Correct.

·4· · · · Q.· · All right.· You do not -- as I understand your

·5· testimony you do not have any specific time or motion study

·6· or any other study to come up with the 25 allocator or

·7· gross number?

·8· · · · A.· · Specifically related to Brock's time and CEO

·9· time, that's correct.

10· · · · Q.· · Did you provide any specific information about

11· how you developed your net weighing factor?

12· · · · A.· · The CAB weight function?

13· · · · Q.· · Yes.

14· · · · A.· · No.· I didn't provide support to that.· Just my

15· verbal text within the CAM and then as asked or -- I guess

16· it's not part of this proceeding, but we have discussed

17· that with the Division and Office.

18· · · · Q.· · Do you agree an allocation factor or driver

19· must have a direct causal relationship to the expenses they

20· are allocating to?

21· · · · A.· · That they should or that they do?

22· · · · Q.· · That they should.· That's the purpose of it;

23· isn't that correct?

24· · · · A.· · Ideally, yes.· If it's direct causal effect

25· that is a better allocator than an indirect causal effect.
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·1· · · · Q.· · What is your understanding of the term direct

·2· causal relationship?

·3· · · · A.· · If it's directly related my understanding it

·4· would be either directly tied or close enough of a tie to

·5· be considered direct.· I don't know what the best example

·6· to use here would be.· But if we're talking about billing

·7· records, and there are certain line numbers on a phone bill

·8· that represent significant compliance or significant work

·9· for the CEO or our board, then I would say that cost is

10· fairly reflective of the work that is being performed.· Is

11· it the only driver of cost, no.· Is it possible that direct

12· coding could be done in some instances, yes.· But to say

13· that it doesn't relate is not true.· To say that it's the

14· best allocator basis is probably also not true.· But we do

15· the best we can to determine a method of allocation.· So we

16· go through the process to try to do that and then we step

17· through it.

18· · · · · · · There is a hierarchy described in Part 64 that

19· we discussed of how to approach these matters and we apply

20· that.· We look at the ability to direct code.· We look at

21· direct association of costs.· Lower on the hierarchy is the

22· use of the general allocator, like revenue or expenses.

23· It's lower on the threshold.· So we do examine those when

24· we're making our cost allocators.

25· · · · Q.· · Now let's look at the CEO cost pool.
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·1· Mr. Johansen doesn't keep daily timesheets indicating how

·2· much time he spends on regulated and nonregulated

·3· operations; isn't that true?

·4· · · · A.· · That's correct.

·5· · · · Q.· · If he did it would make this much easier?

·6· · · · A.· · If he direct coded?

·7· · · · Q.· · Yes.

·8· · · · A.· · Yes.· Then there would be no need for an

·9· allocator, that's correct.

10· · · · Q.· · The CEO cost pool has various types of expenses

11· associated with it, including salary, benefits, cost, cell

12· phone, NECA and URTA dues; is that correct?

13· · · · A.· · Correct.

14· · · · Q.· · By way of example, how would an increase in CAB

15· bills in 2011 have direct causal relationship to NECA and

16· URTA dues?

17· · · · A.· · I guess if we're looking at NECA and URTA dues

18· those should probably be direct coded 100 percent reg.

19· We've probably given too much nonreg side on those to begin

20· with.· So let's start from that standpoint.· We may have

21· included cost in the pool that should have been 100 reg.

22· So I'll have to look at that.· We may need to either adjust

23· for direct cost on some of those that we see or -- but the

24· answer to your question, what is the direct causal

25· relationship, the amount of billing line items associated
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·1· with the phone bill versus an internet bill -- I don't know

·2· that -- just picture in your mind what you get at home on

·3· your phone bill maybe.· But under the phone section you'll

·4· have 911 --

·5· · · · Q.· · Excuse me.· I don't know if this is responsive.

·6· · · · A.· · I guess what I'm saying though is that all

·7· those regulatory matters, a lot of them are dealt with in

·8· the NECA arena and allocate interstate costs and compliance

·9· and FCC compliance and tariff and rate making with each of

10· those line items that are reflected in the billing there is

11· a relationship there.· Now is it the best relationship, I

12· don't know.· I testified that there are other methods that

13· we can use.· I'm saying they're not unrepresentative or

14· they're not unreflective.

15· · · · Q.· · They're not unreflective.· All right.· The same

16· would be true for an increase in CAB bill and possibly the

17· CEO phone bill, mobile phone bill?

18· · · · A.· · Yes.· So if we have -- we have to file tariffs

19· with the FCC every two years.· A significant amount of time

20· is spent by myself and Brock.· We file -- we deal with

21· regulatory change issues constantly and those are reflected

22· on our bills in the form of CAB surcharges or subscriber

23· line charges.· Again, we deal with interconnection

24· agreements that affect those phone bills on the CAB side of

25· the house as well.· And Brock spends time on those issues.
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·1· And those are the issues, especially recently with all the

·2· regulatory changes that are going on.· A high percentage of

·3· Brock's time is associated with those types of changes.

·4· · · · · · · We spent a significant amount of time in

·5· Washington trying to push through a waiver with the FCC

·6· this year.· I would suggest that 74 percent is pretty

·7· reasonable for the amount of time that is spent on

·8· regulated operations.

·9· · · · · · · Our fiber to the home project similarly is

10· taking a lot of attention in our --

11· · · · Q.· · I'm sorry.· I'm going to have to object again

12· for being nonresponsive.· I'm trying to get specific here

13· about your specific -- how your billing records

14· specifically relate and constitute cost causative

15· relationships between the number of expenses in the CEO

16· pool and --

17· · · · A.· · If I bill a tariff cost, then that means I've

18· had to prepare a tariff.· If I bill a tax, that means I

19· have to prepare a tax return.· If I bill a 499, a USAC, I

20· have to prepare those forms.· And that's all regulated.

21· There isn't any tax on an internet charge.· There is very

22· little compliance associated with that.· I don't have to

23· file a tariff every two years on my internet charges.  I

24· rarely have to address that ever.

25· · · · Q.· · Do you have to file the tariff every time you
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·1· have a CAB bill?

·2· · · · A.· · No.

·3· · · · Q.· · Do you have to go and work with -- what was the

·4· other example you used?

·5· · · · A.· · I'm saying that it's representative of the time

·6· we spend regulated versus nonregulated on all the issues

·7· that are related to those billing line items.· So to me it

·8· is the causal relationship.· I don't understand I guess how

·9· it couldn't be.· I guess -- is there testimony that shows

10· that there is no relationship there?· You guys say there

11· isn't, but why wouldn't there be?· We have the burden of

12· proof and we've tried to demonstrate and describe why we

13· think those are related and I think we've done that.

14· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Mr. Moore, I think --

15· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· I can go into more detail.· We

16· can throw a photo up on the wall.· I can throw up the exact

17· billing records and we can see what is involved with them.

18· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· I think it might be easier

19· for me to understand the point that you're trying to make

20· through the questioning of your own witness.

21· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· All right.

22· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· All right.

23· · · · Q.· · (By Mr. Moore)· Mr. Ostrander testified that

24· the CEO, and for that matter the board of directors, would

25· most likely spend a significant amount of time on forward
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·1· looking projects.· Do you dispute that?

·2· · · · A.· · It's a combination of both.· In any -- I would

·3· say the board time is directly tied to Brock's time because

·4· the issues that Brock deals with are the issues we discuss

·5· in our board meetings.· So if time is spent in a particular

·6· area basically that time is reflective in our board

·7· meetings.· So those two are very closely tried together.

·8· · · · · · · There is an aspect to forward looking projects,

·9· yes.· That is also reflective of billing records.· They've

10· gone a little bit of a lag.· But when we build a new

11· circuit, let's say a CAB circuit out to a cell phone tower,

12· the weighting of that would probably -- if it's in our

13· area, in our regulated area, it's going to pull a little

14· bit of cost to the regulated side.· If it's in an

15· nonregulated area it pulls costs to the nonregulated side.

16· But associated with that build is the actual construction

17· that Brock is intimately involved with with the plant side

18· to make sure that construction occurs, and again with

19· forward looking plans as well.· So yes.

20· · · · Q.· · So yes, you do spend a significant amount of

21· time, the CEO and the BOD board, reviewing future plans?

22· · · · A.· · We do spend time.· The definition of

23· significant I guess we would have to define that.

24· · · · Q.· · So it would depend on year to year I guess?

25· · · · A.· · Right.
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·1· · · · Q.· · And from 2011 to 2014 it would be different?

·2· · · · A.· · Correct.

·3· · · · Q.· · If the CEO spends time on forward looking

·4· projects that don't come to fruition until another year,

·5· there would be no billing records to reflect that in the

·6· test year; isn't that correct?

·7· · · · A.· · Yes, but is the existing customer reflective of

·8· that effort.· I guess you're demonstrating that we're not

·9· keeping that up to date enough; is that correct?

10· · · · Q.· · Yes.

11· · · · A.· · I guess if this is the only issue that we're

12· dealing with I can rerun the records and we could look at

13· it.· We updated that allocator in 2015, this year, and it's

14· not significantly different.· I can give you updated

15· numbers if that's what you're getting at.

16· · · · Q.· · Why don't we just stick with the record we have

17· right now.

18· · · · A.· · That's fine, but I'm saying we do adjust these

19· allocators from time to time.· And I can pull up our

20· existing one and it would be based on newer records.· It's

21· not going to be a huge shift from what we have now.  I

22· would be happy to do that if that's where we're headed on

23· this.

24· · · · Q.· · I'm sorry.· Are you saying you want to use a

25· different allocator than the allocator you have in --
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·1· · · · A.· · No, I think it's representative.· I'm just

·2· saying there is not a big smoking gun here.· If we change

·3· from 74 percent to 72 percent I would be surprised.· I can

·4· pull that number if we need to.· I don't know.· It changes

·5· over time, it does.· But this number was based upon the

·6· fall of 2011.· The allocator that was in place at the

·7· beginning of 2014, there is a two and half years separation

·8· there.· Is it significant?· If we update it to the 2015

·9· records and took a look at it, it wouldn't be significantly

10· different.

11· · · · Q.· · But you haven't done that?

12· · · · A.· · I have done that.· I don't have them with me

13· today.· But that's what I'm saying, I can pull that and

14· give it to you and give it to the court today if we need to

15· if that satisfies the concern here.

16· · · · Q.· · Let me turn to your public relations and

17· marketing allocator.· You list 74 percent of your total

18· hour costs to regulated service and only 26 percent to

19· nonregulated service; is that correct?

20· · · · A.· · That's not correct.

21· · · · Q.· · What is correct?

22· · · · A.· · The correct is we direct allocate a significant

23· portion of costs before we get to that allocator.· The

24· costs that are left with that allocator are then allocated

25· upon the percentages you just stated.
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·1· · · · Q.· · What are the costs that are left?

·2· · · · A.· · It would be costs that are in the shared areas

·3· of service.· So that would be within the combined service

·4· areas of Carbon/Emery Telecom, Emery Telecom and

·5· Hanksville.

·6· · · · Q.· · In your response to OCSDR34 you said your

·7· allocation factor was reasonable because regulated services

·8· benefit from the company's advertising for bundle services;

·9· is that correct?

10· · · · A.· · Correct.

11· · · · Q.· · You have one regulated service of basic phone

12· service and two regulated services of internet and another

13· regulated -- nonregulated service, excuse me, of internet

14· and another nonregulated service IPTV; is that correct?

15· · · · A.· · That is not correct.

16· · · · Q.· · Why is that not correct?

17· · · · A.· · We don't provide IPTV services.

18· · · · Q.· · But for bundle services of regulated phone

19· service, and let's take your position of internet, you

20· still charge the 74/26 percent for that?

21· · · · A.· · I'm sorry.· Please repeat the question again.

22· · · · Q.· · When you advertise your bundle services, which

23· according to you, your testimony here is bundling regulated

24· phone service with unregulated internet, you still use the

25· 74 percent allocation to regulated service, the basic phone
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·1· services, and the 26 nonregulated services, the internet

·2· services, correct?

·3· · · · A.· · If that service is offered to our regulated

·4· area, yes, that would be true.

·5· · · · Q.· · But internet is not in your regulated area?  I

·6· mean, internet is a nonregulated operation?

·7· · · · A.· · Service provided within that same area,

·8· correct, inside the serving area.

·9· · · · Q.· · Most of these customers in the service area --

10· let me just go back here.· Does Carbon have any competition

11· for basic phone services in the service area?

12· · · · A.· · With the exception of cell phones, no.

13· · · · Q.· · Isn't it true these customers that you're

14· advertising your bundle services for generally already have

15· local phone, basic phone service?

16· · · · A.· · No, that's not necessarily true.

17· · · · Q.· · But the majority of them?

18· · · · A.· · No.

19· · · · Q.· · Who do you advertise to?

20· · · · A.· · We advertise to basically all the residents of

21· the Carbon/Emery counties and Moab.· Again, the Moab

22· serving areas are directly coded to our nonregulated

23· entities.· Moab services include phone, internet, cable TV.

24· Then in our regulated areas we have similar services that

25· are offered both on our nonregulated plan and on our
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·1· regulated plan.· Those services are all advertised to the

·2· residents and businesses of that serving area.

·3· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· I'm sorry.· You said the

·4· direct allocators are done by geographic area?

·5· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· By serving area, yes.· We operate

·6· as an incumbent local exchange carrier in Carbon/Emery

·7· counties and in the Hanksville area.· We operate as a

·8· competitive local exchange carrier in the Moab area as well

·9· as those services we also provide internet and cable TV.

10· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· In the areas where you're the

11· ILEC you do the 74 percent allocation to regulated, and the

12· areas where you're CLEC you do 100 percent to nonregulated?

13· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· That's correct.

14· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· And there is no additional

15· allocation?

16· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· No.

17· · · · Q.· · (By Mr. Moore)· Isn't it true that the internet

18· is significantly more profitable to Carbon than basic phone

19· service?

20· · · · A.· · Yes.

21· · · · Q.· · So when you advertise the bundle service you

22· have two services, one regulated which is not as profitable

23· as the other nonregulated, correct?

24· · · · A.· · That's correct.

25· · · · Q.· · But you allocate the costs associated with this
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·1· bundle approximately three times higher on the nonregulated

·2· side than you do to the -- backward, to the regulated side

·3· than you do to the nonregulated side?

·4· · · · A.· · We do those allocations at 74 percent, yes.

·5· · · · Q.· · Do you think it's reasonable that the

·6· advertising -- let's take one step back.· If you have two

·7· services, phone and internet, wouldn't it make more sense

·8· to divide them up at least 50/50?

·9· · · · A.· · Is the phone being provided over regulated

10· plant or nonregulated plant?

11· · · · Q.· · Let's take the regulated plant first.

12· · · · A.· · Okay.· We closely tie those.· And the reason

13· why is is the loop used by the customer to provide phone

14· service to that customer.· The regulated side benefits from

15· the internet usage of that phone line.· It actually sures

16· up the phone line.· The phone line has become super

17· critical for us to maintain both federal and state funding

18· and it is critical to our customers and our ability to

19· serve the customers is dependent upon the healthiness of

20· that.· We continue to promote those lines, continue to tie

21· the bundles closely with the phone line and the reason why

22· we do is because we understand that there is -- out of the

23· two products, the internet definitely would be the most

24· desirable or the most popular thing to have versus the

25· traditional phone line.· But all of our advertising -- the
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·1· majority of the advertising I should say includes that

·2· bundle to tie to that regulated plant.· So I guess it's not

·3· an easy question to answer because the ads aren't

·4· separated, they're tied together.

·5· · · · Q.· · That's my problem with your separation.· It

·6· seems if we take the position you have of two services and

·7· you're advertising primarily for the internet, which is the

·8· more profitable aspect, why would the cost for that

·9· advertising be allocated 76 percent to regulated plant and

10· 24 percent to nonregulated when you're advertising for the

11· nonregulated and that's where your profit is going to come

12· from?

13· · · · A.· · Let's switch that example up a little bit.

14· Let's move that to cable TV.· Cable TV we don't make money

15· at.

16· · · · Q.· · I'm sorry.· I'm going --

17· · · · A.· · Are you saying --

18· · · · Q.· · -- to object as nonresponsiveness again.· We'll

19· be here forever.

20· · · · A.· · The ability to pay shouldn't be the basis for

21· the allocation.· So if the company is profitable it doesn't

22· mean they should get more allocation cost.

23· · · · Q.· · The cost --

24· · · · A.· · Let's take profitability out of the question

25· and then reask the question.· It's not based upon the fact
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·1· that the cable company makes no money and the internet

·2· company makes money.· I mean if we switch up the example

·3· and say can our cable company afford advertising, no.· They

·4· don't make any money.· So it's not an ability to pay that

·5· drives the cost.· It's the actual advertising.· If we're

·6· getting to the root of the question, let's make sure we do

·7· that.

·8· · · · Q.· · But you're advertising primarily for internet?

·9· · · · A.· · We advertise for both.

10· · · · Q.· · But primarily for internet.· That's what the

11· people want to purchase?

12· · · · A.· · No, no.· Internet kind of sells itself.· We

13· have to focus on -- we have to focus on telephone, to keep

14· telephone numbers up.· We have to show our customers why

15· it's important to maintain the phone, for safety a line

16· power in an emergency situation is going to be more

17· reliable than cell phone.· We spend significant time

18· educating our customers that way.· We also have

19· requirements annually and ongoing to advertise life line

20· services which is promoted by the state.· There is no

21· requirement for life line internet services.· So we have

22· additional advertising that has to be done separately and

23· distinctly for life line.· We do that through newspaper.

24· We do that through our website.· We have to post posters

25· and --
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·1· · · · Q.· · Objection, nonresponsive.· I didn't ask about

·2· life line.· I asked about advertising for bundle services.

·3· · · · A.· · It's phone service.· Life line is phone service

·4· and we have to advertise for it.· This is all part of that

·5· cost we're allocating.· It goes to the question what are we

·6· doing with our advertising dollars.· There is a lot of

·7· things that go to the advertising dollars.

·8· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· I have no further questions.

·9· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Ms. Slawson, any followup?

10· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Would it be possible to have a

11· quick break?

12· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Sure, that's fine.

13· · · · · · · (Off the record.)

14· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· We're back from our break and

15· back on the record.

16· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Thank you.· Time for redirect?

17· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Yes, go ahead.

18· · · · · · · · · · · REDIRECT EXAMINATION

19· BY MS. SLAWSON:

20· · · · Q.· · Let's see.· My first question is can you tell

21· me what you consider the affected period of the UUSF

22· application that Carbon/Emery has made in this case?

23· · · · A.· · I would say between three and five years.

24· · · · Q.· · You talked a little bit about -- this is back

25· on the first question that was presented by Mr. Moore with
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·1· regard to the testimony on single asset versus group asset

·2· depreciation.· You testified briefly there is a

·3· capitalization threshold difference.· Can you explain to us

·4· why does the capitalization threshold differ between the

·5· regulated and nonregulated companies?

·6· · · · A.· · The threshold is established a little bit lower

·7· in regulated cases generally to allow for or prevent I

·8· should say, prevent the expenses from spiking in one year.

·9· If you were to expense certain items rather than capitalize

10· them, you may have a year that is overstated by that

11· expense.· Whereas, capitalizing that same item, spreading

12· it over a useful life, would smooth that expense.· So to

13· prevent spikes in the operations and the reporting of that

14· operation.

15· · · · · · · With respect to the nonregulated entities

16· that's not as big of a concern because it's not subject to

17· a rate making process.· A spike that would be material to a

18· regulated entity could be considered nonmaterial for this

19· nonregulated entity.· Maybe a good example would be modems

20· for the internet on the nonregulated side.· We have

21· significant purchases of those modems.· They do have a

22· three to five year life on them.· But rather than

23· capitalize those and track those in our asset records for

24· five years each one of those modems, or even groups of

25· modems, we go ahead and expense those groups of modems.
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·1· And because there is no associated rate making or reason to

·2· kind of normalize those expenditures, if that expense

·3· policy spikes our cost for modems in any one given year

·4· it's not material to the financial statements as a whole

·5· and so it's not considered necessary to track down to that

·6· level.

·7· · · · · · · So that's kind of how we apply the

·8· capitalization policy.· Once we meet that threshold then we

·9· get into that gray scale area that I talked about how you

10· group those assets, whether it's single asset or a group of

11· assets and what constitutes those groups and what point do

12· you segregate the groups based on vintage or based upon the

13· type of plant, that type of thing.

14· · · · · · · So I think there is a distinction there, first

15· in the policy, and then within the policy, is it true

16· single asset or is it a group.· And so when I compared our

17· nonreg entity capitalization similar to what the Division

18· shows, there is a little bit of distinction, you have to

19· get past that first capitalization threshold first.· So we

20· just capitalize less on the nonreg side.· Then when we do

21· it it follows somewhat close to what the Division is

22· recommending on their straight line policy.· I think maybe

23· -- you might go ahead with the questions.· Sorry.

24· · · · Q.· · I guess what I'm wondering is could the

25· regulated company, Carbon/Emery, adopt the Division's
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·1· proposed method of depreciation, this kind of single asset,

·2· maybe vintage, not true single asset, but method of

·3· depreciation?

·4· · · · A.· · It could.· And generally what it requires from

·5· the interstate side is permission from FCC we found that

·6· the FCC has been a little bit lenient in granting to the

·7· states some leeway in the methodology.· So we feel like it

·8· is a methodology that could be adopted.· The issue that we

·9· take with the methodology isn't necessarily the method

10· itself, but the implementation of it.· We have provided

11· testimony that if we're going to go that direction what the

12· Division is proposing then we need to have a transition to

13· that methodology.· It can't just be a calculation of a

14· historical number and then use that number.· We need to say

15· okay this has changed and we're going to transition to it.

16· So we've provided some testimony to what we think that

17· transition would look like.

18· · · · Q.· · How do you see that transition?

19· · · · A.· · What we have proposed is that -- our books are

20· still open for 2015.· So we have a little bit of leeway on

21· how we report depreciation.· We could do some extent of

22· restatement, but what we've proposed is that -- basically

23· from the time frame that we knew that the Division had a

24· concern with our methodology, if we restated the assets

25· from that point going forward it would be basically January
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·1· 1, 2014.· So if we at that point cut to a single asset

·2· straight line methodology as promulgated by the Division at

·3· this point and then allowed our existing groups as of

·4· 12/31/2013 to continue and run their course, let the

·5· depreciation finish out on those assets, and then project

·6· that forward, that would be the transition that we would

·7· suggest.· And the projection forward is somewhat necessary

·8· to determine what the correct number is in this proceeding

·9· because it is a change from the methodology that we're

10· using now.

11· · · · · · · Now I guess without getting into the

12· confidential numbers again, that number would be slightly

13· less than what we projected in our application, but it is

14· materially close to that number.· So there may be a slight

15· reduction there, but not significant.

16· · · · · · · We think that satisfies the concerns of the

17· Division going forward, but it also allows us a transition

18· period into that.· A lot of our decisions with respect to

19· how we manage our books are based upon the certainty that's

20· provided by the FCC and by the state.· So if those things

21· change it would change the decisions that we would make

22· regarding the timing of the investments or how we -- I

23· guess how we would make decisions based upon rate of return

24· and weigh those decisions against similar decisions that

25· we're making on our nonregulated plant.
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·1· · · · · · · So it's a choice scenario for us.· Where do we

·2· put our new capital dollars this year.· What type of rate

·3· of return are we going to get.· Is that rate of return

·4· guaranteed or how much risk is involved with that rate of

·5· return.· These capital type decisions are dependent upon

·6· some consistency.· That's what we're --though we're not

·7· opposed to the methodology, we are opposed to the way it is

·8· being proposed in the findings.· We would like some sort of

·9· transition or methodology to get to where they want us to

10· be.

11· · · · Q.· · We had a series of questions about the cost

12· allocations, the various allocations that you have made.  I

13· want to ask you the allocators that you have identified,

14· those are used to allocate costs; is that correct?

15· · · · A.· · Correct.

16· · · · Q.· · Does revenue correlate or is it representative

17· of costs?

18· · · · A.· · No.

19· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· I have no other questions.

20· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Any recross?

21· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· No.

22· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· No recross from the Division.

23· Thank you.

24· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· We just have a couple of

25· minutes before the public witness portion of this hearing
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·1· is supposed to begin.· It's only been a few minutes since

·2· our last break, but let's go ahead and break until noon and

·3· we'll see if anybody appears.· If not, we'll go ahead and

·4· continue unless someone appears.

·5· · · · · · · (Off the record.)

·6· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· We are back on the record and

·7· I am ready to begin the public witness hearing, which is

·8· scheduled for today at noon.· Is there anyone here in the

·9· room who would like to give comments or provide testimony

10· as a public witness today?

11· · · · · · · We are going to go ahead then and resume with

12· our UUSF hearing for the next hour or so.· We'll kind of

13· keep a watch to see if anybody comes in to give a comment

14· as a public witness.· Then at 1:00 we will break for lunch.

15· So Ms. Slawson, go ahead and you may call your next

16· witness.

17· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Thank you.· Carbon/Emery calls

18· Douglas Meredith.

19· · · · · · · (The witness is sworn in.)

20· · · · · · · · · · · ·DIRECT EXAMINATION

21· BY MS. SLAWSON:

22· · · · Q.· · Good after, Mr. Meredith.· Would you state your

23· name, your employer and your business address for the

24· record?

25· · · · A.· · Yes.· My full name is Douglas Duncan Meredith.
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·1· I am employed by the firm John Staurulakis Incorporated.

·2· That is spelled S-T-A-U-R-U-L-A-K-I-S.· My business address

·3· is 547 Oakview Lane, Bountiful, Utah.· That's my office.

·4· The headquarters for JSI is in Greenbelt, Maryland.

·5· · · · Q.· · On behalf of the applicant Carbon/Emery Telecom

·6· Inc. have you participated in this record?

·7· · · · A.· · Yes.

·8· · · · Q.· · Did you prepare prefiled rebuttal and

·9· surrebuttal testimony and exhibits in this case?

10· · · · A.· · Yes.

11· · · · Q.· · Do you have any substantive changes to the

12· answers you gave to the questions asked in the prefiled

13· testimony?

14· · · · A.· · No.

15· · · · Q.· · Do you have a summary of your testimony that

16· you would like to present us with?

17· · · · A.· · Yes.

18· · · · Q.· · Please go ahead.

19· · · · A.· · Thank you.· In my rebuttal and surrebuttal

20· testimonies I address two topics:· Carbon/Emery's

21· authorized rate of return and the appropriate depreciation

22· method to use, and in the alternative of using that method

23· what transition should be used to move to a new

24· depreciation method for Carbon/Emery.

25· · · · · · · Topic one, rate of return.· I will summarize
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·1· first the authorized rate of return for Utah USF purposes.

·2· My testimony and the exhibits I supply support

·3· Carbon/Emery's proposed overall authorized rate of return

·4· of 10.5 percent.· For comparison, the current authorized

·5· interstate rate of return for Carbon/Emery is 11.25

·6· percent.

·7· · · · · · · I examine in my testimony the following items

·8· related to the calculation of the overall rate of return.

·9· · · · · · · Item one, capital structure.· The overall rate

10· of return is calculated using a hypothetical capital

11· structure.· The Division and Carbon/Emery recommend that

12· the Commission adopt the Division's sliding scale capital

13· structure result.· This method was developed by an industry

14· task force that has been used frequently by the Division.

15· This method represents a reasonable balancing of competing

16· interests.· The capital structure for Carbon/Emery assumed

17· by the Division's sliding scale is 65 percent equity and 35

18· percent debt.· The Office takes exception to the Division's

19· long-standing practice and recommends a 50 percent equity

20· and 50 percent debt capital structure.· I recommend the

21· Commission continue to use the Division's sliding scale

22· method and adopt a 65 percent equity and 35 percent debt

23· capital structure for Carbon/Emery in this proceeding.

24· · · · · · · Item two, the appropriate interstate rate of

25· return.· By Commission rule, companies are instructed to
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·1· use in its application the applicable NECA form 492A for

·2· the most recently available year.· I supply the NECA form

·3· 492A as an exhibit and the applicable form for Carbon/Emery

·4· yields a 11.45 percent interstate rate of return.· The

·5· Division initially proposed an incorrect rate and

·6· subsequently revised its number.· The Office recommends

·7· using a NECA form 492A that does not apply to Carbon/Emery.

·8· NECA applies two forms 492A based on individual company

·9· participation in NECA cost pools.· I recommend the

10· Commission use the applicable form 492A in my exhibit for

11· Carbon/Emery which reports a 11.45 percent overall rate of

12· return for interstate purposes.

13· · · · · · · Item three, the appropriate intrastate rate of

14· return.· Carbon/Emery, the Division, and the Office agree

15· on the cost of debt used for intrastate rate of return

16· calculations.· This leaves the intrastate cost of equity or

17· return on equity as a disputed item.· The Division uses an

18· unadjusted capital asset pricing model, CAPM, to calculate

19· an intrastate rate of return for Carbon/Emery.· The

20· Division does not see any other model alternative available

21· for use.· I rebut the Division's claims suggesting that an

22· unadjusted CAPM is not appropriate.· I provide facts from

23· credible capital finance authorities which support the need

24· to adjust the textbook version of CAPM in the telecom

25· sector.· In the exhibits I provide that address telecom
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·1· issues specifically, Drs. Heaton and Billingsley

·2· specifically examine the telecom industry and address this

·3· issue.· These authorities recommend adjusting the textbook

·4· version of CAPM for telcos.

·5· · · · · · · Dr. Heaton, in Exhibit 1, states that a small

·6· company premium is the minimum adjustment that should be

·7· applied when using the CAPM for real world applications.

·8· Dr. Billingsley, in Exhibit 2, recommends a small company

·9· premium developed by well established financial service

10· research firms, such as Ibbotson & Associates or Duff &

11· Phelps.· These exhibits are unrebutted in this proceedings.

12· · · · · · · I provide another analysis filed at the FCC in

13· Exhibit 3 which the Office takes exceptions to based on its

14· author.

15· · · · · · · I explain on alternative to the CAPM that was

16· proposed by Dr. Glass, formerly of NECA and now of Rutgers

17· University, to overcome the common pitfalls of the

18· discounted cash flow method.· This method proposed uses a

19· free cash flow approach instead of the discounted cash flow

20· approach.· This information is located in Exhibit 2.· The

21· benefit of this approach is that Dr. Glass uses actual

22· rural telephone company data rather than large company

23· peers to develop the appropriate discounted cash flow rate.

24· I update this data in Exhibit 5.· The Division remains

25· silent on this alternative approach and the Office provides
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·1· no rebuttal on this method.

·2· · · · · · · The Office argues that the Utah Commission

·3· should adopt the results from a number of Kansas decisions.

·4· I respond by recommending the Commission give them very

·5· little, if any, weight.

·6· · · · · · · There are serious mechanical problems with the

·7· Division's selection of publicly traded companies and the

·8· calculation of the risk free return used in its CAPM.  I

·9· identify these problems and propose solutions for them.

10· · · · · · · All of this data and analysis support the 10.5

11· percent overall rate of return proposed by Carbon/Emery.

12· And I recommend the Commission adopt the proposed and

13· supported 10.5 percent overall rate of return for

14· Carbon/Emery in this proceeding.

15· · · · · · · Topic two, depreciation method.· I will briefly

16· summarize the depreciation method proposed by the Division

17· and Carbon/Emery.· The Division seeks to change the

18· standard and industry accepted group asset straight line

19· depreciation method used by Carbon/Emery for Utah USF

20· purposes.· I observe that this approach will add

21· administrative complexity to Carbon/Emery's accounting

22· procedures.· And in making such a change it should be fully

23· vetted to ensure that the public interest is served.· The

24· claims made by the Division are not fully explained.

25· Notwithstanding, if the Commission were to adopt the
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·1· Division's method, I recommend the Commission adopt this

·2· monumental policy change on a prospective basis for new

·3· assets that are purchased and placed into service.· The

·4· test year 2014 is representative of forecasted depreciation

·5· expense for the next five years and so the transition that

·6· I describe is in the public interest.· This concludes my

·7· summary.

·8· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Mr. Meredith is available for

·9· cross examination.

10· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Mr. Jetter.

11· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS EXAMINATION

12· BY MR. JETTER:

13· · · · Q.· · Thank you.· Good afternoon, Mr. Meredith.  I

14· have a few questions and they're a little bit disjointed as

15· far as we'll skip around just a little bit.· I would like

16· to just start out discussing the risk free rate of return.

17· I'm looking at CE-4.0R, which is your revised rebuttal

18· testimony dated September 4, 2015.· And specifically I'm

19· addressing your discussion of the risk free rate of return

20· beginning on lines 271 through 279.· Is it an accurate

21· representation of your testimony there that you believe the

22· better more accurate risk free rate of return to use in

23· calculation of an ROE for this specific purpose is an

24· average from 1990 through today?

25· · · · A.· · That's what I have used.· I observe that the
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·1· Division proposed a spot rate, which as I understand it was

·2· a rate on a particular day.· I propose that that be trended

·3· a bit.· I used 1990, 25 years from when this was prepared,

·4· but 20 or 25 would be an appropriate trending of the risk

·5· free rate.

·6· · · · Q.· · Were you in this room about 30 minutes to an

·7· hour ago when Mr. Woolsey testified about what he believed

·8· to be the term for which we would apply the findings of

·9· this particular case?

10· · · · A.· · Yes.· The effective period of the findings,

11· yes, I was.

12· · · · Q.· · Do you agree with him that it would be three to

13· five years?

14· · · · A.· · Yes, that's my understanding is that it would

15· be a three to five years effective period.

16· · · · Q.· · And it's still your testimony that using a 20

17· to 25 year trend of Treasury Bill average equally weighing

18· for each year over that time is a better choice than the

19· current actual risk free rate?

20· · · · A.· · Yes, I do.

21· · · · Q.· · I would like to jump a little bit now here to

22· the factors that you discussed in promoting the -- in

23· discussing the premium that you would assign as a small

24· company premium to Carbon/Emery.· In support of that is it

25· correct, I believe it's lines 120 through 121 of this same
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·1· exhibit, that you rely on Morningstar/Ibbotson Annual

·2· Yearbook?

·3· · · · A.· · No, my sources for relying on the premium are

·4· related to Dr. Heaton and Dr. Billingsley.· The

·5· Morningstar/Ibbotson Yearbook or the Morningstar/Ibbotson

·6· source and also Dr. Billingsley as I mention in the summary

·7· used the Duff & Phelps report that is identified on line

·8· 142 of my testimony.

·9· · · · Q.· · Let me direct you beginning at line 120 on page

10· 5.· Would you please read the first sentence in that

11· paragraph?

12· · · · A.· · Yes.· The Morningstar/Ibbotson Annual Yearbook

13· routinely reports an adjustment that would be applied to a

14· company based on market capitalization.

15· · · · Q.· · Is that publication something that is a

16· reliable source for information on this type of item?

17· · · · A.· · Yes.· Morningstar/Ibbotson or Duff & Phelps are

18· established research firms.· Yes, they are.

19· · · · Q.· · Thank you.· Are you aware of what companies

20· that the Morningstar/Ibbotson Annual Yearbook uses to

21· calculate its small company premium?

22· · · · A.· · Not specifically, no.

23· · · · Q.· · To be more specific, are you aware if any of

24· those companies have a government run program that

25· subsidizes those programs in the event that they're not
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·1· earning their authorized rate of return?

·2· · · · A.· · No, I don't know any specifics about the

·3· companies or their operations.

·4· · · · Q.· · And such a type of government program would

·5· produce the risk to those companies; is that correct?

·6· · · · A.· · Can be, yes.

·7· · · · Q.· · I would like to hand you a photocopy of the

·8· 2015 Ibbotson SBBI Classic Yearbook and this is page 113.

·9· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· May I approach the witness?

10· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Yes.

11· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· This is not on my exhibit list.

12· We can enter this as DPU Cross Exhibit 1.

13· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Any objection?

14· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· No.

15· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· No.

16· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· DPU Cross Exhibit 1?

17· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· Yes.

18· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Go ahead.

19· · · · Q.· · (By Mr. Jetter)· I think this will somewhat

20· confirm what you have just answered, but would you please

21· read what I have highlighted in yellow, a paragraph which

22· is on the upper right hand corner of page 113 of that

23· publication?

24· · · · A.· · Yes.· This is page 113.· I don't have the title

25· of the document, but it is page 113.· Most criticisms of
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·1· the use of the size premium do not address the underlying

·2· reason for its existence.· Small cap stocks are still

·3· considered riskier investments than large cap stocks.

·4· Investors require an additional reward, in the form of

·5· additional return, to take on the added risk of an

·6· investment in small cap stocks.· It is unlikely that in the

·7· future investors will require no compensation for taking on

·8· this additional risk.· That's the end of the paragraph.

·9· · · · Q.· · Thank you for reading that.· And you testified,

10· is that correct, just a few moments ago that a program like

11· the State Universal Fund for Utah reduces the risk that

12· Carbon/Emery has as compared to the risk it would

13· experience were it not eligible for such a program?

14· · · · A.· · Yes, I did say that but it probably needs to be

15· amplified just a bit that there are lots of risks

16· associated with a telephone company or with a small

17· company, it's not just the size.· In fact Roger Ibbotson,

18· and I quote him in my testimony, says that even liquidity

19· risk is also very, very important.· And I would argue quite

20· strongly that liquidity risk is just as apparent or more

21· apparent for a small rural telephone company operating in

22· Price, Utah and no government operation is going to solve

23· that liquidity risk.

24· · · · Q.· · Let me ask you a few question about liquidity

25· risk.· Are you familiar the capital structure of
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·1· Carbon/Emery Telephone?

·2· · · · A.· · Yes, I am.

·3· · · · Q.· · Could you describe that briefly?

·4· · · · A.· · The actual capital structure is they are 100

·5· equity.

·6· · · · Q.· · Who are the equity holders?

·7· · · · A.· · The shareholders, members of the cooperative I

·8· don't know.· I don't have a list of all the holders.

·9· · · · Q.· · Are you aware of any recent attempts to

10· increase the equity of the company, any sales of stock?

11· · · · A.· · No.· That question -- I reviewed the answer to

12· that question that was asked by the Office to the company

13· and there was no -- there have been no issuance of stock in

14· the public sector.

15· · · · Q.· · Are you aware of any of the current owners who

16· have had a desire to sell and no ability to do such?

17· · · · A.· · A desire to sell and would want to essentially

18· cash out?· I do not know of any.· To the extent that some

19· of those are cooperative members, I know other cooperatives

20· that people have those desires, but I don't have specific

21· information for Carbon/Emery.

22· · · · Q.· · And you're aware that Carbon/Emery in fact

23· makes decisions based on the certainty provided by the

24· Universal Service Fund; is that correct?

25· · · · A.· · No.· The Company, just like any company, has an
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·1· array of investment options both regulated, nonregulated,

·2· however it goes.· And that array of investment options is

·3· before the decision makers and they can choose what

·4· investments to make.

·5· · · · Q.· · So do you disagree with Mr. Woolsey's testimony

·6· an hour or two ago when he said that they in fact do make

·7· decisions based on, I believe it's a quote, certainty

·8· provided by the FCC and state?

·9· · · · A.· · I didn't hear him say that.· So I'll defer if

10· he said that.

11· · · · Q.· · Do you disagree with that statement?

12· · · · A.· · Say the statement again please.

13· · · · Q.· · That Carbon/Emery makes decisions based on the

14· certainty provided by the FCC and state, and that was

15· specifically referring to the subsidy programs for rural

16· telephone.

17· · · · A.· · Yes, without looking at the full transcript

18· that's possibly one item that they use, but they still have

19· the array of investment options.

20· · · · Q.· · Based on how much risk is involved do you think

21· it would in fact change the decisions that the company

22· might make?

23· · · · A.· · Certainly.· The risk of a particular investment

24· opportunity or plan to use capital, the risks associated

25· with that endeavor will definitely be a factor in a
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·1· decision.

·2· · · · Q.· · You further testified you believe they may also

·3· be capital constrained in the borrowing process by the

·4· nature of their size; is that right?

·5· · · · A.· · Yes.· As far as borrowing goes, yes.· Small

·6· companies are constrained.· There are actual boutique

·7· lending firms that cater to small rural telephone

·8· companies.· If you go to ABC bank down on Main Street, it's

·9· not likely that they're going to want to lend you money

10· because of the -- because of all of these associated risks

11· and the unmentioned risks that we haven't talked about.

12· Liquidity in small companies are definitely considerations

13· for a bank.

14· · · · Q.· · Are you familiar with the most recent long term

15· borrowing rate that has been used in this case?

16· · · · A.· · No.· I reviewed it.· It's not a controversial

17· item so I can't remember what the number is.· I can look it

18· up.· It's on Mr. Coleman's exhibits.

19· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· Counsel, do you consider that a

20· confidential number?

21· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Tell me which one it is again.

22· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· The interest rate paid on --

23· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· That's not confidential.

24· · · · Q.· · (By Mr. Jetter)· Would it surprise you to know

25· that rate is 5.64 percent?
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·1· · · · A.· · No.

·2· · · · Q.· · Doesn't that seem like an awfully low amount

·3· compared to the Treasury Bond rate over the 20 year period,

·4· or 25 year period that you suggested being more appropriate

·5· for the term of effects of this case being 5.009 percent?

·6· · · · A.· · So we're talking about 50 paces points

·7· difference.

·8· · · · Q.· · Yes, between a risk free rate and the small

·9· company that you say has such a high risk that it needs

10· significant risk premium to attract capital.

11· · · · A.· · One, this is a cost of debt number that we just

12· referred to.· It's not the cost of equity.· That's one

13· important consideration.· The other consideration when

14· you're talking about debt is -- at least one of the -- the

15· biggest focus of boutique firms is RUS, which is the rural

16· utility service, which is a government lending program that

17· produces rates that are very attractive for purposes of

18· federal public policy.· So I don't think you can compare

19· the cost of debt and relate it to the cost of equity or the

20· equity premium that should be applied.

21· · · · Q.· · Well, the two of those are both based on risk,

22· are they not?

23· · · · A.· · Different types.· A lender has different claims

24· against a company than a stockholder.· For example, if a

25· company like Fairpoint, which is one of Mr. Coleman's
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·1· examples, goes bankrupt there is a triage or a hierarchy of

·2· who has claim against assets that still exist.· And the

·3· common stock shareholders are the last ones to get any

·4· claims.· So there is a difference in valuation and

·5· weighting of risks and claims.

·6· · · · Q.· · Just in the abstract just let me ask you, would

·7· you expect a company with a higher variability in its

·8· revenue stream to be considered a higher risk company by a

·9· lender?

10· · · · A.· · It really depends on cash flow.· You're saying

11· higher variability, but does it have enough cash flow to

12· meet its obligations.· And all lenders have certain

13· thresholds, factors if you want to call them, that the

14· companies have to meet in order to not be in breach of that

15· loan.· So they have safeguards, lenders have safeguards to

16· address and principally -- a lot of them relate to cash

17· flow, but there are others as well.· But it's the ability

18· to pay the loan off.· It's just like if we were to buy a

19· car the lender would want to know if you had enough money

20· to pay off that car.· The variability of your income may

21· not be a factor because you may have plenty of money above

22· the threshold that they're looking for.

23· · · · Q.· · If you had a source as reliable as, for

24· example, the State of Utah Universal Service Fund as well

25· as the Federal Communications subsidy programs providing a
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·1· significant portion of that cash flow, would that indicate

·2· to you potentially a lower risk for that company as

·3· compared to a similar company without those resources to

·4· draw on?

·5· · · · A.· · Not in 2015 because there is great uncertainty

·6· in both programs, both the Utah USF dealing with the

·7· depreciation method that is now proposed and how it could

·8· affect the claim or the request from Carbon/Emery, and even

·9· more importantly the flows from Federal Universal Service

10· as we are going through a major transformation at the

11· federal level.· There is not much certainty as to what is

12· going to happen in very near terms with Federal Universal

13· Service.· So there is quite a bit of uncertainty in a

14· market, I should mention, in a market that is traditionally

15· over the long last 100 years has been relatively calm and

16· stable.· But ever since telecommunications back in 1996,

17· and now the reform in 2011 at the FCC, there is quite a bit

18· of uncertainty within the market.

19· · · · Q.· · I think back to reiterate that question.· If

20· you're comparing let's say Carbon/Emery to one of the

21· references that both you and Mr. Coleman have used,

22· Shenandoah Valley Telecommunications, who I believe is in

23· Virginia, which does not have a comparable universal

24· service fund program.· Between those two companies would

25· you say is it more or less risky to have those types of
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·1· subsidy programs, the Utah Universal Service Fund, at your

·2· disposal?

·3· · · · A.· · It's hard to say because Shenandoah Valley it

·4· is in Virginia.· I have just a small acquaintance with the

·5· company.· It would be better for a company and for a lender

·6· or for an investor to look at the customer base and the

·7· customer structure and the stability of that customer base

·8· and customer structure rather than a government universal

·9· service program that may or may not exist, may or may not

10· be cut.· There is quite a bit of uncertainty.· It is not a

11· certain thing that USF exits in states, and as you

12· mentioned in Virginia it doesn't exist.

13· · · · Q.· · Is there something unique about their customers

14· that you think make them more likely to remain customers or

15· to remain more reliable than the customers of Carbon?

16· · · · A.· · Well, I don't know if you've been to Shenandoah

17· Valley, but it is a fairly dynamic economic space.· I mean

18· there is -- I would say, no offense, Brock, but Shenandoah

19· Valley has more economic activity potential than Carbon and

20· Emery counties in Utah.

21· · · · Q.· · I'm talking about on a per customer basis.· Do

22· you think each individual customer is more reliable, more

23· predictable?

24· · · · A.· · I don't have any information to give you or to

25· inform you on that question.
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·1· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· Thank you, Mr. Meredith.· Those

·2· are all the questions I have.

·3· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Mr. Moore.

·4· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· Just a few questions.· Mr. Jetter

·5· took most of mine.· Just for clarity shake --

·6· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Your Honor, I have a small

·7· hearing problem.· So could the microphone be drawn a little

·8· closer so I can hear better.

·9· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· How is this?

10· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· That's good.

11· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS EXAMINATION

12· BY MR. MOORE:

13· · · · Q.· · In your summary you stated that you are not

14· changing your proposed rate of return from your initial

15· application; is that correct?

16· · · · A.· · Correct.· I am -- my recommendation is the

17· Commission adopt the 10.5 percent overall rate of return

18· for Carbon/Emery's application.

19· · · · Q.· · That's including a 12.13 intrastate rate of

20· return; is that correct?

21· · · · A.· · Yes.· According to the application that was the

22· rate of return used for the intrastate portion.

23· · · · Q.· · You didn't apply a small company premium?

24· · · · A.· · What I did is I looked at several different

25· methods, several different items and I'm recommending the
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·1· Commission adopt the 10.5 because all of those indicators

·2· show that if you were to do anything else, look at the

·3· different risks, liquidity premium risks, and small company

·4· premium risks, you would be in excess of that 12.13, I

·5· believe.· So, therefore, the 10.5 percent is supported.

·6· · · · Q.· · How did you arrive at the 12.13?

·7· · · · A.· · 12.13 I didn't arrive at it.· The Company used

·8· 12.13 because I understand the Division proposed and

·9· testified in 2014 that rate was just and reasonable and

10· within the public interest in another case.

11· · · · Q.· · Was that case taken to hearing?

12· · · · A.· · That case was not taken to hearing.· The

13· Commission adopted in full the Division's recommendation.

14· · · · Q.· · Through a settlement?

15· · · · A.· · No, it wasn't settled.· There was no dispute.

16· The Office -- the Division created a petition, created

17· testimony, filed the petition, and the Commission adopted

18· it.· That's how I understand the Hanksville case to have

19· happened.· There was no settlement because there was no

20· issue in dispute.

21· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Your Honor, if I may, I believe

22· there actually was a hearing in that case, a hearing to

23· adopt the stipulation just as a matter of record.

24· · · · Q.· · (By Mr. Moore)· But the stipulation didn't end

25· from a settlement?
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·1· · · · A.· · I did not participate.· My understanding is

·2· that the Division prepared, produced, and supported the

·3· 12.13 percent in 2014, which incidentally is the same test

·4· year that we're dealing with today.

·5· · · · Q.· · But they haven't taken that position in this

·6· case?

·7· · · · A.· · No, they have not.· They are recommending an

·8· adjustment.

·9· · · · Q.· · Could you turn to page 13 of your rebuttal

10· testimony, your revised rebuttal testimony September 4,

11· 2015?

12· · · · A.· · Yes, I'm there.· It starts with a graph?

13· · · · Q.· · Yes.· I have some questions about the graph.

14· The fifth column entitled small stocks and lists various

15· premiums or additions; is that correct?

16· · · · A.· · Yes.· This is by Roger Ibbotson from Ibbotson &

17· Associates that we've been talking about, very credible

18· professor at Yale University, or was.· I don't know his

19· status now.· He is identifying premiums that are looked at

20· in the real world.

21· · · · Q.· · The first premium is a small stock premium,

22· which is the small company premium we've been referring to;

23· is that correct?

24· · · · A.· · Yes, that's what I would understand that to be.

25· · · · Q.· · Do you know of any USF case that has used a
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·1· small company premium?

·2· · · · A.· · No, most USF cases don't even address this

·3· issue.· They use the 11.25 percent authorized rate of

·4· return that the FCC uses and that's the end of the

·5· discussion.

·6· · · · Q.· · Do they use an equity risk premium?

·7· · · · A.· · I'm sorry.

·8· · · · Q.· · Are you aware of ones that use a equity risk

·9· premium?

10· · · · A.· · Well, the equity risk premium is the premium

11· that is given as a market or risk premium, however you want

12· describe it.· That's used with a CAPM model.· As I

13· understand it from your witness's testimony that in some

14· cases, although dated, that equity risk premium has been

15· used in a CAPM model in Kansas.

16· · · · Q.· · Do you have one from a bond horizon premium?

17· · · · A.· · No, I don't know of any application of -- this

18· is getting more into the -- the bond horizon premium I

19· don't have any information on a state universal service

20· program, or federal for that matter, addressing a bond

21· horizon premium.

22· · · · Q.· · Did you attempt to compute the required rate of

23· return using this graph, adding up these various premiums

24· for Carbon?

25· · · · A.· · No, I did not.· My testimony, I do state the
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·1· liquidity premium and the small company premium are

·2· somewhat intertwined.· The range, Dr. Billingsley's range

·3· or rate for small company such as Carbon/Emery is 6 or 7

·4· percent small company premium.· And I did not even go that

·5· far.· I just took half of it and I took a 3 percent small

·6· company premium to address liquidity and small company and

·7· it exceeded the 12.3 generated that supported 10.5 so I did

·8· not have to extend my analysis further.

·9· · · · Q.· · Could you turn to page 12 of your testimony?

10· · · · A.· · Sure.

11· · · · Q.· · You have a table there, table 2.· Did you

12· prepare this table?

13· · · · A.· · I did prepare the table.

14· · · · Q.· · What is the source of your spot beta

15· information on the table?

16· · · · A.· · The spot beta was -- to date the spot beta in

17· trying to replicate the information that Mr. Coleman of the

18· Division used I have went to Yahoo.com and obtained the

19· spot beta for these companies listed.

20· · · · Q.· · Can you provide the source documentation?

21· · · · A.· · Did I provide source documentation, no.· It was

22· the spot beta as of that date at Yahoo.com.

23· · · · Q.· · What does the term CAM adjusted mean?

24· · · · A.· · That's a very conservative straight -- CAPM.

25· · · · Q.· · I'm sorry, CAPM.
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·1· · · · A.· · It's the expected return using a risk free rate

·2· and then applying the data to a market premium.

·3· · · · Q.· · Where did you get the data for this CAPM

·4· adjustment?

·5· · · · A.· · The CAPM, the equation is the expected return

·6· equals the risk free rate.· And the risk free rate in this

·7· calculation.· Again as I said I used a very conservative --

·8· actually not a textbook approach, but I used the T-bill

·9· rate, which is the rate that was found below.· It's from

10· 1990 to today as of the date of filing.· So a 3.04 percent

11· T-bill rate.· Then I applied the -- then you add to that

12· that risk free rate the beta multiplied by a risk premium.

13· Mr. Coleman used a risk premium of about 6.8 percent.  I

14· opted to use an even more conservative number and I used

15· the 5.01 percent number listed here as a T-bond rate trend

16· as my risk premium.· So it's a few, maybe a 150 paces

17· points lower than Mr. Coleman.· Doing it with the abundance

18· of caution of get the lowest possible unadjusted CAPM.

19· · · · · · · This particular table is really not focussed on

20· getting the CAPM number itself, but rather the adjustment.

21· My whole testimony is there needs to be adjustments to a

22· standard CAPM.· You just don't do the standard CAPM for

23· conditions that we have before us.· And so that's why the

24· -- so I used a very small -- that's the equation that I

25· used in order to develop the column called CAPM unadjusted.
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·1· · · · · · · And that's why I think if you were to compare

·2· this to Mr. Coleman's those numbers would be different

·3· because I did not use his numbers.· I used in the instance

·4· of the market premium, the equity premium, I used a lower

·5· rate than he did.

·6· · · · Q.· · This is reflected in the third column of the --

·7· · · · A.· · Yes.

·8· · · · Q.· · You used the T-bill and the T-bond rates.· Can

·9· you describe where the interest rates are inputted into the

10· CAM asset pricing model?

11· · · · A.· · Sure.· The T-bill rate is a 90 day T-bill.

12· That information was obtained from the U.S. Department of

13· Treasury.· They have a series that gives this information.

14· And the T-bond rate is the 20 year T-bond, Treasury Bond.

15· Those numbers go into the column we were just describing.

16· The first one, the T-bill, the 3.04, gives the risk free

17· rate in the CAPM equation.· The second one, the 5.01, is a

18· conservatively low proxy for the risk market premium.· That

19· number is multiplied by the beta and the sum of that

20· represents the CAPM.

21· · · · Q.· · These calculations created the leveraged CAPM

22· in the last column?

23· · · · A.· · No.· The levered -- if we go over to the far

24· right.

25· · · · Q.· · The far right.
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·1· · · · A.· · We have taxes and debt and equity percentages,

·2· and then we have a levered beta referenced by Dr. Heaton in

·3· Exhibit 1 as well.· This adjusts for taxes and also debt

·4· and equity.· So there is a formula that creates the lever

·5· and then you apply that lever to the unadjusted beta and

·6· you get a levered beta.

·7· · · · Q.· · The conclusion of the chart is your leveraged

·8· CAPM on the far right hand column?

·9· · · · A.· · Correct.· That is a leveraged CAPM, which

10· adjusts for taxes and debt and equity structure of the

11· various proxy companies.

12· · · · Q.· · You have Verizon and AT&T as your first two

13· companies, correct?

14· · · · A.· · Yes, Verizon.

15· · · · Q.· · Is Verizon the same as --

16· · · · A.· · Verizon is a Bell operating company, changed

17· its name to Verizon in the 90's.

18· · · · Q.· · Both Verizon and AT&T have very similar

19· industry profiles, don't they?

20· · · · A.· · Very similar --

21· · · · Q.· · Industry profiles.

22· · · · A.· · Industry profiles meaning their scope?

23· · · · Q.· · Their size.

24· · · · A.· · Their capital structure is very, very

25· different.· Verizon is highly leveraged and AT&T is not.
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·1· You can see that in the debt and equity percentage.· You

·2· can take the percent debt divided by the percent equity

·3· which is reported in the third to last column, the Verizon

·4· number is 8.9 and AT&T is 0.88.

·5· · · · Q.· · But in terms of size, they're both remnants of

·6· the Bell company, they're competitors, aren't they?

·7· · · · A.· · Yes.· Verizon and AT&T are competitors for

·8· certain services, for primarily their wireless services.

·9· They have a couple local exchange carriers, traditional

10· local exchange areas that are not -- I wouldn't call them

11· competitive with each other.· There is some overlap.· But

12· what we see in the press most of the time is AT&T and

13· Verizon fighting out signal coverage for wireless service

14· across the United States map.· So they're highly

15· competitive in that market.

16· · · · Q.· · In your last column how would you -- how does

17· leveraged CAPM relate to cost of equity?

18· · · · A.· · Okay.· The leveraged CAPM is produced -- or the

19· leveraged beta is produced by multiplying the beta times an

20· equation or a function that addresses the tax structure of

21· the company, and that tax piece is then multiplied by the

22· debt and equity percentages.· So the levered beta takes

23· into account taxes and debt and equity structure all in one

24· calculation.

25· · · · Q.· · That's the second to the last column?
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·1· · · · A.· · Correct.

·2· · · · Q.· · I'm asking about the last column.

·3· · · · A.· · Yes.· Then the last column is the CAPM that

·4· uses instead of the spot beta, it uses the levered beta and

·5· creates a levered CAPM result.

·6· · · · Q.· · How does that relate to the cost of equity?· Is

·7· there any relationship whatsoever?

·8· · · · A.· · Well, in this case the levered beta would

·9· reflect the equity premium that market analysts would

10· expect from these companies based on their capital

11· structure.

12· · · · Q.· · The leveraged CAPM Verizon has over three times

13· the number of AT&T; is that correct?

14· · · · A.· · Correct.· It's 25.7 and AT&T is 7.4.· That

15· again is a function of the very different capital structure

16· of the two companies.

17· · · · Q.· · Doesn't a levered CAPM of this magnitude cause

18· some problems with competition?

19· · · · A.· · With competition?

20· · · · Q.· · Between AT&T and Verizon.

21· · · · A.· · I don't think so.· Competition would be on the

22· demand side for services, seeking market share.· And I

23· don't know how the capital structure would be influenced by

24· market share.· I mean, investors are looking at market

25· share because that is a risk assessment that they have to
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·1· take as to whether the company has a desirable environment

·2· to operate with the potential for growth.· So to that

·3· extent the competition could affect it, but I don't think

·4· it's direct.

·5· · · · Q.· · It's a cost though, isn't it?· How can Verizon

·6· compete if they have a cost that is over three times higher

·7· than AT&T?

·8· · · · A.· · No, this is not a cost.· There is a cost of

·9· capital if an analyst is looking at Verizon and AT&T,

10· Verizon is growing a lot more than AT&T in some of its

11· markets, in its wireless markets, for example.· So from an

12· investment standpoint you say okay I'll take that growth

13· potential for Verizon.· And AT&T is more of a stay company

14· -- I hate to say that if anybody has any AT&T relatives.

15· But they're a little bit more conservative and more of a

16· dividend value company than Verizon is.

17· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· That's all I have.· Thank you.

18· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Any redirect?

19· · · · · · · · · · · REDIRECT EXAMINATION

20· BY MS. SLAWSON:

21· · · · Q.· · Would you take a look at DPU Cross Exhibit 1?

22· · · · A.· · Is this the Morningstar page 113?

23· · · · Q.· · Yes.

24· · · · A.· · Yes.

25· · · · Q.· · Mr. Jetter questioned you on this wanting to
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·1· know -- I believe his questions were something along the

·2· lines of -- I'm not trying to restate them exactly --

·3· whether a company that receives USF -- if the company

·4· receives USF would that offset a small company premium.· Do

·5· you recall that?

·6· · · · A.· · Yes, I recall that.

·7· · · · Q.· · How would this size premium relate to the risk

·8· that Mr. Jetter was alluding to or the lower risks

·9· associated with USF?

10· · · · A.· · Say that again.

11· · · · Q.· · How would the risk factor that Mr. Jetter was

12· identifying and the small company premiums that is

13· identified here by Mr. Ibbotson, how would that relate to a

14· company that receives USF distribution?

15· · · · A.· · As I look at page 113 there is a graph, 7.5,

16· that shows essentially small company premium over time

17· going back to 1945 and it various.· There is some

18· variability there.· But I think the two take aways are one

19· is positive, there is a small company premium that is

20· generally applied in the real world, it's just not a

21· straight CAPM, a traditional textbook CAPM.· And then the

22· number ranges right now in 2014 it looks like that's at

23· about two and a half, I guess a fair read maybe a little

24· north of two and a half percent small company premium.

25· · · · · · · Dr. Billingsley looked at small company
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·1· premium, and actually it was one of his criticisms of the

·2· FCC method they used in looking at whether they should

·3· re-prescribe the authorized rate of return of 11.25 percent

·4· and they produced a staff report.· Mr. Billingsley used a

·5· small company premium in that case, and almost all of the

·6· companies that would be affected were federal universal

·7· service recipients.· So it did not persuade Dr. Billingsley

·8· from using a small company premium even when you had this

·9· quote or this alleged government program for funds.· So I

10· think they are distinct and I don't think they offset one

11· another.

12· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Thank you.· No other questions.

13· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I do have some followup questions.

14· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· How much time do you

15· anticipate?

16· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· Ten minutes.

17· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Let's go ahead and break for

18· lunch and do that when we come back.· Is that okay?· How

19· long do you all want for lunch?· We'll come back at 2:00.

20· · · · · · · (Off the record.)

21· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Let's go back on the record.

22· We are picking up where we left off before our lunch break.

23· Mr. Jetter, I believe you had some recross for

24· Mr. Meredith.

25· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· Yes.· I have reconsidered and have
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·1· decided not to recross.

·2· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· All right.· Mr. Moore, do you

·3· have any recross?

·4· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· No, I do not.

·5· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Okay.· Then Ms. Slawson, I

·6· think what I would do at this point is ask you to please

·7· address as well as you can the questions that the

·8· Commission posed in its notice.

·9· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· I would be happy to do that, but

10· I'm just wondering if it might be more appropriate at the

11· end after all of the witnesses have testified so we know

12· what all the testimony in the record is.· I think a lot of

13· the testimony, or some of the testimony that we might

14· illicit through cross examination might go to some of those

15· issues and not make those statements based on an incomplete

16· record, but it's up to you.

17· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· I would like you to address

18· what you can at this point.

19· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Thank you.· In the notice served

20· by the Public Service Commission on January 21, 2016 the

21· Commission notified parties that they should come prepared

22· to discuss three issues.· Do you want me to identify those

23· issues for the record?

24· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Sure.

25· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Number one, Utah Code Section
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·1· 54-8b-6 states, a telecommunications corporation providing

·2· intrastate public telecommunications services may not

·3· subsidize its intrastate telecommunications services which

·4· are exempted from regulation with the proceeds from other

·5· intrastate telecommunications services not so exempted.

·6· Disbursements from the UUSF constitute proceeds from

·7· regulated intrastate telecommunications operations.· Are

·8· the parties satisfied that a continued or increased

·9· disbursement from the UUSF would not serve to subsidize the

10· nonregulated operations of Carbon/Emery?· Why or why not?

11· Have I identified that issue correctly?

12· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· I believe so.

13· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· As the Commission has noted this

14· is a threshold issue and the questions that this issue

15· presents are addressed in the voluminous testimony filed in

16· this case.· The testimony specifically filed in this case

17· identifies with particularity the uses for which

18· Carbon/Emery will use or utilize its UUSF funds.

19· · · · · · · Each party in this matter has provided

20· testimony on, for example, cost allocation between

21· regulated and nonregulated activities.· And so those issues

22· are briefed for the Commission in terms of testimony.· The

23· Commission I would say has the obligation at this point to

24· determine how those cost allocations should be made to

25· avoid any subsidization.
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·1· · · · · · · We believe, Carbon/Emery believes and is

·2· satisfied that a continued and increased disbursement from

·3· the Utah Universal Service Fund would not serve to

·4· subsidize its nonregulated operations, and that the

·5· testimony they have provided on this case in this matter is

·6· clear on those points.

·7· · · · · · · Carbon/Emery filed it's application for Utah

·8· Universal Service Fund and its requested revenue

·9· requirement has gone through a vigorous review process.

10· The testimony or evidence in this case proves that

11· Carbon/Emery is not using the UUSF funds to subsidize its

12· nonregulated operations.

13· · · · · · · In order to be eligible for UUSF funds the

14· Company must show that it is an eligible telecommunications

15· carrier, that it is in compliance with Commission orders

16· and rules.· Did the Company complete a Commission review of

17· its revenue requirement and other telecommunications

18· service rate structure prior to any change in the UUSF,

19· which is what we're doing here today, and then does not

20· charge rates in excess of the affordable base rate.· It

21· must also show that it provides lifeline service and it is

22· a facility based provider.

23· · · · · · · The testimony that's been provided in this case

24· through the prefiled written testimony and the testimony

25· illicit here today demonstrates that Carbon/Emery has met
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·1· the requirements and the statute and rules and there is no

·2· evidence of subsidization in the extensive record.

·3· · · · · · · Shall I go forward with issue two?

·4· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· That's fine.

·5· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Issue two, Utah Code Section

·6· 54-8b-15(1)(a) states, a basic telephone service means

·7· local exchange service.· Utah Code Section 54-8b-15(6)(a)

·8· states, the UUSF shall be designed to promote equitable

·9· cost recovery of basic telephone services.· The question

10· asked by the Commission are the parties satisfied that a

11· continued or increased disbursement from the UUSF to

12· Carbon/Emery would comply with this statutory language?

13· · · · · · · Each party in this case has supplied testimony

14· as to the reasonable costs -- let me back up.· Carbon/Emery

15· has provided testimony and an application as to the

16· reasonable costs associated with providing basic telephone

17· services.· Each of the other parties have provided

18· testimony on this issue.· At this point the record is

19· robust and demonstrates through the testimony of the

20· Company that the reasonable costs of providing basic

21· telecommunications services are not met through rate

22· recovery at the affordable base rate, and the Company is

23· not earning the allowed rate of return.

24· · · · · · · And so we believe that the testimony shows that

25· Carbon/Emery is entitled to additional UUSF funds to meet
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·1· the reasonable costs of providing basic telecommunications

·2· for telephone services.

·3· · · · · · · Issue three, Utah Code Section 54-8b-15(5)

·4· states, operation of the Utah Universal Service Fund shall

·5· be nondiscriminatory and competitively and technologically

·6· neutral in the collection and distribution of funds,

·7· neither providing a competitive advantage for, nor imposing

·8· a competitive disadvantage upon any telecommunications

·9· provider in the state.· Are the parties satisfied that a

10· continued or increased disbursement from the Utah Universal

11· Service Fund to Carbon/Emery would comply with the

12· statutory language?· Why or why not?

13· · · · · · · As indicated previously in my statement, and as

14· demonstrated in the testimonies of Brock Johansen and

15· Darren Woolsey, Carbon/Emery has met the requirements of

16· the statute outlining the eligibility for disbursement from

17· the Utah Universal Service Fund.· And therefore, is

18· entitled to continued and increased disbursements from the

19· fund.· There has been no testimony, nor has there been to

20· my knowledge any argument that the fund is not being

21· administered neutrally.

22· · · · · · · So based on the testimony provided in the

23· record Carbon/Emery's position is that Carbon/Emery is

24· entitled to additional UUSF distribution from the fund and

25· has met the requirements of the statute.
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·1· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Thank you.· And you have no

·2· more witnesses; is that correct?

·3· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· That is correct.

·4· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Does the Division want to

·5· call its witness.· Just so you know, I figure we'll go at

·6· this point until about 3:20, break for 15 or 20 minutes,

·7· and then we can go up to 5:00 as needed.· Go ahead.

·8· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· It's a little out of the order

·9· that the Company did, but if you would like I could address

10· the same questions now just back to back.

11· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· That's fine.

12· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· Because it might be easier looking

13· back at the record to see.· And if it's acceptable I'll

14· rely on Kira's reading on the questions and just address

15· them as questions 1, 2, 3.

16· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· That's fine.

17· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· With respect to question one.· In

18· practically every incumbent local exchange carrier

19· territory or companies in Utah are receiving Utah Universal

20· Service Fund support.· The telephone company receiving the

21· support is under common ownership with its affiliate

22· internet service provider.· In most, if not all, cases the

23· ILEC owns the facilities and sells access to the affiliated

24· internet company.· Generally the access fees paid by the

25· internet company are based on the National Exchange Carrier
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·1· Association tariff rate, also referred to as NECA.

·2· · · · · · · The NECA tariff rate is a cost based tariff

·3· derived from other similar ILEC costs.· The Division has

·4· relied upon the NECA tariff or prior recommendations

·5· because it is a reasonable proxy established by an outside

·6· entity.· To the extent to which UUSF funds may subsidize an

·7· affiliate in such circumstances is difficult to determine.

·8· · · · · · · Most of the current plant additions that we're

·9· seeing in the ILEC territories are providing fiber to the

10· home.· Installation of fiber to the home is not necessary

11· for basic telephone service.· However, fiber network can

12· and do provide basic telephone service as well as offer

13· significantly improved availability of high-speed internet

14· access for the affiliate internet provider.

15· · · · · · · In the event that the copper network is failing

16· and must be replaced it is often most economical to replace

17· facilities with fiber.· The benefit of fiber is shared

18· between the ILEC as well as the affiliate.· Revenue

19· increases generated from and received after the fiber

20· install are likely to be received primarily by the internet

21· and/or television affiliates.

22· · · · · · · What were once telephone companies

23· traditionally that began to provide internet through an

24· affiliate are often now predominantly internet and

25· television companies that also happen to offer telephone
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·1· service.· However, all three services in the case of fiber

·2· networks can often use the same facility.· And all of them

·3· will likely benefit from sharing of the costs of the

·4· facility.

·5· · · · · · · Whether it can measure the benefit to the

·6· company's basic telephone service or to first determine

·7· whether the investment was necessary in order to continue

·8· basic telephone service is a critical question.

·9· · · · · · · If, for example, the Commission were to take

10· the view that the revenue increases or revenue derived from

11· the value of the facility to each affiliate were indicative

12· of whether subsidy were occurring, then the calculation of

13· costs shared based on revenue would indicate that it is

14· likely that an affiliate may be being subsidized.· On the

15· other hand, if the Commission views the test as whether it

16· reduces the cost to provide basic telephone service by

17· selling access to affiliates, it may be argued that because

18· the affiliate contributes some dollars to defray the costs

19· of the telephone service the Utah Universal Service Fund is

20· not subsidizing the affiliate if that investment in the

21· fiber or other upgrades was a prudent investment for the

22· regulated ILEC.

23· · · · · · · With respect to the cost of operations the

24· Division of Public Utilities periodically reviews all

25· regulated telecommunications companies receiving Utah
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·1· Universal Service Fund support.· This review includes a

·2· desk audit of the annual report filed by the companies with

·3· the DPU.· If the desk audit indicates issues that need

·4· further investigation, the DPU then takes the appropriate

·5· action, which may include a more formal audit at the time

·6· if the Division has the ability to dedicate time and

·7· resources to that investigation.

·8· · · · · · · Cases filed with the Commission that are

·9· ongoing tends to take precedence over those proactive

10· audits.· If a formal audit is conducted then the DPU will

11· receive the cost allocation manual that the company is

12· using to allocate costs between its regulated operations

13· and unregulated affiliates.· This has been a standard

14· practice for several years.

15· · · · · · · The cost allocation manuals are normally

16· developed based on the FCC Part 64 guidelines as there is

17· no Utah specific Public Service Commission rules to use as

18· guidance for these cost allocation manuals.· If the cost

19· allocation manual seems reasonable to the Division and the

20· company appears to have made a good faith effort to

21· allocate costs between regulated and nonregulated

22· companies, then the Division will test to make certain that

23· the cost allocation manual is being followed and practiced.

24· If there is no cost allocation manual, or the cost

25· allocation manual seems insufficient, then the Division
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·1· will propose its own cost allocation method.

·2· · · · · · · In the case of Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc. the

·3· Division has reviewed its cost allocation manual

·4· approximately five times in the last six to seven years

·5· during various Universal Service Fund requests.· The DPU

·6· has found that Carbon/Emery Telecom's cost allocation

·7· manual seems to be fairly robust and it appears to be

·8· followed and practiced.

·9· · · · · · · The only criticism of the cost allocation

10· manual is that it is sometimes dated and could be reviewed

11· and updated more often.· The DUP recognizes that there are

12· some inherent problems developing accurate cost allocation

13· manuals.

14· · · · · · · If the Commission is interested in developing

15· rules to provide more specific guidance in this area the

16· DPU would welcome such an opportunity and would like to

17· participate in an effort to do so.

18· · · · · · · With respect to question two.· Yes,

19· disbursements comply with this language.· The DPU views the

20· Utah Universal Service Fund as a cost recovery mechanism to

21· be used were the total cost of providing basic telephone

22· services exceed the revenues generated from those services.

23· The calculation of that support is defined in Commission

24· Rule 746-360-8.

25· · · · · · · If a telecommunications company is charging the
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·1· affordable base rate as defined in Rule 746-360-2, then the

·2· Division believes that the Universal Service Fund is

·3· designed to fill in the gap between the total revenue and

·4· total expense for providing basic telephone service.

·5· · · · · · · If the telecommunications company were not

·6· charging the affordable base rate, the Division would

·7· impute the revenue it would receive if it were charging the

·8· affordable base rate and reduce the Utah Universal Service

·9· Fund recommendation by that amount.

10· · · · · · · In this case Carbon/Emery Telecom is charging

11· the affordable base rate and the Division believes that

12· continued disbursement from the Universal Service Fund to

13· Carbon/Emery Telecom for the cost recovery for the basic

14· telephone communication services is appropriate to the

15· extent that the actual cost of providing basic telephone

16· service exceed the revenue generated.· However, the

17· Division is mindful of opportunities for effectively

18· recovering for expenses that would benefit parts of the

19· Company's business that are unregulated.· Progressive

20· replacement of infrastructure, such as copper cable that

21· remain sufficient to provide basic telephone service, can

22· allow the Company to recover for investments that have not

23· been needed for the service of basic telephone.· The

24· Division recognizes that basic telephone service can

25· benefit from these investments even if it did not require
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·1· them.

·2· · · · · · · Further to stave off customer departures,

·3· telephone companies attempt to retain customers with more

·4· advanced services.· Given their affect on reducing customer

·5· losses and some incremental benefits, these investments

·6· have not been the subject of the Division's adjustments in

·7· this case.

·8· · · · · · · Nevertheless, when the investment is recovered

·9· through accelerated depreciation the Division is unwilling

10· to accept that accelerated recovery and has made

11· adjustments in our recommendations to the Commission.

12· · · · · · · And with respect to question three, eligibility

13· for Utah Universal Service Fund disbursement is defined in

14· Commission Rule 746-360-6.· To be eligible the company must

15· be designated as an eligible telecommunications carrier

16· pursuant to 47-USC-214(e).

17· · · · · · · Carbon/Emery Telephone is an eligible

18· telecommunications carrier as described above and is an

19· incumbent rate of return telephone corporation that is

20· described in Rule 746-360-6.· The Division, therefore,

21· believes it is eligible to receive Universal Service Fund

22· disbursements in the amounts that would be calculated

23· appropriately.

24· · · · · · · While a variety of rules governing Utah Code

25· 54-8b-15(5) might be permissible under the Commission's
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·1· existing rules, Carbon/Emery Telephone is eligible subject

·2· to the establishment of Commission -- subject to the

·3· Commission's establishment of an appropriate amount.

·4· · · · · · · There are other carriers competing in the

·5· Carbon/Emery service territories utilizing other technology

·6· such as wireless service.· These carriers may be at a

·7· competitive disadvantage when competing with a carrier such

·8· as Carbon/Emery that receives Utah Universal Service Fund

·9· subsidy.· However, as of yet these carriers have either

10· chosen not to pursue ETC designation or their applications

11· have been denied by the Commission for this territory.

12· · · · · · · Designation as an ETC may qualify them for

13· Universal Service Fund disbursements.· There are several

14· wireless lifeline carriers that have received ETC

15· designations from the Public Service Commission.· These

16· carriers as of yet have not requested Utah Universal

17· Service Fund support, and in each instance they have agreed

18· in stipulations to only seek Utah Universal Service Fund

19· support after additional proceedings requesting it before

20· the Commission.· And that concludes the Division's

21· responses.

22· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· That's very helpful.· Thank

23· you.· Would you like to call your witness?

24· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· The Division would like to call

25· first Mr. William Duncan.
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·1· · · · · · · (The witness is sworn in.)

·2· · · · · · · · · · · ·DIRECT EXAMINATION

·3· BY MR. JETTER:

·4· · · · Q.· · Good afternoon, Mr. Duncan.

·5· · · · A.· · Good afternoon.

·6· · · · Q.· · Would you please state your name and occupation

·7· for the record?

·8· · · · A.· · Yes.· My name is William Duncan.· I am the

·9· manager of the Telecommunications and Water Section for

10· Utah Division of Public Utilities.

11· · · · Q.· · Thank you.· In the course of your employment

12· did you have the opportunity to review the application and

13· testimony filed by the applicant in this case?

14· · · · A.· · Yes.

15· · · · Q.· · Did you create and cause to be filed with the

16· Commission prefiled direct testimony?

17· · · · A.· · Yes.

18· · · · Q.· · I'll just read them all if that's okay.· Direct

19· testimony, rebuttal testimony, revised rebuttal testimony,

20· and surrebuttal testimony along with the attending

21· exhibits?

22· · · · A.· · Yes, I did.

23· · · · Q.· · If you were asked those same questions today

24· would you answer them the same way?

25· · · · A.· · Yes.
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·1· · · · Q.· · Do you have some corrections that you would

·2· like to make to those?

·3· · · · A.· · Yes.· On my rebuttal testimony, revised

·4· rebuttal and surrebuttal on page 1, the title page on each

·5· of those documents, I failed to change the name of Emery

·6· Telephone to Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc.· The docket number

·7· is correct and the testimony is correct, but I evidently

·8· used the same testimony in the Emery case and inadvertently

·9· forgot to change the title page.· So that's page 1 on each

10· of those.

11· · · · Q.· · Do you have any other changes that you would

12· like to make?

13· · · · A.· · Yes.· During our final review of the exhibits

14· prior to the hearing we discovered a calculation error in

15· the rate of return calculation.· After correcting the error

16· the Division's position on the rate of return has been

17· revised to 9.97 percent rather than the 9.85 percent that

18· was submitted in previous testimony.· Mr. Coleman will

19· testify to the Division's position on that later today.

20· That change has been considered by the Division and the

21· Division has adjusted its recommendation from decrease in

22· Utah Universal Service Fund of $14,458, which I believe was

23· in my surrebuttal testimony, to an increase in Utah

24· Universal Service Fund annually of $6,833.· This increase

25· would put the Division's position for a total annual UUSF
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·1· disbursement of $1,045,547.

·2· · · · · · · We have two exhibits that we have developed to

·3· replace two exhibits in my surrebuttal testimony.· One of

·4· them is the template we used for calculating the Utah

·5· Universal Service Fund, which Carbon/Emery used in their

·6· application and then we used that template to put our

·7· adjustments in.· So that one has been used before.

·8· · · · · · · The second exhibit that we're passing out today

·9· -- actually there are two tables in my surrebuttal

10· testimony that -- I didn't know the best way to handle

11· this, so rather than replace them in a written format I

12· just produced some Excel tables.· One of them, the first

13· table on line 54 of my surrebuttal, and the second one is

14· on line 81 of my surrebuttal.· But they both just show the

15· revenue requirement and revenue deficiency that I

16· previously spoke about of $6,833.· So it's a fairly minor

17· change, but one we had to correct when we found the error.

18· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· That's based on the change on

19· the rate of return, correct?

20· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Yes.· The rate of return changed

21· from 9.85 to 9.97.

22· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· That's the composite?

23· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· That's the composite, that's

24· correct.

25· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Thank you.
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·1· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· At this time I would like to hand

·2· out another hearing exhibit that is the correction made in

·3· another one of our witnesses, Casey Coleman's testimony,

·4· but it relates to the same issue so I thought it be

·5· reasonable to pass this out at the same time.

·6· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Go ahead.

·7· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I intend to have Mr. Coleman

·8· address this briefly.

·9· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Is there any objection?· This

10· is just a replacement of an exhibit on file?

11· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· It is.

12· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· I just want to make sure I'm

13· seeing the corrections correctly on Mr. Coleman's

14· testimony.· I can ask him about this if there are any

15· issues.· We can keep going.

16· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· The Office has no objection?

17· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· No objection.

18· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Did you want to ask

19· Mr. Coleman about this now?

20· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I can ask him about it when he is

21· sworn in and we get it authenticated in the record at that

22· time.

23· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Okay.· Go ahead.

24· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I believe at this time the two

25· exhibits that were first handed out, which are entitled at
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·1· the top DPU Exhibit 1.1 Hearing and DPU Exhibit 1.2 Hearing

·2· and those relate to Mr. Duncan's testimony, that those be

·3· accepted into the record?

·4· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· And there is no objection?

·5· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· No objection.

·6· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· No objection.

·7· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· All right.· We'll accept them

·8· as marked.

·9· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· And with that that concludes my

10· direct testimony of Mr. Duncan.· He is available for cross.

11· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Ms. Slawson, questions for

12· Mr. Duncan?

13· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Yes.

14· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS EXAMINATION

15· BY MS. SLAWSON:

16· · · · Q.· · Good afternoon, Mr. Duncan.· You provided

17· summary testimony for the Division in this case, correct?

18· · · · A.· · That is correct.

19· · · · Q.· · As I have reviewed your testimony I've

20· identified three issues that remain unresolved between the

21· Company and the Division; is that correct?

22· · · · A.· · That is correct.

23· · · · Q.· · Those would be rate of return, correct?

24· · · · A.· · Yes.

25· · · · Q.· · The final figure for the adjustment for
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·1· migration of customers from cable internet to fiber to the

·2· home internet service, correct?

·3· · · · A.· · That is correct.

·4· · · · Q.· · And then the depreciation expense?

·5· · · · A.· · That is correct.

·6· · · · Q.· · With regard to the rate of return it's my

·7· understanding that the only issue between the Company and

·8· the Division at this point is on the appropriate cost of

·9· equity; is that correct?

10· · · · A.· · That is correct.

11· · · · Q.· · And it's my understanding that Mr. Coleman will

12· be providing that testimony for the Division?

13· · · · A.· · Yes.

14· · · · Q.· · And with regard to the depreciation expense Joe

15· Hellewell will be providing that testimony for the

16· Division, correct?

17· · · · A.· · Yes.

18· · · · Q.· · Throughout this procedure the Division has

19· propounded several sets of data requests in this matter; is

20· that correct?

21· · · · A.· · Yes.

22· · · · Q.· · In addition to the data requests did you have

23· telephone calls with the Company throughout this process?

24· · · · A.· · Yes.

25· · · · Q.· · If you were unclear about an issue or response
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·1· to a data request you would call the Company for

·2· clarification; isn't that accurate?

·3· · · · A.· · I don't know if we called them on every issue,

·4· but we certainly did on some.

·5· · · · Q.· · You felt as though you could call them on any

·6· issue?

·7· · · · A.· · Yes.

·8· · · · Q.· · Because you're providing the summary testimony

·9· I just have a couple questions for you.· But I wanted to

10· make sure in the testimony of Joe Hellewell there are

11· several references to the proposition that the Utah

12· Universal Service Fund should not be used as an incentive

13· for increased infrastructure investments.· Do you recall

14· that testimony from Mr. Hellewell?

15· · · · A.· · Yes, vaguely.

16· · · · Q.· · I couldn't find any example when I looked

17· through your testimony of where you testified that

18· Carbon/Emery unnecessarily accelerated its plant investment

19· by replacing assets before the end of their useful life; is

20· that correct?

21· · · · A.· · That's correct, I don't believe I testified on

22· that.

23· · · · Q.· · I just want to identify the last remaining

24· issue between the Division and Carbon/Emery, and that was

25· the cable migration number.
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·1· · · · A.· · Yes.

·2· · · · Q.· · As I've reviewed your testimony the final

·3· figure with regard to the Division's adjustment for imputed

·4· revenue for migration of customers who currently receive

·5· their internet services through Carbon's cable affiliates

·6· to the new fiber to the home network that is being

·7· constructed by Carbon still needs final calculation which

·8· is dependent upon the rate of return authorized by the

·9· Commission, correct?

10· · · · A.· · Correct, it's dependent upon the rate of

11· return.

12· · · · Q.· · So is it fair to say that once that rate of

13· return has been determined by the Commission, the

14· calculation and the methodology for that calculation would

15· be finalized and the adjustment will be made, correct?

16· · · · A.· · Yes.· The adjustment is dependent upon whatever

17· the final rate of return is.

18· · · · Q.· · With regard to the rate of return the Company

19· has proposed a return on equity of 12.13 percent, correct?

20· · · · A.· · That is correct.

21· · · · Q.· · Were you involved in the Hanksville Telecom

22· UUSF proceeding which was filed by the Division in May

23· 2014?

24· · · · A.· · Yes.

25· · · · Q.· · Did the Division prepare the confidential
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·1· exhibits attached to its Hanksville application?

·2· · · · A.· · I'm sure we did.

·3· · · · Q.· · Do you recall the return on equity that was

·4· used by the Division in that application?

·5· · · · A.· · Not specifically, but I -- if you say it was

·6· 12.13 I'll accept that.

·7· · · · Q.· · I think the Commission can take judicial notice

·8· of what that number was.· At the time the Division was

·9· preparing the application in the Hanksville Telecom UUSF

10· proceeding was the Division aware that Emery Telecom was

11· also planning to file an application for UUSF?

12· · · · A.· · I don't remember.

13· · · · Q.· · In fact, Emery filed an application for an

14· increase in UUSF in September 2014; is that correct?· The

15· first one.

16· · · · A.· · Yes.· I would say -- I would accept that's

17· correct.· I don't remember the date, but I remember the

18· proceeding.

19· · · · Q.· · Because you don't remember the proceeding I

20· would just state that the Commission can take judicial

21· notice that the return on equity number that was filed by

22· Emery in September of 2014.· Was the return on equity

23· figure an issue that was contested by the Division in the

24· Emery 2014 UUSF application?

25· · · · A.· · I don't remember.
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·1· · · · Q.· · Have you reviewed the adjustments identified by

·2· Mr. Ostrander in his surrebuttal testimony relating to

·3· allocation adjustments?

·4· · · · A.· · Not in depth.

·5· · · · Q.· · I didn't see it in your summary testimony.· So

·6· the Division is not recommending that the Commission adopt

·7· those adjustments; is that correct?

·8· · · · A.· · No, we're not.

·9· · · · Q.· · With regard to the landline loss projection, is

10· it your testimony that the Division supports and has

11· adopted the calculation provided by the Company for

12· landline loss projection?

13· · · · A.· · I would say we adopted the amended landline

14· loss numbers that came in, that Carbon/Emery developed and

15· revised I'm going to say during testimony.

16· · · · Q.· · With respect to the Division and Carbon/Emery

17· there is no issue, remaining issue, as to the landline loss

18· adjustment, correct?

19· · · · A.· · No.

20· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· I have no other questions for the

21· witness.

22· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Mr. Moore.

23· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS EXAMINATION

24· BY MR. MOORE:

25· · · · Q.· · Just a few short questions on the capital
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·1· structure issue.· Mr. Duncan, the Division is recommending

·2· on its capital structure 35 debt and 65 percent equity in

·3· this case?

·4· · · · A.· · Yes.

·5· · · · Q.· · This capital structure was derived from a 2008

·6· capital structure task force; is that correct?

·7· · · · A.· · Yes.

·8· · · · Q.· · In your testimony you stated that prior to 2008

·9· the DPU used various hypothetical structures, including the

10· 50/50 structure recommended by Mr. Brevitz; is that

11· correct?

12· · · · A.· · I wasn't here prior to 2008 so I can't -- the

13· information I received is from others that over the years

14· preceding 2008 the Division used a variety of capital

15· structures.

16· · · · Q.· · The point of the 2008 capital structure task

17· force was to arrive at a capital structure that would

18· provide the ILEC's with certainty making future investment

19· decisions?

20· · · · A.· · It was to provide some level of certainty in

21· Utah Universal Service Fund applications.

22· · · · Q.· · Since you've been here the Division has used

23· that capital structure in its UUSF cases; is that correct?

24· · · · A.· · Correct.

25· · · · Q.· · In reading your testimony you seem to stress
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·1· that this was due to a policy of regulatory consistency?

·2· · · · A.· · Yes, it was trying to provide some regulatory

·3· consistency.

·4· · · · Q.· · On page 48 of your rebuttal testimony you

·5· stated that while DPU understands the OCS concerns with the

·6· 65/35 hypothetical capital structure, the DPU believes this

·7· is not the place to make a major policy change.· Does that

·8· sound correct?

·9· · · · A.· · Yes.

10· · · · Q.· · You went on to state, the DPU would support a

11· much broader proceeding to examine the question that could

12· ultimately result in consistent practices that could be

13· applied globally; is that correct?

14· · · · A.· · Correct.

15· · · · Q.· · Now the 2008 capital structure task force did

16· not result in a rule from the Commission, did it?

17· · · · A.· · That's correct.

18· · · · Q.· · In fact, October 27, 2008 the Commission sent a

19· letter to DPU rejecting a rule?

20· · · · A.· · Correct.

21· · · · Q.· · I'm going to hand you -- I believe this is in

22· our exhibit list, but there seems to be some confusion.· So

23· I'll just hand these down and just ask a question without

24· putting it in the record unless there is an objection.· Is

25· this letter -- have you ever seen this letter before?
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·1· · · · A.· · Yes.

·2· · · · Q.· · Is this the letter that I was referring to?

·3· · · · A.· · I believe so.

·4· · · · Q.· · In the last sentence of the major paragraph the

·5· Commission writes, it is also concerned that the impact of

·6· the rules that sets rates under title 54 where the

·7· Commission is required to make a determination based on

·8· evidence presented in an adjudicated proceeding based on

·9· circumstances facing each company and relevant to time the

10· rates will be effective.

11· · · · A.· · Correct, that's what it says.

12· · · · Q.· · Now if you provided a policy based on regular

13· consistency that's been in effect since 2008 and going to

14· go in effect indefinitely, until I guess there is another

15· global change, the capital structure is not as the

16· Commission suggests, the Commission pronounces, relevant to

17· time to which the rates take effect; isn't that true?

18· · · · A.· · Can you restate that?

19· · · · Q.· · I'm sorry.· The Commission states that they

20· rejected the rule because in part they feel like the

21· capital structure should be based on evidence and

22· circumstances facing each company, and importantly relevant

23· to the time in which the cases will be effective.

24· · · · A.· · Okay.

25· · · · Q.· · My question is, if we have a stable global
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·1· policy that lasts from 2008 indefinitely that policy will

·2· run array the Commission's concern about having the capital

·3· structure in place relevant to the time with which the rate

·4· will be taking effect, won't they?

·5· · · · A.· · I don't think there is any prohibition on us

·6· not using this as a policy.

·7· · · · Q.· · No, but it's not the policy of the Commission,

·8· is it?

·9· · · · A.· · No, it's not.· Obviously the rule was not

10· adopted.

11· · · · Q.· · Would you agree that there has been significant

12· changes in the telecommunications business since 2008?

13· · · · A.· · Yes.· The telecommunication business is

14· evolving continually.

15· · · · Q.· · So the circumstances facing each company will

16· evolve over time?

17· · · · A.· · Correct.

18· · · · Q.· · Isn't your policy contradictory to this last

19· sentence of the first paragraph of the Commission's letter?

20· · · · A.· · No, I don't believe so.

21· · · · Q.· · Could you explain that?

22· · · · A.· · In the Commission's letter it says in the

23· sentence above that the general parameters of the rule

24· accompanied by the variability attempted to be included in

25· the rule proposed may be applied by the Division itself in
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·1· its interactions with companies.

·2· · · · Q.· · But it goes on to say the Commission will not

·3· provide that as a rule due to concerns of timing and

·4· producing and looking at the evidence of a case by case

·5· basis?

·6· · · · A.· · That's correct.· The Commission certainly has

·7· the authority to reject our use of that rule, or not rule,

·8· but that policy if they see fit.

·9· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· That's all I have.

10· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Any redirect, Mr. Jetter?

11· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I have no redirect.· Thank you.

12· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Your next witness.

13· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· The Division would next like to

14· call Casey Coleman and have him sworn in at this time.

15· · · · · · · (The witness is sworn in.)

16· · · · · · · · · · · ·DIRECT EXAMINATION

17· BY MR. JETTER:

18· · · · Q.· · Mr. Coleman, would you please state your name

19· and occupation for the record?

20· · · · A.· · My name is Casey J. Coleman.· I'm an utility

21· technical consultant with the Division of Public Utilities.

22· · · · Q.· · Thank you.· In the course of your employment

23· have you had the opportunity to review the application

24· filed by the applicant in this docket?

25· · · · A.· · Yes.
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·1· · · · Q.· · Did you prepare and cause to be filed with the

·2· Commission direct testimony of Casey Coleman as well as

·3· surrebuttal testimony of Casey Coleman?

·4· · · · A.· · Yes, I did.

·5· · · · Q.· · Do you have any corrections that you would like

·6· to make to either of those or the exhibits that were

·7· attached thereto?

·8· · · · A.· · Yes, I wanted to put into the record, which has

·9· already been provided and labeled DPU Exhibit 3.1 for the

10· hearing, which is an updated calculation for what the

11· Division is recommending for allowed rate of the return for

12· Carbon/Emery which Mr. Duncan talked about earlier changed

13· the rate from the 9.85 to 9.97.· And I can go into more

14· detail now or later with whichever makes sense.

15· · · · Q.· · I think it would be a great time now to give a

16· brief explanation of what was changed and for what reason.

17· · · · A.· · Primarily on this, if you look at this compared

18· to what we filed before, the only thing that changed is

19· what would be the separation factor for intrastate and

20· interstate.· Previously what I had done before is I had x'd

21· that out because we agreed with the calculation of

22· Mr. Darren Woolsey as far as what that separation would be.

23· When we first did the calculation we were going off of what

24· his first filed numbers were.· Then I believe about three

25· weeks later he filed some amended numbers, which had these
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·1· second set of numbers in there.· Because for whatever

·2· reason those numbers didn't get translated through

·3· originally I went back in and created the confidential

·4· exhibit which now shows those numbers, which I believe are

·5· accurate.· And if you just do the normal calculations

·6· across you will see what we believe would be the correct

·7· weighted cost and finally get to the 9.97.· So that's the

·8· only change.· We believe it was accurate to reflect the

·9· most recent information that was filed by the Company,

10· which is what we were supporting.

11· · · · · · · And our other numbers don't change as far as

12· what we believe the correct debt to be and also our

13· recommendation for the cost of equity for the Company.· If

14· there are other questions, it's pretty straight arithmetic

15· from there, but I can explain that further if need be.

16· · · · Q.· · Thank you.· With that slight change to your

17· testimony on that exhibit, if you were asked the questions

18· contained both in your direct and your surrebuttal

19· testimony would the answers today be the same as they were?

20· · · · A.· · Yes, they would be.

21· · · · Q.· · Do you have any other edits or corrections that

22· you would like to make today?

23· · · · A.· · No.

24· · · · Q.· · Have you prepared a brief statement summarizing

25· your testimony?
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·1· · · · A.· · Yes.· As the witness for the rate of return for

·2· the Division, I went through and did a calculation to try

·3· to determine what we believe would be the appropriate

·4· allowed rate of return.· And as discussed by Mr. Duncan and

·5· myself the Division believes the Commission should use the

·6· 9.97 percent rate.

·7· · · · · · · We did agree with Carbon/Emery as far as the

·8· cost of debt and that is reflected in the information that

·9· I have provided.· We also believe, as the Division has done

10· in other times, that the policy of a hypothetical capital

11· structure of 35 percent debt and 65 percent equity should

12· be used.· Carbon/Emery does not have any debt, but because

13· of the policy we have done before we are recommending that

14· hypothetical of 35/65.· And as reflected on the new updated

15· information we do agree with the separation calculations

16· provided by Carbon/Emery for the weight in between

17· intrastate and interstate there.

18· · · · · · · Where we do disagree and believe the number

19· that should be accurate is for the cost of equity.· The

20· Division is recommending a 10.75 percent cost of equity

21· with that.· We come to that number by using a capital asset

22· pricing model or CAPM, which has been discussed with that,

23· and doing the same type of analysis which has been done in

24· previous cases and for an extensive period of time by the

25· Division.
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·1· · · · · · · We believe the Commission should continue to

·2· follow some of the same policy that has been done before,

·3· the same process that has been done before which is what we

·4· have done before and accept the 10.75 percent as a cost of

·5· equity and ultimately the 9.97 for the allowed rate of

·6· return for Carbon/Emery.

·7· · · · Q.· · Thank you.· I would like to address something

·8· else briefly on direct testimony.

·9· · · · A.· · Sure.

10· · · · Q.· · The Division recommended cost of equity in this

11· case has varied slightly from some previous cases.· Can you

12· briefly explain why that is?

13· · · · A.· · Sure.· There has been discussion as far as the

14· rate of return that was used in previous cases to now.· The

15· most simple way to explain that is we did an analysis

16· according to when the information was filed.· We went and

17· looked at the beta rates that would be applicable for those

18· companies, ones that were still in service and the ones we

19· felt made sense, and then looked at what the risk free rate

20· and risk free premium would be for that time.· So there

21· would be an adjustment just because the markets have

22· changed and the scenario has changed a little bit.· But our

23· methodology and the way we went through the calculation was

24· basically the same as what would have been done in previous

25· times, it's just with updated information that we feel is
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·1· applicable in this case and scenario to try to represent as

·2· I guess as best you can with what the market conditions

·3· would be as of the filing date for Carbon/Emery.

·4· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· Thank you.· Those are all the

·5· direct questions I have for Mr. Coleman.· He is available

·6· for cross examination.

·7· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Ms. Slawson, any questions?

·8· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Yes.· Thank you.

·9· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Go ahead.

10· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS EXAMINATION

11· BY MS. SLAWSON:

12· · · · Q.· · Good afternoon, Mr. Coleman.· I want to confirm

13· that you reviewed the testimony and exhibits of

14· Mr. Meredith, Mr. Woolsey and Mr. Johansen filed in this

15· proceeding, correct?

16· · · · A.· · Yes.

17· · · · Q.· · In response to your direct testimony the

18· Division is recommending that the Commission adopt the task

19· force's hypothetical capital structure framework for this

20· proceeding; is that correct?

21· · · · A.· · Yes, we are.

22· · · · Q.· · Just so I understand, and for benefit of the

23· record, the task force's recommendation was not that the

24· hypothetical capital structure of 35 percent debt and 65

25· percent equity should be used in all cases; is that
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·1· correct?

·2· · · · A.· · Yes, that's correct.

·3· · · · Q.· · In fact, I believe the task force's

·4· recommendation was it would be a sliding scale, correct?

·5· · · · A.· · Yes.

·6· · · · Q.· · And if a company has an actual capital

·7· structure with less than 35 percent debt, then 35 percent

·8· debt would be imputed to that company; is that correct?

·9· · · · A.· · Yes, that's correct.

10· · · · Q.· · If the company has an actual capital structure

11· of 45 percent debt, then the Division and the task force

12· recommended that the Commission use the actual capital

13· structure, correct?

14· · · · A.· · Correct.

15· · · · Q.· · In your testimony you identified NECA, that's

16· the National Exchange Carrier Association; is that correct?

17· · · · A.· · Yes, that's true.

18· · · · Q.· · Did you rely on NECA as an authority to

19· determine the interstate rate of return for Carbon/Emery?

20· · · · A.· · I guess the best way to explain that is I

21· didn't understand the form 492 as well as I would like to.

22· So I called NECA to try to get a better understanding as

23· far as what the information on there was and asked a

24· variety of questions to help me get a better understanding

25· of that.· Through the conversations I came to understand
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·1· why there were two different forms 492 and what that meant.

·2· So I don't know that I necessarily relied on their number,

·3· but I used their expertise as far as what the form was to

·4· help me come to the conclusion of what I felt was the right

·5· interstate return for Carbon/Emery in this proceeding.

·6· · · · Q.· · The revised exhibit that you provided here

·7· today shows that the interstate rate of return used by the

·8· Division in its calculation is 11.45 percent, correct?

·9· · · · A.· · Yes, that's correct.

10· · · · Q.· · In your testimony, your direct testimony on

11· line 157 you indicated there was no other viable

12· alternative for calculating the appropriate cost of equity

13· other than the CAPM.· Do you recall that testimony?

14· · · · A.· · You said line 157 of my direct testimony?

15· · · · Q.· · Yes.

16· · · · A.· · I'm not seeing that exact quote on line 157,

17· but I might -- I said something similar to that.· I don't

18· know if the line matters specifically unless I'm looking at

19· the wrong spot.· Okay.· Yes, I agree.· Sorry.

20· · · · Q.· · When writing your direct testimony were you

21· aware of NECA's method that calculates the return on equity

22· estimates from the NECA rate of return carriers involved in

23· capital transactions using what Douglas Meredith has

24· identified as free cash flow method?

25· · · · A.· · I'm not aware of that.
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·1· · · · Q.· · You weren't when you wrote your direct

·2· testimony, correct?

·3· · · · A.· · Yes.

·4· · · · Q.· · Now in reviewing the testimony you're aware of

·5· this approach, correct?

·6· · · · A.· · It is something that Mr. Duncan did provide as

·7· another alternative.

·8· · · · Q.· · Mr. Meredith?

·9· · · · A.· · Sorry.· Yes.

10· · · · Q.· · Would you agree that NECA's free cash flow

11· method as identified by Mr. Meredith in his testimony

12· estimates the cost of capital based on actual information

13· conveyed by buyers and sellers of rural access lines rather

14· than generalized market data and proxy companies?

15· · · · A.· · To be honest with you, as I said before I

16· reviewed it, but that doesn't mean that I'm an expert in

17· that area.· And part of what I said in my testimony that I

18· think is still accurate is as the Division we're trying to

19· find something where we can have publicly available

20· information that will help us to be able to come to a rate

21· of return that's acceptable.· I don't know if all the

22· information in that report, because I'm not an expert, is

23· publicly available that we can get to it or not.· I'm not

24· familiar with the discounted cash flow and the different

25· elements of it.· But the reality of it is the Company
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·1· didn't submit that as a proposal to begin with either.· So

·2· I went with what was done previously before with what I

·3· felt was publicly available information that any party

·4· coming to this table could look at it and say that's

·5· accurate or not accurate.

·6· · · · Q.· · Okay.· But after receiving the testimony in

·7· this case -- first of all, would it surprise you to know

·8· that information is publicly available?

·9· · · · A.· · It is possible that it is publicly available.

10· It wouldn't surprise me.

11· · · · Q.· · Would you agree that after receiving and

12· reviewing the testimony in this case, particularly the

13· testimony regarding NECA's free cash flow method, that you

14· could have undertaken the evaluation of that approach,

15· correct?

16· · · · A.· · I could have, but I think the Division is

17· comfortable with the quotes they did and it's the burden of

18· proof of the Company to put forth something, and they could

19· have done that analysis, but didn't.

20· · · · Q.· · And wouldn't the free cash flow approach be

21· valuable in assessing Carbon/Emery's cost of equity in this

22· proceeding?· Do you think that would have been a valuable

23· exercise to undertake?· Just yes or no.

24· · · · A.· · If I had the information, sure.

25· · · · Q.· · You have identified here in your testimony, in
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·1· your prefiled testimony and then in your testimony here

·2· today, that the Division recognizes NECA as an authority on

·3· certain rural carrier issues, correct?

·4· · · · A.· · I don't know that I ever said NECA was an

·5· authority on certain rural carrier issues.· I understand we

·6· have to go to the form 492, which is filed through NECA to

·7· get some of that information.

·8· · · · Q.· · Let's look at your CAPM approach.· In your

·9· surrebuttal testimony you argue that adjustments to the

10· textbook CAPM shouldn't be made because telecommunications

11· carriers, and specifically rural carriers receiving UUSF

12· support or Universal Service Fund support, are different;

13· is that correct?

14· · · · A.· · Yes, that was part of my testimony.

15· · · · Q.· · And it's your testimony that small company

16· premium shouldn't apply to small carriers?

17· · · · A.· · Correct.

18· · · · Q.· · In forming your recommendation on small company

19· premium did you review Douglas Meredith's rebuttal Exhibit

20· 1 where Dr. Heaton from BYU addresses the small company

21· premium?

22· · · · A.· · Yes.

23· · · · Q.· · Dr. Heaton's review and address of small

24· company premium, specifically addresses small company

25· premiums for the telecom sector; is that correct?
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·1· · · · A.· · I believe so, yes.

·2· · · · Q.· · Doesn't Dr. Heaton recommend that small company

·3· premiums be a minimum adjustment for a CAPM use in the

·4· telecom sector?

·5· · · · A.· · He might have said that, yes.

·6· · · · Q.· · In forming your recommendation on small company

·7· premiums did you review Douglas Meredith's rebuttal

·8· testimony Exhibit 2 where Dr. Billingsley addresses the

·9· small company premium specifically for rural carriers?

10· · · · A.· · Yes.

11· · · · Q.· · Doesn't Dr. Billingsley recommend that small

12· carriers receive a small company premium of 5.56 percent

13· for the entire sample of rate of return carriers?

14· · · · A.· · I don't know that I could give you the exact

15· number.· I reviewed it, but -- I'll agree if that's what

16· number is in there then that's fine.

17· · · · Q.· · In your surrebuttal testimony -- in your

18· calculation of the CAPM what level of precision would you

19· apply to your recommendation using the CAPM model?

20· · · · A.· · I think my calculations were 100 percent

21· accurate if that's the level of precision that you're going

22· for.

23· · · · Q.· · I'm not talking about the calculation itself,

24· but the determination of the return on equity developed

25· from the CAPM model.· Is it precise?
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·1· · · · A.· · I think as far as what I said in my testimony

·2· is we don't have a huge level of comfort with the CAPM, but

·3· we also as the Division were not able to come up with

·4· something that was publicly available information that

·5· would come to a higher level of precision.

·6· · · · Q.· · And correct me if I'm wrong, but I believe your

·7· surrebuttal testimony is silent on Mr. Meredith's proposed

·8· calculation of the risk free rate used in the CAPM; is that

·9· correct?

10· · · · A.· · Yes.· I didn't go that specifically to that

11· aspect of this, but I don't think my being silent means I'm

12· for or against it.· His calculation and the way he did the

13· CAPM would have been the same I did, and we could argue

14· over if the rates are accurate or not.· I don't know that

15· was the substantial element of what we are getting at in

16· this hearing.

17· · · · Q.· · Are you aware that the Federal Reserve is

18· ending its quantitative policy and is beginning to increase

19· the federal funds interest rate?

20· · · · A.· · I know that it slowly happens and it's been

21· talked about for a period of time.· Sometimes it hasn't

22· happened as quickly as what they had been suggesting.

23· · · · Q.· · As the Federal Reserve increases its interest

24· rates what is your expectation in the future of interest

25· rates?
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·1· · · · A.· · Well, I think we don't know for sure.· The

·2· beauty of it is the company can come in if the rates change

·3· and ask for an increase or decrease according to that.· And

·4· we're dealing with the facts as far as what is happening

·5· now kind of similar to what Mr. Johansen testified earlier

·6· in this hearing.

·7· · · · Q.· · I want to discuss the peer group that you

·8· selected for your CAPM model.· Were you aware that Hickory

·9· Tech was purchased by Consolidated in 2014?

10· · · · A.· · Yes.

11· · · · Q.· · Were you aware of that when you provided your

12· testimony?

13· · · · A.· · Yes.

14· · · · Q.· · Are you aware that before it was purchased by

15· Consolidated its service area included Southern Minnesota,

16· including the Twin Cities, Northwest and Central Iowa?

17· · · · A.· · I knew generally where it was serving, but I

18· don't know the exact areas of where it was serving.· So no,

19· I don't know to that detail.

20· · · · Q.· · Would you agree if it is accurate that the

21· service areas included Southwest Minnesota, including the

22· Twin Cities, Northwest and Central Iowa, would you agree

23· that service territory is not comparable to Carbon/Emery?

24· · · · A.· · Yes, that could be a true statement.

25· · · · Q.· · Are you aware that the majority of Alteva's
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·1· revenues were generated from its voice operations and

·2· wireless partnerships and not its small ILEC operations?

·3· · · · A.· · I know that there was an amount of revenue that

·4· came from that, yes.

·5· · · · Q.· · And two of the other companies that you chose

·6· for your model, Earthlink and IDT, they don't have ILEC

·7· operations and don't provide basic local exchange services,

·8· do they?

·9· · · · A.· · That could be accurate, yes.

10· · · · Q.· · Are you aware that Fairpoint, a company that

11· you added in this proceeding, is a former Bell operating

12· company that operates within three New England states?

13· · · · A.· · Yes.

14· · · · Q.· · Would it surprise you to know that Fairpoint

15· provides service in 17 states?

16· · · · A.· · Yes, that would be surprising.

17· · · · Q.· · Would it surprise you to know that Fairpoint

18· employs over 3,000 employees?

19· · · · A.· · Sure.

20· · · · Q.· · What about its annual revenues, would it

21· surprise you to learn that Fairpoint had over $900 million

22· in annual revenue in 2014?

23· · · · A.· · No.

24· · · · Q.· · You indicate on line 401 in your surrebuttal

25· testimony that you added companies that would be considered
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·1· rural.· But Cincinnati Bell is a dominant telephone company

·2· for Cincinnati, Ohio and it's nearby suburbs in the U.S.

·3· states of Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky.· Do you consider

·4· Cincinnati Bell to be a rural operating company?

·5· · · · A.· · I'm glad you asked that because I want to try

·6· to clarify what I tried to do with that.

·7· · · · Q.· · Let's answer my question first.· Do you

·8· consider Cincinnati Bell to be a rural company?

·9· · · · A.· · I included it in my list, so I believe parts of

10· it was rural.

11· · · · Q.· · Consolidated Communications is included in your

12· list.· This is a family of companies providing advanced

13· communication services in California, Kansas, Missouri,

14· Illinois, Texas, and Pennsylvania; is that correct?

15· · · · A.· · I'll agree with you.· I didn't look at every

16· single state, but sure.

17· · · · Q.· · I don't think there is any dispute that none of

18· the companies that you looked at were located in rural

19· Utah, correct?

20· · · · A.· · Correct.· I would have loved to use that

21· information, but it wasn't available.

22· · · · Q.· · In your surrebuttal testimony lines 179 to 180

23· you were asked in that testimony if the Division's rate of

24· return calculation is fair and reasonable.· In your

25· testimony in answering that question you refer to Docket
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·1· 08-046-01 and state, in reviewing the details of Manti

·2· Telecom and Carbon I find nothing vastly different between

·3· those two companies that would warrant using a different

·4· methodology in this case; is that correct?

·5· · · · A.· · That was in my testimony, yes.

·6· · · · Q.· · And that docket was in 2008.· I believe the

·7· hearing was in 2012; is that accurate, 2011, 2012?

·8· · · · A.· · Sounds correct, yes.

·9· · · · Q.· · Why did you consult a Manti Telecom docket to

10· determine the appropriate return on equity rather than just

11· adopting the return on equity proposed by the Division in

12· Hanksville, which was approved by the Commission less than

13· eight months before Carbon filed its application?

14· · · · A.· · It's not the rate that we looked at, but

15· instead the methodology that we looked at.· And the

16· Commission was pretty clear the Manti order they felt using

17· a CAPM approach, which was the same approach we used in

18· this rate, did produce just and reasonable rates.· And so I

19· believe because we need to also again find just and

20· reasonable rates, and if the Commission has already said

21· that way is appropriate to use then we should use that same

22· methodology.· And as has been asked before, the rates we

23· used in the case before, which I believe was Hanksville, we

24· did a similar type of approach, we just updated it for this

25· time period.· So it's not that we changed the approach and
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·1· I believe the Commission was pretty clear that was an

·2· approach that would lead to just and reasonable rates and

·3· so that's why we followed that.

·4· · · · Q.· · So your testimony is that you used the CAPM

·5· model in the Hanksville case?

·6· · · · A.· · We looked at a rate of return using a CAPM

·7· model or something like that to come up with what we would

·8· consider to be a reasonable rate for Hanksville.

·9· · · · Q.· · And that was developed in 2014, correct?

10· · · · A.· · I believe so, yes.

11· · · · Q.· · And when the company used that figure, and

12· you're eight months later when it filed the application,

13· your testimony here today is the rate had changed based on

14· the model?

15· · · · A.· · Yes, because what we did is looked at --

16· · · · Q.· · Just yes or no.

17· · · · A.· · Yes.

18· · · · Q.· · Are you aware that the Utah Supreme Court has

19· stated that the governing standard in determining return on

20· equity is the cost of inducing capital markets to invest in

21· utility, not the cost of inducing the utility to invest in

22· Utah?

23· · · · A.· · I'm not entirely sure what that means and I'm

24· not an attorney.· But if I could read it maybe I could

25· better understand what it said, but just something that was
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·1· read there.

·2· · · · Q.· · You haven't heard of that governing standard,

·3· is that what you're saying?

·4· · · · A.· · No.

·5· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· I don't have any other questions.

·6· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Mr. Moore.

·7· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· Yes, just a few questions.

·8· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS EXAMINATION

·9· BY MR. MOORE:

10· · · · Q.· · Turning to the interstate rate of return for

11· Carbon/Emery.· Would you agree that the interstate rate of

12· return is dependent on the proper legal construction in

13· Utah Administrative Code Rule 746-360-8(A)(1)?

14· · · · A.· · Can you direct me maybe to where that is?

15· · · · Q.· · I can direct you to page 4 of your --

16· · · · A.· · Rebuttal testimony or direct testimony?

17· · · · Q.· · Your surrebuttal testimony.

18· · · · A.· · Okay.· You said page 4?

19· · · · Q.· · Page 4 you cite the rule starting on line 76.

20· · · · A.· · Okay.· R476-360-8.

21· · · · Q.· · Yes.

22· · · · A.· · Now if you want to ask that question again so I

23· know what you're asking.

24· · · · Q.· · Would you agree that the appropriate interest

25· rate of return is dependent upon proper legal construction
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·1· of this rule?

·2· · · · A.· · Yes.

·3· · · · Q.· · Now you have taken the position under this rule

·4· 746-360-8 that the proper rate of return in this case is

·5· 11.45, correct?

·6· · · · A.· · Yes, correct.

·7· · · · Q.· · Could you explain how you came to that

·8· conclusion?

·9· · · · A.· · Yes.· I think there is some supporting

10· documents to go along with that, but I can also just kind

11· of tell generally.· From our understanding there are two

12· forms 492 that is applicable when four different carriers

13· are going to be participating in the NECA.· Some of those

14· would be the ones that are going to be offering the variety

15· of different services, and then there are another subset

16· that would basically be providing -- I'm probably going to

17· get the wording wrong, but in essence they're not providing

18· all the services, they're only providing a certain subset

19· of that.· And as I looked at the form 492 and also looked

20· at Carbon/Emery and the tariff that I provided basically

21· shows that Carbon/Emery is only participating in the one

22· pool.

23· · · · Q.· · The common line pool?

24· · · · A.· · Yes, the common line pool.· I'm just going to

25· grab that exhibit so I can talk about it a little bit more
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·1· accurately.· So there are different pools.· There is the

·2· multiline business and user common line, there is the

·3· special access, Ethernet transport services, local

·4· switching, local transport and tandem switch transport.· So

·5· there is a tariff that I provided in my surrebuttal that

·6· basically shows Emery Telephone company that would be

·7· participating in just the multiline business and user

·8· common line pool, but not the other ones that I said after

·9· that.

10· · · · · · · In my phone conversation with NECA in trying to

11· determine what that meant, they basically said that the

12· companies who are only participating in the multiline

13· business and user common line would be the ones that would

14· have the first form 492 that is 11.45 and it doesn't have

15· the different interest rates in the interstate calculation

16· for those other pools.· And so that's why we believe that

17· by following what the 492 has and that Emery, Carbon/Emery

18· because the way NECA looks at that, again through the

19· conversation I had, is they look at it as a study error.

20· So they may only list Emery Telephone company, but to them

21· that includes Emery, Carbon/Emery and Hanksville as far as

22· that.· So we felt as far as the Division that showed that

23· they should be part of that original or the first form 492

24· that shows 11.45 for interstate.

25· · · · Q.· · And that's a rate for the common line pool?
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·1· · · · A.· · Correct, yes.

·2· · · · Q.· · You are also aware, however, that the common

·3· line pool only represents a minority of Carbon's business?

·4· · · · A.· · Correct, yes.

·5· · · · Q.· · They also have traffic sensitive pools and

·6· special access services, don't they?

·7· · · · A.· · Yes, they do.

·8· · · · Q.· · So the 11.45 percent rate of return is actually

·9· for just a minority of their business?

10· · · · A.· · I guess the best way that I can explain it, I

11· don't have an intimate knowledge of now NECA works.· So do

12· they receive 11.45 on all of it or a portion of it, I don't

13· know.· I do believe that that's the reference point on the

14· form 492 that shows that's what they get.· But I think also

15· if you look in my surrebuttal testimony I do talk about how

16· there could be a potential for an arbitrage position.

17· Because I do agree with what Mr. Moore was saying, they do

18· have other services that they are providing, but I don't

19· know as far as the Division where we could go to a

20· resource, nor does the rule allow to go to another point

21· other than that.

22· · · · · · · And so that's why looking at the rule and the

23· statute the way we did we felt that was the interstate rate

24· not precluding part of what was brought up by the Office in

25· that discussion.· But we did feel that the rule, at least
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·1· the way it was written at that point, would deal with that.

·2· · · · Q.· · That's not always been your position in this

·3· case, has it?

·4· · · · A.· · No.· Originally because I had some

·5· misinformation or misunderstanding about the form 492 I

·6· thought that Carbon/Emery would be in all of the pools and

·7· so they would be applicable.· That was our original

·8· testimony.· And then as I understood the form more and had

·9· some discussions with Carbon/Emery and those type of

10· classifications, it was really more of an error where I

11· thought it was applicable only to Emery and not realizing

12· that it was a study area versus that company because to me

13· Emery Telephone means something different than

14· Carbon/Emery.· So that's why in my original testimony I

15· suggested that it should be a different rate, and

16· subsequently changed it in my surrebuttal testimony.

17· · · · Q.· · Isn't it true that you initially believed that

18· Carbon was not in the common line pool?

19· · · · A.· · I don't know if I said they were not.· I just

20· know they weren't in the other pools.· So the letter that

21· was provided, and I don't remember the person's name, but

22· basically from NECA to the FCC saying here is our report,

23· they talk about how there are two different reports.  I

24· thought they should be in the second form 492 that includes

25· all of the rates of interstate instead of just the one.
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·1· · · · Q.· · That's right.· So how did you reconcile these

·2· two positions?

·3· · · · A.· · I think I reconcile it just from how I

·4· explained it, that I had a misunderstanding from what Emery

·5· Telecom meant in the tariff for NECA that they had provided

·6· -- or the FCC tariff, sorry, and that meant something

·7· different than what Emery Telecom means to me as someone

·8· who works in Utah.· They had made an entire study area that

·9· would incorporate Carbon/Emery, and Emery Telecom and

10· Hanksville.· So that's how I would reconcile it.· I don't

11· know that we changed our position, but our understanding of

12· the form and what the information was providing changed and

13· so that's why we went with the 11.45.

14· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Did you change your

15· interpretation of the rule?

16· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· No.· And my interpretation of the

17· rule didn't change.· I believe we were following the rule

18· as it's prescribed.

19· · · · Q.· · (By Mr. Moore)· Mr. Brevitz is proposing an

20· interest rate of 9.4 percent, which would encompass all of

21· Carbon/Emery business appropriate interest rate to use.· Is

22· that your understanding?

23· · · · A.· · I don't have it right here in front of me, but

24· I'll accept that that's accurate, yes.

25· · · · Q.· · That's basically the --
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·1· · · · A.· · Are you talking on interstate only?

·2· · · · Q.· · Interstate only.

·3· · · · A.· · I believe if I remember correctly that was the

·4· right rate for the blending of everything for interstate,

·5· yes.

·6· · · · Q.· · And that was what your initial --

·7· · · · A.· · Correct, yes.

·8· · · · Q.· · And that was when you did not believe that

·9· Emery was in the common line pool?

10· · · · A.· · Correct, yes.

11· · · · Q.· · So your interpretation of the rule provides

12· that if a carrier is in the common line pool and not in the

13· traffic sensitive pool you use the common line pool rate of

14· return of 11.45 percent, but if the carrier is not in the

15· common line pool and not in the other pools you use the

16· blended interest rate of 9.4 percent?

17· · · · A.· · This has come up before.· Looking at the rule

18· 492 when we were going through this discussion with

19· different parties and not having as much knowledge of the

20· 492 form, I thought it was just going to be one data point.

21· It would be something that we could go to and look at and

22· say there is the number and plug it into the rule.· Having

23· gone through this process a couple other times I now

24· realize that there are more layers and complexity to it.  I

25· believe that the rule basically requires we have to use
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·1· form 492(a), and I would think that it would be the one

·2· that is applicable for the company according to which pool

·3· is it in.

·4· · · · · · · What has happened in other proceedings is if a

·5· company had all of those pools that they were getting these

·6· rates from NECA then we would use the lower interstate

·7· rate.· If a company is only in the common line pool then we

·8· would use, and as we have recommended for Carbon/Emery

·9· here, the higher interstate rate of 11.45.

10· · · · Q.· · And if the company is in none of the pools

11· would you use the blended interstate rate of 9.4, which was

12· what was initially --

13· · · · A.· · No, I think the way the rule is read is that

14· would come under a different portion of the rule where they

15· would be like an average schedule company that is not part

16· of the NECA pool.· And then at that point we would have to

17· determine an appropriate rate.· The form 492 is only for

18· those companies that are participating in the NECA pool and

19· is -- I'll probably get this wrong.· They're not an average

20· schedule, they're a different type of company.· So we have

21· had -- in Manti Telecom they were not a -- we had to do

22· something slightly different for them because of dealing

23· with it.· That may not have answered your question, but

24· that's my understanding.

25· · · · Q.· · Just one last question which is obvious,
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·1· neither you, nor the personnel at NECA you talked to are

·2· Utah lawyers?

·3· · · · A.· · Correct.· I'm not a lawyer.· I'm a utility

·4· technical consultant and that gets me in enough trouble.

·5· · · · Q.· · And you would agree --

·6· · · · A.· · And I don't believe the person from NECA was.

·7· I don't know for sure, but he was the Western Regional

·8· Representative for NECA.· I don't know his background, but

·9· I wouldn't believe that he was an attorney.

10· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· I'm done.· Thank you.

11· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· It is time for a break.

12· Let's break for about 15 minutes.· When we come back,

13· Mr. Jetter, if you have any redirect we'll pick up with

14· that.

15· · · · · · · (Off the record.)

16· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Mr. Jetter, any redirect?

17· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I do have a few questions, Your

18· Honor.· Thank you.

19· · · · · · · · · · · REDIRECT EXAMINATION

20· BY MR. JETTER:

21· · · · Q.· · I would like to first start out by asking you

22· if you could explain briefly why the Division relies on the

23· 65/35 limits on both ends, and briefly describe the policy

24· reasons behind that.

25· · · · A.· · Sure.· Thank you.· The reason the Division
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·1· relies on that is because of the capital structure task

·2· force and what we feel was a process that allowed

·3· interested parties, rural phone companies, other phone

·4· companies, and other players to have an opportunity to

·5· discuss -- although I don't know that I take issue, but at

·6· least an element that's out there.

·7· · · · · · · I mean it is possible that a company like

·8· Carbon/Emery could come in with 100 percent equity and say

·9· we want to go all equity for our rate of return, which the

10· Division was uncomfortable with because that's probably not

11· -- I'm telling them how to manage their business, but from

12· a financial perspective that may not be the most prudent

13· choice for a company in the normal market.· But we also had

14· other companies who maybe had 100 percent debt.

15· · · · · · · It wouldn't be very fair for those companies

16· for us to say, well, you know, we think all you should get

17· is your cost of debt and that's your only allowed weighted

18· average cost of capital.· So with this task force and with

19· this discussion what we were able to do was say those who

20· are in a relative middle ground, somewhere between 35 and

21· 65 private capital structure that for whatever reason they

22· feel is appropriate for their company and is reflective of

23· the market we would accept that.· But for those who may be

24· the outliners we're going to pull the high equity companies

25· in, but also maybe provide a little bit more equity to the
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·1· debt companies to help provide, one, a benefit to the state

·2· because they're not getting the full 100 percent equity of

·3· what a company would get, but also maybe for a company that

·4· is completely or extremely leveraged have a little bit more

·5· coming in from a rate of return that would allow them to

·6· get their equity portion to a level that I think everybody

·7· would agree in a financial community that would be a little

·8· bit more acceptable.

·9· · · · · · · So part of the reason why the Division went

10· forward with the proposal, even though maybe the Commission

11· didn't accept it in rule, is that it was something that was

12· widely accepted by all parties and it gave a level of

13· comfort to companies coming in to know, okay, if we are 100

14· equity, this is probably what is going to happen is 65/35.

15· So that's why we have adopted it and used it probably since

16· that task force in most of the other cases where it made

17· sense where we either had highly leveraged or a company

18· that was using a high amount of equity to use that

19· hypothetical structure.

20· · · · Q.· · Thank you.· I would like to ask you a couple

21· followup questions also about the peer group of other

22· telephone companies that you chose as comparable.· Could

23· you briefly discuss why you chose the grouping that you did

24· and how you came to, I guess, narrow that group.

25· · · · A.· · I think it's pretty clear in my testimony that
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·1· I don't -- I mean I'm not completely in love with the

·2· capital asset model because there are a couple challenges

·3· with it.· But the reason where I think it creates value --

·4· and this also comes back to the companies -- is we can at

·5· least look at some publicly available information and make

·6· a determination with the Commission.

·7· · · · · · · In looking at the companies, unfortunately

·8· there is not very much small rural phone company that are

·9· available who are publicly traded.· So what I tried to do

10· in looking at the companies was to pick those that I felt

11· at least would be serving in similar areas of the United

12· States that could be considered rural.· I know that's a

13· very broad definition.· But at least maybe they would have

14· some of their services that they're providing that would be

15· similar to what Carbon/Emery would be doing.· I recognize

16· that some of them may be in different lines than what

17· Carbon/Emery was.· But also what I was trying to do is if I

18· only had two or three companies then the capital asset

19· pricing model and getting an average for the company

20· doesn't work very well because I could pick three outliers

21· and come up with a rate that maybe wouldn't give us a

22· certain level of comfort.

23· · · · · · · So even though maybe the companies weren't

24· perfect matches for Carbon/Emery, I at least felt that they

25· had some benefit in the fact they gave us data points and
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·1· were at least offering some type of service that if you

·2· stretch the bounds of the definition a little bit could

·3· work to get us to a point to where we had a certain number

·4· of companies that would be acceptable.· And the flip side

·5· of that is I've heard both parties who have been pretty

·6· unhappy with maybe my list of companies for somewhat valid

·7· reasons, but I've never heard anybody suggest other

·8· companies that should be included that would make sense.  I

·9· mean, other than Mr. Meredith did put in AT&T and Verizon

10· and a couple of those other companies, which I purposely

11· excluded because, let's be honest, they're not anywhere

12· close to what Carbon/Emery is doing.

13· · · · · · · And so if there are other companies that makes

14· sense to include, I would be happy to redo a calculation

15· with that.· But I don't know of any of them out there that

16· made sense.· So I went off what was available at Yahoo and

17· a few other different resources to try to find companies

18· that were telecommunications companies that were at least

19· serving in areas that may be rural.

20· · · · · · · Now grant it I don't know Cincinnati and the

21· outlining areas very well, but sometimes to me Kentucky

22· could be considered in my mind at least rural or some of

23· the challenges that Carbon/Emery may be facing.· So that's

24· why the list was kind of compiled the way that it was.

25· · · · Q.· · Thank you.· I would actually like to ask you a
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·1· few more questions about that and direct you to page 12 of

·2· Exhibit CE-4.0R and looking at lines 324 and 325.· This is

·3· the revised rebuttal testimony of Douglas Meredith.· This

·4· is the calculation that he had compiled.· I believe he had

·5· used the comparable companies that you had chosen and in

·6· addition added AT&T and Verizon; is that accurate?

·7· · · · A.· · Yes.· I believe that's what he did with that,

·8· yes.

·9· · · · Q.· · Is it accurate to say that the smallest one on

10· the list of any comparable presented here is the Shenandoah

11· Telecommunications?

12· · · · A.· · That would seem to be accurate, yes.· As far as

13· looking at the access line that would be the one that would

14· be closet to my understanding what Carbon/Emery would have.

15· · · · Q.· · If we were to walk through the calculations

16· that Mr. Meredith did on that company, is it correct to

17· state in column 4 he calculated an unadjusted CAPM of 8

18· percent?

19· · · · A.· · Yes, that's correct.

20· · · · Q.· · If we follow that through the debt to equity

21· ratio in fact with Carbon/Emery it would be a zero; is that

22· correct?

23· · · · A.· · If I understand the way that he calculated the

24· debt to equity that would be accurate because they are 100

25· percent equity.
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·1· · · · Q.· · Using the Division's policy of making that

·2· adjustment, would that be approximately 0.538, meaning 35

·3· divided by 65?

·4· · · · A.· · 5.38 would be -- for the debt to equity, yes.

·5· · · · Q.· · Would that be among the lowest debt to equity

·6· ratios of any company on there?

·7· · · · A.· · Yes, it appears that way.

·8· · · · Q.· · Just following that through with the zero ratio

·9· there, using that 8 percent, that would flow through into

10· the leveraged CAPM actually used by Carbon/Emery?· It would

11· ultimately result again in 8 percent?

12· · · · A.· · Yes.

13· · · · Q.· · And then you would potentially add the 3

14· percent using his calculation of a small company premium;

15· is that correct?

16· · · · A.· · If you were to add a small company premium that

17· he did, yes, the 3 percent would be added on that.

18· · · · Q.· · And that would result in 11 percent?

19· · · · A.· · Yes, 8 plus 3 is 11.

20· · · · Q.· · And that's very similar or close to the 10.75

21· percent?

22· · · · A.· · That is close to what we had, yes.

23· · · · Q.· · Just to clarify to make sure this is accurate,

24· in your calculation you did not add a small company

25· premium; is that correct?
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·1· · · · A.· · That is correct.

·2· · · · Q.· · But you also did not adjust for any reduced

·3· risk by having a Utah Universal Service Fund make up the

·4· gap?

·5· · · · A.· · Correct.· Basically what I did is I did a

·6· straight CAPM calculation, or a textbook calculation to use

·7· the words of Mr. Meredith.· I looked at the companies, I

·8· looked at what would be the beta and then did the math

·9· calculation and came up with an average to say this is what

10· we felt the right rate was for Carbon/Emery.

11· · · · Q.· · That was the same calculation that you used for

12· Hanksville?

13· · · · A.· · Yes.

14· · · · Q.· · Same method?

15· · · · A.· · Same method, yes.

16· · · · Q.· · Do you know how large Hanksville is?

17· · · · A.· · I don't know exact numbers, but I know they are

18· a relatively small ILEC.· I mean, we're talking less than

19· 100 customers.

20· · · · Q.· · In comparison Carbon/Emery is significantly

21· larger?

22· · · · A.· · Yes.· That could be the AT&T versus

23· Carbon/Emery, could be Carbon/Emery versus Hanksville

24· analysis if you want to look at it that way.

25· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· That's the conclusion of my
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·1· redirect.

·2· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Ms. Slawson, any recross?

·3· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Yes, just a little bit.

·4· · · · · · · · · · · ·RECROSS EXAMINATION

·5· BY MS. SLAWSON:

·6· · · · Q.· · We were just looking at the table embedded in

·7· Mr. Meredith's testimony on page 12, table 2.· This is the

·8· one that includes Verizon and AT&T.· Do you have that in

·9· front of you?

10· · · · A.· · Yes.

11· · · · Q.· · In this table Mr. Meredith was focussing on

12· adjustments that needed to be made to the CAPM model; is

13· that correct?

14· · · · A.· · That's what Mr. Meredith testified earlier in

15· the hearing today, and I'll accept that as accurate.

16· · · · Q.· · Let's look at your exhibit when you're

17· analyzing that CAPM premium.

18· · · · A.· · Okay.

19· · · · Q.· · What is the market risk premium that you used?

20· · · · A.· · Give me just one second so I can pull that up

21· to make sure I have it accurate.· It's Exhibit 3.2?

22· · · · Q.· · Yes.

23· · · · A.· · Okay.· I have one here in front of me.· Which

24· area did you want to look at?

25· · · · Q.· · The market risk premium that you used.
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·1· · · · A.· · There is actually two different columns there.

·2· There is a T-bill CAPM and a 30 year CAPM.· I did use the

·3· 30 year CAPM, which is looking at the bond.· So that's the

·4· risk premium that would be in there that came up with the

·5· 10.75 percent.

·6· · · · Q.· · That's the 6.81 percent, correct?

·7· · · · A.· · Yes.

·8· · · · Q.· · Mr. Meredith used the T-bond, his rate was 5.01

·9· percent; is that correct?

10· · · · A.· · From what he shows on there I believe that is

11· accurate, yes.

12· · · · Q.· · Would you need to add the additional market

13· risk premium to Mr. Meredith's numbers?

14· · · · A.· · If you want to do that analysis you could.

15· · · · Q.· · So I can compare apples to apples, right?

16· · · · A.· · Sure.

17· · · · Q.· · Mr. Meredith -- you just testified about

18· Mr. Meredith's Shenandoah number and it was 10.66.· What is

19· the CAPM rate that you show for Shenandoah?

20· · · · A.· · 13.35.

21· · · · Q.· · And that's an unadjusted number, correct?

22· · · · A.· · Yes.

23· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· I don't have any other questions.

24· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· No questions, Your Honor.

25· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· All right.
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·1· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I have one followup question.

·2· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· It's okay with me as long as

·3· there is no objection.

·4· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· No objection.

·5· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· I guess I want to hear the

·6· question before I insert my objection.

·7· · · · · · · · REDIRECT EXAMINATION (continued)

·8· BY MR. JETTER:

·9· · · · Q.· · My question is just going to ask if the

10· calculation is different between the two Shenandoah based

11· on the beta used for that.

12· · · · A.· · Am I okay to respond?

13· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· I think we can hear your

14· response.· Go ahead.

15· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· That kind of gets back to the

16· heart of the capital asset pricing model because what you

17· do is you take the beta and times that by basically a risk

18· free rate -- sorry.· You take the beta, you times that by a

19· risk premium and add that on to a risk free rate.· So if

20· you look at what I have here for my beta for Shenandoah at

21· the time period of July 29 versus what Mr. Meredith pulled

22· as his beta for Shenandoah, I believe his is just barely

23· below 1, which means it would be a little bit less risky,

24· and I mine is 1.56.· That would explain why there would be

25· a significant difference between what he is showing and I'm
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·1· showing.· And I think it also emphasizes the problem if

·2· you're trying to look at just one or two companies, the

·3· CAPM starts to lose some of its strength and foundation and

·4· that's where with my trying to come up with a list of

·5· companies that it gets -- where you need enough reference

·6· points to come up with a level of comfort.

·7· · · · · · · And that's really what my testimony talked

·8· about is with the CAPM is it perfect, no, I don't think so.

·9· But it at least gets us to a level of comfort where we

10· think we're getting within the right range of what would be

11· reasonable for the cost of equity for Carbon/Emery.· So you

12· can see just in that calculation right there and what we

13· did right here, one company can make a significant

14· difference.· So getting enough companies on the list is

15· important as well.

16· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Ms. Slawson, anything you

17· want to add or pursue?

18· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· One second please.

19· · · · · · · · ·RECROSS EXAMINATION (continued)

20· BY MS. SLAWSON:

21· · · · Q.· · You testified just now that the difference

22· would be accounted for by the beta; is that correct?

23· · · · A.· · I'm saying that's one potential reason why.  I

24· can tell you from a CAPM and if you do a straight

25· mathematic if you take a beta times the risk free rate and
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·1· add all that in there where if -- I have 1.56 as a number

·2· and I have .9 as a number, then the end result is going to

·3· be different.· I have done the calculation here, and I

·4· don't know all the reasons why, but off the top of my head

·5· that would be a very easy thing to point to as far as why

·6· those percentages and rates of return are different.

·7· · · · Q.· · And another easy thing to point to would be the

·8· difference in the market risk premium provided by you and

·9· Mr. Meredith?

10· · · · A.· · Sure.· That would be another element of that as

11· well, yes.

12· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· That's it for me.· Thank you.

13· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Still okay, Mr. Moore?

14· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· Still okay.

15· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· All right.· Mr. Jetter, your

16· next witness.

17· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· The Division would next like to

18· call Mr. Joseph Hellewell.

19· · · · · · · (The witness is sworn in.)

20· · · · · · · · · · · ·DIRECT EXAMINATION

21· BY MR. JETTER:

22· · · · Q.· · Mr. Hellewell, would you please state your name

23· and occupation for the record?

24· · · · A.· · My name is Joseph Hellewell.· I'm a utility

25· analyst for the Department of Public Utilities.
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·1· · · · Q.· · Thank you.· In the course of your employment

·2· with the Division of Public Utilities have you had the

·3· opportunity to review the application as well as the

·4· testimony filed by the applicant in this docket?

·5· · · · A.· · Yes, I have.

·6· · · · Q.· · Did you create and cause to be filed with the

·7· Public Service Commission direct, rebuttal, surrebuttal,

·8· and sur-surrebuttal testimony in this docket?

·9· · · · A.· · Yes, I have.

10· · · · Q.· · Do you have any edits or corrections that you

11· would like to make to your testimony?

12· · · · A.· · No, I do not.

13· · · · Q.· · If you were asked the questions that are

14· contained in your prefiled written testimony that you filed

15· today would your answers remain the same?

16· · · · A.· · Yes, they would.

17· · · · Q.· · Thank you.· Have you prepared a brief statement

18· summarizing your testimony in this docket?

19· · · · A.· · Yes.

20· · · · Q.· · Please go ahead.

21· · · · A.· · At the time of Carbon/Emery Telecom's

22· application I along with other DUP analysts reviewed the

23· application and conducted our normal audit.· During this

24· time we reviewed the depreciation method used by

25· Carbon/Emery Telecom and found it to be distorting annual
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·1· depreciation expense.· At this time an adjustment was made

·2· to Carbon/Emery's application based on a single asset

·3· straight line depreciation method.· In our initial direct

·4· testimony we outline reasons why Carbon/Emery's group

·5· depreciation method was distorting and suggested

·6· alternative methods to remedy this.· In addition to this

·7· depreciation adjustment we also made adjustments for

·8· customer migration and under collection based upon

·9· Carbon/Emery's tariff process.

10· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· Thank you.· I have no further

11· questions for Mr. Hellewell and he is available for cross

12· examination.

13· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS EXAMINATION

14· BY MS. SLAWSON:

15· · · · Q.· · Thank you.· Good afternoon, Mr. Hellewell.

16· I'll just jump right in.· On lines 259 to 269 of your

17· direct testimony you discuss the DPU adjustment for imputed

18· revenue for migration of customers who currently receive

19· their internet service through Carbon's cable affiliates to

20· the new fiber to the home network that is being constructed

21· by Carbon.· Do you recall that testimony?

22· · · · A.· · Yes, I do.

23· · · · Q.· · Mr. Woolsey in his rebuttal testimony on lines

24· 986 to 1017 describes an increase in revenue to

25· Carbon/Emery that results from the migration of cable
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·1· internet customers to the fiber to the home network.· My

·2· question is this, in performing the analysis of the impact

·3· per customer per month Mr. Woolsey uses a rate of return of

·4· 10.5 percent, which includes the Company's requested rate

·5· of return on equity of 12.13 percent.· Am I correct in

·6· reviewing the Division's testimony that the Division agrees

·7· with the methodology employed by Mr. Woolsey, but does not

·8· agree with the rate of return used by Mr. Woolsey in his

·9· calculation?

10· · · · A.· · Yes, I believe so.

11· · · · Q.· · And so is it accurate that the Division of

12· Public Utilities is no longer proposing the adjustment

13· amount set forth in lines 259 through 269 of your direct

14· testimony?

15· · · · A.· · Yes.

16· · · · Q.· · And is it fair to say that except for the rate

17· of return element involved in this calculation this cable

18· migration issue is not an open issue in the case?

19· · · · A.· · Yes.

20· · · · Q.· · The Division in your testimony has used what

21· you call a single asset straight line method; is that

22· correct?

23· · · · A.· · Yes.

24· · · · Q.· · And you have provided testimony on that

25· calculation, which results in a depreciation adjustment --
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·1· I don't want to go into closed session here, so I'm going

·2· to say that adjustment found in column G of the Division of

·3· Public Utilities Exhibit 1.2SR.· That's the exhibit offered

·4· by Mr. Duncan.· Does that accurately reflect your

·5· depreciation adjustment?

·6· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· May I have a moment to provide my

·7· witness with that?

·8· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Sure.

·9· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Yes, that's accurate.

10· · · · Q.· · (By Ms. Slawson)· And this reduces

11· Carbon/Emery's depreciation expense for the test year,

12· correct?

13· · · · A.· · I'm sorry.· Say that one more time.

14· · · · Q.· · This adjustment decreases Carbon/Emery's

15· depreciation expense for the test period, correct?

16· · · · A.· · Yes.

17· · · · Q.· · Is it your testimony that Carbon's reduced

18· depreciation expense will remain constant at that number in

19· 2015 after the test year?

20· · · · A.· · Are you saying that Carbon/Emery's depreciation

21· will remain exactly the same for 2014 and 2015?

22· · · · Q.· · I'm asking if that's your testimony.· Do you

23· think it will remain the same for 2014 and 2015?

24· · · · A.· · No.

25· · · · Q.· · Do you think that the depreciation expense will
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·1· remain constant at the number adjusted in the test year in

·2· 2016?

·3· · · · A.· · No.

·4· · · · Q.· · 2017?

·5· · · · A.· · Of course not.

·6· · · · Q.· · And what about Carbon's rate base over the next

·7· few years, is it your testimony that that will remain

·8· constant?

·9· · · · A.· · No.

10· · · · Q.· · Do you know what the calculated -- have you

11· calculated the anticipated depreciation expense for

12· Carbon/Emery going forward beyond the test year?

13· · · · A.· · We've run projections, but it hasn't ever been

14· entered into testimony.

15· · · · Q.· · Do you know what happens with that depreciation

16· expense?

17· · · · A.· · From the projections that we have run the

18· depreciation -- well, are you referring to Carbon/Emery's

19· group depreciation method, what happens to the depreciation

20· expense?

21· · · · Q.· · Well, actually I'm wondering if you've done the

22· calculation on what Carbon's depreciation expense will be

23· going forward under either method.

24· · · · A.· · Well, for the single asset straight line the

25· expense will increase proportionately with what is being
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·1· added to the rate with what is being capitalized.· But

·2· under Carbon/Emery's group depreciation the expense is

·3· significantly more than it is with the single asset

·4· straight line method.

·5· · · · Q.· · But does it remain constant?

·6· · · · A.· · Do you mean is there a constant increase?

·7· · · · Q.· · No.· I'm wondering if the test year is

·8· representative of the depreciation expense going forward?

·9· · · · A.· · Well, the -- no, it would not be.· Carbon/Emery

10· has provided known and measurable adjustments saying that

11· they anticipate having additional assets capitalized that

12· would increase the depreciation expense accordingly.

13· · · · Q.· · I know theoretically it would increase the

14· depreciation expense.· But I'm wondering if you have done

15· the calculation to know what the depreciation expense going

16· forward will actually be so that we can identify whether

17· the test year as proposed by Carbon/Emery or as proposed by

18· the Division with its adjustment is representative of the

19· depreciation expense in the future?

20· · · · A.· · No.· Carbon/Emery chose the test year.· So we

21· did calculations based upon the test year that Carbon/Emery

22· has chosen.

23· · · · Q.· · And you did not do any calculation to see what

24· that depreciation expense would do after the test year?

25· · · · A.· · Not that's been entered into testimony, no.
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·1· · · · Q.· · So whether or not it's been entered into

·2· testimony do you know what the depreciation expense does

·3· after the test year?· If you've performed the calculation

·4· do you know what that is?

·5· · · · A.· · I'm sorry.· Say that one more time.

·6· · · · Q.· · You said you haven't entered that in testimony,

·7· but that you have performed the calculation.· Is that an

·8· accurate reflection of your testimony?

·9· · · · A.· · Yes, that would be accurate.

10· · · · Q.· · Even though it wasn't in previous testimony,

11· I'm asking you what the depreciation expense for

12· Carbon/Emery will be going forward?

13· · · · A.· · I don't know the exact number.

14· · · · Q.· · Do you have a range?

15· · · · A.· · No.

16· · · · Q.· · With regard to the depreciation expense you

17· don't have a range and you don't know what the calculation

18· is, can you say whether it's increasing or decreasing?

19· · · · A.· · Our calculation show that depreciation expense

20· will continue to increase.

21· · · · Q.· · Okay.

22· · · · A.· · Under both methods.

23· · · · Q.· · It is your testimony that the -- on line 54 of

24· your sur-surrebuttal testimony you indicate that the

25· depreciation method chosen by the company has lasting
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·1· effects and must be chosen correctly, correct?

·2· · · · A.· · Yes.

·3· · · · Q.· · By way of example you testify that if the

·4· depreciation method chosen by the company accelerates

·5· depreciation expense it will also accelerate the rate at

·6· which accumulated depreciation accrues, thereby

·7· accelerating rate base reduction as well, correct?

·8· · · · A.· · Yes.

·9· · · · Q.· · You indicate that in prior accounting periods

10· Carbon has reaped the reward of accelerated depreciation,

11· but with that comes the burden of an accelerated

12· accumulated depreciation count.· What you see as the

13· consequence or the burden of Carbon/Emery choosing the

14· group method of depreciation is that the group method also

15· accelerates reduction to Carbon/Emery's rate base; is that

16· correct?

17· · · · A.· · Yes.

18· · · · Q.· · Your testimony is that the Division is

19· permitted to make an adjustment to the depreciation expense

20· going forward, but is not permitted to make an adjustment

21· to the rate base.· And I believe you testified that this

22· would conflict with the basic tenant that the utility

23· regulation is prospective, correct?

24· · · · A.· · That is not accurate.

25· · · · Q.· · Let's look at your testimony there.· Starting
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·1· on line 54 of your surrebuttal testimony -- I'm sorry.

·2· Your sur-surrebuttal testimony.

·3· · · · A.· · I'm sorry.· The first part was where you quoted

·4· the testimony that is accurate, however the second part of

·5· the question is not accurate.

·6· · · · Q.· · The second part where I said because it would

·7· conflict with the basic tenant that the utility regulation

·8· is prospective?

·9· · · · A.· · Right.

10· · · · Q.· · You're saying that's not accurate?

11· · · · A.· · Yes.· The adjustment that we have proposed is

12· simply an adjustment.· We're not proposing that

13· Carbon/Emery change their depreciation method.· If the

14· Commission asks Carbon/Emery to change their method then

15· the repercussions of accumulated depreciation would have to

16· be taken into effect on a prospective basis, meaning that

17· we could not go back and change the accumulated

18· depreciation based off the Commission's decision to ask

19· Carbon/Emery to change their depreciation method.

20· · · · Q.· · And you testified that the Division's

21· depreciation expense adjustment was simply an adjustment of

22· an unreasonably inflated depreciation expense to a

23· reasonable depreciation expense that better matches the

24· actual diminution of value of Carbon's assets during the

25· test year; is that correct?
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·1· · · · A.· · Yes.

·2· · · · Q.· · What is the actual diminution of value of

·3· Carbon's assets during the test year?

·4· · · · A.· · We feel that because of the acceleration that

·5· occurs naturally with the selection of group depreciation

·6· method is that the diminution of the assets occur on an

·7· accelerated level.· So a different method must be chosen to

·8· more accurately reflect the assets diminution.

·9· · · · Q.· · Okay.· I understand that you don't think that

10· the group method selected by Carbon accurately reflects the

11· actual diminution in value.· But what I'm asking you is not

12· about the method, I'm asking you what the actual diminution

13· in value of Carbon/Emery's assets were during the test

14· period?

15· · · · A.· · Are you asking for the number?

16· · · · Q.· · Yes, the number.

17· · · · A.· · I don't have the number in front of me.

18· · · · Q.· · If you don't know what the actual -- do you

19· have it somewhere?

20· · · · A.· · I'm going to read off some numbers or I can

21· just tell you where they appear.

22· · · · Q.· · Tell me where they appear and then we'll decide

23· whether they need it to be in the record.

24· · · · A.· · Exhibit DPU 1.1D William Duncan.

25· · · · Q.· · Let me turn there before we move on.· Where on
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·1· Exhibit 1.1D?

·2· · · · A.· · It would be column F row 12.· That is the

·3· proposed depreciation expense by Carbon/Emery.· Our

·4· adjustment is column G row 12.· So the diminution would be

·5· column I row 12.

·6· · · · Q.· · Again, I hate to split hairs here, but you're

·7· talking about the depreciation expense, the depreciation.

·8· What I'm asking is what those assets -- how they actually

·9· diminished in value during the test year.· Do you know what

10· that is?· Did you go and look at the plant?

11· · · · A.· · We went out and looked at the plant, but I'm

12· not an appraiser so I wouldn't know.

13· · · · Q.· · Did you go out and look at Carbon/Emery's plant

14· in this case?

15· · · · A.· · I don't recall.· I don't remember.

16· · · · Q.· · So I guess my question is if you don't know

17· what the actual diminution in value of Carbon's assets were

18· during the test year, how do you know that your method of

19· calculation calculating that depreciation expense better

20· matches the actual diminish in value?

21· · · · A.· · The acceleration that occurs because of the

22· method chosen on paper, given the test samples that we

23· pulled, there is no way that it could diminish that

24· quickly.

25· · · · Q.· · But you don't know what the actual diminish
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·1· value is; is that accurate?

·2· · · · A.· · Correct.· Yes, that's accurate.

·3· · · · Q.· · Let's move on.· You've noted that in choosing

·4· its depreciation method Carbon made a careful and informed

·5· decision to use -- well, you've noted that companies use or

·6· make a careful and informed decision on which method of

·7· depreciation to use; is that accurate?

·8· · · · A.· · Yes.

·9· · · · Q.· · And would it be reasonable to assume that

10· Carbon also made the careful and informed decision to use

11· its methodology for depreciation?

12· · · · A.· · Yes.

13· · · · Q.· · Is it reasonable -- Carbon/Emery has elected

14· the group method of depreciation, correct?

15· · · · A.· · Yes.

16· · · · Q.· · And I think you testified just a minute ago

17· that the Division is not recommending that Carbon use a

18· different method of depreciation, you're just recommending

19· that the Commission calculate the UUSF using a different

20· method of depreciation; is that correct?

21· · · · A.· · You're asking whether I -- can you restate the

22· question one more time please?

23· · · · Q.· · I believe you testified that the Division's

24· position isn't that Carbon/Emery should change its

25· depreciation method; is that correct?
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·1· · · · A.· · Yes.

·2· · · · Q.· · Yes, that is correct?

·3· · · · A.· · Yes, that is correct.

·4· · · · Q.· · But you are recommending that for purposes of

·5· calculating the Universal Service distribution or

·6· disbursement in this case that the Commission should look

·7· at or reach the depreciation expense using a different

·8· method of depreciation; is that correct?

·9· · · · A.· · Whether the Commission uses group depreciation

10· to arrive at what they believe is a correct expense, single

11· asset straight line, vintage, the FCC method, that's

12· entirely up to them.· Our recommendation is that, yes, we

13· adjusted the group depreciation expense down to a level

14· that we felt was representative using a method that we have

15· used for multiple companies across the state.

16· · · · Q.· · Just so I understand the Division's

17· recommendation, the Division is not suggesting that the

18· single asset depreciation method be applied to assets that

19· are added after the test period, but rather the Division is

20· suggesting that when you looked at the single asset

21· depreciation method you applied it, and I think your

22· language was based upon each capitalized asset having

23· depreciated under a single asset straight line approach

24· since its inception; is that correct?

25· · · · A.· · Yes.
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·1· · · · Q.· · We have established here that Carbon/Emery

·2· chose the group asset method of depreciation and used that

·3· method to calculate what it believed is an accurate

·4· depreciation expense, correct?

·5· · · · A.· · Yes.

·6· · · · Q.· · And the Division is suggesting that that is not

·7· an accurate depreciation expense and that the single asset

·8· straight line method should be used, or at least was used

·9· by the Division to calculate the depreciation expense,

10· correct?

11· · · · A.· · Yes.

12· · · · Q.· · So it seems to me that the Division is

13· suggesting or is changing the rules in the middle of the

14· game, effectively eliminating what you call the stable

15· predictable depreciation expense under the group method

16· that Carbon/Emery's management was using for forecasting

17· and planning.· Is that not -- are you not doing that?

18· · · · A.· · Every single company to my knowledge that I

19· have been involved with that has used group depreciation

20· has had an according adjustment on the straight line

21· method.· Whether those cases have been settled in the court

22· or out is up to each individual company, but each of those

23· -- we have consistently applied the single asset straight

24· line approach to companies practicing group depreciation,

25· not because we have any fondness or preference over one
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·1· depreciation method over another, we just feel that the

·2· single asset straight line is the most transparent, the

·3· most straightforward, the easiest one to duplicate, and the

·4· easiest one to communicate back to the companies.

·5· · · · Q.· · Okay.· In addition to the single asset straight

·6· line method of depreciation that the Division uses to

·7· calculate the depreciation expense, in your testimony you

·8· identify several other methods of depreciation that you

·9· indicate would be Commission approved lives and rates and

10· would be reasonable alternatives for calculating Carbon's

11· revenue requirement; is that correct?

12· · · · A.· · Yes.

13· · · · Q.· · And in particular you identify what you call

14· the FCC method as an acceptable method of calculating

15· depreciation expense.· So I want to look at that for a

16· minute.· On line 223 of your direct testimony you identify

17· a formula that is used by the FCC to recalculate the

18· depreciation rate based on the plant's remaining life,

19· future net salvage, and depreciation reserve ratio.· Did

20· you calculate the depreciation expense for Carbon using the

21· FCC method identified on line 223 of your direct testimony?

22· · · · A.· · No, we did not.

23· · · · Q.· · As I understand it, the FCC method applies such

24· depreciation rates as will ratably distribute the

25· difference between the net book cost of the plant account
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·1· and it's estimated net salvage during the known or

·2· estimated remaining service life of the plant; is that

·3· correct?

·4· · · · A.· · Yes.

·5· · · · Q.· · In other words, the FCC method looks at

·6· remaining asset lives to ensure that the depreciation rate

·7· is reasonable, correct?

·8· · · · A.· · Yes.

·9· · · · Q.· · And I want you to -- are you familiar with Utah

10· Code 54-7-12.1?

11· · · · A.· · No.

12· · · · Q.· · I'll quote that section for you and you can

13· read it together with Mr. Jetter.

14· · · · A.· · Sure.

15· · · · Q.· · The Commission shall consider all relevant

16· factors including the alteration of asset lives to better

17· reflect changes in the economic life of plants and

18· equipment used to provide telecommunications services.

19· Does that refresh your recollection as to 54-7-12.1?

20· · · · A.· · Okay.

21· · · · Q.· · I believe you referred to this section in your

22· testimony, this section code in your testimony.· Do you

23· deny that?

24· · · · A.· · No, I don't deny.

25· · · · Q.· · The single asset straight line method that is
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·1· being recommended or that was used by the Division in

·2· calculating the depreciation expense in this case applies

·3· the consistent depreciation rate across the expected life

·4· of the asset, correct?

·5· · · · A.· · I'm sorry.· Say that one more time.

·6· · · · Q.· · So the single asset straight line method

·7· applies a consistent depreciation rate across the expected

·8· life of an asset, correct?

·9· · · · A.· · Yes.

10· · · · Q.· · And that depreciation rate is established at

11· the time that the asset is installed, correct?

12· · · · A.· · Yes.

13· · · · Q.· · Are there factors that could affect the

14· expected life of an asset?

15· · · · A.· · Yes.

16· · · · Q.· · What would those be?

17· · · · A.· · Any kind of substantial repairs, changes to the

18· asset's nature, any kind of change in the conditions in

19· which it was installed.

20· · · · Q.· · Obsolescence of the asset?

21· · · · A.· · Yes.

22· · · · Q.· · End of life, if a piece of equipment as

23· Mr. Johansen has testified is no longer supported by the

24· manufacturer that could reduce the life of the asset?

25· · · · A.· · Yes.
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·1· · · · Q.· · And the single asset straight line method of

·2· depreciation doesn't account for these potential issues; is

·3· that correct?

·4· · · · A.· · In the calculation of the expense, no.

·5· However, common depreciation practice as implemented by an

·6· accountant accounts for these changes as they occur.

·7· · · · Q.· · How?

·8· · · · A.· · So if a company asset is all of a sudden struck

·9· by lightning then that asset would obviously need to be

10· retired.· Then it's removed from the book, it's removed

11· from the asset base, and its corresponding accumulated

12· depreciation is also removed.

13· · · · Q.· · But as long as the asset stays in service --

14· you're talking about an adjustment that is made after the

15· asset is retired from service, correct?

16· · · · A.· · Yes.

17· · · · Q.· · So doesn't 54-7-12.1 require the Commission to

18· consider the alteration of asset lives to reflect changes

19· in the economic life of plant and equipment?

20· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I'm going to object to that to the

21· extent that it calls for a legal conclusion.

22· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Let's maybe handle it this

23· way.· That's what that section says.· Are you asking for

24· the Division to explain what it feels it means?

25· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· No.· Mr. Hellewell identified
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·1· this section in his testimony.· So I was just asking him to

·2· -- Mr. Jetter is right.· I've represented what that says so

·3· there is no question.

·4· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Okay.

·5· · · · Q.· · (By Ms. Slawson)· You testified that

·6· identification of the remaining lives of the asset group on

·7· a periodic basis is critical to a properly configured

·8· group, correct?

·9· · · · A.· · Yes.

10· · · · Q.· · In fact, on line 126 of your sur-surrebuttal

11· testimony you criticize Carbon's group asset methodology

12· because you state when additions are made to a group no

13· adjustment is made to the depreciable life of the group; is

14· that correct?

15· · · · A.· · I'm sorry.· Which line again?

16· · · · Q.· · Line 126 of your sur-surrebuttal.

17· · · · A.· · Yes.

18· · · · Q.· · I want to look at that conclusion that you

19· reach and I want to walk you through a depreciation

20· example.· It's very simple because I too -- I am a lawyer

21· and not an accountant.· So let's say you have an existing

22· group asset that when you put it in service it costs

23· $1,000.· Its life in years is 10 years.· What would the

24· annual depreciation expense for that group be?

25· · · · A.· · $100.
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·1· · · · Q.· · Let's say in year nine you have accumulated

·2· depreciation of $900, correct?

·3· · · · A.· · Yes, under the straight line method.

·4· · · · Q.· · Under the straight line method, right.· And you

·5· have a net book value -- well, yes, the group method

·6· applying straight line depreciation.

·7· · · · A.· · Okay.

·8· · · · Q.· · In year nine if you have accumulated

·9· depreciation of $900, what is the net book value of that

10· asset?

11· · · · A.· · $100.

12· · · · Q.· · And what is the remaining life in years?

13· · · · A.· · One year.

14· · · · Q.· · Let's say that group has a piece of copper

15· cable in it that stops working.· You replace that copper

16· cable for $200.· So you add that to the group.· At that

17· point the entire value of the group asset when it was

18· placed in service would be $1200, correct, the $1000

19· original plus the $200 that you have added?

20· · · · A.· · Right, that would be the gross book value.

21· · · · Q.· · And the life in years would remain the same,

22· the straight line depreciation method would remain a 10

23· year depreciable life, correct?

24· · · · A.· · It depends on what the addition does.

25· · · · Q.· · So under group methodology what would the life
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·1· in years for that group be?

·2· · · · A.· · According to Carbon/Emery from what I

·3· understand the remaining life would still be one year in

·4· which they would depreciate $300 in the remaining year.

·5· No, no.· Without doing the math it would be $1200 divided

·6· by 10.· So it would be $120.

·7· · · · Q.· · Great.· In year nine the accumulated

·8· depreciation of the group is still $900, correct?

·9· · · · A.· · Yes.

10· · · · Q.· · And in year nine the net book value of the

11· group with the $200 addition is now $300, correct?

12· · · · A.· · The net book value is $300 with the addition,

13· yes.· It's a complicated example for being a simple one.

14· · · · Q.· · How many years will it take to depreciate that

15· remaining net book value using the annual depreciation

16· expense of $120?

17· · · · A.· · Roughly two and a half years.

18· · · · Q.· · So it's not accurate to say that Carbon/Emery's

19· group method doesn't make any adjustment to the depreciable

20· life of the group, is it?· We've just shown that it does

21· add a year and a half to the plant life?

22· · · · A.· · In the example you are correct.· However, the

23· groups -- when we see Carbon/Emery add things to a group,

24· we don't know if it's a betterment or a repair that's

25· extending the life.· All we see is that a new asset is
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·1· being added to the group.· And oftentimes it's a

·2· substantial new asset.· So we think that an entire new

·3· asset, an entire new $1000 asset is being added to the

·4· group.· We don't know if it's a change or a repair or what.

·5· All we see is the capital additions.

·6· · · · Q.· · So it seems to me -- is it fair to say that

·7· your concern is that you're not sure whether Carbon/Emery

·8· is actually adjusting the depreciable life of the asset

·9· remaining, the actual remaining life of the asset?

10· · · · A.· · Right.· We see no adjustment on the life of an

11· asset that's being repaired.

12· · · · Q.· · That's different from what you just said

13· because initially you said you're not sure if they're doing

14· that.· So is your testimony now that they're not doing

15· that?

16· · · · A.· · No.· My testimony is not that they're not.· We

17· do not know.

18· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· The testimony is you see no

19· evidence in the record that Carbon/Emery does adjust the

20· life of an asset that has an addition?

21· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Correct.

22· · · · Q.· · (By Ms. Slawson)· But you will agree that the

23· example that I said was simple and you said turned out to

24· be a little bit complicated shows that under the group

25· method the depreciable life of the asset is increased by a
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·1· year and a half under that simple example, correct?

·2· · · · A.· · Yes.· It is a simplified explanation, but yes.

·3· · · · Q.· · In Mr. Woolsey -- wouldn't the FCC method which

·4· specifically requires consideration of the average

·5· remaining life more closely align with Utah Code 54-7-12

·6· than the single asset straight line method?

·7· · · · A.· · Each asset method is the business of the

·8· company that chooses it.· I feel like each one could be --

·9· as long as it's properly implemented each depreciation

10· method is proper.

11· · · · Q.· · But you testified here that one of the kind of

12· sticking points is that the depreciable life should reflect

13· the actual life?

14· · · · A.· · Yes.

15· · · · Q.· · And 54-7-12 also states, and I'll read it here,

16· that the Commission shall consider all relevant factors

17· including the alteration of asset lives to better reflect

18· changes in the economic life of plant and equipment used to

19· provide telecommunications services, correct?

20· · · · A.· · Yes.

21· · · · Q.· · And the FCC method also uses the calculation

22· that includes adjusting the average remaining service life

23· of the asset, correct?

24· · · · A.· · Of the asset group, yes.

25· · · · Q.· · And the single asset straight line method does
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·1· not make any adjustments of the asset lives?

·2· · · · A.· · The single asset approach is done again on a

·3· reactionary basis.· So as betterments are made to the asset

·4· then the CFO or the accountant in charge would make a

·5· judgment call to see if that extended the life of the asset

·6· or not.· It seems the FCC method is doing this as it goes

·7· along.

·8· · · · Q.· · Did the single asset straight line method that

·9· the Division used in this case to come up with depreciation

10· expense make adjustments to the remaining asset lives of

11· the asset, the remaining life of the asset?· Did you make

12· any adjustments?

13· · · · A.· · No.

14· · · · Q.· · In Mr. Woolsey's surrebuttal testimony he

15· calculated the depreciation expense using the FCC method.

16· Did you review that testimony?

17· · · · A.· · Yes.

18· · · · Q.· · And his testimony was filed on December 18,

19· 2015, correct?

20· · · · A.· · Yes.

21· · · · Q.· · And you indicate in your sur-surrebuttal

22· testimony that given Carbon/Emery's use of a new method at

23· such a late date the Division was unable to fully review

24· and investigate Mr. Woolsey's implementation of this

25· method, correct?
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·1· · · · A.· · Yes.

·2· · · · Q.· · I'm a little confused by that because in your

·3· direct testimony filed on August 21st it was you that

·4· identified the FCC method as a reasonable alternative for

·5· calculating Carbon's revenue requirement, wasn't it?

·6· · · · A.· · Yes.

·7· · · · Q.· · And didn't you have access to all of the data

·8· necessary to do the calculation prior to Mr. Woolsey doing

·9· the calculation in sur-surrebuttal testimony?

10· · · · A.· · Yes.

11· · · · Q.· · If you have never performed this calculation

12· how do you know that the FCC method would be a reasonable

13· alternative as you testified to in your direct examination?

14· · · · A.· · Because it's a generally accepted depreciation

15· method.

16· · · · Q.· · And doesn't is also eliminate issues related to

17· inaccurate depreciation life?

18· · · · A.· · It could if done correctly.

19· · · · Q.· · Since you haven't done the actual FCC

20· calculation you can't say whether Mr. Woolsey's calculation

21· using the FCC method was performed correctly or

22· incorrectly, can you?

23· · · · A.· · I'm not an employee of Carbon/Emery so I didn't

24· do their depreciation for them, no.

25· · · · Q.· · But you reviewed his calculation, correct?
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·1· · · · A.· · His FCC method of calculation?

·2· · · · Q.· · Yes.

·3· · · · A.· · Not in its entirety, which is what my testimony

·4· reflects.

·5· · · · Q.· · And your testimony is that you couldn't review

·6· it in its entirety because you didn't have enough time, or

·7· why couldn't you review that in its entirety?

·8· · · · A.· · Time was definitely a substantial factor.

·9· · · · Q.· · But you testified that you had all the

10· information you needed, you identified the method in August

11· and you had a month before your sur-surrebuttal testimony

12· was due; is that correct?

13· · · · A.· · Yes.

14· · · · Q.· · You did state on line 161 of your

15· sur-surrebuttal testimony that Mr. Woolsey failed to

16· include several asset groups, which are not included in the

17· most recent depreciation expense calculation.· Do you

18· recall that in your testimony?

19· · · · A.· · Yes.

20· · · · Q.· · And you identified seven asset groups which you

21· state contain assets and depreciation expense; is that

22· correct?

23· · · · A.· · Yes.

24· · · · Q.· · And isn't it true, however, that none of those

25· asset groups which you have identified have any remaining
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·1· book value to be depreciated?

·2· · · · A.· · Under the group depreciation method they do

·3· not.· However, using single asset straight line they do.

·4· · · · Q.· · Right.· But we're talking about the FCC method

·5· and adjusting, which is a group method, and adjusting for

·6· the average remaining life of the asset group, correct?

·7· · · · A.· · I did not fully review Mr. Woolsey's FCC

·8· calculation, so I do not know.

·9· · · · Q.· · So you don't know if it was correct or

10· incorrect?

11· · · · A.· · A cursory glance shows that they're missing.

12· · · · Q.· · But those asset groups have no remaining book

13· value, correct?

14· · · · A.· · I didn't go through every asset group and

15· determine if they have book value or not.

16· · · · Q.· · Would you agree that if the asset groups have

17· no remaining book value then they're not relevant to the

18· FCC method calculation?

19· · · · A.· · That would be correct, except for the fact if a

20· company is trying to persuade somebody to adopt their

21· methodology then it would stand to reason that they would

22· at least show that they themselves looked at the groups.

23· · · · Q.· · But you don't know if he looked at the group or

24· he didn't look at the group, right?

25· · · · A.· · Yes, that's correct.
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·1· · · · Q.· · You testified that the estimated service life

·2· is critical to these calculations, correct?

·3· · · · A.· · Sorry?

·4· · · · Q.· · Estimated remaining service life is critical to

·5· these calculations?

·6· · · · A.· · To the FCC method, yes.

·7· · · · Q.· · And you haven't offered any testimony that the

·8· service life as determined by Mr. Woolsey in his

·9· calculation do not properly represent the remaining service

10· life of Carbon's assets; is that correct?

11· · · · A.· · Yes.

12· · · · Q.· · I just have a couple more issues here.· I want

13· to talk a little bit about the interstate affect that's

14· been identified in the testimony.· You haven't performed

15· the depreciation calculation using the FCC method, but you

16· have provided a calculation of the depreciation expense

17· using what you call the single asset straight line method,

18· correct?

19· · · · A.· · Yes.

20· · · · Q.· · And I believe you provided a calculation using

21· what you call the vintage method of depreciation, correct?

22· · · · A.· · Yes.

23· · · · Q.· · Upon calculating the depreciation expense

24· adjustments using either of those methods, did you make any

25· adjustment for the interstate revenue associated with that
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·1· adjustment?

·2· · · · A.· · No.

·3· · · · Q.· · Would you agree that if you change a general

·4· expense item on the books of Carbon/Emery there is an

·5· interstate impact where the jurisdiction separations of the

·6· company -- I don't want to use confidential numbers here --

·7· are divided between interstate and intrastate

·8· jurisdictions?

·9· · · · A.· · Yes.

10· · · · Q.· · If you don't consider the interstate revenue

11· impact of the depreciation expense adjustment, then next

12· year if Carbon/Emery takes the lower depreciation expense

13· that you're suggesting and applies the jurisdictional

14· percentage to that adjusted lower number, Carbon/Emery will

15· recover less on the federal interstate side for that

16· adjusted depreciation expense; is that correct?

17· · · · A.· · Sure.

18· · · · Q.· · And if that happens, then under the total

19· company approach adopted by the Commission Carbon/Emery

20· would be entitled to seek recovery of the revenue shortfall

21· on the interstate side from the state; is that correct?

22· · · · A.· · Yes.

23· · · · Q.· · One final issue.· You identified in your

24· summary testimony that you carefully examined the books and

25· records of Carbon/Emery, correct?
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·1· · · · A.· · Yes.

·2· · · · Q.· · And I've been through your testimony at length

·3· and you allude in several places that the UUSF should not

·4· be used as an incentive for increase infrastructure

·5· investment, but I couldn't find any example where you

·6· testified that Carbon/Emery actually did this.· Is there

·7· anything like that in your testimony?

·8· · · · A.· · Your conclusions are your own.

·9· · · · Q.· · But you --

10· · · · A.· · My testimony it my testimony.

11· · · · Q.· · But there is nothing in your testimony about

12· them doing that?

13· · · · A.· · No, absolutely not.· There is no implication

14· that Carbon/Emery is misusing any of the state USF funds.

15· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· I have no other questions.

16· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Mr. Moore, you have a very

17· big decision to make.· We do need to close today at 5:00.

18· So you can elect to conduct your cross examination of

19· Mr. Hellewell if you have any right now or --

20· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· I have no questions.

21· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· All right.· Mr. Jetter, you

22· have a very big decision to make.· You can elect to do

23· redirect now, or depending on how much time you feel like

24· you need and how much energy you have left, I will let you

25· choose to begin with that tomorrow morning.
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·1· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· I actually have a fairly brief

·2· redirect, so it may be actually easier to press to do it

·3· now.

·4· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· That's fine.· Let's go to it.

·5· · · · · · · · · · · REDIRECT EXAMINATION

·6· BY MR. JETTER:

·7· · · · Q.· · I would like to just walk through a few

·8· questions with you on redirect.

·9· · · · A.· · Sure.

10· · · · Q.· · Is it accurate to say that the depreciation

11· number proposed by Carbon/Emery compared to their proposed

12· rate base or the current book value of the assets in

13· service would fully depreciate the entire company's

14· remaining book value in about five years?

15· · · · A.· · Yes.

16· · · · Q.· · Is that even plausible, that could be the case?

17· Based on --

18· · · · A.· · Not unless everything was a computer.

19· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· I'm sorry.· I didn't hear what

20· you said.

21· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· I said not unless everything was

22· a computer and has that asset life.

23· · · · Q.· · (By Mr. Jetter)· I would like to ask you

24· quickly about the same hypothetical used by Ms. Slawson.

25· In this hypothetical you have a gross book value of initial
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·1· asset on year one with a 10 year depreciation rate.· Using

·2· Carbon/Emery's group method year 10 with no additions that

·3· would sum set to a zero annual depreciation; is that

·4· correct?

·5· · · · A.· · Yes.

·6· · · · Q.· · And let's say hypothetically in year 11 you add

·7· another thousand dollar investment that you capitalize in

·8· that same group, while the original thousand dollar capital

·9· investment remains in service, what would the depreciation

10· be in year 12?

11· · · · A.· · $200.

12· · · · Q.· · So in fact that second asset now would be

13· depreciating at twice the rate of the first asset even

14· though theoretically they should have the same depreciation

15· rate?

16· · · · A.· · That's correct.

17· · · · Q.· · And that's because leaving an asset in the

18· group that has lived in that group beyond its service life

19· begins to affect the depreciation of all other assets added

20· later; is that correct?

21· · · · A.· · Yes.

22· · · · Q.· · And when you looked at the asset groups that

23· Carbon has used, they include significant amounts in dollar

24· value of assets that are beyond the calculated depreciation

25· life?
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·1· · · · A.· · Yes.

·2· · · · Q.· · And those are driving what we would consider

·3· significantly increased rates of depreciation?

·4· · · · A.· · Yes.

·5· · · · Q.· · Let me take my hypothetical one step further

·6· and let's say we get out to year 20.· And now you have

·7· $2000 in gross value that is entirely depreciated based on

·8· the group method, but they both remain in service.· Now

·9· let's say in year 21 you add another asset that would be a

10· 10 year depreciable life and let's say its value is $220 to

11· make the math easy.· How quickly would that asset, which

12· presumably under the Commission's 10 year depreciation rate

13· or the company's 10 year depreciation rate, how fast would

14· that asset actually be depreciated under the group method?

15· · · · A.· · It would be depreciated in one year.

16· · · · Q.· · And let's take that hypothetical and use it

17· with straight line depreciation.· You add your $1000 asset

18· in year one.· Year 10 that would depreciate $100 per year

19· and that would reach zero in year 10; is that correct?

20· · · · A.· · Yes.

21· · · · Q.· · And now at year 11 add $1000, how would that

22· depreciate over the next 10 years?

23· · · · A.· · It would depreciate at $100 for the next 10

24· years.

25· · · · Q.· · Would that be something you would consider
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·1· ratably distributing the $1000 capitalization over the 10

·2· year depreciable life?

·3· · · · A.· · Absolutely.

·4· · · · Q.· · In the alternative, if you were depreciating

·5· that at $200 a year, you're depreciating that entirely over

·6· five years.· Is it also ratably distributing the value over

·7· 10 years?

·8· · · · A.· · No.

·9· · · · Q.· · And finally with my hypothetical third

10· investment at year 21, would depreciating the entire asset

11· in one year ratably distribute it over a 10 year service

12· life?

13· · · · A.· · No.

14· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· That is all the redirect I have.

15· Thank you.

16· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Any recross, Ms. Slawson?

17· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· Yes, I have just a couple.

18· · · · · · · · · · · ·RECROSS EXAMINATION

19· BY MS. SLAWSON:

20· · · · Q.· · You testified that Carbon's assets will -- if

21· the depreciation expense provided by Carbon in its

22· application is accurate, then Carbon's assets will fully

23· depreciate in five years; is that correct?

24· · · · A.· · That's assuming no additions and no increase to

25· depreciation expense.
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·1· · · · Q.· · And in fact Carbon is adding an additional

·2· plant, correct?

·3· · · · A.· · Yes.· So a depreciation expense, therefore,

·4· should also unreasonably inflate.

·5· · · · Q.· · Are Carbon's -- one second please.· If the

·6· company is adding an additional plant, but also making

·7· disposals, the statement that you just made would not be

·8· accurate; is that correct?

·9· · · · A.· · Yes.· However, Carbon/Emery's disposals do not

10· match in any way their additions.· Their additions far

11· exceed the amount at which they're disposing.

12· · · · Q.· · Do you believe that Carbon's assets are going

13· to fully depreciate in five years even with the additions?

14· · · · A.· · Like I said, the situation was holding that

15· everything stands still.· I don't know the calculation,

16· however I do feel very strongly that a depreciation cliff

17· will happen somewhere in the future at which no matter what

18· Carbon/Emery adds it will be depreciated in an unreasonably

19· quick manner.

20· · · · Q.· · So I have two issues on that.· How far in the

21· future do you think this depreciation cliff will happen?

22· · · · A.· · I don't know.

23· · · · Q.· · More than three years?

24· · · · A.· · Possibly.

25· · · · Q.· · More than five years?
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·1· · · · A.· · Again, I don't know.

·2· · · · Q.· · Do you think it will happen in less than three

·3· years?

·4· · · · A.· · I don't know.

·5· · · · Q.· · That was my first question.· My second question

·6· on this -- my second question is this.· It seems that the

·7· overarching concern about Carbon's group method of

·8· depreciation that the Division has is that it does not

·9· accurately reflect the average remaining life of the assets

10· in the group; is that correct?

11· · · · A.· · Yes.

12· · · · Q.· · And isn't it true that the FCC method would

13· address this concern that the Division has?

14· · · · A.· · If properly configured, yes.

15· · · · Q.· · And by being properly configured you mean if

16· the asset remaining lives are accurately reflected; is that

17· correct?

18· · · · A.· · Well, all of the components which go into the

19· calculation using the FCC must be properly configured.

20· · · · Q.· · So average remaining life?

21· · · · A.· · That's the main sticking point.· Because is it

22· average remaining depreciable life, is it average remaining

23· life as it exists in the field.· That's the question that

24· needs to be answered.

25· · · · Q.· · What does the FCC formula say?
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·1· · · · A.· · Average remaining life.

·2· · · · Q.· · Wouldn't it make most sense if you're actually

·3· trying to figure out when you should retire assets and what

·4· the depreciation rate should be, wouldn't it actually make

·5· the most sense to figure out what the average remaining

·6· life of the asset in the field is?

·7· · · · A.· · Yes.

·8· · · · Q.· · Mr. Jetter asked you about a lot of

·9· hypothetical examples.· If the average remaining life --

10· wouldn't the FCC method address the concerns that the

11· Division has with those hypotheticals?

12· · · · A.· · Yes, in part.

13· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· I have no other questions.

14· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· We are going to adjourn for

15· today.· Mr. Jetter, do you have any other witnesses?

16· · · · · · · MR. JETTER:· No, that would be the end of the

17· Division's presentation.

18· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· So Mr. Moore, tomorrow --

19· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· We have two witnesses.

20· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· -- is all yours.

21· · · · · · · MR. MOORE:· Fine.

22· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Ms. Slawson, do you need the

23· screen tomorrow?

24· · · · · · · MS. SLAWSON:· I need the screen tomorrow.  I

25· didn't need it today.
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·1· · · · · · · HEARING OFFICER:· Thank you.· This room, I

·2· believe, will be locked and secured.· I'm going to leave

·3· all of my things right where they are.· So with that I

·4· think we can close.

·5· · · · · · · (The hearing adjourned at 5:10 p.m.)
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· · · · · · · · · · C E R T I F I C A T E

STATE OF UTAH· · · ·)
· · · · · · · · · · :
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )

· · I, Melinda J. Andersen, Certified Shorthand Reporter

and Notary Public in and for the County of Salt Lake and

State of Utah, do hereby certify:

· · That the foregoing proceedings were taken before me at

the time and place herein set forth, and were taken down by

me in shorthand and thereafter transcribed into typewritten

under my direction and supervision:

· · That the foregoing 244 pages contain a true and

correct transcription of my shorthand notes so taken.

· · WITNESS MY HAND and official seal at Salt Lake City,

Utah this 5th day of February, 2016.

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ___________________________
My Commission Expires:· · · · Melinda J. Andersen, C.S.R.
February 10, 2018
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               1                      P R O C E E D I N G S

               2              HEARING OFFICER:  Good morning.  Today is

               3  Tuesday January 26, 2016.  It is 9:00.  This is the date

               4  and time set for the formal hearing in the matter of the

               5  application of Carbon/Emery Telecom Incorporated for an

               6  increase in Utah Universal Service Fund Support.  This is

               7  Public Service Commission Docket 15-2302-01.

               8              Let's go ahead and get appearances on the

               9  record.  Carbon/Emery.

              10              MS. SLAWSON:  Thank you.  My name is Kira

              11  Slawson.  I represent Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc. as the

              12  attorney.  With me, starting at the far end of counsel

              13  table is Brock Johansen, the CEO of Carbon/Emery Telecom

              14  Inc.  Next to him, and next to me, is Darren Woolsey, the

              15  CFO of Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc.  We also have another

              16  witness, Douglas Meredith from JSI.

              17              HEARING OFFICER:  Then you are also

              18  representing URTA, the intervener; is that correct?

              19              MS. SLAWSON:  I am, yes.

              20              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  Is anyone else

              21  here from URTA?

              22              MS. SLAWSON:  No -- well, Douglas Meredith is

              23  the witness for URTA, yes.

              24              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  And for the

              25  Division.
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               1              MR. JETTER:  Good morning.  I'm Justin Jetter.

               2  I'm with the Utah Attorney General's office and I represent

               3  the Utah Division of Public Utilities.  With me at counsel

               4  table is William Duncan with the Utah Division of Public

               5  Utilities.  And the Division intends to present two

               6  witnesses today who are seated in the back, Casey Coleman

               7  and Joseph Hellewell.

               8              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  And for the

               9  Office.

              10              THE WITNESS:  Robert Moore, Attorney General's

              11  office representing the Office of Consumer Services.

              12  Seated next to me is our witness Bion Ostrander.  We also

              13  have a witness David Brevitz who will be testifying.  And

              14  Michele Beck, the director of the Office of Consumer

              15  Services, is also present and she may speak to any policy

              16  issues that come up during the hearing.

              17              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  Just as we get

              18  started here, a couple of housekeeping matters.  We are

              19  scheduled to break from the UUSF hearing this morning at

              20  noon to take any comments from any public witnesses who

              21  might appear.  I don't know if any will be here or not.  We

              22  haven't had any requests to call in, correct?  So we'll see

              23  if anybody comes.  If we don't see anybody for the public

              24  witness hearing then I think we could just continue with

              25  the UUSF hearing.  We do need to be prepared to take public
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               1  comments for a period of about an hour at least, but then

               2  at 1:00 we could take a lunch break.  Does that sound all

               3  right?

               4              Let's talk about witness and exhibit lists just

               5  briefly.  All parties have filed those and the Office did a

               6  little amendment to it yesterday to remove information that

               7  related to testimony that's been withdrawn.  Does any party

               8  have an objection to any other party's witness and exhibit

               9  list today?  Carbon.

              10              MS. SLAWSON:  I guess it's not so much as an

              11  objection, but I wasn't aware that Ms. Beck was on the

              12  witness list for policy issues.

              13              HEARING OFFICER:  Do you object to her making a

              14  statement if she feels it is necessary?

              15              MS. SLAWSON:  We would obviously want the

              16  opportunity to cross examine on any statements.

              17              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  Thank you.

              18  Division, any objection?

              19              MR. JETTER:  The Division has no objection.

              20              HEARING OFFICER:  Office.

              21              MR. MOORE:  That's fine.

              22              HEARING OFFICER:  And you speak for URTA as

              23  well?

              24              MS. SLAWSON:  I do.

              25              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  So I think it
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               1  would be appropriate, largely the exhibit and witness lists

               2  -- well, the exhibit lists just capture and summarize the

               3  prefiled testimony that's been submitted.  So I believe all

               4  the parties have had a chance to look at all of that.  I

               5  think it would be appropriate for me to just accept it into

               6  the record as filed and as marked and that might save us

               7  some time.  Is that what the parties were expecting, or is

               8  that acceptable?

               9              MS. SLAWSON:  That's acceptable to the Company.

              10              MR. JETTER:  It's generally acceptable to the

              11  Division.  We have some corrections that we would like to

              12  make that generally the witnesses will do at the beginning

              13  of their testimony.  I'll walk through that with them.

              14              HEARING OFFICER:  Okay.  Office, does that meet

              15  with your expectations?

              16              MR. MOORE:  That's fine.  I had some exhibits

              17  that came up that might not have been on the exhibit list.

              18  I guess Ms. Slawson can object to them at that time if she

              19  feels.

              20              HEARING OFFICER:  Sure.

              21              MR. MOORE:  If she feels they're not

              22  appropriate.

              23              HEARING OFFICER:  But to the extent that we

              24  already have filed exhibits that are on that list, we'll

              25  accept them to the record as filed subject to correction
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               1  during testimony and as premarked.  Okay.  I think that

               2  will save us some time.

               3              The next thing I wanted to do for housekeeping

               4  is just note for the record that many of the exhibits do

               5  contain information that the parties have marked as

               6  confidential.  Generally the confidential sections include

               7  financial information and numbers.  I just wanted to make

               8  the parties aware and put on to the record Utah Code

               9  Section 54-3-21(4), which requires this hearing to be open

              10  to the public, including all records to be open to the

              11  public, except it says that the Commission may withhold

              12  from the public any information that it determines needs to

              13  be withheld in the best interest of the public.  I can give

              14  you that.  Do you want me to read it exactly what it says?

              15              MS. SLAWSON:  No, that's fine.

              16              HEARING OFFICER:  So I anticipate today that

              17  the parties will be discussing concepts and principles and

              18  polices and leave the numbers where they are, which is in

              19  the confident exhibits.  If you find it necessary to talk

              20  about the numbers today and you want me to close the

              21  hearing for the purpose of doing that you're going to have

              22  to demonstrate that closing the hearing is in the public

              23  interest, which is an interesting concept.  I just wanted

              24  to make the parties aware of that.

              25              Then finally, the Commission issued a notice a
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               1  few days ago on January 21st asking the parties to be

               2  prepared to address threshold questions that are raised in

               3  the statute specifically prohibiting any use of UUSF funds

               4  for support of unregulated activities or any activities

               5  that do not constitute basic telephone service.  Do the

               6  parties have a preference as to how and when to address

               7  these issues?

               8              MS. SLAWSON:  The Company, Carbon/Emery would

               9  prefer that these issues be addressed in post hearing

              10  briefing.  I think that affords the opportunity to look at

              11  the legal aspects of the statute after all the testimony

              12  has been entered so we can apply the legal aspects of the

              13  statute to the testimony as in the record.

              14              HEARING OFFICER:  Are you prepared to address

              15  it at all today?

              16              MS. SLAWSON:  I am.

              17              HEARING OFFICER:  Could you address it at least

              18  generally at the outset here, the threshold question, so if

              19  the statute isn't satisfied then that is perhaps as far as

              20  we need to go.  If you could address it at least briefly at

              21  the beginning that would be helpful.

              22              MS. SLAWSON:  Okay.

              23              HEARING OFFICER:  Division.

              24              MR. JETTER:  I suppose we have a question for

              25  the Commission on this.  We have a witness prepared to give

                                                                            11
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               1  a statement responding to those questions, but we weren't

               2  certain if you preferred that from counsel or -- it's kind

               3  of to some extent mixed questions of policy that may be

               4  more appropriate, at least from the Division's perspective,

               5  to have one of our policy folks discuss it.  But the

               6  alternative is also I'm prepared to provide you with our

               7  position on it.

               8              HEARING OFFICER:  Perhaps you could just

               9  address it briefly upfront.

              10              MR. JETTER:  Okay.

              11              HEARING OFFICER:  And then we'll take your

              12  witness whenever you want to bring him or her.

              13              THE WITNESS:  Okay.

              14              HEARING OFFICER:  Office.

              15              MR. MOORE:  We'll address it briefly in the

              16  beginning.  We also have a condensed written response that

              17  we would like to introduce as an exhibit if Ms. Slawson

              18  does not object.  Also this is the reason we have Ms. Beck

              19  available to talk on policy questions if they arise.

              20              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  Thank you.  So

              21  that is all that I wanted to discuss here as we get started

              22  in terms of housekeeping.  Do the parties have any other

              23  questions that we need to talk about before we go into the

              24  meat of this matter?  All right.  It doesn't look like it.

              25  Are the parties ready to begin then with opening

                                                                            12
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               1  statements?

               2              MS. SLAWSON:  Basically I would introduce the

               3  witness and then each witness has prepared a summary of

               4  their testimony, so I didn't prepare any particular opening

               5  statement.

               6              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  The Division or

               7  the Office, you're fine to left Carbon just go ahead?

               8              MR. JETTER:  Yes.  I think our general practice

               9  has not been to offer -- generally we don't have an opening

              10  or closing statement unless requested by the Commission.

              11              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  Very good.

              12              MS. SLAWSON:  I guess as a preliminary matter

              13  in light of what Mr. Jetter just said, we have requested

              14  through an e-mail communication with counsel and the with

              15  the ALJ that there be closing argument in this matter.  And

              16  we suggested that our preference was to have that on a post

              17  hearing basis provided in a written form.  But we are

              18  prepared if necessary and if time permits to do a closing

              19  argument also.

              20              HEARING OFFICER:  I think I responded and said

              21  we'll see how the hearing goes.

              22              MS. SLAWSON:  Exactly.

              23              HEARING OFFICER:  Very good.  All right.  Then

              24  under the rule Carbon/Emery, which is the applicant, has

              25  the burden of proof.  Begin.  Go ahead.
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               1              MS. SLAWSON:  Thank you.  I would like to call

               2  Darren Woolsey -- I'm sorry, I mean Brock Johansen to the

               3  stand.

               4              (The witness is sworn in.)

               5                       DIRECT EXAMINATION

               6  BY MS. SLAWSON:

               7        Q.    Good morning, Mr. Johansen.  Would you please

               8  state your name, employer and business address for the

               9  record?

              10        A.    Yes.  Brock Johansen.  I'm the chief executive

              11  officer of Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc.  My business address

              12  is 445 East Highway 29, Orangeville, Utah, 84537.

              13        Q.    On behalf of the applicant Carbon/Emery you

              14  have participated in this record, correct?

              15        A.    Yes.

              16        Q.    Have you prepared and caused to be filed

              17  testimony in this record?

              18        A.    Yes.

              19        Q.    If you were asked those same questions here

              20  today that you prepared in written form, would your answers

              21  be the same?

              22        A.    Yes.

              23        Q.    Do you have any correction to the testimony

              24  that you gave in your prefiled testimony?

              25        A.    Yes, just one.  Through this process the amount
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               1  that Carbon/Emery has requested in UUSF distribution has

               2  changed.  So lines 59 and 141 should be corrected to

               3  reflect the accurate amount of $570,643 which is the amount

               4  of Carbon/Emery's UUSF request.

               5        Q.    Do you have a summary of your testimony that

               6  you would like to give today?

               7        A.    Yes.

               8        Q.    Go ahead.

               9        A.    I filed direct testimony in support of

              10  Carbon/Emery's amended application for an increase in Utah

              11  Universal Service Fund distributions.  The purpose of my

              12  testimony is to demonstrate that Carbon/Emery is a

              13  telephone corporation qualified to transact business and

              14  operate as a local exchange carrier providing

              15  telecommunications services within the State of Utah under

              16  authority issued to Carbon/Emery by the Utah Public Service

              17  Commission, which I will refer to as the Commission, and to

              18  testify that Carbon/Emery is an eligible telecommunications

              19  carrier pursuant to 47 U.S.C. Section 214(e) and is in

              20  compliance with Commission orders and rules.

              21              I testify that Carbon/Emery conducted a

              22  thorough review of its operational expenses and revenues

              23  for test year 2014, adjusted for known and measurable

              24  changes, and determined that Carbon/Emery has a revenue

              25  deficiency, which pursuant to Utah Code Annotated Section
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               1  54-8b-15 and Utah Administrative Code R746-360 Carbon/Emery

               2  is entitled to receive additional disbursements from the

               3  Utah Universal Service Fund (UUSF).  I testify that the

               4  increase of UUSF support will enable Carbon/Emery to

               5  continue providing affordable service to its customers, and

               6  to engage in construction of capital projects, while

               7  earning a reasonable rate of return as permitted by Utah

               8  Code.

               9              I indicate in my testimony that Carbon/Emery's

              10  current rates for basic residential and commercial services

              11  are set at the current affordable base rate as determined

              12  by the Commission.

              13              I identify Darren Woolsey, Carbon/Emery's Chief

              14  Financial Officer, and Douglas Meredith of John Staurulakis

              15  Inc. as individuals who will be providing additional

              16  testimony on behalf of Carbon/Emery.  And I indicate I have

              17  reviewed the testimony and exhibits filed on behalf of

              18  Carbon/Emery in this case and that the testimony and

              19  exhibits filed on behalf of Carbon/Emery accurately reflect

              20  the financial and operational situation of the company.

              21              I also present testimony that Carbon/Emery has

              22  not implemented any significant changes in its accounting

              23  procedures.  I describe the collection and write-off

              24  policies for bad debt.  And I identify immaterial penalties

              25  assessed to the company.  I testify that the company has
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               1  not received any revenue ruling requests, IRS responses or

               2  had any correspondence from the IRS other than periodic

               3  filing of payroll and tax forms.

               4              Finally, I testify that the increase in UUSF

               5  support requested by Carbon/Emery is in the public interest

               6  and is just and reasonable to permit Carbon/Emery to

               7  continue to provide telecommunications services at just and

               8  reasonable rates to its customers.  This concludes the

               9  summary of my testimony.

              10              MS. SLAWSON:  Mr. Johansen is now available for

              11  cross examination questions.

              12              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Jetter, anything?

              13              MR. JETTER:  No questions from the Division.

              14              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore?

              15              MR. MOORE:  No questions.  Thank you.

              16              MS. SLAWSON:  Carbon/Emery would now like to

              17  call to the stand Darren Woolsey.

              18              (The witness is sworn in.)

              19                       DIRECT EXAMINATION

              20  BY MS. SLAWSON:

              21        Q.    Would you please state your name, employer and

              22  business address for the record?

              23        A.    Yes.  My name is Darren Woolsey.  I'm employed

              24  by Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc. since April of 2006.  The

              25  address of our corporation is 445 East Highway 29 in
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               1  Orangeville, Utah, 84537.

               2        Q.    Did you prepare and cause to be filed direct,

               3  supplemental rebuttal, surrebuttal and sur-surrebuttal

               4  testimony with attending exhibits in this case?

               5        A.    Yes.

               6        Q.    Do you have any substantive changes to the

               7  answers that you gave in the questions asked in the

               8  prefiled testimony?

               9        A.    I have no substantial changes, but there are

              10  three small corrections that I would like to make.  At line

              11  746 of my revised rebuttal testimony, which was dated

              12  September 4, 2015, there is a reference to aerial cable

              13  plant life which is dated at 20 years.  And the correct

              14  life for that aerial cable plant should read 10 years.

              15  There is no subsequent calculations or additional testimony

              16  that rely on that correction.

              17              The other two corrections are related to lines

              18  402 in the sur-surrebuttal testimony dated December 18,

              19  2015.  There is a number here which needs to be corrected

              20  that was originally marked as confidential.

              21              MS. SLAWSON:  It's a number that was originally

              22  marked as confidential in the testimony.  He just wants to

              23  make a change to that number.  I'm not sure what the best

              24  way of making that change is since we want it to remain a

              25  confidential number.
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               1              HEARING OFFICER:  If you want to give it to me

               2  in this matter you have to make some sort of explanation as

               3  to why we close the hearing for that purpose.  Otherwise,

               4  you're going to have to provide it outside of this open

               5  meeting.

               6              MS. SLAWSON:  We would argue that the hearing

               7  should be closed for this limited purpose to state the

               8  number so that the confidential record would accurately

               9  reflect the correction that needs to be made.  We think

              10  that the number that is being changed is a calculation with

              11  regard to depreciation expense, which is a confidential

              12  number which should remain confidential in this hearing.

              13              HEARING OFFICER:  And why is it in the public

              14  interest?

              15              MS. SLAWSON:  It's in the public interest

              16  because the confidential financial information of the

              17  company allows -- if in the hands of competitors it could

              18  cause a competitive advantage to the competitors and a

              19  competitive disadvantage to Carbon/Emery.

              20              HEARING OFFICER:  Does the Division agree or

              21  disagree?

              22              MR. JETTER:  I think it's generally been our

              23  practice to close these hearings when similar issues have

              24  come up for the same reasons that we would, I guess, allow

              25  the confidentiality of these type of numbers for purpose of
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               1  encouraging the Company to be as forthcoming as possible

               2  with providing at least the Division with as much

               3  information as we request without having extensive

               4  discovery fights over that.

               5              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.

               6              MR. MOORE:  We have no objection to going

               7  confidential.  If it's simply a number that needs to be

               8  corrected there doesn't seem to be any strong public reason

               9  to have that information provided publically.  The public

              10  won't gain much in weighing it against the loss of

              11  confidential information.

              12              HEARING OFFICER:  I'm persuaded by Mr. Jetter's

              13  argument that allowing any company to keep its financial

              14  information confidential is in the public interest because

              15  it fosters open disclosure to the Division and to the

              16  Commission, which allows for better decision making in

              17  these matters.  So I will grant the request to close the

              18  hearing briefly in order to correct the number in Darren

              19  Woolsey's sur-surrebuttal testimony at line 402.

              20              Ms. Slawson, is there anybody that you want to

              21  leave the room?

              22              MS. SLAWSON:  No.

              23              HEARING OFFICER:  Can you pause the stream?

              24  Okay.  Go ahead.

              25
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              24              HEARING OFFICER:  Okay.  We are back in the

              25  open portion of this hearing.  Go ahead.
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               1        Q.    (By Ms. Slawson)  Do those two changes that you

               2  have identified confidentially affect the conclusions that

               3  you arrived at in your testimony?

               4        A.    They do not affect the conclusions we arrived

               5  at in the testimony.

               6        Q.    Do you have a summary of your testimony that

               7  you would like to give today?

               8        A.    I do.

               9        Q.    Go ahead.

              10        A.    Carbon/Emery Telecom filed an amended

              11  application for increase in UUSF support on April 2, 2015.

              12  Accompanying this filing was my direct testimony which is

              13  provided today to introduce the application and the

              14  associated exhibits.  The application is based upon a

              15  calendar 2014 historical base year and ties directly to the

              16  Carbon/Emery 2014 trial balances and annual report

              17  submitted to the Public Service Commission of Utah.  This

              18  is true with only four adjustments needed.  One of them is

              19  a rate base exclusion.  There are two known and measurable

              20  adjustments.  Then there is the associated tax adjustments

              21  needed for these other changes.  Based upon this

              22  information I recommend that the Commission adopt 2014 with

              23  the recommended adjustments as a representative test year

              24  for the effective period.

              25              I testify that Carbon/Emery complies with FCC
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               1  rules guiding the measurement, gathering, and allocation of

               2  the costs necessary to provide regulated telecommunications

               3  services, including the FCC rules contained in Part 32 and

               4  Part 64 as well as Public Service Commission Rule

               5  746-340-2.

               6              My direct testimony includes a general

               7  description of the process used in the application for

               8  Carbon/Emery's calculation of cost of capital.  My

               9  testimony regarding this calculation describes the process

              10  by which costs are assigned to the interstate or intrastate

              11  jurisdiction, the imputation of 35 percent debt through use

              12  of a hypothetical capital structure, and the calculation of

              13  the authorized rate of return and revenue requirement.

              14              I also provide additional testimony addressing

              15  various concerns identified by the Division and the Office

              16  in their prefiled testimony.  Specifically, with the

              17  benefit of hindsight and to address concerns raised by the

              18  Office and Division with which I do not object, I accept

              19  four adjustments to Carbon/Emery's initial UUSF request.

              20              These adjustments included a reduction in the

              21  original landline loss adjustment proposed by Carbon/Emery

              22  to reflect additional actual loss data experienced in 2015.

              23  The second item was an increase for nonregulated affiliate

              24  revenue projected for the anticipated migration of

              25  customers from cable internet to fiber to the home internet
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               1  as our fiber to the home project progresses.  So this is

               2  basically a move of customers from our nonregulated plant

               3  to our regulated plant.  The third item is an increase in

               4  interstate revenue to Carbon/Emery related to interstate

               5  services provided by Carbon/Emery to its affiliate ET&V.

               6  This adjustment was evidenced on the July 2015 cost study,

               7  which was unavailable at the time of our original

               8  application.  And finally, a decrease in rate base for the

               9  exclusion of long-term healthcare obligation liabilities

              10  consistent with FCC handling of these same liabilities.

              11              The combination of the adjustments result in a

              12  decrease in the UUSF request of $246,266.

              13              HEARING OFFICER:  Can you give me that number

              14  again?

              15              THE WITNESS:  $246,266, which brings our

              16  revised UUSF request to $570,643.

              17              I would like to briefly summarize key disputed

              18  issues that I think are remaining in this proceeding.

              19              First of all, depreciation.  Carbon/Emery's

              20  method of depreciation and calculated depreciation expense

              21  are at issue in this case.  I have testified to the

              22  appropriateness of Carbon/Emery's group asset methodology

              23  in accordance with the FCC's Uniform System of Accounts,

              24  which is contained in Part 32.  Specifically, Part 32

              25  Section 32.2000(g)(i) promulgates depreciation expense be
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               1  calculated using a group plan of accounting.  This

               2  methodology has been consistently applied since

               3  Carbon/Emery's beginning in 2001 and is an industry

               4  accepted method of calculating depreciation.  I testify

               5  that Carbon/Emery's test year depreciation expense

               6  contained in its application is representative of the

               7  effective UUSF period.  As support, I testify that

               8  historical depreciation has remained consistent with recent

               9  increases reflecting plant replacement which is anticipated

              10  to continue for the next five to seven years.

              11              Though the Division acknowledges that there are

              12  many different acceptable methods to calculate

              13  depreciation, the Division recommends that the Commission

              14  use a single asset depreciation method to calculate the

              15  appropriate depreciation expense in this case.  I do not

              16  agree with the Division's recommendation, nor do I agree

              17  with their calculation under that method because the

              18  Division's method does not result in a depreciation expense

              19  number or a rate base number that is representative of the

              20  realized and effective period.

              21              The Office does not question the group method

              22  of depreciation, but takes exception to the calculation of

              23  depreciation expense for certain accounts because of the

              24  asset lives of the group.  I testify that the depreciation

              25  expense in the application is representative of the
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               1  effective period, and that a switch of depreciation method

               2  is not needed.  Any concerns raised by the Office or the

               3  Division with regard to depreciation expense can be

               4  addressed with adjustments to the remaining asset lives in

               5  certain groups used by Carbon/Emery as prescribed by the

               6  FCC method.

               7              In the alternative, if the Commission decides

               8  to abandon group depreciation, I testify that such action

               9  should be taken on a prospective basis for assets added

              10  after the Commission establishes a different methodology.

              11              The next outstanding issue that I would like to

              12  discuss briefly is the cost of capital used to calculate

              13  the required rate of return.  With respect to cost of

              14  capital, and capital rate structure, I defer to Douglas

              15  Meredith who has provided testimony on this issue.  My

              16  testimony on this issue is limited to using the 12.13

              17  percent return on equity, which has been used by the

              18  Division in recent cases that we have been involved with.

              19              My next topic is the exclusion of certain rate

              20  base items.  Carbon/Emery's application for additional UUSF

              21  includes telephone plant under construction and materials

              22  and supplies as rate base items.  These inclusions are

              23  allowed by the FCC in rate base at their full value, and I

              24  testify that the PSC has historically matched this

              25  treatment by recognizing these inclusions at their full
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               1  rate value.  The Office proposes a 50 percent reduction to

               2  both plant under construction and materials and supplies to

               3  which Carbon/Emery remains opposed.

               4              I testify that Carbon/Emery's telephone plant

               5  under construction account represents the actual plant

               6  expenditures with no inclusion of future purchases or known

               7  and measurable adjustments.  These plant expenditures, like

               8  any other properly documented actual plant expenditures,

               9  should be included in both federal and state base rate.

              10              With respect to the materials and supplies, the

              11  Office argues that the materials and supplies account needs

              12  to be normalized because it is higher than historical

              13  levels.  I testify that the increase in materials and

              14  supplies represents real purchases of materials and

              15  supplies, which are inventoried onsite, and that the

              16  increased levels are needed for current operations,

              17  including current construction projects.  I also testify

              18  that the current level of materials and supplies will be

              19  needed for at least the next five years.  No normalization

              20  adjustment is needed to this account.

              21              The next issue I would like to discuss is

              22  expense allocations, including the CSR allocator and the

              23  accounting and general allocator.  The Office proposes an

              24  adjustment to Carbon/Emery's CSR expense allocator between

              25  regulated and nonregulated operations, but the Office's
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               1  proposed adjustment is based on faulty assumptions.  CSR

               2  costs are allocated between regulated and nonregulated

               3  companies based first on the direct coding of CSR time to

               4  the regulated or nonregulated companies.  The remaining

               5  time that is not direct coded is allocated using four cost

               6  allocation factors, including the CSR distribution

               7  currently at issue as well as three other allocators

               8  including the dispatch distribution, directory

               9  distribution, and Moab CSR distributions.

              10              I testify that when all CSR coding is

              11  considered, more CSR labor in 2014 was coded to the

              12  nonregulated affiliates of Carbon/Emery Telecom than to the

              13  regulated affiliates -- that was 52 percent versus 48

              14  percent -- and that the final disposition of CSR labor and

              15  associated other department costs are the result of direct

              16  coding as well as the use of these four different cost

              17  allocators and we feel that allocation is correct.

              18              The Office also takes issue with the CSR

              19  distribution allocation factor because it was based on a

              20  time study from 2010.  I have testified to changes in the

              21  CSR department, including the addition diagnostic tools and

              22  an advanced internet troubleshooting group.  These changes

              23  have greatly reduced the amount of time spent by CSR's

              24  related to nonregulated customer service functions that

              25  they perform.  And these changes have corresponded with
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               1  increased internet customers from that 2010 date.  So we

               2  feel like the original costs of our time study is still

               3  valid in this case.

               4              With respect to the accounting and general

               5  allocator, I testify that the use of billing records as an

               6  indicator of costs is appropriate and results in a

               7  representative allocation factor.  However, I also testify

               8  that with proper weighting and application, the use of

               9  plant, labor, and billing records could also be considered

              10  representative cost drivers.  My testimony includes a

              11  recalculation and proper weighting and use of these three

              12  identified cost drivers, the billing records, the labor

              13  dollars, and the plant costs.  The results of this

              14  calculation evidence essentially the same allocation

              15  percentages for Carbon/Emery as was determined by using

              16  just the billing records.

              17              The next item with which we take issue is

              18  interest synchronization.  In this issue I testify that

              19  interest synchronization in the Carbon/Emery proceeding is

              20  inappropriate.  Because Carbon/Emery has no debt, the tax

              21  deductions related to interest expense therefore do not

              22  exist.  We have no debt.  No amount of debt imputation in a

              23  hypothetical capital structure is going to create that tax

              24  deduction.  In the absence of any actual interest to

              25  synchronize, I maintain that this adjustment is not needed.
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               1  In doing that I want to be clear here, I concede that the

               2  imputation of hypothetical debt on Carbon/Emery will reduce

               3  its taxable income because they're going to get less tax in

               4  that calculation.  So as a result there is less income

               5  taxes to be paid because there is less income made there.

               6  With interest synchronization, however, there is not any

               7  real tax deductions created by that synchronization.  What

               8  this results in is a change in the amount of tax without

               9  having an actual or possibility of an actual interest

              10  deduction for tax purposes to offset that.  So we have no

              11  possibility to ever recover through the UUSF process that

              12  interest synchronization.  That concludes my summary really

              13  on that.

              14        Q.    (By Ms. Slawson)  Thank you.  Mr. Woolsey, in

              15  Carbon/Emery's application the Company requests that the

              16  reasonable costs incurred by Carbon/Emery in the UUSF

              17  application be recovered in a one time lump sum

              18  distribution to Carbon/Emery from the UUSF.  Do you know

              19  what those costs are?

              20        A.    I do not at this time.  The costs are

              21  continuing at this point.  I would anticipate that

              22  Carbon/Emery could submit a bill for the costs of this

              23  proceeding, that we could submit those to the Commission

              24  much like an attorney would do for attorney's fees at the

              25  conclusion of a trial.
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               1              MS. SLAWSON:  Mr. Woolsey is now available for

               2  cross examination.

               3              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Jetter.

               4                       CROSS EXAMINATION

               5  BY MR. JETTER:

               6        Q.    Good morning, Mr. Woolsey.  I do have a few

               7  questions.

               8        A.    Okay.

               9        Q.    I would like to ask you a few questions this

              10  morning related to depreciation and the depreciation method

              11  used by Carbon/Emery.  I believe an accurate representation

              12  of the testimony both of yours and Mr. Meredith that you

              13  would agree that the method of group depreciation proposed

              14  by Carbon/Emery does in fact accelerate the depreciation of

              15  the assets in many of the listed groups?

              16        A.    Yes.

              17        Q.    I'm looking at Confidential Exhibit 1 that was

              18  filed by Carbon/Emery in the application.  I'm going to

              19  avoid using the confidential numbers, but if you could take

              20  a quick look --

              21              MR. JETTER:  Could I have just a moment off the

              22  record to ask counsel for Carbon/Emery whether ratios

              23  between a few of these numbers would be something they

              24  consider confidential?

              25              HEARING OFFICER:  Sure.
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               1              (Off the record.)

               2              MR. JETTER:  I would actually request -- I

               3  think it's going to be a little bit more convenient for us

               4  to go off the record briefly for this.  I shouldn't say off

               5  the record, but to go into a confidential mode here.

               6              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.

               7
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               1

               2

               3

               4

               5

               6

               7

               8

               9

              10              HEARING OFFICER:  Would you repeat your

              11  question, Mr. Jetter?

              12              MR. JETTER:  Yes.

              13        Q.    (By Mr. Jetter)  I asked if the ratio of those

              14  two values indicate that the requested depreciation annual

              15  value results in a specific time period in which the entire

              16  proposed rate base currently in service would be fully

              17  depreciated?

              18        A.    I agree from that calculation that would be

              19  roughly five and a half years if that were a straight up

              20  calculation.  There are certain components of that

              21  calculation which will extend out into the future,

              22  including conduit and buildings.  The expenses that would

              23  become fully depreciated are going to be our cable

              24  accounts, both aerial and buried cable, as well as our

              25  subscriber equipment.  This is actually very appropriate
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               1  and it's a good starting point I think for discussion.

               2              Our subscriber equipment only has an eight year

               3  life.  We are into this equipment six years at this point

               4  from when we purchased the equipment shortly after Brock

               5  and I began our employment back in 2006.  This equipment is

               6  no longer supported by our vender.  It needs to be

               7  replaced.  What we're doing with this replacement is we're

               8  corresponding this replacement with the fiber to the home

               9  upgrade.  So the equipment will be upgraded with fiber to

              10  the home type of equipment.

              11              Similarly, our buried and aerial cable plant is

              12  being significantly overhauled.  Fiber to the home, we're

              13  actually doing drops to each of our existing customers, not

              14  to all homes that currently have copper to them, but to our

              15  existing customers.  This process is anticipated to

              16  continue for the next five years, a little bit longer.  We

              17  have some outlining areas that we will end up picking up

              18  past that point.

              19              But this kind of demonstrates the fact that our

              20  plant is at the end of its life and it needs to be replaced

              21  and we're in the process of doing that.  It's not as if

              22  this depreciation is the end of the depreciation, the 10

              23  million, is scheduled to be replaced.  We provided data

              24  showing that replacement in a methodical and a very

              25  measurable approach to a fiber to the home type
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               1  replacement.

               2              HEARING OFFICER:  Can you help me understand

               3  what you mean when you say that your existing equipment is

               4  no longer supported by your vender?

               5              THE WITNESS:  I may not be the best person to

               6  describe this because I'm an accountant and not the plant

               7  guy.  But it's electronic equipment that has software

               8  capability to it.  And at some point the support for that

               9  equipment is no longer -- the equipment is no longer

              10  supported by the company that originally created the

              11  equipment so it requires upgrades to the existing equipment

              12  or replacement to the existing equipment.  In this case

              13  we're moving specifically from the traditional copper based

              14  equipment to fiber equipment.

              15              HEARING OFFICER:  So it's the software

              16  component that is no longer supported?

              17              THE WITNESS:  Right.  It's hardware as well.  I

              18  guess it's a combination of hardware, software that works

              19  together to allow the copper -- the phone line at the end

              20  of the loop to talk back to the switch at the CO or to

              21  allow the transmission of IP data back for internet

              22  purposes, that kind of thing.  So it's that software,

              23  hardware combination that allows that communication to

              24  occur.

              25              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  Mr. Jetter.
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               1        Q.    (By Mr. Jetter)  Thank you.  I would like to

               2  ask you just a little bit more about that actually.  The

               3  software you're discussing no longer being supported and

               4  the upgrades needed.  Are the upgrades needed necessary for

               5  future service for the telephone service?

               6        A.    Yes.

               7        Q.    Are they also necessary for faster internet

               8  service?

               9        A.    They do both.

              10        Q.    Okay.  Is part of your telephone service

              11  provided on essentially an internet type service than a

              12  switching done at -- I guess, through an IP type service

              13  rather than a traditional switch telephone service?

              14        A.    It is a packet base protocol.  It is digital.

              15  But it isn't internet protocol phone, it is traditional

              16  phone.

              17        Q.    Are you aware of any other venders that may

              18  continue to support the equipment that you have going

              19  forward for other companies who are also using that same

              20  equipment?

              21        A.    The equipment could be updated, but it would be

              22  a cost similar to the fiber to the home equipment that we

              23  decided to replace it with.

              24        Q.    I'll ask a little bit more about this.  The

              25  equipment that we're discussing is specifically items that
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               1  would be in a central office, such as your -- I guess,

               2  essentially they're computers that do the switching in a

               3  central office; is that right?

               4        A.    Yes.

               5        Q.    And that's not the actual cable itself?

               6        A.    No.

               7              MR. JETTER:  I would like to, I think, go back

               8  into a confidential hearing for another brief time to

               9  discuss some more numbers.

              10              HEARING OFFICER:  Okay.

              11

              12

              13

              14

              15

              16

              17

              18

              19

              20

              21

              22

              23

              24

              25
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               1

               2

               3              HEARING OFFICER:  Would you recap where we are

               4  and what we're talking about?

               5        Q.    (By Mr. Jetter)  To recap for those who were

               6  not available to participate in the confidential portion we

               7  just returned from, we're discussing the projected capital

               8  expenditures through 2019.  We're discussing what those

               9  expenditures are for and what type of expected life the

              10  capital assets that will be acquired and put into service

              11  through those expenditures would have.

              12        A.    I do agree with the capital expenditures that

              13  are shown on this sheet.  We do have again the benefit of

              14  hindsight.  In 2015 our expenditures are going to come in

              15  above $2 million, so $1.8 million is a little bit light on

              16  capital expenditures there.  But otherwise this is

              17  representative.

              18              One thing that we need to be careful -- I

              19  indicated about 90 percent of the fiber to the home project

              20  would be completed by 2019.  The remaining 10 percent is

              21  our outlining areas.  It is costly.  There will still be

              22  capital expenditures there to be incurred.

              23              Then there is additional events that we can see

              24  coming.  Our soft switch will need to be replaced.  We

              25  actually -- because those are software based equipment,
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               1  it's much cheaper than the traditional switch, but it does

               2  require updates and replacement on that type of equipment.

               3  Similar to the subscriber switching equipment, a 10 year

               4  life is actually -- 8 to 10 years is probably pretty

               5  representative of what that equipment will do.  So it's

               6  fair to say that this is representative of what our five

               7  year plans are, but it's not the end of capital

               8  expenditures.

               9        Q.    Thank you.  Most of the dollars that would be

              10  capitalized in those years are going to the actual

              11  installation of the fiber lines, the fiber drops to the

              12  customers, the needs of the customer premise, that type of

              13  thing?

              14        A.    That's correct.

              15        Q.    Do you expect that portion of these capital

              16  expenditures to last more than eight years?

              17        A.    The actual cabling?

              18        Q.    Yes.

              19        A.    The actual cabling will, yes.

              20        Q.    Do you have any estimate of what you think a

              21  typical lifespan of your fiber network, the fiber drops to

              22  the home is?

              23        A.    For the aerial plant we have a life of 10

              24  years.  For the buried plant we have 20 years.  We're on

              25  the front side of this.  So each of these asset lives are
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               1  subject to examination each year.  I would say it would at

               2  least last the prescribed lives that the Commission has

               3  established for these assets.

               4        Q.    In fact it would be pretty surprising, wouldn't

               5  it, if you are 10 years down the road and you're going to

               6  go out and replace all of your fiber again?

               7        A.    I would say that's true.

               8        Q.    And even then, it would be surprising probably

               9  if it was 20 years, wouldn't it?

              10        A.    I would disagree with that statement.  The

              11  reason why is there are so many events that occur in the

              12  life of the fiber.  What we found -- without working on our

              13  fiber to the home project we have averaged $1.8 million in

              14  capital expenditures each year, and that's to maintain our

              15  existing plant.  We're going to see similar type of

              16  expenditures in the future on our fiber plant.  We hope

              17  that they're less in some respects, but you always have

              18  fiber cuts.  You have issues that are kind of beyond

              19  control of management to prevent.  So there is always going

              20  to be a portion of the plant that needs to be replaced or

              21  upgraded as needed or subject to obsolescence in the case

              22  of subscriber equipment and that kind of thing.

              23        Q.    Do you expect your fiber network to be as

              24  reliable as your copper network?

              25        A.    More reliable.
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               1        Q.    How old is the average age of your current

               2  aerial copper?

               3        A.    I don't have that calculation in front of me,

               4  but I think in the testimony we provided, that detailed

               5  list, and it is significantly aged.

               6        Q.    Significantly longer than 10 years?

               7        A.    Yes.

               8        Q.    And the same with your buried cable?

               9        A.    Yes.

              10        Q.    And the fiber should be more reliable than that

              11  infrastructure you currently have?

              12        A.    Yes.

              13        Q.    You have just testified a few minutes ago that

              14  you would expect through 2019 capital expenditures that

              15  would build out about 90 percent of this network upgrade?

              16        A.    Correct.

              17        Q.    So if we were to use the depreciation amount

              18  you have proposed here, and I'm going to try to avoid the

              19  numbers so we don't back into the confidential mode.  You

              20  would in fact depreciate practically all of that by, it

              21  looks like it would be, a ballpark of 2021.  Would you

              22  accept that subject to doing your own calculation?

              23        A.    Which plant are you referring to?

              24        Q.    All of the capital expenditures that you're

              25  going to be making in 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019,
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               1  continuing at the depreciation expense that you have

               2  proposed in your application.

               3        A.    No, I would disagree with that statement.  The

               4  reason why is you excluded your existing asset base in that

               5  assumption.  So maybe to shed some light on this, you have

               6  roughly $2.3 million a year on average that you're adding,

               7  and you're only taking out $2 million a year in

               8  depreciation based upon what I've testified.  So you

               9  actually have a plant increase over that period of time.

              10  It won't be gone.  It will actually be greater than it is

              11  now.

              12        Q.    I'm concerned that with some of your answers

              13  you're getting into confidential information that I'm

              14  trying to avoid.

              15        A.    Sorry.

              16        Q.    Ultimately, what you're saying is that the

              17  capital expenditures you have planned with the current

              18  depreciation estimate you've used have a slightly growing

              19  rate base through the end of 2019.  And then that would

              20  begin to trail off fairly significantly at that point,

              21  would it not?

              22        A.    That is correct.  I do want to point using the

              23  table you have referenced here that the majority of the

              24  expenditures in this project are subscriber equipment.

              25  It's not the aerial cable or the buried cable.  Fiber
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               1  cabling is much cheaper than copper cabling.  And because

               2  we're not doing an entire overlay of the existing plant

               3  we're able to save significant amounts of money in the

               4  cable aspect of that project.

               5              So if you're looking at what it is that we're

               6  spending money on, we have nearly $8 million in -- sorry.

               7  You have a large amount of dollars in subscriber equipment

               8  that has a very short life.  We currently have two-thirds

               9  of that amount roughly on the books in subscriber equipment

              10  with that same eight year life.  So the cycling of that

              11  equipment is actually very appropriate.  It's matched what

              12  we have historically done.  We don't foresee any real

              13  change in that account going forward.

              14              So the rapid acceleration that is being alluded

              15  to, I think, in this question is very appropriate for the

              16  types of expenditures that we are projecting in the table

              17  that is being referenced.

              18        Q.    The types of subscriber equipment that you're

              19  referencing with very short life span, that's directly

              20  related to the choice to move to fiber; is that correct?

              21        A.    Correct.  But as I've -- without using specific

              22  numbers, it's real similar to the expenditure we incurred

              23  to place that equipment in place, the existing copper

              24  equipment in place.

              25        Q.    If you will indulge my hypothetical here.
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               1  Hypothetically if your fiber network is rolled out by 2019

               2  and your depreciation remains the same and your capital

               3  expenditures beyond 2019 drop significantly as you're not

               4  rolling out any new product or new network, approximately

               5  -- let's do the math here.  You go about five years beyond

               6  that.  So you're looking at about 2025, 2024.  Is that

               7  where you would expect to see effectively a depreciation

               8  cliff?

               9              MS. SLAWSON:  I'm going to object to the

              10  question it calls for a speculation on a hypothetical.

              11  It's not based on the facts in evidence in this case.

              12              HEARING OFFICER:  I noted your objection.  I

              13  think the information is useful and I'm going to ask the

              14  witness to go ahead and answer the question.

              15              THE WITNESS:  Can we go confidential again for

              16  a minute?

              17              HEARING OFFICER:  Are you going to talk about

              18  actual numbers?

              19              THE WITNESS:  Yes, as presented in the

              20  schedule.

              21              HEARING OFFICER:  Can you avoid talking about

              22  actual numbers, especially whether there will be a

              23  depreciation cliff in 2024, 2025 due to there being no

              24  further expenditures for infrastructure and basically

              25  having everything fully depreciated?
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               1              THE WITNESS:  I would say no.  The assumption

               2  that there is no additional capital expenditures is a

               3  faulty assumption.

               4              HEARING OFFICER:  Why is that?

               5              THE WITNESS:  You have to continue to maintain

               6  your telecommunications plant.  Just because an upgrade is

               7  done doesn't mean that there will never be a future need

               8  for plant expenditures.  There is a myriad of aspects to

               9  our plant, including our internal core network that

              10  consistently needs upgrades.  We have the switching

              11  equipment that will need upgrades.  The plant itself will

              12  require additional maintenance and repair over time.  The

              13  subscriber equipment we anticipate will last eight years.

              14  If we're installing some of this equipment in 2016, it's

              15  possible that in 2022 or 2024 this equipment becomes

              16  obsolete and needs to be replaced again.  So it's short

              17  sided to say that you do one upgrade and that's it.

              18  Historically we have averaged an amount slightly less than

              19  that projected in our application on average, and that was

              20  without a significant plant upgrade.  And that's just to

              21  maintain and replace equipment as needed.

              22              HEARING OFFICER:  On a copper network?

              23              THE WITNESS:  On a copper network.

              24              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  You anticipate

              25  the costs will be essentially the same on a fiber network
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               1  beyond --

               2              THE WITNESS:  During the build out period it

               3  jumps up.  So for sure we see an increase in the activities

               4  of these accounts.  We've also focussed the dollars on the

               5  replacement rather than the maintenance, so you see a

               6  shifting of dollars to that project.  Once the project is

               7  completed there will be a shift back to normal maintenance

               8  and repair costs that have a life more than a year so we

               9  capitalize it.  So there is an ongoing cost there.  We hope

              10  it will be less, but in some respects there is always going

              11  to be additional maintenance and repair and upgrades to

              12  that equipment to maintain it.

              13              HEARING OFFICER:  How much fiber do you have

              14  laid currently?

              15              THE WITNESS:  That question may be better for

              16  Brock.

              17              HEARING OFFICER:  But there is some?

              18              THE WITNESS:  There is some, yes.

              19              HEARING OFFICER:  How long has it been in

              20  place?

              21              THE WITNESS:  Well, depending on the sections

              22  we actually started laying fiber to what we call fiber to

              23  the node or fiber to the curb three or four years ago.  So

              24  some of the capital expenditures that we've incurred up to

              25  this point have been part of the future plan to take that
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               1  all the way to the customer homes.  So it's been quite some

               2  time since we really replaced copper.  Unless there is a

               3  direct need it doesn't make sense to do that.  Like trunk

               4  copper is about a sixth of the cost of the -- sorry.  Fiber

               5  is a sixth of the cost of the equivalent copper.  On a

               6  fiber drop it's about half the cost of a copper drop.  So

               7  when that ages it doesn't make sense to replace it with

               8  copper anymore.

               9              HEARING OFFICER:  I guess what I'm struggling

              10  to understand is the cost to install the fiber in year one

              11  versus the cost to main it in year two.  Are those costs

              12  the same?

              13              THE WITNESS:  No.

              14              HEARING OFFICER:  That's what I'm trying to

              15  understand as I listen to your testimony and you say that

              16  these costs that you're projected to due to build out will

              17  basically become costs to maintain the build out in

              18  subsequent years and there is no real change in the number.

              19  That's what I kind of hear you saying.  Have I heard you

              20  incorrectly?

              21              THE WITNESS:  I've provided testimony that our

              22  historical average is --

              23              HEARING OFFICER:  Meaningful.

              24              THE WITNESS:  -- meaningful, yes.  And it is

              25  increased by about $600,000 during this phrase.  I
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               1  anticipate that we'll probably go back down to that average

               2  prior to this phase.  So our historical capital

               3  expenditures will probably remain consistent for this

               4  period of time.  For the build out it's going to go up by

               5  about $600,000 for each of those years.

               6              HEARING OFFICER:  I'm sorry for jumping in.

               7  Mr. Jetter, please continue.

               8              MS. SLAWSON:  Your Honor, if it would be

               9  helpful to the process Mr. Johansen will probably be able

              10  to answer some of those questions.

              11              HEARING OFFICER:  He seems very eager to say

              12  something.  Is that all right, Mr. Jetter?

              13              MR. JETTER:  I'm happy to recall -- I think I

              14  would prefer the best information from the best witness to

              15  answer this.

              16              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  That's fine.  Go

              17  ahead.

              18              MR. JOHANSEN:  Do you want me to answer the

              19  same question?

              20              HEARING OFFICER:  I want you to say what is

              21  burning to be said.

              22              MR. JOHANSEN:  I don't know the confidential

              23  information.  Darren knows that.  The only other person

              24  probably in this room that understands this is Bill because

              25  we're the plant guys, right.  We're getting things confused
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               1  here from a plant standpoint.  So let me back everybody up.

               2  When Darren says we're going to be 90 percent down, he's

               3  talking customers.  But that's not 90 percent of the

               4  project.  And everybody needs to understand that.

               5              The first phase of the project is East Carbon,

               6  Wellington, Price and Helper.  It's the main customers.

               7  Then we're going into Miller Creek, and Miller Creek is

               8  spread out.  So you're not going to see the capital budget

               9  fall like Mr. Jetter is saying.  Those customers have to be

              10  served too.  And that's going to be an increase in cost

              11  because those customers are a lot further out.  So we're

              12  not going to be serving -- if you know the Price area at

              13  all.  Right now we're building -- and we have to separate

              14  trunk versus drop.  Drops are most expensive.  They cost us

              15  a lot of money.

              16              There are a whole bunch of things going on

              17  here, and this is for your clarification in your question

              18  you asked Darren.  When you go build a network it's not all

              19  -- you go out and you put the trunk in and then you have to

              20  drop to the customers and then you have the electronics,

              21  right.  Different parts of that can go bad.

              22              For those of you that have computers, they

              23  don't last very long.  Seven, eight years and processors

              24  start failing, the hard drives start failing.  That's what

              25  is on the end of this.  That's your electronics.  A seven
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               1  year old electronic computer is old.  It's going to get

               2  replaced.  It's not going be supported.  That's what is

               3  hanging on the end of this fiber and it's what is hanging

               4  on the end of the copper.  It's a computer.  And that

               5  computer will end life in about seven or eight years, which

               6  is exactly close to what is prescribed by the Commission

               7  for depreciated life.

               8              Now you talk about the actual going out in the

               9  future.  The Division is trying to say there is a cliff.

              10  We get done with these projections that Darren has out

              11  there and it is a cliff.  It isn't.  They only go into the

              12  hard reach areas.  You have North Coal Creek -- and I would

              13  have loved to have had the Division or the Office come down

              14  and talk about this.  None of them wanted to do a plant

              15  tour.  They didn't come down to inspect --

              16              HEARING OFFICER:  I don't want to talk about

              17  those things.

              18              MR. JOHANSEN:  Okay.  But if they want to talk

              19  about this issue and what's going to happen on our build

              20  out, we can talk about that.  But the point I think that is

              21  important here is it's not going to drop.  We're going to

              22  go into North Coal Creek.  That's going to be one customer

              23  per half mile.  That's an exaggeration probably.  Then

              24  you're going to go into Miller Creek.  Then you're going to

              25  go up above West Wood.  Then you're going to go up into --
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               1  there are a bunch of outlining areas.  So this project

               2  doesn't end in year five.

               3              Then after that, Darren said there are a bunch

               4  of other parts of the network.  Our core is getting

               5  dilapidated.  We don't have money to put into the core.

               6  The core is a 10 year core that we updated a few years ago.

               7  It needs to go to a 100 gig core.  It does.  You're hanging

               8  all of this off from your output.  So right now our money

               9  is going towards fiber deployment, we haven't gone back to

              10  the router.  So now you're back to the core.  So those have

              11  to be upgraded.  Then there is fiber between some of the

              12  towns that needs to be upgrade that is old.  It's 10, 15

              13  years old now and we're starting to see errors on it.  It's

              14  old -- there are actually different types of fiber, and

              15  it's an old fiber that we put in back in the day.  So that

              16  needs to be replaced.  So we have these lists of projects.

              17  They go out a lot further than what the Division is asking

              18  right here.  It's not a cliff and we're just going to stop.

              19  There is a lot of capital expenditures to keep the network

              20  going and we're going to keep making those capital

              21  expenditures as long as we have the funding and they're

              22  necessary to provide telecommunications services.  They

              23  are.  That network is going to get old.  The electronics

              24  are going to get old.

              25              And then one other thing I think is important
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               1  is -- I think everybody thinks when you put fiber in it's

               2  golden forever, especially on drops.  That's not the case.

               3  Drops are a huge cost.  Aerial drops get caught in the

               4  wind, they blow, they -- if you picture we have our strand

               5  that holds it pretty solid out on the trunk, but on the

               6  fiber drop it's kind of waving there because you don't have

               7  a strand holding it, it's just going from a pole over

               8  there.  Those come, those break, and within about 10 years

               9  you're going to replace them.  These are well established

              10  principles that I'm sure somebody took into account when

              11  the Commission gave us the lives.  They should have.  But

              12  the point is the fiber doesn't just stay there and is good

              13  forever.  It doesn't.  That's not how the plant works.

              14              And the other point is there is not a cliff

              15  where, boom, we're not going to do anymore capital

              16  expenditures.  We might have 90 percent of the customers,

              17  the last 10 are going to take years.

              18                       CROSS EXAMINATION

              19  BY MR. JETTER:

              20        Q.    I would like to ask you some followup

              21  questions.

              22        A.    Sure.

              23        Q.    Those customers that you're discussing, the

              24  sort of the end of the line customers, are you currently

              25  serving those customers?
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               1        A.    We are.

               2        Q.    And they currently have telephone service?

               3        A.    They do.  On buried and copper networks it

               4  requires a lot of maintenance because -- especially since

               5  you figure a lot of those are going out.  It's really

               6  interesting on how the plant works.  A lot of buried

               7  copper, and because it's buried you're out in fields where

               8  moisture gets in, the lines get old, more moisture gets in.

               9  Those are our hardest to maintain, but we're trying to do

              10  the biggest bang for the buck.  We're cutting the towns

              11  first and then we'll go into those areas, but they need to

              12  be cut because it's hard to provide telecommunications

              13  services when their lines aren't as good of quality, but

              14  they're hard to reach.

              15        Q.    When you say telecommunications service you

              16  mean internet and telephone?

              17        A.    No, I'm referring to basic telephone service.

              18  Even basic telephone service to serve these you've got to

              19  think the net plant.  Of course you can put internet across

              20  it also, but for this rate increase purpose we're talking

              21  basic telephone services.

              22        Q.    And you testified though that you currently are

              23  providing that to all of those customers?

              24        A.    All of them?

              25        Q.    The customers that you're intending to replace
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               1  that with funding?

               2        A.    Yes.  The project is only to replace current

               3  customers.  We're not just going to run lines out to

               4  locations that aren't taking our services if that's what

               5  you mean, Mr. Jetter.

               6        Q.    I'm just talking about where you're rolling out

               7  your fiber.

               8        A.    We're going to roll out fiber -- I mean, the

               9  plan will be to everybody if possible to fiber eventually

              10  and get rid of those old copper lines that are hard to

              11  maintain.

              12        Q.    So the fiber should be cheaper; is that right?

              13        A.    Fiber is cheaper and it's actually -- the FCC

              14  said if we're going to replace something put fiber in

              15  because it is cheaper.  If I went and ran new copper lines

              16  to Miller Creek it's going to cost me a lot more than

              17  running fiber to Miller Creek.

              18        Q.    And fiber is a lot cheaper to maintain; is that

              19  also correct?

              20        A.    I can't testify to that.  The studies show that

              21  it should be, but we're just cutting.  So I don't have a

              22  lot of data personally on that.

              23        Q.    But you don't project any reduction in the

              24  costs of maintaining it?

              25        A.    Well, those costs -- again, I think we're
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               1  getting a little off topic here in that some of those will

               2  be realized way outside the effective time period of this

               3  rate case if at all.  So you've got to remember this cut is

               4  going to take a couple years.  If all of a sudden our

               5  expenses go down, when the Division is reviewing our costs

               6  then they can pull us back in.  But there is no reason to

               7  say, okay, we'll -- we know that's not going to be until we

               8  get fiber project done, which is years out.  So if at that

               9  point our costs of operation goes down pull us back in.

              10  That's the process.  But we don't need to say in five years

              11  you're going to have decreased operations, so right now

              12  you're going to get penalized.  I mean, pull us back in in

              13  five years.  But I can't even project.  They do say that

              14  those costs should go down dramatically, but we're not

              15  going to realize that for years.  And Mr. Jetter, if the

              16  Division -- they review our numbers every year, and if they

              17  want to pull us back in, they can do it.

              18        Q.    Are you familiar with an accounting term called

              19  the matching principle?

              20        A.    No, I'm not an accountant.

              21        Q.    Maybe this is a question back for Darren.

              22        A.    Do you want to jump back?  Your Honor, do you

              23  have any other questions about the plant?

              24        Q.    I do have some more questions about the plant.

              25              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.  I have one as well
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               1  which is why the 10 gigabyte -- did you say core?  Is that

               2  the term you used, 10 gigabyte --

               3              THE WITNESS:  Yes, core.  There is --

               4              HEARING OFFICER:  -- is needed?

               5              THE WITNESS:  Yes.  So there --

               6              HEARING OFFICER:  My question is is it needed

               7  for basic telephone or is it needed for --

               8              THE WITNESS:  Sure.

               9              HEARING OFFICER:  -- all of the other things?

              10              THE WITNESS:  No, definitely it is needed for

              11  that.  The core -- again, it's an upgrade issue.  So

              12  whether you upgrade to a bigger core or not you still have

              13  to upgrade those because those routers are still -- and

              14  they're expensive.  They're -- I don't know.  I think we

              15  just bought one and it was $120,000.  But the core is again

              16  a computer, and that core is about six years old now.  My

              17  IT guys have put in the capital budget every year, hey, the

              18  core is starting to take errors, we're having outages

              19  because of this.  And I say, well, the project right now is

              20  fiber to the home.  We'll put that behind fiber to the

              21  home.  So it's just like other electronics.  You're going

              22  to have to maintain it.  These things you don't just put

              23  them in and they drive forever.  You don't buy one computer

              24  and it lasts for your whole lifetime.  It's not going to do

              25  that.
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               1              HEARING OFFICER:  You say it's six years old

               2  currently?

               3              THE WITNESS:  I would have to go back and look,

               4  but I think we actually started the core project about the

               5  same time as some -- it might actually be a little older.

               6  Some of them might be -- I would have to go back.  The

               7  router it's kind of -- you don't go in and replace the

               8  whole core.  You'll say okay, I'm going to replace the main

               9  router.  These are the main routers that are connecting the

              10  town and creating the core.  So we'll say this year we're

              11  going to replace the Price router, this year we're going to

              12  replace the Helper router, this year we're going to replace

              13  the -- these are $120,000 to $150,000 computers.  It's not

              14  cheap.  And so there are things like that.  There is the

              15  old DWM equipment.  We can go on and on.  The network isn't

              16  just the fiber.  The DWM equipment is the actual -- across

              17  the fiber you split it into light weight lengths, and that

              18  DWM input is getting old and we're starting to have trouble

              19  maintaining it too.  So it's all throughout.  You maintain

              20  a network.

              21              The point here that I want to make is, one, the

              22  project doesn't end when we get 90 percent of the towns

              23  done.  We still have to go out and serve the hard to reach

              24  areas that are really the hardest for us to serve even with

              25  basic telephone services.  Point number two is there are
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               1  other projects.  And point number three is if at any point

               2  they need to pull us back in that's the rule, they can.

               3              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.

               4        Q.    (By Mr. Jetter)  Thank you.  When you're

               5  talking about 10 gigabyte or 100 gigabyte core we're

               6  talking about bits per second; is that correct?

               7        A.    Yes.  In testifying again to what you asked

               8  Darren a minute ago, basic telephone now is packet based.

               9  So you're putting packets across that and that's all that

              10  goes across the core is IP network.

              11        Q.    Of the network that you're using now, and the

              12  one you intend to use, do you have an idea about what

              13  percentage of the bit rate is being taken up by basic

              14  telephone service?

              15        A.    I would not know that number.

              16        Q.    Do you think across your entire network you've

              17  ever used 10 gigabytes per second of basic telephone

              18  service transfer?

              19        A.    No.  But again, Mr. Jetter, you're -- this is

              20  when it gets to be attorneys and lawyers talking about

              21  networks that they don't understand.  A 10 gig core does

              22  not mean that you need a full 10 gigs because you're going

              23  to be using every core.  It's called an MPLS network.

              24  Mr. Jetter, you probably don't know what an MPLS network

              25  is.  But an MPLS network is put in so you actually create
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               1  the circuit across an IP -- you have one 10 gig core and

               2  you're creating individual circuits between it.  So even

               3  though you might not be maxing out the full 10 gig, you

               4  need the 10 gigs to create the different circuits.  Those

               5  circuits used to run across old copper T1's, those T1's are

               6  now converted on to -- or DS3's or converted on to IP and

               7  they run across that.  So we're not talking full capacity

               8  when you're saying do I need a 10 gig core.  You have to

               9  look at the number of circuits inside that core and what

              10  they're carrying and how they're configured.  So it's

              11  completely different than to just say -- you can't think of

              12  it like a -- a normal resident would say I have 10 meg at

              13  my house.  That's not how these networks run.  And it's a

              14  complete lack of understanding when people look at them

              15  that way.  MPLS 10 gig core is completely different than

              16  just a 10 gig pipe.

              17        Q.    Are you expanding the number of circuits in --

              18        A.    Definitely.  Everything single one of these --

              19  every one of these nodes that is served by the fiber has to

              20  have an IP port back.  It's a separate circuit back.

              21  That's how you talk to the switch out to an area where

              22  you're going to hang out these fiber OLT.  The ONT is at

              23  the house.  The OLT you could have a circuit between the

              24  core and each one of those is a different circuit.  So that

              25  MPLS, the reason why that technology is developed is
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               1  because as you add more and more of those on you need more

               2  and more circuits.

               3        Q.    And that's --

               4        A.    Don't look at it as a total capacity is what

               5  I'm saying.  Don't say, oh, it's 10 gig.  It's a lot more

               6  complex than that.

               7        Q.    Let me ask you this question.  As you increase

               8  your core capacity does it increase your ability to sell

               9  higher band width internet?

              10        A.    Sure.

              11        Q.    The more internet you want to sell the larger

              12  capacity core you're going to need?

              13        A.    Sure.  The internet definitely drives usage.

              14  But I'm saying don't look at as simple as that.  You have

              15  to remember this includes specials also, specials are

              16  circuits across that, special access circuits.

              17        Q.    But ultimately the majority of the computation

              18  that is being done in the routing of those packets is

              19  primarily on a band width level for the internet services?

              20        A.    It kind of depends on which leg you're on that

              21  core.  Some of those would be, some of those will be

              22  special circuit.  It just kind of -- again, you can't look

              23  at one area.  You can say on the Price router or on -- and

              24  I don't have the stats on that immediately.  But you could

              25  say okay the Price router, what is the primary going across
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               1  that and then you could look at the whole mountain or you

               2  could look at whatever, it might be special circuits or it

               3  might be customer voice.  It just depends on what it is and

               4  where it's located.

               5              MR. JETTER:  I think that's the questions I

               6  have about the network upgrade.

               7              THE WITNESS:  Thank you, Mr. Jetter.

               8              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.

               9              MR. JETTER:  I have more questions for

              10  Mr. Woolsey.

              11              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.

              12                    CROSS EXAMINATION Resumed

              13  BY MR. JETTER:

              14        Q.    Are you familiar with the matching principle in

              15  accounting?

              16        A.    Yes.

              17        Q.    Would you describe what that means to you

              18  generally?

              19        A.    The matching principle generally requires that

              20  events that occur within a period are matched to their

              21  associated expenses.  So if you have a revenue transaction

              22  that occurs, you have a point of sale.  We sell a computer

              23  or we sell phone service, you would match that to the

              24  associated costs for the same period.  So if there is a

              25  cost of goods sold or an inventory transaction, those would
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               1  also be recorded in conjunction with that.

               2        Q.    Thank you.  So with respect to building out,

               3  for example, a fiber network would the matching principle

               4  generally suggest that the depreciation method chosen would

               5  be one that would spread the cost, if you will, spread the

               6  recognition of those costs through depreciation expense

               7  over effectively as close as you can get the life of that

               8  asset that you're capitalizing?  I suppose being more

               9  specific, the period of time in which that asset that

              10  you're capitalizing being used to produce revenue?

              11        A.    That's correct.  That really becomes the

              12  question that we're dealing with today.  What is

              13  representative, what is the life of the asset.

              14        Q.    It is your testimony though that the

              15  depreciation rate that you have chosen is relatively in the

              16  ballpark of the annual capitalization of the network on an

              17  annual basis is appropriate?

              18        A.    Yes.

              19        Q.    One final followup question.  If hypothetically

              20  you had reached a point of zero on your depreciation

              21  account head, taking your company's proposed rate plan of

              22  service to a value of zero before you had started to

              23  install the fiber network, so say you're starting from zero

              24  today, would it be appropriate to expense the fiber network

              25  costs annually as you go forward?
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               1        A.    The portion that is related to depreciation

               2  expense for that matching principle, yes.

               3        Q.    I mean the expense -- the entire costs on an

               4  annual basis?

               5        A.    No.

               6              MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  Those are all the

               7  questions I have, Mr. Woolsey.  Thank you.

               8              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.

               9              MR. MOORE:  Yes, I have a few questions.

              10  Before we get on to depreciation I would like you to

              11  quickly clear up some confusion I have in the record.  I'm

              12  going to pass down to you Carbon/Emery's response to the

              13  Division's sixth set of discovery requests.

              14              MS. SLAWSON:  Mr. Moore, is this identified in

              15  your exhibit list?

              16              MR. MOORE:  It's not in the exhibit list.  I

              17  can make it an exhibit if you would like or I can just ask

              18  questions of it.

              19              MS. SLAWSON:  I'll look through it.

              20                       CROSS EXAMINATION

              21  BY MR. MOORE:

              22        Q.    I just have a quick question on this.  Could

              23  you turn to the second page on request 6.2.  Do you see

              24  that?

              25        A.    Yes.
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               1        Q.    Could you read the question for the record

               2  please beginning, Mr. Woolsey states that a single asset

               3  straight line system?

               4        A.    Mr. Woolsey states that a single asset straight

               5  line system would be too burdensome for Carbon/Emery to use

               6  and implement.  However, a single asset system is used by

               7  Carbon/Emery for all their nonregulated plant.  Why is it

               8  too burdensome for the regulated sites, but not for the

               9  nonregulated sites?

              10        Q.    Thank you.  Can you switch down to the second

              11  paragraph of your response and read the first two

              12  sentences?

              13              MS. SLAWSON:  Your Honor, I'm going to object

              14  at this point because there is a portion of the response

              15  before that that includes an objection to the question.  So

              16  I think that should be part of the record too.

              17        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  Fine.  Could you read from

              18  response to the first paragraph into the record and then go

              19  down to the second paragraph and read down until the first

              20  three lines, group asset depreciation?

              21        A.    Carbon objects to this data request because the

              22  premise of the question mischaracterizes Mr. Woolsey's

              23  surrebuttal testimony.  Line 76 to 77 of Mr. Woolsey's

              24  surrebuttal testimony did not include the phrase too

              25  burdensome, but rather Mr. Woolsey testified that to treat
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               1  these assets as individual units would be administratively

               2  burdensome.  Carbon further objects to this data request as

               3  it implies that Carbon/Emery uses the single asset method

               4  of depreciation in its nonregulated plant.  This is not

               5  accurate.  The nonregulated company does use group asset

               6  depreciation.

               7        Q.    Can you now turn to page 20 of your revised

               8  confidential rebuttal testimony filed September 4, 2015.

               9  Could you read the question and the first part of the

              10  answer starting on line 407 and ending on line 413 with the

              11  words straight line depreciation?

              12        A.    So you want me to read from 309 to 313?

              13        Q.    I think it would make more sense if you would

              14  read from 407 to 413.

              15        A.    Do you agree that plant can be used as an input

              16  for developing cost allocators?

              17              Yes.  Carbon/Emery Telecom could consider plant

              18  as a possible cost driver to determine the accounting and

              19  general allocator.  If plant were to be used, gross plant

              20  would be a better indicator than net plant because the

              21  regulated entities use group asset depreciation per FCC

              22  Part 32, whereas the nonregulated entities use single asset

              23  straight line depreciation.

              24        Q.    Is that sentence consistent with Carbon/Emery's

              25  response on 6.2?
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               1        A.    It's a good question.  We've had to define

               2  single asset depreciation for the term used by both the

               3  Division and ourselves, and now we need to probably clarify

               4  it with the Office.  It appears to be in conflict.  The

               5  methodology that we use doesn't take individual assets down

               6  to a minute separation.  A good example may be the

               7  subscriber equipment that we talked about previously and

               8  that Brock discussed briefly.  Part of that subscriber

               9  equipment is individual ONT's.  It's the end piece of that

              10  communication network.  We don't capitalize every single

              11  individual ONT.  Similarly, on the nonregulated side the

              12  equivalent may be set-top boxes.  We wouldn't capitalize

              13  individual set-top boxes, but we might capitalize a group

              14  of them that were purchased in a year.  So when you use the

              15  term single asset, it may refer to a group of similar

              16  assets that were purchased in a period.  So the difference

              17  between nonregulated and regulated side may be it's more of

              18  a difference in the nature of that group than it is

              19  strictly single assets.

              20              So when we make the comment in this section of

              21  the testimony, we're saying single asset, describing that

              22  process that our nonregulated end uses.  It doesn't get

              23  down to minute single assets, which is where it becomes

              24  burdensome and that's what the other testimony refers to.

              25  But in this case it refers to a period of time or a group
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               1  of assets.  And they're not -- that group doesn't span

               2  multiple years and constitute a functioning network like it

               3  would on the regulated side.

               4              That may not have clarified it well for you.  I

               5  don't know if I'm answering the question fully the way you

               6  want.

               7        Q.    Well, as Mr. Johansen said I'm just a lawyer

               8  here and this is accounting.  But it seems to me that you

               9  stated in section 6.2 you use the term group asset

              10  depreciation, saying it does use group asset depreciation.

              11  And in your testimony you said that they don't use group

              12  asset depreciation.  Is this just being uncareful with your

              13  terms?

              14        A.    No.  I guess I feel like I've answered the

              15  question.  We've done the same thing with the Division in

              16  pointing out their use of the term single asset doesn't

              17  really result in a true single asset reputation and it's

              18  the same clarification for us.  The level that the Division

              19  goes down to in defining single asset is really what is in

              20  question here, but it's not a true single asset approach.

              21  To get to the separation of every single asset is where it

              22  becomes burdensome.

              23              HEARING OFFICER:  When you used the term single

              24  asset separate line depreciation in your prefiled

              25  testimony, is it equivalent or fairly equivalent to what
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               1  you've described as vintage group depreciation?

               2              THE WITNESS:  It would be vintage, but it would

               3  be to a year level rather than to a two or three year

               4  level.  If you look at depreciation on -- if we can use the

               5  term gray scale -- you could have a very theoretical and

               6  pure single asset straight line method and then you could

               7  get to the group method.  Vintage, depending on how many

               8  years you choose and how you group it, it would be

               9  somewhere within that gray scale.  Vintage is some level of

              10  in between, between those two levels.

              11              So the difference in definition here is to the

              12  level it gets burdensome if it's very detailed minute

              13  single assets approach, and it's not even what the Division

              14  got to.  It's more of a group of assets in a particular

              15  year or -- generally it's a project.  So it might be a

              16  three month project where we have -- I don't know what a

              17  good example would be.  Say we have a small construction

              18  build in one of our small towns and we capitalize that as a

              19  project to -- it might have a couple different categories,

              20  but it might need so many feet of fiber.  So some of it

              21  goes to buried cable and some to subscriber equipment so we

              22  capitalize that.  But we don't go down and capitalize every

              23  single piece of subscriber equipment, we capitalize it as a

              24  group on that project.

              25              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.
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               1        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  Just one more question.  Is it

               2  your testimony that what you termed in your written

               3  testimony as single asset straight line depreciation is

               4  equivalent to what you said in your discovery requests, you

               5  described it as a group asset depreciation?  Which one

               6  would be a closer description to what the Division uses in

               7  the single asset depreciation?  Would it be closer to --

               8  I'm sorry.  Let me start over again.

               9              For your nonregulated plant which you say does

              10  use group asset depreciation, is that the same group asset

              11  depreciation that you use in your general depreciation

              12  adjustment?

              13        A.    If I understand the question you're asking, the

              14  regulated -- I'm sorry.  The nonregulated methodology that

              15  we're using would be similar to what the Division is

              16  proposing as single asset.

              17        Q.    All right.

              18        A.    So it's not --

              19              HEARING OFFICER:  And why do you not use the

              20  same method for regulated?

              21              THE WITNESS:  This goes back to industry

              22  practice and what has typically been prescribed by the FCC

              23  and what is common in the industry.  We view certain assets

              24  in the network as a unit, as an operating network, and the

              25  components of that network don't operate separately from
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               1  the other units of that network.  So it operates as a

               2  telephone network or as a buried cable plant network.  So

               3  we view it as one asset rather than pieces, a whole bunch

               4  of pieces.  This really kind of bears itself out.

               5              There is copper and fixes that we may have done

               6  in the last five years that will end up being replaced with

               7  the fiber project that we're doing now.  They may not last

               8  the 20 year life that would be assigned to it.  So when you

               9  look at it as an operating network, if that operating

              10  network becomes obsolete or it's replaced that entire asset

              11  becomes obsolete and replaced.

              12              HEARING OFFICER:  I think I understand that.

              13  You're going to have to forgive me because like many in the

              14  room I'm an attorney and not an accountant.  But you're

              15  using the same network for both regulated and nonregulated

              16  activities, correct?

              17              THE WITNESS:  We do cost separations to prevent

              18  that from happening.  The plant is used for -- so go back

              19  to maybe Justin's question.  It's not just internet and

              20  phone.  It's not that simple.  The network carries a lot of

              21  data.  And basic local service isn't our largest revenue

              22  source on the regulated side.  We have special access.  We

              23  have data circuits.  They are not internet circuits, they

              24  are large circuits for Utah Division Network or for cell

              25  phone providers.  We have special access and switch access
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               1  transport where we provide a transport path for data and

               2  phone calls coming out of Moab, and yet that isn't revenue

               3  or those aren't customers directly in our area.  So the

               4  regulated plant provides service in a lot of different

               5  capacities.  That's why the core is required.  I guess

               6  maybe -- did I misunderstand what you're saying?

               7              HEARING OFFICER:  I'm going to speak just very

               8  simply.  I apologize if I'm oversimplifying.  But when you

               9  talk about, for example, a machine that might have some

              10  older components and some newer components but it has to be

              11  depreciated as a whole, my question is aren't you using

              12  that machine for both regulated and unregulated activities,

              13  and if you are then why do you depreciate it in one way for

              14  your regulated activities, but depreciate it in another way

              15  for your nonregulated activities?

              16              THE WITNESS:  It would only be capitalized on

              17  one set of books.  So it would be either a regulated asset

              18  or a nonregulated asset.  We don't split that asset in the

              19  capitalization process.  Then we have --

              20              HEARING OFFICER:  But in your testimony one of

              21  your primary objections is that the Division's recommended

              22  method of depreciation doesn't account for that split.

              23              THE WITNESS:  Maybe I'm not following the

              24  question.  I'm sorry.

              25              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.
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               1              THE WITNESS:  One of the things that you need

               2  to be aware of too is our regulated plant has a much --

               3  there is a different capitalization threshold.  There are

               4  items that we would normally expense on the nonregulated

               5  side of our business that we may capitalize on the

               6  regulated side of the business.  That's dictated by the

               7  FCC, and there are certain capitalization rules that we

               8  follow there.  To the extent that we don't have the

               9  oversight in our nonregulated entities we may expense items

              10  that don't need to be tracked to that individual level and

              11  that minute level as well.  So there is a difference in our

              12  capitalization process and I testified to that as well.

              13              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.

              14        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  Moving to your -- we're going

              15  in this direction anyway -- to your cost separation

              16  procedure through your CAM.  Can you explain to the judge

              17  what a CAM is?

              18        A.    It's a cost allocation manual.  It provides the

              19  basis for the allocation of shared costs.

              20        Q.    In your CAM you use only one -- in your

              21  accounting and general -- can you describe what your

              22  accounting and general driver is in your CAM?

              23        A.    It's originally based upon billing records.

              24        Q.    That's applied to the CEO, board of directors,

              25  public relations and marketing?
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               1        A.    Correct.

               2        Q.    And that led to dividing up the costs of 74

               3  percent to the regulated operations and 26 percent to the

               4  nonregulated operations?

               5        A.    The results of that allocation -- yes, that's

               6  true, but only the costs that are subject to that

               7  allocation.  So it's a little bit misleading to say that

               8  all the costs are allocated that way when you are only

               9  dealing with the costs that are subject to that allocation.

              10        Q.    The costs that are subject to allocation are

              11  your cost pools of the CEO, the board of directors, the

              12  public relations and marketing; isn't that correct?

              13        A.    Correct.

              14        Q.    And the OCS has proposed a change allocation to

              15  a 50/50 for the CEO and the board of directors and a 75

              16  percent regulated and 75 nonregulated for public relations

              17  and marketing, is that correct?

              18              HEARING OFFICER:  I think you said 75 and 75.

              19  Did you mean 75 and 25?

              20              MR. MOORE:  It was 25 regulated -- it was 75 --

              21  we changed it to 25 percent regulated and 75 percent

              22  nonregulated.

              23              HEARING OFFICER:  Right.

              24              THE WITNESS:  It's a good question.  Why I want

              25  to separate or make a distinction on the costs subject to
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               1  the allocation, payroll and marketing may be a good one to

               2  just to highlight one of the examples.  This is true also

               3  in the CSR area, which we'll discuss I'm sure here in a

               4  minute.

               5              We have certain areas of our serving area that

               6  are only nonregulated in nature.  So we have all of our

               7  Moab area, it's a CLEC, it's nonregulated.  The first step

               8  in the allocation process is if there is cost directly

               9  related to nonregulated operations we separate those out

              10  and code them directly to nonregulated entities.  This is

              11  true whether it's CSR or marketing and public relations or

              12  whatever the allocator may be.  So there are different

              13  levels of allocation that occur prior to what I would call

              14  the leftover costs that are allocated.

              15              When you look at any of these allocators you

              16  have to look at what the end result is.  Did we allocate

              17  enough cost to the nonreg side or not.  If we pulled out

              18  certain sections of it and direct coded it, it's a little

              19  bit misleading to look only at what is left in the

              20  allocation and say we didn't do our job I guess.  So you

              21  need to say okay what was the final results of all the

              22  costs and is it reasonable.  And I think sometimes we get

              23  so focussed on one allocator that we forget the allocation

              24  process.  We throw out the whole process instead of looking

              25  at what the process resulted in rather than just what that
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               1  one allocator did.

               2        Q.    Did you direct code any expenses for the CEO

               3  cost pool?

               4        A.    I would have to check.  I'm not sure.  I think

               5  I could probably produce that number for you given 15

               6  minutes or so if you want to take a -- the majority of the

               7  board and the CEO are allocated.

               8        Q.    Are allocated through --

               9        A.    But I don't know that for sure how much is

              10  direct coded.

              11        Q.    But the majority of the amount?

              12        A.    Yes, the majority.

              13        Q.    Is that true of public relations and marketing?

              14        A.    I wouldn't dare guess the exact number, but

              15  probably 70 percent is subject to allocation.  We do have

              16  our Moab operation that are direct coded.  So I'm not sure

              17  exactly what that percentage would be.

              18              HEARING OFFICER:  The answer is some of

              19  marketing is direct coded, but not all; is that right?

              20              THE WITNESS:  That's correct.

              21        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  I'm a little confused.  Your

              22  allocation of 74 percent regulated and 26 percent

              23  nonregulated, that's done after direct coding?

              24        A.    Correct.

              25        Q.    This direct coding, your CAM, you relied on a
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               1  single cost driver of a number of billing records; is that

               2  correct?

               3        A.    In the original application, yes.  I've also

               4  provided testimony to an examination of three different

               5  cost drivers.

               6        Q.    That includes direct billing records?

               7        A.    Yes.

               8        Q.    But that's not part of your CAM.  That's

               9  something you just did after you read our testimony?

              10        A.    My CAM calculation, no.  But the use of the

              11  three resulted in essentially the same percentages that we

              12  arrived at with using the billing records.

              13        Q.    Are you familiar with Mr. Ostrander's testimony

              14  that 35 years experience he's never seen a single cost

              15  driver of a number of billing records used for corporate

              16  overhead in a CAM?

              17        A.    I read the testimony.

              18        Q.    Do you acknowledge -- isn't it true that no one

              19  from Carbon was able to provide an example of a UUSF case

              20  where a regulatory commission issued an order using a

              21  single cost driver of billing records in their CAM?

              22        A.    I don't think we were asked to do so.

              23        Q.    Well --

              24        A.    Rephrase the question.

              25        Q.    Let me restate the question.  Sitting here
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               1  today you can't point to a UUSF case where a regulatory

               2  commission has issued an order using the single asset

               3  driver of billing records in their CAM.  Can you?

               4        A.    No, but the question is still vague to me.  So

               5  you're saying am I aware of any other case where there is a

               6  single point CAM allocation -- actually I think it would be

               7  fairly common.  I can't cite cases, but the CAM -- there

               8  may be an allocation that is based upon direct labor hours,

               9  and that's a single point of allocation, or it may be it's

              10  based upon -- I can't imagine that other companies don't

              11  identify their drivers and make some sort of allocation and

              12  that could be a single point driver.

              13        Q.    Yes, but that's not a billing record, the

              14  driver that you used, is it?

              15        A.    The one I used was billing records, yes.

              16        Q.    Right.  The example you just gave me you were

              17  not using billing records in that example?

              18        A.    No, I agree.

              19        Q.    Isn't it true that data from the billing

              20  records on the cost -- the data you receive from your

              21  billing records is arrived from data from 2011, and not the

              22  test year 2014?

              23        A.    That's correct.

              24        Q.    Are you aware that FCC Part 64 Section 46.903

              25  of the FCC cost allocation procedures requires the
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               1  allocation be current and updated annually on a consistent

               2  basis?

               3        A.    I am familiar with that section.  And maybe a

               4  point and important distinction needs to be made here.  We

               5  are actually exempt from the requirements of the CAM by

               6  that section.  So to the extent we have a CAM it's in --

               7  actually it goes further than what is required in that

               8  section for our size of company.  The fact we don't have a

               9  glossy manual or an index or cover page is not relevant to

              10  the process which we have undertaken here.

              11        Q.    So your testimony here is that your CAM is

              12  exempt from Part 64 Section 54.903 of the cost allocation

              13  procedures?

              14        A.    I'm not saying that we don't use a similar

              15  methodology or that we don't follow the affiliate

              16  transaction rules described in that and the allocation

              17  process described in that section.  We do follow those.

              18  I'm just saying the mechanics of the actual CAM are not a

              19  requirement that we're -- we're not required to file that.

              20  We do follow affiliate transaction rules.

              21        Q.    Would you agree there has been significant

              22  changes that have occurred in Carbon's operations since

              23  2011?

              24        A.    With Carbon's operations directly?

              25        Q.    Yes.  Including nonregulated, DSL, fiber
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               1  operations and increased revenues and expenses and plant

               2  assets?

               3        A.    Yes, there are changes every year.  Some of

               4  those changes are offsetting.  We've seen continued

               5  decreases we've demonstrated in our landlines, but we've

               6  maintained steady or actually increased in some instances

               7  in our special access, which has offset some of those

               8  losses?  So there is give and take in those.  And our

               9  billing records are somewhat reflective of those changes.

              10        Q.    But you do not use the test year 2014 billing

              11  records?

              12        A.    No.  We do testify the allocation is

              13  representative.

              14        Q.    You think it's representative.  All right.

              15              MR. MOORE:  I have some questions that may go

              16  into some numbers related to the distinction between the

              17  changes that occurred between 2011 and 2014.  Would anybody

              18  object if I took about five questions?

              19              HEARING OFFICER:  About numbers, dealing with

              20  the confidential numbers?

              21              MR. MOORE:  Yes.

              22              HEARING OFFICER:  That's fine.  We'll stop the

              23  streaming.  Go ahead.

              24

              25
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               1

               2

               3

               4

               5

               6

               7

               8

               9

              10

              11

              12

              13

              14

              15

              16              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.

              17        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  Those changes are not going to

              18  be reflected in your billing records, the number of billing

              19  records that constituted your allocation driver; is that

              20  correct?

              21        A.    That would be correct.

              22        Q.    In the billing records you have two types of

              23  billing records, general billing records and CAB records,

              24  which has a 25 percent gross; is that correct?

              25        A.    That's correct.
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               1        Q.    Could you explain what is meant by CAB records?

               2        A.    It's carrier access billing records.  We had to

               3  weight those a little bit differently and there is a reason

               4  why.  If we included each line item of the accounts billing

               5  it would overweight the CAB section significantly and

               6  result in too much cost being allocated to the CAB side of

               7  the house.  So when you look at a CAB records in detail it

               8  includes both terminating and originating special -- or

               9  switch access records and these records are in the

              10  millions.

              11              So instead what we have done is we went back to

              12  a summary bill for purposes of weighting the CAB records.

              13  But because of the significant amount of time spent in CAB

              14  related issues we weighted those records by 25 percent.

              15              So what we did is look at them and said what

              16  percentage of time do we spend in the tariff and rate

              17  making process for our special access, how much time do we

              18  spend working with interconnection agreements with long

              19  distance or cellular phone service providers, how much time

              20  do we spend looking at the regulated issues related to

              21  CAB's and special access which is your 499 reporting with

              22  the FCC and there is a great deal of compliance there.

              23              To make sure CAB's gets a fair share of costs

              24  we had to weight that a little bit more heavily.  That was

              25  a judgment call.  Again, this is our cost allocation.  We
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               1  try to do the best we can to determine what drives our

               2  costs.  And if we see a deficiency or a significant

               3  overstatement in the driver that we're using, we'll try to

               4  adjust that to be more reflective of what we feel is the

               5  appropriate level of cost allocation.

               6              One thing with respect to CAB is we also have a

               7  CAB allocator specifically to address time spent that I

               8  would say was more direct coded to CAB.  So this is one of

               9  the administrative functions.  This would be myself and

              10  Brock, the CEO time, the board time.  That's to deal with

              11  these additional issues related to special access and to

              12  our carrier access billing system.

              13        Q.    My understanding when you talk about the CAB

              14  billing section, you're talking about billing from other

              15  carriers using your plant, your equipment?  If someone is

              16  calling from Paris to Carbon there would be a CAB bill in

              17  regards to that?

              18        A.    Yes.  To clarify, it's not us billing for other

              19  carriers.  We don't do billing and collection for other

              20  carriers.  I think we stopped that 15 years ago.  But it's

              21  the billing to the carrier to access our network.  So if

              22  AT&T carries that call from Paris to Price, Utah there is a

              23  portion of our network that AT&T had to use to access our

              24  customer.  So we would bill AT&T for the use of our network

              25  for that small portion that we have within that call
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               1  stream.

               2        Q.    That's the basic concept of CAB?

               3        A.    Correct.

               4        Q.    All right.  You do not -- as I understand your

               5  testimony you do not have any specific time or motion study

               6  or any other study to come up with the 25 allocator or

               7  gross number?

               8        A.    Specifically related to Brock's time and CEO

               9  time, that's correct.

              10        Q.    Did you provide any specific information about

              11  how you developed your net weighing factor?

              12        A.    The CAB weight function?

              13        Q.    Yes.

              14        A.    No.  I didn't provide support to that.  Just my

              15  verbal text within the CAM and then as asked or -- I guess

              16  it's not part of this proceeding, but we have discussed

              17  that with the Division and Office.

              18        Q.    Do you agree an allocation factor or driver

              19  must have a direct causal relationship to the expenses they

              20  are allocating to?

              21        A.    That they should or that they do?

              22        Q.    That they should.  That's the purpose of it;

              23  isn't that correct?

              24        A.    Ideally, yes.  If it's direct causal effect

              25  that is a better allocator than an indirect causal effect.
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               1        Q.    What is your understanding of the term direct

               2  causal relationship?

               3        A.    If it's directly related my understanding it

               4  would be either directly tied or close enough of a tie to

               5  be considered direct.  I don't know what the best example

               6  to use here would be.  But if we're talking about billing

               7  records, and there are certain line numbers on a phone bill

               8  that represent significant compliance or significant work

               9  for the CEO or our board, then I would say that cost is

              10  fairly reflective of the work that is being performed.  Is

              11  it the only driver of cost, no.  Is it possible that direct

              12  coding could be done in some instances, yes.  But to say

              13  that it doesn't relate is not true.  To say that it's the

              14  best allocator basis is probably also not true.  But we do

              15  the best we can to determine a method of allocation.  So we

              16  go through the process to try to do that and then we step

              17  through it.

              18              There is a hierarchy described in Part 64 that

              19  we discussed of how to approach these matters and we apply

              20  that.  We look at the ability to direct code.  We look at

              21  direct association of costs.  Lower on the hierarchy is the

              22  use of the general allocator, like revenue or expenses.

              23  It's lower on the threshold.  So we do examine those when

              24  we're making our cost allocators.

              25        Q.    Now let's look at the CEO cost pool.
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               1  Mr. Johansen doesn't keep daily timesheets indicating how

               2  much time he spends on regulated and nonregulated

               3  operations; isn't that true?

               4        A.    That's correct.

               5        Q.    If he did it would make this much easier?

               6        A.    If he direct coded?

               7        Q.    Yes.

               8        A.    Yes.  Then there would be no need for an

               9  allocator, that's correct.

              10        Q.    The CEO cost pool has various types of expenses

              11  associated with it, including salary, benefits, cost, cell

              12  phone, NECA and URTA dues; is that correct?

              13        A.    Correct.

              14        Q.    By way of example, how would an increase in CAB

              15  bills in 2011 have direct causal relationship to NECA and

              16  URTA dues?

              17        A.    I guess if we're looking at NECA and URTA dues

              18  those should probably be direct coded 100 percent reg.

              19  We've probably given too much nonreg side on those to begin

              20  with.  So let's start from that standpoint.  We may have

              21  included cost in the pool that should have been 100 reg.

              22  So I'll have to look at that.  We may need to either adjust

              23  for direct cost on some of those that we see or -- but the

              24  answer to your question, what is the direct causal

              25  relationship, the amount of billing line items associated
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               1  with the phone bill versus an internet bill -- I don't know

               2  that -- just picture in your mind what you get at home on

               3  your phone bill maybe.  But under the phone section you'll

               4  have 911 --

               5        Q.    Excuse me.  I don't know if this is responsive.

               6        A.    I guess what I'm saying though is that all

               7  those regulatory matters, a lot of them are dealt with in

               8  the NECA arena and allocate interstate costs and compliance

               9  and FCC compliance and tariff and rate making with each of

              10  those line items that are reflected in the billing there is

              11  a relationship there.  Now is it the best relationship, I

              12  don't know.  I testified that there are other methods that

              13  we can use.  I'm saying they're not unrepresentative or

              14  they're not unreflective.

              15        Q.    They're not unreflective.  All right.  The same

              16  would be true for an increase in CAB bill and possibly the

              17  CEO phone bill, mobile phone bill?

              18        A.    Yes.  So if we have -- we have to file tariffs

              19  with the FCC every two years.  A significant amount of time

              20  is spent by myself and Brock.  We file -- we deal with

              21  regulatory change issues constantly and those are reflected

              22  on our bills in the form of CAB surcharges or subscriber

              23  line charges.  Again, we deal with interconnection

              24  agreements that affect those phone bills on the CAB side of

              25  the house as well.  And Brock spends time on those issues.
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               1  And those are the issues, especially recently with all the

               2  regulatory changes that are going on.  A high percentage of

               3  Brock's time is associated with those types of changes.

               4              We spent a significant amount of time in

               5  Washington trying to push through a waiver with the FCC

               6  this year.  I would suggest that 74 percent is pretty

               7  reasonable for the amount of time that is spent on

               8  regulated operations.

               9              Our fiber to the home project similarly is

              10  taking a lot of attention in our --

              11        Q.    I'm sorry.  I'm going to have to object again

              12  for being nonresponsive.  I'm trying to get specific here

              13  about your specific -- how your billing records

              14  specifically relate and constitute cost causative

              15  relationships between the number of expenses in the CEO

              16  pool and --

              17        A.    If I bill a tariff cost, then that means I've

              18  had to prepare a tariff.  If I bill a tax, that means I

              19  have to prepare a tax return.  If I bill a 499, a USAC, I

              20  have to prepare those forms.  And that's all regulated.

              21  There isn't any tax on an internet charge.  There is very

              22  little compliance associated with that.  I don't have to

              23  file a tariff every two years on my internet charges.  I

              24  rarely have to address that ever.

              25        Q.    Do you have to file the tariff every time you
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               1  have a CAB bill?

               2        A.    No.

               3        Q.    Do you have to go and work with -- what was the

               4  other example you used?

               5        A.    I'm saying that it's representative of the time

               6  we spend regulated versus nonregulated on all the issues

               7  that are related to those billing line items.  So to me it

               8  is the causal relationship.  I don't understand I guess how

               9  it couldn't be.  I guess -- is there testimony that shows

              10  that there is no relationship there?  You guys say there

              11  isn't, but why wouldn't there be?  We have the burden of

              12  proof and we've tried to demonstrate and describe why we

              13  think those are related and I think we've done that.

              14              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore, I think --

              15              THE WITNESS:  I can go into more detail.  We

              16  can throw a photo up on the wall.  I can throw up the exact

              17  billing records and we can see what is involved with them.

              18              HEARING OFFICER:  I think it might be easier

              19  for me to understand the point that you're trying to make

              20  through the questioning of your own witness.

              21              MR. MOORE:  All right.

              22              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.

              23        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  Mr. Ostrander testified that

              24  the CEO, and for that matter the board of directors, would

              25  most likely spend a significant amount of time on forward
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               1  looking projects.  Do you dispute that?

               2        A.    It's a combination of both.  In any -- I would

               3  say the board time is directly tied to Brock's time because

               4  the issues that Brock deals with are the issues we discuss

               5  in our board meetings.  So if time is spent in a particular

               6  area basically that time is reflective in our board

               7  meetings.  So those two are very closely tried together.

               8              There is an aspect to forward looking projects,

               9  yes.  That is also reflective of billing records.  They've

              10  gone a little bit of a lag.  But when we build a new

              11  circuit, let's say a CAB circuit out to a cell phone tower,

              12  the weighting of that would probably -- if it's in our

              13  area, in our regulated area, it's going to pull a little

              14  bit of cost to the regulated side.  If it's in an

              15  nonregulated area it pulls costs to the nonregulated side.

              16  But associated with that build is the actual construction

              17  that Brock is intimately involved with with the plant side

              18  to make sure that construction occurs, and again with

              19  forward looking plans as well.  So yes.

              20        Q.    So yes, you do spend a significant amount of

              21  time, the CEO and the BOD board, reviewing future plans?

              22        A.    We do spend time.  The definition of

              23  significant I guess we would have to define that.

              24        Q.    So it would depend on year to year I guess?

              25        A.    Right.
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               1        Q.    And from 2011 to 2014 it would be different?

               2        A.    Correct.

               3        Q.    If the CEO spends time on forward looking

               4  projects that don't come to fruition until another year,

               5  there would be no billing records to reflect that in the

               6  test year; isn't that correct?

               7        A.    Yes, but is the existing customer reflective of

               8  that effort.  I guess you're demonstrating that we're not

               9  keeping that up to date enough; is that correct?

              10        Q.    Yes.

              11        A.    I guess if this is the only issue that we're

              12  dealing with I can rerun the records and we could look at

              13  it.  We updated that allocator in 2015, this year, and it's

              14  not significantly different.  I can give you updated

              15  numbers if that's what you're getting at.

              16        Q.    Why don't we just stick with the record we have

              17  right now.

              18        A.    That's fine, but I'm saying we do adjust these

              19  allocators from time to time.  And I can pull up our

              20  existing one and it would be based on newer records.  It's

              21  not going to be a huge shift from what we have now.  I

              22  would be happy to do that if that's where we're headed on

              23  this.

              24        Q.    I'm sorry.  Are you saying you want to use a

              25  different allocator than the allocator you have in --
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               1        A.    No, I think it's representative.  I'm just

               2  saying there is not a big smoking gun here.  If we change

               3  from 74 percent to 72 percent I would be surprised.  I can

               4  pull that number if we need to.  I don't know.  It changes

               5  over time, it does.  But this number was based upon the

               6  fall of 2011.  The allocator that was in place at the

               7  beginning of 2014, there is a two and half years separation

               8  there.  Is it significant?  If we update it to the 2015

               9  records and took a look at it, it wouldn't be significantly

              10  different.

              11        Q.    But you haven't done that?

              12        A.    I have done that.  I don't have them with me

              13  today.  But that's what I'm saying, I can pull that and

              14  give it to you and give it to the court today if we need to

              15  if that satisfies the concern here.

              16        Q.    Let me turn to your public relations and

              17  marketing allocator.  You list 74 percent of your total

              18  hour costs to regulated service and only 26 percent to

              19  nonregulated service; is that correct?

              20        A.    That's not correct.

              21        Q.    What is correct?

              22        A.    The correct is we direct allocate a significant

              23  portion of costs before we get to that allocator.  The

              24  costs that are left with that allocator are then allocated

              25  upon the percentages you just stated.
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               1        Q.    What are the costs that are left?

               2        A.    It would be costs that are in the shared areas

               3  of service.  So that would be within the combined service

               4  areas of Carbon/Emery Telecom, Emery Telecom and

               5  Hanksville.

               6        Q.    In your response to OCSDR34 you said your

               7  allocation factor was reasonable because regulated services

               8  benefit from the company's advertising for bundle services;

               9  is that correct?

              10        A.    Correct.

              11        Q.    You have one regulated service of basic phone

              12  service and two regulated services of internet and another

              13  regulated -- nonregulated service, excuse me, of internet

              14  and another nonregulated service IPTV; is that correct?

              15        A.    That is not correct.

              16        Q.    Why is that not correct?

              17        A.    We don't provide IPTV services.

              18        Q.    But for bundle services of regulated phone

              19  service, and let's take your position of internet, you

              20  still charge the 74/26 percent for that?

              21        A.    I'm sorry.  Please repeat the question again.

              22        Q.    When you advertise your bundle services, which

              23  according to you, your testimony here is bundling regulated

              24  phone service with unregulated internet, you still use the

              25  74 percent allocation to regulated service, the basic phone
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               1  services, and the 26 nonregulated services, the internet

               2  services, correct?

               3        A.    If that service is offered to our regulated

               4  area, yes, that would be true.

               5        Q.    But internet is not in your regulated area?  I

               6  mean, internet is a nonregulated operation?

               7        A.    Service provided within that same area,

               8  correct, inside the serving area.

               9        Q.    Most of these customers in the service area --

              10  let me just go back here.  Does Carbon have any competition

              11  for basic phone services in the service area?

              12        A.    With the exception of cell phones, no.

              13        Q.    Isn't it true these customers that you're

              14  advertising your bundle services for generally already have

              15  local phone, basic phone service?

              16        A.    No, that's not necessarily true.

              17        Q.    But the majority of them?

              18        A.    No.

              19        Q.    Who do you advertise to?

              20        A.    We advertise to basically all the residents of

              21  the Carbon/Emery counties and Moab.  Again, the Moab

              22  serving areas are directly coded to our nonregulated

              23  entities.  Moab services include phone, internet, cable TV.

              24  Then in our regulated areas we have similar services that

              25  are offered both on our nonregulated plan and on our
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               1  regulated plan.  Those services are all advertised to the

               2  residents and businesses of that serving area.

               3              HEARING OFFICER:  I'm sorry.  You said the

               4  direct allocators are done by geographic area?

               5              THE WITNESS:  By serving area, yes.  We operate

               6  as an incumbent local exchange carrier in Carbon/Emery

               7  counties and in the Hanksville area.  We operate as a

               8  competitive local exchange carrier in the Moab area as well

               9  as those services we also provide internet and cable TV.

              10              HEARING OFFICER:  In the areas where you're the

              11  ILEC you do the 74 percent allocation to regulated, and the

              12  areas where you're CLEC you do 100 percent to nonregulated?

              13              THE WITNESS:  That's correct.

              14              HEARING OFFICER:  And there is no additional

              15  allocation?

              16              THE WITNESS:  No.

              17        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  Isn't it true that the internet

              18  is significantly more profitable to Carbon than basic phone

              19  service?

              20        A.    Yes.

              21        Q.    So when you advertise the bundle service you

              22  have two services, one regulated which is not as profitable

              23  as the other nonregulated, correct?

              24        A.    That's correct.

              25        Q.    But you allocate the costs associated with this
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               1  bundle approximately three times higher on the nonregulated

               2  side than you do to the -- backward, to the regulated side

               3  than you do to the nonregulated side?

               4        A.    We do those allocations at 74 percent, yes.

               5        Q.    Do you think it's reasonable that the

               6  advertising -- let's take one step back.  If you have two

               7  services, phone and internet, wouldn't it make more sense

               8  to divide them up at least 50/50?

               9        A.    Is the phone being provided over regulated

              10  plant or nonregulated plant?

              11        Q.    Let's take the regulated plant first.

              12        A.    Okay.  We closely tie those.  And the reason

              13  why is is the loop used by the customer to provide phone

              14  service to that customer.  The regulated side benefits from

              15  the internet usage of that phone line.  It actually sures

              16  up the phone line.  The phone line has become super

              17  critical for us to maintain both federal and state funding

              18  and it is critical to our customers and our ability to

              19  serve the customers is dependent upon the healthiness of

              20  that.  We continue to promote those lines, continue to tie

              21  the bundles closely with the phone line and the reason why

              22  we do is because we understand that there is -- out of the

              23  two products, the internet definitely would be the most

              24  desirable or the most popular thing to have versus the

              25  traditional phone line.  But all of our advertising -- the
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               1  majority of the advertising I should say includes that

               2  bundle to tie to that regulated plant.  So I guess it's not

               3  an easy question to answer because the ads aren't

               4  separated, they're tied together.

               5        Q.    That's my problem with your separation.  It

               6  seems if we take the position you have of two services and

               7  you're advertising primarily for the internet, which is the

               8  more profitable aspect, why would the cost for that

               9  advertising be allocated 76 percent to regulated plant and

              10  24 percent to nonregulated when you're advertising for the

              11  nonregulated and that's where your profit is going to come

              12  from?

              13        A.    Let's switch that example up a little bit.

              14  Let's move that to cable TV.  Cable TV we don't make money

              15  at.

              16        Q.    I'm sorry.  I'm going --

              17        A.    Are you saying --

              18        Q.    -- to object as nonresponsiveness again.  We'll

              19  be here forever.

              20        A.    The ability to pay shouldn't be the basis for

              21  the allocation.  So if the company is profitable it doesn't

              22  mean they should get more allocation cost.

              23        Q.    The cost --

              24        A.    Let's take profitability out of the question

              25  and then reask the question.  It's not based upon the fact
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               1  that the cable company makes no money and the internet

               2  company makes money.  I mean if we switch up the example

               3  and say can our cable company afford advertising, no.  They

               4  don't make any money.  So it's not an ability to pay that

               5  drives the cost.  It's the actual advertising.  If we're

               6  getting to the root of the question, let's make sure we do

               7  that.

               8        Q.    But you're advertising primarily for internet?

               9        A.    We advertise for both.

              10        Q.    But primarily for internet.  That's what the

              11  people want to purchase?

              12        A.    No, no.  Internet kind of sells itself.  We

              13  have to focus on -- we have to focus on telephone, to keep

              14  telephone numbers up.  We have to show our customers why

              15  it's important to maintain the phone, for safety a line

              16  power in an emergency situation is going to be more

              17  reliable than cell phone.  We spend significant time

              18  educating our customers that way.  We also have

              19  requirements annually and ongoing to advertise life line

              20  services which is promoted by the state.  There is no

              21  requirement for life line internet services.  So we have

              22  additional advertising that has to be done separately and

              23  distinctly for life line.  We do that through newspaper.

              24  We do that through our website.  We have to post posters

              25  and --
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               1        Q.    Objection, nonresponsive.  I didn't ask about

               2  life line.  I asked about advertising for bundle services.

               3        A.    It's phone service.  Life line is phone service

               4  and we have to advertise for it.  This is all part of that

               5  cost we're allocating.  It goes to the question what are we

               6  doing with our advertising dollars.  There is a lot of

               7  things that go to the advertising dollars.

               8              MR. MOORE:  I have no further questions.

               9              HEARING OFFICER:  Ms. Slawson, any followup?

              10              MS. SLAWSON:  Would it be possible to have a

              11  quick break?

              12              HEARING OFFICER:  Sure, that's fine.

              13              (Off the record.)

              14              HEARING OFFICER:  We're back from our break and

              15  back on the record.

              16              MS. SLAWSON:  Thank you.  Time for redirect?

              17              HEARING OFFICER:  Yes, go ahead.

              18                      REDIRECT EXAMINATION

              19  BY MS. SLAWSON:

              20        Q.    Let's see.  My first question is can you tell

              21  me what you consider the affected period of the UUSF

              22  application that Carbon/Emery has made in this case?

              23        A.    I would say between three and five years.

              24        Q.    You talked a little bit about -- this is back

              25  on the first question that was presented by Mr. Moore with
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               1  regard to the testimony on single asset versus group asset

               2  depreciation.  You testified briefly there is a

               3  capitalization threshold difference.  Can you explain to us

               4  why does the capitalization threshold differ between the

               5  regulated and nonregulated companies?

               6        A.    The threshold is established a little bit lower

               7  in regulated cases generally to allow for or prevent I

               8  should say, prevent the expenses from spiking in one year.

               9  If you were to expense certain items rather than capitalize

              10  them, you may have a year that is overstated by that

              11  expense.  Whereas, capitalizing that same item, spreading

              12  it over a useful life, would smooth that expense.  So to

              13  prevent spikes in the operations and the reporting of that

              14  operation.

              15              With respect to the nonregulated entities

              16  that's not as big of a concern because it's not subject to

              17  a rate making process.  A spike that would be material to a

              18  regulated entity could be considered nonmaterial for this

              19  nonregulated entity.  Maybe a good example would be modems

              20  for the internet on the nonregulated side.  We have

              21  significant purchases of those modems.  They do have a

              22  three to five year life on them.  But rather than

              23  capitalize those and track those in our asset records for

              24  five years each one of those modems, or even groups of

              25  modems, we go ahead and expense those groups of modems.
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               1  And because there is no associated rate making or reason to

               2  kind of normalize those expenditures, if that expense

               3  policy spikes our cost for modems in any one given year

               4  it's not material to the financial statements as a whole

               5  and so it's not considered necessary to track down to that

               6  level.

               7              So that's kind of how we apply the

               8  capitalization policy.  Once we meet that threshold then we

               9  get into that gray scale area that I talked about how you

              10  group those assets, whether it's single asset or a group of

              11  assets and what constitutes those groups and what point do

              12  you segregate the groups based on vintage or based upon the

              13  type of plant, that type of thing.

              14              So I think there is a distinction there, first

              15  in the policy, and then within the policy, is it true

              16  single asset or is it a group.  And so when I compared our

              17  nonreg entity capitalization similar to what the Division

              18  shows, there is a little bit of distinction, you have to

              19  get past that first capitalization threshold first.  So we

              20  just capitalize less on the nonreg side.  Then when we do

              21  it it follows somewhat close to what the Division is

              22  recommending on their straight line policy.  I think maybe

              23  -- you might go ahead with the questions.  Sorry.

              24        Q.    I guess what I'm wondering is could the

              25  regulated company, Carbon/Emery, adopt the Division's
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               1  proposed method of depreciation, this kind of single asset,

               2  maybe vintage, not true single asset, but method of

               3  depreciation?

               4        A.    It could.  And generally what it requires from

               5  the interstate side is permission from FCC we found that

               6  the FCC has been a little bit lenient in granting to the

               7  states some leeway in the methodology.  So we feel like it

               8  is a methodology that could be adopted.  The issue that we

               9  take with the methodology isn't necessarily the method

              10  itself, but the implementation of it.  We have provided

              11  testimony that if we're going to go that direction what the

              12  Division is proposing then we need to have a transition to

              13  that methodology.  It can't just be a calculation of a

              14  historical number and then use that number.  We need to say

              15  okay this has changed and we're going to transition to it.

              16  So we've provided some testimony to what we think that

              17  transition would look like.

              18        Q.    How do you see that transition?

              19        A.    What we have proposed is that -- our books are

              20  still open for 2015.  So we have a little bit of leeway on

              21  how we report depreciation.  We could do some extent of

              22  restatement, but what we've proposed is that -- basically

              23  from the time frame that we knew that the Division had a

              24  concern with our methodology, if we restated the assets

              25  from that point going forward it would be basically January
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               1  1, 2014.  So if we at that point cut to a single asset

               2  straight line methodology as promulgated by the Division at

               3  this point and then allowed our existing groups as of

               4  12/31/2013 to continue and run their course, let the

               5  depreciation finish out on those assets, and then project

               6  that forward, that would be the transition that we would

               7  suggest.  And the projection forward is somewhat necessary

               8  to determine what the correct number is in this proceeding

               9  because it is a change from the methodology that we're

              10  using now.

              11              Now I guess without getting into the

              12  confidential numbers again, that number would be slightly

              13  less than what we projected in our application, but it is

              14  materially close to that number.  So there may be a slight

              15  reduction there, but not significant.

              16              We think that satisfies the concerns of the

              17  Division going forward, but it also allows us a transition

              18  period into that.  A lot of our decisions with respect to

              19  how we manage our books are based upon the certainty that's

              20  provided by the FCC and by the state.  So if those things

              21  change it would change the decisions that we would make

              22  regarding the timing of the investments or how we -- I

              23  guess how we would make decisions based upon rate of return

              24  and weigh those decisions against similar decisions that

              25  we're making on our nonregulated plant.
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               1              So it's a choice scenario for us.  Where do we

               2  put our new capital dollars this year.  What type of rate

               3  of return are we going to get.  Is that rate of return

               4  guaranteed or how much risk is involved with that rate of

               5  return.  These capital type decisions are dependent upon

               6  some consistency.  That's what we're --though we're not

               7  opposed to the methodology, we are opposed to the way it is

               8  being proposed in the findings.  We would like some sort of

               9  transition or methodology to get to where they want us to

              10  be.

              11        Q.    We had a series of questions about the cost

              12  allocations, the various allocations that you have made.  I

              13  want to ask you the allocators that you have identified,

              14  those are used to allocate costs; is that correct?

              15        A.    Correct.

              16        Q.    Does revenue correlate or is it representative

              17  of costs?

              18        A.    No.

              19              MS. SLAWSON:  I have no other questions.

              20              HEARING OFFICER:  Any recross?

              21              MR. MOORE:  No.

              22              MR. JETTER:  No recross from the Division.

              23  Thank you.

              24              HEARING OFFICER:  We just have a couple of

              25  minutes before the public witness portion of this hearing
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               1  is supposed to begin.  It's only been a few minutes since

               2  our last break, but let's go ahead and break until noon and

               3  we'll see if anybody appears.  If not, we'll go ahead and

               4  continue unless someone appears.

               5              (Off the record.)

               6              HEARING OFFICER:  We are back on the record and

               7  I am ready to begin the public witness hearing, which is

               8  scheduled for today at noon.  Is there anyone here in the

               9  room who would like to give comments or provide testimony

              10  as a public witness today?

              11              We are going to go ahead then and resume with

              12  our UUSF hearing for the next hour or so.  We'll kind of

              13  keep a watch to see if anybody comes in to give a comment

              14  as a public witness.  Then at 1:00 we will break for lunch.

              15  So Ms. Slawson, go ahead and you may call your next

              16  witness.

              17              MS. SLAWSON:  Thank you.  Carbon/Emery calls

              18  Douglas Meredith.

              19              (The witness is sworn in.)

              20                       DIRECT EXAMINATION

              21  BY MS. SLAWSON:

              22        Q.    Good after, Mr. Meredith.  Would you state your

              23  name, your employer and your business address for the

              24  record?

              25        A.    Yes.  My full name is Douglas Duncan Meredith.
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               1  I am employed by the firm John Staurulakis Incorporated.

               2  That is spelled S-T-A-U-R-U-L-A-K-I-S.  My business address

               3  is 547 Oakview Lane, Bountiful, Utah.  That's my office.

               4  The headquarters for JSI is in Greenbelt, Maryland.

               5        Q.    On behalf of the applicant Carbon/Emery Telecom

               6  Inc. have you participated in this record?

               7        A.    Yes.

               8        Q.    Did you prepare prefiled rebuttal and

               9  surrebuttal testimony and exhibits in this case?

              10        A.    Yes.

              11        Q.    Do you have any substantive changes to the

              12  answers you gave to the questions asked in the prefiled

              13  testimony?

              14        A.    No.

              15        Q.    Do you have a summary of your testimony that

              16  you would like to present us with?

              17        A.    Yes.

              18        Q.    Please go ahead.

              19        A.    Thank you.  In my rebuttal and surrebuttal

              20  testimonies I address two topics:  Carbon/Emery's

              21  authorized rate of return and the appropriate depreciation

              22  method to use, and in the alternative of using that method

              23  what transition should be used to move to a new

              24  depreciation method for Carbon/Emery.

              25              Topic one, rate of return.  I will summarize
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               1  first the authorized rate of return for Utah USF purposes.

               2  My testimony and the exhibits I supply support

               3  Carbon/Emery's proposed overall authorized rate of return

               4  of 10.5 percent.  For comparison, the current authorized

               5  interstate rate of return for Carbon/Emery is 11.25

               6  percent.

               7              I examine in my testimony the following items

               8  related to the calculation of the overall rate of return.

               9              Item one, capital structure.  The overall rate

              10  of return is calculated using a hypothetical capital

              11  structure.  The Division and Carbon/Emery recommend that

              12  the Commission adopt the Division's sliding scale capital

              13  structure result.  This method was developed by an industry

              14  task force that has been used frequently by the Division.

              15  This method represents a reasonable balancing of competing

              16  interests.  The capital structure for Carbon/Emery assumed

              17  by the Division's sliding scale is 65 percent equity and 35

              18  percent debt.  The Office takes exception to the Division's

              19  long-standing practice and recommends a 50 percent equity

              20  and 50 percent debt capital structure.  I recommend the

              21  Commission continue to use the Division's sliding scale

              22  method and adopt a 65 percent equity and 35 percent debt

              23  capital structure for Carbon/Emery in this proceeding.

              24              Item two, the appropriate interstate rate of

              25  return.  By Commission rule, companies are instructed to
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               1  use in its application the applicable NECA form 492A for

               2  the most recently available year.  I supply the NECA form

               3  492A as an exhibit and the applicable form for Carbon/Emery

               4  yields a 11.45 percent interstate rate of return.  The

               5  Division initially proposed an incorrect rate and

               6  subsequently revised its number.  The Office recommends

               7  using a NECA form 492A that does not apply to Carbon/Emery.

               8  NECA applies two forms 492A based on individual company

               9  participation in NECA cost pools.  I recommend the

              10  Commission use the applicable form 492A in my exhibit for

              11  Carbon/Emery which reports a 11.45 percent overall rate of

              12  return for interstate purposes.

              13              Item three, the appropriate intrastate rate of

              14  return.  Carbon/Emery, the Division, and the Office agree

              15  on the cost of debt used for intrastate rate of return

              16  calculations.  This leaves the intrastate cost of equity or

              17  return on equity as a disputed item.  The Division uses an

              18  unadjusted capital asset pricing model, CAPM, to calculate

              19  an intrastate rate of return for Carbon/Emery.  The

              20  Division does not see any other model alternative available

              21  for use.  I rebut the Division's claims suggesting that an

              22  unadjusted CAPM is not appropriate.  I provide facts from

              23  credible capital finance authorities which support the need

              24  to adjust the textbook version of CAPM in the telecom

              25  sector.  In the exhibits I provide that address telecom
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               1  issues specifically, Drs. Heaton and Billingsley

               2  specifically examine the telecom industry and address this

               3  issue.  These authorities recommend adjusting the textbook

               4  version of CAPM for telcos.

               5              Dr. Heaton, in Exhibit 1, states that a small

               6  company premium is the minimum adjustment that should be

               7  applied when using the CAPM for real world applications.

               8  Dr. Billingsley, in Exhibit 2, recommends a small company

               9  premium developed by well established financial service

              10  research firms, such as Ibbotson & Associates or Duff &

              11  Phelps.  These exhibits are unrebutted in this proceedings.

              12              I provide another analysis filed at the FCC in

              13  Exhibit 3 which the Office takes exceptions to based on its

              14  author.

              15              I explain on alternative to the CAPM that was

              16  proposed by Dr. Glass, formerly of NECA and now of Rutgers

              17  University, to overcome the common pitfalls of the

              18  discounted cash flow method.  This method proposed uses a

              19  free cash flow approach instead of the discounted cash flow

              20  approach.  This information is located in Exhibit 2.  The

              21  benefit of this approach is that Dr. Glass uses actual

              22  rural telephone company data rather than large company

              23  peers to develop the appropriate discounted cash flow rate.

              24  I update this data in Exhibit 5.  The Division remains

              25  silent on this alternative approach and the Office provides
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               1  no rebuttal on this method.

               2              The Office argues that the Utah Commission

               3  should adopt the results from a number of Kansas decisions.

               4  I respond by recommending the Commission give them very

               5  little, if any, weight.

               6              There are serious mechanical problems with the

               7  Division's selection of publicly traded companies and the

               8  calculation of the risk free return used in its CAPM.  I

               9  identify these problems and propose solutions for them.

              10              All of this data and analysis support the 10.5

              11  percent overall rate of return proposed by Carbon/Emery.

              12  And I recommend the Commission adopt the proposed and

              13  supported 10.5 percent overall rate of return for

              14  Carbon/Emery in this proceeding.

              15              Topic two, depreciation method.  I will briefly

              16  summarize the depreciation method proposed by the Division

              17  and Carbon/Emery.  The Division seeks to change the

              18  standard and industry accepted group asset straight line

              19  depreciation method used by Carbon/Emery for Utah USF

              20  purposes.  I observe that this approach will add

              21  administrative complexity to Carbon/Emery's accounting

              22  procedures.  And in making such a change it should be fully

              23  vetted to ensure that the public interest is served.  The

              24  claims made by the Division are not fully explained.

              25  Notwithstanding, if the Commission were to adopt the
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               1  Division's method, I recommend the Commission adopt this

               2  monumental policy change on a prospective basis for new

               3  assets that are purchased and placed into service.  The

               4  test year 2014 is representative of forecasted depreciation

               5  expense for the next five years and so the transition that

               6  I describe is in the public interest.  This concludes my

               7  summary.

               8              MS. SLAWSON:  Mr. Meredith is available for

               9  cross examination.

              10              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Jetter.

              11                       CROSS EXAMINATION

              12  BY MR. JETTER:

              13        Q.    Thank you.  Good afternoon, Mr. Meredith.  I

              14  have a few questions and they're a little bit disjointed as

              15  far as we'll skip around just a little bit.  I would like

              16  to just start out discussing the risk free rate of return.

              17  I'm looking at CE-4.0R, which is your revised rebuttal

              18  testimony dated September 4, 2015.  And specifically I'm

              19  addressing your discussion of the risk free rate of return

              20  beginning on lines 271 through 279.  Is it an accurate

              21  representation of your testimony there that you believe the

              22  better more accurate risk free rate of return to use in

              23  calculation of an ROE for this specific purpose is an

              24  average from 1990 through today?

              25        A.    That's what I have used.  I observe that the
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               1  Division proposed a spot rate, which as I understand it was

               2  a rate on a particular day.  I propose that that be trended

               3  a bit.  I used 1990, 25 years from when this was prepared,

               4  but 20 or 25 would be an appropriate trending of the risk

               5  free rate.

               6        Q.    Were you in this room about 30 minutes to an

               7  hour ago when Mr. Woolsey testified about what he believed

               8  to be the term for which we would apply the findings of

               9  this particular case?

              10        A.    Yes.  The effective period of the findings,

              11  yes, I was.

              12        Q.    Do you agree with him that it would be three to

              13  five years?

              14        A.    Yes, that's my understanding is that it would

              15  be a three to five years effective period.

              16        Q.    And it's still your testimony that using a 20

              17  to 25 year trend of Treasury Bill average equally weighing

              18  for each year over that time is a better choice than the

              19  current actual risk free rate?

              20        A.    Yes, I do.

              21        Q.    I would like to jump a little bit now here to

              22  the factors that you discussed in promoting the -- in

              23  discussing the premium that you would assign as a small

              24  company premium to Carbon/Emery.  In support of that is it

              25  correct, I believe it's lines 120 through 121 of this same
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               1  exhibit, that you rely on Morningstar/Ibbotson Annual

               2  Yearbook?

               3        A.    No, my sources for relying on the premium are

               4  related to Dr. Heaton and Dr. Billingsley.  The

               5  Morningstar/Ibbotson Yearbook or the Morningstar/Ibbotson

               6  source and also Dr. Billingsley as I mention in the summary

               7  used the Duff & Phelps report that is identified on line

               8  142 of my testimony.

               9        Q.    Let me direct you beginning at line 120 on page

              10  5.  Would you please read the first sentence in that

              11  paragraph?

              12        A.    Yes.  The Morningstar/Ibbotson Annual Yearbook

              13  routinely reports an adjustment that would be applied to a

              14  company based on market capitalization.

              15        Q.    Is that publication something that is a

              16  reliable source for information on this type of item?

              17        A.    Yes.  Morningstar/Ibbotson or Duff & Phelps are

              18  established research firms.  Yes, they are.

              19        Q.    Thank you.  Are you aware of what companies

              20  that the Morningstar/Ibbotson Annual Yearbook uses to

              21  calculate its small company premium?

              22        A.    Not specifically, no.

              23        Q.    To be more specific, are you aware if any of

              24  those companies have a government run program that

              25  subsidizes those programs in the event that they're not
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               1  earning their authorized rate of return?

               2        A.    No, I don't know any specifics about the

               3  companies or their operations.

               4        Q.    And such a type of government program would

               5  produce the risk to those companies; is that correct?

               6        A.    Can be, yes.

               7        Q.    I would like to hand you a photocopy of the

               8  2015 Ibbotson SBBI Classic Yearbook and this is page 113.

               9              MR. JETTER:  May I approach the witness?

              10              HEARING OFFICER:  Yes.

              11              MR. JETTER:  This is not on my exhibit list.

              12  We can enter this as DPU Cross Exhibit 1.

              13              HEARING OFFICER:  Any objection?

              14              MS. SLAWSON:  No.

              15              MR. MOORE:  No.

              16              HEARING OFFICER:  DPU Cross Exhibit 1?

              17              MR. JETTER:  Yes.

              18              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.

              19        Q.    (By Mr. Jetter)  I think this will somewhat

              20  confirm what you have just answered, but would you please

              21  read what I have highlighted in yellow, a paragraph which

              22  is on the upper right hand corner of page 113 of that

              23  publication?

              24        A.    Yes.  This is page 113.  I don't have the title

              25  of the document, but it is page 113.  Most criticisms of
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               1  the use of the size premium do not address the underlying

               2  reason for its existence.  Small cap stocks are still

               3  considered riskier investments than large cap stocks.

               4  Investors require an additional reward, in the form of

               5  additional return, to take on the added risk of an

               6  investment in small cap stocks.  It is unlikely that in the

               7  future investors will require no compensation for taking on

               8  this additional risk.  That's the end of the paragraph.

               9        Q.    Thank you for reading that.  And you testified,

              10  is that correct, just a few moments ago that a program like

              11  the State Universal Fund for Utah reduces the risk that

              12  Carbon/Emery has as compared to the risk it would

              13  experience were it not eligible for such a program?

              14        A.    Yes, I did say that but it probably needs to be

              15  amplified just a bit that there are lots of risks

              16  associated with a telephone company or with a small

              17  company, it's not just the size.  In fact Roger Ibbotson,

              18  and I quote him in my testimony, says that even liquidity

              19  risk is also very, very important.  And I would argue quite

              20  strongly that liquidity risk is just as apparent or more

              21  apparent for a small rural telephone company operating in

              22  Price, Utah and no government operation is going to solve

              23  that liquidity risk.

              24        Q.    Let me ask you a few question about liquidity

              25  risk.  Are you familiar the capital structure of
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               1  Carbon/Emery Telephone?

               2        A.    Yes, I am.

               3        Q.    Could you describe that briefly?

               4        A.    The actual capital structure is they are 100

               5  equity.

               6        Q.    Who are the equity holders?

               7        A.    The shareholders, members of the cooperative I

               8  don't know.  I don't have a list of all the holders.

               9        Q.    Are you aware of any recent attempts to

              10  increase the equity of the company, any sales of stock?

              11        A.    No.  That question -- I reviewed the answer to

              12  that question that was asked by the Office to the company

              13  and there was no -- there have been no issuance of stock in

              14  the public sector.

              15        Q.    Are you aware of any of the current owners who

              16  have had a desire to sell and no ability to do such?

              17        A.    A desire to sell and would want to essentially

              18  cash out?  I do not know of any.  To the extent that some

              19  of those are cooperative members, I know other cooperatives

              20  that people have those desires, but I don't have specific

              21  information for Carbon/Emery.

              22        Q.    And you're aware that Carbon/Emery in fact

              23  makes decisions based on the certainty provided by the

              24  Universal Service Fund; is that correct?

              25        A.    No.  The Company, just like any company, has an
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               1  array of investment options both regulated, nonregulated,

               2  however it goes.  And that array of investment options is

               3  before the decision makers and they can choose what

               4  investments to make.

               5        Q.    So do you disagree with Mr. Woolsey's testimony

               6  an hour or two ago when he said that they in fact do make

               7  decisions based on, I believe it's a quote, certainty

               8  provided by the FCC and state?

               9        A.    I didn't hear him say that.  So I'll defer if

              10  he said that.

              11        Q.    Do you disagree with that statement?

              12        A.    Say the statement again please.

              13        Q.    That Carbon/Emery makes decisions based on the

              14  certainty provided by the FCC and state, and that was

              15  specifically referring to the subsidy programs for rural

              16  telephone.

              17        A.    Yes, without looking at the full transcript

              18  that's possibly one item that they use, but they still have

              19  the array of investment options.

              20        Q.    Based on how much risk is involved do you think

              21  it would in fact change the decisions that the company

              22  might make?

              23        A.    Certainly.  The risk of a particular investment

              24  opportunity or plan to use capital, the risks associated

              25  with that endeavor will definitely be a factor in a
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               1  decision.

               2        Q.    You further testified you believe they may also

               3  be capital constrained in the borrowing process by the

               4  nature of their size; is that right?

               5        A.    Yes.  As far as borrowing goes, yes.  Small

               6  companies are constrained.  There are actual boutique

               7  lending firms that cater to small rural telephone

               8  companies.  If you go to ABC bank down on Main Street, it's

               9  not likely that they're going to want to lend you money

              10  because of the -- because of all of these associated risks

              11  and the unmentioned risks that we haven't talked about.

              12  Liquidity in small companies are definitely considerations

              13  for a bank.

              14        Q.    Are you familiar with the most recent long term

              15  borrowing rate that has been used in this case?

              16        A.    No.  I reviewed it.  It's not a controversial

              17  item so I can't remember what the number is.  I can look it

              18  up.  It's on Mr. Coleman's exhibits.

              19              MR. JETTER:  Counsel, do you consider that a

              20  confidential number?

              21              MS. SLAWSON:  Tell me which one it is again.

              22              HEARING OFFICER:  The interest rate paid on --

              23              MS. SLAWSON:  That's not confidential.

              24        Q.    (By Mr. Jetter)  Would it surprise you to know

              25  that rate is 5.64 percent?
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               1        A.    No.

               2        Q.    Doesn't that seem like an awfully low amount

               3  compared to the Treasury Bond rate over the 20 year period,

               4  or 25 year period that you suggested being more appropriate

               5  for the term of effects of this case being 5.009 percent?

               6        A.    So we're talking about 50 paces points

               7  difference.

               8        Q.    Yes, between a risk free rate and the small

               9  company that you say has such a high risk that it needs

              10  significant risk premium to attract capital.

              11        A.    One, this is a cost of debt number that we just

              12  referred to.  It's not the cost of equity.  That's one

              13  important consideration.  The other consideration when

              14  you're talking about debt is -- at least one of the -- the

              15  biggest focus of boutique firms is RUS, which is the rural

              16  utility service, which is a government lending program that

              17  produces rates that are very attractive for purposes of

              18  federal public policy.  So I don't think you can compare

              19  the cost of debt and relate it to the cost of equity or the

              20  equity premium that should be applied.

              21        Q.    Well, the two of those are both based on risk,

              22  are they not?

              23        A.    Different types.  A lender has different claims

              24  against a company than a stockholder.  For example, if a

              25  company like Fairpoint, which is one of Mr. Coleman's
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               1  examples, goes bankrupt there is a triage or a hierarchy of

               2  who has claim against assets that still exist.  And the

               3  common stock shareholders are the last ones to get any

               4  claims.  So there is a difference in valuation and

               5  weighting of risks and claims.

               6        Q.    Just in the abstract just let me ask you, would

               7  you expect a company with a higher variability in its

               8  revenue stream to be considered a higher risk company by a

               9  lender?

              10        A.    It really depends on cash flow.  You're saying

              11  higher variability, but does it have enough cash flow to

              12  meet its obligations.  And all lenders have certain

              13  thresholds, factors if you want to call them, that the

              14  companies have to meet in order to not be in breach of that

              15  loan.  So they have safeguards, lenders have safeguards to

              16  address and principally -- a lot of them relate to cash

              17  flow, but there are others as well.  But it's the ability

              18  to pay the loan off.  It's just like if we were to buy a

              19  car the lender would want to know if you had enough money

              20  to pay off that car.  The variability of your income may

              21  not be a factor because you may have plenty of money above

              22  the threshold that they're looking for.

              23        Q.    If you had a source as reliable as, for

              24  example, the State of Utah Universal Service Fund as well

              25  as the Federal Communications subsidy programs providing a
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               1  significant portion of that cash flow, would that indicate

               2  to you potentially a lower risk for that company as

               3  compared to a similar company without those resources to

               4  draw on?

               5        A.    Not in 2015 because there is great uncertainty

               6  in both programs, both the Utah USF dealing with the

               7  depreciation method that is now proposed and how it could

               8  affect the claim or the request from Carbon/Emery, and even

               9  more importantly the flows from Federal Universal Service

              10  as we are going through a major transformation at the

              11  federal level.  There is not much certainty as to what is

              12  going to happen in very near terms with Federal Universal

              13  Service.  So there is quite a bit of uncertainty in a

              14  market, I should mention, in a market that is traditionally

              15  over the long last 100 years has been relatively calm and

              16  stable.  But ever since telecommunications back in 1996,

              17  and now the reform in 2011 at the FCC, there is quite a bit

              18  of uncertainty within the market.

              19        Q.    I think back to reiterate that question.  If

              20  you're comparing let's say Carbon/Emery to one of the

              21  references that both you and Mr. Coleman have used,

              22  Shenandoah Valley Telecommunications, who I believe is in

              23  Virginia, which does not have a comparable universal

              24  service fund program.  Between those two companies would

              25  you say is it more or less risky to have those types of
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               1  subsidy programs, the Utah Universal Service Fund, at your

               2  disposal?

               3        A.    It's hard to say because Shenandoah Valley it

               4  is in Virginia.  I have just a small acquaintance with the

               5  company.  It would be better for a company and for a lender

               6  or for an investor to look at the customer base and the

               7  customer structure and the stability of that customer base

               8  and customer structure rather than a government universal

               9  service program that may or may not exist, may or may not

              10  be cut.  There is quite a bit of uncertainty.  It is not a

              11  certain thing that USF exits in states, and as you

              12  mentioned in Virginia it doesn't exist.

              13        Q.    Is there something unique about their customers

              14  that you think make them more likely to remain customers or

              15  to remain more reliable than the customers of Carbon?

              16        A.    Well, I don't know if you've been to Shenandoah

              17  Valley, but it is a fairly dynamic economic space.  I mean

              18  there is -- I would say, no offense, Brock, but Shenandoah

              19  Valley has more economic activity potential than Carbon and

              20  Emery counties in Utah.

              21        Q.    I'm talking about on a per customer basis.  Do

              22  you think each individual customer is more reliable, more

              23  predictable?

              24        A.    I don't have any information to give you or to

              25  inform you on that question.
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               1              MR. JETTER:  Thank you, Mr. Meredith.  Those

               2  are all the questions I have.

               3              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.

               4              MR. MOORE:  Just a few questions.  Mr. Jetter

               5  took most of mine.  Just for clarity shake --

               6              THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I have a small

               7  hearing problem.  So could the microphone be drawn a little

               8  closer so I can hear better.

               9              MR. MOORE:  How is this?

              10              THE WITNESS:  That's good.

              11                       CROSS EXAMINATION

              12  BY MR. MOORE:

              13        Q.    In your summary you stated that you are not

              14  changing your proposed rate of return from your initial

              15  application; is that correct?

              16        A.    Correct.  I am -- my recommendation is the

              17  Commission adopt the 10.5 percent overall rate of return

              18  for Carbon/Emery's application.

              19        Q.    That's including a 12.13 intrastate rate of

              20  return; is that correct?

              21        A.    Yes.  According to the application that was the

              22  rate of return used for the intrastate portion.

              23        Q.    You didn't apply a small company premium?

              24        A.    What I did is I looked at several different

              25  methods, several different items and I'm recommending the
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               1  Commission adopt the 10.5 because all of those indicators

               2  show that if you were to do anything else, look at the

               3  different risks, liquidity premium risks, and small company

               4  premium risks, you would be in excess of that 12.13, I

               5  believe.  So, therefore, the 10.5 percent is supported.

               6        Q.    How did you arrive at the 12.13?

               7        A.    12.13 I didn't arrive at it.  The Company used

               8  12.13 because I understand the Division proposed and

               9  testified in 2014 that rate was just and reasonable and

              10  within the public interest in another case.

              11        Q.    Was that case taken to hearing?

              12        A.    That case was not taken to hearing.  The

              13  Commission adopted in full the Division's recommendation.

              14        Q.    Through a settlement?

              15        A.    No, it wasn't settled.  There was no dispute.

              16  The Office -- the Division created a petition, created

              17  testimony, filed the petition, and the Commission adopted

              18  it.  That's how I understand the Hanksville case to have

              19  happened.  There was no settlement because there was no

              20  issue in dispute.

              21              MS. SLAWSON:  Your Honor, if I may, I believe

              22  there actually was a hearing in that case, a hearing to

              23  adopt the stipulation just as a matter of record.

              24        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  But the stipulation didn't end

              25  from a settlement?
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               1        A.    I did not participate.  My understanding is

               2  that the Division prepared, produced, and supported the

               3  12.13 percent in 2014, which incidentally is the same test

               4  year that we're dealing with today.

               5        Q.    But they haven't taken that position in this

               6  case?

               7        A.    No, they have not.  They are recommending an

               8  adjustment.

               9        Q.    Could you turn to page 13 of your rebuttal

              10  testimony, your revised rebuttal testimony September 4,

              11  2015?

              12        A.    Yes, I'm there.  It starts with a graph?

              13        Q.    Yes.  I have some questions about the graph.

              14  The fifth column entitled small stocks and lists various

              15  premiums or additions; is that correct?

              16        A.    Yes.  This is by Roger Ibbotson from Ibbotson &

              17  Associates that we've been talking about, very credible

              18  professor at Yale University, or was.  I don't know his

              19  status now.  He is identifying premiums that are looked at

              20  in the real world.

              21        Q.    The first premium is a small stock premium,

              22  which is the small company premium we've been referring to;

              23  is that correct?

              24        A.    Yes, that's what I would understand that to be.

              25        Q.    Do you know of any USF case that has used a
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               1  small company premium?

               2        A.    No, most USF cases don't even address this

               3  issue.  They use the 11.25 percent authorized rate of

               4  return that the FCC uses and that's the end of the

               5  discussion.

               6        Q.    Do they use an equity risk premium?

               7        A.    I'm sorry.

               8        Q.    Are you aware of ones that use a equity risk

               9  premium?

              10        A.    Well, the equity risk premium is the premium

              11  that is given as a market or risk premium, however you want

              12  describe it.  That's used with a CAPM model.  As I

              13  understand it from your witness's testimony that in some

              14  cases, although dated, that equity risk premium has been

              15  used in a CAPM model in Kansas.

              16        Q.    Do you have one from a bond horizon premium?

              17        A.    No, I don't know of any application of -- this

              18  is getting more into the -- the bond horizon premium I

              19  don't have any information on a state universal service

              20  program, or federal for that matter, addressing a bond

              21  horizon premium.

              22        Q.    Did you attempt to compute the required rate of

              23  return using this graph, adding up these various premiums

              24  for Carbon?

              25        A.    No, I did not.  My testimony, I do state the
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               1  liquidity premium and the small company premium are

               2  somewhat intertwined.  The range, Dr. Billingsley's range

               3  or rate for small company such as Carbon/Emery is 6 or 7

               4  percent small company premium.  And I did not even go that

               5  far.  I just took half of it and I took a 3 percent small

               6  company premium to address liquidity and small company and

               7  it exceeded the 12.3 generated that supported 10.5 so I did

               8  not have to extend my analysis further.

               9        Q.    Could you turn to page 12 of your testimony?

              10        A.    Sure.

              11        Q.    You have a table there, table 2.  Did you

              12  prepare this table?

              13        A.    I did prepare the table.

              14        Q.    What is the source of your spot beta

              15  information on the table?

              16        A.    The spot beta was -- to date the spot beta in

              17  trying to replicate the information that Mr. Coleman of the

              18  Division used I have went to Yahoo.com and obtained the

              19  spot beta for these companies listed.

              20        Q.    Can you provide the source documentation?

              21        A.    Did I provide source documentation, no.  It was

              22  the spot beta as of that date at Yahoo.com.

              23        Q.    What does the term CAM adjusted mean?

              24        A.    That's a very conservative straight -- CAPM.

              25        Q.    I'm sorry, CAPM.
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               1        A.    It's the expected return using a risk free rate

               2  and then applying the data to a market premium.

               3        Q.    Where did you get the data for this CAPM

               4  adjustment?

               5        A.    The CAPM, the equation is the expected return

               6  equals the risk free rate.  And the risk free rate in this

               7  calculation.  Again as I said I used a very conservative --

               8  actually not a textbook approach, but I used the T-bill

               9  rate, which is the rate that was found below.  It's from

              10  1990 to today as of the date of filing.  So a 3.04 percent

              11  T-bill rate.  Then I applied the -- then you add to that

              12  that risk free rate the beta multiplied by a risk premium.

              13  Mr. Coleman used a risk premium of about 6.8 percent.  I

              14  opted to use an even more conservative number and I used

              15  the 5.01 percent number listed here as a T-bond rate trend

              16  as my risk premium.  So it's a few, maybe a 150 paces

              17  points lower than Mr. Coleman.  Doing it with the abundance

              18  of caution of get the lowest possible unadjusted CAPM.

              19              This particular table is really not focussed on

              20  getting the CAPM number itself, but rather the adjustment.

              21  My whole testimony is there needs to be adjustments to a

              22  standard CAPM.  You just don't do the standard CAPM for

              23  conditions that we have before us.  And so that's why the

              24  -- so I used a very small -- that's the equation that I

              25  used in order to develop the column called CAPM unadjusted.
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               1              And that's why I think if you were to compare

               2  this to Mr. Coleman's those numbers would be different

               3  because I did not use his numbers.  I used in the instance

               4  of the market premium, the equity premium, I used a lower

               5  rate than he did.

               6        Q.    This is reflected in the third column of the --

               7        A.    Yes.

               8        Q.    You used the T-bill and the T-bond rates.  Can

               9  you describe where the interest rates are inputted into the

              10  CAM asset pricing model?

              11        A.    Sure.  The T-bill rate is a 90 day T-bill.

              12  That information was obtained from the U.S. Department of

              13  Treasury.  They have a series that gives this information.

              14  And the T-bond rate is the 20 year T-bond, Treasury Bond.

              15  Those numbers go into the column we were just describing.

              16  The first one, the T-bill, the 3.04, gives the risk free

              17  rate in the CAPM equation.  The second one, the 5.01, is a

              18  conservatively low proxy for the risk market premium.  That

              19  number is multiplied by the beta and the sum of that

              20  represents the CAPM.

              21        Q.    These calculations created the leveraged CAPM

              22  in the last column?

              23        A.    No.  The levered -- if we go over to the far

              24  right.

              25        Q.    The far right.
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               1        A.    We have taxes and debt and equity percentages,

               2  and then we have a levered beta referenced by Dr. Heaton in

               3  Exhibit 1 as well.  This adjusts for taxes and also debt

               4  and equity.  So there is a formula that creates the lever

               5  and then you apply that lever to the unadjusted beta and

               6  you get a levered beta.

               7        Q.    The conclusion of the chart is your leveraged

               8  CAPM on the far right hand column?

               9        A.    Correct.  That is a leveraged CAPM, which

              10  adjusts for taxes and debt and equity structure of the

              11  various proxy companies.

              12        Q.    You have Verizon and AT&T as your first two

              13  companies, correct?

              14        A.    Yes, Verizon.

              15        Q.    Is Verizon the same as --

              16        A.    Verizon is a Bell operating company, changed

              17  its name to Verizon in the 90's.

              18        Q.    Both Verizon and AT&T have very similar

              19  industry profiles, don't they?

              20        A.    Very similar --

              21        Q.    Industry profiles.

              22        A.    Industry profiles meaning their scope?

              23        Q.    Their size.

              24        A.    Their capital structure is very, very

              25  different.  Verizon is highly leveraged and AT&T is not.
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               1  You can see that in the debt and equity percentage.  You

               2  can take the percent debt divided by the percent equity

               3  which is reported in the third to last column, the Verizon

               4  number is 8.9 and AT&T is 0.88.

               5        Q.    But in terms of size, they're both remnants of

               6  the Bell company, they're competitors, aren't they?

               7        A.    Yes.  Verizon and AT&T are competitors for

               8  certain services, for primarily their wireless services.

               9  They have a couple local exchange carriers, traditional

              10  local exchange areas that are not -- I wouldn't call them

              11  competitive with each other.  There is some overlap.  But

              12  what we see in the press most of the time is AT&T and

              13  Verizon fighting out signal coverage for wireless service

              14  across the United States map.  So they're highly

              15  competitive in that market.

              16        Q.    In your last column how would you -- how does

              17  leveraged CAPM relate to cost of equity?

              18        A.    Okay.  The leveraged CAPM is produced -- or the

              19  leveraged beta is produced by multiplying the beta times an

              20  equation or a function that addresses the tax structure of

              21  the company, and that tax piece is then multiplied by the

              22  debt and equity percentages.  So the levered beta takes

              23  into account taxes and debt and equity structure all in one

              24  calculation.

              25        Q.    That's the second to the last column?
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               1        A.    Correct.

               2        Q.    I'm asking about the last column.

               3        A.    Yes.  Then the last column is the CAPM that

               4  uses instead of the spot beta, it uses the levered beta and

               5  creates a levered CAPM result.

               6        Q.    How does that relate to the cost of equity?  Is

               7  there any relationship whatsoever?

               8        A.    Well, in this case the levered beta would

               9  reflect the equity premium that market analysts would

              10  expect from these companies based on their capital

              11  structure.

              12        Q.    The leveraged CAPM Verizon has over three times

              13  the number of AT&T; is that correct?

              14        A.    Correct.  It's 25.7 and AT&T is 7.4.  That

              15  again is a function of the very different capital structure

              16  of the two companies.

              17        Q.    Doesn't a levered CAPM of this magnitude cause

              18  some problems with competition?

              19        A.    With competition?

              20        Q.    Between AT&T and Verizon.

              21        A.    I don't think so.  Competition would be on the

              22  demand side for services, seeking market share.  And I

              23  don't know how the capital structure would be influenced by

              24  market share.  I mean, investors are looking at market

              25  share because that is a risk assessment that they have to
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               1  take as to whether the company has a desirable environment

               2  to operate with the potential for growth.  So to that

               3  extent the competition could affect it, but I don't think

               4  it's direct.

               5        Q.    It's a cost though, isn't it?  How can Verizon

               6  compete if they have a cost that is over three times higher

               7  than AT&T?

               8        A.    No, this is not a cost.  There is a cost of

               9  capital if an analyst is looking at Verizon and AT&T,

              10  Verizon is growing a lot more than AT&T in some of its

              11  markets, in its wireless markets, for example.  So from an

              12  investment standpoint you say okay I'll take that growth

              13  potential for Verizon.  And AT&T is more of a stay company

              14  -- I hate to say that if anybody has any AT&T relatives.

              15  But they're a little bit more conservative and more of a

              16  dividend value company than Verizon is.

              17              MR. MOORE:  That's all I have.  Thank you.

              18              HEARING OFFICER:  Any redirect?

              19                      REDIRECT EXAMINATION

              20  BY MS. SLAWSON:

              21        Q.    Would you take a look at DPU Cross Exhibit 1?

              22        A.    Is this the Morningstar page 113?

              23        Q.    Yes.

              24        A.    Yes.

              25        Q.    Mr. Jetter questioned you on this wanting to
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               1  know -- I believe his questions were something along the

               2  lines of -- I'm not trying to restate them exactly --

               3  whether a company that receives USF -- if the company

               4  receives USF would that offset a small company premium.  Do

               5  you recall that?

               6        A.    Yes, I recall that.

               7        Q.    How would this size premium relate to the risk

               8  that Mr. Jetter was alluding to or the lower risks

               9  associated with USF?

              10        A.    Say that again.

              11        Q.    How would the risk factor that Mr. Jetter was

              12  identifying and the small company premiums that is

              13  identified here by Mr. Ibbotson, how would that relate to a

              14  company that receives USF distribution?

              15        A.    As I look at page 113 there is a graph, 7.5,

              16  that shows essentially small company premium over time

              17  going back to 1945 and it various.  There is some

              18  variability there.  But I think the two take aways are one

              19  is positive, there is a small company premium that is

              20  generally applied in the real world, it's just not a

              21  straight CAPM, a traditional textbook CAPM.  And then the

              22  number ranges right now in 2014 it looks like that's at

              23  about two and a half, I guess a fair read maybe a little

              24  north of two and a half percent small company premium.

              25              Dr. Billingsley looked at small company
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               1  premium, and actually it was one of his criticisms of the

               2  FCC method they used in looking at whether they should

               3  re-prescribe the authorized rate of return of 11.25 percent

               4  and they produced a staff report.  Mr. Billingsley used a

               5  small company premium in that case, and almost all of the

               6  companies that would be affected were federal universal

               7  service recipients.  So it did not persuade Dr. Billingsley

               8  from using a small company premium even when you had this

               9  quote or this alleged government program for funds.  So I

              10  think they are distinct and I don't think they offset one

              11  another.

              12              MS. SLAWSON:  Thank you.  No other questions.

              13              MR. JETTER:  I do have some followup questions.

              14              HEARING OFFICER:  How much time do you

              15  anticipate?

              16              MR. JETTER:  Ten minutes.

              17              HEARING OFFICER:  Let's go ahead and break for

              18  lunch and do that when we come back.  Is that okay?  How

              19  long do you all want for lunch?  We'll come back at 2:00.

              20              (Off the record.)

              21              HEARING OFFICER:  Let's go back on the record.

              22  We are picking up where we left off before our lunch break.

              23  Mr. Jetter, I believe you had some recross for

              24  Mr. Meredith.

              25              MR. JETTER:  Yes.  I have reconsidered and have
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               1  decided not to recross.

               2              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  Mr. Moore, do you

               3  have any recross?

               4              MR. MOORE:  No, I do not.

               5              HEARING OFFICER:  Okay.  Then Ms. Slawson, I

               6  think what I would do at this point is ask you to please

               7  address as well as you can the questions that the

               8  Commission posed in its notice.

               9              MS. SLAWSON:  I would be happy to do that, but

              10  I'm just wondering if it might be more appropriate at the

              11  end after all of the witnesses have testified so we know

              12  what all the testimony in the record is.  I think a lot of

              13  the testimony, or some of the testimony that we might

              14  illicit through cross examination might go to some of those

              15  issues and not make those statements based on an incomplete

              16  record, but it's up to you.

              17              HEARING OFFICER:  I would like you to address

              18  what you can at this point.

              19              MS. SLAWSON:  Thank you.  In the notice served

              20  by the Public Service Commission on January 21, 2016 the

              21  Commission notified parties that they should come prepared

              22  to discuss three issues.  Do you want me to identify those

              23  issues for the record?

              24              HEARING OFFICER:  Sure.

              25              MS. SLAWSON:  Number one, Utah Code Section
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               1  54-8b-6 states, a telecommunications corporation providing

               2  intrastate public telecommunications services may not

               3  subsidize its intrastate telecommunications services which

               4  are exempted from regulation with the proceeds from other

               5  intrastate telecommunications services not so exempted.

               6  Disbursements from the UUSF constitute proceeds from

               7  regulated intrastate telecommunications operations.  Are

               8  the parties satisfied that a continued or increased

               9  disbursement from the UUSF would not serve to subsidize the

              10  nonregulated operations of Carbon/Emery?  Why or why not?

              11  Have I identified that issue correctly?

              12              HEARING OFFICER:  I believe so.

              13              MS. SLAWSON:  As the Commission has noted this

              14  is a threshold issue and the questions that this issue

              15  presents are addressed in the voluminous testimony filed in

              16  this case.  The testimony specifically filed in this case

              17  identifies with particularity the uses for which

              18  Carbon/Emery will use or utilize its UUSF funds.

              19              Each party in this matter has provided

              20  testimony on, for example, cost allocation between

              21  regulated and nonregulated activities.  And so those issues

              22  are briefed for the Commission in terms of testimony.  The

              23  Commission I would say has the obligation at this point to

              24  determine how those cost allocations should be made to

              25  avoid any subsidization.
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               1              We believe, Carbon/Emery believes and is

               2  satisfied that a continued and increased disbursement from

               3  the Utah Universal Service Fund would not serve to

               4  subsidize its nonregulated operations, and that the

               5  testimony they have provided on this case in this matter is

               6  clear on those points.

               7              Carbon/Emery filed it's application for Utah

               8  Universal Service Fund and its requested revenue

               9  requirement has gone through a vigorous review process.

              10  The testimony or evidence in this case proves that

              11  Carbon/Emery is not using the UUSF funds to subsidize its

              12  nonregulated operations.

              13              In order to be eligible for UUSF funds the

              14  Company must show that it is an eligible telecommunications

              15  carrier, that it is in compliance with Commission orders

              16  and rules.  Did the Company complete a Commission review of

              17  its revenue requirement and other telecommunications

              18  service rate structure prior to any change in the UUSF,

              19  which is what we're doing here today, and then does not

              20  charge rates in excess of the affordable base rate.  It

              21  must also show that it provides lifeline service and it is

              22  a facility based provider.

              23              The testimony that's been provided in this case

              24  through the prefiled written testimony and the testimony

              25  illicit here today demonstrates that Carbon/Emery has met
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               1  the requirements and the statute and rules and there is no

               2  evidence of subsidization in the extensive record.

               3              Shall I go forward with issue two?

               4              HEARING OFFICER:  That's fine.

               5              MS. SLAWSON:  Issue two, Utah Code Section

               6  54-8b-15(1)(a) states, a basic telephone service means

               7  local exchange service.  Utah Code Section 54-8b-15(6)(a)

               8  states, the UUSF shall be designed to promote equitable

               9  cost recovery of basic telephone services.  The question

              10  asked by the Commission are the parties satisfied that a

              11  continued or increased disbursement from the UUSF to

              12  Carbon/Emery would comply with this statutory language?

              13              Each party in this case has supplied testimony

              14  as to the reasonable costs -- let me back up.  Carbon/Emery

              15  has provided testimony and an application as to the

              16  reasonable costs associated with providing basic telephone

              17  services.  Each of the other parties have provided

              18  testimony on this issue.  At this point the record is

              19  robust and demonstrates through the testimony of the

              20  Company that the reasonable costs of providing basic

              21  telecommunications services are not met through rate

              22  recovery at the affordable base rate, and the Company is

              23  not earning the allowed rate of return.

              24              And so we believe that the testimony shows that

              25  Carbon/Emery is entitled to additional UUSF funds to meet
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               1  the reasonable costs of providing basic telecommunications

               2  for telephone services.

               3              Issue three, Utah Code Section 54-8b-15(5)

               4  states, operation of the Utah Universal Service Fund shall

               5  be nondiscriminatory and competitively and technologically

               6  neutral in the collection and distribution of funds,

               7  neither providing a competitive advantage for, nor imposing

               8  a competitive disadvantage upon any telecommunications

               9  provider in the state.  Are the parties satisfied that a

              10  continued or increased disbursement from the Utah Universal

              11  Service Fund to Carbon/Emery would comply with the

              12  statutory language?  Why or why not?

              13              As indicated previously in my statement, and as

              14  demonstrated in the testimonies of Brock Johansen and

              15  Darren Woolsey, Carbon/Emery has met the requirements of

              16  the statute outlining the eligibility for disbursement from

              17  the Utah Universal Service Fund.  And therefore, is

              18  entitled to continued and increased disbursements from the

              19  fund.  There has been no testimony, nor has there been to

              20  my knowledge any argument that the fund is not being

              21  administered neutrally.

              22              So based on the testimony provided in the

              23  record Carbon/Emery's position is that Carbon/Emery is

              24  entitled to additional UUSF distribution from the fund and

              25  has met the requirements of the statute.
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               1              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  And you have no

               2  more witnesses; is that correct?

               3              MS. SLAWSON:  That is correct.

               4              HEARING OFFICER:  Does the Division want to

               5  call its witness.  Just so you know, I figure we'll go at

               6  this point until about 3:20, break for 15 or 20 minutes,

               7  and then we can go up to 5:00 as needed.  Go ahead.

               8              MR. JETTER:  It's a little out of the order

               9  that the Company did, but if you would like I could address

              10  the same questions now just back to back.

              11              HEARING OFFICER:  That's fine.

              12              MR. JETTER:  Because it might be easier looking

              13  back at the record to see.  And if it's acceptable I'll

              14  rely on Kira's reading on the questions and just address

              15  them as questions 1, 2, 3.

              16              HEARING OFFICER:  That's fine.

              17              MR. JETTER:  With respect to question one.  In

              18  practically every incumbent local exchange carrier

              19  territory or companies in Utah are receiving Utah Universal

              20  Service Fund support.  The telephone company receiving the

              21  support is under common ownership with its affiliate

              22  internet service provider.  In most, if not all, cases the

              23  ILEC owns the facilities and sells access to the affiliated

              24  internet company.  Generally the access fees paid by the

              25  internet company are based on the National Exchange Carrier
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               1  Association tariff rate, also referred to as NECA.

               2              The NECA tariff rate is a cost based tariff

               3  derived from other similar ILEC costs.  The Division has

               4  relied upon the NECA tariff or prior recommendations

               5  because it is a reasonable proxy established by an outside

               6  entity.  To the extent to which UUSF funds may subsidize an

               7  affiliate in such circumstances is difficult to determine.

               8              Most of the current plant additions that we're

               9  seeing in the ILEC territories are providing fiber to the

              10  home.  Installation of fiber to the home is not necessary

              11  for basic telephone service.  However, fiber network can

              12  and do provide basic telephone service as well as offer

              13  significantly improved availability of high-speed internet

              14  access for the affiliate internet provider.

              15              In the event that the copper network is failing

              16  and must be replaced it is often most economical to replace

              17  facilities with fiber.  The benefit of fiber is shared

              18  between the ILEC as well as the affiliate.  Revenue

              19  increases generated from and received after the fiber

              20  install are likely to be received primarily by the internet

              21  and/or television affiliates.

              22              What were once telephone companies

              23  traditionally that began to provide internet through an

              24  affiliate are often now predominantly internet and

              25  television companies that also happen to offer telephone
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               1  service.  However, all three services in the case of fiber

               2  networks can often use the same facility.  And all of them

               3  will likely benefit from sharing of the costs of the

               4  facility.

               5              Whether it can measure the benefit to the

               6  company's basic telephone service or to first determine

               7  whether the investment was necessary in order to continue

               8  basic telephone service is a critical question.

               9              If, for example, the Commission were to take

              10  the view that the revenue increases or revenue derived from

              11  the value of the facility to each affiliate were indicative

              12  of whether subsidy were occurring, then the calculation of

              13  costs shared based on revenue would indicate that it is

              14  likely that an affiliate may be being subsidized.  On the

              15  other hand, if the Commission views the test as whether it

              16  reduces the cost to provide basic telephone service by

              17  selling access to affiliates, it may be argued that because

              18  the affiliate contributes some dollars to defray the costs

              19  of the telephone service the Utah Universal Service Fund is

              20  not subsidizing the affiliate if that investment in the

              21  fiber or other upgrades was a prudent investment for the

              22  regulated ILEC.

              23              With respect to the cost of operations the

              24  Division of Public Utilities periodically reviews all

              25  regulated telecommunications companies receiving Utah
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               1  Universal Service Fund support.  This review includes a

               2  desk audit of the annual report filed by the companies with

               3  the DPU.  If the desk audit indicates issues that need

               4  further investigation, the DPU then takes the appropriate

               5  action, which may include a more formal audit at the time

               6  if the Division has the ability to dedicate time and

               7  resources to that investigation.

               8              Cases filed with the Commission that are

               9  ongoing tends to take precedence over those proactive

              10  audits.  If a formal audit is conducted then the DPU will

              11  receive the cost allocation manual that the company is

              12  using to allocate costs between its regulated operations

              13  and unregulated affiliates.  This has been a standard

              14  practice for several years.

              15              The cost allocation manuals are normally

              16  developed based on the FCC Part 64 guidelines as there is

              17  no Utah specific Public Service Commission rules to use as

              18  guidance for these cost allocation manuals.  If the cost

              19  allocation manual seems reasonable to the Division and the

              20  company appears to have made a good faith effort to

              21  allocate costs between regulated and nonregulated

              22  companies, then the Division will test to make certain that

              23  the cost allocation manual is being followed and practiced.

              24  If there is no cost allocation manual, or the cost

              25  allocation manual seems insufficient, then the Division
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               1  will propose its own cost allocation method.

               2              In the case of Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc. the

               3  Division has reviewed its cost allocation manual

               4  approximately five times in the last six to seven years

               5  during various Universal Service Fund requests.  The DPU

               6  has found that Carbon/Emery Telecom's cost allocation

               7  manual seems to be fairly robust and it appears to be

               8  followed and practiced.

               9              The only criticism of the cost allocation

              10  manual is that it is sometimes dated and could be reviewed

              11  and updated more often.  The DUP recognizes that there are

              12  some inherent problems developing accurate cost allocation

              13  manuals.

              14              If the Commission is interested in developing

              15  rules to provide more specific guidance in this area the

              16  DPU would welcome such an opportunity and would like to

              17  participate in an effort to do so.

              18              With respect to question two.  Yes,

              19  disbursements comply with this language.  The DPU views the

              20  Utah Universal Service Fund as a cost recovery mechanism to

              21  be used were the total cost of providing basic telephone

              22  services exceed the revenues generated from those services.

              23  The calculation of that support is defined in Commission

              24  Rule 746-360-8.

              25              If a telecommunications company is charging the
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               1  affordable base rate as defined in Rule 746-360-2, then the

               2  Division believes that the Universal Service Fund is

               3  designed to fill in the gap between the total revenue and

               4  total expense for providing basic telephone service.

               5              If the telecommunications company were not

               6  charging the affordable base rate, the Division would

               7  impute the revenue it would receive if it were charging the

               8  affordable base rate and reduce the Utah Universal Service

               9  Fund recommendation by that amount.

              10              In this case Carbon/Emery Telecom is charging

              11  the affordable base rate and the Division believes that

              12  continued disbursement from the Universal Service Fund to

              13  Carbon/Emery Telecom for the cost recovery for the basic

              14  telephone communication services is appropriate to the

              15  extent that the actual cost of providing basic telephone

              16  service exceed the revenue generated.  However, the

              17  Division is mindful of opportunities for effectively

              18  recovering for expenses that would benefit parts of the

              19  Company's business that are unregulated.  Progressive

              20  replacement of infrastructure, such as copper cable that

              21  remain sufficient to provide basic telephone service, can

              22  allow the Company to recover for investments that have not

              23  been needed for the service of basic telephone.  The

              24  Division recognizes that basic telephone service can

              25  benefit from these investments even if it did not require
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               1  them.

               2              Further to stave off customer departures,

               3  telephone companies attempt to retain customers with more

               4  advanced services.  Given their affect on reducing customer

               5  losses and some incremental benefits, these investments

               6  have not been the subject of the Division's adjustments in

               7  this case.

               8              Nevertheless, when the investment is recovered

               9  through accelerated depreciation the Division is unwilling

              10  to accept that accelerated recovery and has made

              11  adjustments in our recommendations to the Commission.

              12              And with respect to question three, eligibility

              13  for Utah Universal Service Fund disbursement is defined in

              14  Commission Rule 746-360-6.  To be eligible the company must

              15  be designated as an eligible telecommunications carrier

              16  pursuant to 47-USC-214(e).

              17              Carbon/Emery Telephone is an eligible

              18  telecommunications carrier as described above and is an

              19  incumbent rate of return telephone corporation that is

              20  described in Rule 746-360-6.  The Division, therefore,

              21  believes it is eligible to receive Universal Service Fund

              22  disbursements in the amounts that would be calculated

              23  appropriately.

              24              While a variety of rules governing Utah Code

              25  54-8b-15(5) might be permissible under the Commission's
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               1  existing rules, Carbon/Emery Telephone is eligible subject

               2  to the establishment of Commission -- subject to the

               3  Commission's establishment of an appropriate amount.

               4              There are other carriers competing in the

               5  Carbon/Emery service territories utilizing other technology

               6  such as wireless service.  These carriers may be at a

               7  competitive disadvantage when competing with a carrier such

               8  as Carbon/Emery that receives Utah Universal Service Fund

               9  subsidy.  However, as of yet these carriers have either

              10  chosen not to pursue ETC designation or their applications

              11  have been denied by the Commission for this territory.

              12              Designation as an ETC may qualify them for

              13  Universal Service Fund disbursements.  There are several

              14  wireless lifeline carriers that have received ETC

              15  designations from the Public Service Commission.  These

              16  carriers as of yet have not requested Utah Universal

              17  Service Fund support, and in each instance they have agreed

              18  in stipulations to only seek Utah Universal Service Fund

              19  support after additional proceedings requesting it before

              20  the Commission.  And that concludes the Division's

              21  responses.

              22              HEARING OFFICER:  That's very helpful.  Thank

              23  you.  Would you like to call your witness?

              24              MR. JETTER:  The Division would like to call

              25  first Mr. William Duncan.
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               1              (The witness is sworn in.)

               2                       DIRECT EXAMINATION

               3  BY MR. JETTER:

               4        Q.    Good afternoon, Mr. Duncan.

               5        A.    Good afternoon.

               6        Q.    Would you please state your name and occupation

               7  for the record?

               8        A.    Yes.  My name is William Duncan.  I am the

               9  manager of the Telecommunications and Water Section for

              10  Utah Division of Public Utilities.

              11        Q.    Thank you.  In the course of your employment

              12  did you have the opportunity to review the application and

              13  testimony filed by the applicant in this case?

              14        A.    Yes.

              15        Q.    Did you create and cause to be filed with the

              16  Commission prefiled direct testimony?

              17        A.    Yes.

              18        Q.    I'll just read them all if that's okay.  Direct

              19  testimony, rebuttal testimony, revised rebuttal testimony,

              20  and surrebuttal testimony along with the attending

              21  exhibits?

              22        A.    Yes, I did.

              23        Q.    If you were asked those same questions today

              24  would you answer them the same way?

              25        A.    Yes.
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               1        Q.    Do you have some corrections that you would

               2  like to make to those?

               3        A.    Yes.  On my rebuttal testimony, revised

               4  rebuttal and surrebuttal on page 1, the title page on each

               5  of those documents, I failed to change the name of Emery

               6  Telephone to Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc.  The docket number

               7  is correct and the testimony is correct, but I evidently

               8  used the same testimony in the Emery case and inadvertently

               9  forgot to change the title page.  So that's page 1 on each

              10  of those.

              11        Q.    Do you have any other changes that you would

              12  like to make?

              13        A.    Yes.  During our final review of the exhibits

              14  prior to the hearing we discovered a calculation error in

              15  the rate of return calculation.  After correcting the error

              16  the Division's position on the rate of return has been

              17  revised to 9.97 percent rather than the 9.85 percent that

              18  was submitted in previous testimony.  Mr. Coleman will

              19  testify to the Division's position on that later today.

              20  That change has been considered by the Division and the

              21  Division has adjusted its recommendation from decrease in

              22  Utah Universal Service Fund of $14,458, which I believe was

              23  in my surrebuttal testimony, to an increase in Utah

              24  Universal Service Fund annually of $6,833.  This increase

              25  would put the Division's position for a total annual UUSF
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               1  disbursement of $1,045,547.

               2              We have two exhibits that we have developed to

               3  replace two exhibits in my surrebuttal testimony.  One of

               4  them is the template we used for calculating the Utah

               5  Universal Service Fund, which Carbon/Emery used in their

               6  application and then we used that template to put our

               7  adjustments in.  So that one has been used before.

               8              The second exhibit that we're passing out today

               9  -- actually there are two tables in my surrebuttal

              10  testimony that -- I didn't know the best way to handle

              11  this, so rather than replace them in a written format I

              12  just produced some Excel tables.  One of them, the first

              13  table on line 54 of my surrebuttal, and the second one is

              14  on line 81 of my surrebuttal.  But they both just show the

              15  revenue requirement and revenue deficiency that I

              16  previously spoke about of $6,833.  So it's a fairly minor

              17  change, but one we had to correct when we found the error.

              18              HEARING OFFICER:  That's based on the change on

              19  the rate of return, correct?

              20              THE WITNESS:  Yes.  The rate of return changed

              21  from 9.85 to 9.97.

              22              HEARING OFFICER:  That's the composite?

              23              THE WITNESS:  That's the composite, that's

              24  correct.

              25              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.
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               1              MR. JETTER:  At this time I would like to hand

               2  out another hearing exhibit that is the correction made in

               3  another one of our witnesses, Casey Coleman's testimony,

               4  but it relates to the same issue so I thought it be

               5  reasonable to pass this out at the same time.

               6              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.

               7              MR. JETTER:  I intend to have Mr. Coleman

               8  address this briefly.

               9              HEARING OFFICER:  Is there any objection?  This

              10  is just a replacement of an exhibit on file?

              11              MR. JETTER:  It is.

              12              MS. SLAWSON:  I just want to make sure I'm

              13  seeing the corrections correctly on Mr. Coleman's

              14  testimony.  I can ask him about this if there are any

              15  issues.  We can keep going.

              16              HEARING OFFICER:  The Office has no objection?

              17              MR. MOORE:  No objection.

              18              HEARING OFFICER:  Did you want to ask

              19  Mr. Coleman about this now?

              20              MR. JETTER:  I can ask him about it when he is

              21  sworn in and we get it authenticated in the record at that

              22  time.

              23              HEARING OFFICER:  Okay.  Go ahead.

              24              MR. JETTER:  I believe at this time the two

              25  exhibits that were first handed out, which are entitled at
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               1  the top DPU Exhibit 1.1 Hearing and DPU Exhibit 1.2 Hearing

               2  and those relate to Mr. Duncan's testimony, that those be

               3  accepted into the record?

               4              HEARING OFFICER:  And there is no objection?

               5              MS. SLAWSON:  No objection.

               6              MR. MOORE:  No objection.

               7              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  We'll accept them

               8  as marked.

               9              MR. JETTER:  And with that that concludes my

              10  direct testimony of Mr. Duncan.  He is available for cross.

              11              HEARING OFFICER:  Ms. Slawson, questions for

              12  Mr. Duncan?

              13              MS. SLAWSON:  Yes.

              14                       CROSS EXAMINATION

              15  BY MS. SLAWSON:

              16        Q.    Good afternoon, Mr. Duncan.  You provided

              17  summary testimony for the Division in this case, correct?

              18        A.    That is correct.

              19        Q.    As I have reviewed your testimony I've

              20  identified three issues that remain unresolved between the

              21  Company and the Division; is that correct?

              22        A.    That is correct.

              23        Q.    Those would be rate of return, correct?

              24        A.    Yes.

              25        Q.    The final figure for the adjustment for
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               1  migration of customers from cable internet to fiber to the

               2  home internet service, correct?

               3        A.    That is correct.

               4        Q.    And then the depreciation expense?

               5        A.    That is correct.

               6        Q.    With regard to the rate of return it's my

               7  understanding that the only issue between the Company and

               8  the Division at this point is on the appropriate cost of

               9  equity; is that correct?

              10        A.    That is correct.

              11        Q.    And it's my understanding that Mr. Coleman will

              12  be providing that testimony for the Division?

              13        A.    Yes.

              14        Q.    And with regard to the depreciation expense Joe

              15  Hellewell will be providing that testimony for the

              16  Division, correct?

              17        A.    Yes.

              18        Q.    Throughout this procedure the Division has

              19  propounded several sets of data requests in this matter; is

              20  that correct?

              21        A.    Yes.

              22        Q.    In addition to the data requests did you have

              23  telephone calls with the Company throughout this process?

              24        A.    Yes.

              25        Q.    If you were unclear about an issue or response
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               1  to a data request you would call the Company for

               2  clarification; isn't that accurate?

               3        A.    I don't know if we called them on every issue,

               4  but we certainly did on some.

               5        Q.    You felt as though you could call them on any

               6  issue?

               7        A.    Yes.

               8        Q.    Because you're providing the summary testimony

               9  I just have a couple questions for you.  But I wanted to

              10  make sure in the testimony of Joe Hellewell there are

              11  several references to the proposition that the Utah

              12  Universal Service Fund should not be used as an incentive

              13  for increased infrastructure investments.  Do you recall

              14  that testimony from Mr. Hellewell?

              15        A.    Yes, vaguely.

              16        Q.    I couldn't find any example when I looked

              17  through your testimony of where you testified that

              18  Carbon/Emery unnecessarily accelerated its plant investment

              19  by replacing assets before the end of their useful life; is

              20  that correct?

              21        A.    That's correct, I don't believe I testified on

              22  that.

              23        Q.    I just want to identify the last remaining

              24  issue between the Division and Carbon/Emery, and that was

              25  the cable migration number.
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               1        A.    Yes.

               2        Q.    As I've reviewed your testimony the final

               3  figure with regard to the Division's adjustment for imputed

               4  revenue for migration of customers who currently receive

               5  their internet services through Carbon's cable affiliates

               6  to the new fiber to the home network that is being

               7  constructed by Carbon still needs final calculation which

               8  is dependent upon the rate of return authorized by the

               9  Commission, correct?

              10        A.    Correct, it's dependent upon the rate of

              11  return.

              12        Q.    So is it fair to say that once that rate of

              13  return has been determined by the Commission, the

              14  calculation and the methodology for that calculation would

              15  be finalized and the adjustment will be made, correct?

              16        A.    Yes.  The adjustment is dependent upon whatever

              17  the final rate of return is.

              18        Q.    With regard to the rate of return the Company

              19  has proposed a return on equity of 12.13 percent, correct?

              20        A.    That is correct.

              21        Q.    Were you involved in the Hanksville Telecom

              22  UUSF proceeding which was filed by the Division in May

              23  2014?

              24        A.    Yes.

              25        Q.    Did the Division prepare the confidential
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               1  exhibits attached to its Hanksville application?

               2        A.    I'm sure we did.

               3        Q.    Do you recall the return on equity that was

               4  used by the Division in that application?

               5        A.    Not specifically, but I -- if you say it was

               6  12.13 I'll accept that.

               7        Q.    I think the Commission can take judicial notice

               8  of what that number was.  At the time the Division was

               9  preparing the application in the Hanksville Telecom UUSF

              10  proceeding was the Division aware that Emery Telecom was

              11  also planning to file an application for UUSF?

              12        A.    I don't remember.

              13        Q.    In fact, Emery filed an application for an

              14  increase in UUSF in September 2014; is that correct?  The

              15  first one.

              16        A.    Yes.  I would say -- I would accept that's

              17  correct.  I don't remember the date, but I remember the

              18  proceeding.

              19        Q.    Because you don't remember the proceeding I

              20  would just state that the Commission can take judicial

              21  notice that the return on equity number that was filed by

              22  Emery in September of 2014.  Was the return on equity

              23  figure an issue that was contested by the Division in the

              24  Emery 2014 UUSF application?

              25        A.    I don't remember.
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               1        Q.    Have you reviewed the adjustments identified by

               2  Mr. Ostrander in his surrebuttal testimony relating to

               3  allocation adjustments?

               4        A.    Not in depth.

               5        Q.    I didn't see it in your summary testimony.  So

               6  the Division is not recommending that the Commission adopt

               7  those adjustments; is that correct?

               8        A.    No, we're not.

               9        Q.    With regard to the landline loss projection, is

              10  it your testimony that the Division supports and has

              11  adopted the calculation provided by the Company for

              12  landline loss projection?

              13        A.    I would say we adopted the amended landline

              14  loss numbers that came in, that Carbon/Emery developed and

              15  revised I'm going to say during testimony.

              16        Q.    With respect to the Division and Carbon/Emery

              17  there is no issue, remaining issue, as to the landline loss

              18  adjustment, correct?

              19        A.    No.

              20              MS. SLAWSON:  I have no other questions for the

              21  witness.

              22              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.

              23                       CROSS EXAMINATION

              24  BY MR. MOORE:

              25        Q.    Just a few short questions on the capital
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               1  structure issue.  Mr. Duncan, the Division is recommending

               2  on its capital structure 35 debt and 65 percent equity in

               3  this case?

               4        A.    Yes.

               5        Q.    This capital structure was derived from a 2008

               6  capital structure task force; is that correct?

               7        A.    Yes.

               8        Q.    In your testimony you stated that prior to 2008

               9  the DPU used various hypothetical structures, including the

              10  50/50 structure recommended by Mr. Brevitz; is that

              11  correct?

              12        A.    I wasn't here prior to 2008 so I can't -- the

              13  information I received is from others that over the years

              14  preceding 2008 the Division used a variety of capital

              15  structures.

              16        Q.    The point of the 2008 capital structure task

              17  force was to arrive at a capital structure that would

              18  provide the ILEC's with certainty making future investment

              19  decisions?

              20        A.    It was to provide some level of certainty in

              21  Utah Universal Service Fund applications.

              22        Q.    Since you've been here the Division has used

              23  that capital structure in its UUSF cases; is that correct?

              24        A.    Correct.

              25        Q.    In reading your testimony you seem to stress
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               1  that this was due to a policy of regulatory consistency?

               2        A.    Yes, it was trying to provide some regulatory

               3  consistency.

               4        Q.    On page 48 of your rebuttal testimony you

               5  stated that while DPU understands the OCS concerns with the

               6  65/35 hypothetical capital structure, the DPU believes this

               7  is not the place to make a major policy change.  Does that

               8  sound correct?

               9        A.    Yes.

              10        Q.    You went on to state, the DPU would support a

              11  much broader proceeding to examine the question that could

              12  ultimately result in consistent practices that could be

              13  applied globally; is that correct?

              14        A.    Correct.

              15        Q.    Now the 2008 capital structure task force did

              16  not result in a rule from the Commission, did it?

              17        A.    That's correct.

              18        Q.    In fact, October 27, 2008 the Commission sent a

              19  letter to DPU rejecting a rule?

              20        A.    Correct.

              21        Q.    I'm going to hand you -- I believe this is in

              22  our exhibit list, but there seems to be some confusion.  So

              23  I'll just hand these down and just ask a question without

              24  putting it in the record unless there is an objection.  Is

              25  this letter -- have you ever seen this letter before?
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               1        A.    Yes.

               2        Q.    Is this the letter that I was referring to?

               3        A.    I believe so.

               4        Q.    In the last sentence of the major paragraph the

               5  Commission writes, it is also concerned that the impact of

               6  the rules that sets rates under title 54 where the

               7  Commission is required to make a determination based on

               8  evidence presented in an adjudicated proceeding based on

               9  circumstances facing each company and relevant to time the

              10  rates will be effective.

              11        A.    Correct, that's what it says.

              12        Q.    Now if you provided a policy based on regular

              13  consistency that's been in effect since 2008 and going to

              14  go in effect indefinitely, until I guess there is another

              15  global change, the capital structure is not as the

              16  Commission suggests, the Commission pronounces, relevant to

              17  time to which the rates take effect; isn't that true?

              18        A.    Can you restate that?

              19        Q.    I'm sorry.  The Commission states that they

              20  rejected the rule because in part they feel like the

              21  capital structure should be based on evidence and

              22  circumstances facing each company, and importantly relevant

              23  to the time in which the cases will be effective.

              24        A.    Okay.

              25        Q.    My question is, if we have a stable global
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               1  policy that lasts from 2008 indefinitely that policy will

               2  run array the Commission's concern about having the capital

               3  structure in place relevant to the time with which the rate

               4  will be taking effect, won't they?

               5        A.    I don't think there is any prohibition on us

               6  not using this as a policy.

               7        Q.    No, but it's not the policy of the Commission,

               8  is it?

               9        A.    No, it's not.  Obviously the rule was not

              10  adopted.

              11        Q.    Would you agree that there has been significant

              12  changes in the telecommunications business since 2008?

              13        A.    Yes.  The telecommunication business is

              14  evolving continually.

              15        Q.    So the circumstances facing each company will

              16  evolve over time?

              17        A.    Correct.

              18        Q.    Isn't your policy contradictory to this last

              19  sentence of the first paragraph of the Commission's letter?

              20        A.    No, I don't believe so.

              21        Q.    Could you explain that?

              22        A.    In the Commission's letter it says in the

              23  sentence above that the general parameters of the rule

              24  accompanied by the variability attempted to be included in

              25  the rule proposed may be applied by the Division itself in
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               1  its interactions with companies.

               2        Q.    But it goes on to say the Commission will not

               3  provide that as a rule due to concerns of timing and

               4  producing and looking at the evidence of a case by case

               5  basis?

               6        A.    That's correct.  The Commission certainly has

               7  the authority to reject our use of that rule, or not rule,

               8  but that policy if they see fit.

               9              MR. MOORE:  That's all I have.

              10              HEARING OFFICER:  Any redirect, Mr. Jetter?

              11              MR. JETTER:  I have no redirect.  Thank you.

              12              HEARING OFFICER:  Your next witness.

              13              MR. JETTER:  The Division would next like to

              14  call Casey Coleman and have him sworn in at this time.

              15              (The witness is sworn in.)

              16                       DIRECT EXAMINATION

              17  BY MR. JETTER:

              18        Q.    Mr. Coleman, would you please state your name

              19  and occupation for the record?

              20        A.    My name is Casey J. Coleman.  I'm an utility

              21  technical consultant with the Division of Public Utilities.

              22        Q.    Thank you.  In the course of your employment

              23  have you had the opportunity to review the application

              24  filed by the applicant in this docket?

              25        A.    Yes.
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               1        Q.    Did you prepare and cause to be filed with the

               2  Commission direct testimony of Casey Coleman as well as

               3  surrebuttal testimony of Casey Coleman?

               4        A.    Yes, I did.

               5        Q.    Do you have any corrections that you would like

               6  to make to either of those or the exhibits that were

               7  attached thereto?

               8        A.    Yes, I wanted to put into the record, which has

               9  already been provided and labeled DPU Exhibit 3.1 for the

              10  hearing, which is an updated calculation for what the

              11  Division is recommending for allowed rate of the return for

              12  Carbon/Emery which Mr. Duncan talked about earlier changed

              13  the rate from the 9.85 to 9.97.  And I can go into more

              14  detail now or later with whichever makes sense.

              15        Q.    I think it would be a great time now to give a

              16  brief explanation of what was changed and for what reason.

              17        A.    Primarily on this, if you look at this compared

              18  to what we filed before, the only thing that changed is

              19  what would be the separation factor for intrastate and

              20  interstate.  Previously what I had done before is I had x'd

              21  that out because we agreed with the calculation of

              22  Mr. Darren Woolsey as far as what that separation would be.

              23  When we first did the calculation we were going off of what

              24  his first filed numbers were.  Then I believe about three

              25  weeks later he filed some amended numbers, which had these
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               1  second set of numbers in there.  Because for whatever

               2  reason those numbers didn't get translated through

               3  originally I went back in and created the confidential

               4  exhibit which now shows those numbers, which I believe are

               5  accurate.  And if you just do the normal calculations

               6  across you will see what we believe would be the correct

               7  weighted cost and finally get to the 9.97.  So that's the

               8  only change.  We believe it was accurate to reflect the

               9  most recent information that was filed by the Company,

              10  which is what we were supporting.

              11              And our other numbers don't change as far as

              12  what we believe the correct debt to be and also our

              13  recommendation for the cost of equity for the Company.  If

              14  there are other questions, it's pretty straight arithmetic

              15  from there, but I can explain that further if need be.

              16        Q.    Thank you.  With that slight change to your

              17  testimony on that exhibit, if you were asked the questions

              18  contained both in your direct and your surrebuttal

              19  testimony would the answers today be the same as they were?

              20        A.    Yes, they would be.

              21        Q.    Do you have any other edits or corrections that

              22  you would like to make today?

              23        A.    No.

              24        Q.    Have you prepared a brief statement summarizing

              25  your testimony?
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               1        A.    Yes.  As the witness for the rate of return for

               2  the Division, I went through and did a calculation to try

               3  to determine what we believe would be the appropriate

               4  allowed rate of return.  And as discussed by Mr. Duncan and

               5  myself the Division believes the Commission should use the

               6  9.97 percent rate.

               7              We did agree with Carbon/Emery as far as the

               8  cost of debt and that is reflected in the information that

               9  I have provided.  We also believe, as the Division has done

              10  in other times, that the policy of a hypothetical capital

              11  structure of 35 percent debt and 65 percent equity should

              12  be used.  Carbon/Emery does not have any debt, but because

              13  of the policy we have done before we are recommending that

              14  hypothetical of 35/65.  And as reflected on the new updated

              15  information we do agree with the separation calculations

              16  provided by Carbon/Emery for the weight in between

              17  intrastate and interstate there.

              18              Where we do disagree and believe the number

              19  that should be accurate is for the cost of equity.  The

              20  Division is recommending a 10.75 percent cost of equity

              21  with that.  We come to that number by using a capital asset

              22  pricing model or CAPM, which has been discussed with that,

              23  and doing the same type of analysis which has been done in

              24  previous cases and for an extensive period of time by the

              25  Division.
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               1              We believe the Commission should continue to

               2  follow some of the same policy that has been done before,

               3  the same process that has been done before which is what we

               4  have done before and accept the 10.75 percent as a cost of

               5  equity and ultimately the 9.97 for the allowed rate of

               6  return for Carbon/Emery.

               7        Q.    Thank you.  I would like to address something

               8  else briefly on direct testimony.

               9        A.    Sure.

              10        Q.    The Division recommended cost of equity in this

              11  case has varied slightly from some previous cases.  Can you

              12  briefly explain why that is?

              13        A.    Sure.  There has been discussion as far as the

              14  rate of return that was used in previous cases to now.  The

              15  most simple way to explain that is we did an analysis

              16  according to when the information was filed.  We went and

              17  looked at the beta rates that would be applicable for those

              18  companies, ones that were still in service and the ones we

              19  felt made sense, and then looked at what the risk free rate

              20  and risk free premium would be for that time.  So there

              21  would be an adjustment just because the markets have

              22  changed and the scenario has changed a little bit.  But our

              23  methodology and the way we went through the calculation was

              24  basically the same as what would have been done in previous

              25  times, it's just with updated information that we feel is
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               1  applicable in this case and scenario to try to represent as

               2  I guess as best you can with what the market conditions

               3  would be as of the filing date for Carbon/Emery.

               4              MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  Those are all the

               5  direct questions I have for Mr. Coleman.  He is available

               6  for cross examination.

               7              HEARING OFFICER:  Ms. Slawson, any questions?

               8              MS. SLAWSON:  Yes.  Thank you.

               9              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.

              10                       CROSS EXAMINATION

              11  BY MS. SLAWSON:

              12        Q.    Good afternoon, Mr. Coleman.  I want to confirm

              13  that you reviewed the testimony and exhibits of

              14  Mr. Meredith, Mr. Woolsey and Mr. Johansen filed in this

              15  proceeding, correct?

              16        A.    Yes.

              17        Q.    In response to your direct testimony the

              18  Division is recommending that the Commission adopt the task

              19  force's hypothetical capital structure framework for this

              20  proceeding; is that correct?

              21        A.    Yes, we are.

              22        Q.    Just so I understand, and for benefit of the

              23  record, the task force's recommendation was not that the

              24  hypothetical capital structure of 35 percent debt and 65

              25  percent equity should be used in all cases; is that
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               1  correct?

               2        A.    Yes, that's correct.

               3        Q.    In fact, I believe the task force's

               4  recommendation was it would be a sliding scale, correct?

               5        A.    Yes.

               6        Q.    And if a company has an actual capital

               7  structure with less than 35 percent debt, then 35 percent

               8  debt would be imputed to that company; is that correct?

               9        A.    Yes, that's correct.

              10        Q.    If the company has an actual capital structure

              11  of 45 percent debt, then the Division and the task force

              12  recommended that the Commission use the actual capital

              13  structure, correct?

              14        A.    Correct.

              15        Q.    In your testimony you identified NECA, that's

              16  the National Exchange Carrier Association; is that correct?

              17        A.    Yes, that's true.

              18        Q.    Did you rely on NECA as an authority to

              19  determine the interstate rate of return for Carbon/Emery?

              20        A.    I guess the best way to explain that is I

              21  didn't understand the form 492 as well as I would like to.

              22  So I called NECA to try to get a better understanding as

              23  far as what the information on there was and asked a

              24  variety of questions to help me get a better understanding

              25  of that.  Through the conversations I came to understand
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               1  why there were two different forms 492 and what that meant.

               2  So I don't know that I necessarily relied on their number,

               3  but I used their expertise as far as what the form was to

               4  help me come to the conclusion of what I felt was the right

               5  interstate return for Carbon/Emery in this proceeding.

               6        Q.    The revised exhibit that you provided here

               7  today shows that the interstate rate of return used by the

               8  Division in its calculation is 11.45 percent, correct?

               9        A.    Yes, that's correct.

              10        Q.    In your testimony, your direct testimony on

              11  line 157 you indicated there was no other viable

              12  alternative for calculating the appropriate cost of equity

              13  other than the CAPM.  Do you recall that testimony?

              14        A.    You said line 157 of my direct testimony?

              15        Q.    Yes.

              16        A.    I'm not seeing that exact quote on line 157,

              17  but I might -- I said something similar to that.  I don't

              18  know if the line matters specifically unless I'm looking at

              19  the wrong spot.  Okay.  Yes, I agree.  Sorry.

              20        Q.    When writing your direct testimony were you

              21  aware of NECA's method that calculates the return on equity

              22  estimates from the NECA rate of return carriers involved in

              23  capital transactions using what Douglas Meredith has

              24  identified as free cash flow method?

              25        A.    I'm not aware of that.
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               1        Q.    You weren't when you wrote your direct

               2  testimony, correct?

               3        A.    Yes.

               4        Q.    Now in reviewing the testimony you're aware of

               5  this approach, correct?

               6        A.    It is something that Mr. Duncan did provide as

               7  another alternative.

               8        Q.    Mr. Meredith?

               9        A.    Sorry.  Yes.

              10        Q.    Would you agree that NECA's free cash flow

              11  method as identified by Mr. Meredith in his testimony

              12  estimates the cost of capital based on actual information

              13  conveyed by buyers and sellers of rural access lines rather

              14  than generalized market data and proxy companies?

              15        A.    To be honest with you, as I said before I

              16  reviewed it, but that doesn't mean that I'm an expert in

              17  that area.  And part of what I said in my testimony that I

              18  think is still accurate is as the Division we're trying to

              19  find something where we can have publicly available

              20  information that will help us to be able to come to a rate

              21  of return that's acceptable.  I don't know if all the

              22  information in that report, because I'm not an expert, is

              23  publicly available that we can get to it or not.  I'm not

              24  familiar with the discounted cash flow and the different

              25  elements of it.  But the reality of it is the Company
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               1  didn't submit that as a proposal to begin with either.  So

               2  I went with what was done previously before with what I

               3  felt was publicly available information that any party

               4  coming to this table could look at it and say that's

               5  accurate or not accurate.

               6        Q.    Okay.  But after receiving the testimony in

               7  this case -- first of all, would it surprise you to know

               8  that information is publicly available?

               9        A.    It is possible that it is publicly available.

              10  It wouldn't surprise me.

              11        Q.    Would you agree that after receiving and

              12  reviewing the testimony in this case, particularly the

              13  testimony regarding NECA's free cash flow method, that you

              14  could have undertaken the evaluation of that approach,

              15  correct?

              16        A.    I could have, but I think the Division is

              17  comfortable with the quotes they did and it's the burden of

              18  proof of the Company to put forth something, and they could

              19  have done that analysis, but didn't.

              20        Q.    And wouldn't the free cash flow approach be

              21  valuable in assessing Carbon/Emery's cost of equity in this

              22  proceeding?  Do you think that would have been a valuable

              23  exercise to undertake?  Just yes or no.

              24        A.    If I had the information, sure.

              25        Q.    You have identified here in your testimony, in
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               1  your prefiled testimony and then in your testimony here

               2  today, that the Division recognizes NECA as an authority on

               3  certain rural carrier issues, correct?

               4        A.    I don't know that I ever said NECA was an

               5  authority on certain rural carrier issues.  I understand we

               6  have to go to the form 492, which is filed through NECA to

               7  get some of that information.

               8        Q.    Let's look at your CAPM approach.  In your

               9  surrebuttal testimony you argue that adjustments to the

              10  textbook CAPM shouldn't be made because telecommunications

              11  carriers, and specifically rural carriers receiving UUSF

              12  support or Universal Service Fund support, are different;

              13  is that correct?

              14        A.    Yes, that was part of my testimony.

              15        Q.    And it's your testimony that small company

              16  premium shouldn't apply to small carriers?

              17        A.    Correct.

              18        Q.    In forming your recommendation on small company

              19  premium did you review Douglas Meredith's rebuttal Exhibit

              20  1 where Dr. Heaton from BYU addresses the small company

              21  premium?

              22        A.    Yes.

              23        Q.    Dr. Heaton's review and address of small

              24  company premium, specifically addresses small company

              25  premiums for the telecom sector; is that correct?
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               1        A.    I believe so, yes.

               2        Q.    Doesn't Dr. Heaton recommend that small company

               3  premiums be a minimum adjustment for a CAPM use in the

               4  telecom sector?

               5        A.    He might have said that, yes.

               6        Q.    In forming your recommendation on small company

               7  premiums did you review Douglas Meredith's rebuttal

               8  testimony Exhibit 2 where Dr. Billingsley addresses the

               9  small company premium specifically for rural carriers?

              10        A.    Yes.

              11        Q.    Doesn't Dr. Billingsley recommend that small

              12  carriers receive a small company premium of 5.56 percent

              13  for the entire sample of rate of return carriers?

              14        A.    I don't know that I could give you the exact

              15  number.  I reviewed it, but -- I'll agree if that's what

              16  number is in there then that's fine.

              17        Q.    In your surrebuttal testimony -- in your

              18  calculation of the CAPM what level of precision would you

              19  apply to your recommendation using the CAPM model?

              20        A.    I think my calculations were 100 percent

              21  accurate if that's the level of precision that you're going

              22  for.

              23        Q.    I'm not talking about the calculation itself,

              24  but the determination of the return on equity developed

              25  from the CAPM model.  Is it precise?
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               1        A.    I think as far as what I said in my testimony

               2  is we don't have a huge level of comfort with the CAPM, but

               3  we also as the Division were not able to come up with

               4  something that was publicly available information that

               5  would come to a higher level of precision.

               6        Q.    And correct me if I'm wrong, but I believe your

               7  surrebuttal testimony is silent on Mr. Meredith's proposed

               8  calculation of the risk free rate used in the CAPM; is that

               9  correct?

              10        A.    Yes.  I didn't go that specifically to that

              11  aspect of this, but I don't think my being silent means I'm

              12  for or against it.  His calculation and the way he did the

              13  CAPM would have been the same I did, and we could argue

              14  over if the rates are accurate or not.  I don't know that

              15  was the substantial element of what we are getting at in

              16  this hearing.

              17        Q.    Are you aware that the Federal Reserve is

              18  ending its quantitative policy and is beginning to increase

              19  the federal funds interest rate?

              20        A.    I know that it slowly happens and it's been

              21  talked about for a period of time.  Sometimes it hasn't

              22  happened as quickly as what they had been suggesting.

              23        Q.    As the Federal Reserve increases its interest

              24  rates what is your expectation in the future of interest

              25  rates?
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               1        A.    Well, I think we don't know for sure.  The

               2  beauty of it is the company can come in if the rates change

               3  and ask for an increase or decrease according to that.  And

               4  we're dealing with the facts as far as what is happening

               5  now kind of similar to what Mr. Johansen testified earlier

               6  in this hearing.

               7        Q.    I want to discuss the peer group that you

               8  selected for your CAPM model.  Were you aware that Hickory

               9  Tech was purchased by Consolidated in 2014?

              10        A.    Yes.

              11        Q.    Were you aware of that when you provided your

              12  testimony?

              13        A.    Yes.

              14        Q.    Are you aware that before it was purchased by

              15  Consolidated its service area included Southern Minnesota,

              16  including the Twin Cities, Northwest and Central Iowa?

              17        A.    I knew generally where it was serving, but I

              18  don't know the exact areas of where it was serving.  So no,

              19  I don't know to that detail.

              20        Q.    Would you agree if it is accurate that the

              21  service areas included Southwest Minnesota, including the

              22  Twin Cities, Northwest and Central Iowa, would you agree

              23  that service territory is not comparable to Carbon/Emery?

              24        A.    Yes, that could be a true statement.

              25        Q.    Are you aware that the majority of Alteva's
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               1  revenues were generated from its voice operations and

               2  wireless partnerships and not its small ILEC operations?

               3        A.    I know that there was an amount of revenue that

               4  came from that, yes.

               5        Q.    And two of the other companies that you chose

               6  for your model, Earthlink and IDT, they don't have ILEC

               7  operations and don't provide basic local exchange services,

               8  do they?

               9        A.    That could be accurate, yes.

              10        Q.    Are you aware that Fairpoint, a company that

              11  you added in this proceeding, is a former Bell operating

              12  company that operates within three New England states?

              13        A.    Yes.

              14        Q.    Would it surprise you to know that Fairpoint

              15  provides service in 17 states?

              16        A.    Yes, that would be surprising.

              17        Q.    Would it surprise you to know that Fairpoint

              18  employs over 3,000 employees?

              19        A.    Sure.

              20        Q.    What about its annual revenues, would it

              21  surprise you to learn that Fairpoint had over $900 million

              22  in annual revenue in 2014?

              23        A.    No.

              24        Q.    You indicate on line 401 in your surrebuttal

              25  testimony that you added companies that would be considered
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               1  rural.  But Cincinnati Bell is a dominant telephone company

               2  for Cincinnati, Ohio and it's nearby suburbs in the U.S.

               3  states of Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky.  Do you consider

               4  Cincinnati Bell to be a rural operating company?

               5        A.    I'm glad you asked that because I want to try

               6  to clarify what I tried to do with that.

               7        Q.    Let's answer my question first.  Do you

               8  consider Cincinnati Bell to be a rural company?

               9        A.    I included it in my list, so I believe parts of

              10  it was rural.

              11        Q.    Consolidated Communications is included in your

              12  list.  This is a family of companies providing advanced

              13  communication services in California, Kansas, Missouri,

              14  Illinois, Texas, and Pennsylvania; is that correct?

              15        A.    I'll agree with you.  I didn't look at every

              16  single state, but sure.

              17        Q.    I don't think there is any dispute that none of

              18  the companies that you looked at were located in rural

              19  Utah, correct?

              20        A.    Correct.  I would have loved to use that

              21  information, but it wasn't available.

              22        Q.    In your surrebuttal testimony lines 179 to 180

              23  you were asked in that testimony if the Division's rate of

              24  return calculation is fair and reasonable.  In your

              25  testimony in answering that question you refer to Docket
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               1  08-046-01 and state, in reviewing the details of Manti

               2  Telecom and Carbon I find nothing vastly different between

               3  those two companies that would warrant using a different

               4  methodology in this case; is that correct?

               5        A.    That was in my testimony, yes.

               6        Q.    And that docket was in 2008.  I believe the

               7  hearing was in 2012; is that accurate, 2011, 2012?

               8        A.    Sounds correct, yes.

               9        Q.    Why did you consult a Manti Telecom docket to

              10  determine the appropriate return on equity rather than just

              11  adopting the return on equity proposed by the Division in

              12  Hanksville, which was approved by the Commission less than

              13  eight months before Carbon filed its application?

              14        A.    It's not the rate that we looked at, but

              15  instead the methodology that we looked at.  And the

              16  Commission was pretty clear the Manti order they felt using

              17  a CAPM approach, which was the same approach we used in

              18  this rate, did produce just and reasonable rates.  And so I

              19  believe because we need to also again find just and

              20  reasonable rates, and if the Commission has already said

              21  that way is appropriate to use then we should use that same

              22  methodology.  And as has been asked before, the rates we

              23  used in the case before, which I believe was Hanksville, we

              24  did a similar type of approach, we just updated it for this

              25  time period.  So it's not that we changed the approach and
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               1  I believe the Commission was pretty clear that was an

               2  approach that would lead to just and reasonable rates and

               3  so that's why we followed that.

               4        Q.    So your testimony is that you used the CAPM

               5  model in the Hanksville case?

               6        A.    We looked at a rate of return using a CAPM

               7  model or something like that to come up with what we would

               8  consider to be a reasonable rate for Hanksville.

               9        Q.    And that was developed in 2014, correct?

              10        A.    I believe so, yes.

              11        Q.    And when the company used that figure, and

              12  you're eight months later when it filed the application,

              13  your testimony here today is the rate had changed based on

              14  the model?

              15        A.    Yes, because what we did is looked at --

              16        Q.    Just yes or no.

              17        A.    Yes.

              18        Q.    Are you aware that the Utah Supreme Court has

              19  stated that the governing standard in determining return on

              20  equity is the cost of inducing capital markets to invest in

              21  utility, not the cost of inducing the utility to invest in

              22  Utah?

              23        A.    I'm not entirely sure what that means and I'm

              24  not an attorney.  But if I could read it maybe I could

              25  better understand what it said, but just something that was
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               1  read there.

               2        Q.    You haven't heard of that governing standard,

               3  is that what you're saying?

               4        A.    No.

               5              MS. SLAWSON:  I don't have any other questions.

               6              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.

               7              MR. MOORE:  Yes, just a few questions.

               8                       CROSS EXAMINATION

               9  BY MR. MOORE:

              10        Q.    Turning to the interstate rate of return for

              11  Carbon/Emery.  Would you agree that the interstate rate of

              12  return is dependent on the proper legal construction in

              13  Utah Administrative Code Rule 746-360-8(A)(1)?

              14        A.    Can you direct me maybe to where that is?

              15        Q.    I can direct you to page 4 of your --

              16        A.    Rebuttal testimony or direct testimony?

              17        Q.    Your surrebuttal testimony.

              18        A.    Okay.  You said page 4?

              19        Q.    Page 4 you cite the rule starting on line 76.

              20        A.    Okay.  R476-360-8.

              21        Q.    Yes.

              22        A.    Now if you want to ask that question again so I

              23  know what you're asking.

              24        Q.    Would you agree that the appropriate interest

              25  rate of return is dependent upon proper legal construction
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               1  of this rule?

               2        A.    Yes.

               3        Q.    Now you have taken the position under this rule

               4  746-360-8 that the proper rate of return in this case is

               5  11.45, correct?

               6        A.    Yes, correct.

               7        Q.    Could you explain how you came to that

               8  conclusion?

               9        A.    Yes.  I think there is some supporting

              10  documents to go along with that, but I can also just kind

              11  of tell generally.  From our understanding there are two

              12  forms 492 that is applicable when four different carriers

              13  are going to be participating in the NECA.  Some of those

              14  would be the ones that are going to be offering the variety

              15  of different services, and then there are another subset

              16  that would basically be providing -- I'm probably going to

              17  get the wording wrong, but in essence they're not providing

              18  all the services, they're only providing a certain subset

              19  of that.  And as I looked at the form 492 and also looked

              20  at Carbon/Emery and the tariff that I provided basically

              21  shows that Carbon/Emery is only participating in the one

              22  pool.

              23        Q.    The common line pool?

              24        A.    Yes, the common line pool.  I'm just going to

              25  grab that exhibit so I can talk about it a little bit more
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               1  accurately.  So there are different pools.  There is the

               2  multiline business and user common line, there is the

               3  special access, Ethernet transport services, local

               4  switching, local transport and tandem switch transport.  So

               5  there is a tariff that I provided in my surrebuttal that

               6  basically shows Emery Telephone company that would be

               7  participating in just the multiline business and user

               8  common line pool, but not the other ones that I said after

               9  that.

              10              In my phone conversation with NECA in trying to

              11  determine what that meant, they basically said that the

              12  companies who are only participating in the multiline

              13  business and user common line would be the ones that would

              14  have the first form 492 that is 11.45 and it doesn't have

              15  the different interest rates in the interstate calculation

              16  for those other pools.  And so that's why we believe that

              17  by following what the 492 has and that Emery, Carbon/Emery

              18  because the way NECA looks at that, again through the

              19  conversation I had, is they look at it as a study error.

              20  So they may only list Emery Telephone company, but to them

              21  that includes Emery, Carbon/Emery and Hanksville as far as

              22  that.  So we felt as far as the Division that showed that

              23  they should be part of that original or the first form 492

              24  that shows 11.45 for interstate.

              25        Q.    And that's a rate for the common line pool?
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               1        A.    Correct, yes.

               2        Q.    You are also aware, however, that the common

               3  line pool only represents a minority of Carbon's business?

               4        A.    Correct, yes.

               5        Q.    They also have traffic sensitive pools and

               6  special access services, don't they?

               7        A.    Yes, they do.

               8        Q.    So the 11.45 percent rate of return is actually

               9  for just a minority of their business?

              10        A.    I guess the best way that I can explain it, I

              11  don't have an intimate knowledge of now NECA works.  So do

              12  they receive 11.45 on all of it or a portion of it, I don't

              13  know.  I do believe that that's the reference point on the

              14  form 492 that shows that's what they get.  But I think also

              15  if you look in my surrebuttal testimony I do talk about how

              16  there could be a potential for an arbitrage position.

              17  Because I do agree with what Mr. Moore was saying, they do

              18  have other services that they are providing, but I don't

              19  know as far as the Division where we could go to a

              20  resource, nor does the rule allow to go to another point

              21  other than that.

              22              And so that's why looking at the rule and the

              23  statute the way we did we felt that was the interstate rate

              24  not precluding part of what was brought up by the Office in

              25  that discussion.  But we did feel that the rule, at least
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               1  the way it was written at that point, would deal with that.

               2        Q.    That's not always been your position in this

               3  case, has it?

               4        A.    No.  Originally because I had some

               5  misinformation or misunderstanding about the form 492 I

               6  thought that Carbon/Emery would be in all of the pools and

               7  so they would be applicable.  That was our original

               8  testimony.  And then as I understood the form more and had

               9  some discussions with Carbon/Emery and those type of

              10  classifications, it was really more of an error where I

              11  thought it was applicable only to Emery and not realizing

              12  that it was a study area versus that company because to me

              13  Emery Telephone means something different than

              14  Carbon/Emery.  So that's why in my original testimony I

              15  suggested that it should be a different rate, and

              16  subsequently changed it in my surrebuttal testimony.

              17        Q.    Isn't it true that you initially believed that

              18  Carbon was not in the common line pool?

              19        A.    I don't know if I said they were not.  I just

              20  know they weren't in the other pools.  So the letter that

              21  was provided, and I don't remember the person's name, but

              22  basically from NECA to the FCC saying here is our report,

              23  they talk about how there are two different reports.  I

              24  thought they should be in the second form 492 that includes

              25  all of the rates of interstate instead of just the one.
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               1        Q.    That's right.  So how did you reconcile these

               2  two positions?

               3        A.    I think I reconcile it just from how I

               4  explained it, that I had a misunderstanding from what Emery

               5  Telecom meant in the tariff for NECA that they had provided

               6  -- or the FCC tariff, sorry, and that meant something

               7  different than what Emery Telecom means to me as someone

               8  who works in Utah.  They had made an entire study area that

               9  would incorporate Carbon/Emery, and Emery Telecom and

              10  Hanksville.  So that's how I would reconcile it.  I don't

              11  know that we changed our position, but our understanding of

              12  the form and what the information was providing changed and

              13  so that's why we went with the 11.45.

              14              HEARING OFFICER:  Did you change your

              15  interpretation of the rule?

              16              THE WITNESS:  No.  And my interpretation of the

              17  rule didn't change.  I believe we were following the rule

              18  as it's prescribed.

              19        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  Mr. Brevitz is proposing an

              20  interest rate of 9.4 percent, which would encompass all of

              21  Carbon/Emery business appropriate interest rate to use.  Is

              22  that your understanding?

              23        A.    I don't have it right here in front of me, but

              24  I'll accept that that's accurate, yes.

              25        Q.    That's basically the --
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               1        A.    Are you talking on interstate only?

               2        Q.    Interstate only.

               3        A.    I believe if I remember correctly that was the

               4  right rate for the blending of everything for interstate,

               5  yes.

               6        Q.    And that was what your initial --

               7        A.    Correct, yes.

               8        Q.    And that was when you did not believe that

               9  Emery was in the common line pool?

              10        A.    Correct, yes.

              11        Q.    So your interpretation of the rule provides

              12  that if a carrier is in the common line pool and not in the

              13  traffic sensitive pool you use the common line pool rate of

              14  return of 11.45 percent, but if the carrier is not in the

              15  common line pool and not in the other pools you use the

              16  blended interest rate of 9.4 percent?

              17        A.    This has come up before.  Looking at the rule

              18  492 when we were going through this discussion with

              19  different parties and not having as much knowledge of the

              20  492 form, I thought it was just going to be one data point.

              21  It would be something that we could go to and look at and

              22  say there is the number and plug it into the rule.  Having

              23  gone through this process a couple other times I now

              24  realize that there are more layers and complexity to it.  I

              25  believe that the rule basically requires we have to use
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               1  form 492(a), and I would think that it would be the one

               2  that is applicable for the company according to which pool

               3  is it in.

               4              What has happened in other proceedings is if a

               5  company had all of those pools that they were getting these

               6  rates from NECA then we would use the lower interstate

               7  rate.  If a company is only in the common line pool then we

               8  would use, and as we have recommended for Carbon/Emery

               9  here, the higher interstate rate of 11.45.

              10        Q.    And if the company is in none of the pools

              11  would you use the blended interstate rate of 9.4, which was

              12  what was initially --

              13        A.    No, I think the way the rule is read is that

              14  would come under a different portion of the rule where they

              15  would be like an average schedule company that is not part

              16  of the NECA pool.  And then at that point we would have to

              17  determine an appropriate rate.  The form 492 is only for

              18  those companies that are participating in the NECA pool and

              19  is -- I'll probably get this wrong.  They're not an average

              20  schedule, they're a different type of company.  So we have

              21  had -- in Manti Telecom they were not a -- we had to do

              22  something slightly different for them because of dealing

              23  with it.  That may not have answered your question, but

              24  that's my understanding.

              25        Q.    Just one last question which is obvious,
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               1  neither you, nor the personnel at NECA you talked to are

               2  Utah lawyers?

               3        A.    Correct.  I'm not a lawyer.  I'm a utility

               4  technical consultant and that gets me in enough trouble.

               5        Q.    And you would agree --

               6        A.    And I don't believe the person from NECA was.

               7  I don't know for sure, but he was the Western Regional

               8  Representative for NECA.  I don't know his background, but

               9  I wouldn't believe that he was an attorney.

              10              MR. MOORE:  I'm done.  Thank you.

              11              HEARING OFFICER:  It is time for a break.

              12  Let's break for about 15 minutes.  When we come back,

              13  Mr. Jetter, if you have any redirect we'll pick up with

              14  that.

              15              (Off the record.)

              16              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Jetter, any redirect?

              17              MR. JETTER:  I do have a few questions, Your

              18  Honor.  Thank you.

              19                      REDIRECT EXAMINATION

              20  BY MR. JETTER:

              21        Q.    I would like to first start out by asking you

              22  if you could explain briefly why the Division relies on the

              23  65/35 limits on both ends, and briefly describe the policy

              24  reasons behind that.

              25        A.    Sure.  Thank you.  The reason the Division
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               1  relies on that is because of the capital structure task

               2  force and what we feel was a process that allowed

               3  interested parties, rural phone companies, other phone

               4  companies, and other players to have an opportunity to

               5  discuss -- although I don't know that I take issue, but at

               6  least an element that's out there.

               7              I mean it is possible that a company like

               8  Carbon/Emery could come in with 100 percent equity and say

               9  we want to go all equity for our rate of return, which the

              10  Division was uncomfortable with because that's probably not

              11  -- I'm telling them how to manage their business, but from

              12  a financial perspective that may not be the most prudent

              13  choice for a company in the normal market.  But we also had

              14  other companies who maybe had 100 percent debt.

              15              It wouldn't be very fair for those companies

              16  for us to say, well, you know, we think all you should get

              17  is your cost of debt and that's your only allowed weighted

              18  average cost of capital.  So with this task force and with

              19  this discussion what we were able to do was say those who

              20  are in a relative middle ground, somewhere between 35 and

              21  65 private capital structure that for whatever reason they

              22  feel is appropriate for their company and is reflective of

              23  the market we would accept that.  But for those who may be

              24  the outliners we're going to pull the high equity companies

              25  in, but also maybe provide a little bit more equity to the
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               1  debt companies to help provide, one, a benefit to the state

               2  because they're not getting the full 100 percent equity of

               3  what a company would get, but also maybe for a company that

               4  is completely or extremely leveraged have a little bit more

               5  coming in from a rate of return that would allow them to

               6  get their equity portion to a level that I think everybody

               7  would agree in a financial community that would be a little

               8  bit more acceptable.

               9              So part of the reason why the Division went

              10  forward with the proposal, even though maybe the Commission

              11  didn't accept it in rule, is that it was something that was

              12  widely accepted by all parties and it gave a level of

              13  comfort to companies coming in to know, okay, if we are 100

              14  equity, this is probably what is going to happen is 65/35.

              15  So that's why we have adopted it and used it probably since

              16  that task force in most of the other cases where it made

              17  sense where we either had highly leveraged or a company

              18  that was using a high amount of equity to use that

              19  hypothetical structure.

              20        Q.    Thank you.  I would like to ask you a couple

              21  followup questions also about the peer group of other

              22  telephone companies that you chose as comparable.  Could

              23  you briefly discuss why you chose the grouping that you did

              24  and how you came to, I guess, narrow that group.

              25        A.    I think it's pretty clear in my testimony that
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               1  I don't -- I mean I'm not completely in love with the

               2  capital asset model because there are a couple challenges

               3  with it.  But the reason where I think it creates value --

               4  and this also comes back to the companies -- is we can at

               5  least look at some publicly available information and make

               6  a determination with the Commission.

               7              In looking at the companies, unfortunately

               8  there is not very much small rural phone company that are

               9  available who are publicly traded.  So what I tried to do

              10  in looking at the companies was to pick those that I felt

              11  at least would be serving in similar areas of the United

              12  States that could be considered rural.  I know that's a

              13  very broad definition.  But at least maybe they would have

              14  some of their services that they're providing that would be

              15  similar to what Carbon/Emery would be doing.  I recognize

              16  that some of them may be in different lines than what

              17  Carbon/Emery was.  But also what I was trying to do is if I

              18  only had two or three companies then the capital asset

              19  pricing model and getting an average for the company

              20  doesn't work very well because I could pick three outliers

              21  and come up with a rate that maybe wouldn't give us a

              22  certain level of comfort.

              23              So even though maybe the companies weren't

              24  perfect matches for Carbon/Emery, I at least felt that they

              25  had some benefit in the fact they gave us data points and
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               1  were at least offering some type of service that if you

               2  stretch the bounds of the definition a little bit could

               3  work to get us to a point to where we had a certain number

               4  of companies that would be acceptable.  And the flip side

               5  of that is I've heard both parties who have been pretty

               6  unhappy with maybe my list of companies for somewhat valid

               7  reasons, but I've never heard anybody suggest other

               8  companies that should be included that would make sense.  I

               9  mean, other than Mr. Meredith did put in AT&T and Verizon

              10  and a couple of those other companies, which I purposely

              11  excluded because, let's be honest, they're not anywhere

              12  close to what Carbon/Emery is doing.

              13              And so if there are other companies that makes

              14  sense to include, I would be happy to redo a calculation

              15  with that.  But I don't know of any of them out there that

              16  made sense.  So I went off what was available at Yahoo and

              17  a few other different resources to try to find companies

              18  that were telecommunications companies that were at least

              19  serving in areas that may be rural.

              20              Now grant it I don't know Cincinnati and the

              21  outlining areas very well, but sometimes to me Kentucky

              22  could be considered in my mind at least rural or some of

              23  the challenges that Carbon/Emery may be facing.  So that's

              24  why the list was kind of compiled the way that it was.

              25        Q.    Thank you.  I would actually like to ask you a
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               1  few more questions about that and direct you to page 12 of

               2  Exhibit CE-4.0R and looking at lines 324 and 325.  This is

               3  the revised rebuttal testimony of Douglas Meredith.  This

               4  is the calculation that he had compiled.  I believe he had

               5  used the comparable companies that you had chosen and in

               6  addition added AT&T and Verizon; is that accurate?

               7        A.    Yes.  I believe that's what he did with that,

               8  yes.

               9        Q.    Is it accurate to say that the smallest one on

              10  the list of any comparable presented here is the Shenandoah

              11  Telecommunications?

              12        A.    That would seem to be accurate, yes.  As far as

              13  looking at the access line that would be the one that would

              14  be closet to my understanding what Carbon/Emery would have.

              15        Q.    If we were to walk through the calculations

              16  that Mr. Meredith did on that company, is it correct to

              17  state in column 4 he calculated an unadjusted CAPM of 8

              18  percent?

              19        A.    Yes, that's correct.

              20        Q.    If we follow that through the debt to equity

              21  ratio in fact with Carbon/Emery it would be a zero; is that

              22  correct?

              23        A.    If I understand the way that he calculated the

              24  debt to equity that would be accurate because they are 100

              25  percent equity.
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               1        Q.    Using the Division's policy of making that

               2  adjustment, would that be approximately 0.538, meaning 35

               3  divided by 65?

               4        A.    5.38 would be -- for the debt to equity, yes.

               5        Q.    Would that be among the lowest debt to equity

               6  ratios of any company on there?

               7        A.    Yes, it appears that way.

               8        Q.    Just following that through with the zero ratio

               9  there, using that 8 percent, that would flow through into

              10  the leveraged CAPM actually used by Carbon/Emery?  It would

              11  ultimately result again in 8 percent?

              12        A.    Yes.

              13        Q.    And then you would potentially add the 3

              14  percent using his calculation of a small company premium;

              15  is that correct?

              16        A.    If you were to add a small company premium that

              17  he did, yes, the 3 percent would be added on that.

              18        Q.    And that would result in 11 percent?

              19        A.    Yes, 8 plus 3 is 11.

              20        Q.    And that's very similar or close to the 10.75

              21  percent?

              22        A.    That is close to what we had, yes.

              23        Q.    Just to clarify to make sure this is accurate,

              24  in your calculation you did not add a small company

              25  premium; is that correct?
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               1        A.    That is correct.

               2        Q.    But you also did not adjust for any reduced

               3  risk by having a Utah Universal Service Fund make up the

               4  gap?

               5        A.    Correct.  Basically what I did is I did a

               6  straight CAPM calculation, or a textbook calculation to use

               7  the words of Mr. Meredith.  I looked at the companies, I

               8  looked at what would be the beta and then did the math

               9  calculation and came up with an average to say this is what

              10  we felt the right rate was for Carbon/Emery.

              11        Q.    That was the same calculation that you used for

              12  Hanksville?

              13        A.    Yes.

              14        Q.    Same method?

              15        A.    Same method, yes.

              16        Q.    Do you know how large Hanksville is?

              17        A.    I don't know exact numbers, but I know they are

              18  a relatively small ILEC.  I mean, we're talking less than

              19  100 customers.

              20        Q.    In comparison Carbon/Emery is significantly

              21  larger?

              22        A.    Yes.  That could be the AT&T versus

              23  Carbon/Emery, could be Carbon/Emery versus Hanksville

              24  analysis if you want to look at it that way.

              25              MR. JETTER:  That's the conclusion of my
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               1  redirect.

               2              HEARING OFFICER:  Ms. Slawson, any recross?

               3              MS. SLAWSON:  Yes, just a little bit.

               4                       RECROSS EXAMINATION

               5  BY MS. SLAWSON:

               6        Q.    We were just looking at the table embedded in

               7  Mr. Meredith's testimony on page 12, table 2.  This is the

               8  one that includes Verizon and AT&T.  Do you have that in

               9  front of you?

              10        A.    Yes.

              11        Q.    In this table Mr. Meredith was focussing on

              12  adjustments that needed to be made to the CAPM model; is

              13  that correct?

              14        A.    That's what Mr. Meredith testified earlier in

              15  the hearing today, and I'll accept that as accurate.

              16        Q.    Let's look at your exhibit when you're

              17  analyzing that CAPM premium.

              18        A.    Okay.

              19        Q.    What is the market risk premium that you used?

              20        A.    Give me just one second so I can pull that up

              21  to make sure I have it accurate.  It's Exhibit 3.2?

              22        Q.    Yes.

              23        A.    Okay.  I have one here in front of me.  Which

              24  area did you want to look at?

              25        Q.    The market risk premium that you used.
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               1        A.    There is actually two different columns there.

               2  There is a T-bill CAPM and a 30 year CAPM.  I did use the

               3  30 year CAPM, which is looking at the bond.  So that's the

               4  risk premium that would be in there that came up with the

               5  10.75 percent.

               6        Q.    That's the 6.81 percent, correct?

               7        A.    Yes.

               8        Q.    Mr. Meredith used the T-bond, his rate was 5.01

               9  percent; is that correct?

              10        A.    From what he shows on there I believe that is

              11  accurate, yes.

              12        Q.    Would you need to add the additional market

              13  risk premium to Mr. Meredith's numbers?

              14        A.    If you want to do that analysis you could.

              15        Q.    So I can compare apples to apples, right?

              16        A.    Sure.

              17        Q.    Mr. Meredith -- you just testified about

              18  Mr. Meredith's Shenandoah number and it was 10.66.  What is

              19  the CAPM rate that you show for Shenandoah?

              20        A.    13.35.

              21        Q.    And that's an unadjusted number, correct?

              22        A.    Yes.

              23              MS. SLAWSON:  I don't have any other questions.

              24              MR. MOORE:  No questions, Your Honor.

              25              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.
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               1              MR. JETTER:  I have one followup question.

               2              HEARING OFFICER:  It's okay with me as long as

               3  there is no objection.

               4              MR. MOORE:  No objection.

               5              MS. SLAWSON:  I guess I want to hear the

               6  question before I insert my objection.

               7                REDIRECT EXAMINATION (continued)

               8  BY MR. JETTER:

               9        Q.    My question is just going to ask if the

              10  calculation is different between the two Shenandoah based

              11  on the beta used for that.

              12        A.    Am I okay to respond?

              13              HEARING OFFICER:  I think we can hear your

              14  response.  Go ahead.

              15              THE WITNESS:  That kind of gets back to the

              16  heart of the capital asset pricing model because what you

              17  do is you take the beta and times that by basically a risk

              18  free rate -- sorry.  You take the beta, you times that by a

              19  risk premium and add that on to a risk free rate.  So if

              20  you look at what I have here for my beta for Shenandoah at

              21  the time period of July 29 versus what Mr. Meredith pulled

              22  as his beta for Shenandoah, I believe his is just barely

              23  below 1, which means it would be a little bit less risky,

              24  and I mine is 1.56.  That would explain why there would be

              25  a significant difference between what he is showing and I'm
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               1  showing.  And I think it also emphasizes the problem if

               2  you're trying to look at just one or two companies, the

               3  CAPM starts to lose some of its strength and foundation and

               4  that's where with my trying to come up with a list of

               5  companies that it gets -- where you need enough reference

               6  points to come up with a level of comfort.

               7              And that's really what my testimony talked

               8  about is with the CAPM is it perfect, no, I don't think so.

               9  But it at least gets us to a level of comfort where we

              10  think we're getting within the right range of what would be

              11  reasonable for the cost of equity for Carbon/Emery.  So you

              12  can see just in that calculation right there and what we

              13  did right here, one company can make a significant

              14  difference.  So getting enough companies on the list is

              15  important as well.

              16              HEARING OFFICER:  Ms. Slawson, anything you

              17  want to add or pursue?

              18              MS. SLAWSON:  One second please.

              19                 RECROSS EXAMINATION (continued)

              20  BY MS. SLAWSON:

              21        Q.    You testified just now that the difference

              22  would be accounted for by the beta; is that correct?

              23        A.    I'm saying that's one potential reason why.  I

              24  can tell you from a CAPM and if you do a straight

              25  mathematic if you take a beta times the risk free rate and
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               1  add all that in there where if -- I have 1.56 as a number

               2  and I have .9 as a number, then the end result is going to

               3  be different.  I have done the calculation here, and I

               4  don't know all the reasons why, but off the top of my head

               5  that would be a very easy thing to point to as far as why

               6  those percentages and rates of return are different.

               7        Q.    And another easy thing to point to would be the

               8  difference in the market risk premium provided by you and

               9  Mr. Meredith?

              10        A.    Sure.  That would be another element of that as

              11  well, yes.

              12              MS. SLAWSON:  That's it for me.  Thank you.

              13              HEARING OFFICER:  Still okay, Mr. Moore?

              14              MR. MOORE:  Still okay.

              15              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  Mr. Jetter, your

              16  next witness.

              17              MR. JETTER:  The Division would next like to

              18  call Mr. Joseph Hellewell.

              19              (The witness is sworn in.)

              20                       DIRECT EXAMINATION

              21  BY MR. JETTER:

              22        Q.    Mr. Hellewell, would you please state your name

              23  and occupation for the record?

              24        A.    My name is Joseph Hellewell.  I'm a utility

              25  analyst for the Department of Public Utilities.
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               1        Q.    Thank you.  In the course of your employment

               2  with the Division of Public Utilities have you had the

               3  opportunity to review the application as well as the

               4  testimony filed by the applicant in this docket?

               5        A.    Yes, I have.

               6        Q.    Did you create and cause to be filed with the

               7  Public Service Commission direct, rebuttal, surrebuttal,

               8  and sur-surrebuttal testimony in this docket?

               9        A.    Yes, I have.

              10        Q.    Do you have any edits or corrections that you

              11  would like to make to your testimony?

              12        A.    No, I do not.

              13        Q.    If you were asked the questions that are

              14  contained in your prefiled written testimony that you filed

              15  today would your answers remain the same?

              16        A.    Yes, they would.

              17        Q.    Thank you.  Have you prepared a brief statement

              18  summarizing your testimony in this docket?

              19        A.    Yes.

              20        Q.    Please go ahead.

              21        A.    At the time of Carbon/Emery Telecom's

              22  application I along with other DUP analysts reviewed the

              23  application and conducted our normal audit.  During this

              24  time we reviewed the depreciation method used by

              25  Carbon/Emery Telecom and found it to be distorting annual
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               1  depreciation expense.  At this time an adjustment was made

               2  to Carbon/Emery's application based on a single asset

               3  straight line depreciation method.  In our initial direct

               4  testimony we outline reasons why Carbon/Emery's group

               5  depreciation method was distorting and suggested

               6  alternative methods to remedy this.  In addition to this

               7  depreciation adjustment we also made adjustments for

               8  customer migration and under collection based upon

               9  Carbon/Emery's tariff process.

              10              MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  I have no further

              11  questions for Mr. Hellewell and he is available for cross

              12  examination.

              13                       CROSS EXAMINATION

              14  BY MS. SLAWSON:

              15        Q.    Thank you.  Good afternoon, Mr. Hellewell.

              16  I'll just jump right in.  On lines 259 to 269 of your

              17  direct testimony you discuss the DPU adjustment for imputed

              18  revenue for migration of customers who currently receive

              19  their internet service through Carbon's cable affiliates to

              20  the new fiber to the home network that is being constructed

              21  by Carbon.  Do you recall that testimony?

              22        A.    Yes, I do.

              23        Q.    Mr. Woolsey in his rebuttal testimony on lines

              24  986 to 1017 describes an increase in revenue to

              25  Carbon/Emery that results from the migration of cable
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               1  internet customers to the fiber to the home network.  My

               2  question is this, in performing the analysis of the impact

               3  per customer per month Mr. Woolsey uses a rate of return of

               4  10.5 percent, which includes the Company's requested rate

               5  of return on equity of 12.13 percent.  Am I correct in

               6  reviewing the Division's testimony that the Division agrees

               7  with the methodology employed by Mr. Woolsey, but does not

               8  agree with the rate of return used by Mr. Woolsey in his

               9  calculation?

              10        A.    Yes, I believe so.

              11        Q.    And so is it accurate that the Division of

              12  Public Utilities is no longer proposing the adjustment

              13  amount set forth in lines 259 through 269 of your direct

              14  testimony?

              15        A.    Yes.

              16        Q.    And is it fair to say that except for the rate

              17  of return element involved in this calculation this cable

              18  migration issue is not an open issue in the case?

              19        A.    Yes.

              20        Q.    The Division in your testimony has used what

              21  you call a single asset straight line method; is that

              22  correct?

              23        A.    Yes.

              24        Q.    And you have provided testimony on that

              25  calculation, which results in a depreciation adjustment --
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               1  I don't want to go into closed session here, so I'm going

               2  to say that adjustment found in column G of the Division of

               3  Public Utilities Exhibit 1.2SR.  That's the exhibit offered

               4  by Mr. Duncan.  Does that accurately reflect your

               5  depreciation adjustment?

               6              MR. JETTER:  May I have a moment to provide my

               7  witness with that?

               8              MS. SLAWSON:  Sure.

               9              THE WITNESS:  Yes, that's accurate.

              10        Q.    (By Ms. Slawson)  And this reduces

              11  Carbon/Emery's depreciation expense for the test year,

              12  correct?

              13        A.    I'm sorry.  Say that one more time.

              14        Q.    This adjustment decreases Carbon/Emery's

              15  depreciation expense for the test period, correct?

              16        A.    Yes.

              17        Q.    Is it your testimony that Carbon's reduced

              18  depreciation expense will remain constant at that number in

              19  2015 after the test year?

              20        A.    Are you saying that Carbon/Emery's depreciation

              21  will remain exactly the same for 2014 and 2015?

              22        Q.    I'm asking if that's your testimony.  Do you

              23  think it will remain the same for 2014 and 2015?

              24        A.    No.

              25        Q.    Do you think that the depreciation expense will
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               1  remain constant at the number adjusted in the test year in

               2  2016?

               3        A.    No.

               4        Q.    2017?

               5        A.    Of course not.

               6        Q.    And what about Carbon's rate base over the next

               7  few years, is it your testimony that that will remain

               8  constant?

               9        A.    No.

              10        Q.    Do you know what the calculated -- have you

              11  calculated the anticipated depreciation expense for

              12  Carbon/Emery going forward beyond the test year?

              13        A.    We've run projections, but it hasn't ever been

              14  entered into testimony.

              15        Q.    Do you know what happens with that depreciation

              16  expense?

              17        A.    From the projections that we have run the

              18  depreciation -- well, are you referring to Carbon/Emery's

              19  group depreciation method, what happens to the depreciation

              20  expense?

              21        Q.    Well, actually I'm wondering if you've done the

              22  calculation on what Carbon's depreciation expense will be

              23  going forward under either method.

              24        A.    Well, for the single asset straight line the

              25  expense will increase proportionately with what is being
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               1  added to the rate with what is being capitalized.  But

               2  under Carbon/Emery's group depreciation the expense is

               3  significantly more than it is with the single asset

               4  straight line method.

               5        Q.    But does it remain constant?

               6        A.    Do you mean is there a constant increase?

               7        Q.    No.  I'm wondering if the test year is

               8  representative of the depreciation expense going forward?

               9        A.    Well, the -- no, it would not be.  Carbon/Emery

              10  has provided known and measurable adjustments saying that

              11  they anticipate having additional assets capitalized that

              12  would increase the depreciation expense accordingly.

              13        Q.    I know theoretically it would increase the

              14  depreciation expense.  But I'm wondering if you have done

              15  the calculation to know what the depreciation expense going

              16  forward will actually be so that we can identify whether

              17  the test year as proposed by Carbon/Emery or as proposed by

              18  the Division with its adjustment is representative of the

              19  depreciation expense in the future?

              20        A.    No.  Carbon/Emery chose the test year.  So we

              21  did calculations based upon the test year that Carbon/Emery

              22  has chosen.

              23        Q.    And you did not do any calculation to see what

              24  that depreciation expense would do after the test year?

              25        A.    Not that's been entered into testimony, no.
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               1        Q.    So whether or not it's been entered into

               2  testimony do you know what the depreciation expense does

               3  after the test year?  If you've performed the calculation

               4  do you know what that is?

               5        A.    I'm sorry.  Say that one more time.

               6        Q.    You said you haven't entered that in testimony,

               7  but that you have performed the calculation.  Is that an

               8  accurate reflection of your testimony?

               9        A.    Yes, that would be accurate.

              10        Q.    Even though it wasn't in previous testimony,

              11  I'm asking you what the depreciation expense for

              12  Carbon/Emery will be going forward?

              13        A.    I don't know the exact number.

              14        Q.    Do you have a range?

              15        A.    No.

              16        Q.    With regard to the depreciation expense you

              17  don't have a range and you don't know what the calculation

              18  is, can you say whether it's increasing or decreasing?

              19        A.    Our calculation show that depreciation expense

              20  will continue to increase.

              21        Q.    Okay.

              22        A.    Under both methods.

              23        Q.    It is your testimony that the -- on line 54 of

              24  your sur-surrebuttal testimony you indicate that the

              25  depreciation method chosen by the company has lasting
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               1  effects and must be chosen correctly, correct?

               2        A.    Yes.

               3        Q.    By way of example you testify that if the

               4  depreciation method chosen by the company accelerates

               5  depreciation expense it will also accelerate the rate at

               6  which accumulated depreciation accrues, thereby

               7  accelerating rate base reduction as well, correct?

               8        A.    Yes.

               9        Q.    You indicate that in prior accounting periods

              10  Carbon has reaped the reward of accelerated depreciation,

              11  but with that comes the burden of an accelerated

              12  accumulated depreciation count.  What you see as the

              13  consequence or the burden of Carbon/Emery choosing the

              14  group method of depreciation is that the group method also

              15  accelerates reduction to Carbon/Emery's rate base; is that

              16  correct?

              17        A.    Yes.

              18        Q.    Your testimony is that the Division is

              19  permitted to make an adjustment to the depreciation expense

              20  going forward, but is not permitted to make an adjustment

              21  to the rate base.  And I believe you testified that this

              22  would conflict with the basic tenant that the utility

              23  regulation is prospective, correct?

              24        A.    That is not accurate.

              25        Q.    Let's look at your testimony there.  Starting
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               1  on line 54 of your surrebuttal testimony -- I'm sorry.

               2  Your sur-surrebuttal testimony.

               3        A.    I'm sorry.  The first part was where you quoted

               4  the testimony that is accurate, however the second part of

               5  the question is not accurate.

               6        Q.    The second part where I said because it would

               7  conflict with the basic tenant that the utility regulation

               8  is prospective?

               9        A.    Right.

              10        Q.    You're saying that's not accurate?

              11        A.    Yes.  The adjustment that we have proposed is

              12  simply an adjustment.  We're not proposing that

              13  Carbon/Emery change their depreciation method.  If the

              14  Commission asks Carbon/Emery to change their method then

              15  the repercussions of accumulated depreciation would have to

              16  be taken into effect on a prospective basis, meaning that

              17  we could not go back and change the accumulated

              18  depreciation based off the Commission's decision to ask

              19  Carbon/Emery to change their depreciation method.

              20        Q.    And you testified that the Division's

              21  depreciation expense adjustment was simply an adjustment of

              22  an unreasonably inflated depreciation expense to a

              23  reasonable depreciation expense that better matches the

              24  actual diminution of value of Carbon's assets during the

              25  test year; is that correct?
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               1        A.    Yes.

               2        Q.    What is the actual diminution of value of

               3  Carbon's assets during the test year?

               4        A.    We feel that because of the acceleration that

               5  occurs naturally with the selection of group depreciation

               6  method is that the diminution of the assets occur on an

               7  accelerated level.  So a different method must be chosen to

               8  more accurately reflect the assets diminution.

               9        Q.    Okay.  I understand that you don't think that

              10  the group method selected by Carbon accurately reflects the

              11  actual diminution in value.  But what I'm asking you is not

              12  about the method, I'm asking you what the actual diminution

              13  in value of Carbon/Emery's assets were during the test

              14  period?

              15        A.    Are you asking for the number?

              16        Q.    Yes, the number.

              17        A.    I don't have the number in front of me.

              18        Q.    If you don't know what the actual -- do you

              19  have it somewhere?

              20        A.    I'm going to read off some numbers or I can

              21  just tell you where they appear.

              22        Q.    Tell me where they appear and then we'll decide

              23  whether they need it to be in the record.

              24        A.    Exhibit DPU 1.1D William Duncan.

              25        Q.    Let me turn there before we move on.  Where on
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               1  Exhibit 1.1D?

               2        A.    It would be column F row 12.  That is the

               3  proposed depreciation expense by Carbon/Emery.  Our

               4  adjustment is column G row 12.  So the diminution would be

               5  column I row 12.

               6        Q.    Again, I hate to split hairs here, but you're

               7  talking about the depreciation expense, the depreciation.

               8  What I'm asking is what those assets -- how they actually

               9  diminished in value during the test year.  Do you know what

              10  that is?  Did you go and look at the plant?

              11        A.    We went out and looked at the plant, but I'm

              12  not an appraiser so I wouldn't know.

              13        Q.    Did you go out and look at Carbon/Emery's plant

              14  in this case?

              15        A.    I don't recall.  I don't remember.

              16        Q.    So I guess my question is if you don't know

              17  what the actual diminution in value of Carbon's assets were

              18  during the test year, how do you know that your method of

              19  calculation calculating that depreciation expense better

              20  matches the actual diminish in value?

              21        A.    The acceleration that occurs because of the

              22  method chosen on paper, given the test samples that we

              23  pulled, there is no way that it could diminish that

              24  quickly.

              25        Q.    But you don't know what the actual diminish
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               1  value is; is that accurate?

               2        A.    Correct.  Yes, that's accurate.

               3        Q.    Let's move on.  You've noted that in choosing

               4  its depreciation method Carbon made a careful and informed

               5  decision to use -- well, you've noted that companies use or

               6  make a careful and informed decision on which method of

               7  depreciation to use; is that accurate?

               8        A.    Yes.

               9        Q.    And would it be reasonable to assume that

              10  Carbon also made the careful and informed decision to use

              11  its methodology for depreciation?

              12        A.    Yes.

              13        Q.    Is it reasonable -- Carbon/Emery has elected

              14  the group method of depreciation, correct?

              15        A.    Yes.

              16        Q.    And I think you testified just a minute ago

              17  that the Division is not recommending that Carbon use a

              18  different method of depreciation, you're just recommending

              19  that the Commission calculate the UUSF using a different

              20  method of depreciation; is that correct?

              21        A.    You're asking whether I -- can you restate the

              22  question one more time please?

              23        Q.    I believe you testified that the Division's

              24  position isn't that Carbon/Emery should change its

              25  depreciation method; is that correct?
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               1        A.    Yes.

               2        Q.    Yes, that is correct?

               3        A.    Yes, that is correct.

               4        Q.    But you are recommending that for purposes of

               5  calculating the Universal Service distribution or

               6  disbursement in this case that the Commission should look

               7  at or reach the depreciation expense using a different

               8  method of depreciation; is that correct?

               9        A.    Whether the Commission uses group depreciation

              10  to arrive at what they believe is a correct expense, single

              11  asset straight line, vintage, the FCC method, that's

              12  entirely up to them.  Our recommendation is that, yes, we

              13  adjusted the group depreciation expense down to a level

              14  that we felt was representative using a method that we have

              15  used for multiple companies across the state.

              16        Q.    Just so I understand the Division's

              17  recommendation, the Division is not suggesting that the

              18  single asset depreciation method be applied to assets that

              19  are added after the test period, but rather the Division is

              20  suggesting that when you looked at the single asset

              21  depreciation method you applied it, and I think your

              22  language was based upon each capitalized asset having

              23  depreciated under a single asset straight line approach

              24  since its inception; is that correct?

              25        A.    Yes.
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               1        Q.    We have established here that Carbon/Emery

               2  chose the group asset method of depreciation and used that

               3  method to calculate what it believed is an accurate

               4  depreciation expense, correct?

               5        A.    Yes.

               6        Q.    And the Division is suggesting that that is not

               7  an accurate depreciation expense and that the single asset

               8  straight line method should be used, or at least was used

               9  by the Division to calculate the depreciation expense,

              10  correct?

              11        A.    Yes.

              12        Q.    So it seems to me that the Division is

              13  suggesting or is changing the rules in the middle of the

              14  game, effectively eliminating what you call the stable

              15  predictable depreciation expense under the group method

              16  that Carbon/Emery's management was using for forecasting

              17  and planning.  Is that not -- are you not doing that?

              18        A.    Every single company to my knowledge that I

              19  have been involved with that has used group depreciation

              20  has had an according adjustment on the straight line

              21  method.  Whether those cases have been settled in the court

              22  or out is up to each individual company, but each of those

              23  -- we have consistently applied the single asset straight

              24  line approach to companies practicing group depreciation,

              25  not because we have any fondness or preference over one
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               1  depreciation method over another, we just feel that the

               2  single asset straight line is the most transparent, the

               3  most straightforward, the easiest one to duplicate, and the

               4  easiest one to communicate back to the companies.

               5        Q.    Okay.  In addition to the single asset straight

               6  line method of depreciation that the Division uses to

               7  calculate the depreciation expense, in your testimony you

               8  identify several other methods of depreciation that you

               9  indicate would be Commission approved lives and rates and

              10  would be reasonable alternatives for calculating Carbon's

              11  revenue requirement; is that correct?

              12        A.    Yes.

              13        Q.    And in particular you identify what you call

              14  the FCC method as an acceptable method of calculating

              15  depreciation expense.  So I want to look at that for a

              16  minute.  On line 223 of your direct testimony you identify

              17  a formula that is used by the FCC to recalculate the

              18  depreciation rate based on the plant's remaining life,

              19  future net salvage, and depreciation reserve ratio.  Did

              20  you calculate the depreciation expense for Carbon using the

              21  FCC method identified on line 223 of your direct testimony?

              22        A.    No, we did not.

              23        Q.    As I understand it, the FCC method applies such

              24  depreciation rates as will ratably distribute the

              25  difference between the net book cost of the plant account
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               1  and it's estimated net salvage during the known or

               2  estimated remaining service life of the plant; is that

               3  correct?

               4        A.    Yes.

               5        Q.    In other words, the FCC method looks at

               6  remaining asset lives to ensure that the depreciation rate

               7  is reasonable, correct?

               8        A.    Yes.

               9        Q.    And I want you to -- are you familiar with Utah

              10  Code 54-7-12.1?

              11        A.    No.

              12        Q.    I'll quote that section for you and you can

              13  read it together with Mr. Jetter.

              14        A.    Sure.

              15        Q.    The Commission shall consider all relevant

              16  factors including the alteration of asset lives to better

              17  reflect changes in the economic life of plants and

              18  equipment used to provide telecommunications services.

              19  Does that refresh your recollection as to 54-7-12.1?

              20        A.    Okay.

              21        Q.    I believe you referred to this section in your

              22  testimony, this section code in your testimony.  Do you

              23  deny that?

              24        A.    No, I don't deny.

              25        Q.    The single asset straight line method that is
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               1  being recommended or that was used by the Division in

               2  calculating the depreciation expense in this case applies

               3  the consistent depreciation rate across the expected life

               4  of the asset, correct?

               5        A.    I'm sorry.  Say that one more time.

               6        Q.    So the single asset straight line method

               7  applies a consistent depreciation rate across the expected

               8  life of an asset, correct?

               9        A.    Yes.

              10        Q.    And that depreciation rate is established at

              11  the time that the asset is installed, correct?

              12        A.    Yes.

              13        Q.    Are there factors that could affect the

              14  expected life of an asset?

              15        A.    Yes.

              16        Q.    What would those be?

              17        A.    Any kind of substantial repairs, changes to the

              18  asset's nature, any kind of change in the conditions in

              19  which it was installed.

              20        Q.    Obsolescence of the asset?

              21        A.    Yes.

              22        Q.    End of life, if a piece of equipment as

              23  Mr. Johansen has testified is no longer supported by the

              24  manufacturer that could reduce the life of the asset?

              25        A.    Yes.
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               1        Q.    And the single asset straight line method of

               2  depreciation doesn't account for these potential issues; is

               3  that correct?

               4        A.    In the calculation of the expense, no.

               5  However, common depreciation practice as implemented by an

               6  accountant accounts for these changes as they occur.

               7        Q.    How?

               8        A.    So if a company asset is all of a sudden struck

               9  by lightning then that asset would obviously need to be

              10  retired.  Then it's removed from the book, it's removed

              11  from the asset base, and its corresponding accumulated

              12  depreciation is also removed.

              13        Q.    But as long as the asset stays in service --

              14  you're talking about an adjustment that is made after the

              15  asset is retired from service, correct?

              16        A.    Yes.

              17        Q.    So doesn't 54-7-12.1 require the Commission to

              18  consider the alteration of asset lives to reflect changes

              19  in the economic life of plant and equipment?

              20              MR. JETTER:  I'm going to object to that to the

              21  extent that it calls for a legal conclusion.

              22              HEARING OFFICER:  Let's maybe handle it this

              23  way.  That's what that section says.  Are you asking for

              24  the Division to explain what it feels it means?

              25              MS. SLAWSON:  No.  Mr. Hellewell identified
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               1  this section in his testimony.  So I was just asking him to

               2  -- Mr. Jetter is right.  I've represented what that says so

               3  there is no question.

               4              HEARING OFFICER:  Okay.

               5        Q.    (By Ms. Slawson)  You testified that

               6  identification of the remaining lives of the asset group on

               7  a periodic basis is critical to a properly configured

               8  group, correct?

               9        A.    Yes.

              10        Q.    In fact, on line 126 of your sur-surrebuttal

              11  testimony you criticize Carbon's group asset methodology

              12  because you state when additions are made to a group no

              13  adjustment is made to the depreciable life of the group; is

              14  that correct?

              15        A.    I'm sorry.  Which line again?

              16        Q.    Line 126 of your sur-surrebuttal.

              17        A.    Yes.

              18        Q.    I want to look at that conclusion that you

              19  reach and I want to walk you through a depreciation

              20  example.  It's very simple because I too -- I am a lawyer

              21  and not an accountant.  So let's say you have an existing

              22  group asset that when you put it in service it costs

              23  $1,000.  Its life in years is 10 years.  What would the

              24  annual depreciation expense for that group be?

              25        A.    $100.
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               1        Q.    Let's say in year nine you have accumulated

               2  depreciation of $900, correct?

               3        A.    Yes, under the straight line method.

               4        Q.    Under the straight line method, right.  And you

               5  have a net book value -- well, yes, the group method

               6  applying straight line depreciation.

               7        A.    Okay.

               8        Q.    In year nine if you have accumulated

               9  depreciation of $900, what is the net book value of that

              10  asset?

              11        A.    $100.

              12        Q.    And what is the remaining life in years?

              13        A.    One year.

              14        Q.    Let's say that group has a piece of copper

              15  cable in it that stops working.  You replace that copper

              16  cable for $200.  So you add that to the group.  At that

              17  point the entire value of the group asset when it was

              18  placed in service would be $1200, correct, the $1000

              19  original plus the $200 that you have added?

              20        A.    Right, that would be the gross book value.

              21        Q.    And the life in years would remain the same,

              22  the straight line depreciation method would remain a 10

              23  year depreciable life, correct?

              24        A.    It depends on what the addition does.

              25        Q.    So under group methodology what would the life
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               1  in years for that group be?

               2        A.    According to Carbon/Emery from what I

               3  understand the remaining life would still be one year in

               4  which they would depreciate $300 in the remaining year.

               5  No, no.  Without doing the math it would be $1200 divided

               6  by 10.  So it would be $120.

               7        Q.    Great.  In year nine the accumulated

               8  depreciation of the group is still $900, correct?

               9        A.    Yes.

              10        Q.    And in year nine the net book value of the

              11  group with the $200 addition is now $300, correct?

              12        A.    The net book value is $300 with the addition,

              13  yes.  It's a complicated example for being a simple one.

              14        Q.    How many years will it take to depreciate that

              15  remaining net book value using the annual depreciation

              16  expense of $120?

              17        A.    Roughly two and a half years.

              18        Q.    So it's not accurate to say that Carbon/Emery's

              19  group method doesn't make any adjustment to the depreciable

              20  life of the group, is it?  We've just shown that it does

              21  add a year and a half to the plant life?

              22        A.    In the example you are correct.  However, the

              23  groups -- when we see Carbon/Emery add things to a group,

              24  we don't know if it's a betterment or a repair that's

              25  extending the life.  All we see is that a new asset is
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               1  being added to the group.  And oftentimes it's a

               2  substantial new asset.  So we think that an entire new

               3  asset, an entire new $1000 asset is being added to the

               4  group.  We don't know if it's a change or a repair or what.

               5  All we see is the capital additions.

               6        Q.    So it seems to me -- is it fair to say that

               7  your concern is that you're not sure whether Carbon/Emery

               8  is actually adjusting the depreciable life of the asset

               9  remaining, the actual remaining life of the asset?

              10        A.    Right.  We see no adjustment on the life of an

              11  asset that's being repaired.

              12        Q.    That's different from what you just said

              13  because initially you said you're not sure if they're doing

              14  that.  So is your testimony now that they're not doing

              15  that?

              16        A.    No.  My testimony is not that they're not.  We

              17  do not know.

              18              HEARING OFFICER:  The testimony is you see no

              19  evidence in the record that Carbon/Emery does adjust the

              20  life of an asset that has an addition?

              21              THE WITNESS:  Correct.

              22        Q.    (By Ms. Slawson)  But you will agree that the

              23  example that I said was simple and you said turned out to

              24  be a little bit complicated shows that under the group

              25  method the depreciable life of the asset is increased by a
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               1  year and a half under that simple example, correct?

               2        A.    Yes.  It is a simplified explanation, but yes.

               3        Q.    In Mr. Woolsey -- wouldn't the FCC method which

               4  specifically requires consideration of the average

               5  remaining life more closely align with Utah Code 54-7-12

               6  than the single asset straight line method?

               7        A.    Each asset method is the business of the

               8  company that chooses it.  I feel like each one could be --

               9  as long as it's properly implemented each depreciation

              10  method is proper.

              11        Q.    But you testified here that one of the kind of

              12  sticking points is that the depreciable life should reflect

              13  the actual life?

              14        A.    Yes.

              15        Q.    And 54-7-12 also states, and I'll read it here,

              16  that the Commission shall consider all relevant factors

              17  including the alteration of asset lives to better reflect

              18  changes in the economic life of plant and equipment used to

              19  provide telecommunications services, correct?

              20        A.    Yes.

              21        Q.    And the FCC method also uses the calculation

              22  that includes adjusting the average remaining service life

              23  of the asset, correct?

              24        A.    Of the asset group, yes.

              25        Q.    And the single asset straight line method does
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               1  not make any adjustments of the asset lives?

               2        A.    The single asset approach is done again on a

               3  reactionary basis.  So as betterments are made to the asset

               4  then the CFO or the accountant in charge would make a

               5  judgment call to see if that extended the life of the asset

               6  or not.  It seems the FCC method is doing this as it goes

               7  along.

               8        Q.    Did the single asset straight line method that

               9  the Division used in this case to come up with depreciation

              10  expense make adjustments to the remaining asset lives of

              11  the asset, the remaining life of the asset?  Did you make

              12  any adjustments?

              13        A.    No.

              14        Q.    In Mr. Woolsey's surrebuttal testimony he

              15  calculated the depreciation expense using the FCC method.

              16  Did you review that testimony?

              17        A.    Yes.

              18        Q.    And his testimony was filed on December 18,

              19  2015, correct?

              20        A.    Yes.

              21        Q.    And you indicate in your sur-surrebuttal

              22  testimony that given Carbon/Emery's use of a new method at

              23  such a late date the Division was unable to fully review

              24  and investigate Mr. Woolsey's implementation of this

              25  method, correct?
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               1        A.    Yes.

               2        Q.    I'm a little confused by that because in your

               3  direct testimony filed on August 21st it was you that

               4  identified the FCC method as a reasonable alternative for

               5  calculating Carbon's revenue requirement, wasn't it?

               6        A.    Yes.

               7        Q.    And didn't you have access to all of the data

               8  necessary to do the calculation prior to Mr. Woolsey doing

               9  the calculation in sur-surrebuttal testimony?

              10        A.    Yes.

              11        Q.    If you have never performed this calculation

              12  how do you know that the FCC method would be a reasonable

              13  alternative as you testified to in your direct examination?

              14        A.    Because it's a generally accepted depreciation

              15  method.

              16        Q.    And doesn't is also eliminate issues related to

              17  inaccurate depreciation life?

              18        A.    It could if done correctly.

              19        Q.    Since you haven't done the actual FCC

              20  calculation you can't say whether Mr. Woolsey's calculation

              21  using the FCC method was performed correctly or

              22  incorrectly, can you?

              23        A.    I'm not an employee of Carbon/Emery so I didn't

              24  do their depreciation for them, no.

              25        Q.    But you reviewed his calculation, correct?
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               1        A.    His FCC method of calculation?

               2        Q.    Yes.

               3        A.    Not in its entirety, which is what my testimony

               4  reflects.

               5        Q.    And your testimony is that you couldn't review

               6  it in its entirety because you didn't have enough time, or

               7  why couldn't you review that in its entirety?

               8        A.    Time was definitely a substantial factor.

               9        Q.    But you testified that you had all the

              10  information you needed, you identified the method in August

              11  and you had a month before your sur-surrebuttal testimony

              12  was due; is that correct?

              13        A.    Yes.

              14        Q.    You did state on line 161 of your

              15  sur-surrebuttal testimony that Mr. Woolsey failed to

              16  include several asset groups, which are not included in the

              17  most recent depreciation expense calculation.  Do you

              18  recall that in your testimony?

              19        A.    Yes.

              20        Q.    And you identified seven asset groups which you

              21  state contain assets and depreciation expense; is that

              22  correct?

              23        A.    Yes.

              24        Q.    And isn't it true, however, that none of those

              25  asset groups which you have identified have any remaining
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               1  book value to be depreciated?

               2        A.    Under the group depreciation method they do

               3  not.  However, using single asset straight line they do.

               4        Q.    Right.  But we're talking about the FCC method

               5  and adjusting, which is a group method, and adjusting for

               6  the average remaining life of the asset group, correct?

               7        A.    I did not fully review Mr. Woolsey's FCC

               8  calculation, so I do not know.

               9        Q.    So you don't know if it was correct or

              10  incorrect?

              11        A.    A cursory glance shows that they're missing.

              12        Q.    But those asset groups have no remaining book

              13  value, correct?

              14        A.    I didn't go through every asset group and

              15  determine if they have book value or not.

              16        Q.    Would you agree that if the asset groups have

              17  no remaining book value then they're not relevant to the

              18  FCC method calculation?

              19        A.    That would be correct, except for the fact if a

              20  company is trying to persuade somebody to adopt their

              21  methodology then it would stand to reason that they would

              22  at least show that they themselves looked at the groups.

              23        Q.    But you don't know if he looked at the group or

              24  he didn't look at the group, right?

              25        A.    Yes, that's correct.
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               1        Q.    You testified that the estimated service life

               2  is critical to these calculations, correct?

               3        A.    Sorry?

               4        Q.    Estimated remaining service life is critical to

               5  these calculations?

               6        A.    To the FCC method, yes.

               7        Q.    And you haven't offered any testimony that the

               8  service life as determined by Mr. Woolsey in his

               9  calculation do not properly represent the remaining service

              10  life of Carbon's assets; is that correct?

              11        A.    Yes.

              12        Q.    I just have a couple more issues here.  I want

              13  to talk a little bit about the interstate affect that's

              14  been identified in the testimony.  You haven't performed

              15  the depreciation calculation using the FCC method, but you

              16  have provided a calculation of the depreciation expense

              17  using what you call the single asset straight line method,

              18  correct?

              19        A.    Yes.

              20        Q.    And I believe you provided a calculation using

              21  what you call the vintage method of depreciation, correct?

              22        A.    Yes.

              23        Q.    Upon calculating the depreciation expense

              24  adjustments using either of those methods, did you make any

              25  adjustment for the interstate revenue associated with that
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               1  adjustment?

               2        A.    No.

               3        Q.    Would you agree that if you change a general

               4  expense item on the books of Carbon/Emery there is an

               5  interstate impact where the jurisdiction separations of the

               6  company -- I don't want to use confidential numbers here --

               7  are divided between interstate and intrastate

               8  jurisdictions?

               9        A.    Yes.

              10        Q.    If you don't consider the interstate revenue

              11  impact of the depreciation expense adjustment, then next

              12  year if Carbon/Emery takes the lower depreciation expense

              13  that you're suggesting and applies the jurisdictional

              14  percentage to that adjusted lower number, Carbon/Emery will

              15  recover less on the federal interstate side for that

              16  adjusted depreciation expense; is that correct?

              17        A.    Sure.

              18        Q.    And if that happens, then under the total

              19  company approach adopted by the Commission Carbon/Emery

              20  would be entitled to seek recovery of the revenue shortfall

              21  on the interstate side from the state; is that correct?

              22        A.    Yes.

              23        Q.    One final issue.  You identified in your

              24  summary testimony that you carefully examined the books and

              25  records of Carbon/Emery, correct?
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               1        A.    Yes.

               2        Q.    And I've been through your testimony at length

               3  and you allude in several places that the UUSF should not

               4  be used as an incentive for increase infrastructure

               5  investment, but I couldn't find any example where you

               6  testified that Carbon/Emery actually did this.  Is there

               7  anything like that in your testimony?

               8        A.    Your conclusions are your own.

               9        Q.    But you --

              10        A.    My testimony it my testimony.

              11        Q.    But there is nothing in your testimony about

              12  them doing that?

              13        A.    No, absolutely not.  There is no implication

              14  that Carbon/Emery is misusing any of the state USF funds.

              15              MS. SLAWSON:  I have no other questions.

              16              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore, you have a very

              17  big decision to make.  We do need to close today at 5:00.

              18  So you can elect to conduct your cross examination of

              19  Mr. Hellewell if you have any right now or --

              20              MR. MOORE:  I have no questions.

              21              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  Mr. Jetter, you

              22  have a very big decision to make.  You can elect to do

              23  redirect now, or depending on how much time you feel like

              24  you need and how much energy you have left, I will let you

              25  choose to begin with that tomorrow morning.
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               1              MR. JETTER:  I actually have a fairly brief

               2  redirect, so it may be actually easier to press to do it

               3  now.

               4              HEARING OFFICER:  That's fine.  Let's go to it.

               5                      REDIRECT EXAMINATION

               6  BY MR. JETTER:

               7        Q.    I would like to just walk through a few

               8  questions with you on redirect.

               9        A.    Sure.

              10        Q.    Is it accurate to say that the depreciation

              11  number proposed by Carbon/Emery compared to their proposed

              12  rate base or the current book value of the assets in

              13  service would fully depreciate the entire company's

              14  remaining book value in about five years?

              15        A.    Yes.

              16        Q.    Is that even plausible, that could be the case?

              17  Based on --

              18        A.    Not unless everything was a computer.

              19              MS. SLAWSON:  I'm sorry.  I didn't hear what

              20  you said.

              21              THE WITNESS:  I said not unless everything was

              22  a computer and has that asset life.

              23        Q.    (By Mr. Jetter)  I would like to ask you

              24  quickly about the same hypothetical used by Ms. Slawson.

              25  In this hypothetical you have a gross book value of initial
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               1  asset on year one with a 10 year depreciation rate.  Using

               2  Carbon/Emery's group method year 10 with no additions that

               3  would sum set to a zero annual depreciation; is that

               4  correct?

               5        A.    Yes.

               6        Q.    And let's say hypothetically in year 11 you add

               7  another thousand dollar investment that you capitalize in

               8  that same group, while the original thousand dollar capital

               9  investment remains in service, what would the depreciation

              10  be in year 12?

              11        A.    $200.

              12        Q.    So in fact that second asset now would be

              13  depreciating at twice the rate of the first asset even

              14  though theoretically they should have the same depreciation

              15  rate?

              16        A.    That's correct.

              17        Q.    And that's because leaving an asset in the

              18  group that has lived in that group beyond its service life

              19  begins to affect the depreciation of all other assets added

              20  later; is that correct?

              21        A.    Yes.

              22        Q.    And when you looked at the asset groups that

              23  Carbon has used, they include significant amounts in dollar

              24  value of assets that are beyond the calculated depreciation

              25  life?
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               1        A.    Yes.

               2        Q.    And those are driving what we would consider

               3  significantly increased rates of depreciation?

               4        A.    Yes.

               5        Q.    Let me take my hypothetical one step further

               6  and let's say we get out to year 20.  And now you have

               7  $2000 in gross value that is entirely depreciated based on

               8  the group method, but they both remain in service.  Now

               9  let's say in year 21 you add another asset that would be a

              10  10 year depreciable life and let's say its value is $220 to

              11  make the math easy.  How quickly would that asset, which

              12  presumably under the Commission's 10 year depreciation rate

              13  or the company's 10 year depreciation rate, how fast would

              14  that asset actually be depreciated under the group method?

              15        A.    It would be depreciated in one year.

              16        Q.    And let's take that hypothetical and use it

              17  with straight line depreciation.  You add your $1000 asset

              18  in year one.  Year 10 that would depreciate $100 per year

              19  and that would reach zero in year 10; is that correct?

              20        A.    Yes.

              21        Q.    And now at year 11 add $1000, how would that

              22  depreciate over the next 10 years?

              23        A.    It would depreciate at $100 for the next 10

              24  years.

              25        Q.    Would that be something you would consider
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               1  ratably distributing the $1000 capitalization over the 10

               2  year depreciable life?

               3        A.    Absolutely.

               4        Q.    In the alternative, if you were depreciating

               5  that at $200 a year, you're depreciating that entirely over

               6  five years.  Is it also ratably distributing the value over

               7  10 years?

               8        A.    No.

               9        Q.    And finally with my hypothetical third

              10  investment at year 21, would depreciating the entire asset

              11  in one year ratably distribute it over a 10 year service

              12  life?

              13        A.    No.

              14              MR. JETTER:  That is all the redirect I have.

              15  Thank you.

              16              HEARING OFFICER:  Any recross, Ms. Slawson?

              17              MS. SLAWSON:  Yes, I have just a couple.

              18                       RECROSS EXAMINATION

              19  BY MS. SLAWSON:

              20        Q.    You testified that Carbon's assets will -- if

              21  the depreciation expense provided by Carbon in its

              22  application is accurate, then Carbon's assets will fully

              23  depreciate in five years; is that correct?

              24        A.    That's assuming no additions and no increase to

              25  depreciation expense.
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               1        Q.    And in fact Carbon is adding an additional

               2  plant, correct?

               3        A.    Yes.  So a depreciation expense, therefore,

               4  should also unreasonably inflate.

               5        Q.    Are Carbon's -- one second please.  If the

               6  company is adding an additional plant, but also making

               7  disposals, the statement that you just made would not be

               8  accurate; is that correct?

               9        A.    Yes.  However, Carbon/Emery's disposals do not

              10  match in any way their additions.  Their additions far

              11  exceed the amount at which they're disposing.

              12        Q.    Do you believe that Carbon's assets are going

              13  to fully depreciate in five years even with the additions?

              14        A.    Like I said, the situation was holding that

              15  everything stands still.  I don't know the calculation,

              16  however I do feel very strongly that a depreciation cliff

              17  will happen somewhere in the future at which no matter what

              18  Carbon/Emery adds it will be depreciated in an unreasonably

              19  quick manner.

              20        Q.    So I have two issues on that.  How far in the

              21  future do you think this depreciation cliff will happen?

              22        A.    I don't know.

              23        Q.    More than three years?

              24        A.    Possibly.

              25        Q.    More than five years?
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               1        A.    Again, I don't know.

               2        Q.    Do you think it will happen in less than three

               3  years?

               4        A.    I don't know.

               5        Q.    That was my first question.  My second question

               6  on this -- my second question is this.  It seems that the

               7  overarching concern about Carbon's group method of

               8  depreciation that the Division has is that it does not

               9  accurately reflect the average remaining life of the assets

              10  in the group; is that correct?

              11        A.    Yes.

              12        Q.    And isn't it true that the FCC method would

              13  address this concern that the Division has?

              14        A.    If properly configured, yes.

              15        Q.    And by being properly configured you mean if

              16  the asset remaining lives are accurately reflected; is that

              17  correct?

              18        A.    Well, all of the components which go into the

              19  calculation using the FCC must be properly configured.

              20        Q.    So average remaining life?

              21        A.    That's the main sticking point.  Because is it

              22  average remaining depreciable life, is it average remaining

              23  life as it exists in the field.  That's the question that

              24  needs to be answered.

              25        Q.    What does the FCC formula say?
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               1        A.    Average remaining life.

               2        Q.    Wouldn't it make most sense if you're actually

               3  trying to figure out when you should retire assets and what

               4  the depreciation rate should be, wouldn't it actually make

               5  the most sense to figure out what the average remaining

               6  life of the asset in the field is?

               7        A.    Yes.

               8        Q.    Mr. Jetter asked you about a lot of

               9  hypothetical examples.  If the average remaining life --

              10  wouldn't the FCC method address the concerns that the

              11  Division has with those hypotheticals?

              12        A.    Yes, in part.

              13              MS. SLAWSON:  I have no other questions.

              14              HEARING OFFICER:  We are going to adjourn for

              15  today.  Mr. Jetter, do you have any other witnesses?

              16              MR. JETTER:  No, that would be the end of the

              17  Division's presentation.

              18              HEARING OFFICER:  So Mr. Moore, tomorrow --

              19              MR. MOORE:  We have two witnesses.

              20              HEARING OFFICER:  -- is all yours.

              21              MR. MOORE:  Fine.

              22              HEARING OFFICER:  Ms. Slawson, do you need the

              23  screen tomorrow?

              24              MS. SLAWSON:  I need the screen tomorrow.  I

              25  didn't need it today.
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               1              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  This room, I

               2  believe, will be locked and secured.  I'm going to leave

               3  all of my things right where they are.  So with that I

               4  think we can close.

               5              (The hearing adjourned at 5:10 p.m.)
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		340						LN		12		11		false		              11              HEARING OFFICER:  And then we'll take your				false

		341						LN		12		12		false		              12  witness whenever you want to bring him or her.				false

		342						LN		12		13		false		              13              THE WITNESS:  Okay.				false

		343						LN		12		14		false		              14              HEARING OFFICER:  Office.				false

		344						LN		12		15		false		              15              MR. MOORE:  We'll address it briefly in the				false

		345						LN		12		16		false		              16  beginning.  We also have a condensed written response that				false

		346						LN		12		17		false		              17  we would like to introduce as an exhibit if Ms. Slawson				false

		347						LN		12		18		false		              18  does not object.  Also this is the reason we have Ms. Beck				false

		348						LN		12		19		false		              19  available to talk on policy questions if they arise.				false

		349						LN		12		20		false		              20              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  Thank you.  So				false

		350						LN		12		21		false		              21  that is all that I wanted to discuss here as we get started				false

		351						LN		12		22		false		              22  in terms of housekeeping.  Do the parties have any other				false

		352						LN		12		23		false		              23  questions that we need to talk about before we go into the				false

		353						LN		12		24		false		              24  meat of this matter?  All right.  It doesn't look like it.				false

		354						LN		12		25		false		              25  Are the parties ready to begin then with opening				false

		355						PG		13		0		false		page 13				false

		356						LN		13		1		false		               1  statements?				false

		357						LN		13		2		false		               2              MS. SLAWSON:  Basically I would introduce the				false

		358						LN		13		3		false		               3  witness and then each witness has prepared a summary of				false

		359						LN		13		4		false		               4  their testimony, so I didn't prepare any particular opening				false

		360						LN		13		5		false		               5  statement.				false

		361						LN		13		6		false		               6              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  The Division or				false

		362						LN		13		7		false		               7  the Office, you're fine to left Carbon just go ahead?				false

		363						LN		13		8		false		               8              MR. JETTER:  Yes.  I think our general practice				false

		364						LN		13		9		false		               9  has not been to offer -- generally we don't have an opening				false

		365						LN		13		10		false		              10  or closing statement unless requested by the Commission.				false

		366						LN		13		11		false		              11              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  Very good.				false

		367						LN		13		12		false		              12              MS. SLAWSON:  I guess as a preliminary matter				false

		368						LN		13		13		false		              13  in light of what Mr. Jetter just said, we have requested				false

		369						LN		13		14		false		              14  through an e-mail communication with counsel and the with				false

		370						LN		13		15		false		              15  the ALJ that there be closing argument in this matter.  And				false

		371						LN		13		16		false		              16  we suggested that our preference was to have that on a post				false

		372						LN		13		17		false		              17  hearing basis provided in a written form.  But we are				false

		373						LN		13		18		false		              18  prepared if necessary and if time permits to do a closing				false

		374						LN		13		19		false		              19  argument also.				false

		375						LN		13		20		false		              20              HEARING OFFICER:  I think I responded and said				false

		376						LN		13		21		false		              21  we'll see how the hearing goes.				false

		377						LN		13		22		false		              22              MS. SLAWSON:  Exactly.				false

		378						LN		13		23		false		              23              HEARING OFFICER:  Very good.  All right.  Then				false

		379						LN		13		24		false		              24  under the rule Carbon/Emery, which is the applicant, has				false

		380						LN		13		25		false		              25  the burden of proof.  Begin.  Go ahead.				false

		381						PG		14		0		false		page 14				false

		382						LN		14		1		false		               1              MS. SLAWSON:  Thank you.  I would like to call				false

		383						LN		14		2		false		               2  Darren Woolsey -- I'm sorry, I mean Brock Johansen to the				false

		384						LN		14		3		false		               3  stand.				false

		385						LN		14		4		false		               4              (The witness is sworn in.)				false

		386						LN		14		5		false		               5                       DIRECT EXAMINATION				false

		387						LN		14		6		false		               6  BY MS. SLAWSON:				false

		388						LN		14		7		false		               7        Q.    Good morning, Mr. Johansen.  Would you please				false

		389						LN		14		8		false		               8  state your name, employer and business address for the				false

		390						LN		14		9		false		               9  record?				false

		391						LN		14		10		false		              10        A.    Yes.  Brock Johansen.  I'm the chief executive				false

		392						LN		14		11		false		              11  officer of Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc.  My business address				false

		393						LN		14		12		false		              12  is 445 East Highway 29, Orangeville, Utah, 84537.				false

		394						LN		14		13		false		              13        Q.    On behalf of the applicant Carbon/Emery you				false

		395						LN		14		14		false		              14  have participated in this record, correct?				false

		396						LN		14		15		false		              15        A.    Yes.				false

		397						LN		14		16		false		              16        Q.    Have you prepared and caused to be filed				false

		398						LN		14		17		false		              17  testimony in this record?				false

		399						LN		14		18		false		              18        A.    Yes.				false

		400						LN		14		19		false		              19        Q.    If you were asked those same questions here				false

		401						LN		14		20		false		              20  today that you prepared in written form, would your answers				false

		402						LN		14		21		false		              21  be the same?				false

		403						LN		14		22		false		              22        A.    Yes.				false

		404						LN		14		23		false		              23        Q.    Do you have any correction to the testimony				false

		405						LN		14		24		false		              24  that you gave in your prefiled testimony?				false

		406						LN		14		25		false		              25        A.    Yes, just one.  Through this process the amount				false

		407						PG		15		0		false		page 15				false

		408						LN		15		1		false		               1  that Carbon/Emery has requested in UUSF distribution has				false

		409						LN		15		2		false		               2  changed.  So lines 59 and 141 should be corrected to				false

		410						LN		15		3		false		               3  reflect the accurate amount of $570,643 which is the amount				false

		411						LN		15		4		false		               4  of Carbon/Emery's UUSF request.				false

		412						LN		15		5		false		               5        Q.    Do you have a summary of your testimony that				false

		413						LN		15		6		false		               6  you would like to give today?				false

		414						LN		15		7		false		               7        A.    Yes.				false

		415						LN		15		8		false		               8        Q.    Go ahead.				false

		416						LN		15		9		false		               9        A.    I filed direct testimony in support of				false

		417						LN		15		10		false		              10  Carbon/Emery's amended application for an increase in Utah				false

		418						LN		15		11		false		              11  Universal Service Fund distributions.  The purpose of my				false

		419						LN		15		12		false		              12  testimony is to demonstrate that Carbon/Emery is a				false

		420						LN		15		13		false		              13  telephone corporation qualified to transact business and				false

		421						LN		15		14		false		              14  operate as a local exchange carrier providing				false

		422						LN		15		15		false		              15  telecommunications services within the State of Utah under				false

		423						LN		15		16		false		              16  authority issued to Carbon/Emery by the Utah Public Service				false

		424						LN		15		17		false		              17  Commission, which I will refer to as the Commission, and to				false

		425						LN		15		18		false		              18  testify that Carbon/Emery is an eligible telecommunications				false

		426						LN		15		19		false		              19  carrier pursuant to 47 U.S.C. Section 214(e) and is in				false

		427						LN		15		20		false		              20  compliance with Commission orders and rules.				false

		428						LN		15		21		false		              21              I testify that Carbon/Emery conducted a				false

		429						LN		15		22		false		              22  thorough review of its operational expenses and revenues				false

		430						LN		15		23		false		              23  for test year 2014, adjusted for known and measurable				false

		431						LN		15		24		false		              24  changes, and determined that Carbon/Emery has a revenue				false

		432						LN		15		25		false		              25  deficiency, which pursuant to Utah Code Annotated Section				false

		433						PG		16		0		false		page 16				false

		434						LN		16		1		false		               1  54-8b-15 and Utah Administrative Code R746-360 Carbon/Emery				false

		435						LN		16		2		false		               2  is entitled to receive additional disbursements from the				false

		436						LN		16		3		false		               3  Utah Universal Service Fund (UUSF).  I testify that the				false

		437						LN		16		4		false		               4  increase of UUSF support will enable Carbon/Emery to				false

		438						LN		16		5		false		               5  continue providing affordable service to its customers, and				false

		439						LN		16		6		false		               6  to engage in construction of capital projects, while				false

		440						LN		16		7		false		               7  earning a reasonable rate of return as permitted by Utah				false

		441						LN		16		8		false		               8  Code.				false

		442						LN		16		9		false		               9              I indicate in my testimony that Carbon/Emery's				false

		443						LN		16		10		false		              10  current rates for basic residential and commercial services				false

		444						LN		16		11		false		              11  are set at the current affordable base rate as determined				false

		445						LN		16		12		false		              12  by the Commission.				false

		446						LN		16		13		false		              13              I identify Darren Woolsey, Carbon/Emery's Chief				false

		447						LN		16		14		false		              14  Financial Officer, and Douglas Meredith of John Staurulakis				false

		448						LN		16		15		false		              15  Inc. as individuals who will be providing additional				false

		449						LN		16		16		false		              16  testimony on behalf of Carbon/Emery.  And I indicate I have				false

		450						LN		16		17		false		              17  reviewed the testimony and exhibits filed on behalf of				false

		451						LN		16		18		false		              18  Carbon/Emery in this case and that the testimony and				false

		452						LN		16		19		false		              19  exhibits filed on behalf of Carbon/Emery accurately reflect				false

		453						LN		16		20		false		              20  the financial and operational situation of the company.				false

		454						LN		16		21		false		              21              I also present testimony that Carbon/Emery has				false

		455						LN		16		22		false		              22  not implemented any significant changes in its accounting				false

		456						LN		16		23		false		              23  procedures.  I describe the collection and write-off				false

		457						LN		16		24		false		              24  policies for bad debt.  And I identify immaterial penalties				false

		458						LN		16		25		false		              25  assessed to the company.  I testify that the company has				false

		459						PG		17		0		false		page 17				false

		460						LN		17		1		false		               1  not received any revenue ruling requests, IRS responses or				false

		461						LN		17		2		false		               2  had any correspondence from the IRS other than periodic				false

		462						LN		17		3		false		               3  filing of payroll and tax forms.				false

		463						LN		17		4		false		               4              Finally, I testify that the increase in UUSF				false

		464						LN		17		5		false		               5  support requested by Carbon/Emery is in the public interest				false

		465						LN		17		6		false		               6  and is just and reasonable to permit Carbon/Emery to				false

		466						LN		17		7		false		               7  continue to provide telecommunications services at just and				false

		467						LN		17		8		false		               8  reasonable rates to its customers.  This concludes the				false

		468						LN		17		9		false		               9  summary of my testimony.				false

		469						LN		17		10		false		              10              MS. SLAWSON:  Mr. Johansen is now available for				false

		470						LN		17		11		false		              11  cross examination questions.				false

		471						LN		17		12		false		              12              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Jetter, anything?				false

		472						LN		17		13		false		              13              MR. JETTER:  No questions from the Division.				false

		473						LN		17		14		false		              14              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore?				false

		474						LN		17		15		false		              15              MR. MOORE:  No questions.  Thank you.				false

		475						LN		17		16		false		              16              MS. SLAWSON:  Carbon/Emery would now like to				false

		476						LN		17		17		false		              17  call to the stand Darren Woolsey.				false

		477						LN		17		18		false		              18              (The witness is sworn in.)				false

		478						LN		17		19		false		              19                       DIRECT EXAMINATION				false

		479						LN		17		20		false		              20  BY MS. SLAWSON:				false

		480						LN		17		21		false		              21        Q.    Would you please state your name, employer and				false

		481						LN		17		22		false		              22  business address for the record?				false

		482						LN		17		23		false		              23        A.    Yes.  My name is Darren Woolsey.  I'm employed				false

		483						LN		17		24		false		              24  by Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc. since April of 2006.  The				false

		484						LN		17		25		false		              25  address of our corporation is 445 East Highway 29 in				false

		485						PG		18		0		false		page 18				false

		486						LN		18		1		false		               1  Orangeville, Utah, 84537.				false

		487						LN		18		2		false		               2        Q.    Did you prepare and cause to be filed direct,				false

		488						LN		18		3		false		               3  supplemental rebuttal, surrebuttal and sur-surrebuttal				false

		489						LN		18		4		false		               4  testimony with attending exhibits in this case?				false

		490						LN		18		5		false		               5        A.    Yes.				false

		491						LN		18		6		false		               6        Q.    Do you have any substantive changes to the				false

		492						LN		18		7		false		               7  answers that you gave in the questions asked in the				false

		493						LN		18		8		false		               8  prefiled testimony?				false

		494						LN		18		9		false		               9        A.    I have no substantial changes, but there are				false

		495						LN		18		10		false		              10  three small corrections that I would like to make.  At line				false

		496						LN		18		11		false		              11  746 of my revised rebuttal testimony, which was dated				false

		497						LN		18		12		false		              12  September 4, 2015, there is a reference to aerial cable				false

		498						LN		18		13		false		              13  plant life which is dated at 20 years.  And the correct				false

		499						LN		18		14		false		              14  life for that aerial cable plant should read 10 years.				false

		500						LN		18		15		false		              15  There is no subsequent calculations or additional testimony				false

		501						LN		18		16		false		              16  that rely on that correction.				false

		502						LN		18		17		false		              17              The other two corrections are related to lines				false

		503						LN		18		18		false		              18  402 in the sur-surrebuttal testimony dated December 18,				false

		504						LN		18		19		false		              19  2015.  There is a number here which needs to be corrected				false

		505						LN		18		20		false		              20  that was originally marked as confidential.				false

		506						LN		18		21		false		              21              MS. SLAWSON:  It's a number that was originally				false

		507						LN		18		22		false		              22  marked as confidential in the testimony.  He just wants to				false

		508						LN		18		23		false		              23  make a change to that number.  I'm not sure what the best				false

		509						LN		18		24		false		              24  way of making that change is since we want it to remain a				false

		510						LN		18		25		false		              25  confidential number.				false

		511						PG		19		0		false		page 19				false

		512						LN		19		1		false		               1              HEARING OFFICER:  If you want to give it to me				false

		513						LN		19		2		false		               2  in this matter you have to make some sort of explanation as				false

		514						LN		19		3		false		               3  to why we close the hearing for that purpose.  Otherwise,				false

		515						LN		19		4		false		               4  you're going to have to provide it outside of this open				false

		516						LN		19		5		false		               5  meeting.				false

		517						LN		19		6		false		               6              MS. SLAWSON:  We would argue that the hearing				false

		518						LN		19		7		false		               7  should be closed for this limited purpose to state the				false

		519						LN		19		8		false		               8  number so that the confidential record would accurately				false

		520						LN		19		9		false		               9  reflect the correction that needs to be made.  We think				false

		521						LN		19		10		false		              10  that the number that is being changed is a calculation with				false

		522						LN		19		11		false		              11  regard to depreciation expense, which is a confidential				false

		523						LN		19		12		false		              12  number which should remain confidential in this hearing.				false

		524						LN		19		13		false		              13              HEARING OFFICER:  And why is it in the public				false

		525						LN		19		14		false		              14  interest?				false

		526						LN		19		15		false		              15              MS. SLAWSON:  It's in the public interest				false

		527						LN		19		16		false		              16  because the confidential financial information of the				false

		528						LN		19		17		false		              17  company allows -- if in the hands of competitors it could				false

		529						LN		19		18		false		              18  cause a competitive advantage to the competitors and a				false

		530						LN		19		19		false		              19  competitive disadvantage to Carbon/Emery.				false

		531						LN		19		20		false		              20              HEARING OFFICER:  Does the Division agree or				false

		532						LN		19		21		false		              21  disagree?				false

		533						LN		19		22		false		              22              MR. JETTER:  I think it's generally been our				false

		534						LN		19		23		false		              23  practice to close these hearings when similar issues have				false

		535						LN		19		24		false		              24  come up for the same reasons that we would, I guess, allow				false

		536						LN		19		25		false		              25  the confidentiality of these type of numbers for purpose of				false

		537						PG		20		0		false		page 20				false

		538						LN		20		1		false		               1  encouraging the Company to be as forthcoming as possible				false

		539						LN		20		2		false		               2  with providing at least the Division with as much				false

		540						LN		20		3		false		               3  information as we request without having extensive				false

		541						LN		20		4		false		               4  discovery fights over that.				false

		542						LN		20		5		false		               5              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.				false

		543						LN		20		6		false		               6              MR. MOORE:  We have no objection to going				false

		544						LN		20		7		false		               7  confidential.  If it's simply a number that needs to be				false

		545						LN		20		8		false		               8  corrected there doesn't seem to be any strong public reason				false

		546						LN		20		9		false		               9  to have that information provided publically.  The public				false

		547						LN		20		10		false		              10  won't gain much in weighing it against the loss of				false

		548						LN		20		11		false		              11  confidential information.				false

		549						LN		20		12		false		              12              HEARING OFFICER:  I'm persuaded by Mr. Jetter's				false

		550						LN		20		13		false		              13  argument that allowing any company to keep its financial				false

		551						LN		20		14		false		              14  information confidential is in the public interest because				false

		552						LN		20		15		false		              15  it fosters open disclosure to the Division and to the				false

		553						LN		20		16		false		              16  Commission, which allows for better decision making in				false

		554						LN		20		17		false		              17  these matters.  So I will grant the request to close the				false

		555						LN		20		18		false		              18  hearing briefly in order to correct the number in Darren				false

		556						LN		20		19		false		              19  Woolsey's sur-surrebuttal testimony at line 402.				false

		557						LN		20		20		false		              20              Ms. Slawson, is there anybody that you want to				false

		558						LN		20		21		false		              21  leave the room?				false

		559						LN		20		22		false		              22              MS. SLAWSON:  No.				false

		560						LN		20		23		false		              23              HEARING OFFICER:  Can you pause the stream?				false

		561						LN		20		24		false		              24  Okay.  Go ahead.				false

		562						LN		20		25		false		              25				false

		563						PG		21		0		false		page 21				false

		564						LN		21		1		false		               1				false

		565						LN		21		2		false		               2				false

		566						LN		21		3		false		               3				false

		567						LN		21		4		false		               4				false

		568						LN		21		5		false		               5				false

		569						LN		21		6		false		               6				false

		570						LN		21		7		false		               7				false

		571						LN		21		8		false		               8				false

		572						LN		21		9		false		               9				false

		573						LN		21		10		false		              10				false

		574						LN		21		11		false		              11				false

		575						LN		21		12		false		              12				false

		576						LN		21		13		false		              13				false

		577						LN		21		14		false		              14				false

		578						LN		21		15		false		              15				false

		579						LN		21		16		false		              16				false

		580						LN		21		17		false		              17				false

		581						LN		21		18		false		              18				false

		582						LN		21		19		false		              19				false

		583						LN		21		20		false		              20				false

		584						LN		21		21		false		              21				false

		585						LN		21		22		false		              22				false

		586						LN		21		23		false		              23				false

		587						LN		21		24		false		              24              HEARING OFFICER:  Okay.  We are back in the				false

		588						LN		21		25		false		              25  open portion of this hearing.  Go ahead.				false

		589						PG		22		0		false		page 22				false

		590						LN		22		1		false		               1        Q.    (By Ms. Slawson)  Do those two changes that you				false

		591						LN		22		2		false		               2  have identified confidentially affect the conclusions that				false

		592						LN		22		3		false		               3  you arrived at in your testimony?				false

		593						LN		22		4		false		               4        A.    They do not affect the conclusions we arrived				false

		594						LN		22		5		false		               5  at in the testimony.				false

		595						LN		22		6		false		               6        Q.    Do you have a summary of your testimony that				false

		596						LN		22		7		false		               7  you would like to give today?				false

		597						LN		22		8		false		               8        A.    I do.				false

		598						LN		22		9		false		               9        Q.    Go ahead.				false

		599						LN		22		10		false		              10        A.    Carbon/Emery Telecom filed an amended				false

		600						LN		22		11		false		              11  application for increase in UUSF support on April 2, 2015.				false

		601						LN		22		12		false		              12  Accompanying this filing was my direct testimony which is				false

		602						LN		22		13		false		              13  provided today to introduce the application and the				false

		603						LN		22		14		false		              14  associated exhibits.  The application is based upon a				false

		604						LN		22		15		false		              15  calendar 2014 historical base year and ties directly to the				false

		605						LN		22		16		false		              16  Carbon/Emery 2014 trial balances and annual report				false

		606						LN		22		17		false		              17  submitted to the Public Service Commission of Utah.  This				false

		607						LN		22		18		false		              18  is true with only four adjustments needed.  One of them is				false

		608						LN		22		19		false		              19  a rate base exclusion.  There are two known and measurable				false

		609						LN		22		20		false		              20  adjustments.  Then there is the associated tax adjustments				false

		610						LN		22		21		false		              21  needed for these other changes.  Based upon this				false

		611						LN		22		22		false		              22  information I recommend that the Commission adopt 2014 with				false

		612						LN		22		23		false		              23  the recommended adjustments as a representative test year				false

		613						LN		22		24		false		              24  for the effective period.				false

		614						LN		22		25		false		              25              I testify that Carbon/Emery complies with FCC				false

		615						PG		23		0		false		page 23				false

		616						LN		23		1		false		               1  rules guiding the measurement, gathering, and allocation of				false

		617						LN		23		2		false		               2  the costs necessary to provide regulated telecommunications				false

		618						LN		23		3		false		               3  services, including the FCC rules contained in Part 32 and				false

		619						LN		23		4		false		               4  Part 64 as well as Public Service Commission Rule				false

		620						LN		23		5		false		               5  746-340-2.				false

		621						LN		23		6		false		               6              My direct testimony includes a general				false

		622						LN		23		7		false		               7  description of the process used in the application for				false

		623						LN		23		8		false		               8  Carbon/Emery's calculation of cost of capital.  My				false

		624						LN		23		9		false		               9  testimony regarding this calculation describes the process				false

		625						LN		23		10		false		              10  by which costs are assigned to the interstate or intrastate				false

		626						LN		23		11		false		              11  jurisdiction, the imputation of 35 percent debt through use				false

		627						LN		23		12		false		              12  of a hypothetical capital structure, and the calculation of				false

		628						LN		23		13		false		              13  the authorized rate of return and revenue requirement.				false

		629						LN		23		14		false		              14              I also provide additional testimony addressing				false

		630						LN		23		15		false		              15  various concerns identified by the Division and the Office				false

		631						LN		23		16		false		              16  in their prefiled testimony.  Specifically, with the				false

		632						LN		23		17		false		              17  benefit of hindsight and to address concerns raised by the				false

		633						LN		23		18		false		              18  Office and Division with which I do not object, I accept				false

		634						LN		23		19		false		              19  four adjustments to Carbon/Emery's initial UUSF request.				false

		635						LN		23		20		false		              20              These adjustments included a reduction in the				false

		636						LN		23		21		false		              21  original landline loss adjustment proposed by Carbon/Emery				false

		637						LN		23		22		false		              22  to reflect additional actual loss data experienced in 2015.				false

		638						LN		23		23		false		              23  The second item was an increase for nonregulated affiliate				false

		639						LN		23		24		false		              24  revenue projected for the anticipated migration of				false

		640						LN		23		25		false		              25  customers from cable internet to fiber to the home internet				false

		641						PG		24		0		false		page 24				false

		642						LN		24		1		false		               1  as our fiber to the home project progresses.  So this is				false

		643						LN		24		2		false		               2  basically a move of customers from our nonregulated plant				false

		644						LN		24		3		false		               3  to our regulated plant.  The third item is an increase in				false

		645						LN		24		4		false		               4  interstate revenue to Carbon/Emery related to interstate				false

		646						LN		24		5		false		               5  services provided by Carbon/Emery to its affiliate ET&V.				false

		647						LN		24		6		false		               6  This adjustment was evidenced on the July 2015 cost study,				false

		648						LN		24		7		false		               7  which was unavailable at the time of our original				false

		649						LN		24		8		false		               8  application.  And finally, a decrease in rate base for the				false

		650						LN		24		9		false		               9  exclusion of long-term healthcare obligation liabilities				false

		651						LN		24		10		false		              10  consistent with FCC handling of these same liabilities.				false

		652						LN		24		11		false		              11              The combination of the adjustments result in a				false

		653						LN		24		12		false		              12  decrease in the UUSF request of $246,266.				false

		654						LN		24		13		false		              13              HEARING OFFICER:  Can you give me that number				false

		655						LN		24		14		false		              14  again?				false

		656						LN		24		15		false		              15              THE WITNESS:  $246,266, which brings our				false

		657						LN		24		16		false		              16  revised UUSF request to $570,643.				false

		658						LN		24		17		false		              17              I would like to briefly summarize key disputed				false

		659						LN		24		18		false		              18  issues that I think are remaining in this proceeding.				false

		660						LN		24		19		false		              19              First of all, depreciation.  Carbon/Emery's				false

		661						LN		24		20		false		              20  method of depreciation and calculated depreciation expense				false

		662						LN		24		21		false		              21  are at issue in this case.  I have testified to the				false

		663						LN		24		22		false		              22  appropriateness of Carbon/Emery's group asset methodology				false

		664						LN		24		23		false		              23  in accordance with the FCC's Uniform System of Accounts,				false

		665						LN		24		24		false		              24  which is contained in Part 32.  Specifically, Part 32				false

		666						LN		24		25		false		              25  Section 32.2000(g)(i) promulgates depreciation expense be				false

		667						PG		25		0		false		page 25				false

		668						LN		25		1		false		               1  calculated using a group plan of accounting.  This				false

		669						LN		25		2		false		               2  methodology has been consistently applied since				false

		670						LN		25		3		false		               3  Carbon/Emery's beginning in 2001 and is an industry				false

		671						LN		25		4		false		               4  accepted method of calculating depreciation.  I testify				false

		672						LN		25		5		false		               5  that Carbon/Emery's test year depreciation expense				false

		673						LN		25		6		false		               6  contained in its application is representative of the				false

		674						LN		25		7		false		               7  effective UUSF period.  As support, I testify that				false

		675						LN		25		8		false		               8  historical depreciation has remained consistent with recent				false

		676						LN		25		9		false		               9  increases reflecting plant replacement which is anticipated				false

		677						LN		25		10		false		              10  to continue for the next five to seven years.				false

		678						LN		25		11		false		              11              Though the Division acknowledges that there are				false

		679						LN		25		12		false		              12  many different acceptable methods to calculate				false

		680						LN		25		13		false		              13  depreciation, the Division recommends that the Commission				false

		681						LN		25		14		false		              14  use a single asset depreciation method to calculate the				false

		682						LN		25		15		false		              15  appropriate depreciation expense in this case.  I do not				false

		683						LN		25		16		false		              16  agree with the Division's recommendation, nor do I agree				false

		684						LN		25		17		false		              17  with their calculation under that method because the				false

		685						LN		25		18		false		              18  Division's method does not result in a depreciation expense				false

		686						LN		25		19		false		              19  number or a rate base number that is representative of the				false

		687						LN		25		20		false		              20  realized and effective period.				false

		688						LN		25		21		false		              21              The Office does not question the group method				false

		689						LN		25		22		false		              22  of depreciation, but takes exception to the calculation of				false

		690						LN		25		23		false		              23  depreciation expense for certain accounts because of the				false

		691						LN		25		24		false		              24  asset lives of the group.  I testify that the depreciation				false

		692						LN		25		25		false		              25  expense in the application is representative of the				false

		693						PG		26		0		false		page 26				false

		694						LN		26		1		false		               1  effective period, and that a switch of depreciation method				false

		695						LN		26		2		false		               2  is not needed.  Any concerns raised by the Office or the				false

		696						LN		26		3		false		               3  Division with regard to depreciation expense can be				false

		697						LN		26		4		false		               4  addressed with adjustments to the remaining asset lives in				false

		698						LN		26		5		false		               5  certain groups used by Carbon/Emery as prescribed by the				false

		699						LN		26		6		false		               6  FCC method.				false

		700						LN		26		7		false		               7              In the alternative, if the Commission decides				false

		701						LN		26		8		false		               8  to abandon group depreciation, I testify that such action				false

		702						LN		26		9		false		               9  should be taken on a prospective basis for assets added				false

		703						LN		26		10		false		              10  after the Commission establishes a different methodology.				false

		704						LN		26		11		false		              11              The next outstanding issue that I would like to				false

		705						LN		26		12		false		              12  discuss briefly is the cost of capital used to calculate				false

		706						LN		26		13		false		              13  the required rate of return.  With respect to cost of				false

		707						LN		26		14		false		              14  capital, and capital rate structure, I defer to Douglas				false

		708						LN		26		15		false		              15  Meredith who has provided testimony on this issue.  My				false

		709						LN		26		16		false		              16  testimony on this issue is limited to using the 12.13				false

		710						LN		26		17		false		              17  percent return on equity, which has been used by the				false

		711						LN		26		18		false		              18  Division in recent cases that we have been involved with.				false

		712						LN		26		19		false		              19              My next topic is the exclusion of certain rate				false

		713						LN		26		20		false		              20  base items.  Carbon/Emery's application for additional UUSF				false

		714						LN		26		21		false		              21  includes telephone plant under construction and materials				false

		715						LN		26		22		false		              22  and supplies as rate base items.  These inclusions are				false

		716						LN		26		23		false		              23  allowed by the FCC in rate base at their full value, and I				false

		717						LN		26		24		false		              24  testify that the PSC has historically matched this				false

		718						LN		26		25		false		              25  treatment by recognizing these inclusions at their full				false

		719						PG		27		0		false		page 27				false

		720						LN		27		1		false		               1  rate value.  The Office proposes a 50 percent reduction to				false

		721						LN		27		2		false		               2  both plant under construction and materials and supplies to				false

		722						LN		27		3		false		               3  which Carbon/Emery remains opposed.				false

		723						LN		27		4		false		               4              I testify that Carbon/Emery's telephone plant				false

		724						LN		27		5		false		               5  under construction account represents the actual plant				false

		725						LN		27		6		false		               6  expenditures with no inclusion of future purchases or known				false

		726						LN		27		7		false		               7  and measurable adjustments.  These plant expenditures, like				false

		727						LN		27		8		false		               8  any other properly documented actual plant expenditures,				false

		728						LN		27		9		false		               9  should be included in both federal and state base rate.				false

		729						LN		27		10		false		              10              With respect to the materials and supplies, the				false

		730						LN		27		11		false		              11  Office argues that the materials and supplies account needs				false

		731						LN		27		12		false		              12  to be normalized because it is higher than historical				false

		732						LN		27		13		false		              13  levels.  I testify that the increase in materials and				false

		733						LN		27		14		false		              14  supplies represents real purchases of materials and				false

		734						LN		27		15		false		              15  supplies, which are inventoried onsite, and that the				false

		735						LN		27		16		false		              16  increased levels are needed for current operations,				false

		736						LN		27		17		false		              17  including current construction projects.  I also testify				false

		737						LN		27		18		false		              18  that the current level of materials and supplies will be				false

		738						LN		27		19		false		              19  needed for at least the next five years.  No normalization				false

		739						LN		27		20		false		              20  adjustment is needed to this account.				false

		740						LN		27		21		false		              21              The next issue I would like to discuss is				false

		741						LN		27		22		false		              22  expense allocations, including the CSR allocator and the				false

		742						LN		27		23		false		              23  accounting and general allocator.  The Office proposes an				false

		743						LN		27		24		false		              24  adjustment to Carbon/Emery's CSR expense allocator between				false

		744						LN		27		25		false		              25  regulated and nonregulated operations, but the Office's				false

		745						PG		28		0		false		page 28				false

		746						LN		28		1		false		               1  proposed adjustment is based on faulty assumptions.  CSR				false

		747						LN		28		2		false		               2  costs are allocated between regulated and nonregulated				false

		748						LN		28		3		false		               3  companies based first on the direct coding of CSR time to				false

		749						LN		28		4		false		               4  the regulated or nonregulated companies.  The remaining				false

		750						LN		28		5		false		               5  time that is not direct coded is allocated using four cost				false

		751						LN		28		6		false		               6  allocation factors, including the CSR distribution				false

		752						LN		28		7		false		               7  currently at issue as well as three other allocators				false

		753						LN		28		8		false		               8  including the dispatch distribution, directory				false

		754						LN		28		9		false		               9  distribution, and Moab CSR distributions.				false

		755						LN		28		10		false		              10              I testify that when all CSR coding is				false

		756						LN		28		11		false		              11  considered, more CSR labor in 2014 was coded to the				false

		757						LN		28		12		false		              12  nonregulated affiliates of Carbon/Emery Telecom than to the				false

		758						LN		28		13		false		              13  regulated affiliates -- that was 52 percent versus 48				false

		759						LN		28		14		false		              14  percent -- and that the final disposition of CSR labor and				false

		760						LN		28		15		false		              15  associated other department costs are the result of direct				false

		761						LN		28		16		false		              16  coding as well as the use of these four different cost				false

		762						LN		28		17		false		              17  allocators and we feel that allocation is correct.				false

		763						LN		28		18		false		              18              The Office also takes issue with the CSR				false

		764						LN		28		19		false		              19  distribution allocation factor because it was based on a				false

		765						LN		28		20		false		              20  time study from 2010.  I have testified to changes in the				false

		766						LN		28		21		false		              21  CSR department, including the addition diagnostic tools and				false

		767						LN		28		22		false		              22  an advanced internet troubleshooting group.  These changes				false

		768						LN		28		23		false		              23  have greatly reduced the amount of time spent by CSR's				false

		769						LN		28		24		false		              24  related to nonregulated customer service functions that				false

		770						LN		28		25		false		              25  they perform.  And these changes have corresponded with				false

		771						PG		29		0		false		page 29				false

		772						LN		29		1		false		               1  increased internet customers from that 2010 date.  So we				false

		773						LN		29		2		false		               2  feel like the original costs of our time study is still				false

		774						LN		29		3		false		               3  valid in this case.				false

		775						LN		29		4		false		               4              With respect to the accounting and general				false

		776						LN		29		5		false		               5  allocator, I testify that the use of billing records as an				false

		777						LN		29		6		false		               6  indicator of costs is appropriate and results in a				false

		778						LN		29		7		false		               7  representative allocation factor.  However, I also testify				false

		779						LN		29		8		false		               8  that with proper weighting and application, the use of				false

		780						LN		29		9		false		               9  plant, labor, and billing records could also be considered				false

		781						LN		29		10		false		              10  representative cost drivers.  My testimony includes a				false

		782						LN		29		11		false		              11  recalculation and proper weighting and use of these three				false

		783						LN		29		12		false		              12  identified cost drivers, the billing records, the labor				false

		784						LN		29		13		false		              13  dollars, and the plant costs.  The results of this				false

		785						LN		29		14		false		              14  calculation evidence essentially the same allocation				false

		786						LN		29		15		false		              15  percentages for Carbon/Emery as was determined by using				false

		787						LN		29		16		false		              16  just the billing records.				false

		788						LN		29		17		false		              17              The next item with which we take issue is				false

		789						LN		29		18		false		              18  interest synchronization.  In this issue I testify that				false

		790						LN		29		19		false		              19  interest synchronization in the Carbon/Emery proceeding is				false

		791						LN		29		20		false		              20  inappropriate.  Because Carbon/Emery has no debt, the tax				false

		792						LN		29		21		false		              21  deductions related to interest expense therefore do not				false

		793						LN		29		22		false		              22  exist.  We have no debt.  No amount of debt imputation in a				false

		794						LN		29		23		false		              23  hypothetical capital structure is going to create that tax				false

		795						LN		29		24		false		              24  deduction.  In the absence of any actual interest to				false

		796						LN		29		25		false		              25  synchronize, I maintain that this adjustment is not needed.				false

		797						PG		30		0		false		page 30				false

		798						LN		30		1		false		               1  In doing that I want to be clear here, I concede that the				false

		799						LN		30		2		false		               2  imputation of hypothetical debt on Carbon/Emery will reduce				false

		800						LN		30		3		false		               3  its taxable income because they're going to get less tax in				false

		801						LN		30		4		false		               4  that calculation.  So as a result there is less income				false

		802						LN		30		5		false		               5  taxes to be paid because there is less income made there.				false

		803						LN		30		6		false		               6  With interest synchronization, however, there is not any				false

		804						LN		30		7		false		               7  real tax deductions created by that synchronization.  What				false

		805						LN		30		8		false		               8  this results in is a change in the amount of tax without				false

		806						LN		30		9		false		               9  having an actual or possibility of an actual interest				false

		807						LN		30		10		false		              10  deduction for tax purposes to offset that.  So we have no				false

		808						LN		30		11		false		              11  possibility to ever recover through the UUSF process that				false

		809						LN		30		12		false		              12  interest synchronization.  That concludes my summary really				false

		810						LN		30		13		false		              13  on that.				false

		811						LN		30		14		false		              14        Q.    (By Ms. Slawson)  Thank you.  Mr. Woolsey, in				false

		812						LN		30		15		false		              15  Carbon/Emery's application the Company requests that the				false

		813						LN		30		16		false		              16  reasonable costs incurred by Carbon/Emery in the UUSF				false

		814						LN		30		17		false		              17  application be recovered in a one time lump sum				false

		815						LN		30		18		false		              18  distribution to Carbon/Emery from the UUSF.  Do you know				false

		816						LN		30		19		false		              19  what those costs are?				false

		817						LN		30		20		false		              20        A.    I do not at this time.  The costs are				false

		818						LN		30		21		false		              21  continuing at this point.  I would anticipate that				false

		819						LN		30		22		false		              22  Carbon/Emery could submit a bill for the costs of this				false

		820						LN		30		23		false		              23  proceeding, that we could submit those to the Commission				false

		821						LN		30		24		false		              24  much like an attorney would do for attorney's fees at the				false

		822						LN		30		25		false		              25  conclusion of a trial.				false

		823						PG		31		0		false		page 31				false

		824						LN		31		1		false		               1              MS. SLAWSON:  Mr. Woolsey is now available for				false

		825						LN		31		2		false		               2  cross examination.				false

		826						LN		31		3		false		               3              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Jetter.				false

		827						LN		31		4		false		               4                       CROSS EXAMINATION				false

		828						LN		31		5		false		               5  BY MR. JETTER:				false

		829						LN		31		6		false		               6        Q.    Good morning, Mr. Woolsey.  I do have a few				false

		830						LN		31		7		false		               7  questions.				false

		831						LN		31		8		false		               8        A.    Okay.				false

		832						LN		31		9		false		               9        Q.    I would like to ask you a few questions this				false

		833						LN		31		10		false		              10  morning related to depreciation and the depreciation method				false

		834						LN		31		11		false		              11  used by Carbon/Emery.  I believe an accurate representation				false

		835						LN		31		12		false		              12  of the testimony both of yours and Mr. Meredith that you				false

		836						LN		31		13		false		              13  would agree that the method of group depreciation proposed				false

		837						LN		31		14		false		              14  by Carbon/Emery does in fact accelerate the depreciation of				false

		838						LN		31		15		false		              15  the assets in many of the listed groups?				false

		839						LN		31		16		false		              16        A.    Yes.				false

		840						LN		31		17		false		              17        Q.    I'm looking at Confidential Exhibit 1 that was				false

		841						LN		31		18		false		              18  filed by Carbon/Emery in the application.  I'm going to				false

		842						LN		31		19		false		              19  avoid using the confidential numbers, but if you could take				false

		843						LN		31		20		false		              20  a quick look --				false

		844						LN		31		21		false		              21              MR. JETTER:  Could I have just a moment off the				false

		845						LN		31		22		false		              22  record to ask counsel for Carbon/Emery whether ratios				false

		846						LN		31		23		false		              23  between a few of these numbers would be something they				false

		847						LN		31		24		false		              24  consider confidential?				false

		848						LN		31		25		false		              25              HEARING OFFICER:  Sure.				false

		849						PG		32		0		false		page 32				false

		850						LN		32		1		false		               1              (Off the record.)				false

		851						LN		32		2		false		               2              MR. JETTER:  I would actually request -- I				false

		852						LN		32		3		false		               3  think it's going to be a little bit more convenient for us				false

		853						LN		32		4		false		               4  to go off the record briefly for this.  I shouldn't say off				false

		854						LN		32		5		false		               5  the record, but to go into a confidential mode here.				false

		855						LN		32		6		false		               6              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.				false

		856						LN		32		7		false		               7				false

		857						LN		32		8		false		               8				false

		858						LN		32		9		false		               9				false

		859						LN		32		10		false		              10				false

		860						LN		32		11		false		              11				false

		861						LN		32		12		false		              12				false

		862						LN		32		13		false		              13				false

		863						LN		32		14		false		              14				false

		864						LN		32		15		false		              15				false

		865						LN		32		16		false		              16				false

		866						LN		32		17		false		              17				false

		867						LN		32		18		false		              18				false

		868						LN		32		19		false		              19				false

		869						LN		32		20		false		              20				false

		870						LN		32		21		false		              21				false

		871						LN		32		22		false		              22				false

		872						LN		32		23		false		              23				false

		873						LN		32		24		false		              24				false

		874						LN		32		25		false		              25				false

		875						PG		33		0		false		page 33				false

		876						LN		33		1		false		               1				false

		877						LN		33		2		false		               2				false

		878						LN		33		3		false		               3				false

		879						LN		33		4		false		               4				false

		880						LN		33		5		false		               5				false

		881						LN		33		6		false		               6				false

		882						LN		33		7		false		               7				false

		883						LN		33		8		false		               8				false

		884						LN		33		9		false		               9				false

		885						LN		33		10		false		              10				false

		886						LN		33		11		false		              11				false

		887						LN		33		12		false		              12				false

		888						LN		33		13		false		              13				false

		889						LN		33		14		false		              14				false

		890						LN		33		15		false		              15				false

		891						LN		33		16		false		              16				false

		892						LN		33		17		false		              17				false

		893						LN		33		18		false		              18				false

		894						LN		33		19		false		              19				false

		895						LN		33		20		false		              20				false

		896						LN		33		21		false		              21				false

		897						LN		33		22		false		              22				false

		898						LN		33		23		false		              23				false

		899						LN		33		24		false		              24				false

		900						LN		33		25		false		              25				false

		901						PG		34		0		false		page 34				false

		902						LN		34		1		false		               1				false

		903						LN		34		2		false		               2				false

		904						LN		34		3		false		               3				false

		905						LN		34		4		false		               4				false

		906						LN		34		5		false		               5				false

		907						LN		34		6		false		               6				false

		908						LN		34		7		false		               7				false

		909						LN		34		8		false		               8				false

		910						LN		34		9		false		               9				false

		911						LN		34		10		false		              10              HEARING OFFICER:  Would you repeat your				false

		912						LN		34		11		false		              11  question, Mr. Jetter?				false

		913						LN		34		12		false		              12              MR. JETTER:  Yes.				false

		914						LN		34		13		false		              13        Q.    (By Mr. Jetter)  I asked if the ratio of those				false

		915						LN		34		14		false		              14  two values indicate that the requested depreciation annual				false

		916						LN		34		15		false		              15  value results in a specific time period in which the entire				false

		917						LN		34		16		false		              16  proposed rate base currently in service would be fully				false

		918						LN		34		17		false		              17  depreciated?				false

		919						LN		34		18		false		              18        A.    I agree from that calculation that would be				false

		920						LN		34		19		false		              19  roughly five and a half years if that were a straight up				false

		921						LN		34		20		false		              20  calculation.  There are certain components of that				false

		922						LN		34		21		false		              21  calculation which will extend out into the future,				false

		923						LN		34		22		false		              22  including conduit and buildings.  The expenses that would				false

		924						LN		34		23		false		              23  become fully depreciated are going to be our cable				false

		925						LN		34		24		false		              24  accounts, both aerial and buried cable, as well as our				false

		926						LN		34		25		false		              25  subscriber equipment.  This is actually very appropriate				false

		927						PG		35		0		false		page 35				false

		928						LN		35		1		false		               1  and it's a good starting point I think for discussion.				false

		929						LN		35		2		false		               2              Our subscriber equipment only has an eight year				false

		930						LN		35		3		false		               3  life.  We are into this equipment six years at this point				false

		931						LN		35		4		false		               4  from when we purchased the equipment shortly after Brock				false

		932						LN		35		5		false		               5  and I began our employment back in 2006.  This equipment is				false

		933						LN		35		6		false		               6  no longer supported by our vender.  It needs to be				false

		934						LN		35		7		false		               7  replaced.  What we're doing with this replacement is we're				false

		935						LN		35		8		false		               8  corresponding this replacement with the fiber to the home				false

		936						LN		35		9		false		               9  upgrade.  So the equipment will be upgraded with fiber to				false

		937						LN		35		10		false		              10  the home type of equipment.				false

		938						LN		35		11		false		              11              Similarly, our buried and aerial cable plant is				false

		939						LN		35		12		false		              12  being significantly overhauled.  Fiber to the home, we're				false

		940						LN		35		13		false		              13  actually doing drops to each of our existing customers, not				false

		941						LN		35		14		false		              14  to all homes that currently have copper to them, but to our				false

		942						LN		35		15		false		              15  existing customers.  This process is anticipated to				false

		943						LN		35		16		false		              16  continue for the next five years, a little bit longer.  We				false

		944						LN		35		17		false		              17  have some outlining areas that we will end up picking up				false

		945						LN		35		18		false		              18  past that point.				false

		946						LN		35		19		false		              19              But this kind of demonstrates the fact that our				false

		947						LN		35		20		false		              20  plant is at the end of its life and it needs to be replaced				false

		948						LN		35		21		false		              21  and we're in the process of doing that.  It's not as if				false

		949						LN		35		22		false		              22  this depreciation is the end of the depreciation, the 10				false

		950						LN		35		23		false		              23  million, is scheduled to be replaced.  We provided data				false

		951						LN		35		24		false		              24  showing that replacement in a methodical and a very				false

		952						LN		35		25		false		              25  measurable approach to a fiber to the home type				false

		953						PG		36		0		false		page 36				false

		954						LN		36		1		false		               1  replacement.				false

		955						LN		36		2		false		               2              HEARING OFFICER:  Can you help me understand				false

		956						LN		36		3		false		               3  what you mean when you say that your existing equipment is				false

		957						LN		36		4		false		               4  no longer supported by your vender?				false

		958						LN		36		5		false		               5              THE WITNESS:  I may not be the best person to				false

		959						LN		36		6		false		               6  describe this because I'm an accountant and not the plant				false

		960						LN		36		7		false		               7  guy.  But it's electronic equipment that has software				false

		961						LN		36		8		false		               8  capability to it.  And at some point the support for that				false

		962						LN		36		9		false		               9  equipment is no longer -- the equipment is no longer				false

		963						LN		36		10		false		              10  supported by the company that originally created the				false

		964						LN		36		11		false		              11  equipment so it requires upgrades to the existing equipment				false

		965						LN		36		12		false		              12  or replacement to the existing equipment.  In this case				false

		966						LN		36		13		false		              13  we're moving specifically from the traditional copper based				false

		967						LN		36		14		false		              14  equipment to fiber equipment.				false

		968						LN		36		15		false		              15              HEARING OFFICER:  So it's the software				false

		969						LN		36		16		false		              16  component that is no longer supported?				false

		970						LN		36		17		false		              17              THE WITNESS:  Right.  It's hardware as well.  I				false

		971						LN		36		18		false		              18  guess it's a combination of hardware, software that works				false

		972						LN		36		19		false		              19  together to allow the copper -- the phone line at the end				false

		973						LN		36		20		false		              20  of the loop to talk back to the switch at the CO or to				false

		974						LN		36		21		false		              21  allow the transmission of IP data back for internet				false

		975						LN		36		22		false		              22  purposes, that kind of thing.  So it's that software,				false

		976						LN		36		23		false		              23  hardware combination that allows that communication to				false

		977						LN		36		24		false		              24  occur.				false

		978						LN		36		25		false		              25              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  Mr. Jetter.				false

		979						PG		37		0		false		page 37				false

		980						LN		37		1		false		               1        Q.    (By Mr. Jetter)  Thank you.  I would like to				false

		981						LN		37		2		false		               2  ask you just a little bit more about that actually.  The				false

		982						LN		37		3		false		               3  software you're discussing no longer being supported and				false

		983						LN		37		4		false		               4  the upgrades needed.  Are the upgrades needed necessary for				false

		984						LN		37		5		false		               5  future service for the telephone service?				false

		985						LN		37		6		false		               6        A.    Yes.				false

		986						LN		37		7		false		               7        Q.    Are they also necessary for faster internet				false

		987						LN		37		8		false		               8  service?				false

		988						LN		37		9		false		               9        A.    They do both.				false

		989						LN		37		10		false		              10        Q.    Okay.  Is part of your telephone service				false

		990						LN		37		11		false		              11  provided on essentially an internet type service than a				false

		991						LN		37		12		false		              12  switching done at -- I guess, through an IP type service				false

		992						LN		37		13		false		              13  rather than a traditional switch telephone service?				false

		993						LN		37		14		false		              14        A.    It is a packet base protocol.  It is digital.				false

		994						LN		37		15		false		              15  But it isn't internet protocol phone, it is traditional				false

		995						LN		37		16		false		              16  phone.				false

		996						LN		37		17		false		              17        Q.    Are you aware of any other venders that may				false

		997						LN		37		18		false		              18  continue to support the equipment that you have going				false

		998						LN		37		19		false		              19  forward for other companies who are also using that same				false

		999						LN		37		20		false		              20  equipment?				false

		1000						LN		37		21		false		              21        A.    The equipment could be updated, but it would be				false

		1001						LN		37		22		false		              22  a cost similar to the fiber to the home equipment that we				false

		1002						LN		37		23		false		              23  decided to replace it with.				false

		1003						LN		37		24		false		              24        Q.    I'll ask a little bit more about this.  The				false

		1004						LN		37		25		false		              25  equipment that we're discussing is specifically items that				false

		1005						PG		38		0		false		page 38				false

		1006						LN		38		1		false		               1  would be in a central office, such as your -- I guess,				false

		1007						LN		38		2		false		               2  essentially they're computers that do the switching in a				false

		1008						LN		38		3		false		               3  central office; is that right?				false

		1009						LN		38		4		false		               4        A.    Yes.				false

		1010						LN		38		5		false		               5        Q.    And that's not the actual cable itself?				false

		1011						LN		38		6		false		               6        A.    No.				false

		1012						LN		38		7		false		               7              MR. JETTER:  I would like to, I think, go back				false

		1013						LN		38		8		false		               8  into a confidential hearing for another brief time to				false

		1014						LN		38		9		false		               9  discuss some more numbers.				false

		1015						LN		38		10		false		              10              HEARING OFFICER:  Okay.				false

		1016						LN		38		11		false		              11				false

		1017						LN		38		12		false		              12				false

		1018						LN		38		13		false		              13				false

		1019						LN		38		14		false		              14				false

		1020						LN		38		15		false		              15				false

		1021						LN		38		16		false		              16				false

		1022						LN		38		17		false		              17				false

		1023						LN		38		18		false		              18				false

		1024						LN		38		19		false		              19				false

		1025						LN		38		20		false		              20				false

		1026						LN		38		21		false		              21				false

		1027						LN		38		22		false		              22				false

		1028						LN		38		23		false		              23				false

		1029						LN		38		24		false		              24				false

		1030						LN		38		25		false		              25				false

		1031						PG		39		0		false		page 39				false

		1032						LN		39		1		false		               1				false

		1033						LN		39		2		false		               2				false

		1034						LN		39		3		false		               3				false

		1035						LN		39		4		false		               4				false

		1036						LN		39		5		false		               5				false

		1037						LN		39		6		false		               6				false

		1038						LN		39		7		false		               7				false

		1039						LN		39		8		false		               8				false

		1040						LN		39		9		false		               9				false

		1041						LN		39		10		false		              10				false

		1042						LN		39		11		false		              11				false

		1043						LN		39		12		false		              12				false

		1044						LN		39		13		false		              13				false

		1045						LN		39		14		false		              14				false

		1046						LN		39		15		false		              15				false

		1047						LN		39		16		false		              16				false

		1048						LN		39		17		false		              17				false

		1049						LN		39		18		false		              18				false

		1050						LN		39		19		false		              19				false

		1051						LN		39		20		false		              20				false

		1052						LN		39		21		false		              21				false

		1053						LN		39		22		false		              22				false

		1054						LN		39		23		false		              23				false

		1055						LN		39		24		false		              24				false

		1056						LN		39		25		false		              25				false

		1057						PG		40		0		false		page 40				false

		1058						LN		40		1		false		               1				false

		1059						LN		40		2		false		               2				false

		1060						LN		40		3		false		               3				false

		1061						LN		40		4		false		               4				false

		1062						LN		40		5		false		               5				false

		1063						LN		40		6		false		               6				false

		1064						LN		40		7		false		               7				false

		1065						LN		40		8		false		               8				false

		1066						LN		40		9		false		               9				false

		1067						LN		40		10		false		              10				false

		1068						LN		40		11		false		              11				false

		1069						LN		40		12		false		              12				false

		1070						LN		40		13		false		              13				false

		1071						LN		40		14		false		              14				false

		1072						LN		40		15		false		              15				false

		1073						LN		40		16		false		              16				false

		1074						LN		40		17		false		              17				false

		1075						LN		40		18		false		              18				false

		1076						LN		40		19		false		              19				false

		1077						LN		40		20		false		              20				false

		1078						LN		40		21		false		              21				false

		1079						LN		40		22		false		              22				false

		1080						LN		40		23		false		              23				false

		1081						LN		40		24		false		              24				false

		1082						LN		40		25		false		              25				false

		1083						PG		41		0		false		page 41				false

		1084						LN		41		1		false		               1				false

		1085						LN		41		2		false		               2				false

		1086						LN		41		3		false		               3              HEARING OFFICER:  Would you recap where we are				false

		1087						LN		41		4		false		               4  and what we're talking about?				false

		1088						LN		41		5		false		               5        Q.    (By Mr. Jetter)  To recap for those who were				false

		1089						LN		41		6		false		               6  not available to participate in the confidential portion we				false

		1090						LN		41		7		false		               7  just returned from, we're discussing the projected capital				false

		1091						LN		41		8		false		               8  expenditures through 2019.  We're discussing what those				false

		1092						LN		41		9		false		               9  expenditures are for and what type of expected life the				false

		1093						LN		41		10		false		              10  capital assets that will be acquired and put into service				false

		1094						LN		41		11		false		              11  through those expenditures would have.				false

		1095						LN		41		12		false		              12        A.    I do agree with the capital expenditures that				false

		1096						LN		41		13		false		              13  are shown on this sheet.  We do have again the benefit of				false

		1097						LN		41		14		false		              14  hindsight.  In 2015 our expenditures are going to come in				false

		1098						LN		41		15		false		              15  above $2 million, so $1.8 million is a little bit light on				false

		1099						LN		41		16		false		              16  capital expenditures there.  But otherwise this is				false

		1100						LN		41		17		false		              17  representative.				false

		1101						LN		41		18		false		              18              One thing that we need to be careful -- I				false

		1102						LN		41		19		false		              19  indicated about 90 percent of the fiber to the home project				false

		1103						LN		41		20		false		              20  would be completed by 2019.  The remaining 10 percent is				false

		1104						LN		41		21		false		              21  our outlining areas.  It is costly.  There will still be				false

		1105						LN		41		22		false		              22  capital expenditures there to be incurred.				false

		1106						LN		41		23		false		              23              Then there is additional events that we can see				false

		1107						LN		41		24		false		              24  coming.  Our soft switch will need to be replaced.  We				false

		1108						LN		41		25		false		              25  actually -- because those are software based equipment,				false

		1109						PG		42		0		false		page 42				false

		1110						LN		42		1		false		               1  it's much cheaper than the traditional switch, but it does				false

		1111						LN		42		2		false		               2  require updates and replacement on that type of equipment.				false

		1112						LN		42		3		false		               3  Similar to the subscriber switching equipment, a 10 year				false

		1113						LN		42		4		false		               4  life is actually -- 8 to 10 years is probably pretty				false

		1114						LN		42		5		false		               5  representative of what that equipment will do.  So it's				false

		1115						LN		42		6		false		               6  fair to say that this is representative of what our five				false

		1116						LN		42		7		false		               7  year plans are, but it's not the end of capital				false

		1117						LN		42		8		false		               8  expenditures.				false

		1118						LN		42		9		false		               9        Q.    Thank you.  Most of the dollars that would be				false

		1119						LN		42		10		false		              10  capitalized in those years are going to the actual				false

		1120						LN		42		11		false		              11  installation of the fiber lines, the fiber drops to the				false

		1121						LN		42		12		false		              12  customers, the needs of the customer premise, that type of				false

		1122						LN		42		13		false		              13  thing?				false

		1123						LN		42		14		false		              14        A.    That's correct.				false

		1124						LN		42		15		false		              15        Q.    Do you expect that portion of these capital				false

		1125						LN		42		16		false		              16  expenditures to last more than eight years?				false

		1126						LN		42		17		false		              17        A.    The actual cabling?				false

		1127						LN		42		18		false		              18        Q.    Yes.				false

		1128						LN		42		19		false		              19        A.    The actual cabling will, yes.				false

		1129						LN		42		20		false		              20        Q.    Do you have any estimate of what you think a				false

		1130						LN		42		21		false		              21  typical lifespan of your fiber network, the fiber drops to				false

		1131						LN		42		22		false		              22  the home is?				false

		1132						LN		42		23		false		              23        A.    For the aerial plant we have a life of 10				false

		1133						LN		42		24		false		              24  years.  For the buried plant we have 20 years.  We're on				false

		1134						LN		42		25		false		              25  the front side of this.  So each of these asset lives are				false

		1135						PG		43		0		false		page 43				false

		1136						LN		43		1		false		               1  subject to examination each year.  I would say it would at				false

		1137						LN		43		2		false		               2  least last the prescribed lives that the Commission has				false

		1138						LN		43		3		false		               3  established for these assets.				false

		1139						LN		43		4		false		               4        Q.    In fact it would be pretty surprising, wouldn't				false

		1140						LN		43		5		false		               5  it, if you are 10 years down the road and you're going to				false

		1141						LN		43		6		false		               6  go out and replace all of your fiber again?				false

		1142						LN		43		7		false		               7        A.    I would say that's true.				false

		1143						LN		43		8		false		               8        Q.    And even then, it would be surprising probably				false

		1144						LN		43		9		false		               9  if it was 20 years, wouldn't it?				false

		1145						LN		43		10		false		              10        A.    I would disagree with that statement.  The				false

		1146						LN		43		11		false		              11  reason why is there are so many events that occur in the				false

		1147						LN		43		12		false		              12  life of the fiber.  What we found -- without working on our				false

		1148						LN		43		13		false		              13  fiber to the home project we have averaged $1.8 million in				false

		1149						LN		43		14		false		              14  capital expenditures each year, and that's to maintain our				false

		1150						LN		43		15		false		              15  existing plant.  We're going to see similar type of				false

		1151						LN		43		16		false		              16  expenditures in the future on our fiber plant.  We hope				false

		1152						LN		43		17		false		              17  that they're less in some respects, but you always have				false

		1153						LN		43		18		false		              18  fiber cuts.  You have issues that are kind of beyond				false

		1154						LN		43		19		false		              19  control of management to prevent.  So there is always going				false

		1155						LN		43		20		false		              20  to be a portion of the plant that needs to be replaced or				false

		1156						LN		43		21		false		              21  upgraded as needed or subject to obsolescence in the case				false

		1157						LN		43		22		false		              22  of subscriber equipment and that kind of thing.				false

		1158						LN		43		23		false		              23        Q.    Do you expect your fiber network to be as				false

		1159						LN		43		24		false		              24  reliable as your copper network?				false

		1160						LN		43		25		false		              25        A.    More reliable.				false

		1161						PG		44		0		false		page 44				false

		1162						LN		44		1		false		               1        Q.    How old is the average age of your current				false

		1163						LN		44		2		false		               2  aerial copper?				false

		1164						LN		44		3		false		               3        A.    I don't have that calculation in front of me,				false

		1165						LN		44		4		false		               4  but I think in the testimony we provided, that detailed				false

		1166						LN		44		5		false		               5  list, and it is significantly aged.				false

		1167						LN		44		6		false		               6        Q.    Significantly longer than 10 years?				false

		1168						LN		44		7		false		               7        A.    Yes.				false

		1169						LN		44		8		false		               8        Q.    And the same with your buried cable?				false

		1170						LN		44		9		false		               9        A.    Yes.				false

		1171						LN		44		10		false		              10        Q.    And the fiber should be more reliable than that				false

		1172						LN		44		11		false		              11  infrastructure you currently have?				false

		1173						LN		44		12		false		              12        A.    Yes.				false

		1174						LN		44		13		false		              13        Q.    You have just testified a few minutes ago that				false

		1175						LN		44		14		false		              14  you would expect through 2019 capital expenditures that				false

		1176						LN		44		15		false		              15  would build out about 90 percent of this network upgrade?				false

		1177						LN		44		16		false		              16        A.    Correct.				false

		1178						LN		44		17		false		              17        Q.    So if we were to use the depreciation amount				false

		1179						LN		44		18		false		              18  you have proposed here, and I'm going to try to avoid the				false

		1180						LN		44		19		false		              19  numbers so we don't back into the confidential mode.  You				false

		1181						LN		44		20		false		              20  would in fact depreciate practically all of that by, it				false

		1182						LN		44		21		false		              21  looks like it would be, a ballpark of 2021.  Would you				false

		1183						LN		44		22		false		              22  accept that subject to doing your own calculation?				false

		1184						LN		44		23		false		              23        A.    Which plant are you referring to?				false

		1185						LN		44		24		false		              24        Q.    All of the capital expenditures that you're				false

		1186						LN		44		25		false		              25  going to be making in 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019,				false
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		1188						LN		45		1		false		               1  continuing at the depreciation expense that you have				false

		1189						LN		45		2		false		               2  proposed in your application.				false

		1190						LN		45		3		false		               3        A.    No, I would disagree with that statement.  The				false

		1191						LN		45		4		false		               4  reason why is you excluded your existing asset base in that				false

		1192						LN		45		5		false		               5  assumption.  So maybe to shed some light on this, you have				false

		1193						LN		45		6		false		               6  roughly $2.3 million a year on average that you're adding,				false

		1194						LN		45		7		false		               7  and you're only taking out $2 million a year in				false

		1195						LN		45		8		false		               8  depreciation based upon what I've testified.  So you				false

		1196						LN		45		9		false		               9  actually have a plant increase over that period of time.				false

		1197						LN		45		10		false		              10  It won't be gone.  It will actually be greater than it is				false

		1198						LN		45		11		false		              11  now.				false

		1199						LN		45		12		false		              12        Q.    I'm concerned that with some of your answers				false

		1200						LN		45		13		false		              13  you're getting into confidential information that I'm				false

		1201						LN		45		14		false		              14  trying to avoid.				false

		1202						LN		45		15		false		              15        A.    Sorry.				false

		1203						LN		45		16		false		              16        Q.    Ultimately, what you're saying is that the				false

		1204						LN		45		17		false		              17  capital expenditures you have planned with the current				false

		1205						LN		45		18		false		              18  depreciation estimate you've used have a slightly growing				false

		1206						LN		45		19		false		              19  rate base through the end of 2019.  And then that would				false

		1207						LN		45		20		false		              20  begin to trail off fairly significantly at that point,				false

		1208						LN		45		21		false		              21  would it not?				false

		1209						LN		45		22		false		              22        A.    That is correct.  I do want to point using the				false

		1210						LN		45		23		false		              23  table you have referenced here that the majority of the				false

		1211						LN		45		24		false		              24  expenditures in this project are subscriber equipment.				false

		1212						LN		45		25		false		              25  It's not the aerial cable or the buried cable.  Fiber				false

		1213						PG		46		0		false		page 46				false

		1214						LN		46		1		false		               1  cabling is much cheaper than copper cabling.  And because				false

		1215						LN		46		2		false		               2  we're not doing an entire overlay of the existing plant				false

		1216						LN		46		3		false		               3  we're able to save significant amounts of money in the				false

		1217						LN		46		4		false		               4  cable aspect of that project.				false

		1218						LN		46		5		false		               5              So if you're looking at what it is that we're				false

		1219						LN		46		6		false		               6  spending money on, we have nearly $8 million in -- sorry.				false

		1220						LN		46		7		false		               7  You have a large amount of dollars in subscriber equipment				false

		1221						LN		46		8		false		               8  that has a very short life.  We currently have two-thirds				false

		1222						LN		46		9		false		               9  of that amount roughly on the books in subscriber equipment				false

		1223						LN		46		10		false		              10  with that same eight year life.  So the cycling of that				false

		1224						LN		46		11		false		              11  equipment is actually very appropriate.  It's matched what				false

		1225						LN		46		12		false		              12  we have historically done.  We don't foresee any real				false

		1226						LN		46		13		false		              13  change in that account going forward.				false

		1227						LN		46		14		false		              14              So the rapid acceleration that is being alluded				false

		1228						LN		46		15		false		              15  to, I think, in this question is very appropriate for the				false

		1229						LN		46		16		false		              16  types of expenditures that we are projecting in the table				false

		1230						LN		46		17		false		              17  that is being referenced.				false

		1231						LN		46		18		false		              18        Q.    The types of subscriber equipment that you're				false

		1232						LN		46		19		false		              19  referencing with very short life span, that's directly				false

		1233						LN		46		20		false		              20  related to the choice to move to fiber; is that correct?				false

		1234						LN		46		21		false		              21        A.    Correct.  But as I've -- without using specific				false

		1235						LN		46		22		false		              22  numbers, it's real similar to the expenditure we incurred				false

		1236						LN		46		23		false		              23  to place that equipment in place, the existing copper				false

		1237						LN		46		24		false		              24  equipment in place.				false

		1238						LN		46		25		false		              25        Q.    If you will indulge my hypothetical here.				false

		1239						PG		47		0		false		page 47				false

		1240						LN		47		1		false		               1  Hypothetically if your fiber network is rolled out by 2019				false

		1241						LN		47		2		false		               2  and your depreciation remains the same and your capital				false

		1242						LN		47		3		false		               3  expenditures beyond 2019 drop significantly as you're not				false

		1243						LN		47		4		false		               4  rolling out any new product or new network, approximately				false

		1244						LN		47		5		false		               5  -- let's do the math here.  You go about five years beyond				false

		1245						LN		47		6		false		               6  that.  So you're looking at about 2025, 2024.  Is that				false

		1246						LN		47		7		false		               7  where you would expect to see effectively a depreciation				false

		1247						LN		47		8		false		               8  cliff?				false

		1248						LN		47		9		false		               9              MS. SLAWSON:  I'm going to object to the				false

		1249						LN		47		10		false		              10  question it calls for a speculation on a hypothetical.				false

		1250						LN		47		11		false		              11  It's not based on the facts in evidence in this case.				false

		1251						LN		47		12		false		              12              HEARING OFFICER:  I noted your objection.  I				false

		1252						LN		47		13		false		              13  think the information is useful and I'm going to ask the				false

		1253						LN		47		14		false		              14  witness to go ahead and answer the question.				false

		1254						LN		47		15		false		              15              THE WITNESS:  Can we go confidential again for				false

		1255						LN		47		16		false		              16  a minute?				false

		1256						LN		47		17		false		              17              HEARING OFFICER:  Are you going to talk about				false

		1257						LN		47		18		false		              18  actual numbers?				false

		1258						LN		47		19		false		              19              THE WITNESS:  Yes, as presented in the				false

		1259						LN		47		20		false		              20  schedule.				false

		1260						LN		47		21		false		              21              HEARING OFFICER:  Can you avoid talking about				false

		1261						LN		47		22		false		              22  actual numbers, especially whether there will be a				false

		1262						LN		47		23		false		              23  depreciation cliff in 2024, 2025 due to there being no				false

		1263						LN		47		24		false		              24  further expenditures for infrastructure and basically				false

		1264						LN		47		25		false		              25  having everything fully depreciated?				false

		1265						PG		48		0		false		page 48				false

		1266						LN		48		1		false		               1              THE WITNESS:  I would say no.  The assumption				false

		1267						LN		48		2		false		               2  that there is no additional capital expenditures is a				false

		1268						LN		48		3		false		               3  faulty assumption.				false

		1269						LN		48		4		false		               4              HEARING OFFICER:  Why is that?				false

		1270						LN		48		5		false		               5              THE WITNESS:  You have to continue to maintain				false

		1271						LN		48		6		false		               6  your telecommunications plant.  Just because an upgrade is				false

		1272						LN		48		7		false		               7  done doesn't mean that there will never be a future need				false

		1273						LN		48		8		false		               8  for plant expenditures.  There is a myriad of aspects to				false

		1274						LN		48		9		false		               9  our plant, including our internal core network that				false

		1275						LN		48		10		false		              10  consistently needs upgrades.  We have the switching				false

		1276						LN		48		11		false		              11  equipment that will need upgrades.  The plant itself will				false

		1277						LN		48		12		false		              12  require additional maintenance and repair over time.  The				false

		1278						LN		48		13		false		              13  subscriber equipment we anticipate will last eight years.				false

		1279						LN		48		14		false		              14  If we're installing some of this equipment in 2016, it's				false

		1280						LN		48		15		false		              15  possible that in 2022 or 2024 this equipment becomes				false

		1281						LN		48		16		false		              16  obsolete and needs to be replaced again.  So it's short				false

		1282						LN		48		17		false		              17  sided to say that you do one upgrade and that's it.				false

		1283						LN		48		18		false		              18  Historically we have averaged an amount slightly less than				false

		1284						LN		48		19		false		              19  that projected in our application on average, and that was				false

		1285						LN		48		20		false		              20  without a significant plant upgrade.  And that's just to				false

		1286						LN		48		21		false		              21  maintain and replace equipment as needed.				false

		1287						LN		48		22		false		              22              HEARING OFFICER:  On a copper network?				false

		1288						LN		48		23		false		              23              THE WITNESS:  On a copper network.				false

		1289						LN		48		24		false		              24              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  You anticipate				false

		1290						LN		48		25		false		              25  the costs will be essentially the same on a fiber network				false

		1291						PG		49		0		false		page 49				false

		1292						LN		49		1		false		               1  beyond --				false

		1293						LN		49		2		false		               2              THE WITNESS:  During the build out period it				false

		1294						LN		49		3		false		               3  jumps up.  So for sure we see an increase in the activities				false

		1295						LN		49		4		false		               4  of these accounts.  We've also focussed the dollars on the				false

		1296						LN		49		5		false		               5  replacement rather than the maintenance, so you see a				false

		1297						LN		49		6		false		               6  shifting of dollars to that project.  Once the project is				false

		1298						LN		49		7		false		               7  completed there will be a shift back to normal maintenance				false

		1299						LN		49		8		false		               8  and repair costs that have a life more than a year so we				false

		1300						LN		49		9		false		               9  capitalize it.  So there is an ongoing cost there.  We hope				false

		1301						LN		49		10		false		              10  it will be less, but in some respects there is always going				false

		1302						LN		49		11		false		              11  to be additional maintenance and repair and upgrades to				false

		1303						LN		49		12		false		              12  that equipment to maintain it.				false

		1304						LN		49		13		false		              13              HEARING OFFICER:  How much fiber do you have				false

		1305						LN		49		14		false		              14  laid currently?				false

		1306						LN		49		15		false		              15              THE WITNESS:  That question may be better for				false

		1307						LN		49		16		false		              16  Brock.				false

		1308						LN		49		17		false		              17              HEARING OFFICER:  But there is some?				false

		1309						LN		49		18		false		              18              THE WITNESS:  There is some, yes.				false

		1310						LN		49		19		false		              19              HEARING OFFICER:  How long has it been in				false

		1311						LN		49		20		false		              20  place?				false

		1312						LN		49		21		false		              21              THE WITNESS:  Well, depending on the sections				false

		1313						LN		49		22		false		              22  we actually started laying fiber to what we call fiber to				false

		1314						LN		49		23		false		              23  the node or fiber to the curb three or four years ago.  So				false

		1315						LN		49		24		false		              24  some of the capital expenditures that we've incurred up to				false

		1316						LN		49		25		false		              25  this point have been part of the future plan to take that				false

		1317						PG		50		0		false		page 50				false

		1318						LN		50		1		false		               1  all the way to the customer homes.  So it's been quite some				false

		1319						LN		50		2		false		               2  time since we really replaced copper.  Unless there is a				false

		1320						LN		50		3		false		               3  direct need it doesn't make sense to do that.  Like trunk				false

		1321						LN		50		4		false		               4  copper is about a sixth of the cost of the -- sorry.  Fiber				false

		1322						LN		50		5		false		               5  is a sixth of the cost of the equivalent copper.  On a				false

		1323						LN		50		6		false		               6  fiber drop it's about half the cost of a copper drop.  So				false

		1324						LN		50		7		false		               7  when that ages it doesn't make sense to replace it with				false

		1325						LN		50		8		false		               8  copper anymore.				false

		1326						LN		50		9		false		               9              HEARING OFFICER:  I guess what I'm struggling				false

		1327						LN		50		10		false		              10  to understand is the cost to install the fiber in year one				false

		1328						LN		50		11		false		              11  versus the cost to main it in year two.  Are those costs				false

		1329						LN		50		12		false		              12  the same?				false

		1330						LN		50		13		false		              13              THE WITNESS:  No.				false

		1331						LN		50		14		false		              14              HEARING OFFICER:  That's what I'm trying to				false

		1332						LN		50		15		false		              15  understand as I listen to your testimony and you say that				false

		1333						LN		50		16		false		              16  these costs that you're projected to due to build out will				false

		1334						LN		50		17		false		              17  basically become costs to maintain the build out in				false

		1335						LN		50		18		false		              18  subsequent years and there is no real change in the number.				false

		1336						LN		50		19		false		              19  That's what I kind of hear you saying.  Have I heard you				false

		1337						LN		50		20		false		              20  incorrectly?				false

		1338						LN		50		21		false		              21              THE WITNESS:  I've provided testimony that our				false

		1339						LN		50		22		false		              22  historical average is --				false

		1340						LN		50		23		false		              23              HEARING OFFICER:  Meaningful.				false

		1341						LN		50		24		false		              24              THE WITNESS:  -- meaningful, yes.  And it is				false

		1342						LN		50		25		false		              25  increased by about $600,000 during this phrase.  I				false
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		1344						LN		51		1		false		               1  anticipate that we'll probably go back down to that average				false

		1345						LN		51		2		false		               2  prior to this phase.  So our historical capital				false

		1346						LN		51		3		false		               3  expenditures will probably remain consistent for this				false

		1347						LN		51		4		false		               4  period of time.  For the build out it's going to go up by				false

		1348						LN		51		5		false		               5  about $600,000 for each of those years.				false

		1349						LN		51		6		false		               6              HEARING OFFICER:  I'm sorry for jumping in.				false

		1350						LN		51		7		false		               7  Mr. Jetter, please continue.				false

		1351						LN		51		8		false		               8              MS. SLAWSON:  Your Honor, if it would be				false

		1352						LN		51		9		false		               9  helpful to the process Mr. Johansen will probably be able				false

		1353						LN		51		10		false		              10  to answer some of those questions.				false

		1354						LN		51		11		false		              11              HEARING OFFICER:  He seems very eager to say				false

		1355						LN		51		12		false		              12  something.  Is that all right, Mr. Jetter?				false

		1356						LN		51		13		false		              13              MR. JETTER:  I'm happy to recall -- I think I				false

		1357						LN		51		14		false		              14  would prefer the best information from the best witness to				false

		1358						LN		51		15		false		              15  answer this.				false

		1359						LN		51		16		false		              16              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  That's fine.  Go				false

		1360						LN		51		17		false		              17  ahead.				false

		1361						LN		51		18		false		              18              MR. JOHANSEN:  Do you want me to answer the				false

		1362						LN		51		19		false		              19  same question?				false

		1363						LN		51		20		false		              20              HEARING OFFICER:  I want you to say what is				false

		1364						LN		51		21		false		              21  burning to be said.				false

		1365						LN		51		22		false		              22              MR. JOHANSEN:  I don't know the confidential				false

		1366						LN		51		23		false		              23  information.  Darren knows that.  The only other person				false

		1367						LN		51		24		false		              24  probably in this room that understands this is Bill because				false

		1368						LN		51		25		false		              25  we're the plant guys, right.  We're getting things confused				false

		1369						PG		52		0		false		page 52				false

		1370						LN		52		1		false		               1  here from a plant standpoint.  So let me back everybody up.				false

		1371						LN		52		2		false		               2  When Darren says we're going to be 90 percent down, he's				false

		1372						LN		52		3		false		               3  talking customers.  But that's not 90 percent of the				false

		1373						LN		52		4		false		               4  project.  And everybody needs to understand that.				false

		1374						LN		52		5		false		               5              The first phase of the project is East Carbon,				false

		1375						LN		52		6		false		               6  Wellington, Price and Helper.  It's the main customers.				false

		1376						LN		52		7		false		               7  Then we're going into Miller Creek, and Miller Creek is				false

		1377						LN		52		8		false		               8  spread out.  So you're not going to see the capital budget				false

		1378						LN		52		9		false		               9  fall like Mr. Jetter is saying.  Those customers have to be				false

		1379						LN		52		10		false		              10  served too.  And that's going to be an increase in cost				false

		1380						LN		52		11		false		              11  because those customers are a lot further out.  So we're				false

		1381						LN		52		12		false		              12  not going to be serving -- if you know the Price area at				false

		1382						LN		52		13		false		              13  all.  Right now we're building -- and we have to separate				false

		1383						LN		52		14		false		              14  trunk versus drop.  Drops are most expensive.  They cost us				false

		1384						LN		52		15		false		              15  a lot of money.				false

		1385						LN		52		16		false		              16              There are a whole bunch of things going on				false

		1386						LN		52		17		false		              17  here, and this is for your clarification in your question				false

		1387						LN		52		18		false		              18  you asked Darren.  When you go build a network it's not all				false

		1388						LN		52		19		false		              19  -- you go out and you put the trunk in and then you have to				false

		1389						LN		52		20		false		              20  drop to the customers and then you have the electronics,				false

		1390						LN		52		21		false		              21  right.  Different parts of that can go bad.				false

		1391						LN		52		22		false		              22              For those of you that have computers, they				false

		1392						LN		52		23		false		              23  don't last very long.  Seven, eight years and processors				false

		1393						LN		52		24		false		              24  start failing, the hard drives start failing.  That's what				false

		1394						LN		52		25		false		              25  is on the end of this.  That's your electronics.  A seven				false
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		1396						LN		53		1		false		               1  year old electronic computer is old.  It's going to get				false

		1397						LN		53		2		false		               2  replaced.  It's not going be supported.  That's what is				false

		1398						LN		53		3		false		               3  hanging on the end of this fiber and it's what is hanging				false

		1399						LN		53		4		false		               4  on the end of the copper.  It's a computer.  And that				false

		1400						LN		53		5		false		               5  computer will end life in about seven or eight years, which				false

		1401						LN		53		6		false		               6  is exactly close to what is prescribed by the Commission				false

		1402						LN		53		7		false		               7  for depreciated life.				false

		1403						LN		53		8		false		               8              Now you talk about the actual going out in the				false

		1404						LN		53		9		false		               9  future.  The Division is trying to say there is a cliff.				false

		1405						LN		53		10		false		              10  We get done with these projections that Darren has out				false

		1406						LN		53		11		false		              11  there and it is a cliff.  It isn't.  They only go into the				false

		1407						LN		53		12		false		              12  hard reach areas.  You have North Coal Creek -- and I would				false

		1408						LN		53		13		false		              13  have loved to have had the Division or the Office come down				false

		1409						LN		53		14		false		              14  and talk about this.  None of them wanted to do a plant				false

		1410						LN		53		15		false		              15  tour.  They didn't come down to inspect --				false

		1411						LN		53		16		false		              16              HEARING OFFICER:  I don't want to talk about				false

		1412						LN		53		17		false		              17  those things.				false

		1413						LN		53		18		false		              18              MR. JOHANSEN:  Okay.  But if they want to talk				false

		1414						LN		53		19		false		              19  about this issue and what's going to happen on our build				false

		1415						LN		53		20		false		              20  out, we can talk about that.  But the point I think that is				false

		1416						LN		53		21		false		              21  important here is it's not going to drop.  We're going to				false

		1417						LN		53		22		false		              22  go into North Coal Creek.  That's going to be one customer				false

		1418						LN		53		23		false		              23  per half mile.  That's an exaggeration probably.  Then				false

		1419						LN		53		24		false		              24  you're going to go into Miller Creek.  Then you're going to				false

		1420						LN		53		25		false		              25  go up above West Wood.  Then you're going to go up into --				false
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		1422						LN		54		1		false		               1  there are a bunch of outlining areas.  So this project				false

		1423						LN		54		2		false		               2  doesn't end in year five.				false

		1424						LN		54		3		false		               3              Then after that, Darren said there are a bunch				false

		1425						LN		54		4		false		               4  of other parts of the network.  Our core is getting				false

		1426						LN		54		5		false		               5  dilapidated.  We don't have money to put into the core.				false

		1427						LN		54		6		false		               6  The core is a 10 year core that we updated a few years ago.				false

		1428						LN		54		7		false		               7  It needs to go to a 100 gig core.  It does.  You're hanging				false

		1429						LN		54		8		false		               8  all of this off from your output.  So right now our money				false

		1430						LN		54		9		false		               9  is going towards fiber deployment, we haven't gone back to				false

		1431						LN		54		10		false		              10  the router.  So now you're back to the core.  So those have				false

		1432						LN		54		11		false		              11  to be upgraded.  Then there is fiber between some of the				false

		1433						LN		54		12		false		              12  towns that needs to be upgrade that is old.  It's 10, 15				false

		1434						LN		54		13		false		              13  years old now and we're starting to see errors on it.  It's				false

		1435						LN		54		14		false		              14  old -- there are actually different types of fiber, and				false

		1436						LN		54		15		false		              15  it's an old fiber that we put in back in the day.  So that				false

		1437						LN		54		16		false		              16  needs to be replaced.  So we have these lists of projects.				false

		1438						LN		54		17		false		              17  They go out a lot further than what the Division is asking				false

		1439						LN		54		18		false		              18  right here.  It's not a cliff and we're just going to stop.				false

		1440						LN		54		19		false		              19  There is a lot of capital expenditures to keep the network				false

		1441						LN		54		20		false		              20  going and we're going to keep making those capital				false

		1442						LN		54		21		false		              21  expenditures as long as we have the funding and they're				false

		1443						LN		54		22		false		              22  necessary to provide telecommunications services.  They				false

		1444						LN		54		23		false		              23  are.  That network is going to get old.  The electronics				false

		1445						LN		54		24		false		              24  are going to get old.				false

		1446						LN		54		25		false		              25              And then one other thing I think is important				false
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		1448						LN		55		1		false		               1  is -- I think everybody thinks when you put fiber in it's				false

		1449						LN		55		2		false		               2  golden forever, especially on drops.  That's not the case.				false

		1450						LN		55		3		false		               3  Drops are a huge cost.  Aerial drops get caught in the				false

		1451						LN		55		4		false		               4  wind, they blow, they -- if you picture we have our strand				false

		1452						LN		55		5		false		               5  that holds it pretty solid out on the trunk, but on the				false

		1453						LN		55		6		false		               6  fiber drop it's kind of waving there because you don't have				false

		1454						LN		55		7		false		               7  a strand holding it, it's just going from a pole over				false

		1455						LN		55		8		false		               8  there.  Those come, those break, and within about 10 years				false

		1456						LN		55		9		false		               9  you're going to replace them.  These are well established				false

		1457						LN		55		10		false		              10  principles that I'm sure somebody took into account when				false

		1458						LN		55		11		false		              11  the Commission gave us the lives.  They should have.  But				false

		1459						LN		55		12		false		              12  the point is the fiber doesn't just stay there and is good				false

		1460						LN		55		13		false		              13  forever.  It doesn't.  That's not how the plant works.				false

		1461						LN		55		14		false		              14              And the other point is there is not a cliff				false

		1462						LN		55		15		false		              15  where, boom, we're not going to do anymore capital				false

		1463						LN		55		16		false		              16  expenditures.  We might have 90 percent of the customers,				false

		1464						LN		55		17		false		              17  the last 10 are going to take years.				false

		1465						LN		55		18		false		              18                       CROSS EXAMINATION				false
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		1467						LN		55		20		false		              20        Q.    I would like to ask you some followup				false

		1468						LN		55		21		false		              21  questions.				false

		1469						LN		55		22		false		              22        A.    Sure.				false

		1470						LN		55		23		false		              23        Q.    Those customers that you're discussing, the				false

		1471						LN		55		24		false		              24  sort of the end of the line customers, are you currently				false
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		1474						LN		56		1		false		               1        A.    We are.				false

		1475						LN		56		2		false		               2        Q.    And they currently have telephone service?				false

		1476						LN		56		3		false		               3        A.    They do.  On buried and copper networks it				false

		1477						LN		56		4		false		               4  requires a lot of maintenance because -- especially since				false

		1478						LN		56		5		false		               5  you figure a lot of those are going out.  It's really				false

		1479						LN		56		6		false		               6  interesting on how the plant works.  A lot of buried				false

		1480						LN		56		7		false		               7  copper, and because it's buried you're out in fields where				false

		1481						LN		56		8		false		               8  moisture gets in, the lines get old, more moisture gets in.				false

		1482						LN		56		9		false		               9  Those are our hardest to maintain, but we're trying to do				false

		1483						LN		56		10		false		              10  the biggest bang for the buck.  We're cutting the towns				false

		1484						LN		56		11		false		              11  first and then we'll go into those areas, but they need to				false

		1485						LN		56		12		false		              12  be cut because it's hard to provide telecommunications				false

		1486						LN		56		13		false		              13  services when their lines aren't as good of quality, but				false

		1487						LN		56		14		false		              14  they're hard to reach.				false

		1488						LN		56		15		false		              15        Q.    When you say telecommunications service you				false

		1489						LN		56		16		false		              16  mean internet and telephone?				false

		1490						LN		56		17		false		              17        A.    No, I'm referring to basic telephone service.				false

		1491						LN		56		18		false		              18  Even basic telephone service to serve these you've got to				false

		1492						LN		56		19		false		              19  think the net plant.  Of course you can put internet across				false

		1493						LN		56		20		false		              20  it also, but for this rate increase purpose we're talking				false

		1494						LN		56		21		false		              21  basic telephone services.				false

		1495						LN		56		22		false		              22        Q.    And you testified though that you currently are				false

		1496						LN		56		23		false		              23  providing that to all of those customers?				false

		1497						LN		56		24		false		              24        A.    All of them?				false

		1498						LN		56		25		false		              25        Q.    The customers that you're intending to replace				false
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		1500						LN		57		1		false		               1  that with funding?				false

		1501						LN		57		2		false		               2        A.    Yes.  The project is only to replace current				false

		1502						LN		57		3		false		               3  customers.  We're not just going to run lines out to				false

		1503						LN		57		4		false		               4  locations that aren't taking our services if that's what				false

		1504						LN		57		5		false		               5  you mean, Mr. Jetter.				false

		1505						LN		57		6		false		               6        Q.    I'm just talking about where you're rolling out				false

		1506						LN		57		7		false		               7  your fiber.				false

		1507						LN		57		8		false		               8        A.    We're going to roll out fiber -- I mean, the				false

		1508						LN		57		9		false		               9  plan will be to everybody if possible to fiber eventually				false

		1509						LN		57		10		false		              10  and get rid of those old copper lines that are hard to				false

		1510						LN		57		11		false		              11  maintain.				false

		1511						LN		57		12		false		              12        Q.    So the fiber should be cheaper; is that right?				false

		1512						LN		57		13		false		              13        A.    Fiber is cheaper and it's actually -- the FCC				false

		1513						LN		57		14		false		              14  said if we're going to replace something put fiber in				false

		1514						LN		57		15		false		              15  because it is cheaper.  If I went and ran new copper lines				false

		1515						LN		57		16		false		              16  to Miller Creek it's going to cost me a lot more than				false

		1516						LN		57		17		false		              17  running fiber to Miller Creek.				false

		1517						LN		57		18		false		              18        Q.    And fiber is a lot cheaper to maintain; is that				false

		1518						LN		57		19		false		              19  also correct?				false

		1519						LN		57		20		false		              20        A.    I can't testify to that.  The studies show that				false

		1520						LN		57		21		false		              21  it should be, but we're just cutting.  So I don't have a				false

		1521						LN		57		22		false		              22  lot of data personally on that.				false

		1522						LN		57		23		false		              23        Q.    But you don't project any reduction in the				false

		1523						LN		57		24		false		              24  costs of maintaining it?				false

		1524						LN		57		25		false		              25        A.    Well, those costs -- again, I think we're				false
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		1527						LN		58		2		false		               2  be realized way outside the effective time period of this				false

		1528						LN		58		3		false		               3  rate case if at all.  So you've got to remember this cut is				false

		1529						LN		58		4		false		               4  going to take a couple years.  If all of a sudden our				false

		1530						LN		58		5		false		               5  expenses go down, when the Division is reviewing our costs				false

		1531						LN		58		6		false		               6  then they can pull us back in.  But there is no reason to				false

		1532						LN		58		7		false		               7  say, okay, we'll -- we know that's not going to be until we				false

		1533						LN		58		8		false		               8  get fiber project done, which is years out.  So if at that				false

		1534						LN		58		9		false		               9  point our costs of operation goes down pull us back in.				false

		1535						LN		58		10		false		              10  That's the process.  But we don't need to say in five years				false

		1536						LN		58		11		false		              11  you're going to have decreased operations, so right now				false

		1537						LN		58		12		false		              12  you're going to get penalized.  I mean, pull us back in in				false

		1538						LN		58		13		false		              13  five years.  But I can't even project.  They do say that				false

		1539						LN		58		14		false		              14  those costs should go down dramatically, but we're not				false

		1540						LN		58		15		false		              15  going to realize that for years.  And Mr. Jetter, if the				false

		1541						LN		58		16		false		              16  Division -- they review our numbers every year, and if they				false

		1542						LN		58		17		false		              17  want to pull us back in, they can do it.				false
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		1545						LN		58		20		false		              20        A.    No, I'm not an accountant.				false
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		1591						LN		60		14		false		              14  cheap.  And so there are things like that.  There is the				false

		1592						LN		60		15		false		              15  old DWM equipment.  We can go on and on.  The network isn't				false

		1593						LN		60		16		false		              16  just the fiber.  The DWM equipment is the actual -- across				false

		1594						LN		60		17		false		              17  the fiber you split it into light weight lengths, and that				false

		1595						LN		60		18		false		              18  DWM input is getting old and we're starting to have trouble				false

		1596						LN		60		19		false		              19  maintaining it too.  So it's all throughout.  You maintain				false

		1597						LN		60		20		false		              20  a network.				false

		1598						LN		60		21		false		              21              The point here that I want to make is, one, the				false

		1599						LN		60		22		false		              22  project doesn't end when we get 90 percent of the towns				false

		1600						LN		60		23		false		              23  done.  We still have to go out and serve the hard to reach				false

		1601						LN		60		24		false		              24  areas that are really the hardest for us to serve even with				false

		1602						LN		60		25		false		              25  basic telephone services.  Point number two is there are				false

		1603						PG		61		0		false		page 61				false

		1604						LN		61		1		false		               1  other projects.  And point number three is if at any point				false

		1605						LN		61		2		false		               2  they need to pull us back in that's the rule, they can.				false

		1606						LN		61		3		false		               3              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.				false

		1607						LN		61		4		false		               4        Q.    (By Mr. Jetter)  Thank you.  When you're				false

		1608						LN		61		5		false		               5  talking about 10 gigabyte or 100 gigabyte core we're				false

		1609						LN		61		6		false		               6  talking about bits per second; is that correct?				false

		1610						LN		61		7		false		               7        A.    Yes.  In testifying again to what you asked				false

		1611						LN		61		8		false		               8  Darren a minute ago, basic telephone now is packet based.				false

		1612						LN		61		9		false		               9  So you're putting packets across that and that's all that				false

		1613						LN		61		10		false		              10  goes across the core is IP network.				false

		1614						LN		61		11		false		              11        Q.    Of the network that you're using now, and the				false

		1615						LN		61		12		false		              12  one you intend to use, do you have an idea about what				false

		1616						LN		61		13		false		              13  percentage of the bit rate is being taken up by basic				false

		1617						LN		61		14		false		              14  telephone service?				false

		1618						LN		61		15		false		              15        A.    I would not know that number.				false

		1619						LN		61		16		false		              16        Q.    Do you think across your entire network you've				false

		1620						LN		61		17		false		              17  ever used 10 gigabytes per second of basic telephone				false

		1621						LN		61		18		false		              18  service transfer?				false

		1622						LN		61		19		false		              19        A.    No.  But again, Mr. Jetter, you're -- this is				false

		1623						LN		61		20		false		              20  when it gets to be attorneys and lawyers talking about				false

		1624						LN		61		21		false		              21  networks that they don't understand.  A 10 gig core does				false

		1625						LN		61		22		false		              22  not mean that you need a full 10 gigs because you're going				false

		1626						LN		61		23		false		              23  to be using every core.  It's called an MPLS network.				false

		1627						LN		61		24		false		              24  Mr. Jetter, you probably don't know what an MPLS network				false

		1628						LN		61		25		false		              25  is.  But an MPLS network is put in so you actually create				false

		1629						PG		62		0		false		page 62				false

		1630						LN		62		1		false		               1  the circuit across an IP -- you have one 10 gig core and				false

		1631						LN		62		2		false		               2  you're creating individual circuits between it.  So even				false

		1632						LN		62		3		false		               3  though you might not be maxing out the full 10 gig, you				false

		1633						LN		62		4		false		               4  need the 10 gigs to create the different circuits.  Those				false

		1634						LN		62		5		false		               5  circuits used to run across old copper T1's, those T1's are				false

		1635						LN		62		6		false		               6  now converted on to -- or DS3's or converted on to IP and				false

		1636						LN		62		7		false		               7  they run across that.  So we're not talking full capacity				false

		1637						LN		62		8		false		               8  when you're saying do I need a 10 gig core.  You have to				false

		1638						LN		62		9		false		               9  look at the number of circuits inside that core and what				false

		1639						LN		62		10		false		              10  they're carrying and how they're configured.  So it's				false

		1640						LN		62		11		false		              11  completely different than to just say -- you can't think of				false

		1641						LN		62		12		false		              12  it like a -- a normal resident would say I have 10 meg at				false

		1642						LN		62		13		false		              13  my house.  That's not how these networks run.  And it's a				false

		1643						LN		62		14		false		              14  complete lack of understanding when people look at them				false

		1644						LN		62		15		false		              15  that way.  MPLS 10 gig core is completely different than				false

		1645						LN		62		16		false		              16  just a 10 gig pipe.				false

		1646						LN		62		17		false		              17        Q.    Are you expanding the number of circuits in --				false

		1647						LN		62		18		false		              18        A.    Definitely.  Everything single one of these --				false

		1648						LN		62		19		false		              19  every one of these nodes that is served by the fiber has to				false

		1649						LN		62		20		false		              20  have an IP port back.  It's a separate circuit back.				false

		1650						LN		62		21		false		              21  That's how you talk to the switch out to an area where				false

		1651						LN		62		22		false		              22  you're going to hang out these fiber OLT.  The ONT is at				false

		1652						LN		62		23		false		              23  the house.  The OLT you could have a circuit between the				false

		1653						LN		62		24		false		              24  core and each one of those is a different circuit.  So that				false

		1654						LN		62		25		false		              25  MPLS, the reason why that technology is developed is				false

		1655						PG		63		0		false		page 63				false

		1656						LN		63		1		false		               1  because as you add more and more of those on you need more				false

		1657						LN		63		2		false		               2  and more circuits.				false

		1658						LN		63		3		false		               3        Q.    And that's --				false

		1659						LN		63		4		false		               4        A.    Don't look at it as a total capacity is what				false

		1660						LN		63		5		false		               5  I'm saying.  Don't say, oh, it's 10 gig.  It's a lot more				false

		1661						LN		63		6		false		               6  complex than that.				false

		1662						LN		63		7		false		               7        Q.    Let me ask you this question.  As you increase				false

		1663						LN		63		8		false		               8  your core capacity does it increase your ability to sell				false

		1664						LN		63		9		false		               9  higher band width internet?				false

		1665						LN		63		10		false		              10        A.    Sure.				false

		1666						LN		63		11		false		              11        Q.    The more internet you want to sell the larger				false

		1667						LN		63		12		false		              12  capacity core you're going to need?				false

		1668						LN		63		13		false		              13        A.    Sure.  The internet definitely drives usage.				false

		1669						LN		63		14		false		              14  But I'm saying don't look at as simple as that.  You have				false

		1670						LN		63		15		false		              15  to remember this includes specials also, specials are				false

		1671						LN		63		16		false		              16  circuits across that, special access circuits.				false

		1672						LN		63		17		false		              17        Q.    But ultimately the majority of the computation				false

		1673						LN		63		18		false		              18  that is being done in the routing of those packets is				false

		1674						LN		63		19		false		              19  primarily on a band width level for the internet services?				false

		1675						LN		63		20		false		              20        A.    It kind of depends on which leg you're on that				false

		1676						LN		63		21		false		              21  core.  Some of those would be, some of those will be				false

		1677						LN		63		22		false		              22  special circuit.  It just kind of -- again, you can't look				false

		1678						LN		63		23		false		              23  at one area.  You can say on the Price router or on -- and				false

		1679						LN		63		24		false		              24  I don't have the stats on that immediately.  But you could				false

		1680						LN		63		25		false		              25  say okay the Price router, what is the primary going across				false

		1681						PG		64		0		false		page 64				false

		1682						LN		64		1		false		               1  that and then you could look at the whole mountain or you				false

		1683						LN		64		2		false		               2  could look at whatever, it might be special circuits or it				false

		1684						LN		64		3		false		               3  might be customer voice.  It just depends on what it is and				false

		1685						LN		64		4		false		               4  where it's located.				false

		1686						LN		64		5		false		               5              MR. JETTER:  I think that's the questions I				false

		1687						LN		64		6		false		               6  have about the network upgrade.				false

		1688						LN		64		7		false		               7              THE WITNESS:  Thank you, Mr. Jetter.				false

		1689						LN		64		8		false		               8              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.				false

		1690						LN		64		9		false		               9              MR. JETTER:  I have more questions for				false

		1691						LN		64		10		false		              10  Mr. Woolsey.				false

		1692						LN		64		11		false		              11              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.				false

		1693						LN		64		12		false		              12                    CROSS EXAMINATION Resumed				false

		1694						LN		64		13		false		              13  BY MR. JETTER:				false

		1695						LN		64		14		false		              14        Q.    Are you familiar with the matching principle in				false

		1696						LN		64		15		false		              15  accounting?				false

		1697						LN		64		16		false		              16        A.    Yes.				false

		1698						LN		64		17		false		              17        Q.    Would you describe what that means to you				false

		1699						LN		64		18		false		              18  generally?				false

		1700						LN		64		19		false		              19        A.    The matching principle generally requires that				false

		1701						LN		64		20		false		              20  events that occur within a period are matched to their				false

		1702						LN		64		21		false		              21  associated expenses.  So if you have a revenue transaction				false

		1703						LN		64		22		false		              22  that occurs, you have a point of sale.  We sell a computer				false

		1704						LN		64		23		false		              23  or we sell phone service, you would match that to the				false

		1705						LN		64		24		false		              24  associated costs for the same period.  So if there is a				false

		1706						LN		64		25		false		              25  cost of goods sold or an inventory transaction, those would				false

		1707						PG		65		0		false		page 65				false

		1708						LN		65		1		false		               1  also be recorded in conjunction with that.				false

		1709						LN		65		2		false		               2        Q.    Thank you.  So with respect to building out,				false

		1710						LN		65		3		false		               3  for example, a fiber network would the matching principle				false

		1711						LN		65		4		false		               4  generally suggest that the depreciation method chosen would				false

		1712						LN		65		5		false		               5  be one that would spread the cost, if you will, spread the				false

		1713						LN		65		6		false		               6  recognition of those costs through depreciation expense				false

		1714						LN		65		7		false		               7  over effectively as close as you can get the life of that				false

		1715						LN		65		8		false		               8  asset that you're capitalizing?  I suppose being more				false

		1716						LN		65		9		false		               9  specific, the period of time in which that asset that				false

		1717						LN		65		10		false		              10  you're capitalizing being used to produce revenue?				false

		1718						LN		65		11		false		              11        A.    That's correct.  That really becomes the				false

		1719						LN		65		12		false		              12  question that we're dealing with today.  What is				false

		1720						LN		65		13		false		              13  representative, what is the life of the asset.				false

		1721						LN		65		14		false		              14        Q.    It is your testimony though that the				false

		1722						LN		65		15		false		              15  depreciation rate that you have chosen is relatively in the				false

		1723						LN		65		16		false		              16  ballpark of the annual capitalization of the network on an				false

		1724						LN		65		17		false		              17  annual basis is appropriate?				false

		1725						LN		65		18		false		              18        A.    Yes.				false

		1726						LN		65		19		false		              19        Q.    One final followup question.  If hypothetically				false

		1727						LN		65		20		false		              20  you had reached a point of zero on your depreciation				false

		1728						LN		65		21		false		              21  account head, taking your company's proposed rate plan of				false

		1729						LN		65		22		false		              22  service to a value of zero before you had started to				false

		1730						LN		65		23		false		              23  install the fiber network, so say you're starting from zero				false

		1731						LN		65		24		false		              24  today, would it be appropriate to expense the fiber network				false

		1732						LN		65		25		false		              25  costs annually as you go forward?				false

		1733						PG		66		0		false		page 66				false

		1734						LN		66		1		false		               1        A.    The portion that is related to depreciation				false

		1735						LN		66		2		false		               2  expense for that matching principle, yes.				false

		1736						LN		66		3		false		               3        Q.    I mean the expense -- the entire costs on an				false

		1737						LN		66		4		false		               4  annual basis?				false

		1738						LN		66		5		false		               5        A.    No.				false

		1739						LN		66		6		false		               6              MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  Those are all the				false

		1740						LN		66		7		false		               7  questions I have, Mr. Woolsey.  Thank you.				false

		1741						LN		66		8		false		               8              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.				false

		1742						LN		66		9		false		               9              MR. MOORE:  Yes, I have a few questions.				false

		1743						LN		66		10		false		              10  Before we get on to depreciation I would like you to				false

		1744						LN		66		11		false		              11  quickly clear up some confusion I have in the record.  I'm				false

		1745						LN		66		12		false		              12  going to pass down to you Carbon/Emery's response to the				false

		1746						LN		66		13		false		              13  Division's sixth set of discovery requests.				false

		1747						LN		66		14		false		              14              MS. SLAWSON:  Mr. Moore, is this identified in				false

		1748						LN		66		15		false		              15  your exhibit list?				false

		1749						LN		66		16		false		              16              MR. MOORE:  It's not in the exhibit list.  I				false

		1750						LN		66		17		false		              17  can make it an exhibit if you would like or I can just ask				false

		1751						LN		66		18		false		              18  questions of it.				false

		1752						LN		66		19		false		              19              MS. SLAWSON:  I'll look through it.				false

		1753						LN		66		20		false		              20                       CROSS EXAMINATION				false

		1754						LN		66		21		false		              21  BY MR. MOORE:				false

		1755						LN		66		22		false		              22        Q.    I just have a quick question on this.  Could				false

		1756						LN		66		23		false		              23  you turn to the second page on request 6.2.  Do you see				false

		1757						LN		66		24		false		              24  that?				false

		1758						LN		66		25		false		              25        A.    Yes.				false

		1759						PG		67		0		false		page 67				false

		1760						LN		67		1		false		               1        Q.    Could you read the question for the record				false

		1761						LN		67		2		false		               2  please beginning, Mr. Woolsey states that a single asset				false

		1762						LN		67		3		false		               3  straight line system?				false

		1763						LN		67		4		false		               4        A.    Mr. Woolsey states that a single asset straight				false

		1764						LN		67		5		false		               5  line system would be too burdensome for Carbon/Emery to use				false

		1765						LN		67		6		false		               6  and implement.  However, a single asset system is used by				false

		1766						LN		67		7		false		               7  Carbon/Emery for all their nonregulated plant.  Why is it				false

		1767						LN		67		8		false		               8  too burdensome for the regulated sites, but not for the				false

		1768						LN		67		9		false		               9  nonregulated sites?				false

		1769						LN		67		10		false		              10        Q.    Thank you.  Can you switch down to the second				false

		1770						LN		67		11		false		              11  paragraph of your response and read the first two				false

		1771						LN		67		12		false		              12  sentences?				false

		1772						LN		67		13		false		              13              MS. SLAWSON:  Your Honor, I'm going to object				false

		1773						LN		67		14		false		              14  at this point because there is a portion of the response				false

		1774						LN		67		15		false		              15  before that that includes an objection to the question.  So				false

		1775						LN		67		16		false		              16  I think that should be part of the record too.				false

		1776						LN		67		17		false		              17        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  Fine.  Could you read from				false

		1777						LN		67		18		false		              18  response to the first paragraph into the record and then go				false

		1778						LN		67		19		false		              19  down to the second paragraph and read down until the first				false

		1779						LN		67		20		false		              20  three lines, group asset depreciation?				false

		1780						LN		67		21		false		              21        A.    Carbon objects to this data request because the				false

		1781						LN		67		22		false		              22  premise of the question mischaracterizes Mr. Woolsey's				false

		1782						LN		67		23		false		              23  surrebuttal testimony.  Line 76 to 77 of Mr. Woolsey's				false

		1783						LN		67		24		false		              24  surrebuttal testimony did not include the phrase too				false

		1784						LN		67		25		false		              25  burdensome, but rather Mr. Woolsey testified that to treat				false

		1785						PG		68		0		false		page 68				false

		1786						LN		68		1		false		               1  these assets as individual units would be administratively				false

		1787						LN		68		2		false		               2  burdensome.  Carbon further objects to this data request as				false

		1788						LN		68		3		false		               3  it implies that Carbon/Emery uses the single asset method				false

		1789						LN		68		4		false		               4  of depreciation in its nonregulated plant.  This is not				false

		1790						LN		68		5		false		               5  accurate.  The nonregulated company does use group asset				false

		1791						LN		68		6		false		               6  depreciation.				false

		1792						LN		68		7		false		               7        Q.    Can you now turn to page 20 of your revised				false

		1793						LN		68		8		false		               8  confidential rebuttal testimony filed September 4, 2015.				false

		1794						LN		68		9		false		               9  Could you read the question and the first part of the				false

		1795						LN		68		10		false		              10  answer starting on line 407 and ending on line 413 with the				false

		1796						LN		68		11		false		              11  words straight line depreciation?				false

		1797						LN		68		12		false		              12        A.    So you want me to read from 309 to 313?				false

		1798						LN		68		13		false		              13        Q.    I think it would make more sense if you would				false

		1799						LN		68		14		false		              14  read from 407 to 413.				false

		1800						LN		68		15		false		              15        A.    Do you agree that plant can be used as an input				false

		1801						LN		68		16		false		              16  for developing cost allocators?				false

		1802						LN		68		17		false		              17              Yes.  Carbon/Emery Telecom could consider plant				false

		1803						LN		68		18		false		              18  as a possible cost driver to determine the accounting and				false

		1804						LN		68		19		false		              19  general allocator.  If plant were to be used, gross plant				false

		1805						LN		68		20		false		              20  would be a better indicator than net plant because the				false

		1806						LN		68		21		false		              21  regulated entities use group asset depreciation per FCC				false

		1807						LN		68		22		false		              22  Part 32, whereas the nonregulated entities use single asset				false

		1808						LN		68		23		false		              23  straight line depreciation.				false

		1809						LN		68		24		false		              24        Q.    Is that sentence consistent with Carbon/Emery's				false

		1810						LN		68		25		false		              25  response on 6.2?				false

		1811						PG		69		0		false		page 69				false

		1812						LN		69		1		false		               1        A.    It's a good question.  We've had to define				false

		1813						LN		69		2		false		               2  single asset depreciation for the term used by both the				false

		1814						LN		69		3		false		               3  Division and ourselves, and now we need to probably clarify				false

		1815						LN		69		4		false		               4  it with the Office.  It appears to be in conflict.  The				false

		1816						LN		69		5		false		               5  methodology that we use doesn't take individual assets down				false

		1817						LN		69		6		false		               6  to a minute separation.  A good example may be the				false

		1818						LN		69		7		false		               7  subscriber equipment that we talked about previously and				false

		1819						LN		69		8		false		               8  that Brock discussed briefly.  Part of that subscriber				false

		1820						LN		69		9		false		               9  equipment is individual ONT's.  It's the end piece of that				false

		1821						LN		69		10		false		              10  communication network.  We don't capitalize every single				false

		1822						LN		69		11		false		              11  individual ONT.  Similarly, on the nonregulated side the				false

		1823						LN		69		12		false		              12  equivalent may be set-top boxes.  We wouldn't capitalize				false

		1824						LN		69		13		false		              13  individual set-top boxes, but we might capitalize a group				false

		1825						LN		69		14		false		              14  of them that were purchased in a year.  So when you use the				false

		1826						LN		69		15		false		              15  term single asset, it may refer to a group of similar				false

		1827						LN		69		16		false		              16  assets that were purchased in a period.  So the difference				false

		1828						LN		69		17		false		              17  between nonregulated and regulated side may be it's more of				false

		1829						LN		69		18		false		              18  a difference in the nature of that group than it is				false

		1830						LN		69		19		false		              19  strictly single assets.				false

		1831						LN		69		20		false		              20              So when we make the comment in this section of				false

		1832						LN		69		21		false		              21  the testimony, we're saying single asset, describing that				false

		1833						LN		69		22		false		              22  process that our nonregulated end uses.  It doesn't get				false

		1834						LN		69		23		false		              23  down to minute single assets, which is where it becomes				false

		1835						LN		69		24		false		              24  burdensome and that's what the other testimony refers to.				false

		1836						LN		69		25		false		              25  But in this case it refers to a period of time or a group				false

		1837						PG		70		0		false		page 70				false

		1838						LN		70		1		false		               1  of assets.  And they're not -- that group doesn't span				false

		1839						LN		70		2		false		               2  multiple years and constitute a functioning network like it				false

		1840						LN		70		3		false		               3  would on the regulated side.				false

		1841						LN		70		4		false		               4              That may not have clarified it well for you.  I				false

		1842						LN		70		5		false		               5  don't know if I'm answering the question fully the way you				false

		1843						LN		70		6		false		               6  want.				false

		1844						LN		70		7		false		               7        Q.    Well, as Mr. Johansen said I'm just a lawyer				false

		1845						LN		70		8		false		               8  here and this is accounting.  But it seems to me that you				false

		1846						LN		70		9		false		               9  stated in section 6.2 you use the term group asset				false

		1847						LN		70		10		false		              10  depreciation, saying it does use group asset depreciation.				false

		1848						LN		70		11		false		              11  And in your testimony you said that they don't use group				false

		1849						LN		70		12		false		              12  asset depreciation.  Is this just being uncareful with your				false

		1850						LN		70		13		false		              13  terms?				false

		1851						LN		70		14		false		              14        A.    No.  I guess I feel like I've answered the				false

		1852						LN		70		15		false		              15  question.  We've done the same thing with the Division in				false

		1853						LN		70		16		false		              16  pointing out their use of the term single asset doesn't				false

		1854						LN		70		17		false		              17  really result in a true single asset reputation and it's				false

		1855						LN		70		18		false		              18  the same clarification for us.  The level that the Division				false

		1856						LN		70		19		false		              19  goes down to in defining single asset is really what is in				false

		1857						LN		70		20		false		              20  question here, but it's not a true single asset approach.				false

		1858						LN		70		21		false		              21  To get to the separation of every single asset is where it				false

		1859						LN		70		22		false		              22  becomes burdensome.				false

		1860						LN		70		23		false		              23              HEARING OFFICER:  When you used the term single				false

		1861						LN		70		24		false		              24  asset separate line depreciation in your prefiled				false

		1862						LN		70		25		false		              25  testimony, is it equivalent or fairly equivalent to what				false

		1863						PG		71		0		false		page 71				false

		1864						LN		71		1		false		               1  you've described as vintage group depreciation?				false

		1865						LN		71		2		false		               2              THE WITNESS:  It would be vintage, but it would				false

		1866						LN		71		3		false		               3  be to a year level rather than to a two or three year				false

		1867						LN		71		4		false		               4  level.  If you look at depreciation on -- if we can use the				false

		1868						LN		71		5		false		               5  term gray scale -- you could have a very theoretical and				false

		1869						LN		71		6		false		               6  pure single asset straight line method and then you could				false

		1870						LN		71		7		false		               7  get to the group method.  Vintage, depending on how many				false

		1871						LN		71		8		false		               8  years you choose and how you group it, it would be				false

		1872						LN		71		9		false		               9  somewhere within that gray scale.  Vintage is some level of				false

		1873						LN		71		10		false		              10  in between, between those two levels.				false

		1874						LN		71		11		false		              11              So the difference in definition here is to the				false

		1875						LN		71		12		false		              12  level it gets burdensome if it's very detailed minute				false

		1876						LN		71		13		false		              13  single assets approach, and it's not even what the Division				false

		1877						LN		71		14		false		              14  got to.  It's more of a group of assets in a particular				false

		1878						LN		71		15		false		              15  year or -- generally it's a project.  So it might be a				false

		1879						LN		71		16		false		              16  three month project where we have -- I don't know what a				false

		1880						LN		71		17		false		              17  good example would be.  Say we have a small construction				false

		1881						LN		71		18		false		              18  build in one of our small towns and we capitalize that as a				false

		1882						LN		71		19		false		              19  project to -- it might have a couple different categories,				false

		1883						LN		71		20		false		              20  but it might need so many feet of fiber.  So some of it				false

		1884						LN		71		21		false		              21  goes to buried cable and some to subscriber equipment so we				false

		1885						LN		71		22		false		              22  capitalize that.  But we don't go down and capitalize every				false

		1886						LN		71		23		false		              23  single piece of subscriber equipment, we capitalize it as a				false

		1887						LN		71		24		false		              24  group on that project.				false

		1888						LN		71		25		false		              25              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.				false

		1889						PG		72		0		false		page 72				false

		1890						LN		72		1		false		               1        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  Just one more question.  Is it				false

		1891						LN		72		2		false		               2  your testimony that what you termed in your written				false

		1892						LN		72		3		false		               3  testimony as single asset straight line depreciation is				false

		1893						LN		72		4		false		               4  equivalent to what you said in your discovery requests, you				false

		1894						LN		72		5		false		               5  described it as a group asset depreciation?  Which one				false

		1895						LN		72		6		false		               6  would be a closer description to what the Division uses in				false

		1896						LN		72		7		false		               7  the single asset depreciation?  Would it be closer to --				false

		1897						LN		72		8		false		               8  I'm sorry.  Let me start over again.				false

		1898						LN		72		9		false		               9              For your nonregulated plant which you say does				false

		1899						LN		72		10		false		              10  use group asset depreciation, is that the same group asset				false

		1900						LN		72		11		false		              11  depreciation that you use in your general depreciation				false

		1901						LN		72		12		false		              12  adjustment?				false

		1902						LN		72		13		false		              13        A.    If I understand the question you're asking, the				false

		1903						LN		72		14		false		              14  regulated -- I'm sorry.  The nonregulated methodology that				false

		1904						LN		72		15		false		              15  we're using would be similar to what the Division is				false

		1905						LN		72		16		false		              16  proposing as single asset.				false

		1906						LN		72		17		false		              17        Q.    All right.				false

		1907						LN		72		18		false		              18        A.    So it's not --				false

		1908						LN		72		19		false		              19              HEARING OFFICER:  And why do you not use the				false

		1909						LN		72		20		false		              20  same method for regulated?				false

		1910						LN		72		21		false		              21              THE WITNESS:  This goes back to industry				false

		1911						LN		72		22		false		              22  practice and what has typically been prescribed by the FCC				false

		1912						LN		72		23		false		              23  and what is common in the industry.  We view certain assets				false

		1913						LN		72		24		false		              24  in the network as a unit, as an operating network, and the				false

		1914						LN		72		25		false		              25  components of that network don't operate separately from				false

		1915						PG		73		0		false		page 73				false

		1916						LN		73		1		false		               1  the other units of that network.  So it operates as a				false

		1917						LN		73		2		false		               2  telephone network or as a buried cable plant network.  So				false

		1918						LN		73		3		false		               3  we view it as one asset rather than pieces, a whole bunch				false

		1919						LN		73		4		false		               4  of pieces.  This really kind of bears itself out.				false

		1920						LN		73		5		false		               5              There is copper and fixes that we may have done				false

		1921						LN		73		6		false		               6  in the last five years that will end up being replaced with				false

		1922						LN		73		7		false		               7  the fiber project that we're doing now.  They may not last				false

		1923						LN		73		8		false		               8  the 20 year life that would be assigned to it.  So when you				false

		1924						LN		73		9		false		               9  look at it as an operating network, if that operating				false

		1925						LN		73		10		false		              10  network becomes obsolete or it's replaced that entire asset				false

		1926						LN		73		11		false		              11  becomes obsolete and replaced.				false

		1927						LN		73		12		false		              12              HEARING OFFICER:  I think I understand that.				false

		1928						LN		73		13		false		              13  You're going to have to forgive me because like many in the				false

		1929						LN		73		14		false		              14  room I'm an attorney and not an accountant.  But you're				false

		1930						LN		73		15		false		              15  using the same network for both regulated and nonregulated				false

		1931						LN		73		16		false		              16  activities, correct?				false

		1932						LN		73		17		false		              17              THE WITNESS:  We do cost separations to prevent				false

		1933						LN		73		18		false		              18  that from happening.  The plant is used for -- so go back				false

		1934						LN		73		19		false		              19  to maybe Justin's question.  It's not just internet and				false

		1935						LN		73		20		false		              20  phone.  It's not that simple.  The network carries a lot of				false

		1936						LN		73		21		false		              21  data.  And basic local service isn't our largest revenue				false

		1937						LN		73		22		false		              22  source on the regulated side.  We have special access.  We				false

		1938						LN		73		23		false		              23  have data circuits.  They are not internet circuits, they				false

		1939						LN		73		24		false		              24  are large circuits for Utah Division Network or for cell				false

		1940						LN		73		25		false		              25  phone providers.  We have special access and switch access				false

		1941						PG		74		0		false		page 74				false

		1942						LN		74		1		false		               1  transport where we provide a transport path for data and				false

		1943						LN		74		2		false		               2  phone calls coming out of Moab, and yet that isn't revenue				false

		1944						LN		74		3		false		               3  or those aren't customers directly in our area.  So the				false

		1945						LN		74		4		false		               4  regulated plant provides service in a lot of different				false

		1946						LN		74		5		false		               5  capacities.  That's why the core is required.  I guess				false

		1947						LN		74		6		false		               6  maybe -- did I misunderstand what you're saying?				false

		1948						LN		74		7		false		               7              HEARING OFFICER:  I'm going to speak just very				false

		1949						LN		74		8		false		               8  simply.  I apologize if I'm oversimplifying.  But when you				false

		1950						LN		74		9		false		               9  talk about, for example, a machine that might have some				false

		1951						LN		74		10		false		              10  older components and some newer components but it has to be				false

		1952						LN		74		11		false		              11  depreciated as a whole, my question is aren't you using				false

		1953						LN		74		12		false		              12  that machine for both regulated and unregulated activities,				false

		1954						LN		74		13		false		              13  and if you are then why do you depreciate it in one way for				false

		1955						LN		74		14		false		              14  your regulated activities, but depreciate it in another way				false

		1956						LN		74		15		false		              15  for your nonregulated activities?				false

		1957						LN		74		16		false		              16              THE WITNESS:  It would only be capitalized on				false

		1958						LN		74		17		false		              17  one set of books.  So it would be either a regulated asset				false

		1959						LN		74		18		false		              18  or a nonregulated asset.  We don't split that asset in the				false

		1960						LN		74		19		false		              19  capitalization process.  Then we have --				false

		1961						LN		74		20		false		              20              HEARING OFFICER:  But in your testimony one of				false

		1962						LN		74		21		false		              21  your primary objections is that the Division's recommended				false

		1963						LN		74		22		false		              22  method of depreciation doesn't account for that split.				false

		1964						LN		74		23		false		              23              THE WITNESS:  Maybe I'm not following the				false

		1965						LN		74		24		false		              24  question.  I'm sorry.				false

		1966						LN		74		25		false		              25              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.				false

		1967						PG		75		0		false		page 75				false

		1968						LN		75		1		false		               1              THE WITNESS:  One of the things that you need				false

		1969						LN		75		2		false		               2  to be aware of too is our regulated plant has a much --				false

		1970						LN		75		3		false		               3  there is a different capitalization threshold.  There are				false

		1971						LN		75		4		false		               4  items that we would normally expense on the nonregulated				false

		1972						LN		75		5		false		               5  side of our business that we may capitalize on the				false

		1973						LN		75		6		false		               6  regulated side of the business.  That's dictated by the				false

		1974						LN		75		7		false		               7  FCC, and there are certain capitalization rules that we				false

		1975						LN		75		8		false		               8  follow there.  To the extent that we don't have the				false

		1976						LN		75		9		false		               9  oversight in our nonregulated entities we may expense items				false

		1977						LN		75		10		false		              10  that don't need to be tracked to that individual level and				false

		1978						LN		75		11		false		              11  that minute level as well.  So there is a difference in our				false

		1979						LN		75		12		false		              12  capitalization process and I testified to that as well.				false

		1980						LN		75		13		false		              13              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.				false

		1981						LN		75		14		false		              14        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  Moving to your -- we're going				false

		1982						LN		75		15		false		              15  in this direction anyway -- to your cost separation				false

		1983						LN		75		16		false		              16  procedure through your CAM.  Can you explain to the judge				false

		1984						LN		75		17		false		              17  what a CAM is?				false

		1985						LN		75		18		false		              18        A.    It's a cost allocation manual.  It provides the				false

		1986						LN		75		19		false		              19  basis for the allocation of shared costs.				false

		1987						LN		75		20		false		              20        Q.    In your CAM you use only one -- in your				false

		1988						LN		75		21		false		              21  accounting and general -- can you describe what your				false

		1989						LN		75		22		false		              22  accounting and general driver is in your CAM?				false

		1990						LN		75		23		false		              23        A.    It's originally based upon billing records.				false

		1991						LN		75		24		false		              24        Q.    That's applied to the CEO, board of directors,				false

		1992						LN		75		25		false		              25  public relations and marketing?				false

		1993						PG		76		0		false		page 76				false

		1994						LN		76		1		false		               1        A.    Correct.				false

		1995						LN		76		2		false		               2        Q.    And that led to dividing up the costs of 74				false

		1996						LN		76		3		false		               3  percent to the regulated operations and 26 percent to the				false

		1997						LN		76		4		false		               4  nonregulated operations?				false

		1998						LN		76		5		false		               5        A.    The results of that allocation -- yes, that's				false

		1999						LN		76		6		false		               6  true, but only the costs that are subject to that				false

		2000						LN		76		7		false		               7  allocation.  So it's a little bit misleading to say that				false

		2001						LN		76		8		false		               8  all the costs are allocated that way when you are only				false

		2002						LN		76		9		false		               9  dealing with the costs that are subject to that allocation.				false

		2003						LN		76		10		false		              10        Q.    The costs that are subject to allocation are				false

		2004						LN		76		11		false		              11  your cost pools of the CEO, the board of directors, the				false

		2005						LN		76		12		false		              12  public relations and marketing; isn't that correct?				false

		2006						LN		76		13		false		              13        A.    Correct.				false

		2007						LN		76		14		false		              14        Q.    And the OCS has proposed a change allocation to				false

		2008						LN		76		15		false		              15  a 50/50 for the CEO and the board of directors and a 75				false

		2009						LN		76		16		false		              16  percent regulated and 75 nonregulated for public relations				false

		2010						LN		76		17		false		              17  and marketing, is that correct?				false

		2011						LN		76		18		false		              18              HEARING OFFICER:  I think you said 75 and 75.				false

		2012						LN		76		19		false		              19  Did you mean 75 and 25?				false

		2013						LN		76		20		false		              20              MR. MOORE:  It was 25 regulated -- it was 75 --				false

		2014						LN		76		21		false		              21  we changed it to 25 percent regulated and 75 percent				false

		2015						LN		76		22		false		              22  nonregulated.				false

		2016						LN		76		23		false		              23              HEARING OFFICER:  Right.				false

		2017						LN		76		24		false		              24              THE WITNESS:  It's a good question.  Why I want				false

		2018						LN		76		25		false		              25  to separate or make a distinction on the costs subject to				false

		2019						PG		77		0		false		page 77				false

		2020						LN		77		1		false		               1  the allocation, payroll and marketing may be a good one to				false

		2021						LN		77		2		false		               2  just to highlight one of the examples.  This is true also				false

		2022						LN		77		3		false		               3  in the CSR area, which we'll discuss I'm sure here in a				false

		2023						LN		77		4		false		               4  minute.				false

		2024						LN		77		5		false		               5              We have certain areas of our serving area that				false

		2025						LN		77		6		false		               6  are only nonregulated in nature.  So we have all of our				false

		2026						LN		77		7		false		               7  Moab area, it's a CLEC, it's nonregulated.  The first step				false

		2027						LN		77		8		false		               8  in the allocation process is if there is cost directly				false

		2028						LN		77		9		false		               9  related to nonregulated operations we separate those out				false

		2029						LN		77		10		false		              10  and code them directly to nonregulated entities.  This is				false

		2030						LN		77		11		false		              11  true whether it's CSR or marketing and public relations or				false

		2031						LN		77		12		false		              12  whatever the allocator may be.  So there are different				false

		2032						LN		77		13		false		              13  levels of allocation that occur prior to what I would call				false

		2033						LN		77		14		false		              14  the leftover costs that are allocated.				false

		2034						LN		77		15		false		              15              When you look at any of these allocators you				false

		2035						LN		77		16		false		              16  have to look at what the end result is.  Did we allocate				false

		2036						LN		77		17		false		              17  enough cost to the nonreg side or not.  If we pulled out				false

		2037						LN		77		18		false		              18  certain sections of it and direct coded it, it's a little				false

		2038						LN		77		19		false		              19  bit misleading to look only at what is left in the				false

		2039						LN		77		20		false		              20  allocation and say we didn't do our job I guess.  So you				false

		2040						LN		77		21		false		              21  need to say okay what was the final results of all the				false

		2041						LN		77		22		false		              22  costs and is it reasonable.  And I think sometimes we get				false

		2042						LN		77		23		false		              23  so focussed on one allocator that we forget the allocation				false

		2043						LN		77		24		false		              24  process.  We throw out the whole process instead of looking				false

		2044						LN		77		25		false		              25  at what the process resulted in rather than just what that				false

		2045						PG		78		0		false		page 78				false

		2046						LN		78		1		false		               1  one allocator did.				false

		2047						LN		78		2		false		               2        Q.    Did you direct code any expenses for the CEO				false

		2048						LN		78		3		false		               3  cost pool?				false

		2049						LN		78		4		false		               4        A.    I would have to check.  I'm not sure.  I think				false

		2050						LN		78		5		false		               5  I could probably produce that number for you given 15				false

		2051						LN		78		6		false		               6  minutes or so if you want to take a -- the majority of the				false

		2052						LN		78		7		false		               7  board and the CEO are allocated.				false

		2053						LN		78		8		false		               8        Q.    Are allocated through --				false

		2054						LN		78		9		false		               9        A.    But I don't know that for sure how much is				false

		2055						LN		78		10		false		              10  direct coded.				false

		2056						LN		78		11		false		              11        Q.    But the majority of the amount?				false

		2057						LN		78		12		false		              12        A.    Yes, the majority.				false

		2058						LN		78		13		false		              13        Q.    Is that true of public relations and marketing?				false

		2059						LN		78		14		false		              14        A.    I wouldn't dare guess the exact number, but				false

		2060						LN		78		15		false		              15  probably 70 percent is subject to allocation.  We do have				false
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		2793						LN		106		20		false		              20  still open for 2015.  So we have a little bit of leeway on				false

		2794						LN		106		21		false		              21  how we report depreciation.  We could do some extent of				false

		2795						LN		106		22		false		              22  restatement, but what we've proposed is that -- basically				false

		2796						LN		106		23		false		              23  from the time frame that we knew that the Division had a				false

		2797						LN		106		24		false		              24  concern with our methodology, if we restated the assets				false

		2798						LN		106		25		false		              25  from that point going forward it would be basically January				false

		2799						PG		107		0		false		page 107				false

		2800						LN		107		1		false		               1  1, 2014.  So if we at that point cut to a single asset				false

		2801						LN		107		2		false		               2  straight line methodology as promulgated by the Division at				false

		2802						LN		107		3		false		               3  this point and then allowed our existing groups as of				false

		2803						LN		107		4		false		               4  12/31/2013 to continue and run their course, let the				false

		2804						LN		107		5		false		               5  depreciation finish out on those assets, and then project				false

		2805						LN		107		6		false		               6  that forward, that would be the transition that we would				false

		2806						LN		107		7		false		               7  suggest.  And the projection forward is somewhat necessary				false

		2807						LN		107		8		false		               8  to determine what the correct number is in this proceeding				false

		2808						LN		107		9		false		               9  because it is a change from the methodology that we're				false

		2809						LN		107		10		false		              10  using now.				false

		2810						LN		107		11		false		              11              Now I guess without getting into the				false

		2811						LN		107		12		false		              12  confidential numbers again, that number would be slightly				false

		2812						LN		107		13		false		              13  less than what we projected in our application, but it is				false

		2813						LN		107		14		false		              14  materially close to that number.  So there may be a slight				false

		2814						LN		107		15		false		              15  reduction there, but not significant.				false

		2815						LN		107		16		false		              16              We think that satisfies the concerns of the				false

		2816						LN		107		17		false		              17  Division going forward, but it also allows us a transition				false

		2817						LN		107		18		false		              18  period into that.  A lot of our decisions with respect to				false

		2818						LN		107		19		false		              19  how we manage our books are based upon the certainty that's				false

		2819						LN		107		20		false		              20  provided by the FCC and by the state.  So if those things				false

		2820						LN		107		21		false		              21  change it would change the decisions that we would make				false

		2821						LN		107		22		false		              22  regarding the timing of the investments or how we -- I				false

		2822						LN		107		23		false		              23  guess how we would make decisions based upon rate of return				false

		2823						LN		107		24		false		              24  and weigh those decisions against similar decisions that				false

		2824						LN		107		25		false		              25  we're making on our nonregulated plant.				false

		2825						PG		108		0		false		page 108				false

		2826						LN		108		1		false		               1              So it's a choice scenario for us.  Where do we				false

		2827						LN		108		2		false		               2  put our new capital dollars this year.  What type of rate				false

		2828						LN		108		3		false		               3  of return are we going to get.  Is that rate of return				false

		2829						LN		108		4		false		               4  guaranteed or how much risk is involved with that rate of				false

		2830						LN		108		5		false		               5  return.  These capital type decisions are dependent upon				false

		2831						LN		108		6		false		               6  some consistency.  That's what we're --though we're not				false

		2832						LN		108		7		false		               7  opposed to the methodology, we are opposed to the way it is				false

		2833						LN		108		8		false		               8  being proposed in the findings.  We would like some sort of				false

		2834						LN		108		9		false		               9  transition or methodology to get to where they want us to				false

		2835						LN		108		10		false		              10  be.				false

		2836						LN		108		11		false		              11        Q.    We had a series of questions about the cost				false

		2837						LN		108		12		false		              12  allocations, the various allocations that you have made.  I				false

		2838						LN		108		13		false		              13  want to ask you the allocators that you have identified,				false

		2839						LN		108		14		false		              14  those are used to allocate costs; is that correct?				false

		2840						LN		108		15		false		              15        A.    Correct.				false

		2841						LN		108		16		false		              16        Q.    Does revenue correlate or is it representative				false

		2842						LN		108		17		false		              17  of costs?				false

		2843						LN		108		18		false		              18        A.    No.				false

		2844						LN		108		19		false		              19              MS. SLAWSON:  I have no other questions.				false

		2845						LN		108		20		false		              20              HEARING OFFICER:  Any recross?				false

		2846						LN		108		21		false		              21              MR. MOORE:  No.				false

		2847						LN		108		22		false		              22              MR. JETTER:  No recross from the Division.				false

		2848						LN		108		23		false		              23  Thank you.				false

		2849						LN		108		24		false		              24              HEARING OFFICER:  We just have a couple of				false

		2850						LN		108		25		false		              25  minutes before the public witness portion of this hearing				false

		2851						PG		109		0		false		page 109				false

		2852						LN		109		1		false		               1  is supposed to begin.  It's only been a few minutes since				false

		2853						LN		109		2		false		               2  our last break, but let's go ahead and break until noon and				false

		2854						LN		109		3		false		               3  we'll see if anybody appears.  If not, we'll go ahead and				false

		2855						LN		109		4		false		               4  continue unless someone appears.				false

		2856						LN		109		5		false		               5              (Off the record.)				false

		2857						LN		109		6		false		               6              HEARING OFFICER:  We are back on the record and				false

		2858						LN		109		7		false		               7  I am ready to begin the public witness hearing, which is				false

		2859						LN		109		8		false		               8  scheduled for today at noon.  Is there anyone here in the				false

		2860						LN		109		9		false		               9  room who would like to give comments or provide testimony				false

		2861						LN		109		10		false		              10  as a public witness today?				false

		2862						LN		109		11		false		              11              We are going to go ahead then and resume with				false

		2863						LN		109		12		false		              12  our UUSF hearing for the next hour or so.  We'll kind of				false

		2864						LN		109		13		false		              13  keep a watch to see if anybody comes in to give a comment				false

		2865						LN		109		14		false		              14  as a public witness.  Then at 1:00 we will break for lunch.				false

		2866						LN		109		15		false		              15  So Ms. Slawson, go ahead and you may call your next				false

		2867						LN		109		16		false		              16  witness.				false

		2868						LN		109		17		false		              17              MS. SLAWSON:  Thank you.  Carbon/Emery calls				false

		2869						LN		109		18		false		              18  Douglas Meredith.				false

		2870						LN		109		19		false		              19              (The witness is sworn in.)				false

		2871						LN		109		20		false		              20                       DIRECT EXAMINATION				false

		2872						LN		109		21		false		              21  BY MS. SLAWSON:				false

		2873						LN		109		22		false		              22        Q.    Good after, Mr. Meredith.  Would you state your				false

		2874						LN		109		23		false		              23  name, your employer and your business address for the				false

		2875						LN		109		24		false		              24  record?				false

		2876						LN		109		25		false		              25        A.    Yes.  My full name is Douglas Duncan Meredith.				false

		2877						PG		110		0		false		page 110				false

		2878						LN		110		1		false		               1  I am employed by the firm John Staurulakis Incorporated.				false

		2879						LN		110		2		false		               2  That is spelled S-T-A-U-R-U-L-A-K-I-S.  My business address				false

		2880						LN		110		3		false		               3  is 547 Oakview Lane, Bountiful, Utah.  That's my office.				false

		2881						LN		110		4		false		               4  The headquarters for JSI is in Greenbelt, Maryland.				false

		2882						LN		110		5		false		               5        Q.    On behalf of the applicant Carbon/Emery Telecom				false

		2883						LN		110		6		false		               6  Inc. have you participated in this record?				false

		2884						LN		110		7		false		               7        A.    Yes.				false

		2885						LN		110		8		false		               8        Q.    Did you prepare prefiled rebuttal and				false

		2886						LN		110		9		false		               9  surrebuttal testimony and exhibits in this case?				false

		2887						LN		110		10		false		              10        A.    Yes.				false

		2888						LN		110		11		false		              11        Q.    Do you have any substantive changes to the				false

		2889						LN		110		12		false		              12  answers you gave to the questions asked in the prefiled				false

		2890						LN		110		13		false		              13  testimony?				false

		2891						LN		110		14		false		              14        A.    No.				false

		2892						LN		110		15		false		              15        Q.    Do you have a summary of your testimony that				false

		2893						LN		110		16		false		              16  you would like to present us with?				false

		2894						LN		110		17		false		              17        A.    Yes.				false

		2895						LN		110		18		false		              18        Q.    Please go ahead.				false

		2896						LN		110		19		false		              19        A.    Thank you.  In my rebuttal and surrebuttal				false

		2897						LN		110		20		false		              20  testimonies I address two topics:  Carbon/Emery's				false

		2898						LN		110		21		false		              21  authorized rate of return and the appropriate depreciation				false

		2899						LN		110		22		false		              22  method to use, and in the alternative of using that method				false

		2900						LN		110		23		false		              23  what transition should be used to move to a new				false

		2901						LN		110		24		false		              24  depreciation method for Carbon/Emery.				false

		2902						LN		110		25		false		              25              Topic one, rate of return.  I will summarize				false

		2903						PG		111		0		false		page 111				false

		2904						LN		111		1		false		               1  first the authorized rate of return for Utah USF purposes.				false

		2905						LN		111		2		false		               2  My testimony and the exhibits I supply support				false

		2906						LN		111		3		false		               3  Carbon/Emery's proposed overall authorized rate of return				false

		2907						LN		111		4		false		               4  of 10.5 percent.  For comparison, the current authorized				false

		2908						LN		111		5		false		               5  interstate rate of return for Carbon/Emery is 11.25				false

		2909						LN		111		6		false		               6  percent.				false

		2910						LN		111		7		false		               7              I examine in my testimony the following items				false

		2911						LN		111		8		false		               8  related to the calculation of the overall rate of return.				false

		2912						LN		111		9		false		               9              Item one, capital structure.  The overall rate				false

		2913						LN		111		10		false		              10  of return is calculated using a hypothetical capital				false

		2914						LN		111		11		false		              11  structure.  The Division and Carbon/Emery recommend that				false

		2915						LN		111		12		false		              12  the Commission adopt the Division's sliding scale capital				false

		2916						LN		111		13		false		              13  structure result.  This method was developed by an industry				false

		2917						LN		111		14		false		              14  task force that has been used frequently by the Division.				false

		2918						LN		111		15		false		              15  This method represents a reasonable balancing of competing				false

		2919						LN		111		16		false		              16  interests.  The capital structure for Carbon/Emery assumed				false

		2920						LN		111		17		false		              17  by the Division's sliding scale is 65 percent equity and 35				false

		2921						LN		111		18		false		              18  percent debt.  The Office takes exception to the Division's				false

		2922						LN		111		19		false		              19  long-standing practice and recommends a 50 percent equity				false

		2923						LN		111		20		false		              20  and 50 percent debt capital structure.  I recommend the				false

		2924						LN		111		21		false		              21  Commission continue to use the Division's sliding scale				false

		2925						LN		111		22		false		              22  method and adopt a 65 percent equity and 35 percent debt				false

		2926						LN		111		23		false		              23  capital structure for Carbon/Emery in this proceeding.				false

		2927						LN		111		24		false		              24              Item two, the appropriate interstate rate of				false

		2928						LN		111		25		false		              25  return.  By Commission rule, companies are instructed to				false

		2929						PG		112		0		false		page 112				false

		2930						LN		112		1		false		               1  use in its application the applicable NECA form 492A for				false

		2931						LN		112		2		false		               2  the most recently available year.  I supply the NECA form				false

		2932						LN		112		3		false		               3  492A as an exhibit and the applicable form for Carbon/Emery				false

		2933						LN		112		4		false		               4  yields a 11.45 percent interstate rate of return.  The				false

		2934						LN		112		5		false		               5  Division initially proposed an incorrect rate and				false

		2935						LN		112		6		false		               6  subsequently revised its number.  The Office recommends				false

		2936						LN		112		7		false		               7  using a NECA form 492A that does not apply to Carbon/Emery.				false

		2937						LN		112		8		false		               8  NECA applies two forms 492A based on individual company				false

		2938						LN		112		9		false		               9  participation in NECA cost pools.  I recommend the				false

		2939						LN		112		10		false		              10  Commission use the applicable form 492A in my exhibit for				false

		2940						LN		112		11		false		              11  Carbon/Emery which reports a 11.45 percent overall rate of				false

		2941						LN		112		12		false		              12  return for interstate purposes.				false

		2942						LN		112		13		false		              13              Item three, the appropriate intrastate rate of				false

		2943						LN		112		14		false		              14  return.  Carbon/Emery, the Division, and the Office agree				false

		2944						LN		112		15		false		              15  on the cost of debt used for intrastate rate of return				false

		2945						LN		112		16		false		              16  calculations.  This leaves the intrastate cost of equity or				false

		2946						LN		112		17		false		              17  return on equity as a disputed item.  The Division uses an				false

		2947						LN		112		18		false		              18  unadjusted capital asset pricing model, CAPM, to calculate				false

		2948						LN		112		19		false		              19  an intrastate rate of return for Carbon/Emery.  The				false

		2949						LN		112		20		false		              20  Division does not see any other model alternative available				false

		2950						LN		112		21		false		              21  for use.  I rebut the Division's claims suggesting that an				false

		2951						LN		112		22		false		              22  unadjusted CAPM is not appropriate.  I provide facts from				false

		2952						LN		112		23		false		              23  credible capital finance authorities which support the need				false

		2953						LN		112		24		false		              24  to adjust the textbook version of CAPM in the telecom				false

		2954						LN		112		25		false		              25  sector.  In the exhibits I provide that address telecom				false

		2955						PG		113		0		false		page 113				false

		2956						LN		113		1		false		               1  issues specifically, Drs. Heaton and Billingsley				false

		2957						LN		113		2		false		               2  specifically examine the telecom industry and address this				false

		2958						LN		113		3		false		               3  issue.  These authorities recommend adjusting the textbook				false

		2959						LN		113		4		false		               4  version of CAPM for telcos.				false

		2960						LN		113		5		false		               5              Dr. Heaton, in Exhibit 1, states that a small				false

		2961						LN		113		6		false		               6  company premium is the minimum adjustment that should be				false

		2962						LN		113		7		false		               7  applied when using the CAPM for real world applications.				false

		2963						LN		113		8		false		               8  Dr. Billingsley, in Exhibit 2, recommends a small company				false

		2964						LN		113		9		false		               9  premium developed by well established financial service				false

		2965						LN		113		10		false		              10  research firms, such as Ibbotson & Associates or Duff &				false

		2966						LN		113		11		false		              11  Phelps.  These exhibits are unrebutted in this proceedings.				false

		2967						LN		113		12		false		              12              I provide another analysis filed at the FCC in				false

		2968						LN		113		13		false		              13  Exhibit 3 which the Office takes exceptions to based on its				false

		2969						LN		113		14		false		              14  author.				false

		2970						LN		113		15		false		              15              I explain on alternative to the CAPM that was				false

		2971						LN		113		16		false		              16  proposed by Dr. Glass, formerly of NECA and now of Rutgers				false

		2972						LN		113		17		false		              17  University, to overcome the common pitfalls of the				false

		2973						LN		113		18		false		              18  discounted cash flow method.  This method proposed uses a				false

		2974						LN		113		19		false		              19  free cash flow approach instead of the discounted cash flow				false

		2975						LN		113		20		false		              20  approach.  This information is located in Exhibit 2.  The				false

		2976						LN		113		21		false		              21  benefit of this approach is that Dr. Glass uses actual				false

		2977						LN		113		22		false		              22  rural telephone company data rather than large company				false

		2978						LN		113		23		false		              23  peers to develop the appropriate discounted cash flow rate.				false

		2979						LN		113		24		false		              24  I update this data in Exhibit 5.  The Division remains				false

		2980						LN		113		25		false		              25  silent on this alternative approach and the Office provides				false

		2981						PG		114		0		false		page 114				false

		2982						LN		114		1		false		               1  no rebuttal on this method.				false

		2983						LN		114		2		false		               2              The Office argues that the Utah Commission				false

		2984						LN		114		3		false		               3  should adopt the results from a number of Kansas decisions.				false

		2985						LN		114		4		false		               4  I respond by recommending the Commission give them very				false

		2986						LN		114		5		false		               5  little, if any, weight.				false

		2987						LN		114		6		false		               6              There are serious mechanical problems with the				false

		2988						LN		114		7		false		               7  Division's selection of publicly traded companies and the				false

		2989						LN		114		8		false		               8  calculation of the risk free return used in its CAPM.  I				false

		2990						LN		114		9		false		               9  identify these problems and propose solutions for them.				false

		2991						LN		114		10		false		              10              All of this data and analysis support the 10.5				false

		2992						LN		114		11		false		              11  percent overall rate of return proposed by Carbon/Emery.				false

		2993						LN		114		12		false		              12  And I recommend the Commission adopt the proposed and				false

		2994						LN		114		13		false		              13  supported 10.5 percent overall rate of return for				false

		2995						LN		114		14		false		              14  Carbon/Emery in this proceeding.				false

		2996						LN		114		15		false		              15              Topic two, depreciation method.  I will briefly				false

		2997						LN		114		16		false		              16  summarize the depreciation method proposed by the Division				false

		2998						LN		114		17		false		              17  and Carbon/Emery.  The Division seeks to change the				false

		2999						LN		114		18		false		              18  standard and industry accepted group asset straight line				false

		3000						LN		114		19		false		              19  depreciation method used by Carbon/Emery for Utah USF				false

		3001						LN		114		20		false		              20  purposes.  I observe that this approach will add				false

		3002						LN		114		21		false		              21  administrative complexity to Carbon/Emery's accounting				false

		3003						LN		114		22		false		              22  procedures.  And in making such a change it should be fully				false

		3004						LN		114		23		false		              23  vetted to ensure that the public interest is served.  The				false

		3005						LN		114		24		false		              24  claims made by the Division are not fully explained.				false

		3006						LN		114		25		false		              25  Notwithstanding, if the Commission were to adopt the				false

		3007						PG		115		0		false		page 115				false

		3008						LN		115		1		false		               1  Division's method, I recommend the Commission adopt this				false

		3009						LN		115		2		false		               2  monumental policy change on a prospective basis for new				false

		3010						LN		115		3		false		               3  assets that are purchased and placed into service.  The				false

		3011						LN		115		4		false		               4  test year 2014 is representative of forecasted depreciation				false

		3012						LN		115		5		false		               5  expense for the next five years and so the transition that				false

		3013						LN		115		6		false		               6  I describe is in the public interest.  This concludes my				false

		3014						LN		115		7		false		               7  summary.				false

		3015						LN		115		8		false		               8              MS. SLAWSON:  Mr. Meredith is available for				false

		3016						LN		115		9		false		               9  cross examination.				false

		3017						LN		115		10		false		              10              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Jetter.				false

		3018						LN		115		11		false		              11                       CROSS EXAMINATION				false

		3019						LN		115		12		false		              12  BY MR. JETTER:				false

		3020						LN		115		13		false		              13        Q.    Thank you.  Good afternoon, Mr. Meredith.  I				false

		3021						LN		115		14		false		              14  have a few questions and they're a little bit disjointed as				false

		3022						LN		115		15		false		              15  far as we'll skip around just a little bit.  I would like				false

		3023						LN		115		16		false		              16  to just start out discussing the risk free rate of return.				false

		3024						LN		115		17		false		              17  I'm looking at CE-4.0R, which is your revised rebuttal				false

		3025						LN		115		18		false		              18  testimony dated September 4, 2015.  And specifically I'm				false

		3026						LN		115		19		false		              19  addressing your discussion of the risk free rate of return				false

		3027						LN		115		20		false		              20  beginning on lines 271 through 279.  Is it an accurate				false

		3028						LN		115		21		false		              21  representation of your testimony there that you believe the				false
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		3977						LN		152		8		false		               8  as Carbon/Emery that receives Utah Universal Service Fund				false

		3978						LN		152		9		false		               9  subsidy.  However, as of yet these carriers have either				false

		3979						LN		152		10		false		              10  chosen not to pursue ETC designation or their applications				false

		3980						LN		152		11		false		              11  have been denied by the Commission for this territory.				false

		3981						LN		152		12		false		              12              Designation as an ETC may qualify them for				false

		3982						LN		152		13		false		              13  Universal Service Fund disbursements.  There are several				false

		3983						LN		152		14		false		              14  wireless lifeline carriers that have received ETC				false

		3984						LN		152		15		false		              15  designations from the Public Service Commission.  These				false

		3985						LN		152		16		false		              16  carriers as of yet have not requested Utah Universal				false

		3986						LN		152		17		false		              17  Service Fund support, and in each instance they have agreed				false

		3987						LN		152		18		false		              18  in stipulations to only seek Utah Universal Service Fund				false

		3988						LN		152		19		false		              19  support after additional proceedings requesting it before				false

		3989						LN		152		20		false		              20  the Commission.  And that concludes the Division's				false

		3990						LN		152		21		false		              21  responses.				false

		3991						LN		152		22		false		              22              HEARING OFFICER:  That's very helpful.  Thank				false

		3992						LN		152		23		false		              23  you.  Would you like to call your witness?				false

		3993						LN		152		24		false		              24              MR. JETTER:  The Division would like to call				false

		3994						LN		152		25		false		              25  first Mr. William Duncan.				false
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		3996						LN		153		1		false		               1              (The witness is sworn in.)				false

		3997						LN		153		2		false		               2                       DIRECT EXAMINATION				false

		3998						LN		153		3		false		               3  BY MR. JETTER:				false

		3999						LN		153		4		false		               4        Q.    Good afternoon, Mr. Duncan.				false

		4000						LN		153		5		false		               5        A.    Good afternoon.				false

		4001						LN		153		6		false		               6        Q.    Would you please state your name and occupation				false

		4002						LN		153		7		false		               7  for the record?				false

		4003						LN		153		8		false		               8        A.    Yes.  My name is William Duncan.  I am the				false

		4004						LN		153		9		false		               9  manager of the Telecommunications and Water Section for				false

		4005						LN		153		10		false		              10  Utah Division of Public Utilities.				false

		4006						LN		153		11		false		              11        Q.    Thank you.  In the course of your employment				false

		4007						LN		153		12		false		              12  did you have the opportunity to review the application and				false

		4008						LN		153		13		false		              13  testimony filed by the applicant in this case?				false

		4009						LN		153		14		false		              14        A.    Yes.				false

		4010						LN		153		15		false		              15        Q.    Did you create and cause to be filed with the				false

		4011						LN		153		16		false		              16  Commission prefiled direct testimony?				false

		4012						LN		153		17		false		              17        A.    Yes.				false

		4013						LN		153		18		false		              18        Q.    I'll just read them all if that's okay.  Direct				false

		4014						LN		153		19		false		              19  testimony, rebuttal testimony, revised rebuttal testimony,				false

		4015						LN		153		20		false		              20  and surrebuttal testimony along with the attending				false

		4016						LN		153		21		false		              21  exhibits?				false

		4017						LN		153		22		false		              22        A.    Yes, I did.				false

		4018						LN		153		23		false		              23        Q.    If you were asked those same questions today				false

		4019						LN		153		24		false		              24  would you answer them the same way?				false

		4020						LN		153		25		false		              25        A.    Yes.				false
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		4022						LN		154		1		false		               1        Q.    Do you have some corrections that you would				false

		4023						LN		154		2		false		               2  like to make to those?				false

		4024						LN		154		3		false		               3        A.    Yes.  On my rebuttal testimony, revised				false

		4025						LN		154		4		false		               4  rebuttal and surrebuttal on page 1, the title page on each				false

		4026						LN		154		5		false		               5  of those documents, I failed to change the name of Emery				false

		4027						LN		154		6		false		               6  Telephone to Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc.  The docket number				false

		4028						LN		154		7		false		               7  is correct and the testimony is correct, but I evidently				false

		4029						LN		154		8		false		               8  used the same testimony in the Emery case and inadvertently				false

		4030						LN		154		9		false		               9  forgot to change the title page.  So that's page 1 on each				false

		4031						LN		154		10		false		              10  of those.				false

		4032						LN		154		11		false		              11        Q.    Do you have any other changes that you would				false

		4033						LN		154		12		false		              12  like to make?				false

		4034						LN		154		13		false		              13        A.    Yes.  During our final review of the exhibits				false

		4035						LN		154		14		false		              14  prior to the hearing we discovered a calculation error in				false

		4036						LN		154		15		false		              15  the rate of return calculation.  After correcting the error				false

		4037						LN		154		16		false		              16  the Division's position on the rate of return has been				false

		4038						LN		154		17		false		              17  revised to 9.97 percent rather than the 9.85 percent that				false

		4039						LN		154		18		false		              18  was submitted in previous testimony.  Mr. Coleman will				false

		4040						LN		154		19		false		              19  testify to the Division's position on that later today.				false

		4041						LN		154		20		false		              20  That change has been considered by the Division and the				false

		4042						LN		154		21		false		              21  Division has adjusted its recommendation from decrease in				false

		4043						LN		154		22		false		              22  Utah Universal Service Fund of $14,458, which I believe was				false

		4044						LN		154		23		false		              23  in my surrebuttal testimony, to an increase in Utah				false

		4045						LN		154		24		false		              24  Universal Service Fund annually of $6,833.  This increase				false

		4046						LN		154		25		false		              25  would put the Division's position for a total annual UUSF				false
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		4048						LN		155		1		false		               1  disbursement of $1,045,547.				false

		4049						LN		155		2		false		               2              We have two exhibits that we have developed to				false

		4050						LN		155		3		false		               3  replace two exhibits in my surrebuttal testimony.  One of				false

		4051						LN		155		4		false		               4  them is the template we used for calculating the Utah				false

		4052						LN		155		5		false		               5  Universal Service Fund, which Carbon/Emery used in their				false

		4053						LN		155		6		false		               6  application and then we used that template to put our				false

		4054						LN		155		7		false		               7  adjustments in.  So that one has been used before.				false

		4055						LN		155		8		false		               8              The second exhibit that we're passing out today				false

		4056						LN		155		9		false		               9  -- actually there are two tables in my surrebuttal				false

		4057						LN		155		10		false		              10  testimony that -- I didn't know the best way to handle				false

		4058						LN		155		11		false		              11  this, so rather than replace them in a written format I				false

		4059						LN		155		12		false		              12  just produced some Excel tables.  One of them, the first				false

		4060						LN		155		13		false		              13  table on line 54 of my surrebuttal, and the second one is				false

		4061						LN		155		14		false		              14  on line 81 of my surrebuttal.  But they both just show the				false

		4062						LN		155		15		false		              15  revenue requirement and revenue deficiency that I				false

		4063						LN		155		16		false		              16  previously spoke about of $6,833.  So it's a fairly minor				false

		4064						LN		155		17		false		              17  change, but one we had to correct when we found the error.				false

		4065						LN		155		18		false		              18              HEARING OFFICER:  That's based on the change on				false

		4066						LN		155		19		false		              19  the rate of return, correct?				false

		4067						LN		155		20		false		              20              THE WITNESS:  Yes.  The rate of return changed				false

		4068						LN		155		21		false		              21  from 9.85 to 9.97.				false

		4069						LN		155		22		false		              22              HEARING OFFICER:  That's the composite?				false

		4070						LN		155		23		false		              23              THE WITNESS:  That's the composite, that's				false

		4071						LN		155		24		false		              24  correct.				false

		4072						LN		155		25		false		              25              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.				false
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		4074						LN		156		1		false		               1              MR. JETTER:  At this time I would like to hand				false

		4075						LN		156		2		false		               2  out another hearing exhibit that is the correction made in				false

		4076						LN		156		3		false		               3  another one of our witnesses, Casey Coleman's testimony,				false

		4077						LN		156		4		false		               4  but it relates to the same issue so I thought it be				false

		4078						LN		156		5		false		               5  reasonable to pass this out at the same time.				false

		4079						LN		156		6		false		               6              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.				false

		4080						LN		156		7		false		               7              MR. JETTER:  I intend to have Mr. Coleman				false

		4081						LN		156		8		false		               8  address this briefly.				false

		4082						LN		156		9		false		               9              HEARING OFFICER:  Is there any objection?  This				false

		4083						LN		156		10		false		              10  is just a replacement of an exhibit on file?				false

		4084						LN		156		11		false		              11              MR. JETTER:  It is.				false

		4085						LN		156		12		false		              12              MS. SLAWSON:  I just want to make sure I'm				false

		4086						LN		156		13		false		              13  seeing the corrections correctly on Mr. Coleman's				false

		4087						LN		156		14		false		              14  testimony.  I can ask him about this if there are any				false

		4088						LN		156		15		false		              15  issues.  We can keep going.				false

		4089						LN		156		16		false		              16              HEARING OFFICER:  The Office has no objection?				false

		4090						LN		156		17		false		              17              MR. MOORE:  No objection.				false

		4091						LN		156		18		false		              18              HEARING OFFICER:  Did you want to ask				false

		4092						LN		156		19		false		              19  Mr. Coleman about this now?				false

		4093						LN		156		20		false		              20              MR. JETTER:  I can ask him about it when he is				false

		4094						LN		156		21		false		              21  sworn in and we get it authenticated in the record at that				false

		4095						LN		156		22		false		              22  time.				false

		4096						LN		156		23		false		              23              HEARING OFFICER:  Okay.  Go ahead.				false

		4097						LN		156		24		false		              24              MR. JETTER:  I believe at this time the two				false

		4098						LN		156		25		false		              25  exhibits that were first handed out, which are entitled at				false

		4099						PG		157		0		false		page 157				false

		4100						LN		157		1		false		               1  the top DPU Exhibit 1.1 Hearing and DPU Exhibit 1.2 Hearing				false

		4101						LN		157		2		false		               2  and those relate to Mr. Duncan's testimony, that those be				false

		4102						LN		157		3		false		               3  accepted into the record?				false

		4103						LN		157		4		false		               4              HEARING OFFICER:  And there is no objection?				false

		4104						LN		157		5		false		               5              MS. SLAWSON:  No objection.				false

		4105						LN		157		6		false		               6              MR. MOORE:  No objection.				false

		4106						LN		157		7		false		               7              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  We'll accept them				false

		4107						LN		157		8		false		               8  as marked.				false

		4108						LN		157		9		false		               9              MR. JETTER:  And with that that concludes my				false

		4109						LN		157		10		false		              10  direct testimony of Mr. Duncan.  He is available for cross.				false

		4110						LN		157		11		false		              11              HEARING OFFICER:  Ms. Slawson, questions for				false

		4111						LN		157		12		false		              12  Mr. Duncan?				false

		4112						LN		157		13		false		              13              MS. SLAWSON:  Yes.				false

		4113						LN		157		14		false		              14                       CROSS EXAMINATION				false

		4114						LN		157		15		false		              15  BY MS. SLAWSON:				false

		4115						LN		157		16		false		              16        Q.    Good afternoon, Mr. Duncan.  You provided				false

		4116						LN		157		17		false		              17  summary testimony for the Division in this case, correct?				false

		4117						LN		157		18		false		              18        A.    That is correct.				false

		4118						LN		157		19		false		              19        Q.    As I have reviewed your testimony I've				false

		4119						LN		157		20		false		              20  identified three issues that remain unresolved between the				false

		4120						LN		157		21		false		              21  Company and the Division; is that correct?				false

		4121						LN		157		22		false		              22        A.    That is correct.				false

		4122						LN		157		23		false		              23        Q.    Those would be rate of return, correct?				false

		4123						LN		157		24		false		              24        A.    Yes.				false

		4124						LN		157		25		false		              25        Q.    The final figure for the adjustment for				false
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		4126						LN		158		1		false		               1  migration of customers from cable internet to fiber to the				false

		4127						LN		158		2		false		               2  home internet service, correct?				false

		4128						LN		158		3		false		               3        A.    That is correct.				false

		4129						LN		158		4		false		               4        Q.    And then the depreciation expense?				false

		4130						LN		158		5		false		               5        A.    That is correct.				false

		4131						LN		158		6		false		               6        Q.    With regard to the rate of return it's my				false

		4132						LN		158		7		false		               7  understanding that the only issue between the Company and				false

		4133						LN		158		8		false		               8  the Division at this point is on the appropriate cost of				false

		4134						LN		158		9		false		               9  equity; is that correct?				false

		4135						LN		158		10		false		              10        A.    That is correct.				false

		4136						LN		158		11		false		              11        Q.    And it's my understanding that Mr. Coleman will				false

		4137						LN		158		12		false		              12  be providing that testimony for the Division?				false

		4138						LN		158		13		false		              13        A.    Yes.				false

		4139						LN		158		14		false		              14        Q.    And with regard to the depreciation expense Joe				false

		4140						LN		158		15		false		              15  Hellewell will be providing that testimony for the				false

		4141						LN		158		16		false		              16  Division, correct?				false

		4142						LN		158		17		false		              17        A.    Yes.				false

		4143						LN		158		18		false		              18        Q.    Throughout this procedure the Division has				false

		4144						LN		158		19		false		              19  propounded several sets of data requests in this matter; is				false

		4145						LN		158		20		false		              20  that correct?				false

		4146						LN		158		21		false		              21        A.    Yes.				false

		4147						LN		158		22		false		              22        Q.    In addition to the data requests did you have				false

		4148						LN		158		23		false		              23  telephone calls with the Company throughout this process?				false

		4149						LN		158		24		false		              24        A.    Yes.				false

		4150						LN		158		25		false		              25        Q.    If you were unclear about an issue or response				false
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		4152						LN		159		1		false		               1  to a data request you would call the Company for				false

		4153						LN		159		2		false		               2  clarification; isn't that accurate?				false

		4154						LN		159		3		false		               3        A.    I don't know if we called them on every issue,				false

		4155						LN		159		4		false		               4  but we certainly did on some.				false

		4156						LN		159		5		false		               5        Q.    You felt as though you could call them on any				false

		4157						LN		159		6		false		               6  issue?				false

		4158						LN		159		7		false		               7        A.    Yes.				false

		4159						LN		159		8		false		               8        Q.    Because you're providing the summary testimony				false

		4160						LN		159		9		false		               9  I just have a couple questions for you.  But I wanted to				false

		4161						LN		159		10		false		              10  make sure in the testimony of Joe Hellewell there are				false

		4162						LN		159		11		false		              11  several references to the proposition that the Utah				false

		4163						LN		159		12		false		              12  Universal Service Fund should not be used as an incentive				false

		4164						LN		159		13		false		              13  for increased infrastructure investments.  Do you recall				false

		4165						LN		159		14		false		              14  that testimony from Mr. Hellewell?				false

		4166						LN		159		15		false		              15        A.    Yes, vaguely.				false

		4167						LN		159		16		false		              16        Q.    I couldn't find any example when I looked				false

		4168						LN		159		17		false		              17  through your testimony of where you testified that				false

		4169						LN		159		18		false		              18  Carbon/Emery unnecessarily accelerated its plant investment				false

		4170						LN		159		19		false		              19  by replacing assets before the end of their useful life; is				false

		4171						LN		159		20		false		              20  that correct?				false

		4172						LN		159		21		false		              21        A.    That's correct, I don't believe I testified on				false

		4173						LN		159		22		false		              22  that.				false

		4174						LN		159		23		false		              23        Q.    I just want to identify the last remaining				false

		4175						LN		159		24		false		              24  issue between the Division and Carbon/Emery, and that was				false

		4176						LN		159		25		false		              25  the cable migration number.				false
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		4178						LN		160		1		false		               1        A.    Yes.				false

		4179						LN		160		2		false		               2        Q.    As I've reviewed your testimony the final				false

		4180						LN		160		3		false		               3  figure with regard to the Division's adjustment for imputed				false

		4181						LN		160		4		false		               4  revenue for migration of customers who currently receive				false

		4182						LN		160		5		false		               5  their internet services through Carbon's cable affiliates				false

		4183						LN		160		6		false		               6  to the new fiber to the home network that is being				false

		4184						LN		160		7		false		               7  constructed by Carbon still needs final calculation which				false

		4185						LN		160		8		false		               8  is dependent upon the rate of return authorized by the				false

		4186						LN		160		9		false		               9  Commission, correct?				false

		4187						LN		160		10		false		              10        A.    Correct, it's dependent upon the rate of				false

		4188						LN		160		11		false		              11  return.				false

		4189						LN		160		12		false		              12        Q.    So is it fair to say that once that rate of				false

		4190						LN		160		13		false		              13  return has been determined by the Commission, the				false

		4191						LN		160		14		false		              14  calculation and the methodology for that calculation would				false

		4192						LN		160		15		false		              15  be finalized and the adjustment will be made, correct?				false

		4193						LN		160		16		false		              16        A.    Yes.  The adjustment is dependent upon whatever				false

		4194						LN		160		17		false		              17  the final rate of return is.				false

		4195						LN		160		18		false		              18        Q.    With regard to the rate of return the Company				false

		4196						LN		160		19		false		              19  has proposed a return on equity of 12.13 percent, correct?				false

		4197						LN		160		20		false		              20        A.    That is correct.				false

		4198						LN		160		21		false		              21        Q.    Were you involved in the Hanksville Telecom				false

		4199						LN		160		22		false		              22  UUSF proceeding which was filed by the Division in May				false

		4200						LN		160		23		false		              23  2014?				false
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		4202						LN		160		25		false		              25        Q.    Did the Division prepare the confidential				false
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		4204						LN		161		1		false		               1  exhibits attached to its Hanksville application?				false

		4205						LN		161		2		false		               2        A.    I'm sure we did.				false

		4206						LN		161		3		false		               3        Q.    Do you recall the return on equity that was				false

		4207						LN		161		4		false		               4  used by the Division in that application?				false

		4208						LN		161		5		false		               5        A.    Not specifically, but I -- if you say it was				false
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		4210						LN		161		7		false		               7        Q.    I think the Commission can take judicial notice				false

		4211						LN		161		8		false		               8  of what that number was.  At the time the Division was				false

		4212						LN		161		9		false		               9  preparing the application in the Hanksville Telecom UUSF				false

		4213						LN		161		10		false		              10  proceeding was the Division aware that Emery Telecom was				false
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		4217						LN		161		14		false		              14  increase in UUSF in September 2014; is that correct?  The				false
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		4700						LN		180		3		false		               3  and ask for an increase or decrease according to that.  And				false

		4701						LN		180		4		false		               4  we're dealing with the facts as far as what is happening				false

		4702						LN		180		5		false		               5  now kind of similar to what Mr. Johansen testified earlier				false

		4703						LN		180		6		false		               6  in this hearing.				false

		4704						LN		180		7		false		               7        Q.    I want to discuss the peer group that you				false

		4705						LN		180		8		false		               8  selected for your CAPM model.  Were you aware that Hickory				false

		4706						LN		180		9		false		               9  Tech was purchased by Consolidated in 2014?				false

		4707						LN		180		10		false		              10        A.    Yes.				false

		4708						LN		180		11		false		              11        Q.    Were you aware of that when you provided your				false

		4709						LN		180		12		false		              12  testimony?				false

		4710						LN		180		13		false		              13        A.    Yes.				false

		4711						LN		180		14		false		              14        Q.    Are you aware that before it was purchased by				false

		4712						LN		180		15		false		              15  Consolidated its service area included Southern Minnesota,				false

		4713						LN		180		16		false		              16  including the Twin Cities, Northwest and Central Iowa?				false

		4714						LN		180		17		false		              17        A.    I knew generally where it was serving, but I				false

		4715						LN		180		18		false		              18  don't know the exact areas of where it was serving.  So no,				false

		4716						LN		180		19		false		              19  I don't know to that detail.				false

		4717						LN		180		20		false		              20        Q.    Would you agree if it is accurate that the				false

		4718						LN		180		21		false		              21  service areas included Southwest Minnesota, including the				false

		4719						LN		180		22		false		              22  Twin Cities, Northwest and Central Iowa, would you agree				false

		4720						LN		180		23		false		              23  that service territory is not comparable to Carbon/Emery?				false

		4721						LN		180		24		false		              24        A.    Yes, that could be a true statement.				false

		4722						LN		180		25		false		              25        Q.    Are you aware that the majority of Alteva's				false
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		4724						LN		181		1		false		               1  revenues were generated from its voice operations and				false

		4725						LN		181		2		false		               2  wireless partnerships and not its small ILEC operations?				false

		4726						LN		181		3		false		               3        A.    I know that there was an amount of revenue that				false

		4727						LN		181		4		false		               4  came from that, yes.				false

		4728						LN		181		5		false		               5        Q.    And two of the other companies that you chose				false

		4729						LN		181		6		false		               6  for your model, Earthlink and IDT, they don't have ILEC				false

		4730						LN		181		7		false		               7  operations and don't provide basic local exchange services,				false

		4731						LN		181		8		false		               8  do they?				false

		4732						LN		181		9		false		               9        A.    That could be accurate, yes.				false

		4733						LN		181		10		false		              10        Q.    Are you aware that Fairpoint, a company that				false

		4734						LN		181		11		false		              11  you added in this proceeding, is a former Bell operating				false

		4735						LN		181		12		false		              12  company that operates within three New England states?				false

		4736						LN		181		13		false		              13        A.    Yes.				false

		4737						LN		181		14		false		              14        Q.    Would it surprise you to know that Fairpoint				false

		4738						LN		181		15		false		              15  provides service in 17 states?				false

		4739						LN		181		16		false		              16        A.    Yes, that would be surprising.				false

		4740						LN		181		17		false		              17        Q.    Would it surprise you to know that Fairpoint				false

		4741						LN		181		18		false		              18  employs over 3,000 employees?				false

		4742						LN		181		19		false		              19        A.    Sure.				false

		4743						LN		181		20		false		              20        Q.    What about its annual revenues, would it				false

		4744						LN		181		21		false		              21  surprise you to learn that Fairpoint had over $900 million				false

		4745						LN		181		22		false		              22  in annual revenue in 2014?				false

		4746						LN		181		23		false		              23        A.    No.				false

		4747						LN		181		24		false		              24        Q.    You indicate on line 401 in your surrebuttal				false

		4748						LN		181		25		false		              25  testimony that you added companies that would be considered				false
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		4750						LN		182		1		false		               1  rural.  But Cincinnati Bell is a dominant telephone company				false

		4751						LN		182		2		false		               2  for Cincinnati, Ohio and it's nearby suburbs in the U.S.				false

		4752						LN		182		3		false		               3  states of Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky.  Do you consider				false

		4753						LN		182		4		false		               4  Cincinnati Bell to be a rural operating company?				false

		4754						LN		182		5		false		               5        A.    I'm glad you asked that because I want to try				false

		4755						LN		182		6		false		               6  to clarify what I tried to do with that.				false

		4756						LN		182		7		false		               7        Q.    Let's answer my question first.  Do you				false

		4757						LN		182		8		false		               8  consider Cincinnati Bell to be a rural company?				false

		4758						LN		182		9		false		               9        A.    I included it in my list, so I believe parts of				false

		4759						LN		182		10		false		              10  it was rural.				false

		4760						LN		182		11		false		              11        Q.    Consolidated Communications is included in your				false

		4761						LN		182		12		false		              12  list.  This is a family of companies providing advanced				false

		4762						LN		182		13		false		              13  communication services in California, Kansas, Missouri,				false

		4763						LN		182		14		false		              14  Illinois, Texas, and Pennsylvania; is that correct?				false

		4764						LN		182		15		false		              15        A.    I'll agree with you.  I didn't look at every				false

		4765						LN		182		16		false		              16  single state, but sure.				false

		4766						LN		182		17		false		              17        Q.    I don't think there is any dispute that none of				false

		4767						LN		182		18		false		              18  the companies that you looked at were located in rural				false

		4768						LN		182		19		false		              19  Utah, correct?				false

		4769						LN		182		20		false		              20        A.    Correct.  I would have loved to use that				false

		4770						LN		182		21		false		              21  information, but it wasn't available.				false

		4771						LN		182		22		false		              22        Q.    In your surrebuttal testimony lines 179 to 180				false

		4772						LN		182		23		false		              23  you were asked in that testimony if the Division's rate of				false

		4773						LN		182		24		false		              24  return calculation is fair and reasonable.  In your				false

		4774						LN		182		25		false		              25  testimony in answering that question you refer to Docket				false
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		4776						LN		183		1		false		               1  08-046-01 and state, in reviewing the details of Manti				false

		4777						LN		183		2		false		               2  Telecom and Carbon I find nothing vastly different between				false

		4778						LN		183		3		false		               3  those two companies that would warrant using a different				false

		4779						LN		183		4		false		               4  methodology in this case; is that correct?				false

		4780						LN		183		5		false		               5        A.    That was in my testimony, yes.				false

		4781						LN		183		6		false		               6        Q.    And that docket was in 2008.  I believe the				false

		4782						LN		183		7		false		               7  hearing was in 2012; is that accurate, 2011, 2012?				false

		4783						LN		183		8		false		               8        A.    Sounds correct, yes.				false

		4784						LN		183		9		false		               9        Q.    Why did you consult a Manti Telecom docket to				false

		4785						LN		183		10		false		              10  determine the appropriate return on equity rather than just				false

		4786						LN		183		11		false		              11  adopting the return on equity proposed by the Division in				false

		4787						LN		183		12		false		              12  Hanksville, which was approved by the Commission less than				false

		4788						LN		183		13		false		              13  eight months before Carbon filed its application?				false

		4789						LN		183		14		false		              14        A.    It's not the rate that we looked at, but				false

		4790						LN		183		15		false		              15  instead the methodology that we looked at.  And the				false

		4791						LN		183		16		false		              16  Commission was pretty clear the Manti order they felt using				false

		4792						LN		183		17		false		              17  a CAPM approach, which was the same approach we used in				false

		4793						LN		183		18		false		              18  this rate, did produce just and reasonable rates.  And so I				false

		4794						LN		183		19		false		              19  believe because we need to also again find just and				false

		4795						LN		183		20		false		              20  reasonable rates, and if the Commission has already said				false

		4796						LN		183		21		false		              21  that way is appropriate to use then we should use that same				false

		4797						LN		183		22		false		              22  methodology.  And as has been asked before, the rates we				false

		4798						LN		183		23		false		              23  used in the case before, which I believe was Hanksville, we				false

		4799						LN		183		24		false		              24  did a similar type of approach, we just updated it for this				false

		4800						LN		183		25		false		              25  time period.  So it's not that we changed the approach and				false
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		4802						LN		184		1		false		               1  I believe the Commission was pretty clear that was an				false

		4803						LN		184		2		false		               2  approach that would lead to just and reasonable rates and				false

		4804						LN		184		3		false		               3  so that's why we followed that.				false

		4805						LN		184		4		false		               4        Q.    So your testimony is that you used the CAPM				false

		4806						LN		184		5		false		               5  model in the Hanksville case?				false

		4807						LN		184		6		false		               6        A.    We looked at a rate of return using a CAPM				false

		4808						LN		184		7		false		               7  model or something like that to come up with what we would				false

		4809						LN		184		8		false		               8  consider to be a reasonable rate for Hanksville.				false

		4810						LN		184		9		false		               9        Q.    And that was developed in 2014, correct?				false

		4811						LN		184		10		false		              10        A.    I believe so, yes.				false

		4812						LN		184		11		false		              11        Q.    And when the company used that figure, and				false

		4813						LN		184		12		false		              12  you're eight months later when it filed the application,				false

		4814						LN		184		13		false		              13  your testimony here today is the rate had changed based on				false

		4815						LN		184		14		false		              14  the model?				false

		4816						LN		184		15		false		              15        A.    Yes, because what we did is looked at --				false

		4817						LN		184		16		false		              16        Q.    Just yes or no.				false

		4818						LN		184		17		false		              17        A.    Yes.				false

		4819						LN		184		18		false		              18        Q.    Are you aware that the Utah Supreme Court has				false

		4820						LN		184		19		false		              19  stated that the governing standard in determining return on				false

		4821						LN		184		20		false		              20  equity is the cost of inducing capital markets to invest in				false

		4822						LN		184		21		false		              21  utility, not the cost of inducing the utility to invest in				false

		4823						LN		184		22		false		              22  Utah?				false

		4824						LN		184		23		false		              23        A.    I'm not entirely sure what that means and I'm				false

		4825						LN		184		24		false		              24  not an attorney.  But if I could read it maybe I could				false

		4826						LN		184		25		false		              25  better understand what it said, but just something that was				false
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		4829						LN		185		2		false		               2        Q.    You haven't heard of that governing standard,				false

		4830						LN		185		3		false		               3  is that what you're saying?				false

		4831						LN		185		4		false		               4        A.    No.				false

		4832						LN		185		5		false		               5              MS. SLAWSON:  I don't have any other questions.				false

		4833						LN		185		6		false		               6              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.				false
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		4837						LN		185		10		false		              10        Q.    Turning to the interstate rate of return for				false

		4838						LN		185		11		false		              11  Carbon/Emery.  Would you agree that the interstate rate of				false

		4839						LN		185		12		false		              12  return is dependent on the proper legal construction in				false

		4840						LN		185		13		false		              13  Utah Administrative Code Rule 746-360-8(A)(1)?				false

		4841						LN		185		14		false		              14        A.    Can you direct me maybe to where that is?				false

		4842						LN		185		15		false		              15        Q.    I can direct you to page 4 of your --				false

		4843						LN		185		16		false		              16        A.    Rebuttal testimony or direct testimony?				false

		4844						LN		185		17		false		              17        Q.    Your surrebuttal testimony.				false

		4845						LN		185		18		false		              18        A.    Okay.  You said page 4?				false

		4846						LN		185		19		false		              19        Q.    Page 4 you cite the rule starting on line 76.				false

		4847						LN		185		20		false		              20        A.    Okay.  R476-360-8.				false

		4848						LN		185		21		false		              21        Q.    Yes.				false

		4849						LN		185		22		false		              22        A.    Now if you want to ask that question again so I				false

		4850						LN		185		23		false		              23  know what you're asking.				false
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		4856						LN		186		3		false		               3        Q.    Now you have taken the position under this rule				false

		4857						LN		186		4		false		               4  746-360-8 that the proper rate of return in this case is				false
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		4860						LN		186		7		false		               7        Q.    Could you explain how you came to that				false

		4861						LN		186		8		false		               8  conclusion?				false

		4862						LN		186		9		false		               9        A.    Yes.  I think there is some supporting				false

		4863						LN		186		10		false		              10  documents to go along with that, but I can also just kind				false

		4864						LN		186		11		false		              11  of tell generally.  From our understanding there are two				false

		4865						LN		186		12		false		              12  forms 492 that is applicable when four different carriers				false

		4866						LN		186		13		false		              13  are going to be participating in the NECA.  Some of those				false

		4867						LN		186		14		false		              14  would be the ones that are going to be offering the variety				false

		4868						LN		186		15		false		              15  of different services, and then there are another subset				false

		4869						LN		186		16		false		              16  that would basically be providing -- I'm probably going to				false

		4870						LN		186		17		false		              17  get the wording wrong, but in essence they're not providing				false

		4871						LN		186		18		false		              18  all the services, they're only providing a certain subset				false

		4872						LN		186		19		false		              19  of that.  And as I looked at the form 492 and also looked				false

		4873						LN		186		20		false		              20  at Carbon/Emery and the tariff that I provided basically				false

		4874						LN		186		21		false		              21  shows that Carbon/Emery is only participating in the one				false

		4875						LN		186		22		false		              22  pool.				false

		4876						LN		186		23		false		              23        Q.    The common line pool?				false

		4877						LN		186		24		false		              24        A.    Yes, the common line pool.  I'm just going to				false

		4878						LN		186		25		false		              25  grab that exhibit so I can talk about it a little bit more				false
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		4880						LN		187		1		false		               1  accurately.  So there are different pools.  There is the				false

		4881						LN		187		2		false		               2  multiline business and user common line, there is the				false

		4882						LN		187		3		false		               3  special access, Ethernet transport services, local				false

		4883						LN		187		4		false		               4  switching, local transport and tandem switch transport.  So				false

		4884						LN		187		5		false		               5  there is a tariff that I provided in my surrebuttal that				false

		4885						LN		187		6		false		               6  basically shows Emery Telephone company that would be				false

		4886						LN		187		7		false		               7  participating in just the multiline business and user				false

		4887						LN		187		8		false		               8  common line pool, but not the other ones that I said after				false

		4888						LN		187		9		false		               9  that.				false

		4889						LN		187		10		false		              10              In my phone conversation with NECA in trying to				false

		4890						LN		187		11		false		              11  determine what that meant, they basically said that the				false

		4891						LN		187		12		false		              12  companies who are only participating in the multiline				false

		4892						LN		187		13		false		              13  business and user common line would be the ones that would				false

		4893						LN		187		14		false		              14  have the first form 492 that is 11.45 and it doesn't have				false

		4894						LN		187		15		false		              15  the different interest rates in the interstate calculation				false

		4895						LN		187		16		false		              16  for those other pools.  And so that's why we believe that				false

		4896						LN		187		17		false		              17  by following what the 492 has and that Emery, Carbon/Emery				false

		4897						LN		187		18		false		              18  because the way NECA looks at that, again through the				false

		4898						LN		187		19		false		              19  conversation I had, is they look at it as a study error.				false

		4899						LN		187		20		false		              20  So they may only list Emery Telephone company, but to them				false

		4900						LN		187		21		false		              21  that includes Emery, Carbon/Emery and Hanksville as far as				false

		4901						LN		187		22		false		              22  that.  So we felt as far as the Division that showed that				false

		4902						LN		187		23		false		              23  they should be part of that original or the first form 492				false

		4903						LN		187		24		false		              24  that shows 11.45 for interstate.				false
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		4907						LN		188		2		false		               2        Q.    You are also aware, however, that the common				false

		4908						LN		188		3		false		               3  line pool only represents a minority of Carbon's business?				false

		4909						LN		188		4		false		               4        A.    Correct, yes.				false

		4910						LN		188		5		false		               5        Q.    They also have traffic sensitive pools and				false

		4911						LN		188		6		false		               6  special access services, don't they?				false

		4912						LN		188		7		false		               7        A.    Yes, they do.				false

		4913						LN		188		8		false		               8        Q.    So the 11.45 percent rate of return is actually				false

		4914						LN		188		9		false		               9  for just a minority of their business?				false

		4915						LN		188		10		false		              10        A.    I guess the best way that I can explain it, I				false

		4916						LN		188		11		false		              11  don't have an intimate knowledge of now NECA works.  So do				false

		4917						LN		188		12		false		              12  they receive 11.45 on all of it or a portion of it, I don't				false

		4918						LN		188		13		false		              13  know.  I do believe that that's the reference point on the				false

		4919						LN		188		14		false		              14  form 492 that shows that's what they get.  But I think also				false

		4920						LN		188		15		false		              15  if you look in my surrebuttal testimony I do talk about how				false

		4921						LN		188		16		false		              16  there could be a potential for an arbitrage position.				false

		4922						LN		188		17		false		              17  Because I do agree with what Mr. Moore was saying, they do				false

		4923						LN		188		18		false		              18  have other services that they are providing, but I don't				false

		4924						LN		188		19		false		              19  know as far as the Division where we could go to a				false

		4925						LN		188		20		false		              20  resource, nor does the rule allow to go to another point				false

		4926						LN		188		21		false		              21  other than that.				false

		4927						LN		188		22		false		              22              And so that's why looking at the rule and the				false

		4928						LN		188		23		false		              23  statute the way we did we felt that was the interstate rate				false
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		4937						LN		189		6		false		               6  thought that Carbon/Emery would be in all of the pools and				false

		4938						LN		189		7		false		               7  so they would be applicable.  That was our original				false

		4939						LN		189		8		false		               8  testimony.  And then as I understood the form more and had				false

		4940						LN		189		9		false		               9  some discussions with Carbon/Emery and those type of				false

		4941						LN		189		10		false		              10  classifications, it was really more of an error where I				false

		4942						LN		189		11		false		              11  thought it was applicable only to Emery and not realizing				false

		4943						LN		189		12		false		              12  that it was a study area versus that company because to me				false

		4944						LN		189		13		false		              13  Emery Telephone means something different than				false

		4945						LN		189		14		false		              14  Carbon/Emery.  So that's why in my original testimony I				false

		4946						LN		189		15		false		              15  suggested that it should be a different rate, and				false

		4947						LN		189		16		false		              16  subsequently changed it in my surrebuttal testimony.				false

		4948						LN		189		17		false		              17        Q.    Isn't it true that you initially believed that				false

		4949						LN		189		18		false		              18  Carbon was not in the common line pool?				false

		4950						LN		189		19		false		              19        A.    I don't know if I said they were not.  I just				false

		4951						LN		189		20		false		              20  know they weren't in the other pools.  So the letter that				false

		4952						LN		189		21		false		              21  was provided, and I don't remember the person's name, but				false

		4953						LN		189		22		false		              22  basically from NECA to the FCC saying here is our report,				false

		4954						LN		189		23		false		              23  they talk about how there are two different reports.  I				false

		4955						LN		189		24		false		              24  thought they should be in the second form 492 that includes				false

		4956						LN		189		25		false		              25  all of the rates of interstate instead of just the one.				false

		4957						PG		190		0		false		page 190				false

		4958						LN		190		1		false		               1        Q.    That's right.  So how did you reconcile these				false

		4959						LN		190		2		false		               2  two positions?				false

		4960						LN		190		3		false		               3        A.    I think I reconcile it just from how I				false

		4961						LN		190		4		false		               4  explained it, that I had a misunderstanding from what Emery				false

		4962						LN		190		5		false		               5  Telecom meant in the tariff for NECA that they had provided				false

		4963						LN		190		6		false		               6  -- or the FCC tariff, sorry, and that meant something				false

		4964						LN		190		7		false		               7  different than what Emery Telecom means to me as someone				false

		4965						LN		190		8		false		               8  who works in Utah.  They had made an entire study area that				false

		4966						LN		190		9		false		               9  would incorporate Carbon/Emery, and Emery Telecom and				false

		4967						LN		190		10		false		              10  Hanksville.  So that's how I would reconcile it.  I don't				false

		4968						LN		190		11		false		              11  know that we changed our position, but our understanding of				false

		4969						LN		190		12		false		              12  the form and what the information was providing changed and				false

		4970						LN		190		13		false		              13  so that's why we went with the 11.45.				false

		4971						LN		190		14		false		              14              HEARING OFFICER:  Did you change your				false

		4972						LN		190		15		false		              15  interpretation of the rule?				false

		4973						LN		190		16		false		              16              THE WITNESS:  No.  And my interpretation of the				false

		4974						LN		190		17		false		              17  rule didn't change.  I believe we were following the rule				false

		4975						LN		190		18		false		              18  as it's prescribed.				false

		4976						LN		190		19		false		              19        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  Mr. Brevitz is proposing an				false

		4977						LN		190		20		false		              20  interest rate of 9.4 percent, which would encompass all of				false

		4978						LN		190		21		false		              21  Carbon/Emery business appropriate interest rate to use.  Is				false

		4979						LN		190		22		false		              22  that your understanding?				false

		4980						LN		190		23		false		              23        A.    I don't have it right here in front of me, but				false

		4981						LN		190		24		false		              24  I'll accept that that's accurate, yes.				false

		4982						LN		190		25		false		              25        Q.    That's basically the --				false

		4983						PG		191		0		false		page 191				false

		4984						LN		191		1		false		               1        A.    Are you talking on interstate only?				false

		4985						LN		191		2		false		               2        Q.    Interstate only.				false

		4986						LN		191		3		false		               3        A.    I believe if I remember correctly that was the				false

		4987						LN		191		4		false		               4  right rate for the blending of everything for interstate,				false

		4988						LN		191		5		false		               5  yes.				false

		4989						LN		191		6		false		               6        Q.    And that was what your initial --				false

		4990						LN		191		7		false		               7        A.    Correct, yes.				false

		4991						LN		191		8		false		               8        Q.    And that was when you did not believe that				false

		4992						LN		191		9		false		               9  Emery was in the common line pool?				false

		4993						LN		191		10		false		              10        A.    Correct, yes.				false

		4994						LN		191		11		false		              11        Q.    So your interpretation of the rule provides				false

		4995						LN		191		12		false		              12  that if a carrier is in the common line pool and not in the				false

		4996						LN		191		13		false		              13  traffic sensitive pool you use the common line pool rate of				false

		4997						LN		191		14		false		              14  return of 11.45 percent, but if the carrier is not in the				false

		4998						LN		191		15		false		              15  common line pool and not in the other pools you use the				false

		4999						LN		191		16		false		              16  blended interest rate of 9.4 percent?				false

		5000						LN		191		17		false		              17        A.    This has come up before.  Looking at the rule				false

		5001						LN		191		18		false		              18  492 when we were going through this discussion with				false

		5002						LN		191		19		false		              19  different parties and not having as much knowledge of the				false

		5003						LN		191		20		false		              20  492 form, I thought it was just going to be one data point.				false

		5004						LN		191		21		false		              21  It would be something that we could go to and look at and				false

		5005						LN		191		22		false		              22  say there is the number and plug it into the rule.  Having				false

		5006						LN		191		23		false		              23  gone through this process a couple other times I now				false

		5007						LN		191		24		false		              24  realize that there are more layers and complexity to it.  I				false

		5008						LN		191		25		false		              25  believe that the rule basically requires we have to use				false

		5009						PG		192		0		false		page 192				false

		5010						LN		192		1		false		               1  form 492(a), and I would think that it would be the one				false

		5011						LN		192		2		false		               2  that is applicable for the company according to which pool				false

		5012						LN		192		3		false		               3  is it in.				false

		5013						LN		192		4		false		               4              What has happened in other proceedings is if a				false

		5014						LN		192		5		false		               5  company had all of those pools that they were getting these				false

		5015						LN		192		6		false		               6  rates from NECA then we would use the lower interstate				false

		5016						LN		192		7		false		               7  rate.  If a company is only in the common line pool then we				false

		5017						LN		192		8		false		               8  would use, and as we have recommended for Carbon/Emery				false

		5018						LN		192		9		false		               9  here, the higher interstate rate of 11.45.				false

		5019						LN		192		10		false		              10        Q.    And if the company is in none of the pools				false

		5020						LN		192		11		false		              11  would you use the blended interstate rate of 9.4, which was				false

		5021						LN		192		12		false		              12  what was initially --				false

		5022						LN		192		13		false		              13        A.    No, I think the way the rule is read is that				false

		5023						LN		192		14		false		              14  would come under a different portion of the rule where they				false

		5024						LN		192		15		false		              15  would be like an average schedule company that is not part				false

		5025						LN		192		16		false		              16  of the NECA pool.  And then at that point we would have to				false

		5026						LN		192		17		false		              17  determine an appropriate rate.  The form 492 is only for				false

		5027						LN		192		18		false		              18  those companies that are participating in the NECA pool and				false

		5028						LN		192		19		false		              19  is -- I'll probably get this wrong.  They're not an average				false

		5029						LN		192		20		false		              20  schedule, they're a different type of company.  So we have				false

		5030						LN		192		21		false		              21  had -- in Manti Telecom they were not a -- we had to do				false

		5031						LN		192		22		false		              22  something slightly different for them because of dealing				false

		5032						LN		192		23		false		              23  with it.  That may not have answered your question, but				false

		5033						LN		192		24		false		              24  that's my understanding.				false

		5034						LN		192		25		false		              25        Q.    Just one last question which is obvious,				false

		5035						PG		193		0		false		page 193				false

		5036						LN		193		1		false		               1  neither you, nor the personnel at NECA you talked to are				false

		5037						LN		193		2		false		               2  Utah lawyers?				false

		5038						LN		193		3		false		               3        A.    Correct.  I'm not a lawyer.  I'm a utility				false

		5039						LN		193		4		false		               4  technical consultant and that gets me in enough trouble.				false

		5040						LN		193		5		false		               5        Q.    And you would agree --				false

		5041						LN		193		6		false		               6        A.    And I don't believe the person from NECA was.				false

		5042						LN		193		7		false		               7  I don't know for sure, but he was the Western Regional				false

		5043						LN		193		8		false		               8  Representative for NECA.  I don't know his background, but				false

		5044						LN		193		9		false		               9  I wouldn't believe that he was an attorney.				false

		5045						LN		193		10		false		              10              MR. MOORE:  I'm done.  Thank you.				false

		5046						LN		193		11		false		              11              HEARING OFFICER:  It is time for a break.				false

		5047						LN		193		12		false		              12  Let's break for about 15 minutes.  When we come back,				false

		5048						LN		193		13		false		              13  Mr. Jetter, if you have any redirect we'll pick up with				false

		5049						LN		193		14		false		              14  that.				false

		5050						LN		193		15		false		              15              (Off the record.)				false

		5051						LN		193		16		false		              16              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Jetter, any redirect?				false

		5052						LN		193		17		false		              17              MR. JETTER:  I do have a few questions, Your				false

		5053						LN		193		18		false		              18  Honor.  Thank you.				false

		5054						LN		193		19		false		              19                      REDIRECT EXAMINATION				false

		5055						LN		193		20		false		              20  BY MR. JETTER:				false

		5056						LN		193		21		false		              21        Q.    I would like to first start out by asking you				false

		5057						LN		193		22		false		              22  if you could explain briefly why the Division relies on the				false

		5058						LN		193		23		false		              23  65/35 limits on both ends, and briefly describe the policy				false

		5059						LN		193		24		false		              24  reasons behind that.				false

		5060						LN		193		25		false		              25        A.    Sure.  Thank you.  The reason the Division				false

		5061						PG		194		0		false		page 194				false

		5062						LN		194		1		false		               1  relies on that is because of the capital structure task				false

		5063						LN		194		2		false		               2  force and what we feel was a process that allowed				false

		5064						LN		194		3		false		               3  interested parties, rural phone companies, other phone				false

		5065						LN		194		4		false		               4  companies, and other players to have an opportunity to				false

		5066						LN		194		5		false		               5  discuss -- although I don't know that I take issue, but at				false

		5067						LN		194		6		false		               6  least an element that's out there.				false

		5068						LN		194		7		false		               7              I mean it is possible that a company like				false

		5069						LN		194		8		false		               8  Carbon/Emery could come in with 100 percent equity and say				false

		5070						LN		194		9		false		               9  we want to go all equity for our rate of return, which the				false

		5071						LN		194		10		false		              10  Division was uncomfortable with because that's probably not				false

		5072						LN		194		11		false		              11  -- I'm telling them how to manage their business, but from				false

		5073						LN		194		12		false		              12  a financial perspective that may not be the most prudent				false

		5074						LN		194		13		false		              13  choice for a company in the normal market.  But we also had				false

		5075						LN		194		14		false		              14  other companies who maybe had 100 percent debt.				false

		5076						LN		194		15		false		              15              It wouldn't be very fair for those companies				false

		5077						LN		194		16		false		              16  for us to say, well, you know, we think all you should get				false

		5078						LN		194		17		false		              17  is your cost of debt and that's your only allowed weighted				false

		5079						LN		194		18		false		              18  average cost of capital.  So with this task force and with				false

		5080						LN		194		19		false		              19  this discussion what we were able to do was say those who				false

		5081						LN		194		20		false		              20  are in a relative middle ground, somewhere between 35 and				false

		5082						LN		194		21		false		              21  65 private capital structure that for whatever reason they				false

		5083						LN		194		22		false		              22  feel is appropriate for their company and is reflective of				false

		5084						LN		194		23		false		              23  the market we would accept that.  But for those who may be				false

		5085						LN		194		24		false		              24  the outliners we're going to pull the high equity companies				false

		5086						LN		194		25		false		              25  in, but also maybe provide a little bit more equity to the				false

		5087						PG		195		0		false		page 195				false

		5088						LN		195		1		false		               1  debt companies to help provide, one, a benefit to the state				false

		5089						LN		195		2		false		               2  because they're not getting the full 100 percent equity of				false

		5090						LN		195		3		false		               3  what a company would get, but also maybe for a company that				false

		5091						LN		195		4		false		               4  is completely or extremely leveraged have a little bit more				false

		5092						LN		195		5		false		               5  coming in from a rate of return that would allow them to				false

		5093						LN		195		6		false		               6  get their equity portion to a level that I think everybody				false

		5094						LN		195		7		false		               7  would agree in a financial community that would be a little				false

		5095						LN		195		8		false		               8  bit more acceptable.				false

		5096						LN		195		9		false		               9              So part of the reason why the Division went				false

		5097						LN		195		10		false		              10  forward with the proposal, even though maybe the Commission				false

		5098						LN		195		11		false		              11  didn't accept it in rule, is that it was something that was				false

		5099						LN		195		12		false		              12  widely accepted by all parties and it gave a level of				false

		5100						LN		195		13		false		              13  comfort to companies coming in to know, okay, if we are 100				false

		5101						LN		195		14		false		              14  equity, this is probably what is going to happen is 65/35.				false

		5102						LN		195		15		false		              15  So that's why we have adopted it and used it probably since				false

		5103						LN		195		16		false		              16  that task force in most of the other cases where it made				false

		5104						LN		195		17		false		              17  sense where we either had highly leveraged or a company				false

		5105						LN		195		18		false		              18  that was using a high amount of equity to use that				false

		5106						LN		195		19		false		              19  hypothetical structure.				false

		5107						LN		195		20		false		              20        Q.    Thank you.  I would like to ask you a couple				false

		5108						LN		195		21		false		              21  followup questions also about the peer group of other				false

		5109						LN		195		22		false		              22  telephone companies that you chose as comparable.  Could				false

		5110						LN		195		23		false		              23  you briefly discuss why you chose the grouping that you did				false

		5111						LN		195		24		false		              24  and how you came to, I guess, narrow that group.				false

		5112						LN		195		25		false		              25        A.    I think it's pretty clear in my testimony that				false

		5113						PG		196		0		false		page 196				false

		5114						LN		196		1		false		               1  I don't -- I mean I'm not completely in love with the				false

		5115						LN		196		2		false		               2  capital asset model because there are a couple challenges				false

		5116						LN		196		3		false		               3  with it.  But the reason where I think it creates value --				false

		5117						LN		196		4		false		               4  and this also comes back to the companies -- is we can at				false

		5118						LN		196		5		false		               5  least look at some publicly available information and make				false

		5119						LN		196		6		false		               6  a determination with the Commission.				false

		5120						LN		196		7		false		               7              In looking at the companies, unfortunately				false

		5121						LN		196		8		false		               8  there is not very much small rural phone company that are				false

		5122						LN		196		9		false		               9  available who are publicly traded.  So what I tried to do				false

		5123						LN		196		10		false		              10  in looking at the companies was to pick those that I felt				false

		5124						LN		196		11		false		              11  at least would be serving in similar areas of the United				false

		5125						LN		196		12		false		              12  States that could be considered rural.  I know that's a				false

		5126						LN		196		13		false		              13  very broad definition.  But at least maybe they would have				false

		5127						LN		196		14		false		              14  some of their services that they're providing that would be				false

		5128						LN		196		15		false		              15  similar to what Carbon/Emery would be doing.  I recognize				false

		5129						LN		196		16		false		              16  that some of them may be in different lines than what				false

		5130						LN		196		17		false		              17  Carbon/Emery was.  But also what I was trying to do is if I				false

		5131						LN		196		18		false		              18  only had two or three companies then the capital asset				false

		5132						LN		196		19		false		              19  pricing model and getting an average for the company				false

		5133						LN		196		20		false		              20  doesn't work very well because I could pick three outliers				false

		5134						LN		196		21		false		              21  and come up with a rate that maybe wouldn't give us a				false

		5135						LN		196		22		false		              22  certain level of comfort.				false

		5136						LN		196		23		false		              23              So even though maybe the companies weren't				false

		5137						LN		196		24		false		              24  perfect matches for Carbon/Emery, I at least felt that they				false

		5138						LN		196		25		false		              25  had some benefit in the fact they gave us data points and				false

		5139						PG		197		0		false		page 197				false

		5140						LN		197		1		false		               1  were at least offering some type of service that if you				false

		5141						LN		197		2		false		               2  stretch the bounds of the definition a little bit could				false

		5142						LN		197		3		false		               3  work to get us to a point to where we had a certain number				false

		5143						LN		197		4		false		               4  of companies that would be acceptable.  And the flip side				false

		5144						LN		197		5		false		               5  of that is I've heard both parties who have been pretty				false

		5145						LN		197		6		false		               6  unhappy with maybe my list of companies for somewhat valid				false

		5146						LN		197		7		false		               7  reasons, but I've never heard anybody suggest other				false

		5147						LN		197		8		false		               8  companies that should be included that would make sense.  I				false

		5148						LN		197		9		false		               9  mean, other than Mr. Meredith did put in AT&T and Verizon				false

		5149						LN		197		10		false		              10  and a couple of those other companies, which I purposely				false

		5150						LN		197		11		false		              11  excluded because, let's be honest, they're not anywhere				false

		5151						LN		197		12		false		              12  close to what Carbon/Emery is doing.				false

		5152						LN		197		13		false		              13              And so if there are other companies that makes				false

		5153						LN		197		14		false		              14  sense to include, I would be happy to redo a calculation				false

		5154						LN		197		15		false		              15  with that.  But I don't know of any of them out there that				false

		5155						LN		197		16		false		              16  made sense.  So I went off what was available at Yahoo and				false

		5156						LN		197		17		false		              17  a few other different resources to try to find companies				false

		5157						LN		197		18		false		              18  that were telecommunications companies that were at least				false

		5158						LN		197		19		false		              19  serving in areas that may be rural.				false

		5159						LN		197		20		false		              20              Now grant it I don't know Cincinnati and the				false

		5160						LN		197		21		false		              21  outlining areas very well, but sometimes to me Kentucky				false

		5161						LN		197		22		false		              22  could be considered in my mind at least rural or some of				false

		5162						LN		197		23		false		              23  the challenges that Carbon/Emery may be facing.  So that's				false

		5163						LN		197		24		false		              24  why the list was kind of compiled the way that it was.				false

		5164						LN		197		25		false		              25        Q.    Thank you.  I would actually like to ask you a				false

		5165						PG		198		0		false		page 198				false

		5166						LN		198		1		false		               1  few more questions about that and direct you to page 12 of				false

		5167						LN		198		2		false		               2  Exhibit CE-4.0R and looking at lines 324 and 325.  This is				false

		5168						LN		198		3		false		               3  the revised rebuttal testimony of Douglas Meredith.  This				false

		5169						LN		198		4		false		               4  is the calculation that he had compiled.  I believe he had				false

		5170						LN		198		5		false		               5  used the comparable companies that you had chosen and in				false

		5171						LN		198		6		false		               6  addition added AT&T and Verizon; is that accurate?				false

		5172						LN		198		7		false		               7        A.    Yes.  I believe that's what he did with that,				false

		5173						LN		198		8		false		               8  yes.				false

		5174						LN		198		9		false		               9        Q.    Is it accurate to say that the smallest one on				false

		5175						LN		198		10		false		              10  the list of any comparable presented here is the Shenandoah				false

		5176						LN		198		11		false		              11  Telecommunications?				false

		5177						LN		198		12		false		              12        A.    That would seem to be accurate, yes.  As far as				false

		5178						LN		198		13		false		              13  looking at the access line that would be the one that would				false

		5179						LN		198		14		false		              14  be closet to my understanding what Carbon/Emery would have.				false

		5180						LN		198		15		false		              15        Q.    If we were to walk through the calculations				false

		5181						LN		198		16		false		              16  that Mr. Meredith did on that company, is it correct to				false

		5182						LN		198		17		false		              17  state in column 4 he calculated an unadjusted CAPM of 8				false

		5183						LN		198		18		false		              18  percent?				false

		5184						LN		198		19		false		              19        A.    Yes, that's correct.				false

		5185						LN		198		20		false		              20        Q.    If we follow that through the debt to equity				false

		5186						LN		198		21		false		              21  ratio in fact with Carbon/Emery it would be a zero; is that				false

		5187						LN		198		22		false		              22  correct?				false

		5188						LN		198		23		false		              23        A.    If I understand the way that he calculated the				false

		5189						LN		198		24		false		              24  debt to equity that would be accurate because they are 100				false

		5190						LN		198		25		false		              25  percent equity.				false

		5191						PG		199		0		false		page 199				false

		5192						LN		199		1		false		               1        Q.    Using the Division's policy of making that				false

		5193						LN		199		2		false		               2  adjustment, would that be approximately 0.538, meaning 35				false

		5194						LN		199		3		false		               3  divided by 65?				false

		5195						LN		199		4		false		               4        A.    5.38 would be -- for the debt to equity, yes.				false

		5196						LN		199		5		false		               5        Q.    Would that be among the lowest debt to equity				false

		5197						LN		199		6		false		               6  ratios of any company on there?				false

		5198						LN		199		7		false		               7        A.    Yes, it appears that way.				false

		5199						LN		199		8		false		               8        Q.    Just following that through with the zero ratio				false

		5200						LN		199		9		false		               9  there, using that 8 percent, that would flow through into				false

		5201						LN		199		10		false		              10  the leveraged CAPM actually used by Carbon/Emery?  It would				false

		5202						LN		199		11		false		              11  ultimately result again in 8 percent?				false

		5203						LN		199		12		false		              12        A.    Yes.				false

		5204						LN		199		13		false		              13        Q.    And then you would potentially add the 3				false

		5205						LN		199		14		false		              14  percent using his calculation of a small company premium;				false

		5206						LN		199		15		false		              15  is that correct?				false

		5207						LN		199		16		false		              16        A.    If you were to add a small company premium that				false

		5208						LN		199		17		false		              17  he did, yes, the 3 percent would be added on that.				false

		5209						LN		199		18		false		              18        Q.    And that would result in 11 percent?				false

		5210						LN		199		19		false		              19        A.    Yes, 8 plus 3 is 11.				false

		5211						LN		199		20		false		              20        Q.    And that's very similar or close to the 10.75				false

		5212						LN		199		21		false		              21  percent?				false

		5213						LN		199		22		false		              22        A.    That is close to what we had, yes.				false

		5214						LN		199		23		false		              23        Q.    Just to clarify to make sure this is accurate,				false

		5215						LN		199		24		false		              24  in your calculation you did not add a small company				false

		5216						LN		199		25		false		              25  premium; is that correct?				false

		5217						PG		200		0		false		page 200				false

		5218						LN		200		1		false		               1        A.    That is correct.				false

		5219						LN		200		2		false		               2        Q.    But you also did not adjust for any reduced				false

		5220						LN		200		3		false		               3  risk by having a Utah Universal Service Fund make up the				false

		5221						LN		200		4		false		               4  gap?				false

		5222						LN		200		5		false		               5        A.    Correct.  Basically what I did is I did a				false

		5223						LN		200		6		false		               6  straight CAPM calculation, or a textbook calculation to use				false

		5224						LN		200		7		false		               7  the words of Mr. Meredith.  I looked at the companies, I				false

		5225						LN		200		8		false		               8  looked at what would be the beta and then did the math				false

		5226						LN		200		9		false		               9  calculation and came up with an average to say this is what				false

		5227						LN		200		10		false		              10  we felt the right rate was for Carbon/Emery.				false

		5228						LN		200		11		false		              11        Q.    That was the same calculation that you used for				false

		5229						LN		200		12		false		              12  Hanksville?				false

		5230						LN		200		13		false		              13        A.    Yes.				false

		5231						LN		200		14		false		              14        Q.    Same method?				false

		5232						LN		200		15		false		              15        A.    Same method, yes.				false

		5233						LN		200		16		false		              16        Q.    Do you know how large Hanksville is?				false

		5234						LN		200		17		false		              17        A.    I don't know exact numbers, but I know they are				false

		5235						LN		200		18		false		              18  a relatively small ILEC.  I mean, we're talking less than				false

		5236						LN		200		19		false		              19  100 customers.				false

		5237						LN		200		20		false		              20        Q.    In comparison Carbon/Emery is significantly				false

		5238						LN		200		21		false		              21  larger?				false

		5239						LN		200		22		false		              22        A.    Yes.  That could be the AT&T versus				false

		5240						LN		200		23		false		              23  Carbon/Emery, could be Carbon/Emery versus Hanksville				false

		5241						LN		200		24		false		              24  analysis if you want to look at it that way.				false

		5242						LN		200		25		false		              25              MR. JETTER:  That's the conclusion of my				false

		5243						PG		201		0		false		page 201				false

		5244						LN		201		1		false		               1  redirect.				false

		5245						LN		201		2		false		               2              HEARING OFFICER:  Ms. Slawson, any recross?				false

		5246						LN		201		3		false		               3              MS. SLAWSON:  Yes, just a little bit.				false

		5247						LN		201		4		false		               4                       RECROSS EXAMINATION				false

		5248						LN		201		5		false		               5  BY MS. SLAWSON:				false

		5249						LN		201		6		false		               6        Q.    We were just looking at the table embedded in				false

		5250						LN		201		7		false		               7  Mr. Meredith's testimony on page 12, table 2.  This is the				false

		5251						LN		201		8		false		               8  one that includes Verizon and AT&T.  Do you have that in				false

		5252						LN		201		9		false		               9  front of you?				false

		5253						LN		201		10		false		              10        A.    Yes.				false

		5254						LN		201		11		false		              11        Q.    In this table Mr. Meredith was focussing on				false

		5255						LN		201		12		false		              12  adjustments that needed to be made to the CAPM model; is				false

		5256						LN		201		13		false		              13  that correct?				false

		5257						LN		201		14		false		              14        A.    That's what Mr. Meredith testified earlier in				false

		5258						LN		201		15		false		              15  the hearing today, and I'll accept that as accurate.				false

		5259						LN		201		16		false		              16        Q.    Let's look at your exhibit when you're				false

		5260						LN		201		17		false		              17  analyzing that CAPM premium.				false

		5261						LN		201		18		false		              18        A.    Okay.				false

		5262						LN		201		19		false		              19        Q.    What is the market risk premium that you used?				false

		5263						LN		201		20		false		              20        A.    Give me just one second so I can pull that up				false

		5264						LN		201		21		false		              21  to make sure I have it accurate.  It's Exhibit 3.2?				false

		5265						LN		201		22		false		              22        Q.    Yes.				false

		5266						LN		201		23		false		              23        A.    Okay.  I have one here in front of me.  Which				false

		5267						LN		201		24		false		              24  area did you want to look at?				false

		5268						LN		201		25		false		              25        Q.    The market risk premium that you used.				false

		5269						PG		202		0		false		page 202				false

		5270						LN		202		1		false		               1        A.    There is actually two different columns there.				false

		5271						LN		202		2		false		               2  There is a T-bill CAPM and a 30 year CAPM.  I did use the				false

		5272						LN		202		3		false		               3  30 year CAPM, which is looking at the bond.  So that's the				false

		5273						LN		202		4		false		               4  risk premium that would be in there that came up with the				false

		5274						LN		202		5		false		               5  10.75 percent.				false

		5275						LN		202		6		false		               6        Q.    That's the 6.81 percent, correct?				false

		5276						LN		202		7		false		               7        A.    Yes.				false

		5277						LN		202		8		false		               8        Q.    Mr. Meredith used the T-bond, his rate was 5.01				false

		5278						LN		202		9		false		               9  percent; is that correct?				false

		5279						LN		202		10		false		              10        A.    From what he shows on there I believe that is				false

		5280						LN		202		11		false		              11  accurate, yes.				false

		5281						LN		202		12		false		              12        Q.    Would you need to add the additional market				false

		5282						LN		202		13		false		              13  risk premium to Mr. Meredith's numbers?				false

		5283						LN		202		14		false		              14        A.    If you want to do that analysis you could.				false

		5284						LN		202		15		false		              15        Q.    So I can compare apples to apples, right?				false

		5285						LN		202		16		false		              16        A.    Sure.				false

		5286						LN		202		17		false		              17        Q.    Mr. Meredith -- you just testified about				false

		5287						LN		202		18		false		              18  Mr. Meredith's Shenandoah number and it was 10.66.  What is				false

		5288						LN		202		19		false		              19  the CAPM rate that you show for Shenandoah?				false

		5289						LN		202		20		false		              20        A.    13.35.				false

		5290						LN		202		21		false		              21        Q.    And that's an unadjusted number, correct?				false

		5291						LN		202		22		false		              22        A.    Yes.				false

		5292						LN		202		23		false		              23              MS. SLAWSON:  I don't have any other questions.				false

		5293						LN		202		24		false		              24              MR. MOORE:  No questions, Your Honor.				false

		5294						LN		202		25		false		              25              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.				false

		5295						PG		203		0		false		page 203				false

		5296						LN		203		1		false		               1              MR. JETTER:  I have one followup question.				false

		5297						LN		203		2		false		               2              HEARING OFFICER:  It's okay with me as long as				false

		5298						LN		203		3		false		               3  there is no objection.				false

		5299						LN		203		4		false		               4              MR. MOORE:  No objection.				false

		5300						LN		203		5		false		               5              MS. SLAWSON:  I guess I want to hear the				false

		5301						LN		203		6		false		               6  question before I insert my objection.				false

		5302						LN		203		7		false		               7                REDIRECT EXAMINATION (continued)				false

		5303						LN		203		8		false		               8  BY MR. JETTER:				false

		5304						LN		203		9		false		               9        Q.    My question is just going to ask if the				false

		5305						LN		203		10		false		              10  calculation is different between the two Shenandoah based				false

		5306						LN		203		11		false		              11  on the beta used for that.				false

		5307						LN		203		12		false		              12        A.    Am I okay to respond?				false

		5308						LN		203		13		false		              13              HEARING OFFICER:  I think we can hear your				false

		5309						LN		203		14		false		              14  response.  Go ahead.				false

		5310						LN		203		15		false		              15              THE WITNESS:  That kind of gets back to the				false

		5311						LN		203		16		false		              16  heart of the capital asset pricing model because what you				false

		5312						LN		203		17		false		              17  do is you take the beta and times that by basically a risk				false

		5313						LN		203		18		false		              18  free rate -- sorry.  You take the beta, you times that by a				false

		5314						LN		203		19		false		              19  risk premium and add that on to a risk free rate.  So if				false

		5315						LN		203		20		false		              20  you look at what I have here for my beta for Shenandoah at				false

		5316						LN		203		21		false		              21  the time period of July 29 versus what Mr. Meredith pulled				false

		5317						LN		203		22		false		              22  as his beta for Shenandoah, I believe his is just barely				false

		5318						LN		203		23		false		              23  below 1, which means it would be a little bit less risky,				false

		5319						LN		203		24		false		              24  and I mine is 1.56.  That would explain why there would be				false

		5320						LN		203		25		false		              25  a significant difference between what he is showing and I'm				false

		5321						PG		204		0		false		page 204				false

		5322						LN		204		1		false		               1  showing.  And I think it also emphasizes the problem if				false

		5323						LN		204		2		false		               2  you're trying to look at just one or two companies, the				false

		5324						LN		204		3		false		               3  CAPM starts to lose some of its strength and foundation and				false

		5325						LN		204		4		false		               4  that's where with my trying to come up with a list of				false

		5326						LN		204		5		false		               5  companies that it gets -- where you need enough reference				false

		5327						LN		204		6		false		               6  points to come up with a level of comfort.				false

		5328						LN		204		7		false		               7              And that's really what my testimony talked				false

		5329						LN		204		8		false		               8  about is with the CAPM is it perfect, no, I don't think so.				false

		5330						LN		204		9		false		               9  But it at least gets us to a level of comfort where we				false

		5331						LN		204		10		false		              10  think we're getting within the right range of what would be				false

		5332						LN		204		11		false		              11  reasonable for the cost of equity for Carbon/Emery.  So you				false

		5333						LN		204		12		false		              12  can see just in that calculation right there and what we				false

		5334						LN		204		13		false		              13  did right here, one company can make a significant				false

		5335						LN		204		14		false		              14  difference.  So getting enough companies on the list is				false

		5336						LN		204		15		false		              15  important as well.				false

		5337						LN		204		16		false		              16              HEARING OFFICER:  Ms. Slawson, anything you				false

		5338						LN		204		17		false		              17  want to add or pursue?				false

		5339						LN		204		18		false		              18              MS. SLAWSON:  One second please.				false

		5340						LN		204		19		false		              19                 RECROSS EXAMINATION (continued)				false

		5341						LN		204		20		false		              20  BY MS. SLAWSON:				false

		5342						LN		204		21		false		              21        Q.    You testified just now that the difference				false

		5343						LN		204		22		false		              22  would be accounted for by the beta; is that correct?				false

		5344						LN		204		23		false		              23        A.    I'm saying that's one potential reason why.  I				false

		5345						LN		204		24		false		              24  can tell you from a CAPM and if you do a straight				false

		5346						LN		204		25		false		              25  mathematic if you take a beta times the risk free rate and				false

		5347						PG		205		0		false		page 205				false

		5348						LN		205		1		false		               1  add all that in there where if -- I have 1.56 as a number				false

		5349						LN		205		2		false		               2  and I have .9 as a number, then the end result is going to				false

		5350						LN		205		3		false		               3  be different.  I have done the calculation here, and I				false

		5351						LN		205		4		false		               4  don't know all the reasons why, but off the top of my head				false

		5352						LN		205		5		false		               5  that would be a very easy thing to point to as far as why				false

		5353						LN		205		6		false		               6  those percentages and rates of return are different.				false

		5354						LN		205		7		false		               7        Q.    And another easy thing to point to would be the				false

		5355						LN		205		8		false		               8  difference in the market risk premium provided by you and				false

		5356						LN		205		9		false		               9  Mr. Meredith?				false

		5357						LN		205		10		false		              10        A.    Sure.  That would be another element of that as				false

		5358						LN		205		11		false		              11  well, yes.				false

		5359						LN		205		12		false		              12              MS. SLAWSON:  That's it for me.  Thank you.				false

		5360						LN		205		13		false		              13              HEARING OFFICER:  Still okay, Mr. Moore?				false

		5361						LN		205		14		false		              14              MR. MOORE:  Still okay.				false

		5362						LN		205		15		false		              15              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  Mr. Jetter, your				false

		5363						LN		205		16		false		              16  next witness.				false

		5364						LN		205		17		false		              17              MR. JETTER:  The Division would next like to				false

		5365						LN		205		18		false		              18  call Mr. Joseph Hellewell.				false

		5366						LN		205		19		false		              19              (The witness is sworn in.)				false

		5367						LN		205		20		false		              20                       DIRECT EXAMINATION				false

		5368						LN		205		21		false		              21  BY MR. JETTER:				false

		5369						LN		205		22		false		              22        Q.    Mr. Hellewell, would you please state your name				false

		5370						LN		205		23		false		              23  and occupation for the record?				false

		5371						LN		205		24		false		              24        A.    My name is Joseph Hellewell.  I'm a utility				false

		5372						LN		205		25		false		              25  analyst for the Department of Public Utilities.				false

		5373						PG		206		0		false		page 206				false

		5374						LN		206		1		false		               1        Q.    Thank you.  In the course of your employment				false

		5375						LN		206		2		false		               2  with the Division of Public Utilities have you had the				false

		5376						LN		206		3		false		               3  opportunity to review the application as well as the				false

		5377						LN		206		4		false		               4  testimony filed by the applicant in this docket?				false

		5378						LN		206		5		false		               5        A.    Yes, I have.				false

		5379						LN		206		6		false		               6        Q.    Did you create and cause to be filed with the				false

		5380						LN		206		7		false		               7  Public Service Commission direct, rebuttal, surrebuttal,				false

		5381						LN		206		8		false		               8  and sur-surrebuttal testimony in this docket?				false

		5382						LN		206		9		false		               9        A.    Yes, I have.				false

		5383						LN		206		10		false		              10        Q.    Do you have any edits or corrections that you				false

		5384						LN		206		11		false		              11  would like to make to your testimony?				false

		5385						LN		206		12		false		              12        A.    No, I do not.				false

		5386						LN		206		13		false		              13        Q.    If you were asked the questions that are				false

		5387						LN		206		14		false		              14  contained in your prefiled written testimony that you filed				false

		5388						LN		206		15		false		              15  today would your answers remain the same?				false

		5389						LN		206		16		false		              16        A.    Yes, they would.				false

		5390						LN		206		17		false		              17        Q.    Thank you.  Have you prepared a brief statement				false

		5391						LN		206		18		false		              18  summarizing your testimony in this docket?				false

		5392						LN		206		19		false		              19        A.    Yes.				false

		5393						LN		206		20		false		              20        Q.    Please go ahead.				false

		5394						LN		206		21		false		              21        A.    At the time of Carbon/Emery Telecom's				false

		5395						LN		206		22		false		              22  application I along with other DUP analysts reviewed the				false

		5396						LN		206		23		false		              23  application and conducted our normal audit.  During this				false

		5397						LN		206		24		false		              24  time we reviewed the depreciation method used by				false

		5398						LN		206		25		false		              25  Carbon/Emery Telecom and found it to be distorting annual				false

		5399						PG		207		0		false		page 207				false

		5400						LN		207		1		false		               1  depreciation expense.  At this time an adjustment was made				false

		5401						LN		207		2		false		               2  to Carbon/Emery's application based on a single asset				false

		5402						LN		207		3		false		               3  straight line depreciation method.  In our initial direct				false

		5403						LN		207		4		false		               4  testimony we outline reasons why Carbon/Emery's group				false

		5404						LN		207		5		false		               5  depreciation method was distorting and suggested				false

		5405						LN		207		6		false		               6  alternative methods to remedy this.  In addition to this				false

		5406						LN		207		7		false		               7  depreciation adjustment we also made adjustments for				false

		5407						LN		207		8		false		               8  customer migration and under collection based upon				false

		5408						LN		207		9		false		               9  Carbon/Emery's tariff process.				false

		5409						LN		207		10		false		              10              MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  I have no further				false

		5410						LN		207		11		false		              11  questions for Mr. Hellewell and he is available for cross				false

		5411						LN		207		12		false		              12  examination.				false

		5412						LN		207		13		false		              13                       CROSS EXAMINATION				false

		5413						LN		207		14		false		              14  BY MS. SLAWSON:				false

		5414						LN		207		15		false		              15        Q.    Thank you.  Good afternoon, Mr. Hellewell.				false

		5415						LN		207		16		false		              16  I'll just jump right in.  On lines 259 to 269 of your				false

		5416						LN		207		17		false		              17  direct testimony you discuss the DPU adjustment for imputed				false

		5417						LN		207		18		false		              18  revenue for migration of customers who currently receive				false

		5418						LN		207		19		false		              19  their internet service through Carbon's cable affiliates to				false

		5419						LN		207		20		false		              20  the new fiber to the home network that is being constructed				false

		5420						LN		207		21		false		              21  by Carbon.  Do you recall that testimony?				false

		5421						LN		207		22		false		              22        A.    Yes, I do.				false

		5422						LN		207		23		false		              23        Q.    Mr. Woolsey in his rebuttal testimony on lines				false

		5423						LN		207		24		false		              24  986 to 1017 describes an increase in revenue to				false

		5424						LN		207		25		false		              25  Carbon/Emery that results from the migration of cable				false

		5425						PG		208		0		false		page 208				false

		5426						LN		208		1		false		               1  internet customers to the fiber to the home network.  My				false

		5427						LN		208		2		false		               2  question is this, in performing the analysis of the impact				false

		5428						LN		208		3		false		               3  per customer per month Mr. Woolsey uses a rate of return of				false

		5429						LN		208		4		false		               4  10.5 percent, which includes the Company's requested rate				false

		5430						LN		208		5		false		               5  of return on equity of 12.13 percent.  Am I correct in				false

		5431						LN		208		6		false		               6  reviewing the Division's testimony that the Division agrees				false

		5432						LN		208		7		false		               7  with the methodology employed by Mr. Woolsey, but does not				false

		5433						LN		208		8		false		               8  agree with the rate of return used by Mr. Woolsey in his				false

		5434						LN		208		9		false		               9  calculation?				false

		5435						LN		208		10		false		              10        A.    Yes, I believe so.				false

		5436						LN		208		11		false		              11        Q.    And so is it accurate that the Division of				false

		5437						LN		208		12		false		              12  Public Utilities is no longer proposing the adjustment				false

		5438						LN		208		13		false		              13  amount set forth in lines 259 through 269 of your direct				false

		5439						LN		208		14		false		              14  testimony?				false

		5440						LN		208		15		false		              15        A.    Yes.				false

		5441						LN		208		16		false		              16        Q.    And is it fair to say that except for the rate				false

		5442						LN		208		17		false		              17  of return element involved in this calculation this cable				false

		5443						LN		208		18		false		              18  migration issue is not an open issue in the case?				false

		5444						LN		208		19		false		              19        A.    Yes.				false

		5445						LN		208		20		false		              20        Q.    The Division in your testimony has used what				false

		5446						LN		208		21		false		              21  you call a single asset straight line method; is that				false

		5447						LN		208		22		false		              22  correct?				false

		5448						LN		208		23		false		              23        A.    Yes.				false

		5449						LN		208		24		false		              24        Q.    And you have provided testimony on that				false

		5450						LN		208		25		false		              25  calculation, which results in a depreciation adjustment --				false

		5451						PG		209		0		false		page 209				false

		5452						LN		209		1		false		               1  I don't want to go into closed session here, so I'm going				false

		5453						LN		209		2		false		               2  to say that adjustment found in column G of the Division of				false

		5454						LN		209		3		false		               3  Public Utilities Exhibit 1.2SR.  That's the exhibit offered				false

		5455						LN		209		4		false		               4  by Mr. Duncan.  Does that accurately reflect your				false

		5456						LN		209		5		false		               5  depreciation adjustment?				false

		5457						LN		209		6		false		               6              MR. JETTER:  May I have a moment to provide my				false

		5458						LN		209		7		false		               7  witness with that?				false

		5459						LN		209		8		false		               8              MS. SLAWSON:  Sure.				false

		5460						LN		209		9		false		               9              THE WITNESS:  Yes, that's accurate.				false

		5461						LN		209		10		false		              10        Q.    (By Ms. Slawson)  And this reduces				false

		5462						LN		209		11		false		              11  Carbon/Emery's depreciation expense for the test year,				false

		5463						LN		209		12		false		              12  correct?				false

		5464						LN		209		13		false		              13        A.    I'm sorry.  Say that one more time.				false

		5465						LN		209		14		false		              14        Q.    This adjustment decreases Carbon/Emery's				false

		5466						LN		209		15		false		              15  depreciation expense for the test period, correct?				false

		5467						LN		209		16		false		              16        A.    Yes.				false

		5468						LN		209		17		false		              17        Q.    Is it your testimony that Carbon's reduced				false

		5469						LN		209		18		false		              18  depreciation expense will remain constant at that number in				false

		5470						LN		209		19		false		              19  2015 after the test year?				false

		5471						LN		209		20		false		              20        A.    Are you saying that Carbon/Emery's depreciation				false

		5472						LN		209		21		false		              21  will remain exactly the same for 2014 and 2015?				false

		5473						LN		209		22		false		              22        Q.    I'm asking if that's your testimony.  Do you				false

		5474						LN		209		23		false		              23  think it will remain the same for 2014 and 2015?				false

		5475						LN		209		24		false		              24        A.    No.				false

		5476						LN		209		25		false		              25        Q.    Do you think that the depreciation expense will				false

		5477						PG		210		0		false		page 210				false

		5478						LN		210		1		false		               1  remain constant at the number adjusted in the test year in				false

		5479						LN		210		2		false		               2  2016?				false

		5480						LN		210		3		false		               3        A.    No.				false

		5481						LN		210		4		false		               4        Q.    2017?				false

		5482						LN		210		5		false		               5        A.    Of course not.				false

		5483						LN		210		6		false		               6        Q.    And what about Carbon's rate base over the next				false

		5484						LN		210		7		false		               7  few years, is it your testimony that that will remain				false

		5485						LN		210		8		false		               8  constant?				false

		5486						LN		210		9		false		               9        A.    No.				false

		5487						LN		210		10		false		              10        Q.    Do you know what the calculated -- have you				false

		5488						LN		210		11		false		              11  calculated the anticipated depreciation expense for				false

		5489						LN		210		12		false		              12  Carbon/Emery going forward beyond the test year?				false

		5490						LN		210		13		false		              13        A.    We've run projections, but it hasn't ever been				false

		5491						LN		210		14		false		              14  entered into testimony.				false

		5492						LN		210		15		false		              15        Q.    Do you know what happens with that depreciation				false

		5493						LN		210		16		false		              16  expense?				false

		5494						LN		210		17		false		              17        A.    From the projections that we have run the				false

		5495						LN		210		18		false		              18  depreciation -- well, are you referring to Carbon/Emery's				false

		5496						LN		210		19		false		              19  group depreciation method, what happens to the depreciation				false

		5497						LN		210		20		false		              20  expense?				false

		5498						LN		210		21		false		              21        Q.    Well, actually I'm wondering if you've done the				false

		5499						LN		210		22		false		              22  calculation on what Carbon's depreciation expense will be				false

		5500						LN		210		23		false		              23  going forward under either method.				false

		5501						LN		210		24		false		              24        A.    Well, for the single asset straight line the				false

		5502						LN		210		25		false		              25  expense will increase proportionately with what is being				false

		5503						PG		211		0		false		page 211				false

		5504						LN		211		1		false		               1  added to the rate with what is being capitalized.  But				false

		5505						LN		211		2		false		               2  under Carbon/Emery's group depreciation the expense is				false

		5506						LN		211		3		false		               3  significantly more than it is with the single asset				false

		5507						LN		211		4		false		               4  straight line method.				false

		5508						LN		211		5		false		               5        Q.    But does it remain constant?				false

		5509						LN		211		6		false		               6        A.    Do you mean is there a constant increase?				false

		5510						LN		211		7		false		               7        Q.    No.  I'm wondering if the test year is				false

		5511						LN		211		8		false		               8  representative of the depreciation expense going forward?				false

		5512						LN		211		9		false		               9        A.    Well, the -- no, it would not be.  Carbon/Emery				false

		5513						LN		211		10		false		              10  has provided known and measurable adjustments saying that				false

		5514						LN		211		11		false		              11  they anticipate having additional assets capitalized that				false

		5515						LN		211		12		false		              12  would increase the depreciation expense accordingly.				false

		5516						LN		211		13		false		              13        Q.    I know theoretically it would increase the				false

		5517						LN		211		14		false		              14  depreciation expense.  But I'm wondering if you have done				false

		5518						LN		211		15		false		              15  the calculation to know what the depreciation expense going				false

		5519						LN		211		16		false		              16  forward will actually be so that we can identify whether				false

		5520						LN		211		17		false		              17  the test year as proposed by Carbon/Emery or as proposed by				false

		5521						LN		211		18		false		              18  the Division with its adjustment is representative of the				false

		5522						LN		211		19		false		              19  depreciation expense in the future?				false

		5523						LN		211		20		false		              20        A.    No.  Carbon/Emery chose the test year.  So we				false

		5524						LN		211		21		false		              21  did calculations based upon the test year that Carbon/Emery				false

		5525						LN		211		22		false		              22  has chosen.				false

		5526						LN		211		23		false		              23        Q.    And you did not do any calculation to see what				false

		5527						LN		211		24		false		              24  that depreciation expense would do after the test year?				false

		5528						LN		211		25		false		              25        A.    Not that's been entered into testimony, no.				false

		5529						PG		212		0		false		page 212				false

		5530						LN		212		1		false		               1        Q.    So whether or not it's been entered into				false

		5531						LN		212		2		false		               2  testimony do you know what the depreciation expense does				false

		5532						LN		212		3		false		               3  after the test year?  If you've performed the calculation				false

		5533						LN		212		4		false		               4  do you know what that is?				false

		5534						LN		212		5		false		               5        A.    I'm sorry.  Say that one more time.				false

		5535						LN		212		6		false		               6        Q.    You said you haven't entered that in testimony,				false

		5536						LN		212		7		false		               7  but that you have performed the calculation.  Is that an				false

		5537						LN		212		8		false		               8  accurate reflection of your testimony?				false

		5538						LN		212		9		false		               9        A.    Yes, that would be accurate.				false

		5539						LN		212		10		false		              10        Q.    Even though it wasn't in previous testimony,				false

		5540						LN		212		11		false		              11  I'm asking you what the depreciation expense for				false

		5541						LN		212		12		false		              12  Carbon/Emery will be going forward?				false

		5542						LN		212		13		false		              13        A.    I don't know the exact number.				false

		5543						LN		212		14		false		              14        Q.    Do you have a range?				false

		5544						LN		212		15		false		              15        A.    No.				false

		5545						LN		212		16		false		              16        Q.    With regard to the depreciation expense you				false

		5546						LN		212		17		false		              17  don't have a range and you don't know what the calculation				false

		5547						LN		212		18		false		              18  is, can you say whether it's increasing or decreasing?				false

		5548						LN		212		19		false		              19        A.    Our calculation show that depreciation expense				false

		5549						LN		212		20		false		              20  will continue to increase.				false

		5550						LN		212		21		false		              21        Q.    Okay.				false

		5551						LN		212		22		false		              22        A.    Under both methods.				false

		5552						LN		212		23		false		              23        Q.    It is your testimony that the -- on line 54 of				false

		5553						LN		212		24		false		              24  your sur-surrebuttal testimony you indicate that the				false

		5554						LN		212		25		false		              25  depreciation method chosen by the company has lasting				false

		5555						PG		213		0		false		page 213				false

		5556						LN		213		1		false		               1  effects and must be chosen correctly, correct?				false

		5557						LN		213		2		false		               2        A.    Yes.				false

		5558						LN		213		3		false		               3        Q.    By way of example you testify that if the				false

		5559						LN		213		4		false		               4  depreciation method chosen by the company accelerates				false

		5560						LN		213		5		false		               5  depreciation expense it will also accelerate the rate at				false

		5561						LN		213		6		false		               6  which accumulated depreciation accrues, thereby				false

		5562						LN		213		7		false		               7  accelerating rate base reduction as well, correct?				false

		5563						LN		213		8		false		               8        A.    Yes.				false

		5564						LN		213		9		false		               9        Q.    You indicate that in prior accounting periods				false

		5565						LN		213		10		false		              10  Carbon has reaped the reward of accelerated depreciation,				false

		5566						LN		213		11		false		              11  but with that comes the burden of an accelerated				false

		5567						LN		213		12		false		              12  accumulated depreciation count.  What you see as the				false

		5568						LN		213		13		false		              13  consequence or the burden of Carbon/Emery choosing the				false

		5569						LN		213		14		false		              14  group method of depreciation is that the group method also				false

		5570						LN		213		15		false		              15  accelerates reduction to Carbon/Emery's rate base; is that				false

		5571						LN		213		16		false		              16  correct?				false

		5572						LN		213		17		false		              17        A.    Yes.				false

		5573						LN		213		18		false		              18        Q.    Your testimony is that the Division is				false

		5574						LN		213		19		false		              19  permitted to make an adjustment to the depreciation expense				false

		5575						LN		213		20		false		              20  going forward, but is not permitted to make an adjustment				false

		5576						LN		213		21		false		              21  to the rate base.  And I believe you testified that this				false

		5577						LN		213		22		false		              22  would conflict with the basic tenant that the utility				false

		5578						LN		213		23		false		              23  regulation is prospective, correct?				false

		5579						LN		213		24		false		              24        A.    That is not accurate.				false

		5580						LN		213		25		false		              25        Q.    Let's look at your testimony there.  Starting				false

		5581						PG		214		0		false		page 214				false

		5582						LN		214		1		false		               1  on line 54 of your surrebuttal testimony -- I'm sorry.				false

		5583						LN		214		2		false		               2  Your sur-surrebuttal testimony.				false

		5584						LN		214		3		false		               3        A.    I'm sorry.  The first part was where you quoted				false

		5585						LN		214		4		false		               4  the testimony that is accurate, however the second part of				false

		5586						LN		214		5		false		               5  the question is not accurate.				false

		5587						LN		214		6		false		               6        Q.    The second part where I said because it would				false

		5588						LN		214		7		false		               7  conflict with the basic tenant that the utility regulation				false

		5589						LN		214		8		false		               8  is prospective?				false

		5590						LN		214		9		false		               9        A.    Right.				false

		5591						LN		214		10		false		              10        Q.    You're saying that's not accurate?				false

		5592						LN		214		11		false		              11        A.    Yes.  The adjustment that we have proposed is				false

		5593						LN		214		12		false		              12  simply an adjustment.  We're not proposing that				false

		5594						LN		214		13		false		              13  Carbon/Emery change their depreciation method.  If the				false

		5595						LN		214		14		false		              14  Commission asks Carbon/Emery to change their method then				false

		5596						LN		214		15		false		              15  the repercussions of accumulated depreciation would have to				false

		5597						LN		214		16		false		              16  be taken into effect on a prospective basis, meaning that				false

		5598						LN		214		17		false		              17  we could not go back and change the accumulated				false

		5599						LN		214		18		false		              18  depreciation based off the Commission's decision to ask				false

		5600						LN		214		19		false		              19  Carbon/Emery to change their depreciation method.				false

		5601						LN		214		20		false		              20        Q.    And you testified that the Division's				false

		5602						LN		214		21		false		              21  depreciation expense adjustment was simply an adjustment of				false

		5603						LN		214		22		false		              22  an unreasonably inflated depreciation expense to a				false

		5604						LN		214		23		false		              23  reasonable depreciation expense that better matches the				false

		5605						LN		214		24		false		              24  actual diminution of value of Carbon's assets during the				false

		5606						LN		214		25		false		              25  test year; is that correct?				false

		5607						PG		215		0		false		page 215				false

		5608						LN		215		1		false		               1        A.    Yes.				false

		5609						LN		215		2		false		               2        Q.    What is the actual diminution of value of				false

		5610						LN		215		3		false		               3  Carbon's assets during the test year?				false

		5611						LN		215		4		false		               4        A.    We feel that because of the acceleration that				false

		5612						LN		215		5		false		               5  occurs naturally with the selection of group depreciation				false

		5613						LN		215		6		false		               6  method is that the diminution of the assets occur on an				false

		5614						LN		215		7		false		               7  accelerated level.  So a different method must be chosen to				false

		5615						LN		215		8		false		               8  more accurately reflect the assets diminution.				false

		5616						LN		215		9		false		               9        Q.    Okay.  I understand that you don't think that				false

		5617						LN		215		10		false		              10  the group method selected by Carbon accurately reflects the				false

		5618						LN		215		11		false		              11  actual diminution in value.  But what I'm asking you is not				false

		5619						LN		215		12		false		              12  about the method, I'm asking you what the actual diminution				false

		5620						LN		215		13		false		              13  in value of Carbon/Emery's assets were during the test				false

		5621						LN		215		14		false		              14  period?				false

		5622						LN		215		15		false		              15        A.    Are you asking for the number?				false

		5623						LN		215		16		false		              16        Q.    Yes, the number.				false

		5624						LN		215		17		false		              17        A.    I don't have the number in front of me.				false

		5625						LN		215		18		false		              18        Q.    If you don't know what the actual -- do you				false

		5626						LN		215		19		false		              19  have it somewhere?				false

		5627						LN		215		20		false		              20        A.    I'm going to read off some numbers or I can				false

		5628						LN		215		21		false		              21  just tell you where they appear.				false

		5629						LN		215		22		false		              22        Q.    Tell me where they appear and then we'll decide				false

		5630						LN		215		23		false		              23  whether they need it to be in the record.				false

		5631						LN		215		24		false		              24        A.    Exhibit DPU 1.1D William Duncan.				false

		5632						LN		215		25		false		              25        Q.    Let me turn there before we move on.  Where on				false

		5633						PG		216		0		false		page 216				false

		5634						LN		216		1		false		               1  Exhibit 1.1D?				false

		5635						LN		216		2		false		               2        A.    It would be column F row 12.  That is the				false

		5636						LN		216		3		false		               3  proposed depreciation expense by Carbon/Emery.  Our				false

		5637						LN		216		4		false		               4  adjustment is column G row 12.  So the diminution would be				false

		5638						LN		216		5		false		               5  column I row 12.				false

		5639						LN		216		6		false		               6        Q.    Again, I hate to split hairs here, but you're				false

		5640						LN		216		7		false		               7  talking about the depreciation expense, the depreciation.				false

		5641						LN		216		8		false		               8  What I'm asking is what those assets -- how they actually				false

		5642						LN		216		9		false		               9  diminished in value during the test year.  Do you know what				false

		5643						LN		216		10		false		              10  that is?  Did you go and look at the plant?				false

		5644						LN		216		11		false		              11        A.    We went out and looked at the plant, but I'm				false

		5645						LN		216		12		false		              12  not an appraiser so I wouldn't know.				false

		5646						LN		216		13		false		              13        Q.    Did you go out and look at Carbon/Emery's plant				false

		5647						LN		216		14		false		              14  in this case?				false
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 1                      P R O C E E D I N G S
 2              HEARING OFFICER:  Good morning.  Today is
 3  Tuesday January 26, 2016.  It is 9:00.  This is the date
 4  and time set for the formal hearing in the matter of the
 5  application of Carbon/Emery Telecom Incorporated for an
 6  increase in Utah Universal Service Fund Support.  This is
 7  Public Service Commission Docket 15-2302-01.
 8              Let's go ahead and get appearances on the
 9  record.  Carbon/Emery.
10              MS. SLAWSON:  Thank you.  My name is Kira
11  Slawson.  I represent Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc. as the
12  attorney.  With me, starting at the far end of counsel
13  table is Brock Johansen, the CEO of Carbon/Emery Telecom
14  Inc.  Next to him, and next to me, is Darren Woolsey, the
15  CFO of Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc.  We also have another
16  witness, Douglas Meredith from JSI.
17              HEARING OFFICER:  Then you are also
18  representing URTA, the intervener; is that correct?
19              MS. SLAWSON:  I am, yes.
20              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  Is anyone else
21  here from URTA?
22              MS. SLAWSON:  No -- well, Douglas Meredith is
23  the witness for URTA, yes.
24              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  And for the
25  Division.
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 1              MR. JETTER:  Good morning.  I'm Justin Jetter.
 2  I'm with the Utah Attorney General's office and I represent
 3  the Utah Division of Public Utilities.  With me at counsel
 4  table is William Duncan with the Utah Division of Public
 5  Utilities.  And the Division intends to present two
 6  witnesses today who are seated in the back, Casey Coleman
 7  and Joseph Hellewell.
 8              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  And for the
 9  Office.
10              THE WITNESS:  Robert Moore, Attorney General's
11  office representing the Office of Consumer Services.
12  Seated next to me is our witness Bion Ostrander.  We also
13  have a witness David Brevitz who will be testifying.  And
14  Michele Beck, the director of the Office of Consumer
15  Services, is also present and she may speak to any policy
16  issues that come up during the hearing.
17              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  Just as we get
18  started here, a couple of housekeeping matters.  We are
19  scheduled to break from the UUSF hearing this morning at
20  noon to take any comments from any public witnesses who
21  might appear.  I don't know if any will be here or not.  We
22  haven't had any requests to call in, correct?  So we'll see
23  if anybody comes.  If we don't see anybody for the public
24  witness hearing then I think we could just continue with
25  the UUSF hearing.  We do need to be prepared to take public
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 1  comments for a period of about an hour at least, but then
 2  at 1:00 we could take a lunch break.  Does that sound all
 3  right?
 4              Let's talk about witness and exhibit lists just
 5  briefly.  All parties have filed those and the Office did a
 6  little amendment to it yesterday to remove information that
 7  related to testimony that's been withdrawn.  Does any party
 8  have an objection to any other party's witness and exhibit
 9  list today?  Carbon.
10              MS. SLAWSON:  I guess it's not so much as an
11  objection, but I wasn't aware that Ms. Beck was on the
12  witness list for policy issues.
13              HEARING OFFICER:  Do you object to her making a
14  statement if she feels it is necessary?
15              MS. SLAWSON:  We would obviously want the
16  opportunity to cross examine on any statements.
17              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  Thank you.
18  Division, any objection?
19              MR. JETTER:  The Division has no objection.
20              HEARING OFFICER:  Office.
21              MR. MOORE:  That's fine.
22              HEARING OFFICER:  And you speak for URTA as
23  well?
24              MS. SLAWSON:  I do.
25              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  So I think it
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 1  would be appropriate, largely the exhibit and witness lists
 2  -- well, the exhibit lists just capture and summarize the
 3  prefiled testimony that's been submitted.  So I believe all
 4  the parties have had a chance to look at all of that.  I
 5  think it would be appropriate for me to just accept it into
 6  the record as filed and as marked and that might save us
 7  some time.  Is that what the parties were expecting, or is
 8  that acceptable?
 9              MS. SLAWSON:  That's acceptable to the Company.
10              MR. JETTER:  It's generally acceptable to the
11  Division.  We have some corrections that we would like to
12  make that generally the witnesses will do at the beginning
13  of their testimony.  I'll walk through that with them.
14              HEARING OFFICER:  Okay.  Office, does that meet
15  with your expectations?
16              MR. MOORE:  That's fine.  I had some exhibits
17  that came up that might not have been on the exhibit list.
18  I guess Ms. Slawson can object to them at that time if she
19  feels.
20              HEARING OFFICER:  Sure.
21              MR. MOORE:  If she feels they're not
22  appropriate.
23              HEARING OFFICER:  But to the extent that we
24  already have filed exhibits that are on that list, we'll
25  accept them to the record as filed subject to correction
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 1  during testimony and as premarked.  Okay.  I think that
 2  will save us some time.
 3              The next thing I wanted to do for housekeeping
 4  is just note for the record that many of the exhibits do
 5  contain information that the parties have marked as
 6  confidential.  Generally the confidential sections include
 7  financial information and numbers.  I just wanted to make
 8  the parties aware and put on to the record Utah Code
 9  Section 54-3-21(4), which requires this hearing to be open
10  to the public, including all records to be open to the
11  public, except it says that the Commission may withhold
12  from the public any information that it determines needs to
13  be withheld in the best interest of the public.  I can give
14  you that.  Do you want me to read it exactly what it says?
15              MS. SLAWSON:  No, that's fine.
16              HEARING OFFICER:  So I anticipate today that
17  the parties will be discussing concepts and principles and
18  polices and leave the numbers where they are, which is in
19  the confident exhibits.  If you find it necessary to talk
20  about the numbers today and you want me to close the
21  hearing for the purpose of doing that you're going to have
22  to demonstrate that closing the hearing is in the public
23  interest, which is an interesting concept.  I just wanted
24  to make the parties aware of that.
25              Then finally, the Commission issued a notice a
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 1  few days ago on January 21st asking the parties to be
 2  prepared to address threshold questions that are raised in
 3  the statute specifically prohibiting any use of UUSF funds
 4  for support of unregulated activities or any activities
 5  that do not constitute basic telephone service.  Do the
 6  parties have a preference as to how and when to address
 7  these issues?
 8              MS. SLAWSON:  The Company, Carbon/Emery would
 9  prefer that these issues be addressed in post hearing
10  briefing.  I think that affords the opportunity to look at
11  the legal aspects of the statute after all the testimony
12  has been entered so we can apply the legal aspects of the
13  statute to the testimony as in the record.
14              HEARING OFFICER:  Are you prepared to address
15  it at all today?
16              MS. SLAWSON:  I am.
17              HEARING OFFICER:  Could you address it at least
18  generally at the outset here, the threshold question, so if
19  the statute isn't satisfied then that is perhaps as far as
20  we need to go.  If you could address it at least briefly at
21  the beginning that would be helpful.
22              MS. SLAWSON:  Okay.
23              HEARING OFFICER:  Division.
24              MR. JETTER:  I suppose we have a question for
25  the Commission on this.  We have a witness prepared to give
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 1  a statement responding to those questions, but we weren't
 2  certain if you preferred that from counsel or -- it's kind
 3  of to some extent mixed questions of policy that may be
 4  more appropriate, at least from the Division's perspective,
 5  to have one of our policy folks discuss it.  But the
 6  alternative is also I'm prepared to provide you with our
 7  position on it.
 8              HEARING OFFICER:  Perhaps you could just
 9  address it briefly upfront.
10              MR. JETTER:  Okay.
11              HEARING OFFICER:  And then we'll take your
12  witness whenever you want to bring him or her.
13              THE WITNESS:  Okay.
14              HEARING OFFICER:  Office.
15              MR. MOORE:  We'll address it briefly in the
16  beginning.  We also have a condensed written response that
17  we would like to introduce as an exhibit if Ms. Slawson
18  does not object.  Also this is the reason we have Ms. Beck
19  available to talk on policy questions if they arise.
20              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  Thank you.  So
21  that is all that I wanted to discuss here as we get started
22  in terms of housekeeping.  Do the parties have any other
23  questions that we need to talk about before we go into the
24  meat of this matter?  All right.  It doesn't look like it.
25  Are the parties ready to begin then with opening
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 1  statements?
 2              MS. SLAWSON:  Basically I would introduce the
 3  witness and then each witness has prepared a summary of
 4  their testimony, so I didn't prepare any particular opening
 5  statement.
 6              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  The Division or
 7  the Office, you're fine to left Carbon just go ahead?
 8              MR. JETTER:  Yes.  I think our general practice
 9  has not been to offer -- generally we don't have an opening
10  or closing statement unless requested by the Commission.
11              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  Very good.
12              MS. SLAWSON:  I guess as a preliminary matter
13  in light of what Mr. Jetter just said, we have requested
14  through an e-mail communication with counsel and the with
15  the ALJ that there be closing argument in this matter.  And
16  we suggested that our preference was to have that on a post
17  hearing basis provided in a written form.  But we are
18  prepared if necessary and if time permits to do a closing
19  argument also.
20              HEARING OFFICER:  I think I responded and said
21  we'll see how the hearing goes.
22              MS. SLAWSON:  Exactly.
23              HEARING OFFICER:  Very good.  All right.  Then
24  under the rule Carbon/Emery, which is the applicant, has
25  the burden of proof.  Begin.  Go ahead.
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 1              MS. SLAWSON:  Thank you.  I would like to call
 2  Darren Woolsey -- I'm sorry, I mean Brock Johansen to the
 3  stand.
 4              (The witness is sworn in.)
 5                       DIRECT EXAMINATION
 6  BY MS. SLAWSON:
 7        Q.    Good morning, Mr. Johansen.  Would you please
 8  state your name, employer and business address for the
 9  record?
10        A.    Yes.  Brock Johansen.  I'm the chief executive
11  officer of Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc.  My business address
12  is 445 East Highway 29, Orangeville, Utah, 84537.
13        Q.    On behalf of the applicant Carbon/Emery you
14  have participated in this record, correct?
15        A.    Yes.
16        Q.    Have you prepared and caused to be filed
17  testimony in this record?
18        A.    Yes.
19        Q.    If you were asked those same questions here
20  today that you prepared in written form, would your answers
21  be the same?
22        A.    Yes.
23        Q.    Do you have any correction to the testimony
24  that you gave in your prefiled testimony?
25        A.    Yes, just one.  Through this process the amount
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 1  that Carbon/Emery has requested in UUSF distribution has
 2  changed.  So lines 59 and 141 should be corrected to
 3  reflect the accurate amount of $570,643 which is the amount
 4  of Carbon/Emery's UUSF request.
 5        Q.    Do you have a summary of your testimony that
 6  you would like to give today?
 7        A.    Yes.
 8        Q.    Go ahead.
 9        A.    I filed direct testimony in support of
10  Carbon/Emery's amended application for an increase in Utah
11  Universal Service Fund distributions.  The purpose of my
12  testimony is to demonstrate that Carbon/Emery is a
13  telephone corporation qualified to transact business and
14  operate as a local exchange carrier providing
15  telecommunications services within the State of Utah under
16  authority issued to Carbon/Emery by the Utah Public Service
17  Commission, which I will refer to as the Commission, and to
18  testify that Carbon/Emery is an eligible telecommunications
19  carrier pursuant to 47 U.S.C. Section 214(e) and is in
20  compliance with Commission orders and rules.
21              I testify that Carbon/Emery conducted a
22  thorough review of its operational expenses and revenues
23  for test year 2014, adjusted for known and measurable
24  changes, and determined that Carbon/Emery has a revenue
25  deficiency, which pursuant to Utah Code Annotated Section
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 1  54-8b-15 and Utah Administrative Code R746-360 Carbon/Emery
 2  is entitled to receive additional disbursements from the
 3  Utah Universal Service Fund (UUSF).  I testify that the
 4  increase of UUSF support will enable Carbon/Emery to
 5  continue providing affordable service to its customers, and
 6  to engage in construction of capital projects, while
 7  earning a reasonable rate of return as permitted by Utah
 8  Code.
 9              I indicate in my testimony that Carbon/Emery's
10  current rates for basic residential and commercial services
11  are set at the current affordable base rate as determined
12  by the Commission.
13              I identify Darren Woolsey, Carbon/Emery's Chief
14  Financial Officer, and Douglas Meredith of John Staurulakis
15  Inc. as individuals who will be providing additional
16  testimony on behalf of Carbon/Emery.  And I indicate I have
17  reviewed the testimony and exhibits filed on behalf of
18  Carbon/Emery in this case and that the testimony and
19  exhibits filed on behalf of Carbon/Emery accurately reflect
20  the financial and operational situation of the company.
21              I also present testimony that Carbon/Emery has
22  not implemented any significant changes in its accounting
23  procedures.  I describe the collection and write-off
24  policies for bad debt.  And I identify immaterial penalties
25  assessed to the company.  I testify that the company has
0017
 1  not received any revenue ruling requests, IRS responses or
 2  had any correspondence from the IRS other than periodic
 3  filing of payroll and tax forms.
 4              Finally, I testify that the increase in UUSF
 5  support requested by Carbon/Emery is in the public interest
 6  and is just and reasonable to permit Carbon/Emery to
 7  continue to provide telecommunications services at just and
 8  reasonable rates to its customers.  This concludes the
 9  summary of my testimony.
10              MS. SLAWSON:  Mr. Johansen is now available for
11  cross examination questions.
12              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Jetter, anything?
13              MR. JETTER:  No questions from the Division.
14              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore?
15              MR. MOORE:  No questions.  Thank you.
16              MS. SLAWSON:  Carbon/Emery would now like to
17  call to the stand Darren Woolsey.
18              (The witness is sworn in.)
19                       DIRECT EXAMINATION
20  BY MS. SLAWSON:
21        Q.    Would you please state your name, employer and
22  business address for the record?
23        A.    Yes.  My name is Darren Woolsey.  I'm employed
24  by Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc. since April of 2006.  The
25  address of our corporation is 445 East Highway 29 in
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 1  Orangeville, Utah, 84537.
 2        Q.    Did you prepare and cause to be filed direct,
 3  supplemental rebuttal, surrebuttal and sur-surrebuttal
 4  testimony with attending exhibits in this case?
 5        A.    Yes.
 6        Q.    Do you have any substantive changes to the
 7  answers that you gave in the questions asked in the
 8  prefiled testimony?
 9        A.    I have no substantial changes, but there are
10  three small corrections that I would like to make.  At line
11  746 of my revised rebuttal testimony, which was dated
12  September 4, 2015, there is a reference to aerial cable
13  plant life which is dated at 20 years.  And the correct
14  life for that aerial cable plant should read 10 years.
15  There is no subsequent calculations or additional testimony
16  that rely on that correction.
17              The other two corrections are related to lines
18  402 in the sur-surrebuttal testimony dated December 18,
19  2015.  There is a number here which needs to be corrected
20  that was originally marked as confidential.
21              MS. SLAWSON:  It's a number that was originally
22  marked as confidential in the testimony.  He just wants to
23  make a change to that number.  I'm not sure what the best
24  way of making that change is since we want it to remain a
25  confidential number.
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 1              HEARING OFFICER:  If you want to give it to me
 2  in this matter you have to make some sort of explanation as
 3  to why we close the hearing for that purpose.  Otherwise,
 4  you're going to have to provide it outside of this open
 5  meeting.
 6              MS. SLAWSON:  We would argue that the hearing
 7  should be closed for this limited purpose to state the
 8  number so that the confidential record would accurately
 9  reflect the correction that needs to be made.  We think
10  that the number that is being changed is a calculation with
11  regard to depreciation expense, which is a confidential
12  number which should remain confidential in this hearing.
13              HEARING OFFICER:  And why is it in the public
14  interest?
15              MS. SLAWSON:  It's in the public interest
16  because the confidential financial information of the
17  company allows -- if in the hands of competitors it could
18  cause a competitive advantage to the competitors and a
19  competitive disadvantage to Carbon/Emery.
20              HEARING OFFICER:  Does the Division agree or
21  disagree?
22              MR. JETTER:  I think it's generally been our
23  practice to close these hearings when similar issues have
24  come up for the same reasons that we would, I guess, allow
25  the confidentiality of these type of numbers for purpose of
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 1  encouraging the Company to be as forthcoming as possible
 2  with providing at least the Division with as much
 3  information as we request without having extensive
 4  discovery fights over that.
 5              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.
 6              MR. MOORE:  We have no objection to going
 7  confidential.  If it's simply a number that needs to be
 8  corrected there doesn't seem to be any strong public reason
 9  to have that information provided publically.  The public
10  won't gain much in weighing it against the loss of
11  confidential information.
12              HEARING OFFICER:  I'm persuaded by Mr. Jetter's
13  argument that allowing any company to keep its financial
14  information confidential is in the public interest because
15  it fosters open disclosure to the Division and to the
16  Commission, which allows for better decision making in
17  these matters.  So I will grant the request to close the
18  hearing briefly in order to correct the number in Darren
19  Woolsey's sur-surrebuttal testimony at line 402.
20              Ms. Slawson, is there anybody that you want to
21  leave the room?
22              MS. SLAWSON:  No.
23              HEARING OFFICER:  Can you pause the stream?
24  Okay.  Go ahead.
25
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24              HEARING OFFICER:  Okay.  We are back in the
25  open portion of this hearing.  Go ahead.
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 1        Q.    (By Ms. Slawson)  Do those two changes that you
 2  have identified confidentially affect the conclusions that
 3  you arrived at in your testimony?
 4        A.    They do not affect the conclusions we arrived
 5  at in the testimony.
 6        Q.    Do you have a summary of your testimony that
 7  you would like to give today?
 8        A.    I do.
 9        Q.    Go ahead.
10        A.    Carbon/Emery Telecom filed an amended
11  application for increase in UUSF support on April 2, 2015.
12  Accompanying this filing was my direct testimony which is
13  provided today to introduce the application and the
14  associated exhibits.  The application is based upon a
15  calendar 2014 historical base year and ties directly to the
16  Carbon/Emery 2014 trial balances and annual report
17  submitted to the Public Service Commission of Utah.  This
18  is true with only four adjustments needed.  One of them is
19  a rate base exclusion.  There are two known and measurable
20  adjustments.  Then there is the associated tax adjustments
21  needed for these other changes.  Based upon this
22  information I recommend that the Commission adopt 2014 with
23  the recommended adjustments as a representative test year
24  for the effective period.
25              I testify that Carbon/Emery complies with FCC
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 1  rules guiding the measurement, gathering, and allocation of
 2  the costs necessary to provide regulated telecommunications
 3  services, including the FCC rules contained in Part 32 and
 4  Part 64 as well as Public Service Commission Rule
 5  746-340-2.
 6              My direct testimony includes a general
 7  description of the process used in the application for
 8  Carbon/Emery's calculation of cost of capital.  My
 9  testimony regarding this calculation describes the process
10  by which costs are assigned to the interstate or intrastate
11  jurisdiction, the imputation of 35 percent debt through use
12  of a hypothetical capital structure, and the calculation of
13  the authorized rate of return and revenue requirement.
14              I also provide additional testimony addressing
15  various concerns identified by the Division and the Office
16  in their prefiled testimony.  Specifically, with the
17  benefit of hindsight and to address concerns raised by the
18  Office and Division with which I do not object, I accept
19  four adjustments to Carbon/Emery's initial UUSF request.
20              These adjustments included a reduction in the
21  original landline loss adjustment proposed by Carbon/Emery
22  to reflect additional actual loss data experienced in 2015.
23  The second item was an increase for nonregulated affiliate
24  revenue projected for the anticipated migration of
25  customers from cable internet to fiber to the home internet
0024
 1  as our fiber to the home project progresses.  So this is
 2  basically a move of customers from our nonregulated plant
 3  to our regulated plant.  The third item is an increase in
 4  interstate revenue to Carbon/Emery related to interstate
 5  services provided by Carbon/Emery to its affiliate ET&V.
 6  This adjustment was evidenced on the July 2015 cost study,
 7  which was unavailable at the time of our original
 8  application.  And finally, a decrease in rate base for the
 9  exclusion of long-term healthcare obligation liabilities
10  consistent with FCC handling of these same liabilities.
11              The combination of the adjustments result in a
12  decrease in the UUSF request of $246,266.
13              HEARING OFFICER:  Can you give me that number
14  again?
15              THE WITNESS:  $246,266, which brings our
16  revised UUSF request to $570,643.
17              I would like to briefly summarize key disputed
18  issues that I think are remaining in this proceeding.
19              First of all, depreciation.  Carbon/Emery's
20  method of depreciation and calculated depreciation expense
21  are at issue in this case.  I have testified to the
22  appropriateness of Carbon/Emery's group asset methodology
23  in accordance with the FCC's Uniform System of Accounts,
24  which is contained in Part 32.  Specifically, Part 32
25  Section 32.2000(g)(i) promulgates depreciation expense be
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 1  calculated using a group plan of accounting.  This
 2  methodology has been consistently applied since
 3  Carbon/Emery's beginning in 2001 and is an industry
 4  accepted method of calculating depreciation.  I testify
 5  that Carbon/Emery's test year depreciation expense
 6  contained in its application is representative of the
 7  effective UUSF period.  As support, I testify that
 8  historical depreciation has remained consistent with recent
 9  increases reflecting plant replacement which is anticipated
10  to continue for the next five to seven years.
11              Though the Division acknowledges that there are
12  many different acceptable methods to calculate
13  depreciation, the Division recommends that the Commission
14  use a single asset depreciation method to calculate the
15  appropriate depreciation expense in this case.  I do not
16  agree with the Division's recommendation, nor do I agree
17  with their calculation under that method because the
18  Division's method does not result in a depreciation expense
19  number or a rate base number that is representative of the
20  realized and effective period.
21              The Office does not question the group method
22  of depreciation, but takes exception to the calculation of
23  depreciation expense for certain accounts because of the
24  asset lives of the group.  I testify that the depreciation
25  expense in the application is representative of the
0026
 1  effective period, and that a switch of depreciation method
 2  is not needed.  Any concerns raised by the Office or the
 3  Division with regard to depreciation expense can be
 4  addressed with adjustments to the remaining asset lives in
 5  certain groups used by Carbon/Emery as prescribed by the
 6  FCC method.
 7              In the alternative, if the Commission decides
 8  to abandon group depreciation, I testify that such action
 9  should be taken on a prospective basis for assets added
10  after the Commission establishes a different methodology.
11              The next outstanding issue that I would like to
12  discuss briefly is the cost of capital used to calculate
13  the required rate of return.  With respect to cost of
14  capital, and capital rate structure, I defer to Douglas
15  Meredith who has provided testimony on this issue.  My
16  testimony on this issue is limited to using the 12.13
17  percent return on equity, which has been used by the
18  Division in recent cases that we have been involved with.
19              My next topic is the exclusion of certain rate
20  base items.  Carbon/Emery's application for additional UUSF
21  includes telephone plant under construction and materials
22  and supplies as rate base items.  These inclusions are
23  allowed by the FCC in rate base at their full value, and I
24  testify that the PSC has historically matched this
25  treatment by recognizing these inclusions at their full
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 1  rate value.  The Office proposes a 50 percent reduction to
 2  both plant under construction and materials and supplies to
 3  which Carbon/Emery remains opposed.
 4              I testify that Carbon/Emery's telephone plant
 5  under construction account represents the actual plant
 6  expenditures with no inclusion of future purchases or known
 7  and measurable adjustments.  These plant expenditures, like
 8  any other properly documented actual plant expenditures,
 9  should be included in both federal and state base rate.
10              With respect to the materials and supplies, the
11  Office argues that the materials and supplies account needs
12  to be normalized because it is higher than historical
13  levels.  I testify that the increase in materials and
14  supplies represents real purchases of materials and
15  supplies, which are inventoried onsite, and that the
16  increased levels are needed for current operations,
17  including current construction projects.  I also testify
18  that the current level of materials and supplies will be
19  needed for at least the next five years.  No normalization
20  adjustment is needed to this account.
21              The next issue I would like to discuss is
22  expense allocations, including the CSR allocator and the
23  accounting and general allocator.  The Office proposes an
24  adjustment to Carbon/Emery's CSR expense allocator between
25  regulated and nonregulated operations, but the Office's
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 1  proposed adjustment is based on faulty assumptions.  CSR
 2  costs are allocated between regulated and nonregulated
 3  companies based first on the direct coding of CSR time to
 4  the regulated or nonregulated companies.  The remaining
 5  time that is not direct coded is allocated using four cost
 6  allocation factors, including the CSR distribution
 7  currently at issue as well as three other allocators
 8  including the dispatch distribution, directory
 9  distribution, and Moab CSR distributions.
10              I testify that when all CSR coding is
11  considered, more CSR labor in 2014 was coded to the
12  nonregulated affiliates of Carbon/Emery Telecom than to the
13  regulated affiliates -- that was 52 percent versus 48
14  percent -- and that the final disposition of CSR labor and
15  associated other department costs are the result of direct
16  coding as well as the use of these four different cost
17  allocators and we feel that allocation is correct.
18              The Office also takes issue with the CSR
19  distribution allocation factor because it was based on a
20  time study from 2010.  I have testified to changes in the
21  CSR department, including the addition diagnostic tools and
22  an advanced internet troubleshooting group.  These changes
23  have greatly reduced the amount of time spent by CSR's
24  related to nonregulated customer service functions that
25  they perform.  And these changes have corresponded with
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 1  increased internet customers from that 2010 date.  So we
 2  feel like the original costs of our time study is still
 3  valid in this case.
 4              With respect to the accounting and general
 5  allocator, I testify that the use of billing records as an
 6  indicator of costs is appropriate and results in a
 7  representative allocation factor.  However, I also testify
 8  that with proper weighting and application, the use of
 9  plant, labor, and billing records could also be considered
10  representative cost drivers.  My testimony includes a
11  recalculation and proper weighting and use of these three
12  identified cost drivers, the billing records, the labor
13  dollars, and the plant costs.  The results of this
14  calculation evidence essentially the same allocation
15  percentages for Carbon/Emery as was determined by using
16  just the billing records.
17              The next item with which we take issue is
18  interest synchronization.  In this issue I testify that
19  interest synchronization in the Carbon/Emery proceeding is
20  inappropriate.  Because Carbon/Emery has no debt, the tax
21  deductions related to interest expense therefore do not
22  exist.  We have no debt.  No amount of debt imputation in a
23  hypothetical capital structure is going to create that tax
24  deduction.  In the absence of any actual interest to
25  synchronize, I maintain that this adjustment is not needed.
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 1  In doing that I want to be clear here, I concede that the
 2  imputation of hypothetical debt on Carbon/Emery will reduce
 3  its taxable income because they're going to get less tax in
 4  that calculation.  So as a result there is less income
 5  taxes to be paid because there is less income made there.
 6  With interest synchronization, however, there is not any
 7  real tax deductions created by that synchronization.  What
 8  this results in is a change in the amount of tax without
 9  having an actual or possibility of an actual interest
10  deduction for tax purposes to offset that.  So we have no
11  possibility to ever recover through the UUSF process that
12  interest synchronization.  That concludes my summary really
13  on that.
14        Q.    (By Ms. Slawson)  Thank you.  Mr. Woolsey, in
15  Carbon/Emery's application the Company requests that the
16  reasonable costs incurred by Carbon/Emery in the UUSF
17  application be recovered in a one time lump sum
18  distribution to Carbon/Emery from the UUSF.  Do you know
19  what those costs are?
20        A.    I do not at this time.  The costs are
21  continuing at this point.  I would anticipate that
22  Carbon/Emery could submit a bill for the costs of this
23  proceeding, that we could submit those to the Commission
24  much like an attorney would do for attorney's fees at the
25  conclusion of a trial.
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 1              MS. SLAWSON:  Mr. Woolsey is now available for
 2  cross examination.
 3              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Jetter.
 4                       CROSS EXAMINATION
 5  BY MR. JETTER:
 6        Q.    Good morning, Mr. Woolsey.  I do have a few
 7  questions.
 8        A.    Okay.
 9        Q.    I would like to ask you a few questions this
10  morning related to depreciation and the depreciation method
11  used by Carbon/Emery.  I believe an accurate representation
12  of the testimony both of yours and Mr. Meredith that you
13  would agree that the method of group depreciation proposed
14  by Carbon/Emery does in fact accelerate the depreciation of
15  the assets in many of the listed groups?
16        A.    Yes.
17        Q.    I'm looking at Confidential Exhibit 1 that was
18  filed by Carbon/Emery in the application.  I'm going to
19  avoid using the confidential numbers, but if you could take
20  a quick look --
21              MR. JETTER:  Could I have just a moment off the
22  record to ask counsel for Carbon/Emery whether ratios
23  between a few of these numbers would be something they
24  consider confidential?
25              HEARING OFFICER:  Sure.
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 1              (Off the record.)
 2              MR. JETTER:  I would actually request -- I
 3  think it's going to be a little bit more convenient for us
 4  to go off the record briefly for this.  I shouldn't say off
 5  the record, but to go into a confidential mode here.
 6              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.
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10              HEARING OFFICER:  Would you repeat your
11  question, Mr. Jetter?
12              MR. JETTER:  Yes.
13        Q.    (By Mr. Jetter)  I asked if the ratio of those
14  two values indicate that the requested depreciation annual
15  value results in a specific time period in which the entire
16  proposed rate base currently in service would be fully
17  depreciated?
18        A.    I agree from that calculation that would be
19  roughly five and a half years if that were a straight up
20  calculation.  There are certain components of that
21  calculation which will extend out into the future,
22  including conduit and buildings.  The expenses that would
23  become fully depreciated are going to be our cable
24  accounts, both aerial and buried cable, as well as our
25  subscriber equipment.  This is actually very appropriate
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 1  and it's a good starting point I think for discussion.
 2              Our subscriber equipment only has an eight year
 3  life.  We are into this equipment six years at this point
 4  from when we purchased the equipment shortly after Brock
 5  and I began our employment back in 2006.  This equipment is
 6  no longer supported by our vender.  It needs to be
 7  replaced.  What we're doing with this replacement is we're
 8  corresponding this replacement with the fiber to the home
 9  upgrade.  So the equipment will be upgraded with fiber to
10  the home type of equipment.
11              Similarly, our buried and aerial cable plant is
12  being significantly overhauled.  Fiber to the home, we're
13  actually doing drops to each of our existing customers, not
14  to all homes that currently have copper to them, but to our
15  existing customers.  This process is anticipated to
16  continue for the next five years, a little bit longer.  We
17  have some outlining areas that we will end up picking up
18  past that point.
19              But this kind of demonstrates the fact that our
20  plant is at the end of its life and it needs to be replaced
21  and we're in the process of doing that.  It's not as if
22  this depreciation is the end of the depreciation, the 10
23  million, is scheduled to be replaced.  We provided data
24  showing that replacement in a methodical and a very
25  measurable approach to a fiber to the home type
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 1  replacement.
 2              HEARING OFFICER:  Can you help me understand
 3  what you mean when you say that your existing equipment is
 4  no longer supported by your vender?
 5              THE WITNESS:  I may not be the best person to
 6  describe this because I'm an accountant and not the plant
 7  guy.  But it's electronic equipment that has software
 8  capability to it.  And at some point the support for that
 9  equipment is no longer -- the equipment is no longer
10  supported by the company that originally created the
11  equipment so it requires upgrades to the existing equipment
12  or replacement to the existing equipment.  In this case
13  we're moving specifically from the traditional copper based
14  equipment to fiber equipment.
15              HEARING OFFICER:  So it's the software
16  component that is no longer supported?
17              THE WITNESS:  Right.  It's hardware as well.  I
18  guess it's a combination of hardware, software that works
19  together to allow the copper -- the phone line at the end
20  of the loop to talk back to the switch at the CO or to
21  allow the transmission of IP data back for internet
22  purposes, that kind of thing.  So it's that software,
23  hardware combination that allows that communication to
24  occur.
25              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  Mr. Jetter.
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 1        Q.    (By Mr. Jetter)  Thank you.  I would like to
 2  ask you just a little bit more about that actually.  The
 3  software you're discussing no longer being supported and
 4  the upgrades needed.  Are the upgrades needed necessary for
 5  future service for the telephone service?
 6        A.    Yes.
 7        Q.    Are they also necessary for faster internet
 8  service?
 9        A.    They do both.
10        Q.    Okay.  Is part of your telephone service
11  provided on essentially an internet type service than a
12  switching done at -- I guess, through an IP type service
13  rather than a traditional switch telephone service?
14        A.    It is a packet base protocol.  It is digital.
15  But it isn't internet protocol phone, it is traditional
16  phone.
17        Q.    Are you aware of any other venders that may
18  continue to support the equipment that you have going
19  forward for other companies who are also using that same
20  equipment?
21        A.    The equipment could be updated, but it would be
22  a cost similar to the fiber to the home equipment that we
23  decided to replace it with.
24        Q.    I'll ask a little bit more about this.  The
25  equipment that we're discussing is specifically items that
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 1  would be in a central office, such as your -- I guess,
 2  essentially they're computers that do the switching in a
 3  central office; is that right?
 4        A.    Yes.
 5        Q.    And that's not the actual cable itself?
 6        A.    No.
 7              MR. JETTER:  I would like to, I think, go back
 8  into a confidential hearing for another brief time to
 9  discuss some more numbers.
10              HEARING OFFICER:  Okay.
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 3              HEARING OFFICER:  Would you recap where we are
 4  and what we're talking about?
 5        Q.    (By Mr. Jetter)  To recap for those who were
 6  not available to participate in the confidential portion we
 7  just returned from, we're discussing the projected capital
 8  expenditures through 2019.  We're discussing what those
 9  expenditures are for and what type of expected life the
10  capital assets that will be acquired and put into service
11  through those expenditures would have.
12        A.    I do agree with the capital expenditures that
13  are shown on this sheet.  We do have again the benefit of
14  hindsight.  In 2015 our expenditures are going to come in
15  above $2 million, so $1.8 million is a little bit light on
16  capital expenditures there.  But otherwise this is
17  representative.
18              One thing that we need to be careful -- I
19  indicated about 90 percent of the fiber to the home project
20  would be completed by 2019.  The remaining 10 percent is
21  our outlining areas.  It is costly.  There will still be
22  capital expenditures there to be incurred.
23              Then there is additional events that we can see
24  coming.  Our soft switch will need to be replaced.  We
25  actually -- because those are software based equipment,
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 1  it's much cheaper than the traditional switch, but it does
 2  require updates and replacement on that type of equipment.
 3  Similar to the subscriber switching equipment, a 10 year
 4  life is actually -- 8 to 10 years is probably pretty
 5  representative of what that equipment will do.  So it's
 6  fair to say that this is representative of what our five
 7  year plans are, but it's not the end of capital
 8  expenditures.
 9        Q.    Thank you.  Most of the dollars that would be
10  capitalized in those years are going to the actual
11  installation of the fiber lines, the fiber drops to the
12  customers, the needs of the customer premise, that type of
13  thing?
14        A.    That's correct.
15        Q.    Do you expect that portion of these capital
16  expenditures to last more than eight years?
17        A.    The actual cabling?
18        Q.    Yes.
19        A.    The actual cabling will, yes.
20        Q.    Do you have any estimate of what you think a
21  typical lifespan of your fiber network, the fiber drops to
22  the home is?
23        A.    For the aerial plant we have a life of 10
24  years.  For the buried plant we have 20 years.  We're on
25  the front side of this.  So each of these asset lives are
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 1  subject to examination each year.  I would say it would at
 2  least last the prescribed lives that the Commission has
 3  established for these assets.
 4        Q.    In fact it would be pretty surprising, wouldn't
 5  it, if you are 10 years down the road and you're going to
 6  go out and replace all of your fiber again?
 7        A.    I would say that's true.
 8        Q.    And even then, it would be surprising probably
 9  if it was 20 years, wouldn't it?
10        A.    I would disagree with that statement.  The
11  reason why is there are so many events that occur in the
12  life of the fiber.  What we found -- without working on our
13  fiber to the home project we have averaged $1.8 million in
14  capital expenditures each year, and that's to maintain our
15  existing plant.  We're going to see similar type of
16  expenditures in the future on our fiber plant.  We hope
17  that they're less in some respects, but you always have
18  fiber cuts.  You have issues that are kind of beyond
19  control of management to prevent.  So there is always going
20  to be a portion of the plant that needs to be replaced or
21  upgraded as needed or subject to obsolescence in the case
22  of subscriber equipment and that kind of thing.
23        Q.    Do you expect your fiber network to be as
24  reliable as your copper network?
25        A.    More reliable.
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 1        Q.    How old is the average age of your current
 2  aerial copper?
 3        A.    I don't have that calculation in front of me,
 4  but I think in the testimony we provided, that detailed
 5  list, and it is significantly aged.
 6        Q.    Significantly longer than 10 years?
 7        A.    Yes.
 8        Q.    And the same with your buried cable?
 9        A.    Yes.
10        Q.    And the fiber should be more reliable than that
11  infrastructure you currently have?
12        A.    Yes.
13        Q.    You have just testified a few minutes ago that
14  you would expect through 2019 capital expenditures that
15  would build out about 90 percent of this network upgrade?
16        A.    Correct.
17        Q.    So if we were to use the depreciation amount
18  you have proposed here, and I'm going to try to avoid the
19  numbers so we don't back into the confidential mode.  You
20  would in fact depreciate practically all of that by, it
21  looks like it would be, a ballpark of 2021.  Would you
22  accept that subject to doing your own calculation?
23        A.    Which plant are you referring to?
24        Q.    All of the capital expenditures that you're
25  going to be making in 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019,
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 1  continuing at the depreciation expense that you have
 2  proposed in your application.
 3        A.    No, I would disagree with that statement.  The
 4  reason why is you excluded your existing asset base in that
 5  assumption.  So maybe to shed some light on this, you have
 6  roughly $2.3 million a year on average that you're adding,
 7  and you're only taking out $2 million a year in
 8  depreciation based upon what I've testified.  So you
 9  actually have a plant increase over that period of time.
10  It won't be gone.  It will actually be greater than it is
11  now.
12        Q.    I'm concerned that with some of your answers
13  you're getting into confidential information that I'm
14  trying to avoid.
15        A.    Sorry.
16        Q.    Ultimately, what you're saying is that the
17  capital expenditures you have planned with the current
18  depreciation estimate you've used have a slightly growing
19  rate base through the end of 2019.  And then that would
20  begin to trail off fairly significantly at that point,
21  would it not?
22        A.    That is correct.  I do want to point using the
23  table you have referenced here that the majority of the
24  expenditures in this project are subscriber equipment.
25  It's not the aerial cable or the buried cable.  Fiber
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 1  cabling is much cheaper than copper cabling.  And because
 2  we're not doing an entire overlay of the existing plant
 3  we're able to save significant amounts of money in the
 4  cable aspect of that project.
 5              So if you're looking at what it is that we're
 6  spending money on, we have nearly $8 million in -- sorry.
 7  You have a large amount of dollars in subscriber equipment
 8  that has a very short life.  We currently have two-thirds
 9  of that amount roughly on the books in subscriber equipment
10  with that same eight year life.  So the cycling of that
11  equipment is actually very appropriate.  It's matched what
12  we have historically done.  We don't foresee any real
13  change in that account going forward.
14              So the rapid acceleration that is being alluded
15  to, I think, in this question is very appropriate for the
16  types of expenditures that we are projecting in the table
17  that is being referenced.
18        Q.    The types of subscriber equipment that you're
19  referencing with very short life span, that's directly
20  related to the choice to move to fiber; is that correct?
21        A.    Correct.  But as I've -- without using specific
22  numbers, it's real similar to the expenditure we incurred
23  to place that equipment in place, the existing copper
24  equipment in place.
25        Q.    If you will indulge my hypothetical here.
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 1  Hypothetically if your fiber network is rolled out by 2019
 2  and your depreciation remains the same and your capital
 3  expenditures beyond 2019 drop significantly as you're not
 4  rolling out any new product or new network, approximately
 5  -- let's do the math here.  You go about five years beyond
 6  that.  So you're looking at about 2025, 2024.  Is that
 7  where you would expect to see effectively a depreciation
 8  cliff?
 9              MS. SLAWSON:  I'm going to object to the
10  question it calls for a speculation on a hypothetical.
11  It's not based on the facts in evidence in this case.
12              HEARING OFFICER:  I noted your objection.  I
13  think the information is useful and I'm going to ask the
14  witness to go ahead and answer the question.
15              THE WITNESS:  Can we go confidential again for
16  a minute?
17              HEARING OFFICER:  Are you going to talk about
18  actual numbers?
19              THE WITNESS:  Yes, as presented in the
20  schedule.
21              HEARING OFFICER:  Can you avoid talking about
22  actual numbers, especially whether there will be a
23  depreciation cliff in 2024, 2025 due to there being no
24  further expenditures for infrastructure and basically
25  having everything fully depreciated?
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 1              THE WITNESS:  I would say no.  The assumption
 2  that there is no additional capital expenditures is a
 3  faulty assumption.
 4              HEARING OFFICER:  Why is that?
 5              THE WITNESS:  You have to continue to maintain
 6  your telecommunications plant.  Just because an upgrade is
 7  done doesn't mean that there will never be a future need
 8  for plant expenditures.  There is a myriad of aspects to
 9  our plant, including our internal core network that
10  consistently needs upgrades.  We have the switching
11  equipment that will need upgrades.  The plant itself will
12  require additional maintenance and repair over time.  The
13  subscriber equipment we anticipate will last eight years.
14  If we're installing some of this equipment in 2016, it's
15  possible that in 2022 or 2024 this equipment becomes
16  obsolete and needs to be replaced again.  So it's short
17  sided to say that you do one upgrade and that's it.
18  Historically we have averaged an amount slightly less than
19  that projected in our application on average, and that was
20  without a significant plant upgrade.  And that's just to
21  maintain and replace equipment as needed.
22              HEARING OFFICER:  On a copper network?
23              THE WITNESS:  On a copper network.
24              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  You anticipate
25  the costs will be essentially the same on a fiber network
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 1  beyond --
 2              THE WITNESS:  During the build out period it
 3  jumps up.  So for sure we see an increase in the activities
 4  of these accounts.  We've also focussed the dollars on the
 5  replacement rather than the maintenance, so you see a
 6  shifting of dollars to that project.  Once the project is
 7  completed there will be a shift back to normal maintenance
 8  and repair costs that have a life more than a year so we
 9  capitalize it.  So there is an ongoing cost there.  We hope
10  it will be less, but in some respects there is always going
11  to be additional maintenance and repair and upgrades to
12  that equipment to maintain it.
13              HEARING OFFICER:  How much fiber do you have
14  laid currently?
15              THE WITNESS:  That question may be better for
16  Brock.
17              HEARING OFFICER:  But there is some?
18              THE WITNESS:  There is some, yes.
19              HEARING OFFICER:  How long has it been in
20  place?
21              THE WITNESS:  Well, depending on the sections
22  we actually started laying fiber to what we call fiber to
23  the node or fiber to the curb three or four years ago.  So
24  some of the capital expenditures that we've incurred up to
25  this point have been part of the future plan to take that
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 1  all the way to the customer homes.  So it's been quite some
 2  time since we really replaced copper.  Unless there is a
 3  direct need it doesn't make sense to do that.  Like trunk
 4  copper is about a sixth of the cost of the -- sorry.  Fiber
 5  is a sixth of the cost of the equivalent copper.  On a
 6  fiber drop it's about half the cost of a copper drop.  So
 7  when that ages it doesn't make sense to replace it with
 8  copper anymore.
 9              HEARING OFFICER:  I guess what I'm struggling
10  to understand is the cost to install the fiber in year one
11  versus the cost to main it in year two.  Are those costs
12  the same?
13              THE WITNESS:  No.
14              HEARING OFFICER:  That's what I'm trying to
15  understand as I listen to your testimony and you say that
16  these costs that you're projected to due to build out will
17  basically become costs to maintain the build out in
18  subsequent years and there is no real change in the number.
19  That's what I kind of hear you saying.  Have I heard you
20  incorrectly?
21              THE WITNESS:  I've provided testimony that our
22  historical average is --
23              HEARING OFFICER:  Meaningful.
24              THE WITNESS:  -- meaningful, yes.  And it is
25  increased by about $600,000 during this phrase.  I
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 1  anticipate that we'll probably go back down to that average
 2  prior to this phase.  So our historical capital
 3  expenditures will probably remain consistent for this
 4  period of time.  For the build out it's going to go up by
 5  about $600,000 for each of those years.
 6              HEARING OFFICER:  I'm sorry for jumping in.
 7  Mr. Jetter, please continue.
 8              MS. SLAWSON:  Your Honor, if it would be
 9  helpful to the process Mr. Johansen will probably be able
10  to answer some of those questions.
11              HEARING OFFICER:  He seems very eager to say
12  something.  Is that all right, Mr. Jetter?
13              MR. JETTER:  I'm happy to recall -- I think I
14  would prefer the best information from the best witness to
15  answer this.
16              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  That's fine.  Go
17  ahead.
18              MR. JOHANSEN:  Do you want me to answer the
19  same question?
20              HEARING OFFICER:  I want you to say what is
21  burning to be said.
22              MR. JOHANSEN:  I don't know the confidential
23  information.  Darren knows that.  The only other person
24  probably in this room that understands this is Bill because
25  we're the plant guys, right.  We're getting things confused
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 1  here from a plant standpoint.  So let me back everybody up.
 2  When Darren says we're going to be 90 percent down, he's
 3  talking customers.  But that's not 90 percent of the
 4  project.  And everybody needs to understand that.
 5              The first phase of the project is East Carbon,
 6  Wellington, Price and Helper.  It's the main customers.
 7  Then we're going into Miller Creek, and Miller Creek is
 8  spread out.  So you're not going to see the capital budget
 9  fall like Mr. Jetter is saying.  Those customers have to be
10  served too.  And that's going to be an increase in cost
11  because those customers are a lot further out.  So we're
12  not going to be serving -- if you know the Price area at
13  all.  Right now we're building -- and we have to separate
14  trunk versus drop.  Drops are most expensive.  They cost us
15  a lot of money.
16              There are a whole bunch of things going on
17  here, and this is for your clarification in your question
18  you asked Darren.  When you go build a network it's not all
19  -- you go out and you put the trunk in and then you have to
20  drop to the customers and then you have the electronics,
21  right.  Different parts of that can go bad.
22              For those of you that have computers, they
23  don't last very long.  Seven, eight years and processors
24  start failing, the hard drives start failing.  That's what
25  is on the end of this.  That's your electronics.  A seven
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 1  year old electronic computer is old.  It's going to get
 2  replaced.  It's not going be supported.  That's what is
 3  hanging on the end of this fiber and it's what is hanging
 4  on the end of the copper.  It's a computer.  And that
 5  computer will end life in about seven or eight years, which
 6  is exactly close to what is prescribed by the Commission
 7  for depreciated life.
 8              Now you talk about the actual going out in the
 9  future.  The Division is trying to say there is a cliff.
10  We get done with these projections that Darren has out
11  there and it is a cliff.  It isn't.  They only go into the
12  hard reach areas.  You have North Coal Creek -- and I would
13  have loved to have had the Division or the Office come down
14  and talk about this.  None of them wanted to do a plant
15  tour.  They didn't come down to inspect --
16              HEARING OFFICER:  I don't want to talk about
17  those things.
18              MR. JOHANSEN:  Okay.  But if they want to talk
19  about this issue and what's going to happen on our build
20  out, we can talk about that.  But the point I think that is
21  important here is it's not going to drop.  We're going to
22  go into North Coal Creek.  That's going to be one customer
23  per half mile.  That's an exaggeration probably.  Then
24  you're going to go into Miller Creek.  Then you're going to
25  go up above West Wood.  Then you're going to go up into --
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 1  there are a bunch of outlining areas.  So this project
 2  doesn't end in year five.
 3              Then after that, Darren said there are a bunch
 4  of other parts of the network.  Our core is getting
 5  dilapidated.  We don't have money to put into the core.
 6  The core is a 10 year core that we updated a few years ago.
 7  It needs to go to a 100 gig core.  It does.  You're hanging
 8  all of this off from your output.  So right now our money
 9  is going towards fiber deployment, we haven't gone back to
10  the router.  So now you're back to the core.  So those have
11  to be upgraded.  Then there is fiber between some of the
12  towns that needs to be upgrade that is old.  It's 10, 15
13  years old now and we're starting to see errors on it.  It's
14  old -- there are actually different types of fiber, and
15  it's an old fiber that we put in back in the day.  So that
16  needs to be replaced.  So we have these lists of projects.
17  They go out a lot further than what the Division is asking
18  right here.  It's not a cliff and we're just going to stop.
19  There is a lot of capital expenditures to keep the network
20  going and we're going to keep making those capital
21  expenditures as long as we have the funding and they're
22  necessary to provide telecommunications services.  They
23  are.  That network is going to get old.  The electronics
24  are going to get old.
25              And then one other thing I think is important
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 1  is -- I think everybody thinks when you put fiber in it's
 2  golden forever, especially on drops.  That's not the case.
 3  Drops are a huge cost.  Aerial drops get caught in the
 4  wind, they blow, they -- if you picture we have our strand
 5  that holds it pretty solid out on the trunk, but on the
 6  fiber drop it's kind of waving there because you don't have
 7  a strand holding it, it's just going from a pole over
 8  there.  Those come, those break, and within about 10 years
 9  you're going to replace them.  These are well established
10  principles that I'm sure somebody took into account when
11  the Commission gave us the lives.  They should have.  But
12  the point is the fiber doesn't just stay there and is good
13  forever.  It doesn't.  That's not how the plant works.
14              And the other point is there is not a cliff
15  where, boom, we're not going to do anymore capital
16  expenditures.  We might have 90 percent of the customers,
17  the last 10 are going to take years.
18                       CROSS EXAMINATION
19  BY MR. JETTER:
20        Q.    I would like to ask you some followup
21  questions.
22        A.    Sure.
23        Q.    Those customers that you're discussing, the
24  sort of the end of the line customers, are you currently
25  serving those customers?
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 1        A.    We are.
 2        Q.    And they currently have telephone service?
 3        A.    They do.  On buried and copper networks it
 4  requires a lot of maintenance because -- especially since
 5  you figure a lot of those are going out.  It's really
 6  interesting on how the plant works.  A lot of buried
 7  copper, and because it's buried you're out in fields where
 8  moisture gets in, the lines get old, more moisture gets in.
 9  Those are our hardest to maintain, but we're trying to do
10  the biggest bang for the buck.  We're cutting the towns
11  first and then we'll go into those areas, but they need to
12  be cut because it's hard to provide telecommunications
13  services when their lines aren't as good of quality, but
14  they're hard to reach.
15        Q.    When you say telecommunications service you
16  mean internet and telephone?
17        A.    No, I'm referring to basic telephone service.
18  Even basic telephone service to serve these you've got to
19  think the net plant.  Of course you can put internet across
20  it also, but for this rate increase purpose we're talking
21  basic telephone services.
22        Q.    And you testified though that you currently are
23  providing that to all of those customers?
24        A.    All of them?
25        Q.    The customers that you're intending to replace
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 1  that with funding?
 2        A.    Yes.  The project is only to replace current
 3  customers.  We're not just going to run lines out to
 4  locations that aren't taking our services if that's what
 5  you mean, Mr. Jetter.
 6        Q.    I'm just talking about where you're rolling out
 7  your fiber.
 8        A.    We're going to roll out fiber -- I mean, the
 9  plan will be to everybody if possible to fiber eventually
10  and get rid of those old copper lines that are hard to
11  maintain.
12        Q.    So the fiber should be cheaper; is that right?
13        A.    Fiber is cheaper and it's actually -- the FCC
14  said if we're going to replace something put fiber in
15  because it is cheaper.  If I went and ran new copper lines
16  to Miller Creek it's going to cost me a lot more than
17  running fiber to Miller Creek.
18        Q.    And fiber is a lot cheaper to maintain; is that
19  also correct?
20        A.    I can't testify to that.  The studies show that
21  it should be, but we're just cutting.  So I don't have a
22  lot of data personally on that.
23        Q.    But you don't project any reduction in the
24  costs of maintaining it?
25        A.    Well, those costs -- again, I think we're
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 1  getting a little off topic here in that some of those will
 2  be realized way outside the effective time period of this
 3  rate case if at all.  So you've got to remember this cut is
 4  going to take a couple years.  If all of a sudden our
 5  expenses go down, when the Division is reviewing our costs
 6  then they can pull us back in.  But there is no reason to
 7  say, okay, we'll -- we know that's not going to be until we
 8  get fiber project done, which is years out.  So if at that
 9  point our costs of operation goes down pull us back in.
10  That's the process.  But we don't need to say in five years
11  you're going to have decreased operations, so right now
12  you're going to get penalized.  I mean, pull us back in in
13  five years.  But I can't even project.  They do say that
14  those costs should go down dramatically, but we're not
15  going to realize that for years.  And Mr. Jetter, if the
16  Division -- they review our numbers every year, and if they
17  want to pull us back in, they can do it.
18        Q.    Are you familiar with an accounting term called
19  the matching principle?
20        A.    No, I'm not an accountant.
21        Q.    Maybe this is a question back for Darren.
22        A.    Do you want to jump back?  Your Honor, do you
23  have any other questions about the plant?
24        Q.    I do have some more questions about the plant.
25              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.  I have one as well
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 1  which is why the 10 gigabyte -- did you say core?  Is that
 2  the term you used, 10 gigabyte --
 3              THE WITNESS:  Yes, core.  There is --
 4              HEARING OFFICER:  -- is needed?
 5              THE WITNESS:  Yes.  So there --
 6              HEARING OFFICER:  My question is is it needed
 7  for basic telephone or is it needed for --
 8              THE WITNESS:  Sure.
 9              HEARING OFFICER:  -- all of the other things?
10              THE WITNESS:  No, definitely it is needed for
11  that.  The core -- again, it's an upgrade issue.  So
12  whether you upgrade to a bigger core or not you still have
13  to upgrade those because those routers are still -- and
14  they're expensive.  They're -- I don't know.  I think we
15  just bought one and it was $120,000.  But the core is again
16  a computer, and that core is about six years old now.  My
17  IT guys have put in the capital budget every year, hey, the
18  core is starting to take errors, we're having outages
19  because of this.  And I say, well, the project right now is
20  fiber to the home.  We'll put that behind fiber to the
21  home.  So it's just like other electronics.  You're going
22  to have to maintain it.  These things you don't just put
23  them in and they drive forever.  You don't buy one computer
24  and it lasts for your whole lifetime.  It's not going to do
25  that.
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 1              HEARING OFFICER:  You say it's six years old
 2  currently?
 3              THE WITNESS:  I would have to go back and look,
 4  but I think we actually started the core project about the
 5  same time as some -- it might actually be a little older.
 6  Some of them might be -- I would have to go back.  The
 7  router it's kind of -- you don't go in and replace the
 8  whole core.  You'll say okay, I'm going to replace the main
 9  router.  These are the main routers that are connecting the
10  town and creating the core.  So we'll say this year we're
11  going to replace the Price router, this year we're going to
12  replace the Helper router, this year we're going to replace
13  the -- these are $120,000 to $150,000 computers.  It's not
14  cheap.  And so there are things like that.  There is the
15  old DWM equipment.  We can go on and on.  The network isn't
16  just the fiber.  The DWM equipment is the actual -- across
17  the fiber you split it into light weight lengths, and that
18  DWM input is getting old and we're starting to have trouble
19  maintaining it too.  So it's all throughout.  You maintain
20  a network.
21              The point here that I want to make is, one, the
22  project doesn't end when we get 90 percent of the towns
23  done.  We still have to go out and serve the hard to reach
24  areas that are really the hardest for us to serve even with
25  basic telephone services.  Point number two is there are
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 1  other projects.  And point number three is if at any point
 2  they need to pull us back in that's the rule, they can.
 3              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.
 4        Q.    (By Mr. Jetter)  Thank you.  When you're
 5  talking about 10 gigabyte or 100 gigabyte core we're
 6  talking about bits per second; is that correct?
 7        A.    Yes.  In testifying again to what you asked
 8  Darren a minute ago, basic telephone now is packet based.
 9  So you're putting packets across that and that's all that
10  goes across the core is IP network.
11        Q.    Of the network that you're using now, and the
12  one you intend to use, do you have an idea about what
13  percentage of the bit rate is being taken up by basic
14  telephone service?
15        A.    I would not know that number.
16        Q.    Do you think across your entire network you've
17  ever used 10 gigabytes per second of basic telephone
18  service transfer?
19        A.    No.  But again, Mr. Jetter, you're -- this is
20  when it gets to be attorneys and lawyers talking about
21  networks that they don't understand.  A 10 gig core does
22  not mean that you need a full 10 gigs because you're going
23  to be using every core.  It's called an MPLS network.
24  Mr. Jetter, you probably don't know what an MPLS network
25  is.  But an MPLS network is put in so you actually create
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 1  the circuit across an IP -- you have one 10 gig core and
 2  you're creating individual circuits between it.  So even
 3  though you might not be maxing out the full 10 gig, you
 4  need the 10 gigs to create the different circuits.  Those
 5  circuits used to run across old copper T1's, those T1's are
 6  now converted on to -- or DS3's or converted on to IP and
 7  they run across that.  So we're not talking full capacity
 8  when you're saying do I need a 10 gig core.  You have to
 9  look at the number of circuits inside that core and what
10  they're carrying and how they're configured.  So it's
11  completely different than to just say -- you can't think of
12  it like a -- a normal resident would say I have 10 meg at
13  my house.  That's not how these networks run.  And it's a
14  complete lack of understanding when people look at them
15  that way.  MPLS 10 gig core is completely different than
16  just a 10 gig pipe.
17        Q.    Are you expanding the number of circuits in --
18        A.    Definitely.  Everything single one of these --
19  every one of these nodes that is served by the fiber has to
20  have an IP port back.  It's a separate circuit back.
21  That's how you talk to the switch out to an area where
22  you're going to hang out these fiber OLT.  The ONT is at
23  the house.  The OLT you could have a circuit between the
24  core and each one of those is a different circuit.  So that
25  MPLS, the reason why that technology is developed is
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 1  because as you add more and more of those on you need more
 2  and more circuits.
 3        Q.    And that's --
 4        A.    Don't look at it as a total capacity is what
 5  I'm saying.  Don't say, oh, it's 10 gig.  It's a lot more
 6  complex than that.
 7        Q.    Let me ask you this question.  As you increase
 8  your core capacity does it increase your ability to sell
 9  higher band width internet?
10        A.    Sure.
11        Q.    The more internet you want to sell the larger
12  capacity core you're going to need?
13        A.    Sure.  The internet definitely drives usage.
14  But I'm saying don't look at as simple as that.  You have
15  to remember this includes specials also, specials are
16  circuits across that, special access circuits.
17        Q.    But ultimately the majority of the computation
18  that is being done in the routing of those packets is
19  primarily on a band width level for the internet services?
20        A.    It kind of depends on which leg you're on that
21  core.  Some of those would be, some of those will be
22  special circuit.  It just kind of -- again, you can't look
23  at one area.  You can say on the Price router or on -- and
24  I don't have the stats on that immediately.  But you could
25  say okay the Price router, what is the primary going across
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 1  that and then you could look at the whole mountain or you
 2  could look at whatever, it might be special circuits or it
 3  might be customer voice.  It just depends on what it is and
 4  where it's located.
 5              MR. JETTER:  I think that's the questions I
 6  have about the network upgrade.
 7              THE WITNESS:  Thank you, Mr. Jetter.
 8              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.
 9              MR. JETTER:  I have more questions for
10  Mr. Woolsey.
11              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.
12                    CROSS EXAMINATION Resumed
13  BY MR. JETTER:
14        Q.    Are you familiar with the matching principle in
15  accounting?
16        A.    Yes.
17        Q.    Would you describe what that means to you
18  generally?
19        A.    The matching principle generally requires that
20  events that occur within a period are matched to their
21  associated expenses.  So if you have a revenue transaction
22  that occurs, you have a point of sale.  We sell a computer
23  or we sell phone service, you would match that to the
24  associated costs for the same period.  So if there is a
25  cost of goods sold or an inventory transaction, those would
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 1  also be recorded in conjunction with that.
 2        Q.    Thank you.  So with respect to building out,
 3  for example, a fiber network would the matching principle
 4  generally suggest that the depreciation method chosen would
 5  be one that would spread the cost, if you will, spread the
 6  recognition of those costs through depreciation expense
 7  over effectively as close as you can get the life of that
 8  asset that you're capitalizing?  I suppose being more
 9  specific, the period of time in which that asset that
10  you're capitalizing being used to produce revenue?
11        A.    That's correct.  That really becomes the
12  question that we're dealing with today.  What is
13  representative, what is the life of the asset.
14        Q.    It is your testimony though that the
15  depreciation rate that you have chosen is relatively in the
16  ballpark of the annual capitalization of the network on an
17  annual basis is appropriate?
18        A.    Yes.
19        Q.    One final followup question.  If hypothetically
20  you had reached a point of zero on your depreciation
21  account head, taking your company's proposed rate plan of
22  service to a value of zero before you had started to
23  install the fiber network, so say you're starting from zero
24  today, would it be appropriate to expense the fiber network
25  costs annually as you go forward?
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 1        A.    The portion that is related to depreciation
 2  expense for that matching principle, yes.
 3        Q.    I mean the expense -- the entire costs on an
 4  annual basis?
 5        A.    No.
 6              MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  Those are all the
 7  questions I have, Mr. Woolsey.  Thank you.
 8              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.
 9              MR. MOORE:  Yes, I have a few questions.
10  Before we get on to depreciation I would like you to
11  quickly clear up some confusion I have in the record.  I'm
12  going to pass down to you Carbon/Emery's response to the
13  Division's sixth set of discovery requests.
14              MS. SLAWSON:  Mr. Moore, is this identified in
15  your exhibit list?
16              MR. MOORE:  It's not in the exhibit list.  I
17  can make it an exhibit if you would like or I can just ask
18  questions of it.
19              MS. SLAWSON:  I'll look through it.
20                       CROSS EXAMINATION
21  BY MR. MOORE:
22        Q.    I just have a quick question on this.  Could
23  you turn to the second page on request 6.2.  Do you see
24  that?
25        A.    Yes.
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 1        Q.    Could you read the question for the record
 2  please beginning, Mr. Woolsey states that a single asset
 3  straight line system?
 4        A.    Mr. Woolsey states that a single asset straight
 5  line system would be too burdensome for Carbon/Emery to use
 6  and implement.  However, a single asset system is used by
 7  Carbon/Emery for all their nonregulated plant.  Why is it
 8  too burdensome for the regulated sites, but not for the
 9  nonregulated sites?
10        Q.    Thank you.  Can you switch down to the second
11  paragraph of your response and read the first two
12  sentences?
13              MS. SLAWSON:  Your Honor, I'm going to object
14  at this point because there is a portion of the response
15  before that that includes an objection to the question.  So
16  I think that should be part of the record too.
17        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  Fine.  Could you read from
18  response to the first paragraph into the record and then go
19  down to the second paragraph and read down until the first
20  three lines, group asset depreciation?
21        A.    Carbon objects to this data request because the
22  premise of the question mischaracterizes Mr. Woolsey's
23  surrebuttal testimony.  Line 76 to 77 of Mr. Woolsey's
24  surrebuttal testimony did not include the phrase too
25  burdensome, but rather Mr. Woolsey testified that to treat
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 1  these assets as individual units would be administratively
 2  burdensome.  Carbon further objects to this data request as
 3  it implies that Carbon/Emery uses the single asset method
 4  of depreciation in its nonregulated plant.  This is not
 5  accurate.  The nonregulated company does use group asset
 6  depreciation.
 7        Q.    Can you now turn to page 20 of your revised
 8  confidential rebuttal testimony filed September 4, 2015.
 9  Could you read the question and the first part of the
10  answer starting on line 407 and ending on line 413 with the
11  words straight line depreciation?
12        A.    So you want me to read from 309 to 313?
13        Q.    I think it would make more sense if you would
14  read from 407 to 413.
15        A.    Do you agree that plant can be used as an input
16  for developing cost allocators?
17              Yes.  Carbon/Emery Telecom could consider plant
18  as a possible cost driver to determine the accounting and
19  general allocator.  If plant were to be used, gross plant
20  would be a better indicator than net plant because the
21  regulated entities use group asset depreciation per FCC
22  Part 32, whereas the nonregulated entities use single asset
23  straight line depreciation.
24        Q.    Is that sentence consistent with Carbon/Emery's
25  response on 6.2?
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 1        A.    It's a good question.  We've had to define
 2  single asset depreciation for the term used by both the
 3  Division and ourselves, and now we need to probably clarify
 4  it with the Office.  It appears to be in conflict.  The
 5  methodology that we use doesn't take individual assets down
 6  to a minute separation.  A good example may be the
 7  subscriber equipment that we talked about previously and
 8  that Brock discussed briefly.  Part of that subscriber
 9  equipment is individual ONT's.  It's the end piece of that
10  communication network.  We don't capitalize every single
11  individual ONT.  Similarly, on the nonregulated side the
12  equivalent may be set-top boxes.  We wouldn't capitalize
13  individual set-top boxes, but we might capitalize a group
14  of them that were purchased in a year.  So when you use the
15  term single asset, it may refer to a group of similar
16  assets that were purchased in a period.  So the difference
17  between nonregulated and regulated side may be it's more of
18  a difference in the nature of that group than it is
19  strictly single assets.
20              So when we make the comment in this section of
21  the testimony, we're saying single asset, describing that
22  process that our nonregulated end uses.  It doesn't get
23  down to minute single assets, which is where it becomes
24  burdensome and that's what the other testimony refers to.
25  But in this case it refers to a period of time or a group
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 1  of assets.  And they're not -- that group doesn't span
 2  multiple years and constitute a functioning network like it
 3  would on the regulated side.
 4              That may not have clarified it well for you.  I
 5  don't know if I'm answering the question fully the way you
 6  want.
 7        Q.    Well, as Mr. Johansen said I'm just a lawyer
 8  here and this is accounting.  But it seems to me that you
 9  stated in section 6.2 you use the term group asset
10  depreciation, saying it does use group asset depreciation.
11  And in your testimony you said that they don't use group
12  asset depreciation.  Is this just being uncareful with your
13  terms?
14        A.    No.  I guess I feel like I've answered the
15  question.  We've done the same thing with the Division in
16  pointing out their use of the term single asset doesn't
17  really result in a true single asset reputation and it's
18  the same clarification for us.  The level that the Division
19  goes down to in defining single asset is really what is in
20  question here, but it's not a true single asset approach.
21  To get to the separation of every single asset is where it
22  becomes burdensome.
23              HEARING OFFICER:  When you used the term single
24  asset separate line depreciation in your prefiled
25  testimony, is it equivalent or fairly equivalent to what
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 1  you've described as vintage group depreciation?
 2              THE WITNESS:  It would be vintage, but it would
 3  be to a year level rather than to a two or three year
 4  level.  If you look at depreciation on -- if we can use the
 5  term gray scale -- you could have a very theoretical and
 6  pure single asset straight line method and then you could
 7  get to the group method.  Vintage, depending on how many
 8  years you choose and how you group it, it would be
 9  somewhere within that gray scale.  Vintage is some level of
10  in between, between those two levels.
11              So the difference in definition here is to the
12  level it gets burdensome if it's very detailed minute
13  single assets approach, and it's not even what the Division
14  got to.  It's more of a group of assets in a particular
15  year or -- generally it's a project.  So it might be a
16  three month project where we have -- I don't know what a
17  good example would be.  Say we have a small construction
18  build in one of our small towns and we capitalize that as a
19  project to -- it might have a couple different categories,
20  but it might need so many feet of fiber.  So some of it
21  goes to buried cable and some to subscriber equipment so we
22  capitalize that.  But we don't go down and capitalize every
23  single piece of subscriber equipment, we capitalize it as a
24  group on that project.
25              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.
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 1        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  Just one more question.  Is it
 2  your testimony that what you termed in your written
 3  testimony as single asset straight line depreciation is
 4  equivalent to what you said in your discovery requests, you
 5  described it as a group asset depreciation?  Which one
 6  would be a closer description to what the Division uses in
 7  the single asset depreciation?  Would it be closer to --
 8  I'm sorry.  Let me start over again.
 9              For your nonregulated plant which you say does
10  use group asset depreciation, is that the same group asset
11  depreciation that you use in your general depreciation
12  adjustment?
13        A.    If I understand the question you're asking, the
14  regulated -- I'm sorry.  The nonregulated methodology that
15  we're using would be similar to what the Division is
16  proposing as single asset.
17        Q.    All right.
18        A.    So it's not --
19              HEARING OFFICER:  And why do you not use the
20  same method for regulated?
21              THE WITNESS:  This goes back to industry
22  practice and what has typically been prescribed by the FCC
23  and what is common in the industry.  We view certain assets
24  in the network as a unit, as an operating network, and the
25  components of that network don't operate separately from
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 1  the other units of that network.  So it operates as a
 2  telephone network or as a buried cable plant network.  So
 3  we view it as one asset rather than pieces, a whole bunch
 4  of pieces.  This really kind of bears itself out.
 5              There is copper and fixes that we may have done
 6  in the last five years that will end up being replaced with
 7  the fiber project that we're doing now.  They may not last
 8  the 20 year life that would be assigned to it.  So when you
 9  look at it as an operating network, if that operating
10  network becomes obsolete or it's replaced that entire asset
11  becomes obsolete and replaced.
12              HEARING OFFICER:  I think I understand that.
13  You're going to have to forgive me because like many in the
14  room I'm an attorney and not an accountant.  But you're
15  using the same network for both regulated and nonregulated
16  activities, correct?
17              THE WITNESS:  We do cost separations to prevent
18  that from happening.  The plant is used for -- so go back
19  to maybe Justin's question.  It's not just internet and
20  phone.  It's not that simple.  The network carries a lot of
21  data.  And basic local service isn't our largest revenue
22  source on the regulated side.  We have special access.  We
23  have data circuits.  They are not internet circuits, they
24  are large circuits for Utah Division Network or for cell
25  phone providers.  We have special access and switch access
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 1  transport where we provide a transport path for data and
 2  phone calls coming out of Moab, and yet that isn't revenue
 3  or those aren't customers directly in our area.  So the
 4  regulated plant provides service in a lot of different
 5  capacities.  That's why the core is required.  I guess
 6  maybe -- did I misunderstand what you're saying?
 7              HEARING OFFICER:  I'm going to speak just very
 8  simply.  I apologize if I'm oversimplifying.  But when you
 9  talk about, for example, a machine that might have some
10  older components and some newer components but it has to be
11  depreciated as a whole, my question is aren't you using
12  that machine for both regulated and unregulated activities,
13  and if you are then why do you depreciate it in one way for
14  your regulated activities, but depreciate it in another way
15  for your nonregulated activities?
16              THE WITNESS:  It would only be capitalized on
17  one set of books.  So it would be either a regulated asset
18  or a nonregulated asset.  We don't split that asset in the
19  capitalization process.  Then we have --
20              HEARING OFFICER:  But in your testimony one of
21  your primary objections is that the Division's recommended
22  method of depreciation doesn't account for that split.
23              THE WITNESS:  Maybe I'm not following the
24  question.  I'm sorry.
25              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.
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 1              THE WITNESS:  One of the things that you need
 2  to be aware of too is our regulated plant has a much --
 3  there is a different capitalization threshold.  There are
 4  items that we would normally expense on the nonregulated
 5  side of our business that we may capitalize on the
 6  regulated side of the business.  That's dictated by the
 7  FCC, and there are certain capitalization rules that we
 8  follow there.  To the extent that we don't have the
 9  oversight in our nonregulated entities we may expense items
10  that don't need to be tracked to that individual level and
11  that minute level as well.  So there is a difference in our
12  capitalization process and I testified to that as well.
13              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.
14        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  Moving to your -- we're going
15  in this direction anyway -- to your cost separation
16  procedure through your CAM.  Can you explain to the judge
17  what a CAM is?
18        A.    It's a cost allocation manual.  It provides the
19  basis for the allocation of shared costs.
20        Q.    In your CAM you use only one -- in your
21  accounting and general -- can you describe what your
22  accounting and general driver is in your CAM?
23        A.    It's originally based upon billing records.
24        Q.    That's applied to the CEO, board of directors,
25  public relations and marketing?
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 1        A.    Correct.
 2        Q.    And that led to dividing up the costs of 74
 3  percent to the regulated operations and 26 percent to the
 4  nonregulated operations?
 5        A.    The results of that allocation -- yes, that's
 6  true, but only the costs that are subject to that
 7  allocation.  So it's a little bit misleading to say that
 8  all the costs are allocated that way when you are only
 9  dealing with the costs that are subject to that allocation.
10        Q.    The costs that are subject to allocation are
11  your cost pools of the CEO, the board of directors, the
12  public relations and marketing; isn't that correct?
13        A.    Correct.
14        Q.    And the OCS has proposed a change allocation to
15  a 50/50 for the CEO and the board of directors and a 75
16  percent regulated and 75 nonregulated for public relations
17  and marketing, is that correct?
18              HEARING OFFICER:  I think you said 75 and 75.
19  Did you mean 75 and 25?
20              MR. MOORE:  It was 25 regulated -- it was 75 --
21  we changed it to 25 percent regulated and 75 percent
22  nonregulated.
23              HEARING OFFICER:  Right.
24              THE WITNESS:  It's a good question.  Why I want
25  to separate or make a distinction on the costs subject to
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 1  the allocation, payroll and marketing may be a good one to
 2  just to highlight one of the examples.  This is true also
 3  in the CSR area, which we'll discuss I'm sure here in a
 4  minute.
 5              We have certain areas of our serving area that
 6  are only nonregulated in nature.  So we have all of our
 7  Moab area, it's a CLEC, it's nonregulated.  The first step
 8  in the allocation process is if there is cost directly
 9  related to nonregulated operations we separate those out
10  and code them directly to nonregulated entities.  This is
11  true whether it's CSR or marketing and public relations or
12  whatever the allocator may be.  So there are different
13  levels of allocation that occur prior to what I would call
14  the leftover costs that are allocated.
15              When you look at any of these allocators you
16  have to look at what the end result is.  Did we allocate
17  enough cost to the nonreg side or not.  If we pulled out
18  certain sections of it and direct coded it, it's a little
19  bit misleading to look only at what is left in the
20  allocation and say we didn't do our job I guess.  So you
21  need to say okay what was the final results of all the
22  costs and is it reasonable.  And I think sometimes we get
23  so focussed on one allocator that we forget the allocation
24  process.  We throw out the whole process instead of looking
25  at what the process resulted in rather than just what that
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 1  one allocator did.
 2        Q.    Did you direct code any expenses for the CEO
 3  cost pool?
 4        A.    I would have to check.  I'm not sure.  I think
 5  I could probably produce that number for you given 15
 6  minutes or so if you want to take a -- the majority of the
 7  board and the CEO are allocated.
 8        Q.    Are allocated through --
 9        A.    But I don't know that for sure how much is
10  direct coded.
11        Q.    But the majority of the amount?
12        A.    Yes, the majority.
13        Q.    Is that true of public relations and marketing?
14        A.    I wouldn't dare guess the exact number, but
15  probably 70 percent is subject to allocation.  We do have
16  our Moab operation that are direct coded.  So I'm not sure
17  exactly what that percentage would be.
18              HEARING OFFICER:  The answer is some of
19  marketing is direct coded, but not all; is that right?
20              THE WITNESS:  That's correct.
21        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  I'm a little confused.  Your
22  allocation of 74 percent regulated and 26 percent
23  nonregulated, that's done after direct coding?
24        A.    Correct.
25        Q.    This direct coding, your CAM, you relied on a
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 1  single cost driver of a number of billing records; is that
 2  correct?
 3        A.    In the original application, yes.  I've also
 4  provided testimony to an examination of three different
 5  cost drivers.
 6        Q.    That includes direct billing records?
 7        A.    Yes.
 8        Q.    But that's not part of your CAM.  That's
 9  something you just did after you read our testimony?
10        A.    My CAM calculation, no.  But the use of the
11  three resulted in essentially the same percentages that we
12  arrived at with using the billing records.
13        Q.    Are you familiar with Mr. Ostrander's testimony
14  that 35 years experience he's never seen a single cost
15  driver of a number of billing records used for corporate
16  overhead in a CAM?
17        A.    I read the testimony.
18        Q.    Do you acknowledge -- isn't it true that no one
19  from Carbon was able to provide an example of a UUSF case
20  where a regulatory commission issued an order using a
21  single cost driver of billing records in their CAM?
22        A.    I don't think we were asked to do so.
23        Q.    Well --
24        A.    Rephrase the question.
25        Q.    Let me restate the question.  Sitting here
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 1  today you can't point to a UUSF case where a regulatory
 2  commission has issued an order using the single asset
 3  driver of billing records in their CAM.  Can you?
 4        A.    No, but the question is still vague to me.  So
 5  you're saying am I aware of any other case where there is a
 6  single point CAM allocation -- actually I think it would be
 7  fairly common.  I can't cite cases, but the CAM -- there
 8  may be an allocation that is based upon direct labor hours,
 9  and that's a single point of allocation, or it may be it's
10  based upon -- I can't imagine that other companies don't
11  identify their drivers and make some sort of allocation and
12  that could be a single point driver.
13        Q.    Yes, but that's not a billing record, the
14  driver that you used, is it?
15        A.    The one I used was billing records, yes.
16        Q.    Right.  The example you just gave me you were
17  not using billing records in that example?
18        A.    No, I agree.
19        Q.    Isn't it true that data from the billing
20  records on the cost -- the data you receive from your
21  billing records is arrived from data from 2011, and not the
22  test year 2014?
23        A.    That's correct.
24        Q.    Are you aware that FCC Part 64 Section 46.903
25  of the FCC cost allocation procedures requires the
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 1  allocation be current and updated annually on a consistent
 2  basis?
 3        A.    I am familiar with that section.  And maybe a
 4  point and important distinction needs to be made here.  We
 5  are actually exempt from the requirements of the CAM by
 6  that section.  So to the extent we have a CAM it's in --
 7  actually it goes further than what is required in that
 8  section for our size of company.  The fact we don't have a
 9  glossy manual or an index or cover page is not relevant to
10  the process which we have undertaken here.
11        Q.    So your testimony here is that your CAM is
12  exempt from Part 64 Section 54.903 of the cost allocation
13  procedures?
14        A.    I'm not saying that we don't use a similar
15  methodology or that we don't follow the affiliate
16  transaction rules described in that and the allocation
17  process described in that section.  We do follow those.
18  I'm just saying the mechanics of the actual CAM are not a
19  requirement that we're -- we're not required to file that.
20  We do follow affiliate transaction rules.
21        Q.    Would you agree there has been significant
22  changes that have occurred in Carbon's operations since
23  2011?
24        A.    With Carbon's operations directly?
25        Q.    Yes.  Including nonregulated, DSL, fiber
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 1  operations and increased revenues and expenses and plant
 2  assets?
 3        A.    Yes, there are changes every year.  Some of
 4  those changes are offsetting.  We've seen continued
 5  decreases we've demonstrated in our landlines, but we've
 6  maintained steady or actually increased in some instances
 7  in our special access, which has offset some of those
 8  losses?  So there is give and take in those.  And our
 9  billing records are somewhat reflective of those changes.
10        Q.    But you do not use the test year 2014 billing
11  records?
12        A.    No.  We do testify the allocation is
13  representative.
14        Q.    You think it's representative.  All right.
15              MR. MOORE:  I have some questions that may go
16  into some numbers related to the distinction between the
17  changes that occurred between 2011 and 2014.  Would anybody
18  object if I took about five questions?
19              HEARING OFFICER:  About numbers, dealing with
20  the confidential numbers?
21              MR. MOORE:  Yes.
22              HEARING OFFICER:  That's fine.  We'll stop the
23  streaming.  Go ahead.
24
25
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16              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.
17        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  Those changes are not going to
18  be reflected in your billing records, the number of billing
19  records that constituted your allocation driver; is that
20  correct?
21        A.    That would be correct.
22        Q.    In the billing records you have two types of
23  billing records, general billing records and CAB records,
24  which has a 25 percent gross; is that correct?
25        A.    That's correct.
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 1        Q.    Could you explain what is meant by CAB records?
 2        A.    It's carrier access billing records.  We had to
 3  weight those a little bit differently and there is a reason
 4  why.  If we included each line item of the accounts billing
 5  it would overweight the CAB section significantly and
 6  result in too much cost being allocated to the CAB side of
 7  the house.  So when you look at a CAB records in detail it
 8  includes both terminating and originating special -- or
 9  switch access records and these records are in the
10  millions.
11              So instead what we have done is we went back to
12  a summary bill for purposes of weighting the CAB records.
13  But because of the significant amount of time spent in CAB
14  related issues we weighted those records by 25 percent.
15              So what we did is look at them and said what
16  percentage of time do we spend in the tariff and rate
17  making process for our special access, how much time do we
18  spend working with interconnection agreements with long
19  distance or cellular phone service providers, how much time
20  do we spend looking at the regulated issues related to
21  CAB's and special access which is your 499 reporting with
22  the FCC and there is a great deal of compliance there.
23              To make sure CAB's gets a fair share of costs
24  we had to weight that a little bit more heavily.  That was
25  a judgment call.  Again, this is our cost allocation.  We
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 1  try to do the best we can to determine what drives our
 2  costs.  And if we see a deficiency or a significant
 3  overstatement in the driver that we're using, we'll try to
 4  adjust that to be more reflective of what we feel is the
 5  appropriate level of cost allocation.
 6              One thing with respect to CAB is we also have a
 7  CAB allocator specifically to address time spent that I
 8  would say was more direct coded to CAB.  So this is one of
 9  the administrative functions.  This would be myself and
10  Brock, the CEO time, the board time.  That's to deal with
11  these additional issues related to special access and to
12  our carrier access billing system.
13        Q.    My understanding when you talk about the CAB
14  billing section, you're talking about billing from other
15  carriers using your plant, your equipment?  If someone is
16  calling from Paris to Carbon there would be a CAB bill in
17  regards to that?
18        A.    Yes.  To clarify, it's not us billing for other
19  carriers.  We don't do billing and collection for other
20  carriers.  I think we stopped that 15 years ago.  But it's
21  the billing to the carrier to access our network.  So if
22  AT&T carries that call from Paris to Price, Utah there is a
23  portion of our network that AT&T had to use to access our
24  customer.  So we would bill AT&T for the use of our network
25  for that small portion that we have within that call
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 1  stream.
 2        Q.    That's the basic concept of CAB?
 3        A.    Correct.
 4        Q.    All right.  You do not -- as I understand your
 5  testimony you do not have any specific time or motion study
 6  or any other study to come up with the 25 allocator or
 7  gross number?
 8        A.    Specifically related to Brock's time and CEO
 9  time, that's correct.
10        Q.    Did you provide any specific information about
11  how you developed your net weighing factor?
12        A.    The CAB weight function?
13        Q.    Yes.
14        A.    No.  I didn't provide support to that.  Just my
15  verbal text within the CAM and then as asked or -- I guess
16  it's not part of this proceeding, but we have discussed
17  that with the Division and Office.
18        Q.    Do you agree an allocation factor or driver
19  must have a direct causal relationship to the expenses they
20  are allocating to?
21        A.    That they should or that they do?
22        Q.    That they should.  That's the purpose of it;
23  isn't that correct?
24        A.    Ideally, yes.  If it's direct causal effect
25  that is a better allocator than an indirect causal effect.
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 1        Q.    What is your understanding of the term direct
 2  causal relationship?
 3        A.    If it's directly related my understanding it
 4  would be either directly tied or close enough of a tie to
 5  be considered direct.  I don't know what the best example
 6  to use here would be.  But if we're talking about billing
 7  records, and there are certain line numbers on a phone bill
 8  that represent significant compliance or significant work
 9  for the CEO or our board, then I would say that cost is
10  fairly reflective of the work that is being performed.  Is
11  it the only driver of cost, no.  Is it possible that direct
12  coding could be done in some instances, yes.  But to say
13  that it doesn't relate is not true.  To say that it's the
14  best allocator basis is probably also not true.  But we do
15  the best we can to determine a method of allocation.  So we
16  go through the process to try to do that and then we step
17  through it.
18              There is a hierarchy described in Part 64 that
19  we discussed of how to approach these matters and we apply
20  that.  We look at the ability to direct code.  We look at
21  direct association of costs.  Lower on the hierarchy is the
22  use of the general allocator, like revenue or expenses.
23  It's lower on the threshold.  So we do examine those when
24  we're making our cost allocators.
25        Q.    Now let's look at the CEO cost pool.
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 1  Mr. Johansen doesn't keep daily timesheets indicating how
 2  much time he spends on regulated and nonregulated
 3  operations; isn't that true?
 4        A.    That's correct.
 5        Q.    If he did it would make this much easier?
 6        A.    If he direct coded?
 7        Q.    Yes.
 8        A.    Yes.  Then there would be no need for an
 9  allocator, that's correct.
10        Q.    The CEO cost pool has various types of expenses
11  associated with it, including salary, benefits, cost, cell
12  phone, NECA and URTA dues; is that correct?
13        A.    Correct.
14        Q.    By way of example, how would an increase in CAB
15  bills in 2011 have direct causal relationship to NECA and
16  URTA dues?
17        A.    I guess if we're looking at NECA and URTA dues
18  those should probably be direct coded 100 percent reg.
19  We've probably given too much nonreg side on those to begin
20  with.  So let's start from that standpoint.  We may have
21  included cost in the pool that should have been 100 reg.
22  So I'll have to look at that.  We may need to either adjust
23  for direct cost on some of those that we see or -- but the
24  answer to your question, what is the direct causal
25  relationship, the amount of billing line items associated
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 1  with the phone bill versus an internet bill -- I don't know
 2  that -- just picture in your mind what you get at home on
 3  your phone bill maybe.  But under the phone section you'll
 4  have 911 --
 5        Q.    Excuse me.  I don't know if this is responsive.
 6        A.    I guess what I'm saying though is that all
 7  those regulatory matters, a lot of them are dealt with in
 8  the NECA arena and allocate interstate costs and compliance
 9  and FCC compliance and tariff and rate making with each of
10  those line items that are reflected in the billing there is
11  a relationship there.  Now is it the best relationship, I
12  don't know.  I testified that there are other methods that
13  we can use.  I'm saying they're not unrepresentative or
14  they're not unreflective.
15        Q.    They're not unreflective.  All right.  The same
16  would be true for an increase in CAB bill and possibly the
17  CEO phone bill, mobile phone bill?
18        A.    Yes.  So if we have -- we have to file tariffs
19  with the FCC every two years.  A significant amount of time
20  is spent by myself and Brock.  We file -- we deal with
21  regulatory change issues constantly and those are reflected
22  on our bills in the form of CAB surcharges or subscriber
23  line charges.  Again, we deal with interconnection
24  agreements that affect those phone bills on the CAB side of
25  the house as well.  And Brock spends time on those issues.
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 1  And those are the issues, especially recently with all the
 2  regulatory changes that are going on.  A high percentage of
 3  Brock's time is associated with those types of changes.
 4              We spent a significant amount of time in
 5  Washington trying to push through a waiver with the FCC
 6  this year.  I would suggest that 74 percent is pretty
 7  reasonable for the amount of time that is spent on
 8  regulated operations.
 9              Our fiber to the home project similarly is
10  taking a lot of attention in our --
11        Q.    I'm sorry.  I'm going to have to object again
12  for being nonresponsive.  I'm trying to get specific here
13  about your specific -- how your billing records
14  specifically relate and constitute cost causative
15  relationships between the number of expenses in the CEO
16  pool and --
17        A.    If I bill a tariff cost, then that means I've
18  had to prepare a tariff.  If I bill a tax, that means I
19  have to prepare a tax return.  If I bill a 499, a USAC, I
20  have to prepare those forms.  And that's all regulated.
21  There isn't any tax on an internet charge.  There is very
22  little compliance associated with that.  I don't have to
23  file a tariff every two years on my internet charges.  I
24  rarely have to address that ever.
25        Q.    Do you have to file the tariff every time you
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 1  have a CAB bill?
 2        A.    No.
 3        Q.    Do you have to go and work with -- what was the
 4  other example you used?
 5        A.    I'm saying that it's representative of the time
 6  we spend regulated versus nonregulated on all the issues
 7  that are related to those billing line items.  So to me it
 8  is the causal relationship.  I don't understand I guess how
 9  it couldn't be.  I guess -- is there testimony that shows
10  that there is no relationship there?  You guys say there
11  isn't, but why wouldn't there be?  We have the burden of
12  proof and we've tried to demonstrate and describe why we
13  think those are related and I think we've done that.
14              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore, I think --
15              THE WITNESS:  I can go into more detail.  We
16  can throw a photo up on the wall.  I can throw up the exact
17  billing records and we can see what is involved with them.
18              HEARING OFFICER:  I think it might be easier
19  for me to understand the point that you're trying to make
20  through the questioning of your own witness.
21              MR. MOORE:  All right.
22              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.
23        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  Mr. Ostrander testified that
24  the CEO, and for that matter the board of directors, would
25  most likely spend a significant amount of time on forward
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 1  looking projects.  Do you dispute that?
 2        A.    It's a combination of both.  In any -- I would
 3  say the board time is directly tied to Brock's time because
 4  the issues that Brock deals with are the issues we discuss
 5  in our board meetings.  So if time is spent in a particular
 6  area basically that time is reflective in our board
 7  meetings.  So those two are very closely tried together.
 8              There is an aspect to forward looking projects,
 9  yes.  That is also reflective of billing records.  They've
10  gone a little bit of a lag.  But when we build a new
11  circuit, let's say a CAB circuit out to a cell phone tower,
12  the weighting of that would probably -- if it's in our
13  area, in our regulated area, it's going to pull a little
14  bit of cost to the regulated side.  If it's in an
15  nonregulated area it pulls costs to the nonregulated side.
16  But associated with that build is the actual construction
17  that Brock is intimately involved with with the plant side
18  to make sure that construction occurs, and again with
19  forward looking plans as well.  So yes.
20        Q.    So yes, you do spend a significant amount of
21  time, the CEO and the BOD board, reviewing future plans?
22        A.    We do spend time.  The definition of
23  significant I guess we would have to define that.
24        Q.    So it would depend on year to year I guess?
25        A.    Right.
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 1        Q.    And from 2011 to 2014 it would be different?
 2        A.    Correct.
 3        Q.    If the CEO spends time on forward looking
 4  projects that don't come to fruition until another year,
 5  there would be no billing records to reflect that in the
 6  test year; isn't that correct?
 7        A.    Yes, but is the existing customer reflective of
 8  that effort.  I guess you're demonstrating that we're not
 9  keeping that up to date enough; is that correct?
10        Q.    Yes.
11        A.    I guess if this is the only issue that we're
12  dealing with I can rerun the records and we could look at
13  it.  We updated that allocator in 2015, this year, and it's
14  not significantly different.  I can give you updated
15  numbers if that's what you're getting at.
16        Q.    Why don't we just stick with the record we have
17  right now.
18        A.    That's fine, but I'm saying we do adjust these
19  allocators from time to time.  And I can pull up our
20  existing one and it would be based on newer records.  It's
21  not going to be a huge shift from what we have now.  I
22  would be happy to do that if that's where we're headed on
23  this.
24        Q.    I'm sorry.  Are you saying you want to use a
25  different allocator than the allocator you have in --
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 1        A.    No, I think it's representative.  I'm just
 2  saying there is not a big smoking gun here.  If we change
 3  from 74 percent to 72 percent I would be surprised.  I can
 4  pull that number if we need to.  I don't know.  It changes
 5  over time, it does.  But this number was based upon the
 6  fall of 2011.  The allocator that was in place at the
 7  beginning of 2014, there is a two and half years separation
 8  there.  Is it significant?  If we update it to the 2015
 9  records and took a look at it, it wouldn't be significantly
10  different.
11        Q.    But you haven't done that?
12        A.    I have done that.  I don't have them with me
13  today.  But that's what I'm saying, I can pull that and
14  give it to you and give it to the court today if we need to
15  if that satisfies the concern here.
16        Q.    Let me turn to your public relations and
17  marketing allocator.  You list 74 percent of your total
18  hour costs to regulated service and only 26 percent to
19  nonregulated service; is that correct?
20        A.    That's not correct.
21        Q.    What is correct?
22        A.    The correct is we direct allocate a significant
23  portion of costs before we get to that allocator.  The
24  costs that are left with that allocator are then allocated
25  upon the percentages you just stated.
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 1        Q.    What are the costs that are left?
 2        A.    It would be costs that are in the shared areas
 3  of service.  So that would be within the combined service
 4  areas of Carbon/Emery Telecom, Emery Telecom and
 5  Hanksville.
 6        Q.    In your response to OCSDR34 you said your
 7  allocation factor was reasonable because regulated services
 8  benefit from the company's advertising for bundle services;
 9  is that correct?
10        A.    Correct.
11        Q.    You have one regulated service of basic phone
12  service and two regulated services of internet and another
13  regulated -- nonregulated service, excuse me, of internet
14  and another nonregulated service IPTV; is that correct?
15        A.    That is not correct.
16        Q.    Why is that not correct?
17        A.    We don't provide IPTV services.
18        Q.    But for bundle services of regulated phone
19  service, and let's take your position of internet, you
20  still charge the 74/26 percent for that?
21        A.    I'm sorry.  Please repeat the question again.
22        Q.    When you advertise your bundle services, which
23  according to you, your testimony here is bundling regulated
24  phone service with unregulated internet, you still use the
25  74 percent allocation to regulated service, the basic phone
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 1  services, and the 26 nonregulated services, the internet
 2  services, correct?
 3        A.    If that service is offered to our regulated
 4  area, yes, that would be true.
 5        Q.    But internet is not in your regulated area?  I
 6  mean, internet is a nonregulated operation?
 7        A.    Service provided within that same area,
 8  correct, inside the serving area.
 9        Q.    Most of these customers in the service area --
10  let me just go back here.  Does Carbon have any competition
11  for basic phone services in the service area?
12        A.    With the exception of cell phones, no.
13        Q.    Isn't it true these customers that you're
14  advertising your bundle services for generally already have
15  local phone, basic phone service?
16        A.    No, that's not necessarily true.
17        Q.    But the majority of them?
18        A.    No.
19        Q.    Who do you advertise to?
20        A.    We advertise to basically all the residents of
21  the Carbon/Emery counties and Moab.  Again, the Moab
22  serving areas are directly coded to our nonregulated
23  entities.  Moab services include phone, internet, cable TV.
24  Then in our regulated areas we have similar services that
25  are offered both on our nonregulated plan and on our
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 1  regulated plan.  Those services are all advertised to the
 2  residents and businesses of that serving area.
 3              HEARING OFFICER:  I'm sorry.  You said the
 4  direct allocators are done by geographic area?
 5              THE WITNESS:  By serving area, yes.  We operate
 6  as an incumbent local exchange carrier in Carbon/Emery
 7  counties and in the Hanksville area.  We operate as a
 8  competitive local exchange carrier in the Moab area as well
 9  as those services we also provide internet and cable TV.
10              HEARING OFFICER:  In the areas where you're the
11  ILEC you do the 74 percent allocation to regulated, and the
12  areas where you're CLEC you do 100 percent to nonregulated?
13              THE WITNESS:  That's correct.
14              HEARING OFFICER:  And there is no additional
15  allocation?
16              THE WITNESS:  No.
17        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  Isn't it true that the internet
18  is significantly more profitable to Carbon than basic phone
19  service?
20        A.    Yes.
21        Q.    So when you advertise the bundle service you
22  have two services, one regulated which is not as profitable
23  as the other nonregulated, correct?
24        A.    That's correct.
25        Q.    But you allocate the costs associated with this
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 1  bundle approximately three times higher on the nonregulated
 2  side than you do to the -- backward, to the regulated side
 3  than you do to the nonregulated side?
 4        A.    We do those allocations at 74 percent, yes.
 5        Q.    Do you think it's reasonable that the
 6  advertising -- let's take one step back.  If you have two
 7  services, phone and internet, wouldn't it make more sense
 8  to divide them up at least 50/50?
 9        A.    Is the phone being provided over regulated
10  plant or nonregulated plant?
11        Q.    Let's take the regulated plant first.
12        A.    Okay.  We closely tie those.  And the reason
13  why is is the loop used by the customer to provide phone
14  service to that customer.  The regulated side benefits from
15  the internet usage of that phone line.  It actually sures
16  up the phone line.  The phone line has become super
17  critical for us to maintain both federal and state funding
18  and it is critical to our customers and our ability to
19  serve the customers is dependent upon the healthiness of
20  that.  We continue to promote those lines, continue to tie
21  the bundles closely with the phone line and the reason why
22  we do is because we understand that there is -- out of the
23  two products, the internet definitely would be the most
24  desirable or the most popular thing to have versus the
25  traditional phone line.  But all of our advertising -- the
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 1  majority of the advertising I should say includes that
 2  bundle to tie to that regulated plant.  So I guess it's not
 3  an easy question to answer because the ads aren't
 4  separated, they're tied together.
 5        Q.    That's my problem with your separation.  It
 6  seems if we take the position you have of two services and
 7  you're advertising primarily for the internet, which is the
 8  more profitable aspect, why would the cost for that
 9  advertising be allocated 76 percent to regulated plant and
10  24 percent to nonregulated when you're advertising for the
11  nonregulated and that's where your profit is going to come
12  from?
13        A.    Let's switch that example up a little bit.
14  Let's move that to cable TV.  Cable TV we don't make money
15  at.
16        Q.    I'm sorry.  I'm going --
17        A.    Are you saying --
18        Q.    -- to object as nonresponsiveness again.  We'll
19  be here forever.
20        A.    The ability to pay shouldn't be the basis for
21  the allocation.  So if the company is profitable it doesn't
22  mean they should get more allocation cost.
23        Q.    The cost --
24        A.    Let's take profitability out of the question
25  and then reask the question.  It's not based upon the fact
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 1  that the cable company makes no money and the internet
 2  company makes money.  I mean if we switch up the example
 3  and say can our cable company afford advertising, no.  They
 4  don't make any money.  So it's not an ability to pay that
 5  drives the cost.  It's the actual advertising.  If we're
 6  getting to the root of the question, let's make sure we do
 7  that.
 8        Q.    But you're advertising primarily for internet?
 9        A.    We advertise for both.
10        Q.    But primarily for internet.  That's what the
11  people want to purchase?
12        A.    No, no.  Internet kind of sells itself.  We
13  have to focus on -- we have to focus on telephone, to keep
14  telephone numbers up.  We have to show our customers why
15  it's important to maintain the phone, for safety a line
16  power in an emergency situation is going to be more
17  reliable than cell phone.  We spend significant time
18  educating our customers that way.  We also have
19  requirements annually and ongoing to advertise life line
20  services which is promoted by the state.  There is no
21  requirement for life line internet services.  So we have
22  additional advertising that has to be done separately and
23  distinctly for life line.  We do that through newspaper.
24  We do that through our website.  We have to post posters
25  and --
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 1        Q.    Objection, nonresponsive.  I didn't ask about
 2  life line.  I asked about advertising for bundle services.
 3        A.    It's phone service.  Life line is phone service
 4  and we have to advertise for it.  This is all part of that
 5  cost we're allocating.  It goes to the question what are we
 6  doing with our advertising dollars.  There is a lot of
 7  things that go to the advertising dollars.
 8              MR. MOORE:  I have no further questions.
 9              HEARING OFFICER:  Ms. Slawson, any followup?
10              MS. SLAWSON:  Would it be possible to have a
11  quick break?
12              HEARING OFFICER:  Sure, that's fine.
13              (Off the record.)
14              HEARING OFFICER:  We're back from our break and
15  back on the record.
16              MS. SLAWSON:  Thank you.  Time for redirect?
17              HEARING OFFICER:  Yes, go ahead.
18                      REDIRECT EXAMINATION
19  BY MS. SLAWSON:
20        Q.    Let's see.  My first question is can you tell
21  me what you consider the affected period of the UUSF
22  application that Carbon/Emery has made in this case?
23        A.    I would say between three and five years.
24        Q.    You talked a little bit about -- this is back
25  on the first question that was presented by Mr. Moore with
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 1  regard to the testimony on single asset versus group asset
 2  depreciation.  You testified briefly there is a
 3  capitalization threshold difference.  Can you explain to us
 4  why does the capitalization threshold differ between the
 5  regulated and nonregulated companies?
 6        A.    The threshold is established a little bit lower
 7  in regulated cases generally to allow for or prevent I
 8  should say, prevent the expenses from spiking in one year.
 9  If you were to expense certain items rather than capitalize
10  them, you may have a year that is overstated by that
11  expense.  Whereas, capitalizing that same item, spreading
12  it over a useful life, would smooth that expense.  So to
13  prevent spikes in the operations and the reporting of that
14  operation.
15              With respect to the nonregulated entities
16  that's not as big of a concern because it's not subject to
17  a rate making process.  A spike that would be material to a
18  regulated entity could be considered nonmaterial for this
19  nonregulated entity.  Maybe a good example would be modems
20  for the internet on the nonregulated side.  We have
21  significant purchases of those modems.  They do have a
22  three to five year life on them.  But rather than
23  capitalize those and track those in our asset records for
24  five years each one of those modems, or even groups of
25  modems, we go ahead and expense those groups of modems.
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 1  And because there is no associated rate making or reason to
 2  kind of normalize those expenditures, if that expense
 3  policy spikes our cost for modems in any one given year
 4  it's not material to the financial statements as a whole
 5  and so it's not considered necessary to track down to that
 6  level.
 7              So that's kind of how we apply the
 8  capitalization policy.  Once we meet that threshold then we
 9  get into that gray scale area that I talked about how you
10  group those assets, whether it's single asset or a group of
11  assets and what constitutes those groups and what point do
12  you segregate the groups based on vintage or based upon the
13  type of plant, that type of thing.
14              So I think there is a distinction there, first
15  in the policy, and then within the policy, is it true
16  single asset or is it a group.  And so when I compared our
17  nonreg entity capitalization similar to what the Division
18  shows, there is a little bit of distinction, you have to
19  get past that first capitalization threshold first.  So we
20  just capitalize less on the nonreg side.  Then when we do
21  it it follows somewhat close to what the Division is
22  recommending on their straight line policy.  I think maybe
23  -- you might go ahead with the questions.  Sorry.
24        Q.    I guess what I'm wondering is could the
25  regulated company, Carbon/Emery, adopt the Division's
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 1  proposed method of depreciation, this kind of single asset,
 2  maybe vintage, not true single asset, but method of
 3  depreciation?
 4        A.    It could.  And generally what it requires from
 5  the interstate side is permission from FCC we found that
 6  the FCC has been a little bit lenient in granting to the
 7  states some leeway in the methodology.  So we feel like it
 8  is a methodology that could be adopted.  The issue that we
 9  take with the methodology isn't necessarily the method
10  itself, but the implementation of it.  We have provided
11  testimony that if we're going to go that direction what the
12  Division is proposing then we need to have a transition to
13  that methodology.  It can't just be a calculation of a
14  historical number and then use that number.  We need to say
15  okay this has changed and we're going to transition to it.
16  So we've provided some testimony to what we think that
17  transition would look like.
18        Q.    How do you see that transition?
19        A.    What we have proposed is that -- our books are
20  still open for 2015.  So we have a little bit of leeway on
21  how we report depreciation.  We could do some extent of
22  restatement, but what we've proposed is that -- basically
23  from the time frame that we knew that the Division had a
24  concern with our methodology, if we restated the assets
25  from that point going forward it would be basically January
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 1  1, 2014.  So if we at that point cut to a single asset
 2  straight line methodology as promulgated by the Division at
 3  this point and then allowed our existing groups as of
 4  12/31/2013 to continue and run their course, let the
 5  depreciation finish out on those assets, and then project
 6  that forward, that would be the transition that we would
 7  suggest.  And the projection forward is somewhat necessary
 8  to determine what the correct number is in this proceeding
 9  because it is a change from the methodology that we're
10  using now.
11              Now I guess without getting into the
12  confidential numbers again, that number would be slightly
13  less than what we projected in our application, but it is
14  materially close to that number.  So there may be a slight
15  reduction there, but not significant.
16              We think that satisfies the concerns of the
17  Division going forward, but it also allows us a transition
18  period into that.  A lot of our decisions with respect to
19  how we manage our books are based upon the certainty that's
20  provided by the FCC and by the state.  So if those things
21  change it would change the decisions that we would make
22  regarding the timing of the investments or how we -- I
23  guess how we would make decisions based upon rate of return
24  and weigh those decisions against similar decisions that
25  we're making on our nonregulated plant.
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 1              So it's a choice scenario for us.  Where do we
 2  put our new capital dollars this year.  What type of rate
 3  of return are we going to get.  Is that rate of return
 4  guaranteed or how much risk is involved with that rate of
 5  return.  These capital type decisions are dependent upon
 6  some consistency.  That's what we're --though we're not
 7  opposed to the methodology, we are opposed to the way it is
 8  being proposed in the findings.  We would like some sort of
 9  transition or methodology to get to where they want us to
10  be.
11        Q.    We had a series of questions about the cost
12  allocations, the various allocations that you have made.  I
13  want to ask you the allocators that you have identified,
14  those are used to allocate costs; is that correct?
15        A.    Correct.
16        Q.    Does revenue correlate or is it representative
17  of costs?
18        A.    No.
19              MS. SLAWSON:  I have no other questions.
20              HEARING OFFICER:  Any recross?
21              MR. MOORE:  No.
22              MR. JETTER:  No recross from the Division.
23  Thank you.
24              HEARING OFFICER:  We just have a couple of
25  minutes before the public witness portion of this hearing
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 1  is supposed to begin.  It's only been a few minutes since
 2  our last break, but let's go ahead and break until noon and
 3  we'll see if anybody appears.  If not, we'll go ahead and
 4  continue unless someone appears.
 5              (Off the record.)
 6              HEARING OFFICER:  We are back on the record and
 7  I am ready to begin the public witness hearing, which is
 8  scheduled for today at noon.  Is there anyone here in the
 9  room who would like to give comments or provide testimony
10  as a public witness today?
11              We are going to go ahead then and resume with
12  our UUSF hearing for the next hour or so.  We'll kind of
13  keep a watch to see if anybody comes in to give a comment
14  as a public witness.  Then at 1:00 we will break for lunch.
15  So Ms. Slawson, go ahead and you may call your next
16  witness.
17              MS. SLAWSON:  Thank you.  Carbon/Emery calls
18  Douglas Meredith.
19              (The witness is sworn in.)
20                       DIRECT EXAMINATION
21  BY MS. SLAWSON:
22        Q.    Good after, Mr. Meredith.  Would you state your
23  name, your employer and your business address for the
24  record?
25        A.    Yes.  My full name is Douglas Duncan Meredith.
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 1  I am employed by the firm John Staurulakis Incorporated.
 2  That is spelled S-T-A-U-R-U-L-A-K-I-S.  My business address
 3  is 547 Oakview Lane, Bountiful, Utah.  That's my office.
 4  The headquarters for JSI is in Greenbelt, Maryland.
 5        Q.    On behalf of the applicant Carbon/Emery Telecom
 6  Inc. have you participated in this record?
 7        A.    Yes.
 8        Q.    Did you prepare prefiled rebuttal and
 9  surrebuttal testimony and exhibits in this case?
10        A.    Yes.
11        Q.    Do you have any substantive changes to the
12  answers you gave to the questions asked in the prefiled
13  testimony?
14        A.    No.
15        Q.    Do you have a summary of your testimony that
16  you would like to present us with?
17        A.    Yes.
18        Q.    Please go ahead.
19        A.    Thank you.  In my rebuttal and surrebuttal
20  testimonies I address two topics:  Carbon/Emery's
21  authorized rate of return and the appropriate depreciation
22  method to use, and in the alternative of using that method
23  what transition should be used to move to a new
24  depreciation method for Carbon/Emery.
25              Topic one, rate of return.  I will summarize
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 1  first the authorized rate of return for Utah USF purposes.
 2  My testimony and the exhibits I supply support
 3  Carbon/Emery's proposed overall authorized rate of return
 4  of 10.5 percent.  For comparison, the current authorized
 5  interstate rate of return for Carbon/Emery is 11.25
 6  percent.
 7              I examine in my testimony the following items
 8  related to the calculation of the overall rate of return.
 9              Item one, capital structure.  The overall rate
10  of return is calculated using a hypothetical capital
11  structure.  The Division and Carbon/Emery recommend that
12  the Commission adopt the Division's sliding scale capital
13  structure result.  This method was developed by an industry
14  task force that has been used frequently by the Division.
15  This method represents a reasonable balancing of competing
16  interests.  The capital structure for Carbon/Emery assumed
17  by the Division's sliding scale is 65 percent equity and 35
18  percent debt.  The Office takes exception to the Division's
19  long-standing practice and recommends a 50 percent equity
20  and 50 percent debt capital structure.  I recommend the
21  Commission continue to use the Division's sliding scale
22  method and adopt a 65 percent equity and 35 percent debt
23  capital structure for Carbon/Emery in this proceeding.
24              Item two, the appropriate interstate rate of
25  return.  By Commission rule, companies are instructed to
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 1  use in its application the applicable NECA form 492A for
 2  the most recently available year.  I supply the NECA form
 3  492A as an exhibit and the applicable form for Carbon/Emery
 4  yields a 11.45 percent interstate rate of return.  The
 5  Division initially proposed an incorrect rate and
 6  subsequently revised its number.  The Office recommends
 7  using a NECA form 492A that does not apply to Carbon/Emery.
 8  NECA applies two forms 492A based on individual company
 9  participation in NECA cost pools.  I recommend the
10  Commission use the applicable form 492A in my exhibit for
11  Carbon/Emery which reports a 11.45 percent overall rate of
12  return for interstate purposes.
13              Item three, the appropriate intrastate rate of
14  return.  Carbon/Emery, the Division, and the Office agree
15  on the cost of debt used for intrastate rate of return
16  calculations.  This leaves the intrastate cost of equity or
17  return on equity as a disputed item.  The Division uses an
18  unadjusted capital asset pricing model, CAPM, to calculate
19  an intrastate rate of return for Carbon/Emery.  The
20  Division does not see any other model alternative available
21  for use.  I rebut the Division's claims suggesting that an
22  unadjusted CAPM is not appropriate.  I provide facts from
23  credible capital finance authorities which support the need
24  to adjust the textbook version of CAPM in the telecom
25  sector.  In the exhibits I provide that address telecom
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 1  issues specifically, Drs. Heaton and Billingsley
 2  specifically examine the telecom industry and address this
 3  issue.  These authorities recommend adjusting the textbook
 4  version of CAPM for telcos.
 5              Dr. Heaton, in Exhibit 1, states that a small
 6  company premium is the minimum adjustment that should be
 7  applied when using the CAPM for real world applications.
 8  Dr. Billingsley, in Exhibit 2, recommends a small company
 9  premium developed by well established financial service
10  research firms, such as Ibbotson & Associates or Duff &
11  Phelps.  These exhibits are unrebutted in this proceedings.
12              I provide another analysis filed at the FCC in
13  Exhibit 3 which the Office takes exceptions to based on its
14  author.
15              I explain on alternative to the CAPM that was
16  proposed by Dr. Glass, formerly of NECA and now of Rutgers
17  University, to overcome the common pitfalls of the
18  discounted cash flow method.  This method proposed uses a
19  free cash flow approach instead of the discounted cash flow
20  approach.  This information is located in Exhibit 2.  The
21  benefit of this approach is that Dr. Glass uses actual
22  rural telephone company data rather than large company
23  peers to develop the appropriate discounted cash flow rate.
24  I update this data in Exhibit 5.  The Division remains
25  silent on this alternative approach and the Office provides
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 1  no rebuttal on this method.
 2              The Office argues that the Utah Commission
 3  should adopt the results from a number of Kansas decisions.
 4  I respond by recommending the Commission give them very
 5  little, if any, weight.
 6              There are serious mechanical problems with the
 7  Division's selection of publicly traded companies and the
 8  calculation of the risk free return used in its CAPM.  I
 9  identify these problems and propose solutions for them.
10              All of this data and analysis support the 10.5
11  percent overall rate of return proposed by Carbon/Emery.
12  And I recommend the Commission adopt the proposed and
13  supported 10.5 percent overall rate of return for
14  Carbon/Emery in this proceeding.
15              Topic two, depreciation method.  I will briefly
16  summarize the depreciation method proposed by the Division
17  and Carbon/Emery.  The Division seeks to change the
18  standard and industry accepted group asset straight line
19  depreciation method used by Carbon/Emery for Utah USF
20  purposes.  I observe that this approach will add
21  administrative complexity to Carbon/Emery's accounting
22  procedures.  And in making such a change it should be fully
23  vetted to ensure that the public interest is served.  The
24  claims made by the Division are not fully explained.
25  Notwithstanding, if the Commission were to adopt the
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 1  Division's method, I recommend the Commission adopt this
 2  monumental policy change on a prospective basis for new
 3  assets that are purchased and placed into service.  The
 4  test year 2014 is representative of forecasted depreciation
 5  expense for the next five years and so the transition that
 6  I describe is in the public interest.  This concludes my
 7  summary.
 8              MS. SLAWSON:  Mr. Meredith is available for
 9  cross examination.
10              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Jetter.
11                       CROSS EXAMINATION
12  BY MR. JETTER:
13        Q.    Thank you.  Good afternoon, Mr. Meredith.  I
14  have a few questions and they're a little bit disjointed as
15  far as we'll skip around just a little bit.  I would like
16  to just start out discussing the risk free rate of return.
17  I'm looking at CE-4.0R, which is your revised rebuttal
18  testimony dated September 4, 2015.  And specifically I'm
19  addressing your discussion of the risk free rate of return
20  beginning on lines 271 through 279.  Is it an accurate
21  representation of your testimony there that you believe the
22  better more accurate risk free rate of return to use in
23  calculation of an ROE for this specific purpose is an
24  average from 1990 through today?
25        A.    That's what I have used.  I observe that the
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 1  Division proposed a spot rate, which as I understand it was
 2  a rate on a particular day.  I propose that that be trended
 3  a bit.  I used 1990, 25 years from when this was prepared,
 4  but 20 or 25 would be an appropriate trending of the risk
 5  free rate.
 6        Q.    Were you in this room about 30 minutes to an
 7  hour ago when Mr. Woolsey testified about what he believed
 8  to be the term for which we would apply the findings of
 9  this particular case?
10        A.    Yes.  The effective period of the findings,
11  yes, I was.
12        Q.    Do you agree with him that it would be three to
13  five years?
14        A.    Yes, that's my understanding is that it would
15  be a three to five years effective period.
16        Q.    And it's still your testimony that using a 20
17  to 25 year trend of Treasury Bill average equally weighing
18  for each year over that time is a better choice than the
19  current actual risk free rate?
20        A.    Yes, I do.
21        Q.    I would like to jump a little bit now here to
22  the factors that you discussed in promoting the -- in
23  discussing the premium that you would assign as a small
24  company premium to Carbon/Emery.  In support of that is it
25  correct, I believe it's lines 120 through 121 of this same
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 1  exhibit, that you rely on Morningstar/Ibbotson Annual
 2  Yearbook?
 3        A.    No, my sources for relying on the premium are
 4  related to Dr. Heaton and Dr. Billingsley.  The
 5  Morningstar/Ibbotson Yearbook or the Morningstar/Ibbotson
 6  source and also Dr. Billingsley as I mention in the summary
 7  used the Duff & Phelps report that is identified on line
 8  142 of my testimony.
 9        Q.    Let me direct you beginning at line 120 on page
10  5.  Would you please read the first sentence in that
11  paragraph?
12        A.    Yes.  The Morningstar/Ibbotson Annual Yearbook
13  routinely reports an adjustment that would be applied to a
14  company based on market capitalization.
15        Q.    Is that publication something that is a
16  reliable source for information on this type of item?
17        A.    Yes.  Morningstar/Ibbotson or Duff & Phelps are
18  established research firms.  Yes, they are.
19        Q.    Thank you.  Are you aware of what companies
20  that the Morningstar/Ibbotson Annual Yearbook uses to
21  calculate its small company premium?
22        A.    Not specifically, no.
23        Q.    To be more specific, are you aware if any of
24  those companies have a government run program that
25  subsidizes those programs in the event that they're not
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 1  earning their authorized rate of return?
 2        A.    No, I don't know any specifics about the
 3  companies or their operations.
 4        Q.    And such a type of government program would
 5  produce the risk to those companies; is that correct?
 6        A.    Can be, yes.
 7        Q.    I would like to hand you a photocopy of the
 8  2015 Ibbotson SBBI Classic Yearbook and this is page 113.
 9              MR. JETTER:  May I approach the witness?
10              HEARING OFFICER:  Yes.
11              MR. JETTER:  This is not on my exhibit list.
12  We can enter this as DPU Cross Exhibit 1.
13              HEARING OFFICER:  Any objection?
14              MS. SLAWSON:  No.
15              MR. MOORE:  No.
16              HEARING OFFICER:  DPU Cross Exhibit 1?
17              MR. JETTER:  Yes.
18              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.
19        Q.    (By Mr. Jetter)  I think this will somewhat
20  confirm what you have just answered, but would you please
21  read what I have highlighted in yellow, a paragraph which
22  is on the upper right hand corner of page 113 of that
23  publication?
24        A.    Yes.  This is page 113.  I don't have the title
25  of the document, but it is page 113.  Most criticisms of
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 1  the use of the size premium do not address the underlying
 2  reason for its existence.  Small cap stocks are still
 3  considered riskier investments than large cap stocks.
 4  Investors require an additional reward, in the form of
 5  additional return, to take on the added risk of an
 6  investment in small cap stocks.  It is unlikely that in the
 7  future investors will require no compensation for taking on
 8  this additional risk.  That's the end of the paragraph.
 9        Q.    Thank you for reading that.  And you testified,
10  is that correct, just a few moments ago that a program like
11  the State Universal Fund for Utah reduces the risk that
12  Carbon/Emery has as compared to the risk it would
13  experience were it not eligible for such a program?
14        A.    Yes, I did say that but it probably needs to be
15  amplified just a bit that there are lots of risks
16  associated with a telephone company or with a small
17  company, it's not just the size.  In fact Roger Ibbotson,
18  and I quote him in my testimony, says that even liquidity
19  risk is also very, very important.  And I would argue quite
20  strongly that liquidity risk is just as apparent or more
21  apparent for a small rural telephone company operating in
22  Price, Utah and no government operation is going to solve
23  that liquidity risk.
24        Q.    Let me ask you a few question about liquidity
25  risk.  Are you familiar the capital structure of
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 1  Carbon/Emery Telephone?
 2        A.    Yes, I am.
 3        Q.    Could you describe that briefly?
 4        A.    The actual capital structure is they are 100
 5  equity.
 6        Q.    Who are the equity holders?
 7        A.    The shareholders, members of the cooperative I
 8  don't know.  I don't have a list of all the holders.
 9        Q.    Are you aware of any recent attempts to
10  increase the equity of the company, any sales of stock?
11        A.    No.  That question -- I reviewed the answer to
12  that question that was asked by the Office to the company
13  and there was no -- there have been no issuance of stock in
14  the public sector.
15        Q.    Are you aware of any of the current owners who
16  have had a desire to sell and no ability to do such?
17        A.    A desire to sell and would want to essentially
18  cash out?  I do not know of any.  To the extent that some
19  of those are cooperative members, I know other cooperatives
20  that people have those desires, but I don't have specific
21  information for Carbon/Emery.
22        Q.    And you're aware that Carbon/Emery in fact
23  makes decisions based on the certainty provided by the
24  Universal Service Fund; is that correct?
25        A.    No.  The Company, just like any company, has an
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 1  array of investment options both regulated, nonregulated,
 2  however it goes.  And that array of investment options is
 3  before the decision makers and they can choose what
 4  investments to make.
 5        Q.    So do you disagree with Mr. Woolsey's testimony
 6  an hour or two ago when he said that they in fact do make
 7  decisions based on, I believe it's a quote, certainty
 8  provided by the FCC and state?
 9        A.    I didn't hear him say that.  So I'll defer if
10  he said that.
11        Q.    Do you disagree with that statement?
12        A.    Say the statement again please.
13        Q.    That Carbon/Emery makes decisions based on the
14  certainty provided by the FCC and state, and that was
15  specifically referring to the subsidy programs for rural
16  telephone.
17        A.    Yes, without looking at the full transcript
18  that's possibly one item that they use, but they still have
19  the array of investment options.
20        Q.    Based on how much risk is involved do you think
21  it would in fact change the decisions that the company
22  might make?
23        A.    Certainly.  The risk of a particular investment
24  opportunity or plan to use capital, the risks associated
25  with that endeavor will definitely be a factor in a
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 1  decision.
 2        Q.    You further testified you believe they may also
 3  be capital constrained in the borrowing process by the
 4  nature of their size; is that right?
 5        A.    Yes.  As far as borrowing goes, yes.  Small
 6  companies are constrained.  There are actual boutique
 7  lending firms that cater to small rural telephone
 8  companies.  If you go to ABC bank down on Main Street, it's
 9  not likely that they're going to want to lend you money
10  because of the -- because of all of these associated risks
11  and the unmentioned risks that we haven't talked about.
12  Liquidity in small companies are definitely considerations
13  for a bank.
14        Q.    Are you familiar with the most recent long term
15  borrowing rate that has been used in this case?
16        A.    No.  I reviewed it.  It's not a controversial
17  item so I can't remember what the number is.  I can look it
18  up.  It's on Mr. Coleman's exhibits.
19              MR. JETTER:  Counsel, do you consider that a
20  confidential number?
21              MS. SLAWSON:  Tell me which one it is again.
22              HEARING OFFICER:  The interest rate paid on --
23              MS. SLAWSON:  That's not confidential.
24        Q.    (By Mr. Jetter)  Would it surprise you to know
25  that rate is 5.64 percent?
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 1        A.    No.
 2        Q.    Doesn't that seem like an awfully low amount
 3  compared to the Treasury Bond rate over the 20 year period,
 4  or 25 year period that you suggested being more appropriate
 5  for the term of effects of this case being 5.009 percent?
 6        A.    So we're talking about 50 paces points
 7  difference.
 8        Q.    Yes, between a risk free rate and the small
 9  company that you say has such a high risk that it needs
10  significant risk premium to attract capital.
11        A.    One, this is a cost of debt number that we just
12  referred to.  It's not the cost of equity.  That's one
13  important consideration.  The other consideration when
14  you're talking about debt is -- at least one of the -- the
15  biggest focus of boutique firms is RUS, which is the rural
16  utility service, which is a government lending program that
17  produces rates that are very attractive for purposes of
18  federal public policy.  So I don't think you can compare
19  the cost of debt and relate it to the cost of equity or the
20  equity premium that should be applied.
21        Q.    Well, the two of those are both based on risk,
22  are they not?
23        A.    Different types.  A lender has different claims
24  against a company than a stockholder.  For example, if a
25  company like Fairpoint, which is one of Mr. Coleman's
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 1  examples, goes bankrupt there is a triage or a hierarchy of
 2  who has claim against assets that still exist.  And the
 3  common stock shareholders are the last ones to get any
 4  claims.  So there is a difference in valuation and
 5  weighting of risks and claims.
 6        Q.    Just in the abstract just let me ask you, would
 7  you expect a company with a higher variability in its
 8  revenue stream to be considered a higher risk company by a
 9  lender?
10        A.    It really depends on cash flow.  You're saying
11  higher variability, but does it have enough cash flow to
12  meet its obligations.  And all lenders have certain
13  thresholds, factors if you want to call them, that the
14  companies have to meet in order to not be in breach of that
15  loan.  So they have safeguards, lenders have safeguards to
16  address and principally -- a lot of them relate to cash
17  flow, but there are others as well.  But it's the ability
18  to pay the loan off.  It's just like if we were to buy a
19  car the lender would want to know if you had enough money
20  to pay off that car.  The variability of your income may
21  not be a factor because you may have plenty of money above
22  the threshold that they're looking for.
23        Q.    If you had a source as reliable as, for
24  example, the State of Utah Universal Service Fund as well
25  as the Federal Communications subsidy programs providing a
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 1  significant portion of that cash flow, would that indicate
 2  to you potentially a lower risk for that company as
 3  compared to a similar company without those resources to
 4  draw on?
 5        A.    Not in 2015 because there is great uncertainty
 6  in both programs, both the Utah USF dealing with the
 7  depreciation method that is now proposed and how it could
 8  affect the claim or the request from Carbon/Emery, and even
 9  more importantly the flows from Federal Universal Service
10  as we are going through a major transformation at the
11  federal level.  There is not much certainty as to what is
12  going to happen in very near terms with Federal Universal
13  Service.  So there is quite a bit of uncertainty in a
14  market, I should mention, in a market that is traditionally
15  over the long last 100 years has been relatively calm and
16  stable.  But ever since telecommunications back in 1996,
17  and now the reform in 2011 at the FCC, there is quite a bit
18  of uncertainty within the market.
19        Q.    I think back to reiterate that question.  If
20  you're comparing let's say Carbon/Emery to one of the
21  references that both you and Mr. Coleman have used,
22  Shenandoah Valley Telecommunications, who I believe is in
23  Virginia, which does not have a comparable universal
24  service fund program.  Between those two companies would
25  you say is it more or less risky to have those types of
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 1  subsidy programs, the Utah Universal Service Fund, at your
 2  disposal?
 3        A.    It's hard to say because Shenandoah Valley it
 4  is in Virginia.  I have just a small acquaintance with the
 5  company.  It would be better for a company and for a lender
 6  or for an investor to look at the customer base and the
 7  customer structure and the stability of that customer base
 8  and customer structure rather than a government universal
 9  service program that may or may not exist, may or may not
10  be cut.  There is quite a bit of uncertainty.  It is not a
11  certain thing that USF exits in states, and as you
12  mentioned in Virginia it doesn't exist.
13        Q.    Is there something unique about their customers
14  that you think make them more likely to remain customers or
15  to remain more reliable than the customers of Carbon?
16        A.    Well, I don't know if you've been to Shenandoah
17  Valley, but it is a fairly dynamic economic space.  I mean
18  there is -- I would say, no offense, Brock, but Shenandoah
19  Valley has more economic activity potential than Carbon and
20  Emery counties in Utah.
21        Q.    I'm talking about on a per customer basis.  Do
22  you think each individual customer is more reliable, more
23  predictable?
24        A.    I don't have any information to give you or to
25  inform you on that question.
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 1              MR. JETTER:  Thank you, Mr. Meredith.  Those
 2  are all the questions I have.
 3              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.
 4              MR. MOORE:  Just a few questions.  Mr. Jetter
 5  took most of mine.  Just for clarity shake --
 6              THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I have a small
 7  hearing problem.  So could the microphone be drawn a little
 8  closer so I can hear better.
 9              MR. MOORE:  How is this?
10              THE WITNESS:  That's good.
11                       CROSS EXAMINATION
12  BY MR. MOORE:
13        Q.    In your summary you stated that you are not
14  changing your proposed rate of return from your initial
15  application; is that correct?
16        A.    Correct.  I am -- my recommendation is the
17  Commission adopt the 10.5 percent overall rate of return
18  for Carbon/Emery's application.
19        Q.    That's including a 12.13 intrastate rate of
20  return; is that correct?
21        A.    Yes.  According to the application that was the
22  rate of return used for the intrastate portion.
23        Q.    You didn't apply a small company premium?
24        A.    What I did is I looked at several different
25  methods, several different items and I'm recommending the
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 1  Commission adopt the 10.5 because all of those indicators
 2  show that if you were to do anything else, look at the
 3  different risks, liquidity premium risks, and small company
 4  premium risks, you would be in excess of that 12.13, I
 5  believe.  So, therefore, the 10.5 percent is supported.
 6        Q.    How did you arrive at the 12.13?
 7        A.    12.13 I didn't arrive at it.  The Company used
 8  12.13 because I understand the Division proposed and
 9  testified in 2014 that rate was just and reasonable and
10  within the public interest in another case.
11        Q.    Was that case taken to hearing?
12        A.    That case was not taken to hearing.  The
13  Commission adopted in full the Division's recommendation.
14        Q.    Through a settlement?
15        A.    No, it wasn't settled.  There was no dispute.
16  The Office -- the Division created a petition, created
17  testimony, filed the petition, and the Commission adopted
18  it.  That's how I understand the Hanksville case to have
19  happened.  There was no settlement because there was no
20  issue in dispute.
21              MS. SLAWSON:  Your Honor, if I may, I believe
22  there actually was a hearing in that case, a hearing to
23  adopt the stipulation just as a matter of record.
24        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  But the stipulation didn't end
25  from a settlement?
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 1        A.    I did not participate.  My understanding is
 2  that the Division prepared, produced, and supported the
 3  12.13 percent in 2014, which incidentally is the same test
 4  year that we're dealing with today.
 5        Q.    But they haven't taken that position in this
 6  case?
 7        A.    No, they have not.  They are recommending an
 8  adjustment.
 9        Q.    Could you turn to page 13 of your rebuttal
10  testimony, your revised rebuttal testimony September 4,
11  2015?
12        A.    Yes, I'm there.  It starts with a graph?
13        Q.    Yes.  I have some questions about the graph.
14  The fifth column entitled small stocks and lists various
15  premiums or additions; is that correct?
16        A.    Yes.  This is by Roger Ibbotson from Ibbotson &
17  Associates that we've been talking about, very credible
18  professor at Yale University, or was.  I don't know his
19  status now.  He is identifying premiums that are looked at
20  in the real world.
21        Q.    The first premium is a small stock premium,
22  which is the small company premium we've been referring to;
23  is that correct?
24        A.    Yes, that's what I would understand that to be.
25        Q.    Do you know of any USF case that has used a
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 1  small company premium?
 2        A.    No, most USF cases don't even address this
 3  issue.  They use the 11.25 percent authorized rate of
 4  return that the FCC uses and that's the end of the
 5  discussion.
 6        Q.    Do they use an equity risk premium?
 7        A.    I'm sorry.
 8        Q.    Are you aware of ones that use a equity risk
 9  premium?
10        A.    Well, the equity risk premium is the premium
11  that is given as a market or risk premium, however you want
12  describe it.  That's used with a CAPM model.  As I
13  understand it from your witness's testimony that in some
14  cases, although dated, that equity risk premium has been
15  used in a CAPM model in Kansas.
16        Q.    Do you have one from a bond horizon premium?
17        A.    No, I don't know of any application of -- this
18  is getting more into the -- the bond horizon premium I
19  don't have any information on a state universal service
20  program, or federal for that matter, addressing a bond
21  horizon premium.
22        Q.    Did you attempt to compute the required rate of
23  return using this graph, adding up these various premiums
24  for Carbon?
25        A.    No, I did not.  My testimony, I do state the
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 1  liquidity premium and the small company premium are
 2  somewhat intertwined.  The range, Dr. Billingsley's range
 3  or rate for small company such as Carbon/Emery is 6 or 7
 4  percent small company premium.  And I did not even go that
 5  far.  I just took half of it and I took a 3 percent small
 6  company premium to address liquidity and small company and
 7  it exceeded the 12.3 generated that supported 10.5 so I did
 8  not have to extend my analysis further.
 9        Q.    Could you turn to page 12 of your testimony?
10        A.    Sure.
11        Q.    You have a table there, table 2.  Did you
12  prepare this table?
13        A.    I did prepare the table.
14        Q.    What is the source of your spot beta
15  information on the table?
16        A.    The spot beta was -- to date the spot beta in
17  trying to replicate the information that Mr. Coleman of the
18  Division used I have went to Yahoo.com and obtained the
19  spot beta for these companies listed.
20        Q.    Can you provide the source documentation?
21        A.    Did I provide source documentation, no.  It was
22  the spot beta as of that date at Yahoo.com.
23        Q.    What does the term CAM adjusted mean?
24        A.    That's a very conservative straight -- CAPM.
25        Q.    I'm sorry, CAPM.
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 1        A.    It's the expected return using a risk free rate
 2  and then applying the data to a market premium.
 3        Q.    Where did you get the data for this CAPM
 4  adjustment?
 5        A.    The CAPM, the equation is the expected return
 6  equals the risk free rate.  And the risk free rate in this
 7  calculation.  Again as I said I used a very conservative --
 8  actually not a textbook approach, but I used the T-bill
 9  rate, which is the rate that was found below.  It's from
10  1990 to today as of the date of filing.  So a 3.04 percent
11  T-bill rate.  Then I applied the -- then you add to that
12  that risk free rate the beta multiplied by a risk premium.
13  Mr. Coleman used a risk premium of about 6.8 percent.  I
14  opted to use an even more conservative number and I used
15  the 5.01 percent number listed here as a T-bond rate trend
16  as my risk premium.  So it's a few, maybe a 150 paces
17  points lower than Mr. Coleman.  Doing it with the abundance
18  of caution of get the lowest possible unadjusted CAPM.
19              This particular table is really not focussed on
20  getting the CAPM number itself, but rather the adjustment.
21  My whole testimony is there needs to be adjustments to a
22  standard CAPM.  You just don't do the standard CAPM for
23  conditions that we have before us.  And so that's why the
24  -- so I used a very small -- that's the equation that I
25  used in order to develop the column called CAPM unadjusted.
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 1              And that's why I think if you were to compare
 2  this to Mr. Coleman's those numbers would be different
 3  because I did not use his numbers.  I used in the instance
 4  of the market premium, the equity premium, I used a lower
 5  rate than he did.
 6        Q.    This is reflected in the third column of the --
 7        A.    Yes.
 8        Q.    You used the T-bill and the T-bond rates.  Can
 9  you describe where the interest rates are inputted into the
10  CAM asset pricing model?
11        A.    Sure.  The T-bill rate is a 90 day T-bill.
12  That information was obtained from the U.S. Department of
13  Treasury.  They have a series that gives this information.
14  And the T-bond rate is the 20 year T-bond, Treasury Bond.
15  Those numbers go into the column we were just describing.
16  The first one, the T-bill, the 3.04, gives the risk free
17  rate in the CAPM equation.  The second one, the 5.01, is a
18  conservatively low proxy for the risk market premium.  That
19  number is multiplied by the beta and the sum of that
20  represents the CAPM.
21        Q.    These calculations created the leveraged CAPM
22  in the last column?
23        A.    No.  The levered -- if we go over to the far
24  right.
25        Q.    The far right.
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 1        A.    We have taxes and debt and equity percentages,
 2  and then we have a levered beta referenced by Dr. Heaton in
 3  Exhibit 1 as well.  This adjusts for taxes and also debt
 4  and equity.  So there is a formula that creates the lever
 5  and then you apply that lever to the unadjusted beta and
 6  you get a levered beta.
 7        Q.    The conclusion of the chart is your leveraged
 8  CAPM on the far right hand column?
 9        A.    Correct.  That is a leveraged CAPM, which
10  adjusts for taxes and debt and equity structure of the
11  various proxy companies.
12        Q.    You have Verizon and AT&T as your first two
13  companies, correct?
14        A.    Yes, Verizon.
15        Q.    Is Verizon the same as --
16        A.    Verizon is a Bell operating company, changed
17  its name to Verizon in the 90's.
18        Q.    Both Verizon and AT&T have very similar
19  industry profiles, don't they?
20        A.    Very similar --
21        Q.    Industry profiles.
22        A.    Industry profiles meaning their scope?
23        Q.    Their size.
24        A.    Their capital structure is very, very
25  different.  Verizon is highly leveraged and AT&T is not.
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 1  You can see that in the debt and equity percentage.  You
 2  can take the percent debt divided by the percent equity
 3  which is reported in the third to last column, the Verizon
 4  number is 8.9 and AT&T is 0.88.
 5        Q.    But in terms of size, they're both remnants of
 6  the Bell company, they're competitors, aren't they?
 7        A.    Yes.  Verizon and AT&T are competitors for
 8  certain services, for primarily their wireless services.
 9  They have a couple local exchange carriers, traditional
10  local exchange areas that are not -- I wouldn't call them
11  competitive with each other.  There is some overlap.  But
12  what we see in the press most of the time is AT&T and
13  Verizon fighting out signal coverage for wireless service
14  across the United States map.  So they're highly
15  competitive in that market.
16        Q.    In your last column how would you -- how does
17  leveraged CAPM relate to cost of equity?
18        A.    Okay.  The leveraged CAPM is produced -- or the
19  leveraged beta is produced by multiplying the beta times an
20  equation or a function that addresses the tax structure of
21  the company, and that tax piece is then multiplied by the
22  debt and equity percentages.  So the levered beta takes
23  into account taxes and debt and equity structure all in one
24  calculation.
25        Q.    That's the second to the last column?
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 1        A.    Correct.
 2        Q.    I'm asking about the last column.
 3        A.    Yes.  Then the last column is the CAPM that
 4  uses instead of the spot beta, it uses the levered beta and
 5  creates a levered CAPM result.
 6        Q.    How does that relate to the cost of equity?  Is
 7  there any relationship whatsoever?
 8        A.    Well, in this case the levered beta would
 9  reflect the equity premium that market analysts would
10  expect from these companies based on their capital
11  structure.
12        Q.    The leveraged CAPM Verizon has over three times
13  the number of AT&T; is that correct?
14        A.    Correct.  It's 25.7 and AT&T is 7.4.  That
15  again is a function of the very different capital structure
16  of the two companies.
17        Q.    Doesn't a levered CAPM of this magnitude cause
18  some problems with competition?
19        A.    With competition?
20        Q.    Between AT&T and Verizon.
21        A.    I don't think so.  Competition would be on the
22  demand side for services, seeking market share.  And I
23  don't know how the capital structure would be influenced by
24  market share.  I mean, investors are looking at market
25  share because that is a risk assessment that they have to
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 1  take as to whether the company has a desirable environment
 2  to operate with the potential for growth.  So to that
 3  extent the competition could affect it, but I don't think
 4  it's direct.
 5        Q.    It's a cost though, isn't it?  How can Verizon
 6  compete if they have a cost that is over three times higher
 7  than AT&T?
 8        A.    No, this is not a cost.  There is a cost of
 9  capital if an analyst is looking at Verizon and AT&T,
10  Verizon is growing a lot more than AT&T in some of its
11  markets, in its wireless markets, for example.  So from an
12  investment standpoint you say okay I'll take that growth
13  potential for Verizon.  And AT&T is more of a stay company
14  -- I hate to say that if anybody has any AT&T relatives.
15  But they're a little bit more conservative and more of a
16  dividend value company than Verizon is.
17              MR. MOORE:  That's all I have.  Thank you.
18              HEARING OFFICER:  Any redirect?
19                      REDIRECT EXAMINATION
20  BY MS. SLAWSON:
21        Q.    Would you take a look at DPU Cross Exhibit 1?
22        A.    Is this the Morningstar page 113?
23        Q.    Yes.
24        A.    Yes.
25        Q.    Mr. Jetter questioned you on this wanting to
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 1  know -- I believe his questions were something along the
 2  lines of -- I'm not trying to restate them exactly --
 3  whether a company that receives USF -- if the company
 4  receives USF would that offset a small company premium.  Do
 5  you recall that?
 6        A.    Yes, I recall that.
 7        Q.    How would this size premium relate to the risk
 8  that Mr. Jetter was alluding to or the lower risks
 9  associated with USF?
10        A.    Say that again.
11        Q.    How would the risk factor that Mr. Jetter was
12  identifying and the small company premiums that is
13  identified here by Mr. Ibbotson, how would that relate to a
14  company that receives USF distribution?
15        A.    As I look at page 113 there is a graph, 7.5,
16  that shows essentially small company premium over time
17  going back to 1945 and it various.  There is some
18  variability there.  But I think the two take aways are one
19  is positive, there is a small company premium that is
20  generally applied in the real world, it's just not a
21  straight CAPM, a traditional textbook CAPM.  And then the
22  number ranges right now in 2014 it looks like that's at
23  about two and a half, I guess a fair read maybe a little
24  north of two and a half percent small company premium.
25              Dr. Billingsley looked at small company
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 1  premium, and actually it was one of his criticisms of the
 2  FCC method they used in looking at whether they should
 3  re-prescribe the authorized rate of return of 11.25 percent
 4  and they produced a staff report.  Mr. Billingsley used a
 5  small company premium in that case, and almost all of the
 6  companies that would be affected were federal universal
 7  service recipients.  So it did not persuade Dr. Billingsley
 8  from using a small company premium even when you had this
 9  quote or this alleged government program for funds.  So I
10  think they are distinct and I don't think they offset one
11  another.
12              MS. SLAWSON:  Thank you.  No other questions.
13              MR. JETTER:  I do have some followup questions.
14              HEARING OFFICER:  How much time do you
15  anticipate?
16              MR. JETTER:  Ten minutes.
17              HEARING OFFICER:  Let's go ahead and break for
18  lunch and do that when we come back.  Is that okay?  How
19  long do you all want for lunch?  We'll come back at 2:00.
20              (Off the record.)
21              HEARING OFFICER:  Let's go back on the record.
22  We are picking up where we left off before our lunch break.
23  Mr. Jetter, I believe you had some recross for
24  Mr. Meredith.
25              MR. JETTER:  Yes.  I have reconsidered and have
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 1  decided not to recross.
 2              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  Mr. Moore, do you
 3  have any recross?
 4              MR. MOORE:  No, I do not.
 5              HEARING OFFICER:  Okay.  Then Ms. Slawson, I
 6  think what I would do at this point is ask you to please
 7  address as well as you can the questions that the
 8  Commission posed in its notice.
 9              MS. SLAWSON:  I would be happy to do that, but
10  I'm just wondering if it might be more appropriate at the
11  end after all of the witnesses have testified so we know
12  what all the testimony in the record is.  I think a lot of
13  the testimony, or some of the testimony that we might
14  illicit through cross examination might go to some of those
15  issues and not make those statements based on an incomplete
16  record, but it's up to you.
17              HEARING OFFICER:  I would like you to address
18  what you can at this point.
19              MS. SLAWSON:  Thank you.  In the notice served
20  by the Public Service Commission on January 21, 2016 the
21  Commission notified parties that they should come prepared
22  to discuss three issues.  Do you want me to identify those
23  issues for the record?
24              HEARING OFFICER:  Sure.
25              MS. SLAWSON:  Number one, Utah Code Section
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 1  54-8b-6 states, a telecommunications corporation providing
 2  intrastate public telecommunications services may not
 3  subsidize its intrastate telecommunications services which
 4  are exempted from regulation with the proceeds from other
 5  intrastate telecommunications services not so exempted.
 6  Disbursements from the UUSF constitute proceeds from
 7  regulated intrastate telecommunications operations.  Are
 8  the parties satisfied that a continued or increased
 9  disbursement from the UUSF would not serve to subsidize the
10  nonregulated operations of Carbon/Emery?  Why or why not?
11  Have I identified that issue correctly?
12              HEARING OFFICER:  I believe so.
13              MS. SLAWSON:  As the Commission has noted this
14  is a threshold issue and the questions that this issue
15  presents are addressed in the voluminous testimony filed in
16  this case.  The testimony specifically filed in this case
17  identifies with particularity the uses for which
18  Carbon/Emery will use or utilize its UUSF funds.
19              Each party in this matter has provided
20  testimony on, for example, cost allocation between
21  regulated and nonregulated activities.  And so those issues
22  are briefed for the Commission in terms of testimony.  The
23  Commission I would say has the obligation at this point to
24  determine how those cost allocations should be made to
25  avoid any subsidization.
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 1              We believe, Carbon/Emery believes and is
 2  satisfied that a continued and increased disbursement from
 3  the Utah Universal Service Fund would not serve to
 4  subsidize its nonregulated operations, and that the
 5  testimony they have provided on this case in this matter is
 6  clear on those points.
 7              Carbon/Emery filed it's application for Utah
 8  Universal Service Fund and its requested revenue
 9  requirement has gone through a vigorous review process.
10  The testimony or evidence in this case proves that
11  Carbon/Emery is not using the UUSF funds to subsidize its
12  nonregulated operations.
13              In order to be eligible for UUSF funds the
14  Company must show that it is an eligible telecommunications
15  carrier, that it is in compliance with Commission orders
16  and rules.  Did the Company complete a Commission review of
17  its revenue requirement and other telecommunications
18  service rate structure prior to any change in the UUSF,
19  which is what we're doing here today, and then does not
20  charge rates in excess of the affordable base rate.  It
21  must also show that it provides lifeline service and it is
22  a facility based provider.
23              The testimony that's been provided in this case
24  through the prefiled written testimony and the testimony
25  illicit here today demonstrates that Carbon/Emery has met
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 1  the requirements and the statute and rules and there is no
 2  evidence of subsidization in the extensive record.
 3              Shall I go forward with issue two?
 4              HEARING OFFICER:  That's fine.
 5              MS. SLAWSON:  Issue two, Utah Code Section
 6  54-8b-15(1)(a) states, a basic telephone service means
 7  local exchange service.  Utah Code Section 54-8b-15(6)(a)
 8  states, the UUSF shall be designed to promote equitable
 9  cost recovery of basic telephone services.  The question
10  asked by the Commission are the parties satisfied that a
11  continued or increased disbursement from the UUSF to
12  Carbon/Emery would comply with this statutory language?
13              Each party in this case has supplied testimony
14  as to the reasonable costs -- let me back up.  Carbon/Emery
15  has provided testimony and an application as to the
16  reasonable costs associated with providing basic telephone
17  services.  Each of the other parties have provided
18  testimony on this issue.  At this point the record is
19  robust and demonstrates through the testimony of the
20  Company that the reasonable costs of providing basic
21  telecommunications services are not met through rate
22  recovery at the affordable base rate, and the Company is
23  not earning the allowed rate of return.
24              And so we believe that the testimony shows that
25  Carbon/Emery is entitled to additional UUSF funds to meet
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 1  the reasonable costs of providing basic telecommunications
 2  for telephone services.
 3              Issue three, Utah Code Section 54-8b-15(5)
 4  states, operation of the Utah Universal Service Fund shall
 5  be nondiscriminatory and competitively and technologically
 6  neutral in the collection and distribution of funds,
 7  neither providing a competitive advantage for, nor imposing
 8  a competitive disadvantage upon any telecommunications
 9  provider in the state.  Are the parties satisfied that a
10  continued or increased disbursement from the Utah Universal
11  Service Fund to Carbon/Emery would comply with the
12  statutory language?  Why or why not?
13              As indicated previously in my statement, and as
14  demonstrated in the testimonies of Brock Johansen and
15  Darren Woolsey, Carbon/Emery has met the requirements of
16  the statute outlining the eligibility for disbursement from
17  the Utah Universal Service Fund.  And therefore, is
18  entitled to continued and increased disbursements from the
19  fund.  There has been no testimony, nor has there been to
20  my knowledge any argument that the fund is not being
21  administered neutrally.
22              So based on the testimony provided in the
23  record Carbon/Emery's position is that Carbon/Emery is
24  entitled to additional UUSF distribution from the fund and
25  has met the requirements of the statute.
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 1              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  And you have no
 2  more witnesses; is that correct?
 3              MS. SLAWSON:  That is correct.
 4              HEARING OFFICER:  Does the Division want to
 5  call its witness.  Just so you know, I figure we'll go at
 6  this point until about 3:20, break for 15 or 20 minutes,
 7  and then we can go up to 5:00 as needed.  Go ahead.
 8              MR. JETTER:  It's a little out of the order
 9  that the Company did, but if you would like I could address
10  the same questions now just back to back.
11              HEARING OFFICER:  That's fine.
12              MR. JETTER:  Because it might be easier looking
13  back at the record to see.  And if it's acceptable I'll
14  rely on Kira's reading on the questions and just address
15  them as questions 1, 2, 3.
16              HEARING OFFICER:  That's fine.
17              MR. JETTER:  With respect to question one.  In
18  practically every incumbent local exchange carrier
19  territory or companies in Utah are receiving Utah Universal
20  Service Fund support.  The telephone company receiving the
21  support is under common ownership with its affiliate
22  internet service provider.  In most, if not all, cases the
23  ILEC owns the facilities and sells access to the affiliated
24  internet company.  Generally the access fees paid by the
25  internet company are based on the National Exchange Carrier
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 1  Association tariff rate, also referred to as NECA.
 2              The NECA tariff rate is a cost based tariff
 3  derived from other similar ILEC costs.  The Division has
 4  relied upon the NECA tariff or prior recommendations
 5  because it is a reasonable proxy established by an outside
 6  entity.  To the extent to which UUSF funds may subsidize an
 7  affiliate in such circumstances is difficult to determine.
 8              Most of the current plant additions that we're
 9  seeing in the ILEC territories are providing fiber to the
10  home.  Installation of fiber to the home is not necessary
11  for basic telephone service.  However, fiber network can
12  and do provide basic telephone service as well as offer
13  significantly improved availability of high-speed internet
14  access for the affiliate internet provider.
15              In the event that the copper network is failing
16  and must be replaced it is often most economical to replace
17  facilities with fiber.  The benefit of fiber is shared
18  between the ILEC as well as the affiliate.  Revenue
19  increases generated from and received after the fiber
20  install are likely to be received primarily by the internet
21  and/or television affiliates.
22              What were once telephone companies
23  traditionally that began to provide internet through an
24  affiliate are often now predominantly internet and
25  television companies that also happen to offer telephone
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 1  service.  However, all three services in the case of fiber
 2  networks can often use the same facility.  And all of them
 3  will likely benefit from sharing of the costs of the
 4  facility.
 5              Whether it can measure the benefit to the
 6  company's basic telephone service or to first determine
 7  whether the investment was necessary in order to continue
 8  basic telephone service is a critical question.
 9              If, for example, the Commission were to take
10  the view that the revenue increases or revenue derived from
11  the value of the facility to each affiliate were indicative
12  of whether subsidy were occurring, then the calculation of
13  costs shared based on revenue would indicate that it is
14  likely that an affiliate may be being subsidized.  On the
15  other hand, if the Commission views the test as whether it
16  reduces the cost to provide basic telephone service by
17  selling access to affiliates, it may be argued that because
18  the affiliate contributes some dollars to defray the costs
19  of the telephone service the Utah Universal Service Fund is
20  not subsidizing the affiliate if that investment in the
21  fiber or other upgrades was a prudent investment for the
22  regulated ILEC.
23              With respect to the cost of operations the
24  Division of Public Utilities periodically reviews all
25  regulated telecommunications companies receiving Utah
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 1  Universal Service Fund support.  This review includes a
 2  desk audit of the annual report filed by the companies with
 3  the DPU.  If the desk audit indicates issues that need
 4  further investigation, the DPU then takes the appropriate
 5  action, which may include a more formal audit at the time
 6  if the Division has the ability to dedicate time and
 7  resources to that investigation.
 8              Cases filed with the Commission that are
 9  ongoing tends to take precedence over those proactive
10  audits.  If a formal audit is conducted then the DPU will
11  receive the cost allocation manual that the company is
12  using to allocate costs between its regulated operations
13  and unregulated affiliates.  This has been a standard
14  practice for several years.
15              The cost allocation manuals are normally
16  developed based on the FCC Part 64 guidelines as there is
17  no Utah specific Public Service Commission rules to use as
18  guidance for these cost allocation manuals.  If the cost
19  allocation manual seems reasonable to the Division and the
20  company appears to have made a good faith effort to
21  allocate costs between regulated and nonregulated
22  companies, then the Division will test to make certain that
23  the cost allocation manual is being followed and practiced.
24  If there is no cost allocation manual, or the cost
25  allocation manual seems insufficient, then the Division
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 1  will propose its own cost allocation method.
 2              In the case of Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc. the
 3  Division has reviewed its cost allocation manual
 4  approximately five times in the last six to seven years
 5  during various Universal Service Fund requests.  The DPU
 6  has found that Carbon/Emery Telecom's cost allocation
 7  manual seems to be fairly robust and it appears to be
 8  followed and practiced.
 9              The only criticism of the cost allocation
10  manual is that it is sometimes dated and could be reviewed
11  and updated more often.  The DUP recognizes that there are
12  some inherent problems developing accurate cost allocation
13  manuals.
14              If the Commission is interested in developing
15  rules to provide more specific guidance in this area the
16  DPU would welcome such an opportunity and would like to
17  participate in an effort to do so.
18              With respect to question two.  Yes,
19  disbursements comply with this language.  The DPU views the
20  Utah Universal Service Fund as a cost recovery mechanism to
21  be used were the total cost of providing basic telephone
22  services exceed the revenues generated from those services.
23  The calculation of that support is defined in Commission
24  Rule 746-360-8.
25              If a telecommunications company is charging the
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 1  affordable base rate as defined in Rule 746-360-2, then the
 2  Division believes that the Universal Service Fund is
 3  designed to fill in the gap between the total revenue and
 4  total expense for providing basic telephone service.
 5              If the telecommunications company were not
 6  charging the affordable base rate, the Division would
 7  impute the revenue it would receive if it were charging the
 8  affordable base rate and reduce the Utah Universal Service
 9  Fund recommendation by that amount.
10              In this case Carbon/Emery Telecom is charging
11  the affordable base rate and the Division believes that
12  continued disbursement from the Universal Service Fund to
13  Carbon/Emery Telecom for the cost recovery for the basic
14  telephone communication services is appropriate to the
15  extent that the actual cost of providing basic telephone
16  service exceed the revenue generated.  However, the
17  Division is mindful of opportunities for effectively
18  recovering for expenses that would benefit parts of the
19  Company's business that are unregulated.  Progressive
20  replacement of infrastructure, such as copper cable that
21  remain sufficient to provide basic telephone service, can
22  allow the Company to recover for investments that have not
23  been needed for the service of basic telephone.  The
24  Division recognizes that basic telephone service can
25  benefit from these investments even if it did not require
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 1  them.
 2              Further to stave off customer departures,
 3  telephone companies attempt to retain customers with more
 4  advanced services.  Given their affect on reducing customer
 5  losses and some incremental benefits, these investments
 6  have not been the subject of the Division's adjustments in
 7  this case.
 8              Nevertheless, when the investment is recovered
 9  through accelerated depreciation the Division is unwilling
10  to accept that accelerated recovery and has made
11  adjustments in our recommendations to the Commission.
12              And with respect to question three, eligibility
13  for Utah Universal Service Fund disbursement is defined in
14  Commission Rule 746-360-6.  To be eligible the company must
15  be designated as an eligible telecommunications carrier
16  pursuant to 47-USC-214(e).
17              Carbon/Emery Telephone is an eligible
18  telecommunications carrier as described above and is an
19  incumbent rate of return telephone corporation that is
20  described in Rule 746-360-6.  The Division, therefore,
21  believes it is eligible to receive Universal Service Fund
22  disbursements in the amounts that would be calculated
23  appropriately.
24              While a variety of rules governing Utah Code
25  54-8b-15(5) might be permissible under the Commission's
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 1  existing rules, Carbon/Emery Telephone is eligible subject
 2  to the establishment of Commission -- subject to the
 3  Commission's establishment of an appropriate amount.
 4              There are other carriers competing in the
 5  Carbon/Emery service territories utilizing other technology
 6  such as wireless service.  These carriers may be at a
 7  competitive disadvantage when competing with a carrier such
 8  as Carbon/Emery that receives Utah Universal Service Fund
 9  subsidy.  However, as of yet these carriers have either
10  chosen not to pursue ETC designation or their applications
11  have been denied by the Commission for this territory.
12              Designation as an ETC may qualify them for
13  Universal Service Fund disbursements.  There are several
14  wireless lifeline carriers that have received ETC
15  designations from the Public Service Commission.  These
16  carriers as of yet have not requested Utah Universal
17  Service Fund support, and in each instance they have agreed
18  in stipulations to only seek Utah Universal Service Fund
19  support after additional proceedings requesting it before
20  the Commission.  And that concludes the Division's
21  responses.
22              HEARING OFFICER:  That's very helpful.  Thank
23  you.  Would you like to call your witness?
24              MR. JETTER:  The Division would like to call
25  first Mr. William Duncan.
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 1              (The witness is sworn in.)
 2                       DIRECT EXAMINATION
 3  BY MR. JETTER:
 4        Q.    Good afternoon, Mr. Duncan.
 5        A.    Good afternoon.
 6        Q.    Would you please state your name and occupation
 7  for the record?
 8        A.    Yes.  My name is William Duncan.  I am the
 9  manager of the Telecommunications and Water Section for
10  Utah Division of Public Utilities.
11        Q.    Thank you.  In the course of your employment
12  did you have the opportunity to review the application and
13  testimony filed by the applicant in this case?
14        A.    Yes.
15        Q.    Did you create and cause to be filed with the
16  Commission prefiled direct testimony?
17        A.    Yes.
18        Q.    I'll just read them all if that's okay.  Direct
19  testimony, rebuttal testimony, revised rebuttal testimony,
20  and surrebuttal testimony along with the attending
21  exhibits?
22        A.    Yes, I did.
23        Q.    If you were asked those same questions today
24  would you answer them the same way?
25        A.    Yes.
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 1        Q.    Do you have some corrections that you would
 2  like to make to those?
 3        A.    Yes.  On my rebuttal testimony, revised
 4  rebuttal and surrebuttal on page 1, the title page on each
 5  of those documents, I failed to change the name of Emery
 6  Telephone to Carbon/Emery Telecom Inc.  The docket number
 7  is correct and the testimony is correct, but I evidently
 8  used the same testimony in the Emery case and inadvertently
 9  forgot to change the title page.  So that's page 1 on each
10  of those.
11        Q.    Do you have any other changes that you would
12  like to make?
13        A.    Yes.  During our final review of the exhibits
14  prior to the hearing we discovered a calculation error in
15  the rate of return calculation.  After correcting the error
16  the Division's position on the rate of return has been
17  revised to 9.97 percent rather than the 9.85 percent that
18  was submitted in previous testimony.  Mr. Coleman will
19  testify to the Division's position on that later today.
20  That change has been considered by the Division and the
21  Division has adjusted its recommendation from decrease in
22  Utah Universal Service Fund of $14,458, which I believe was
23  in my surrebuttal testimony, to an increase in Utah
24  Universal Service Fund annually of $6,833.  This increase
25  would put the Division's position for a total annual UUSF
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 1  disbursement of $1,045,547.
 2              We have two exhibits that we have developed to
 3  replace two exhibits in my surrebuttal testimony.  One of
 4  them is the template we used for calculating the Utah
 5  Universal Service Fund, which Carbon/Emery used in their
 6  application and then we used that template to put our
 7  adjustments in.  So that one has been used before.
 8              The second exhibit that we're passing out today
 9  -- actually there are two tables in my surrebuttal
10  testimony that -- I didn't know the best way to handle
11  this, so rather than replace them in a written format I
12  just produced some Excel tables.  One of them, the first
13  table on line 54 of my surrebuttal, and the second one is
14  on line 81 of my surrebuttal.  But they both just show the
15  revenue requirement and revenue deficiency that I
16  previously spoke about of $6,833.  So it's a fairly minor
17  change, but one we had to correct when we found the error.
18              HEARING OFFICER:  That's based on the change on
19  the rate of return, correct?
20              THE WITNESS:  Yes.  The rate of return changed
21  from 9.85 to 9.97.
22              HEARING OFFICER:  That's the composite?
23              THE WITNESS:  That's the composite, that's
24  correct.
25              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.
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 1              MR. JETTER:  At this time I would like to hand
 2  out another hearing exhibit that is the correction made in
 3  another one of our witnesses, Casey Coleman's testimony,
 4  but it relates to the same issue so I thought it be
 5  reasonable to pass this out at the same time.
 6              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.
 7              MR. JETTER:  I intend to have Mr. Coleman
 8  address this briefly.
 9              HEARING OFFICER:  Is there any objection?  This
10  is just a replacement of an exhibit on file?
11              MR. JETTER:  It is.
12              MS. SLAWSON:  I just want to make sure I'm
13  seeing the corrections correctly on Mr. Coleman's
14  testimony.  I can ask him about this if there are any
15  issues.  We can keep going.
16              HEARING OFFICER:  The Office has no objection?
17              MR. MOORE:  No objection.
18              HEARING OFFICER:  Did you want to ask
19  Mr. Coleman about this now?
20              MR. JETTER:  I can ask him about it when he is
21  sworn in and we get it authenticated in the record at that
22  time.
23              HEARING OFFICER:  Okay.  Go ahead.
24              MR. JETTER:  I believe at this time the two
25  exhibits that were first handed out, which are entitled at
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 1  the top DPU Exhibit 1.1 Hearing and DPU Exhibit 1.2 Hearing
 2  and those relate to Mr. Duncan's testimony, that those be
 3  accepted into the record?
 4              HEARING OFFICER:  And there is no objection?
 5              MS. SLAWSON:  No objection.
 6              MR. MOORE:  No objection.
 7              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  We'll accept them
 8  as marked.
 9              MR. JETTER:  And with that that concludes my
10  direct testimony of Mr. Duncan.  He is available for cross.
11              HEARING OFFICER:  Ms. Slawson, questions for
12  Mr. Duncan?
13              MS. SLAWSON:  Yes.
14                       CROSS EXAMINATION
15  BY MS. SLAWSON:
16        Q.    Good afternoon, Mr. Duncan.  You provided
17  summary testimony for the Division in this case, correct?
18        A.    That is correct.
19        Q.    As I have reviewed your testimony I've
20  identified three issues that remain unresolved between the
21  Company and the Division; is that correct?
22        A.    That is correct.
23        Q.    Those would be rate of return, correct?
24        A.    Yes.
25        Q.    The final figure for the adjustment for
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 1  migration of customers from cable internet to fiber to the
 2  home internet service, correct?
 3        A.    That is correct.
 4        Q.    And then the depreciation expense?
 5        A.    That is correct.
 6        Q.    With regard to the rate of return it's my
 7  understanding that the only issue between the Company and
 8  the Division at this point is on the appropriate cost of
 9  equity; is that correct?
10        A.    That is correct.
11        Q.    And it's my understanding that Mr. Coleman will
12  be providing that testimony for the Division?
13        A.    Yes.
14        Q.    And with regard to the depreciation expense Joe
15  Hellewell will be providing that testimony for the
16  Division, correct?
17        A.    Yes.
18        Q.    Throughout this procedure the Division has
19  propounded several sets of data requests in this matter; is
20  that correct?
21        A.    Yes.
22        Q.    In addition to the data requests did you have
23  telephone calls with the Company throughout this process?
24        A.    Yes.
25        Q.    If you were unclear about an issue or response
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 1  to a data request you would call the Company for
 2  clarification; isn't that accurate?
 3        A.    I don't know if we called them on every issue,
 4  but we certainly did on some.
 5        Q.    You felt as though you could call them on any
 6  issue?
 7        A.    Yes.
 8        Q.    Because you're providing the summary testimony
 9  I just have a couple questions for you.  But I wanted to
10  make sure in the testimony of Joe Hellewell there are
11  several references to the proposition that the Utah
12  Universal Service Fund should not be used as an incentive
13  for increased infrastructure investments.  Do you recall
14  that testimony from Mr. Hellewell?
15        A.    Yes, vaguely.
16        Q.    I couldn't find any example when I looked
17  through your testimony of where you testified that
18  Carbon/Emery unnecessarily accelerated its plant investment
19  by replacing assets before the end of their useful life; is
20  that correct?
21        A.    That's correct, I don't believe I testified on
22  that.
23        Q.    I just want to identify the last remaining
24  issue between the Division and Carbon/Emery, and that was
25  the cable migration number.
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 1        A.    Yes.
 2        Q.    As I've reviewed your testimony the final
 3  figure with regard to the Division's adjustment for imputed
 4  revenue for migration of customers who currently receive
 5  their internet services through Carbon's cable affiliates
 6  to the new fiber to the home network that is being
 7  constructed by Carbon still needs final calculation which
 8  is dependent upon the rate of return authorized by the
 9  Commission, correct?
10        A.    Correct, it's dependent upon the rate of
11  return.
12        Q.    So is it fair to say that once that rate of
13  return has been determined by the Commission, the
14  calculation and the methodology for that calculation would
15  be finalized and the adjustment will be made, correct?
16        A.    Yes.  The adjustment is dependent upon whatever
17  the final rate of return is.
18        Q.    With regard to the rate of return the Company
19  has proposed a return on equity of 12.13 percent, correct?
20        A.    That is correct.
21        Q.    Were you involved in the Hanksville Telecom
22  UUSF proceeding which was filed by the Division in May
23  2014?
24        A.    Yes.
25        Q.    Did the Division prepare the confidential
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 1  exhibits attached to its Hanksville application?
 2        A.    I'm sure we did.
 3        Q.    Do you recall the return on equity that was
 4  used by the Division in that application?
 5        A.    Not specifically, but I -- if you say it was
 6  12.13 I'll accept that.
 7        Q.    I think the Commission can take judicial notice
 8  of what that number was.  At the time the Division was
 9  preparing the application in the Hanksville Telecom UUSF
10  proceeding was the Division aware that Emery Telecom was
11  also planning to file an application for UUSF?
12        A.    I don't remember.
13        Q.    In fact, Emery filed an application for an
14  increase in UUSF in September 2014; is that correct?  The
15  first one.
16        A.    Yes.  I would say -- I would accept that's
17  correct.  I don't remember the date, but I remember the
18  proceeding.
19        Q.    Because you don't remember the proceeding I
20  would just state that the Commission can take judicial
21  notice that the return on equity number that was filed by
22  Emery in September of 2014.  Was the return on equity
23  figure an issue that was contested by the Division in the
24  Emery 2014 UUSF application?
25        A.    I don't remember.
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 1        Q.    Have you reviewed the adjustments identified by
 2  Mr. Ostrander in his surrebuttal testimony relating to
 3  allocation adjustments?
 4        A.    Not in depth.
 5        Q.    I didn't see it in your summary testimony.  So
 6  the Division is not recommending that the Commission adopt
 7  those adjustments; is that correct?
 8        A.    No, we're not.
 9        Q.    With regard to the landline loss projection, is
10  it your testimony that the Division supports and has
11  adopted the calculation provided by the Company for
12  landline loss projection?
13        A.    I would say we adopted the amended landline
14  loss numbers that came in, that Carbon/Emery developed and
15  revised I'm going to say during testimony.
16        Q.    With respect to the Division and Carbon/Emery
17  there is no issue, remaining issue, as to the landline loss
18  adjustment, correct?
19        A.    No.
20              MS. SLAWSON:  I have no other questions for the
21  witness.
22              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.
23                       CROSS EXAMINATION
24  BY MR. MOORE:
25        Q.    Just a few short questions on the capital
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 1  structure issue.  Mr. Duncan, the Division is recommending
 2  on its capital structure 35 debt and 65 percent equity in
 3  this case?
 4        A.    Yes.
 5        Q.    This capital structure was derived from a 2008
 6  capital structure task force; is that correct?
 7        A.    Yes.
 8        Q.    In your testimony you stated that prior to 2008
 9  the DPU used various hypothetical structures, including the
10  50/50 structure recommended by Mr. Brevitz; is that
11  correct?
12        A.    I wasn't here prior to 2008 so I can't -- the
13  information I received is from others that over the years
14  preceding 2008 the Division used a variety of capital
15  structures.
16        Q.    The point of the 2008 capital structure task
17  force was to arrive at a capital structure that would
18  provide the ILEC's with certainty making future investment
19  decisions?
20        A.    It was to provide some level of certainty in
21  Utah Universal Service Fund applications.
22        Q.    Since you've been here the Division has used
23  that capital structure in its UUSF cases; is that correct?
24        A.    Correct.
25        Q.    In reading your testimony you seem to stress
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 1  that this was due to a policy of regulatory consistency?
 2        A.    Yes, it was trying to provide some regulatory
 3  consistency.
 4        Q.    On page 48 of your rebuttal testimony you
 5  stated that while DPU understands the OCS concerns with the
 6  65/35 hypothetical capital structure, the DPU believes this
 7  is not the place to make a major policy change.  Does that
 8  sound correct?
 9        A.    Yes.
10        Q.    You went on to state, the DPU would support a
11  much broader proceeding to examine the question that could
12  ultimately result in consistent practices that could be
13  applied globally; is that correct?
14        A.    Correct.
15        Q.    Now the 2008 capital structure task force did
16  not result in a rule from the Commission, did it?
17        A.    That's correct.
18        Q.    In fact, October 27, 2008 the Commission sent a
19  letter to DPU rejecting a rule?
20        A.    Correct.
21        Q.    I'm going to hand you -- I believe this is in
22  our exhibit list, but there seems to be some confusion.  So
23  I'll just hand these down and just ask a question without
24  putting it in the record unless there is an objection.  Is
25  this letter -- have you ever seen this letter before?
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 1        A.    Yes.
 2        Q.    Is this the letter that I was referring to?
 3        A.    I believe so.
 4        Q.    In the last sentence of the major paragraph the
 5  Commission writes, it is also concerned that the impact of
 6  the rules that sets rates under title 54 where the
 7  Commission is required to make a determination based on
 8  evidence presented in an adjudicated proceeding based on
 9  circumstances facing each company and relevant to time the
10  rates will be effective.
11        A.    Correct, that's what it says.
12        Q.    Now if you provided a policy based on regular
13  consistency that's been in effect since 2008 and going to
14  go in effect indefinitely, until I guess there is another
15  global change, the capital structure is not as the
16  Commission suggests, the Commission pronounces, relevant to
17  time to which the rates take effect; isn't that true?
18        A.    Can you restate that?
19        Q.    I'm sorry.  The Commission states that they
20  rejected the rule because in part they feel like the
21  capital structure should be based on evidence and
22  circumstances facing each company, and importantly relevant
23  to the time in which the cases will be effective.
24        A.    Okay.
25        Q.    My question is, if we have a stable global
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 1  policy that lasts from 2008 indefinitely that policy will
 2  run array the Commission's concern about having the capital
 3  structure in place relevant to the time with which the rate
 4  will be taking effect, won't they?
 5        A.    I don't think there is any prohibition on us
 6  not using this as a policy.
 7        Q.    No, but it's not the policy of the Commission,
 8  is it?
 9        A.    No, it's not.  Obviously the rule was not
10  adopted.
11        Q.    Would you agree that there has been significant
12  changes in the telecommunications business since 2008?
13        A.    Yes.  The telecommunication business is
14  evolving continually.
15        Q.    So the circumstances facing each company will
16  evolve over time?
17        A.    Correct.
18        Q.    Isn't your policy contradictory to this last
19  sentence of the first paragraph of the Commission's letter?
20        A.    No, I don't believe so.
21        Q.    Could you explain that?
22        A.    In the Commission's letter it says in the
23  sentence above that the general parameters of the rule
24  accompanied by the variability attempted to be included in
25  the rule proposed may be applied by the Division itself in
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 1  its interactions with companies.
 2        Q.    But it goes on to say the Commission will not
 3  provide that as a rule due to concerns of timing and
 4  producing and looking at the evidence of a case by case
 5  basis?
 6        A.    That's correct.  The Commission certainly has
 7  the authority to reject our use of that rule, or not rule,
 8  but that policy if they see fit.
 9              MR. MOORE:  That's all I have.
10              HEARING OFFICER:  Any redirect, Mr. Jetter?
11              MR. JETTER:  I have no redirect.  Thank you.
12              HEARING OFFICER:  Your next witness.
13              MR. JETTER:  The Division would next like to
14  call Casey Coleman and have him sworn in at this time.
15              (The witness is sworn in.)
16                       DIRECT EXAMINATION
17  BY MR. JETTER:
18        Q.    Mr. Coleman, would you please state your name
19  and occupation for the record?
20        A.    My name is Casey J. Coleman.  I'm an utility
21  technical consultant with the Division of Public Utilities.
22        Q.    Thank you.  In the course of your employment
23  have you had the opportunity to review the application
24  filed by the applicant in this docket?
25        A.    Yes.
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 1        Q.    Did you prepare and cause to be filed with the
 2  Commission direct testimony of Casey Coleman as well as
 3  surrebuttal testimony of Casey Coleman?
 4        A.    Yes, I did.
 5        Q.    Do you have any corrections that you would like
 6  to make to either of those or the exhibits that were
 7  attached thereto?
 8        A.    Yes, I wanted to put into the record, which has
 9  already been provided and labeled DPU Exhibit 3.1 for the
10  hearing, which is an updated calculation for what the
11  Division is recommending for allowed rate of the return for
12  Carbon/Emery which Mr. Duncan talked about earlier changed
13  the rate from the 9.85 to 9.97.  And I can go into more
14  detail now or later with whichever makes sense.
15        Q.    I think it would be a great time now to give a
16  brief explanation of what was changed and for what reason.
17        A.    Primarily on this, if you look at this compared
18  to what we filed before, the only thing that changed is
19  what would be the separation factor for intrastate and
20  interstate.  Previously what I had done before is I had x'd
21  that out because we agreed with the calculation of
22  Mr. Darren Woolsey as far as what that separation would be.
23  When we first did the calculation we were going off of what
24  his first filed numbers were.  Then I believe about three
25  weeks later he filed some amended numbers, which had these
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 1  second set of numbers in there.  Because for whatever
 2  reason those numbers didn't get translated through
 3  originally I went back in and created the confidential
 4  exhibit which now shows those numbers, which I believe are
 5  accurate.  And if you just do the normal calculations
 6  across you will see what we believe would be the correct
 7  weighted cost and finally get to the 9.97.  So that's the
 8  only change.  We believe it was accurate to reflect the
 9  most recent information that was filed by the Company,
10  which is what we were supporting.
11              And our other numbers don't change as far as
12  what we believe the correct debt to be and also our
13  recommendation for the cost of equity for the Company.  If
14  there are other questions, it's pretty straight arithmetic
15  from there, but I can explain that further if need be.
16        Q.    Thank you.  With that slight change to your
17  testimony on that exhibit, if you were asked the questions
18  contained both in your direct and your surrebuttal
19  testimony would the answers today be the same as they were?
20        A.    Yes, they would be.
21        Q.    Do you have any other edits or corrections that
22  you would like to make today?
23        A.    No.
24        Q.    Have you prepared a brief statement summarizing
25  your testimony?
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 1        A.    Yes.  As the witness for the rate of return for
 2  the Division, I went through and did a calculation to try
 3  to determine what we believe would be the appropriate
 4  allowed rate of return.  And as discussed by Mr. Duncan and
 5  myself the Division believes the Commission should use the
 6  9.97 percent rate.
 7              We did agree with Carbon/Emery as far as the
 8  cost of debt and that is reflected in the information that
 9  I have provided.  We also believe, as the Division has done
10  in other times, that the policy of a hypothetical capital
11  structure of 35 percent debt and 65 percent equity should
12  be used.  Carbon/Emery does not have any debt, but because
13  of the policy we have done before we are recommending that
14  hypothetical of 35/65.  And as reflected on the new updated
15  information we do agree with the separation calculations
16  provided by Carbon/Emery for the weight in between
17  intrastate and interstate there.
18              Where we do disagree and believe the number
19  that should be accurate is for the cost of equity.  The
20  Division is recommending a 10.75 percent cost of equity
21  with that.  We come to that number by using a capital asset
22  pricing model or CAPM, which has been discussed with that,
23  and doing the same type of analysis which has been done in
24  previous cases and for an extensive period of time by the
25  Division.
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 1              We believe the Commission should continue to
 2  follow some of the same policy that has been done before,
 3  the same process that has been done before which is what we
 4  have done before and accept the 10.75 percent as a cost of
 5  equity and ultimately the 9.97 for the allowed rate of
 6  return for Carbon/Emery.
 7        Q.    Thank you.  I would like to address something
 8  else briefly on direct testimony.
 9        A.    Sure.
10        Q.    The Division recommended cost of equity in this
11  case has varied slightly from some previous cases.  Can you
12  briefly explain why that is?
13        A.    Sure.  There has been discussion as far as the
14  rate of return that was used in previous cases to now.  The
15  most simple way to explain that is we did an analysis
16  according to when the information was filed.  We went and
17  looked at the beta rates that would be applicable for those
18  companies, ones that were still in service and the ones we
19  felt made sense, and then looked at what the risk free rate
20  and risk free premium would be for that time.  So there
21  would be an adjustment just because the markets have
22  changed and the scenario has changed a little bit.  But our
23  methodology and the way we went through the calculation was
24  basically the same as what would have been done in previous
25  times, it's just with updated information that we feel is
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 1  applicable in this case and scenario to try to represent as
 2  I guess as best you can with what the market conditions
 3  would be as of the filing date for Carbon/Emery.
 4              MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  Those are all the
 5  direct questions I have for Mr. Coleman.  He is available
 6  for cross examination.
 7              HEARING OFFICER:  Ms. Slawson, any questions?
 8              MS. SLAWSON:  Yes.  Thank you.
 9              HEARING OFFICER:  Go ahead.
10                       CROSS EXAMINATION
11  BY MS. SLAWSON:
12        Q.    Good afternoon, Mr. Coleman.  I want to confirm
13  that you reviewed the testimony and exhibits of
14  Mr. Meredith, Mr. Woolsey and Mr. Johansen filed in this
15  proceeding, correct?
16        A.    Yes.
17        Q.    In response to your direct testimony the
18  Division is recommending that the Commission adopt the task
19  force's hypothetical capital structure framework for this
20  proceeding; is that correct?
21        A.    Yes, we are.
22        Q.    Just so I understand, and for benefit of the
23  record, the task force's recommendation was not that the
24  hypothetical capital structure of 35 percent debt and 65
25  percent equity should be used in all cases; is that
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 1  correct?
 2        A.    Yes, that's correct.
 3        Q.    In fact, I believe the task force's
 4  recommendation was it would be a sliding scale, correct?
 5        A.    Yes.
 6        Q.    And if a company has an actual capital
 7  structure with less than 35 percent debt, then 35 percent
 8  debt would be imputed to that company; is that correct?
 9        A.    Yes, that's correct.
10        Q.    If the company has an actual capital structure
11  of 45 percent debt, then the Division and the task force
12  recommended that the Commission use the actual capital
13  structure, correct?
14        A.    Correct.
15        Q.    In your testimony you identified NECA, that's
16  the National Exchange Carrier Association; is that correct?
17        A.    Yes, that's true.
18        Q.    Did you rely on NECA as an authority to
19  determine the interstate rate of return for Carbon/Emery?
20        A.    I guess the best way to explain that is I
21  didn't understand the form 492 as well as I would like to.
22  So I called NECA to try to get a better understanding as
23  far as what the information on there was and asked a
24  variety of questions to help me get a better understanding
25  of that.  Through the conversations I came to understand
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 1  why there were two different forms 492 and what that meant.
 2  So I don't know that I necessarily relied on their number,
 3  but I used their expertise as far as what the form was to
 4  help me come to the conclusion of what I felt was the right
 5  interstate return for Carbon/Emery in this proceeding.
 6        Q.    The revised exhibit that you provided here
 7  today shows that the interstate rate of return used by the
 8  Division in its calculation is 11.45 percent, correct?
 9        A.    Yes, that's correct.
10        Q.    In your testimony, your direct testimony on
11  line 157 you indicated there was no other viable
12  alternative for calculating the appropriate cost of equity
13  other than the CAPM.  Do you recall that testimony?
14        A.    You said line 157 of my direct testimony?
15        Q.    Yes.
16        A.    I'm not seeing that exact quote on line 157,
17  but I might -- I said something similar to that.  I don't
18  know if the line matters specifically unless I'm looking at
19  the wrong spot.  Okay.  Yes, I agree.  Sorry.
20        Q.    When writing your direct testimony were you
21  aware of NECA's method that calculates the return on equity
22  estimates from the NECA rate of return carriers involved in
23  capital transactions using what Douglas Meredith has
24  identified as free cash flow method?
25        A.    I'm not aware of that.
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 1        Q.    You weren't when you wrote your direct
 2  testimony, correct?
 3        A.    Yes.
 4        Q.    Now in reviewing the testimony you're aware of
 5  this approach, correct?
 6        A.    It is something that Mr. Duncan did provide as
 7  another alternative.
 8        Q.    Mr. Meredith?
 9        A.    Sorry.  Yes.
10        Q.    Would you agree that NECA's free cash flow
11  method as identified by Mr. Meredith in his testimony
12  estimates the cost of capital based on actual information
13  conveyed by buyers and sellers of rural access lines rather
14  than generalized market data and proxy companies?
15        A.    To be honest with you, as I said before I
16  reviewed it, but that doesn't mean that I'm an expert in
17  that area.  And part of what I said in my testimony that I
18  think is still accurate is as the Division we're trying to
19  find something where we can have publicly available
20  information that will help us to be able to come to a rate
21  of return that's acceptable.  I don't know if all the
22  information in that report, because I'm not an expert, is
23  publicly available that we can get to it or not.  I'm not
24  familiar with the discounted cash flow and the different
25  elements of it.  But the reality of it is the Company
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 1  didn't submit that as a proposal to begin with either.  So
 2  I went with what was done previously before with what I
 3  felt was publicly available information that any party
 4  coming to this table could look at it and say that's
 5  accurate or not accurate.
 6        Q.    Okay.  But after receiving the testimony in
 7  this case -- first of all, would it surprise you to know
 8  that information is publicly available?
 9        A.    It is possible that it is publicly available.
10  It wouldn't surprise me.
11        Q.    Would you agree that after receiving and
12  reviewing the testimony in this case, particularly the
13  testimony regarding NECA's free cash flow method, that you
14  could have undertaken the evaluation of that approach,
15  correct?
16        A.    I could have, but I think the Division is
17  comfortable with the quotes they did and it's the burden of
18  proof of the Company to put forth something, and they could
19  have done that analysis, but didn't.
20        Q.    And wouldn't the free cash flow approach be
21  valuable in assessing Carbon/Emery's cost of equity in this
22  proceeding?  Do you think that would have been a valuable
23  exercise to undertake?  Just yes or no.
24        A.    If I had the information, sure.
25        Q.    You have identified here in your testimony, in
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 1  your prefiled testimony and then in your testimony here
 2  today, that the Division recognizes NECA as an authority on
 3  certain rural carrier issues, correct?
 4        A.    I don't know that I ever said NECA was an
 5  authority on certain rural carrier issues.  I understand we
 6  have to go to the form 492, which is filed through NECA to
 7  get some of that information.
 8        Q.    Let's look at your CAPM approach.  In your
 9  surrebuttal testimony you argue that adjustments to the
10  textbook CAPM shouldn't be made because telecommunications
11  carriers, and specifically rural carriers receiving UUSF
12  support or Universal Service Fund support, are different;
13  is that correct?
14        A.    Yes, that was part of my testimony.
15        Q.    And it's your testimony that small company
16  premium shouldn't apply to small carriers?
17        A.    Correct.
18        Q.    In forming your recommendation on small company
19  premium did you review Douglas Meredith's rebuttal Exhibit
20  1 where Dr. Heaton from BYU addresses the small company
21  premium?
22        A.    Yes.
23        Q.    Dr. Heaton's review and address of small
24  company premium, specifically addresses small company
25  premiums for the telecom sector; is that correct?
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 1        A.    I believe so, yes.
 2        Q.    Doesn't Dr. Heaton recommend that small company
 3  premiums be a minimum adjustment for a CAPM use in the
 4  telecom sector?
 5        A.    He might have said that, yes.
 6        Q.    In forming your recommendation on small company
 7  premiums did you review Douglas Meredith's rebuttal
 8  testimony Exhibit 2 where Dr. Billingsley addresses the
 9  small company premium specifically for rural carriers?
10        A.    Yes.
11        Q.    Doesn't Dr. Billingsley recommend that small
12  carriers receive a small company premium of 5.56 percent
13  for the entire sample of rate of return carriers?
14        A.    I don't know that I could give you the exact
15  number.  I reviewed it, but -- I'll agree if that's what
16  number is in there then that's fine.
17        Q.    In your surrebuttal testimony -- in your
18  calculation of the CAPM what level of precision would you
19  apply to your recommendation using the CAPM model?
20        A.    I think my calculations were 100 percent
21  accurate if that's the level of precision that you're going
22  for.
23        Q.    I'm not talking about the calculation itself,
24  but the determination of the return on equity developed
25  from the CAPM model.  Is it precise?
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 1        A.    I think as far as what I said in my testimony
 2  is we don't have a huge level of comfort with the CAPM, but
 3  we also as the Division were not able to come up with
 4  something that was publicly available information that
 5  would come to a higher level of precision.
 6        Q.    And correct me if I'm wrong, but I believe your
 7  surrebuttal testimony is silent on Mr. Meredith's proposed
 8  calculation of the risk free rate used in the CAPM; is that
 9  correct?
10        A.    Yes.  I didn't go that specifically to that
11  aspect of this, but I don't think my being silent means I'm
12  for or against it.  His calculation and the way he did the
13  CAPM would have been the same I did, and we could argue
14  over if the rates are accurate or not.  I don't know that
15  was the substantial element of what we are getting at in
16  this hearing.
17        Q.    Are you aware that the Federal Reserve is
18  ending its quantitative policy and is beginning to increase
19  the federal funds interest rate?
20        A.    I know that it slowly happens and it's been
21  talked about for a period of time.  Sometimes it hasn't
22  happened as quickly as what they had been suggesting.
23        Q.    As the Federal Reserve increases its interest
24  rates what is your expectation in the future of interest
25  rates?
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 1        A.    Well, I think we don't know for sure.  The
 2  beauty of it is the company can come in if the rates change
 3  and ask for an increase or decrease according to that.  And
 4  we're dealing with the facts as far as what is happening
 5  now kind of similar to what Mr. Johansen testified earlier
 6  in this hearing.
 7        Q.    I want to discuss the peer group that you
 8  selected for your CAPM model.  Were you aware that Hickory
 9  Tech was purchased by Consolidated in 2014?
10        A.    Yes.
11        Q.    Were you aware of that when you provided your
12  testimony?
13        A.    Yes.
14        Q.    Are you aware that before it was purchased by
15  Consolidated its service area included Southern Minnesota,
16  including the Twin Cities, Northwest and Central Iowa?
17        A.    I knew generally where it was serving, but I
18  don't know the exact areas of where it was serving.  So no,
19  I don't know to that detail.
20        Q.    Would you agree if it is accurate that the
21  service areas included Southwest Minnesota, including the
22  Twin Cities, Northwest and Central Iowa, would you agree
23  that service territory is not comparable to Carbon/Emery?
24        A.    Yes, that could be a true statement.
25        Q.    Are you aware that the majority of Alteva's
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 1  revenues were generated from its voice operations and
 2  wireless partnerships and not its small ILEC operations?
 3        A.    I know that there was an amount of revenue that
 4  came from that, yes.
 5        Q.    And two of the other companies that you chose
 6  for your model, Earthlink and IDT, they don't have ILEC
 7  operations and don't provide basic local exchange services,
 8  do they?
 9        A.    That could be accurate, yes.
10        Q.    Are you aware that Fairpoint, a company that
11  you added in this proceeding, is a former Bell operating
12  company that operates within three New England states?
13        A.    Yes.
14        Q.    Would it surprise you to know that Fairpoint
15  provides service in 17 states?
16        A.    Yes, that would be surprising.
17        Q.    Would it surprise you to know that Fairpoint
18  employs over 3,000 employees?
19        A.    Sure.
20        Q.    What about its annual revenues, would it
21  surprise you to learn that Fairpoint had over $900 million
22  in annual revenue in 2014?
23        A.    No.
24        Q.    You indicate on line 401 in your surrebuttal
25  testimony that you added companies that would be considered
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 1  rural.  But Cincinnati Bell is a dominant telephone company
 2  for Cincinnati, Ohio and it's nearby suburbs in the U.S.
 3  states of Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky.  Do you consider
 4  Cincinnati Bell to be a rural operating company?
 5        A.    I'm glad you asked that because I want to try
 6  to clarify what I tried to do with that.
 7        Q.    Let's answer my question first.  Do you
 8  consider Cincinnati Bell to be a rural company?
 9        A.    I included it in my list, so I believe parts of
10  it was rural.
11        Q.    Consolidated Communications is included in your
12  list.  This is a family of companies providing advanced
13  communication services in California, Kansas, Missouri,
14  Illinois, Texas, and Pennsylvania; is that correct?
15        A.    I'll agree with you.  I didn't look at every
16  single state, but sure.
17        Q.    I don't think there is any dispute that none of
18  the companies that you looked at were located in rural
19  Utah, correct?
20        A.    Correct.  I would have loved to use that
21  information, but it wasn't available.
22        Q.    In your surrebuttal testimony lines 179 to 180
23  you were asked in that testimony if the Division's rate of
24  return calculation is fair and reasonable.  In your
25  testimony in answering that question you refer to Docket
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 1  08-046-01 and state, in reviewing the details of Manti
 2  Telecom and Carbon I find nothing vastly different between
 3  those two companies that would warrant using a different
 4  methodology in this case; is that correct?
 5        A.    That was in my testimony, yes.
 6        Q.    And that docket was in 2008.  I believe the
 7  hearing was in 2012; is that accurate, 2011, 2012?
 8        A.    Sounds correct, yes.
 9        Q.    Why did you consult a Manti Telecom docket to
10  determine the appropriate return on equity rather than just
11  adopting the return on equity proposed by the Division in
12  Hanksville, which was approved by the Commission less than
13  eight months before Carbon filed its application?
14        A.    It's not the rate that we looked at, but
15  instead the methodology that we looked at.  And the
16  Commission was pretty clear the Manti order they felt using
17  a CAPM approach, which was the same approach we used in
18  this rate, did produce just and reasonable rates.  And so I
19  believe because we need to also again find just and
20  reasonable rates, and if the Commission has already said
21  that way is appropriate to use then we should use that same
22  methodology.  And as has been asked before, the rates we
23  used in the case before, which I believe was Hanksville, we
24  did a similar type of approach, we just updated it for this
25  time period.  So it's not that we changed the approach and
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 1  I believe the Commission was pretty clear that was an
 2  approach that would lead to just and reasonable rates and
 3  so that's why we followed that.
 4        Q.    So your testimony is that you used the CAPM
 5  model in the Hanksville case?
 6        A.    We looked at a rate of return using a CAPM
 7  model or something like that to come up with what we would
 8  consider to be a reasonable rate for Hanksville.
 9        Q.    And that was developed in 2014, correct?
10        A.    I believe so, yes.
11        Q.    And when the company used that figure, and
12  you're eight months later when it filed the application,
13  your testimony here today is the rate had changed based on
14  the model?
15        A.    Yes, because what we did is looked at --
16        Q.    Just yes or no.
17        A.    Yes.
18        Q.    Are you aware that the Utah Supreme Court has
19  stated that the governing standard in determining return on
20  equity is the cost of inducing capital markets to invest in
21  utility, not the cost of inducing the utility to invest in
22  Utah?
23        A.    I'm not entirely sure what that means and I'm
24  not an attorney.  But if I could read it maybe I could
25  better understand what it said, but just something that was
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 1  read there.
 2        Q.    You haven't heard of that governing standard,
 3  is that what you're saying?
 4        A.    No.
 5              MS. SLAWSON:  I don't have any other questions.
 6              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore.
 7              MR. MOORE:  Yes, just a few questions.
 8                       CROSS EXAMINATION
 9  BY MR. MOORE:
10        Q.    Turning to the interstate rate of return for
11  Carbon/Emery.  Would you agree that the interstate rate of
12  return is dependent on the proper legal construction in
13  Utah Administrative Code Rule 746-360-8(A)(1)?
14        A.    Can you direct me maybe to where that is?
15        Q.    I can direct you to page 4 of your --
16        A.    Rebuttal testimony or direct testimony?
17        Q.    Your surrebuttal testimony.
18        A.    Okay.  You said page 4?
19        Q.    Page 4 you cite the rule starting on line 76.
20        A.    Okay.  R476-360-8.
21        Q.    Yes.
22        A.    Now if you want to ask that question again so I
23  know what you're asking.
24        Q.    Would you agree that the appropriate interest
25  rate of return is dependent upon proper legal construction
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 1  of this rule?
 2        A.    Yes.
 3        Q.    Now you have taken the position under this rule
 4  746-360-8 that the proper rate of return in this case is
 5  11.45, correct?
 6        A.    Yes, correct.
 7        Q.    Could you explain how you came to that
 8  conclusion?
 9        A.    Yes.  I think there is some supporting
10  documents to go along with that, but I can also just kind
11  of tell generally.  From our understanding there are two
12  forms 492 that is applicable when four different carriers
13  are going to be participating in the NECA.  Some of those
14  would be the ones that are going to be offering the variety
15  of different services, and then there are another subset
16  that would basically be providing -- I'm probably going to
17  get the wording wrong, but in essence they're not providing
18  all the services, they're only providing a certain subset
19  of that.  And as I looked at the form 492 and also looked
20  at Carbon/Emery and the tariff that I provided basically
21  shows that Carbon/Emery is only participating in the one
22  pool.
23        Q.    The common line pool?
24        A.    Yes, the common line pool.  I'm just going to
25  grab that exhibit so I can talk about it a little bit more
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 1  accurately.  So there are different pools.  There is the
 2  multiline business and user common line, there is the
 3  special access, Ethernet transport services, local
 4  switching, local transport and tandem switch transport.  So
 5  there is a tariff that I provided in my surrebuttal that
 6  basically shows Emery Telephone company that would be
 7  participating in just the multiline business and user
 8  common line pool, but not the other ones that I said after
 9  that.
10              In my phone conversation with NECA in trying to
11  determine what that meant, they basically said that the
12  companies who are only participating in the multiline
13  business and user common line would be the ones that would
14  have the first form 492 that is 11.45 and it doesn't have
15  the different interest rates in the interstate calculation
16  for those other pools.  And so that's why we believe that
17  by following what the 492 has and that Emery, Carbon/Emery
18  because the way NECA looks at that, again through the
19  conversation I had, is they look at it as a study error.
20  So they may only list Emery Telephone company, but to them
21  that includes Emery, Carbon/Emery and Hanksville as far as
22  that.  So we felt as far as the Division that showed that
23  they should be part of that original or the first form 492
24  that shows 11.45 for interstate.
25        Q.    And that's a rate for the common line pool?
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 1        A.    Correct, yes.
 2        Q.    You are also aware, however, that the common
 3  line pool only represents a minority of Carbon's business?
 4        A.    Correct, yes.
 5        Q.    They also have traffic sensitive pools and
 6  special access services, don't they?
 7        A.    Yes, they do.
 8        Q.    So the 11.45 percent rate of return is actually
 9  for just a minority of their business?
10        A.    I guess the best way that I can explain it, I
11  don't have an intimate knowledge of now NECA works.  So do
12  they receive 11.45 on all of it or a portion of it, I don't
13  know.  I do believe that that's the reference point on the
14  form 492 that shows that's what they get.  But I think also
15  if you look in my surrebuttal testimony I do talk about how
16  there could be a potential for an arbitrage position.
17  Because I do agree with what Mr. Moore was saying, they do
18  have other services that they are providing, but I don't
19  know as far as the Division where we could go to a
20  resource, nor does the rule allow to go to another point
21  other than that.
22              And so that's why looking at the rule and the
23  statute the way we did we felt that was the interstate rate
24  not precluding part of what was brought up by the Office in
25  that discussion.  But we did feel that the rule, at least
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 1  the way it was written at that point, would deal with that.
 2        Q.    That's not always been your position in this
 3  case, has it?
 4        A.    No.  Originally because I had some
 5  misinformation or misunderstanding about the form 492 I
 6  thought that Carbon/Emery would be in all of the pools and
 7  so they would be applicable.  That was our original
 8  testimony.  And then as I understood the form more and had
 9  some discussions with Carbon/Emery and those type of
10  classifications, it was really more of an error where I
11  thought it was applicable only to Emery and not realizing
12  that it was a study area versus that company because to me
13  Emery Telephone means something different than
14  Carbon/Emery.  So that's why in my original testimony I
15  suggested that it should be a different rate, and
16  subsequently changed it in my surrebuttal testimony.
17        Q.    Isn't it true that you initially believed that
18  Carbon was not in the common line pool?
19        A.    I don't know if I said they were not.  I just
20  know they weren't in the other pools.  So the letter that
21  was provided, and I don't remember the person's name, but
22  basically from NECA to the FCC saying here is our report,
23  they talk about how there are two different reports.  I
24  thought they should be in the second form 492 that includes
25  all of the rates of interstate instead of just the one.
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 1        Q.    That's right.  So how did you reconcile these
 2  two positions?
 3        A.    I think I reconcile it just from how I
 4  explained it, that I had a misunderstanding from what Emery
 5  Telecom meant in the tariff for NECA that they had provided
 6  -- or the FCC tariff, sorry, and that meant something
 7  different than what Emery Telecom means to me as someone
 8  who works in Utah.  They had made an entire study area that
 9  would incorporate Carbon/Emery, and Emery Telecom and
10  Hanksville.  So that's how I would reconcile it.  I don't
11  know that we changed our position, but our understanding of
12  the form and what the information was providing changed and
13  so that's why we went with the 11.45.
14              HEARING OFFICER:  Did you change your
15  interpretation of the rule?
16              THE WITNESS:  No.  And my interpretation of the
17  rule didn't change.  I believe we were following the rule
18  as it's prescribed.
19        Q.    (By Mr. Moore)  Mr. Brevitz is proposing an
20  interest rate of 9.4 percent, which would encompass all of
21  Carbon/Emery business appropriate interest rate to use.  Is
22  that your understanding?
23        A.    I don't have it right here in front of me, but
24  I'll accept that that's accurate, yes.
25        Q.    That's basically the --
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 1        A.    Are you talking on interstate only?
 2        Q.    Interstate only.
 3        A.    I believe if I remember correctly that was the
 4  right rate for the blending of everything for interstate,
 5  yes.
 6        Q.    And that was what your initial --
 7        A.    Correct, yes.
 8        Q.    And that was when you did not believe that
 9  Emery was in the common line pool?
10        A.    Correct, yes.
11        Q.    So your interpretation of the rule provides
12  that if a carrier is in the common line pool and not in the
13  traffic sensitive pool you use the common line pool rate of
14  return of 11.45 percent, but if the carrier is not in the
15  common line pool and not in the other pools you use the
16  blended interest rate of 9.4 percent?
17        A.    This has come up before.  Looking at the rule
18  492 when we were going through this discussion with
19  different parties and not having as much knowledge of the
20  492 form, I thought it was just going to be one data point.
21  It would be something that we could go to and look at and
22  say there is the number and plug it into the rule.  Having
23  gone through this process a couple other times I now
24  realize that there are more layers and complexity to it.  I
25  believe that the rule basically requires we have to use
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 1  form 492(a), and I would think that it would be the one
 2  that is applicable for the company according to which pool
 3  is it in.
 4              What has happened in other proceedings is if a
 5  company had all of those pools that they were getting these
 6  rates from NECA then we would use the lower interstate
 7  rate.  If a company is only in the common line pool then we
 8  would use, and as we have recommended for Carbon/Emery
 9  here, the higher interstate rate of 11.45.
10        Q.    And if the company is in none of the pools
11  would you use the blended interstate rate of 9.4, which was
12  what was initially --
13        A.    No, I think the way the rule is read is that
14  would come under a different portion of the rule where they
15  would be like an average schedule company that is not part
16  of the NECA pool.  And then at that point we would have to
17  determine an appropriate rate.  The form 492 is only for
18  those companies that are participating in the NECA pool and
19  is -- I'll probably get this wrong.  They're not an average
20  schedule, they're a different type of company.  So we have
21  had -- in Manti Telecom they were not a -- we had to do
22  something slightly different for them because of dealing
23  with it.  That may not have answered your question, but
24  that's my understanding.
25        Q.    Just one last question which is obvious,
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 1  neither you, nor the personnel at NECA you talked to are
 2  Utah lawyers?
 3        A.    Correct.  I'm not a lawyer.  I'm a utility
 4  technical consultant and that gets me in enough trouble.
 5        Q.    And you would agree --
 6        A.    And I don't believe the person from NECA was.
 7  I don't know for sure, but he was the Western Regional
 8  Representative for NECA.  I don't know his background, but
 9  I wouldn't believe that he was an attorney.
10              MR. MOORE:  I'm done.  Thank you.
11              HEARING OFFICER:  It is time for a break.
12  Let's break for about 15 minutes.  When we come back,
13  Mr. Jetter, if you have any redirect we'll pick up with
14  that.
15              (Off the record.)
16              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Jetter, any redirect?
17              MR. JETTER:  I do have a few questions, Your
18  Honor.  Thank you.
19                      REDIRECT EXAMINATION
20  BY MR. JETTER:
21        Q.    I would like to first start out by asking you
22  if you could explain briefly why the Division relies on the
23  65/35 limits on both ends, and briefly describe the policy
24  reasons behind that.
25        A.    Sure.  Thank you.  The reason the Division
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 1  relies on that is because of the capital structure task
 2  force and what we feel was a process that allowed
 3  interested parties, rural phone companies, other phone
 4  companies, and other players to have an opportunity to
 5  discuss -- although I don't know that I take issue, but at
 6  least an element that's out there.
 7              I mean it is possible that a company like
 8  Carbon/Emery could come in with 100 percent equity and say
 9  we want to go all equity for our rate of return, which the
10  Division was uncomfortable with because that's probably not
11  -- I'm telling them how to manage their business, but from
12  a financial perspective that may not be the most prudent
13  choice for a company in the normal market.  But we also had
14  other companies who maybe had 100 percent debt.
15              It wouldn't be very fair for those companies
16  for us to say, well, you know, we think all you should get
17  is your cost of debt and that's your only allowed weighted
18  average cost of capital.  So with this task force and with
19  this discussion what we were able to do was say those who
20  are in a relative middle ground, somewhere between 35 and
21  65 private capital structure that for whatever reason they
22  feel is appropriate for their company and is reflective of
23  the market we would accept that.  But for those who may be
24  the outliners we're going to pull the high equity companies
25  in, but also maybe provide a little bit more equity to the
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 1  debt companies to help provide, one, a benefit to the state
 2  because they're not getting the full 100 percent equity of
 3  what a company would get, but also maybe for a company that
 4  is completely or extremely leveraged have a little bit more
 5  coming in from a rate of return that would allow them to
 6  get their equity portion to a level that I think everybody
 7  would agree in a financial community that would be a little
 8  bit more acceptable.
 9              So part of the reason why the Division went
10  forward with the proposal, even though maybe the Commission
11  didn't accept it in rule, is that it was something that was
12  widely accepted by all parties and it gave a level of
13  comfort to companies coming in to know, okay, if we are 100
14  equity, this is probably what is going to happen is 65/35.
15  So that's why we have adopted it and used it probably since
16  that task force in most of the other cases where it made
17  sense where we either had highly leveraged or a company
18  that was using a high amount of equity to use that
19  hypothetical structure.
20        Q.    Thank you.  I would like to ask you a couple
21  followup questions also about the peer group of other
22  telephone companies that you chose as comparable.  Could
23  you briefly discuss why you chose the grouping that you did
24  and how you came to, I guess, narrow that group.
25        A.    I think it's pretty clear in my testimony that
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 1  I don't -- I mean I'm not completely in love with the
 2  capital asset model because there are a couple challenges
 3  with it.  But the reason where I think it creates value --
 4  and this also comes back to the companies -- is we can at
 5  least look at some publicly available information and make
 6  a determination with the Commission.
 7              In looking at the companies, unfortunately
 8  there is not very much small rural phone company that are
 9  available who are publicly traded.  So what I tried to do
10  in looking at the companies was to pick those that I felt
11  at least would be serving in similar areas of the United
12  States that could be considered rural.  I know that's a
13  very broad definition.  But at least maybe they would have
14  some of their services that they're providing that would be
15  similar to what Carbon/Emery would be doing.  I recognize
16  that some of them may be in different lines than what
17  Carbon/Emery was.  But also what I was trying to do is if I
18  only had two or three companies then the capital asset
19  pricing model and getting an average for the company
20  doesn't work very well because I could pick three outliers
21  and come up with a rate that maybe wouldn't give us a
22  certain level of comfort.
23              So even though maybe the companies weren't
24  perfect matches for Carbon/Emery, I at least felt that they
25  had some benefit in the fact they gave us data points and
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 1  were at least offering some type of service that if you
 2  stretch the bounds of the definition a little bit could
 3  work to get us to a point to where we had a certain number
 4  of companies that would be acceptable.  And the flip side
 5  of that is I've heard both parties who have been pretty
 6  unhappy with maybe my list of companies for somewhat valid
 7  reasons, but I've never heard anybody suggest other
 8  companies that should be included that would make sense.  I
 9  mean, other than Mr. Meredith did put in AT&T and Verizon
10  and a couple of those other companies, which I purposely
11  excluded because, let's be honest, they're not anywhere
12  close to what Carbon/Emery is doing.
13              And so if there are other companies that makes
14  sense to include, I would be happy to redo a calculation
15  with that.  But I don't know of any of them out there that
16  made sense.  So I went off what was available at Yahoo and
17  a few other different resources to try to find companies
18  that were telecommunications companies that were at least
19  serving in areas that may be rural.
20              Now grant it I don't know Cincinnati and the
21  outlining areas very well, but sometimes to me Kentucky
22  could be considered in my mind at least rural or some of
23  the challenges that Carbon/Emery may be facing.  So that's
24  why the list was kind of compiled the way that it was.
25        Q.    Thank you.  I would actually like to ask you a
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 1  few more questions about that and direct you to page 12 of
 2  Exhibit CE-4.0R and looking at lines 324 and 325.  This is
 3  the revised rebuttal testimony of Douglas Meredith.  This
 4  is the calculation that he had compiled.  I believe he had
 5  used the comparable companies that you had chosen and in
 6  addition added AT&T and Verizon; is that accurate?
 7        A.    Yes.  I believe that's what he did with that,
 8  yes.
 9        Q.    Is it accurate to say that the smallest one on
10  the list of any comparable presented here is the Shenandoah
11  Telecommunications?
12        A.    That would seem to be accurate, yes.  As far as
13  looking at the access line that would be the one that would
14  be closet to my understanding what Carbon/Emery would have.
15        Q.    If we were to walk through the calculations
16  that Mr. Meredith did on that company, is it correct to
17  state in column 4 he calculated an unadjusted CAPM of 8
18  percent?
19        A.    Yes, that's correct.
20        Q.    If we follow that through the debt to equity
21  ratio in fact with Carbon/Emery it would be a zero; is that
22  correct?
23        A.    If I understand the way that he calculated the
24  debt to equity that would be accurate because they are 100
25  percent equity.
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 1        Q.    Using the Division's policy of making that
 2  adjustment, would that be approximately 0.538, meaning 35
 3  divided by 65?
 4        A.    5.38 would be -- for the debt to equity, yes.
 5        Q.    Would that be among the lowest debt to equity
 6  ratios of any company on there?
 7        A.    Yes, it appears that way.
 8        Q.    Just following that through with the zero ratio
 9  there, using that 8 percent, that would flow through into
10  the leveraged CAPM actually used by Carbon/Emery?  It would
11  ultimately result again in 8 percent?
12        A.    Yes.
13        Q.    And then you would potentially add the 3
14  percent using his calculation of a small company premium;
15  is that correct?
16        A.    If you were to add a small company premium that
17  he did, yes, the 3 percent would be added on that.
18        Q.    And that would result in 11 percent?
19        A.    Yes, 8 plus 3 is 11.
20        Q.    And that's very similar or close to the 10.75
21  percent?
22        A.    That is close to what we had, yes.
23        Q.    Just to clarify to make sure this is accurate,
24  in your calculation you did not add a small company
25  premium; is that correct?
0200
 1        A.    That is correct.
 2        Q.    But you also did not adjust for any reduced
 3  risk by having a Utah Universal Service Fund make up the
 4  gap?
 5        A.    Correct.  Basically what I did is I did a
 6  straight CAPM calculation, or a textbook calculation to use
 7  the words of Mr. Meredith.  I looked at the companies, I
 8  looked at what would be the beta and then did the math
 9  calculation and came up with an average to say this is what
10  we felt the right rate was for Carbon/Emery.
11        Q.    That was the same calculation that you used for
12  Hanksville?
13        A.    Yes.
14        Q.    Same method?
15        A.    Same method, yes.
16        Q.    Do you know how large Hanksville is?
17        A.    I don't know exact numbers, but I know they are
18  a relatively small ILEC.  I mean, we're talking less than
19  100 customers.
20        Q.    In comparison Carbon/Emery is significantly
21  larger?
22        A.    Yes.  That could be the AT&T versus
23  Carbon/Emery, could be Carbon/Emery versus Hanksville
24  analysis if you want to look at it that way.
25              MR. JETTER:  That's the conclusion of my
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 1  redirect.
 2              HEARING OFFICER:  Ms. Slawson, any recross?
 3              MS. SLAWSON:  Yes, just a little bit.
 4                       RECROSS EXAMINATION
 5  BY MS. SLAWSON:
 6        Q.    We were just looking at the table embedded in
 7  Mr. Meredith's testimony on page 12, table 2.  This is the
 8  one that includes Verizon and AT&T.  Do you have that in
 9  front of you?
10        A.    Yes.
11        Q.    In this table Mr. Meredith was focussing on
12  adjustments that needed to be made to the CAPM model; is
13  that correct?
14        A.    That's what Mr. Meredith testified earlier in
15  the hearing today, and I'll accept that as accurate.
16        Q.    Let's look at your exhibit when you're
17  analyzing that CAPM premium.
18        A.    Okay.
19        Q.    What is the market risk premium that you used?
20        A.    Give me just one second so I can pull that up
21  to make sure I have it accurate.  It's Exhibit 3.2?
22        Q.    Yes.
23        A.    Okay.  I have one here in front of me.  Which
24  area did you want to look at?
25        Q.    The market risk premium that you used.
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 1        A.    There is actually two different columns there.
 2  There is a T-bill CAPM and a 30 year CAPM.  I did use the
 3  30 year CAPM, which is looking at the bond.  So that's the
 4  risk premium that would be in there that came up with the
 5  10.75 percent.
 6        Q.    That's the 6.81 percent, correct?
 7        A.    Yes.
 8        Q.    Mr. Meredith used the T-bond, his rate was 5.01
 9  percent; is that correct?
10        A.    From what he shows on there I believe that is
11  accurate, yes.
12        Q.    Would you need to add the additional market
13  risk premium to Mr. Meredith's numbers?
14        A.    If you want to do that analysis you could.
15        Q.    So I can compare apples to apples, right?
16        A.    Sure.
17        Q.    Mr. Meredith -- you just testified about
18  Mr. Meredith's Shenandoah number and it was 10.66.  What is
19  the CAPM rate that you show for Shenandoah?
20        A.    13.35.
21        Q.    And that's an unadjusted number, correct?
22        A.    Yes.
23              MS. SLAWSON:  I don't have any other questions.
24              MR. MOORE:  No questions, Your Honor.
25              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.
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 1              MR. JETTER:  I have one followup question.
 2              HEARING OFFICER:  It's okay with me as long as
 3  there is no objection.
 4              MR. MOORE:  No objection.
 5              MS. SLAWSON:  I guess I want to hear the
 6  question before I insert my objection.
 7                REDIRECT EXAMINATION (continued)
 8  BY MR. JETTER:
 9        Q.    My question is just going to ask if the
10  calculation is different between the two Shenandoah based
11  on the beta used for that.
12        A.    Am I okay to respond?
13              HEARING OFFICER:  I think we can hear your
14  response.  Go ahead.
15              THE WITNESS:  That kind of gets back to the
16  heart of the capital asset pricing model because what you
17  do is you take the beta and times that by basically a risk
18  free rate -- sorry.  You take the beta, you times that by a
19  risk premium and add that on to a risk free rate.  So if
20  you look at what I have here for my beta for Shenandoah at
21  the time period of July 29 versus what Mr. Meredith pulled
22  as his beta for Shenandoah, I believe his is just barely
23  below 1, which means it would be a little bit less risky,
24  and I mine is 1.56.  That would explain why there would be
25  a significant difference between what he is showing and I'm
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 1  showing.  And I think it also emphasizes the problem if
 2  you're trying to look at just one or two companies, the
 3  CAPM starts to lose some of its strength and foundation and
 4  that's where with my trying to come up with a list of
 5  companies that it gets -- where you need enough reference
 6  points to come up with a level of comfort.
 7              And that's really what my testimony talked
 8  about is with the CAPM is it perfect, no, I don't think so.
 9  But it at least gets us to a level of comfort where we
10  think we're getting within the right range of what would be
11  reasonable for the cost of equity for Carbon/Emery.  So you
12  can see just in that calculation right there and what we
13  did right here, one company can make a significant
14  difference.  So getting enough companies on the list is
15  important as well.
16              HEARING OFFICER:  Ms. Slawson, anything you
17  want to add or pursue?
18              MS. SLAWSON:  One second please.
19                 RECROSS EXAMINATION (continued)
20  BY MS. SLAWSON:
21        Q.    You testified just now that the difference
22  would be accounted for by the beta; is that correct?
23        A.    I'm saying that's one potential reason why.  I
24  can tell you from a CAPM and if you do a straight
25  mathematic if you take a beta times the risk free rate and
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 1  add all that in there where if -- I have 1.56 as a number
 2  and I have .9 as a number, then the end result is going to
 3  be different.  I have done the calculation here, and I
 4  don't know all the reasons why, but off the top of my head
 5  that would be a very easy thing to point to as far as why
 6  those percentages and rates of return are different.
 7        Q.    And another easy thing to point to would be the
 8  difference in the market risk premium provided by you and
 9  Mr. Meredith?
10        A.    Sure.  That would be another element of that as
11  well, yes.
12              MS. SLAWSON:  That's it for me.  Thank you.
13              HEARING OFFICER:  Still okay, Mr. Moore?
14              MR. MOORE:  Still okay.
15              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  Mr. Jetter, your
16  next witness.
17              MR. JETTER:  The Division would next like to
18  call Mr. Joseph Hellewell.
19              (The witness is sworn in.)
20                       DIRECT EXAMINATION
21  BY MR. JETTER:
22        Q.    Mr. Hellewell, would you please state your name
23  and occupation for the record?
24        A.    My name is Joseph Hellewell.  I'm a utility
25  analyst for the Department of Public Utilities.
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 1        Q.    Thank you.  In the course of your employment
 2  with the Division of Public Utilities have you had the
 3  opportunity to review the application as well as the
 4  testimony filed by the applicant in this docket?
 5        A.    Yes, I have.
 6        Q.    Did you create and cause to be filed with the
 7  Public Service Commission direct, rebuttal, surrebuttal,
 8  and sur-surrebuttal testimony in this docket?
 9        A.    Yes, I have.
10        Q.    Do you have any edits or corrections that you
11  would like to make to your testimony?
12        A.    No, I do not.
13        Q.    If you were asked the questions that are
14  contained in your prefiled written testimony that you filed
15  today would your answers remain the same?
16        A.    Yes, they would.
17        Q.    Thank you.  Have you prepared a brief statement
18  summarizing your testimony in this docket?
19        A.    Yes.
20        Q.    Please go ahead.
21        A.    At the time of Carbon/Emery Telecom's
22  application I along with other DUP analysts reviewed the
23  application and conducted our normal audit.  During this
24  time we reviewed the depreciation method used by
25  Carbon/Emery Telecom and found it to be distorting annual
0207
 1  depreciation expense.  At this time an adjustment was made
 2  to Carbon/Emery's application based on a single asset
 3  straight line depreciation method.  In our initial direct
 4  testimony we outline reasons why Carbon/Emery's group
 5  depreciation method was distorting and suggested
 6  alternative methods to remedy this.  In addition to this
 7  depreciation adjustment we also made adjustments for
 8  customer migration and under collection based upon
 9  Carbon/Emery's tariff process.
10              MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  I have no further
11  questions for Mr. Hellewell and he is available for cross
12  examination.
13                       CROSS EXAMINATION
14  BY MS. SLAWSON:
15        Q.    Thank you.  Good afternoon, Mr. Hellewell.
16  I'll just jump right in.  On lines 259 to 269 of your
17  direct testimony you discuss the DPU adjustment for imputed
18  revenue for migration of customers who currently receive
19  their internet service through Carbon's cable affiliates to
20  the new fiber to the home network that is being constructed
21  by Carbon.  Do you recall that testimony?
22        A.    Yes, I do.
23        Q.    Mr. Woolsey in his rebuttal testimony on lines
24  986 to 1017 describes an increase in revenue to
25  Carbon/Emery that results from the migration of cable
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 1  internet customers to the fiber to the home network.  My
 2  question is this, in performing the analysis of the impact
 3  per customer per month Mr. Woolsey uses a rate of return of
 4  10.5 percent, which includes the Company's requested rate
 5  of return on equity of 12.13 percent.  Am I correct in
 6  reviewing the Division's testimony that the Division agrees
 7  with the methodology employed by Mr. Woolsey, but does not
 8  agree with the rate of return used by Mr. Woolsey in his
 9  calculation?
10        A.    Yes, I believe so.
11        Q.    And so is it accurate that the Division of
12  Public Utilities is no longer proposing the adjustment
13  amount set forth in lines 259 through 269 of your direct
14  testimony?
15        A.    Yes.
16        Q.    And is it fair to say that except for the rate
17  of return element involved in this calculation this cable
18  migration issue is not an open issue in the case?
19        A.    Yes.
20        Q.    The Division in your testimony has used what
21  you call a single asset straight line method; is that
22  correct?
23        A.    Yes.
24        Q.    And you have provided testimony on that
25  calculation, which results in a depreciation adjustment --
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 1  I don't want to go into closed session here, so I'm going
 2  to say that adjustment found in column G of the Division of
 3  Public Utilities Exhibit 1.2SR.  That's the exhibit offered
 4  by Mr. Duncan.  Does that accurately reflect your
 5  depreciation adjustment?
 6              MR. JETTER:  May I have a moment to provide my
 7  witness with that?
 8              MS. SLAWSON:  Sure.
 9              THE WITNESS:  Yes, that's accurate.
10        Q.    (By Ms. Slawson)  And this reduces
11  Carbon/Emery's depreciation expense for the test year,
12  correct?
13        A.    I'm sorry.  Say that one more time.
14        Q.    This adjustment decreases Carbon/Emery's
15  depreciation expense for the test period, correct?
16        A.    Yes.
17        Q.    Is it your testimony that Carbon's reduced
18  depreciation expense will remain constant at that number in
19  2015 after the test year?
20        A.    Are you saying that Carbon/Emery's depreciation
21  will remain exactly the same for 2014 and 2015?
22        Q.    I'm asking if that's your testimony.  Do you
23  think it will remain the same for 2014 and 2015?
24        A.    No.
25        Q.    Do you think that the depreciation expense will
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 1  remain constant at the number adjusted in the test year in
 2  2016?
 3        A.    No.
 4        Q.    2017?
 5        A.    Of course not.
 6        Q.    And what about Carbon's rate base over the next
 7  few years, is it your testimony that that will remain
 8  constant?
 9        A.    No.
10        Q.    Do you know what the calculated -- have you
11  calculated the anticipated depreciation expense for
12  Carbon/Emery going forward beyond the test year?
13        A.    We've run projections, but it hasn't ever been
14  entered into testimony.
15        Q.    Do you know what happens with that depreciation
16  expense?
17        A.    From the projections that we have run the
18  depreciation -- well, are you referring to Carbon/Emery's
19  group depreciation method, what happens to the depreciation
20  expense?
21        Q.    Well, actually I'm wondering if you've done the
22  calculation on what Carbon's depreciation expense will be
23  going forward under either method.
24        A.    Well, for the single asset straight line the
25  expense will increase proportionately with what is being
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 1  added to the rate with what is being capitalized.  But
 2  under Carbon/Emery's group depreciation the expense is
 3  significantly more than it is with the single asset
 4  straight line method.
 5        Q.    But does it remain constant?
 6        A.    Do you mean is there a constant increase?
 7        Q.    No.  I'm wondering if the test year is
 8  representative of the depreciation expense going forward?
 9        A.    Well, the -- no, it would not be.  Carbon/Emery
10  has provided known and measurable adjustments saying that
11  they anticipate having additional assets capitalized that
12  would increase the depreciation expense accordingly.
13        Q.    I know theoretically it would increase the
14  depreciation expense.  But I'm wondering if you have done
15  the calculation to know what the depreciation expense going
16  forward will actually be so that we can identify whether
17  the test year as proposed by Carbon/Emery or as proposed by
18  the Division with its adjustment is representative of the
19  depreciation expense in the future?
20        A.    No.  Carbon/Emery chose the test year.  So we
21  did calculations based upon the test year that Carbon/Emery
22  has chosen.
23        Q.    And you did not do any calculation to see what
24  that depreciation expense would do after the test year?
25        A.    Not that's been entered into testimony, no.
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 1        Q.    So whether or not it's been entered into
 2  testimony do you know what the depreciation expense does
 3  after the test year?  If you've performed the calculation
 4  do you know what that is?
 5        A.    I'm sorry.  Say that one more time.
 6        Q.    You said you haven't entered that in testimony,
 7  but that you have performed the calculation.  Is that an
 8  accurate reflection of your testimony?
 9        A.    Yes, that would be accurate.
10        Q.    Even though it wasn't in previous testimony,
11  I'm asking you what the depreciation expense for
12  Carbon/Emery will be going forward?
13        A.    I don't know the exact number.
14        Q.    Do you have a range?
15        A.    No.
16        Q.    With regard to the depreciation expense you
17  don't have a range and you don't know what the calculation
18  is, can you say whether it's increasing or decreasing?
19        A.    Our calculation show that depreciation expense
20  will continue to increase.
21        Q.    Okay.
22        A.    Under both methods.
23        Q.    It is your testimony that the -- on line 54 of
24  your sur-surrebuttal testimony you indicate that the
25  depreciation method chosen by the company has lasting
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 1  effects and must be chosen correctly, correct?
 2        A.    Yes.
 3        Q.    By way of example you testify that if the
 4  depreciation method chosen by the company accelerates
 5  depreciation expense it will also accelerate the rate at
 6  which accumulated depreciation accrues, thereby
 7  accelerating rate base reduction as well, correct?
 8        A.    Yes.
 9        Q.    You indicate that in prior accounting periods
10  Carbon has reaped the reward of accelerated depreciation,
11  but with that comes the burden of an accelerated
12  accumulated depreciation count.  What you see as the
13  consequence or the burden of Carbon/Emery choosing the
14  group method of depreciation is that the group method also
15  accelerates reduction to Carbon/Emery's rate base; is that
16  correct?
17        A.    Yes.
18        Q.    Your testimony is that the Division is
19  permitted to make an adjustment to the depreciation expense
20  going forward, but is not permitted to make an adjustment
21  to the rate base.  And I believe you testified that this
22  would conflict with the basic tenant that the utility
23  regulation is prospective, correct?
24        A.    That is not accurate.
25        Q.    Let's look at your testimony there.  Starting
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 1  on line 54 of your surrebuttal testimony -- I'm sorry.
 2  Your sur-surrebuttal testimony.
 3        A.    I'm sorry.  The first part was where you quoted
 4  the testimony that is accurate, however the second part of
 5  the question is not accurate.
 6        Q.    The second part where I said because it would
 7  conflict with the basic tenant that the utility regulation
 8  is prospective?
 9        A.    Right.
10        Q.    You're saying that's not accurate?
11        A.    Yes.  The adjustment that we have proposed is
12  simply an adjustment.  We're not proposing that
13  Carbon/Emery change their depreciation method.  If the
14  Commission asks Carbon/Emery to change their method then
15  the repercussions of accumulated depreciation would have to
16  be taken into effect on a prospective basis, meaning that
17  we could not go back and change the accumulated
18  depreciation based off the Commission's decision to ask
19  Carbon/Emery to change their depreciation method.
20        Q.    And you testified that the Division's
21  depreciation expense adjustment was simply an adjustment of
22  an unreasonably inflated depreciation expense to a
23  reasonable depreciation expense that better matches the
24  actual diminution of value of Carbon's assets during the
25  test year; is that correct?
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 1        A.    Yes.
 2        Q.    What is the actual diminution of value of
 3  Carbon's assets during the test year?
 4        A.    We feel that because of the acceleration that
 5  occurs naturally with the selection of group depreciation
 6  method is that the diminution of the assets occur on an
 7  accelerated level.  So a different method must be chosen to
 8  more accurately reflect the assets diminution.
 9        Q.    Okay.  I understand that you don't think that
10  the group method selected by Carbon accurately reflects the
11  actual diminution in value.  But what I'm asking you is not
12  about the method, I'm asking you what the actual diminution
13  in value of Carbon/Emery's assets were during the test
14  period?
15        A.    Are you asking for the number?
16        Q.    Yes, the number.
17        A.    I don't have the number in front of me.
18        Q.    If you don't know what the actual -- do you
19  have it somewhere?
20        A.    I'm going to read off some numbers or I can
21  just tell you where they appear.
22        Q.    Tell me where they appear and then we'll decide
23  whether they need it to be in the record.
24        A.    Exhibit DPU 1.1D William Duncan.
25        Q.    Let me turn there before we move on.  Where on
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 1  Exhibit 1.1D?
 2        A.    It would be column F row 12.  That is the
 3  proposed depreciation expense by Carbon/Emery.  Our
 4  adjustment is column G row 12.  So the diminution would be
 5  column I row 12.
 6        Q.    Again, I hate to split hairs here, but you're
 7  talking about the depreciation expense, the depreciation.
 8  What I'm asking is what those assets -- how they actually
 9  diminished in value during the test year.  Do you know what
10  that is?  Did you go and look at the plant?
11        A.    We went out and looked at the plant, but I'm
12  not an appraiser so I wouldn't know.
13        Q.    Did you go out and look at Carbon/Emery's plant
14  in this case?
15        A.    I don't recall.  I don't remember.
16        Q.    So I guess my question is if you don't know
17  what the actual diminution in value of Carbon's assets were
18  during the test year, how do you know that your method of
19  calculation calculating that depreciation expense better
20  matches the actual diminish in value?
21        A.    The acceleration that occurs because of the
22  method chosen on paper, given the test samples that we
23  pulled, there is no way that it could diminish that
24  quickly.
25        Q.    But you don't know what the actual diminish
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 1  value is; is that accurate?
 2        A.    Correct.  Yes, that's accurate.
 3        Q.    Let's move on.  You've noted that in choosing
 4  its depreciation method Carbon made a careful and informed
 5  decision to use -- well, you've noted that companies use or
 6  make a careful and informed decision on which method of
 7  depreciation to use; is that accurate?
 8        A.    Yes.
 9        Q.    And would it be reasonable to assume that
10  Carbon also made the careful and informed decision to use
11  its methodology for depreciation?
12        A.    Yes.
13        Q.    Is it reasonable -- Carbon/Emery has elected
14  the group method of depreciation, correct?
15        A.    Yes.
16        Q.    And I think you testified just a minute ago
17  that the Division is not recommending that Carbon use a
18  different method of depreciation, you're just recommending
19  that the Commission calculate the UUSF using a different
20  method of depreciation; is that correct?
21        A.    You're asking whether I -- can you restate the
22  question one more time please?
23        Q.    I believe you testified that the Division's
24  position isn't that Carbon/Emery should change its
25  depreciation method; is that correct?
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 1        A.    Yes.
 2        Q.    Yes, that is correct?
 3        A.    Yes, that is correct.
 4        Q.    But you are recommending that for purposes of
 5  calculating the Universal Service distribution or
 6  disbursement in this case that the Commission should look
 7  at or reach the depreciation expense using a different
 8  method of depreciation; is that correct?
 9        A.    Whether the Commission uses group depreciation
10  to arrive at what they believe is a correct expense, single
11  asset straight line, vintage, the FCC method, that's
12  entirely up to them.  Our recommendation is that, yes, we
13  adjusted the group depreciation expense down to a level
14  that we felt was representative using a method that we have
15  used for multiple companies across the state.
16        Q.    Just so I understand the Division's
17  recommendation, the Division is not suggesting that the
18  single asset depreciation method be applied to assets that
19  are added after the test period, but rather the Division is
20  suggesting that when you looked at the single asset
21  depreciation method you applied it, and I think your
22  language was based upon each capitalized asset having
23  depreciated under a single asset straight line approach
24  since its inception; is that correct?
25        A.    Yes.
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 1        Q.    We have established here that Carbon/Emery
 2  chose the group asset method of depreciation and used that
 3  method to calculate what it believed is an accurate
 4  depreciation expense, correct?
 5        A.    Yes.
 6        Q.    And the Division is suggesting that that is not
 7  an accurate depreciation expense and that the single asset
 8  straight line method should be used, or at least was used
 9  by the Division to calculate the depreciation expense,
10  correct?
11        A.    Yes.
12        Q.    So it seems to me that the Division is
13  suggesting or is changing the rules in the middle of the
14  game, effectively eliminating what you call the stable
15  predictable depreciation expense under the group method
16  that Carbon/Emery's management was using for forecasting
17  and planning.  Is that not -- are you not doing that?
18        A.    Every single company to my knowledge that I
19  have been involved with that has used group depreciation
20  has had an according adjustment on the straight line
21  method.  Whether those cases have been settled in the court
22  or out is up to each individual company, but each of those
23  -- we have consistently applied the single asset straight
24  line approach to companies practicing group depreciation,
25  not because we have any fondness or preference over one
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 1  depreciation method over another, we just feel that the
 2  single asset straight line is the most transparent, the
 3  most straightforward, the easiest one to duplicate, and the
 4  easiest one to communicate back to the companies.
 5        Q.    Okay.  In addition to the single asset straight
 6  line method of depreciation that the Division uses to
 7  calculate the depreciation expense, in your testimony you
 8  identify several other methods of depreciation that you
 9  indicate would be Commission approved lives and rates and
10  would be reasonable alternatives for calculating Carbon's
11  revenue requirement; is that correct?
12        A.    Yes.
13        Q.    And in particular you identify what you call
14  the FCC method as an acceptable method of calculating
15  depreciation expense.  So I want to look at that for a
16  minute.  On line 223 of your direct testimony you identify
17  a formula that is used by the FCC to recalculate the
18  depreciation rate based on the plant's remaining life,
19  future net salvage, and depreciation reserve ratio.  Did
20  you calculate the depreciation expense for Carbon using the
21  FCC method identified on line 223 of your direct testimony?
22        A.    No, we did not.
23        Q.    As I understand it, the FCC method applies such
24  depreciation rates as will ratably distribute the
25  difference between the net book cost of the plant account
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 1  and it's estimated net salvage during the known or
 2  estimated remaining service life of the plant; is that
 3  correct?
 4        A.    Yes.
 5        Q.    In other words, the FCC method looks at
 6  remaining asset lives to ensure that the depreciation rate
 7  is reasonable, correct?
 8        A.    Yes.
 9        Q.    And I want you to -- are you familiar with Utah
10  Code 54-7-12.1?
11        A.    No.
12        Q.    I'll quote that section for you and you can
13  read it together with Mr. Jetter.
14        A.    Sure.
15        Q.    The Commission shall consider all relevant
16  factors including the alteration of asset lives to better
17  reflect changes in the economic life of plants and
18  equipment used to provide telecommunications services.
19  Does that refresh your recollection as to 54-7-12.1?
20        A.    Okay.
21        Q.    I believe you referred to this section in your
22  testimony, this section code in your testimony.  Do you
23  deny that?
24        A.    No, I don't deny.
25        Q.    The single asset straight line method that is
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 1  being recommended or that was used by the Division in
 2  calculating the depreciation expense in this case applies
 3  the consistent depreciation rate across the expected life
 4  of the asset, correct?
 5        A.    I'm sorry.  Say that one more time.
 6        Q.    So the single asset straight line method
 7  applies a consistent depreciation rate across the expected
 8  life of an asset, correct?
 9        A.    Yes.
10        Q.    And that depreciation rate is established at
11  the time that the asset is installed, correct?
12        A.    Yes.
13        Q.    Are there factors that could affect the
14  expected life of an asset?
15        A.    Yes.
16        Q.    What would those be?
17        A.    Any kind of substantial repairs, changes to the
18  asset's nature, any kind of change in the conditions in
19  which it was installed.
20        Q.    Obsolescence of the asset?
21        A.    Yes.
22        Q.    End of life, if a piece of equipment as
23  Mr. Johansen has testified is no longer supported by the
24  manufacturer that could reduce the life of the asset?
25        A.    Yes.
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 1        Q.    And the single asset straight line method of
 2  depreciation doesn't account for these potential issues; is
 3  that correct?
 4        A.    In the calculation of the expense, no.
 5  However, common depreciation practice as implemented by an
 6  accountant accounts for these changes as they occur.
 7        Q.    How?
 8        A.    So if a company asset is all of a sudden struck
 9  by lightning then that asset would obviously need to be
10  retired.  Then it's removed from the book, it's removed
11  from the asset base, and its corresponding accumulated
12  depreciation is also removed.
13        Q.    But as long as the asset stays in service --
14  you're talking about an adjustment that is made after the
15  asset is retired from service, correct?
16        A.    Yes.
17        Q.    So doesn't 54-7-12.1 require the Commission to
18  consider the alteration of asset lives to reflect changes
19  in the economic life of plant and equipment?
20              MR. JETTER:  I'm going to object to that to the
21  extent that it calls for a legal conclusion.
22              HEARING OFFICER:  Let's maybe handle it this
23  way.  That's what that section says.  Are you asking for
24  the Division to explain what it feels it means?
25              MS. SLAWSON:  No.  Mr. Hellewell identified
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 1  this section in his testimony.  So I was just asking him to
 2  -- Mr. Jetter is right.  I've represented what that says so
 3  there is no question.
 4              HEARING OFFICER:  Okay.
 5        Q.    (By Ms. Slawson)  You testified that
 6  identification of the remaining lives of the asset group on
 7  a periodic basis is critical to a properly configured
 8  group, correct?
 9        A.    Yes.
10        Q.    In fact, on line 126 of your sur-surrebuttal
11  testimony you criticize Carbon's group asset methodology
12  because you state when additions are made to a group no
13  adjustment is made to the depreciable life of the group; is
14  that correct?
15        A.    I'm sorry.  Which line again?
16        Q.    Line 126 of your sur-surrebuttal.
17        A.    Yes.
18        Q.    I want to look at that conclusion that you
19  reach and I want to walk you through a depreciation
20  example.  It's very simple because I too -- I am a lawyer
21  and not an accountant.  So let's say you have an existing
22  group asset that when you put it in service it costs
23  $1,000.  Its life in years is 10 years.  What would the
24  annual depreciation expense for that group be?
25        A.    $100.
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 1        Q.    Let's say in year nine you have accumulated
 2  depreciation of $900, correct?
 3        A.    Yes, under the straight line method.
 4        Q.    Under the straight line method, right.  And you
 5  have a net book value -- well, yes, the group method
 6  applying straight line depreciation.
 7        A.    Okay.
 8        Q.    In year nine if you have accumulated
 9  depreciation of $900, what is the net book value of that
10  asset?
11        A.    $100.
12        Q.    And what is the remaining life in years?
13        A.    One year.
14        Q.    Let's say that group has a piece of copper
15  cable in it that stops working.  You replace that copper
16  cable for $200.  So you add that to the group.  At that
17  point the entire value of the group asset when it was
18  placed in service would be $1200, correct, the $1000
19  original plus the $200 that you have added?
20        A.    Right, that would be the gross book value.
21        Q.    And the life in years would remain the same,
22  the straight line depreciation method would remain a 10
23  year depreciable life, correct?
24        A.    It depends on what the addition does.
25        Q.    So under group methodology what would the life
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 1  in years for that group be?
 2        A.    According to Carbon/Emery from what I
 3  understand the remaining life would still be one year in
 4  which they would depreciate $300 in the remaining year.
 5  No, no.  Without doing the math it would be $1200 divided
 6  by 10.  So it would be $120.
 7        Q.    Great.  In year nine the accumulated
 8  depreciation of the group is still $900, correct?
 9        A.    Yes.
10        Q.    And in year nine the net book value of the
11  group with the $200 addition is now $300, correct?
12        A.    The net book value is $300 with the addition,
13  yes.  It's a complicated example for being a simple one.
14        Q.    How many years will it take to depreciate that
15  remaining net book value using the annual depreciation
16  expense of $120?
17        A.    Roughly two and a half years.
18        Q.    So it's not accurate to say that Carbon/Emery's
19  group method doesn't make any adjustment to the depreciable
20  life of the group, is it?  We've just shown that it does
21  add a year and a half to the plant life?
22        A.    In the example you are correct.  However, the
23  groups -- when we see Carbon/Emery add things to a group,
24  we don't know if it's a betterment or a repair that's
25  extending the life.  All we see is that a new asset is
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 1  being added to the group.  And oftentimes it's a
 2  substantial new asset.  So we think that an entire new
 3  asset, an entire new $1000 asset is being added to the
 4  group.  We don't know if it's a change or a repair or what.
 5  All we see is the capital additions.
 6        Q.    So it seems to me -- is it fair to say that
 7  your concern is that you're not sure whether Carbon/Emery
 8  is actually adjusting the depreciable life of the asset
 9  remaining, the actual remaining life of the asset?
10        A.    Right.  We see no adjustment on the life of an
11  asset that's being repaired.
12        Q.    That's different from what you just said
13  because initially you said you're not sure if they're doing
14  that.  So is your testimony now that they're not doing
15  that?
16        A.    No.  My testimony is not that they're not.  We
17  do not know.
18              HEARING OFFICER:  The testimony is you see no
19  evidence in the record that Carbon/Emery does adjust the
20  life of an asset that has an addition?
21              THE WITNESS:  Correct.
22        Q.    (By Ms. Slawson)  But you will agree that the
23  example that I said was simple and you said turned out to
24  be a little bit complicated shows that under the group
25  method the depreciable life of the asset is increased by a
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 1  year and a half under that simple example, correct?
 2        A.    Yes.  It is a simplified explanation, but yes.
 3        Q.    In Mr. Woolsey -- wouldn't the FCC method which
 4  specifically requires consideration of the average
 5  remaining life more closely align with Utah Code 54-7-12
 6  than the single asset straight line method?
 7        A.    Each asset method is the business of the
 8  company that chooses it.  I feel like each one could be --
 9  as long as it's properly implemented each depreciation
10  method is proper.
11        Q.    But you testified here that one of the kind of
12  sticking points is that the depreciable life should reflect
13  the actual life?
14        A.    Yes.
15        Q.    And 54-7-12 also states, and I'll read it here,
16  that the Commission shall consider all relevant factors
17  including the alteration of asset lives to better reflect
18  changes in the economic life of plant and equipment used to
19  provide telecommunications services, correct?
20        A.    Yes.
21        Q.    And the FCC method also uses the calculation
22  that includes adjusting the average remaining service life
23  of the asset, correct?
24        A.    Of the asset group, yes.
25        Q.    And the single asset straight line method does
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 1  not make any adjustments of the asset lives?
 2        A.    The single asset approach is done again on a
 3  reactionary basis.  So as betterments are made to the asset
 4  then the CFO or the accountant in charge would make a
 5  judgment call to see if that extended the life of the asset
 6  or not.  It seems the FCC method is doing this as it goes
 7  along.
 8        Q.    Did the single asset straight line method that
 9  the Division used in this case to come up with depreciation
10  expense make adjustments to the remaining asset lives of
11  the asset, the remaining life of the asset?  Did you make
12  any adjustments?
13        A.    No.
14        Q.    In Mr. Woolsey's surrebuttal testimony he
15  calculated the depreciation expense using the FCC method.
16  Did you review that testimony?
17        A.    Yes.
18        Q.    And his testimony was filed on December 18,
19  2015, correct?
20        A.    Yes.
21        Q.    And you indicate in your sur-surrebuttal
22  testimony that given Carbon/Emery's use of a new method at
23  such a late date the Division was unable to fully review
24  and investigate Mr. Woolsey's implementation of this
25  method, correct?
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 1        A.    Yes.
 2        Q.    I'm a little confused by that because in your
 3  direct testimony filed on August 21st it was you that
 4  identified the FCC method as a reasonable alternative for
 5  calculating Carbon's revenue requirement, wasn't it?
 6        A.    Yes.
 7        Q.    And didn't you have access to all of the data
 8  necessary to do the calculation prior to Mr. Woolsey doing
 9  the calculation in sur-surrebuttal testimony?
10        A.    Yes.
11        Q.    If you have never performed this calculation
12  how do you know that the FCC method would be a reasonable
13  alternative as you testified to in your direct examination?
14        A.    Because it's a generally accepted depreciation
15  method.
16        Q.    And doesn't is also eliminate issues related to
17  inaccurate depreciation life?
18        A.    It could if done correctly.
19        Q.    Since you haven't done the actual FCC
20  calculation you can't say whether Mr. Woolsey's calculation
21  using the FCC method was performed correctly or
22  incorrectly, can you?
23        A.    I'm not an employee of Carbon/Emery so I didn't
24  do their depreciation for them, no.
25        Q.    But you reviewed his calculation, correct?
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 1        A.    His FCC method of calculation?
 2        Q.    Yes.
 3        A.    Not in its entirety, which is what my testimony
 4  reflects.
 5        Q.    And your testimony is that you couldn't review
 6  it in its entirety because you didn't have enough time, or
 7  why couldn't you review that in its entirety?
 8        A.    Time was definitely a substantial factor.
 9        Q.    But you testified that you had all the
10  information you needed, you identified the method in August
11  and you had a month before your sur-surrebuttal testimony
12  was due; is that correct?
13        A.    Yes.
14        Q.    You did state on line 161 of your
15  sur-surrebuttal testimony that Mr. Woolsey failed to
16  include several asset groups, which are not included in the
17  most recent depreciation expense calculation.  Do you
18  recall that in your testimony?
19        A.    Yes.
20        Q.    And you identified seven asset groups which you
21  state contain assets and depreciation expense; is that
22  correct?
23        A.    Yes.
24        Q.    And isn't it true, however, that none of those
25  asset groups which you have identified have any remaining
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 1  book value to be depreciated?
 2        A.    Under the group depreciation method they do
 3  not.  However, using single asset straight line they do.
 4        Q.    Right.  But we're talking about the FCC method
 5  and adjusting, which is a group method, and adjusting for
 6  the average remaining life of the asset group, correct?
 7        A.    I did not fully review Mr. Woolsey's FCC
 8  calculation, so I do not know.
 9        Q.    So you don't know if it was correct or
10  incorrect?
11        A.    A cursory glance shows that they're missing.
12        Q.    But those asset groups have no remaining book
13  value, correct?
14        A.    I didn't go through every asset group and
15  determine if they have book value or not.
16        Q.    Would you agree that if the asset groups have
17  no remaining book value then they're not relevant to the
18  FCC method calculation?
19        A.    That would be correct, except for the fact if a
20  company is trying to persuade somebody to adopt their
21  methodology then it would stand to reason that they would
22  at least show that they themselves looked at the groups.
23        Q.    But you don't know if he looked at the group or
24  he didn't look at the group, right?
25        A.    Yes, that's correct.
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 1        Q.    You testified that the estimated service life
 2  is critical to these calculations, correct?
 3        A.    Sorry?
 4        Q.    Estimated remaining service life is critical to
 5  these calculations?
 6        A.    To the FCC method, yes.
 7        Q.    And you haven't offered any testimony that the
 8  service life as determined by Mr. Woolsey in his
 9  calculation do not properly represent the remaining service
10  life of Carbon's assets; is that correct?
11        A.    Yes.
12        Q.    I just have a couple more issues here.  I want
13  to talk a little bit about the interstate affect that's
14  been identified in the testimony.  You haven't performed
15  the depreciation calculation using the FCC method, but you
16  have provided a calculation of the depreciation expense
17  using what you call the single asset straight line method,
18  correct?
19        A.    Yes.
20        Q.    And I believe you provided a calculation using
21  what you call the vintage method of depreciation, correct?
22        A.    Yes.
23        Q.    Upon calculating the depreciation expense
24  adjustments using either of those methods, did you make any
25  adjustment for the interstate revenue associated with that
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 1  adjustment?
 2        A.    No.
 3        Q.    Would you agree that if you change a general
 4  expense item on the books of Carbon/Emery there is an
 5  interstate impact where the jurisdiction separations of the
 6  company -- I don't want to use confidential numbers here --
 7  are divided between interstate and intrastate
 8  jurisdictions?
 9        A.    Yes.
10        Q.    If you don't consider the interstate revenue
11  impact of the depreciation expense adjustment, then next
12  year if Carbon/Emery takes the lower depreciation expense
13  that you're suggesting and applies the jurisdictional
14  percentage to that adjusted lower number, Carbon/Emery will
15  recover less on the federal interstate side for that
16  adjusted depreciation expense; is that correct?
17        A.    Sure.
18        Q.    And if that happens, then under the total
19  company approach adopted by the Commission Carbon/Emery
20  would be entitled to seek recovery of the revenue shortfall
21  on the interstate side from the state; is that correct?
22        A.    Yes.
23        Q.    One final issue.  You identified in your
24  summary testimony that you carefully examined the books and
25  records of Carbon/Emery, correct?
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 1        A.    Yes.
 2        Q.    And I've been through your testimony at length
 3  and you allude in several places that the UUSF should not
 4  be used as an incentive for increase infrastructure
 5  investment, but I couldn't find any example where you
 6  testified that Carbon/Emery actually did this.  Is there
 7  anything like that in your testimony?
 8        A.    Your conclusions are your own.
 9        Q.    But you --
10        A.    My testimony it my testimony.
11        Q.    But there is nothing in your testimony about
12  them doing that?
13        A.    No, absolutely not.  There is no implication
14  that Carbon/Emery is misusing any of the state USF funds.
15              MS. SLAWSON:  I have no other questions.
16              HEARING OFFICER:  Mr. Moore, you have a very
17  big decision to make.  We do need to close today at 5:00.
18  So you can elect to conduct your cross examination of
19  Mr. Hellewell if you have any right now or --
20              MR. MOORE:  I have no questions.
21              HEARING OFFICER:  All right.  Mr. Jetter, you
22  have a very big decision to make.  You can elect to do
23  redirect now, or depending on how much time you feel like
24  you need and how much energy you have left, I will let you
25  choose to begin with that tomorrow morning.
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 1              MR. JETTER:  I actually have a fairly brief
 2  redirect, so it may be actually easier to press to do it
 3  now.
 4              HEARING OFFICER:  That's fine.  Let's go to it.
 5                      REDIRECT EXAMINATION
 6  BY MR. JETTER:
 7        Q.    I would like to just walk through a few
 8  questions with you on redirect.
 9        A.    Sure.
10        Q.    Is it accurate to say that the depreciation
11  number proposed by Carbon/Emery compared to their proposed
12  rate base or the current book value of the assets in
13  service would fully depreciate the entire company's
14  remaining book value in about five years?
15        A.    Yes.
16        Q.    Is that even plausible, that could be the case?
17  Based on --
18        A.    Not unless everything was a computer.
19              MS. SLAWSON:  I'm sorry.  I didn't hear what
20  you said.
21              THE WITNESS:  I said not unless everything was
22  a computer and has that asset life.
23        Q.    (By Mr. Jetter)  I would like to ask you
24  quickly about the same hypothetical used by Ms. Slawson.
25  In this hypothetical you have a gross book value of initial
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 1  asset on year one with a 10 year depreciation rate.  Using
 2  Carbon/Emery's group method year 10 with no additions that
 3  would sum set to a zero annual depreciation; is that
 4  correct?
 5        A.    Yes.
 6        Q.    And let's say hypothetically in year 11 you add
 7  another thousand dollar investment that you capitalize in
 8  that same group, while the original thousand dollar capital
 9  investment remains in service, what would the depreciation
10  be in year 12?
11        A.    $200.
12        Q.    So in fact that second asset now would be
13  depreciating at twice the rate of the first asset even
14  though theoretically they should have the same depreciation
15  rate?
16        A.    That's correct.
17        Q.    And that's because leaving an asset in the
18  group that has lived in that group beyond its service life
19  begins to affect the depreciation of all other assets added
20  later; is that correct?
21        A.    Yes.
22        Q.    And when you looked at the asset groups that
23  Carbon has used, they include significant amounts in dollar
24  value of assets that are beyond the calculated depreciation
25  life?
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 1        A.    Yes.
 2        Q.    And those are driving what we would consider
 3  significantly increased rates of depreciation?
 4        A.    Yes.
 5        Q.    Let me take my hypothetical one step further
 6  and let's say we get out to year 20.  And now you have
 7  $2000 in gross value that is entirely depreciated based on
 8  the group method, but they both remain in service.  Now
 9  let's say in year 21 you add another asset that would be a
10  10 year depreciable life and let's say its value is $220 to
11  make the math easy.  How quickly would that asset, which
12  presumably under the Commission's 10 year depreciation rate
13  or the company's 10 year depreciation rate, how fast would
14  that asset actually be depreciated under the group method?
15        A.    It would be depreciated in one year.
16        Q.    And let's take that hypothetical and use it
17  with straight line depreciation.  You add your $1000 asset
18  in year one.  Year 10 that would depreciate $100 per year
19  and that would reach zero in year 10; is that correct?
20        A.    Yes.
21        Q.    And now at year 11 add $1000, how would that
22  depreciate over the next 10 years?
23        A.    It would depreciate at $100 for the next 10
24  years.
25        Q.    Would that be something you would consider
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 1  ratably distributing the $1000 capitalization over the 10
 2  year depreciable life?
 3        A.    Absolutely.
 4        Q.    In the alternative, if you were depreciating
 5  that at $200 a year, you're depreciating that entirely over
 6  five years.  Is it also ratably distributing the value over
 7  10 years?
 8        A.    No.
 9        Q.    And finally with my hypothetical third
10  investment at year 21, would depreciating the entire asset
11  in one year ratably distribute it over a 10 year service
12  life?
13        A.    No.
14              MR. JETTER:  That is all the redirect I have.
15  Thank you.
16              HEARING OFFICER:  Any recross, Ms. Slawson?
17              MS. SLAWSON:  Yes, I have just a couple.
18                       RECROSS EXAMINATION
19  BY MS. SLAWSON:
20        Q.    You testified that Carbon's assets will -- if
21  the depreciation expense provided by Carbon in its
22  application is accurate, then Carbon's assets will fully
23  depreciate in five years; is that correct?
24        A.    That's assuming no additions and no increase to
25  depreciation expense.
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 1        Q.    And in fact Carbon is adding an additional
 2  plant, correct?
 3        A.    Yes.  So a depreciation expense, therefore,
 4  should also unreasonably inflate.
 5        Q.    Are Carbon's -- one second please.  If the
 6  company is adding an additional plant, but also making
 7  disposals, the statement that you just made would not be
 8  accurate; is that correct?
 9        A.    Yes.  However, Carbon/Emery's disposals do not
10  match in any way their additions.  Their additions far
11  exceed the amount at which they're disposing.
12        Q.    Do you believe that Carbon's assets are going
13  to fully depreciate in five years even with the additions?
14        A.    Like I said, the situation was holding that
15  everything stands still.  I don't know the calculation,
16  however I do feel very strongly that a depreciation cliff
17  will happen somewhere in the future at which no matter what
18  Carbon/Emery adds it will be depreciated in an unreasonably
19  quick manner.
20        Q.    So I have two issues on that.  How far in the
21  future do you think this depreciation cliff will happen?
22        A.    I don't know.
23        Q.    More than three years?
24        A.    Possibly.
25        Q.    More than five years?
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 1        A.    Again, I don't know.
 2        Q.    Do you think it will happen in less than three
 3  years?
 4        A.    I don't know.
 5        Q.    That was my first question.  My second question
 6  on this -- my second question is this.  It seems that the
 7  overarching concern about Carbon's group method of
 8  depreciation that the Division has is that it does not
 9  accurately reflect the average remaining life of the assets
10  in the group; is that correct?
11        A.    Yes.
12        Q.    And isn't it true that the FCC method would
13  address this concern that the Division has?
14        A.    If properly configured, yes.
15        Q.    And by being properly configured you mean if
16  the asset remaining lives are accurately reflected; is that
17  correct?
18        A.    Well, all of the components which go into the
19  calculation using the FCC must be properly configured.
20        Q.    So average remaining life?
21        A.    That's the main sticking point.  Because is it
22  average remaining depreciable life, is it average remaining
23  life as it exists in the field.  That's the question that
24  needs to be answered.
25        Q.    What does the FCC formula say?
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 1        A.    Average remaining life.
 2        Q.    Wouldn't it make most sense if you're actually
 3  trying to figure out when you should retire assets and what
 4  the depreciation rate should be, wouldn't it actually make
 5  the most sense to figure out what the average remaining
 6  life of the asset in the field is?
 7        A.    Yes.
 8        Q.    Mr. Jetter asked you about a lot of
 9  hypothetical examples.  If the average remaining life --
10  wouldn't the FCC method address the concerns that the
11  Division has with those hypotheticals?
12        A.    Yes, in part.
13              MS. SLAWSON:  I have no other questions.
14              HEARING OFFICER:  We are going to adjourn for
15  today.  Mr. Jetter, do you have any other witnesses?
16              MR. JETTER:  No, that would be the end of the
17  Division's presentation.
18              HEARING OFFICER:  So Mr. Moore, tomorrow --
19              MR. MOORE:  We have two witnesses.
20              HEARING OFFICER:  -- is all yours.
21              MR. MOORE:  Fine.
22              HEARING OFFICER:  Ms. Slawson, do you need the
23  screen tomorrow?
24              MS. SLAWSON:  I need the screen tomorrow.  I
25  didn't need it today.
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 1              HEARING OFFICER:  Thank you.  This room, I
 2  believe, will be locked and secured.  I'm going to leave
 3  all of my things right where they are.  So with that I
 4  think we can close.
 5              (The hearing adjourned at 5:10 p.m.)
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